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BRITISH SCIENCE EVALUATION METHODS

WEDNESDAY; OCTOBER 31); 1985

HOUSE- OF REPRESENTATIVESi .

COMMITTEE ON -SCIENCE ANW TECHNOLOGY,
TASK FORCE ON SCIENCEPOUCY;

Washingtoni DC
:Tki6Itaeli force meti_ipursuant to _notice; at 8:35 a.m., _in_ room

2168,-Rayburn--House- Office Building; Hon. 7ion Fuqua (chairman
of the task force) presiding;

Mr. -FUctuA, We are delighted to welcome:Prof:Benjamin Martin
from the-University of Sussex in- -England- tO the Science Policy
Task Torce. Professor_ Martin is_a -member of the-Science-Poliu Re=
search Unit at hie_ university; and _we: are taking advantage of:the
fact-that-h -is spending a few days in Washington to bring him
before our task force.

I. want to express to Professor Martin our thanks for his willing-
ness to-appear-before- us-- and to prepare a written -statement on
veryishortinotice. We rmgret that_ his-colleague-and -close-collabora-
tor, Prof. John h,iie. alio of the Science Policy Research Unit at
Sussex,-is unable-to -be here tOday as well. Prefessor Irvine is cur-
rently in Japan as part of an important research project by the
Martin4rVine tearn.

In developing-the-agenda -for- our science policy study; we nob:T(1
by way:of introduction that_ in:_many areas of -wience policy-we
would -like to see an -increase in the use: of :statistical data and
quantitative-analysis. Such-statistics-have -in the past beini Uniited
to_ information about findings :and manpoweror-funds-and man-
power, and the analysis of this information hie been at quite an
unsophisticated-level.

Inatead _we have,:on many of the:more difficult -questions-of-sci-
ence-and policy, relied on the experience;_jultthent; arid Wisdom of
the best people we could -find-in-the -scientific- community, Often
the evidence whicl we have hadibefore us has bftn_very_anecclotal
in- -nature, -and- as-a former- colleague of ours, _Congressman Ray
Thornton; the president-of the Universi147-of-Arkansaa;-once- noted
ahout aneedotal _evidencehe: said: 'No : one doubts its veracity;
what-wetieed-to-deterinine is ite representatirniess."

Wisdom and anecdotal _evidence-will-no-doubt-continue-to play
important- roles in science _policymaking But it:now_ appears that
the-first steps-toward a broader-use Of-quantitative approaches are
being. taken. In this area our British friends; both at -the University
of Sussex- and in the Britiali &Sear& Couneila whieh are funding
and using some of this work; appear to be well in the lead. It is to

(1)
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tell di about the important work that Professor Martin has agreed
to anpar.

We recognize that=the methods developed in England -have- not
yet been perfOcted. We are also aware that in some cases the re-
sults-_produced have been- controversial both in England and more
generally in Europe; Perhaps that makes us even-more willing to
welcome you, Professor Martin; and we look forward to your state-
ment and-the discussion to follow.

Mr. Lujan?
Mr. Lu.mar. 1 have na opening statement. I wanted to welcome

Professor Martin. I look forward to hearing from hint

STATEMENT OF BEN -IL MARTIN,- PROFESSOR, SCIENCE POLICY
_RESEARCH UNIT-, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX; ENGLAND

PrOWssor MARTIN. Mr."Chaiiiimn; let me begM by thanking you
for-the-invitation-to-test*- -here- tOday. What I -have to say relateS
to one issue in particularraised in the- agenda-of -the -Task-Y-orce-on
SCience Polim namely; that in past and current science policymak-
ing there is-vey limitod use-of quantitative information-.

There fir.: more than a little_frony-in -the-fact that -while-science
itaelf. has .been affecta -so immeasurably from :the application of
systomatig,--rigorous, and- generally quantitative teChniques; science
policy hi one of the last= areas of -public- policy-where -such-tech=
niques- have been appliefi That thero are now available iquantita-
tive_hwhniques capable-of-yielding information relevant tO science
policymaking is what I :hope to demonstrate.

-Since 1978 a sinall tearn at_ the SCience Policy ROsearCh Unit;
SPRU; has :carried-out a-range- of- quantitative -science- poliw -re-
search studies; :Mu& :of our effort has been concentrated on devel-
op' -systematic- methnds for evaluating the research performance
of ratories; faTilities;- and groups.

Initially this _work friCilied on basic science; in particular on the
large -mntral -facilities -used- to-carry out research in big sciences
such_ as high-energy physicsthe _results-me -written-up -in- refer-
ences contained in appendiX 2optical astronomy; and radio as-
tronomy.-

As I slall describe shortly;=the overall approach adopbx1 in_such
institutional-evaluations involves the_combinOd use ofi_one; a_range
of= science= output indicators-based -on-an -analysis-of-the 1published
scientifie literature:to: assess...the.productivity and impact of each
research-facility-relative- to-&ni1sw facilities eltre*here; and;
the results of =structured interviews a- large-sample- Of --re-
searchers in- different countries_ who: are asked to_rank these_ fecal-
ties in terms -of their -relative-contributions- to-scientific-knowlodge
and_ta explain the factors determining differencesin performance;
--Over-the last-4 year% however; our work at SPRU haa diversifiOd
considerably; Fink Wades -evaluating- the-outimts -from- research
hiStittitions, we hive started to:develop a program of-Avork: on the
assessment- of-national scientific- performance in different nal&
and-suirrields escience; especially those with stratEgic_ terimokwgi-
cal-importance -for -the- futnin. -This work has thainly been commis-
sionedfor examPle; by- the British Advisory Board. -for- th- Re-
Rear& Coundla and various learned societiesand covers such

8
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fields as protein crystallographv_and-ecean-currents-as-well- as-Brit;
ain'S:OVerallscientific: performance relative to other countries; Re
cmitly-published- -results- on Briteies deOlining scientific peril:Atli-
ance attracted significant public interest- in- the- UK earlier this
yeat rititably during debates in the House of Lords and House of
Cdommons.

Second,=a number of studies commissioned-by mainkv-foreign gov=
ertunental_agencies took us into the evaluation of applied R&D cc-
tivities.-Theae-include -projects carried out for a -Norwegian Royal
Ommission =on Industrial Researchwe-assessed-the-performance
of reifearch bistittiti4f: and_ support mechanisms for -_electronics and
mechanical- -engineeringand for-the European Commie-Sion -i-re
helped in an evaluation _of the _European- Communitrs-Steel Re;
Sear& Pitigiam; as well _as preparatory work for aicurrent review
of British support for-engineering research by the Sciende and_ En-
gineering Research Council; In _evaluating -epplled retearch, the -ap=
proach nOrmally involves:using:a somew.Ut: different set of indica-
tors based-upon-industrial -and: technological impactS; although adi-
entific literature-based statistics were used-in a- recent -study tom=
patiot international: performance in_ the field of integrated= optics;

Third, in line-with- the needs of policymekers to _move beyond
evaluations :of past performance,- we -have-begun- to expl.ore-inethods
for ayeteinatioally appraising the future:prospectsiof major new fa-
cilities such as accelerators, work whiCh I shall diaddia bri6fly
later.

More importantly, the question of how one selects: long-term re-
search priorities in the -most effective manner was taken:further in
a 1984 study for the= British- Advisory Councilon-Applied-Retearch
and-Mvelopment which: has _become interested in the _question of
strategic-- monitoring- and forecasting of research and development.
This sttidy; the= results of _which we published as a book, Forts t
in -Scioiftt- Pieking the Winnew involved a survey _of state-of-t
art= methods -used- Jy ifgovernments, research funding agendea;: and
high technology firms to formulate their priorities for longer term
stiategic researth.

-the -last_year-we have initiated a program -Of Work
oh the_ inputs: to research; The need:for reliable _input -dataon
funding, -numbers of researchers; and_ so oriin oMer to under-
stand and _interpret -research -ouVut data; evecially thoaa on hit=
tiOtial Baena& pefformance=in particular fields-,-hasheceme-ever
more apparent- over tithe._ We are _carrently engaged in a major
study to compare'government funding-of academic and academical=
ly irelatd research across sisLcountriesthe Unital States; Japan;
West--Germany; Fre**, the United-Kingdom; and the Netheriands.
- The Aim is to produce mot-just- totals-for-each cour_;_--but -alio -a
breakdoWn_by 9 :fie-Id-sand 40 subfields. This is a very_ topical sub-
ject at wes!nt- ainte senior _policyniakers_are increasinglY intereit-
ed _in knowing :bow their _Branding- mImpares-iwith -that -hi-other
cowittiek and -the intethational statistics available at present are
somewhat lfinited-technically, and in their level of diftaggragaticin.
Thiii-ittidy is largely being financed by the BritishAdvisorylloard
for the Irestaith Coundls Who Wish tO know whether Britain's-ap-
parent decline in scientific performance is related to comparative

9
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Levels of funding across countries. It will be -completed early in

NOW in order to illustrate the type of APProadi_ :died in _our sci.
mce policy_ rwearch-studies,---we -thought it-Would be- of greaWlEt
itility Aro_ the_task fOrce to focus in =detail upon_ one- of our recent
?valuations -of big science facilities;:sinte the _question of evaluating
institutional productivity, while-often lvoliticalb tOntentiMitii is, eS
*Anted out _on page 14 of:the task force agenda; _a tentral question
:king those concerned with:science Policy; Incidentally, for those
if' you interested: in-details- of-our other work thew Can be fciiind in
he _PliPersi listed: in appendix 2, and I've given copies of mime of
heseto John Hohpèld

First; however,- let-me-review- briefly-some -of the- Main rot-IS-Ong
e_hiiid_the, need for better techniques for evaluatingremarch-per-
Ormance. In WeStern countries,: the main deCisionmaking iriecha,
dam_ in basic_ _science -continues -to- he- peer- -reVietrl that it, relying

the_opinionsof scientists in the field concerned,r-relyinon the
nformediprojudices of wise men, as_ it_ perhaps_ is best described._

However; -peer review- (-aces- weveralliroblems-- of _grOtVint impor-
anCei _especially in relation_ to big science._ =One stems-from -the
rend away from the rapidly increasing_ national science budgets
een in the_1950's and -196(rs-Wward --approximately -level funding, a
rend__*_hilch can only become more= pronounced _here in- the United
itates -as you grapple _with: the problem_ of _the budget defitht
= Under the conditions -of -apivroximateW zero real growth; deti=
ions tO reduce existing financial commitments often-first-have to

-oiler to free hinds to support promising:new research
reas and young_siFientists,-soroethingithatIou must do if Sdiende IS
ty_remain _dynamic. This is not a task for which peer review is
lways-very-eftective.-
Second, as the-costa-of-certain-research- have -eficalatd and -re

tkirces have become concentrated: in fewer laboratories, -so it -has
ecome-barder- to-locate disintereSted _Peers able to_ provide expert
if:ents on proposed-new- prclecta -but-whos-own circtiiiiStanWs
rzflbë unaffetted_by the subsequent funding decision;
-Thircl-bcause-_vecialtiesgeneroualy ilinde-d in the _Past are nor-
wily well represented on-decisionnialting-hsdiosAaser review has
thibitkia tendency to reproduce past priorities and to _be _less suc-

-at--ident*ing newly emergingesi*dially interdikipli-
ary-,research -=

freCatise of theee _ problems, there isi: we would: argu% ai need for
lore systematic- output-data -ta complement but not_ replace: peer
iview; To illustrate howievaluations oftessarchoutput might-be
trried:outt I shalt deicribe a iitUdY which compared the =scientific
szformandwof -high-energy physics acceleratotv around the worldi
iduding_ those in US;_ laboratories;
How can- one eirahlate retie-arch _perferiilinee in_hasio science?
here aro four main-elements-to our methodolmi; -Mitt; it is bated

input-output approacIL It involves identifying and-evaluating
ievariouR-mputsfunds, researchers, et cetera-rand outputa,,for
rampl% contrilutions to-wientific knowledm- education, and t6cli.
Dlogyand then relating the two; For basic science, some simplifi-
ition is possible since the primary output is contributions to scien-
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tific knowledge; and I shall; therefore; focus here on the evaluation
of these scientifio contribution&

Second; the approach here is institutionally lc:lensedthat is, the
unit of- analysii iii the research laboratory; facility; or- group7-be
cause major investment decisions in 1basic science normally center
on institutions; and it is here that rigidities with peer revieW fribStoften arise.

Third; because =no absolute quantification ofireseardh perfaiiii-
anceis peSSible; the ap roach is comparatim with the proviso that
one canionly legitimate 3: compare "like" with _like"

Fourth, the approach involves the combined-use of several mdi
=tors, each-rflacting a slightly different facet of research per-
formance;= For examp e, if one -looks at the number of Scientific
papers published in international learned journalsand-atientisti
place great stress-on suth_papers as the primary means of making
public their research results; so virtually every-significant reSeardh
finding is reportM in a journal article-,-then the numbers of such
papers give some indication ofthe scientific production of a _re-
search group; while numbers of papers per researcher or per dollar
reveal somethin_g_ahotit itS preductivity.

Another important= indicator is the average- number Of tiines
each:paper is referred to or:cited by other scientists in subsequent
paper& A typical- pager--will- cite 10 or 20 previous papers which
have had some impact on the= work it reports.-Thuk the hiiportitrit
papers tend-to be _highly dited. For example; the most highly cited
paper in experimental high-energy physics during the 1960's Was
also the Only one which subsequently led to a Nobel Prim

The average -number Of citations earned by eicl -Paper for a re-
Search groupand you ran look these up in-a computerited directo-
ry of citations publuihed by the Institute for ScientificInformation,
Philadelphiathis gives an-indication of the impact these Publics-
tions-have on -the scientific community; while peer rankings for- eel,
entists asked to rank- therelative contributions-to science=of differ,
ent institutions provide -evidence on the perceived significance of
the result&
_ Last; data on the distribution-of highly cited papers reVeal which
groups have keen responsiblelor the few key discoveries-in a spe7
cialty; while citation-tOtals reflect the large number of incremental
additions to knowledge;

It should be _ail:Toiled that all these indicators are imperfect or
partial They reflect partly the relative magnitude of OontribUtions
to stientific kno*ledge and pattly a variety of sixial, institutional,
psychological, and ether factor:S. _ =

(Avever;:when applied to such research,groups re,
search -facilitiek pUblishingin the same body of international liter-
ature; subject to comparable re&reeinigi prnceduresi the indieritors
have-been found in our _various studies to yield broadlyconvement
result& Such results we -regard as being reasonablY reliablecer-
tainly more reliable than those hased on a single indicater like
peer _review.

Our study focused on the world's- main-proton accelerators, id,
though output data relating to electron accelerators were_ also pro,
duced; From table 1.--:the-tables are in appendik can see
that in 1959 the CERN Proton Synchrotron, or PS, in the joint Eu-

til
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ropean laboratory at Geneva took over from the east European
Dubna accelerator, and before that the Berkeley Bevatron in Cali-
fornia, as the world's highest energy accelerator.

TABLE I

The world's main proton accelerators )5 GeV

Accelerator
Began

operating

B46
energy
(GeV)

Berkeley Bevatron (U.S.) 1954 6

JINR Dubna (E.Europe) 1957 10-

CERN PS (W.Europe) 1959 23

Brookhaven AGS (U.S.) 1960 33

ITEP Moscow (U.S.S.R.) 1961 7

Argonne ZGS (U.S.) 1963 12

Rutherford Nimrod (U.K.) 1963 7

Serpukhov (U.S.S.R.) 1967 76

CERN ISR (W.Europe) 1971 31

Fermilab (U.S.) 1972 400

CERN SPS (W.Europe) 1976 400 I

CERK pi (W.Europe) .1981 270

However, the very similar and slightly higher energy Brookha-
ven Alternating_Gradient Synchrotron; or AGS; was completed a
few_months later in 1960; The:lead passed to the Soviet Union in
1967 when the aerpiikhov accelerator was completadi but returned
to the United States in 1972-when-the-Yermilab-accelerator began
operatin& 4 years_ ahead of the similar SPS accelerator at CERN;

Laat, the CERN proton-antiprOtoni or pfi collider started oper-
ation -in 1981, and this remains the world's -most powerful facility
to date, although the larger Permilab Tevatron Collider is very
shortly tO begin experimental work._
In analyzing the outputs from the accelerators, we divided the

period from 1961 to 1982 into 4-year blocks. Thus, table 2, covering

12.
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1961 to 1964, shows that the Brookhaven AGS produced 4.5 percent
of the world total of experimental high-energy physics papers in
the first 2 years and 11 percent_ for 163-64, somewhat behind ita
main rival, the CERN PS with 29.5 percent, and the older Berkeley
Bevatron with 23 percent.

TA8LE Z

EiatriKental--high-energY physics. 1961-1964

-

S.:11f

papers, ,_

publilhed-
tn:past 2

_two years

%laf
citations
to work ofi
past 2
four years

Average
citations
per paper

Highly cited paperS!

number Cited n times1

1962 1964 1964_ 1964 ffal5 rr430 na50 n1400

Bevatron
- . 38.0% 230% 35.0% 3.4 33 5 2

Dubna.
. 18.5% 12.0% 3.0% 0.3 0 0

CZRN PS
.. 10.0% 29.5% 14:5%

ii
1.9 9 1

8rtiakheieh
AGS

4,5% 11.0% 23.0% 5-0 24 5

Moscow ITEP
. _ 2.0% 3.0% . 0.5%

.

0.5 0

_

0 0 0

.Rest of
world 27.0% 22.5% 24.0% 2;8 22 6 1

World total 375- 53$ 25901
lOOt lopx 100%

2.8 ad 17 1_

I. Over the peeiod 961-80, an experimentalipaperlreqUired
approximately.40ar moPe Citations -in any one year to.be_included-ialthe top-IX-mast

highly citedipepees far the two decades,-and 19 or more to=be includeo
in:the top 5%. Inithit'respect-,415 carresponds to the top 7;8%.
n130 to the tap 1.9%, 650 to the top 0.6%, and n41.00 to the top 0.14%
most highly cited papers.

Z-- Ali figures in thiS and subsequent tables have been rounded tO the nearest0.3%.

HOWeVer, the CERN papars reported_clata from relatively simple
everiments, so their_ overall impact, as refit-dad in the number of
times they-were cMd by other scientists; was less than that of theAGS and theiBevatron, the respective world_citation shares being
14.51percent, 23_ percent,=and 35 percent in 1964. _On avertwe, oath AGS paper was citExi 8 timesin 1964, a tyPidalfigure for a new accelerator, While CERN PS publications earnedonly 1.9 citations per paper. Moreover, in terMis of highly citedpapers, the Revatron and AGS_both seem to-have-been reSponsiblefor more discoveries than the PS. Indeed, the three major discover-ies that could have been made on either the AGS or the PSthe
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identification of :two types of 'neutrinos, the_ vmega _minus, and
choge-parity violation-were ell made on -the U.S. accelerator.

Over-the :next _4 years, -table -3 -shows -that- the gap between _the
AGS_and_ PS narrowed; The AGS_continued to:yield fewer papers-
19.5 percent compard with -25.5 percent in 1968-but those papers
were _still more highly cita:1; averaging_4.6 _citations per_paperin
1968 _cemPared with 2.1:for CERN Pliblications,_ withAhe result that
the tOtal impact- of the tWo machines seems to have be-en very simi-
lar; at least _in_ terms of world citation share-the figures were 26
and 26;5 percent in 1968;

TARE 3

Eipertmental high-energy physics. 1965-1968

Z-of
papers
published
in_past__
too_years_

% of
citations
to_work of
past
four years

Average::
citations
per paper

Highly cited papers:

namber cited n times

1966 1968 1966 1968 1966 1968 nag15 nzGO ,n250

1

nw100

Bevatron -

12.5% 11.5% 17.5% 10.0% 3.8 2.8 9 0 0 0

°One
- 6.5% 4.0% 2.5% 1.0% 1.1 0.9 0 0 0 0

CERN PS-

32...5% 25.5% 28.5% 26.0% 3.5 3.1 46

: ' :

1 i 0 0

Brookhaven
AG5

19.5% 19.5% 280% 26:5% 6.8

_

46 42 12 1

I

0

Argonne EG5
2;0% 6:5% l.0% 5;0% 4.2 3:6

I

0 ! 0
1

0

Rutherford

Nimrod :....... 2;5% 2;5% 2.5% 3;5% 6.0 4.6

Rest-of
world 24-.0% 30.5% 20.0% 28.0% 33 3.4 38

1

5_ . 0

World total 645
100%

845
100%

4500
100%

5080
100%

3.8
.

3.4 150 18 ;

I

For- papers citCd 15- or- more -times -in a year, the AGS had by
then-been- -overtaken-by--the--PS,- but- the- AGS -continued-1z -prove
muchi more successful: as regards the more important advances.;
with 12 papers citCd 30 or more times compared with one frOm the

-_ For the _perio&1969-'72, table 4 :reveals that while:the:PS pro-,
duca a-steady 25 percent- of world experimental publicationsj- the
AGS's_share dropped to 14.5-percent in 1972-,_ following_ difficulties
associated with_a_major technical upgrade of the accelerator. How-
ever, the mod highly cited papers at this time came from neither

1i;
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of -theee--acceleratOrs but_ frOm newer:machines; The -AGS _and--PS
each managed only-one paper citth -30- Or iiiote tfinea, While Sex.,
piikhosi 1in the :Soviet :Union; the _CERN -ISR, and the Stanford
Linear Accelerater, SLAC, each yielded four;

TABLE-4-

Experimental hidh-energy physics. 1969-4972

% of

Mars
published
in past
bop years

%_of
citations_
to work of
pavti_ __

fouryears

Average i
citations
per-paper
_

-

Highly cited papers:
_ I _ :

mate Cited h. times

1970 1972 1970 1972 1470 1972 p515 na30 nmS0 n5100

Wevatron.
9.0% -6.0% 10.0% 6.5% 2.9 2.5 3 1 0 0

CERN_PS
25;0% 25.0% 22.5% 21.5% 2.6 2.3

Brookhaven
AgS

19;0% 14.5% 23.0% 18.0: 3.5 2.9

Argonne ZG5
9;5% 9,5% 7;5% 9.0S Z.8 2.6 7

Rutherford
Nimrod 1.-

,

2.5% 2.5% 2;5% 2;0% 3;2 1.9 0 0 0 0

Serpukhov._
- 3.0% 6.0% 2;5% 5;0%' 4.8

_ _

3.0 12 2 1

CERN ISR
. - - 2.0% - 5;0% - 12.9 13 4 2 0

SI.AC

5.5%

27.0C

8,0% 8 5% 12 5% 6_;1_

2;4

4:9_

2.0

21

21

4

6

2 0

26,0% 23.0% 19.5'

Rest of
World

WOrld altot 950
100%

1020

100%
52704531 2.9
10 10

2.7 123 21 9

Thenext-21=y-eare, 1973 tO 1976, were-among the most tumultuous
ever in highnergy physic*, -ushering-in the era-of ne* PhYiksi as
itza dall&L CERN_ made _ a promising start -in -1973:with-the- netittel
currents-discovery and several other major advances,:but after-thiamost of the important-ditwoveri.es were made in the United States;
AS you can_-_see fromitable:5, in terms ofpaperecited 15 tinie7;
year,--the PS and ISR CERN:were well:behind SLAG and thei-new
Fermilab accelerator -near-Chicago, while no less than five out:of
eight cruciali discoveries; cited 100 times in a year, dame from the
SPEAR collider at Stanford;

5.7\,
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TABLE 5

..qberimental_high-energy_ohysics; 1973-10976_ _

% of 1
papersIllI
pubilsbmi
in:past__
two-years-

% of
citations
to:work of
past
four years

Average__
citations
per paper

Highly cited paoers:

number cited n times

1974 11976 1974 1976 1974- 1976 na15 na30 na50 na100

CERN
20.0% 23.5% 19.5% 14.5% 2.7 2.2 18 4 2 . 0

Brookhaven
ABS

13.5% 8.0% 11.0% 10.0% 2.5 3.2 15 5 2 1

Argonne ZGS
9.0% 6.0% 7.0% 4.5% 2.3 2.1 5 0 0

.

0

Rutherford
-Atari:id- . 3.0% 1.5% 2.0% 0.5% 2.1 1.1 0 0 0 0

Urpukhov.
9;5% 105% _7;0% 6;5% 28 21 7 0 0 0

CERN ISR
3;5% 5-.0% 120% 9.0% 14;0 7.4 28 12

Fensi1ab
9.5% 15.0% 11.5% 25.0% 6.9 6.7 71 26 9:

SLAC

_ ..

7.0% 9.0% 10.0% 17.0%. 4.2 7.1 37 14 8 5

Rest Of
woeld 26.0% 21.51 20.0% 12.5% 2.4 1.8 16 1

weld tOtal 1160
100%

1180-
100%

6780
100%

7740-
10;

3.1 - 3.3 197 67 26 8

It may be of interest -to -note that- the proposal to build: this
highly novel and successful accelerator at SLAC was turned down
by_the U.S. high-energy -physics- community on several occasion% -il-
lustrating the conservative-tendencies -implicit-in peer- review.- As -a
result;__Stanford had to resort to building the machine from its op-
eratingbudget-

addition, it was the -Brookhaven --AGS -rather-than-the -CERN
PS which shared with _Stanford the iionor ofimaking arguably the
most important advance of the 19-70's-the- dikovery -of the J/psi
particle-which-paved-the-way-for-the newphysics-, This yielded the
most highly cited experimental paper of the 1971Ys; and; again; was
the only discovery lathe field to win the Nobel Prize.

-contrast, the-fo1kwing-4 years -were -a Teriod- of consolidation.
According to the:figures !hi _table 6; the: Fenrilab accelerator seems
to:have contributed most during thii -time- with about a quarter-of
total-world-citations and 40-papers-cited 15 _or mare timee.illowev-
er; its performance did decline markedly toward the end of the

ii
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period, partly-as a-result of funding prób1ems iand partly because
of the growing impact of its European -rival, the-new CERN SPS
which, taking advantage of beams and detectors significantly better
than those-at Fermilab, achieved a particularly high rate of cita-
tions per paper, 12.7 in 1978 compared to 7.3 for Fermilab.

TABLE 6

txpentnerenerly physics. 1977-1980
% Of
papers
pUblithed
in past
too yearl

% Of
citations
tti work of
Ott
fOur years

Average
citations
per paper

Highly cited papers:

.

number cited n times

1978 1980 1978 1980 1978 1980 na15 na30 ns60 Inb100

CERN PS -.

22.0% 11;5% 14;5% 12;57, 2:2 2-.2 13 I 2 1 1

1

Ili'ookhaven

AGS

5.5% 5.5% 5.0% 3;0' 2:7 1:6

: I _

0 1 0 0 it

Urpukhov
12.0% 14.0 4.0% 5.0%1 1.2 1:2 0 a

i

o a
i

CERN ISR
4.5% -5.5% 7.0% 7.5%1 5.4 4.4 11 2 0 o

Fermflab

16.6% 19.0% 32.0% 21.5% 7.3 3.6 40 10 5

CERN SPS
.. .

2;5% 8.5% 4.0% 8 .5. 12.7 5.0 19 7 3 0

SLAG

9;5% 6.0% 15.0% 11.551 5.7 4.4 26 6

DESY

4;0% 6 .5% 5:5% 15.5 5.7 6.8 36 16

_

Ret of
world- 23.5% 240% 13;0% 15.0% 2.0 1.9 19 5 0

World total 1115
_100%

930

100

8190

100'
6090

100%
3.5 3.0 164 48 14 2

AS in:previous:periods; though; the crucial distoveries were made
in the United- States-rather than at _CERN; the two papers cited
over: 100 thnes during the 4--years -reporting, the ditcoVeriet of the
otieilori at Fermilab_and_ of_parity violation:at-SLAG.-

Finally; --what _has-- happened since 4980? Comparision _of table_ _7
With:earlier tables shows that Fermilab's world- share- -of- Citatiotis
had- fallen--from, a peak o113:2 percent:in 1978_toi16_percent in 1982;
while the_figure for- SLAC had-likewise dropPed bY nearlY half be,
tween:1976; :when_ it:was 17 percent; and 1982, when_ it was:9--r=
cent. Overall, the U.S. share _of citations: has:decreased sharply
from 59 percent of the world total in 1978 to 34 pereent in 1982.
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TABLE 7

Exoericintal high-energy physics. 0055-1980

.

% of
zzoers
pUblished

% of

citations
to-work of
past-ftpur

Average
citations
per paper

MigIlly

numper

glitges

1981 1982_1981 1982 1981 1982_Lpt15 1%130

CERN PS 95% 7.0% 8.5Z 5.0% 1;6 1.4 0 0

Brookhaven AGS 4.5% 3.0% 3.0% 2.5% 1.7 1.4 0 0

Seroukhov 15.0% 145% 6.5% 6.0% 1.4 1.3 0 0

CERN ISR 6.0% 9.5Z j6.0% 10.5Z 3.8 4.7 1 0

Fermilab 15.5% 3.0% 20.5% 16.0% 3.1 2.7

CERN SPS 16.5% 5.0% 12.0% 16.0% 3.6 3.8 2

CERN pp. 1.0% 2.0% = 2.0% 9.3

FT .

3.5Z 8.5% 100% 9.0Z 4.0 4.4 1 1

0E51'...:
, _ -

_.. ..
LOS 9.0Z 16.SZ 19.5% LS:. 8.0.

Cornell CESR 1.0: 3.0: 3:0% 4.0% 18.2 .9.3

Rest_of
uorld . T-5% 111.-in_k_._4_ 1-1

World tptal 430=
100:

390=
101

5190=
.0%

5070- 2.7
100%

2.9 Is
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--Convertely,--if -the T _for:the various accelerators _at CERN
and the German: laboratory,-DESY-,--are conibined, they suggest
that the- early 1980's heralded a_ European-renaissance-in:high;
energy physios, ietren before-the dramatic discoveries of the W and
Z particles:at _CERN-in--1983.-In ipartiettlat; these t*o _laboratories
prOdiided 80:percent of the papers cited_15 or-more-times-in -a-year,
while-the -U.S. thate iiiikajust 20_percenti a:complete reversal ofthe
situation in_ the mriod -1973 -to 1976 -when the tWo European labora,
tories produeed 25 percent of such papers and U.S. laboratories 68
percent.

How_do_all--these-scientific literaturbesed_iindicators compare
*ith: the assessments of high-enemy 4thysicists :themselves? .0ho
hundred and eightY4Wo researchers from _eleven countries-were
asked by us-to assess six prOton accelerators on a 10-point scale in
terms of-, one, discoveries iand,-- two,---experimente involving: more
precise measurements of known particles and properties. The re--
sults are given in table 8.

TABLE 8

1

Assmagotsiion_A:10=pointiscale_l of:mato proton acceleratOrs lit
more

Self-rankings Peer-rankings Overall rankings:I:
(sample size . 169)

w
1:

8
5

BrookhlEgn 9.6(+0.1) 9.0(t0;1) 9:2(40.1)

CERN PS 7.1(40 .2) 6.7(+0.2) 6.9(±9 0)

CERN ISR 6.8(40.3) 6.9(40.2) 6.1(+02)

CERN SPS 69(+0.3) 6.6(40 2)

Fenmilab 7.4(+0.3) 7.1(+0.1) 7;2(4:1)

Serpukhov 3.8(0.6) 2.6(40.1) 2.7(t8.1)

it 4

° e
I:= g

1_o_itilllokh10.2) 7.2(t0.2) 7.2(t0.1)

CERN PS- o.s(9.1) .8.5(+0.1) 8.5(+0.1)

CERN ISR 7.3(40.3) 6.9(+0.2) 7.0(40.1)

CERN SPS 8.2(4-0.2) 8.200.2) 8.2(0.1)

fenmilib 6.3(+0.2) 6.0(+0.2) 6.1(4.1)

Serpukhov 4.3(+0,3) 3.6(9.2) 3.6(0.2)

1. 10.Eop. Thi assessients are based on-the relative outputs from_
the-accelerators over their entire operational careers epito the
tine of the interviews with high-energy physicists:in late
1981/early 1982.

Overall, we found reasonable consistency between the assess-
ments of different groups of researchers. While there was a slight
self-ranking effect, a tendency to rate one's own work more highly
than others do, this was not very significant except in the case of
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Serpukhov. The restilts show that the Brookhaven AGS wassanked
well ahead of- its-European -riv-41,- -the -CERN-PS,-in terms of ditcov-
eriesi. in_ line with_the data on highly cited papers;
--Similarly, the-Fermilab acceleratOri-which generated many: more

highly: cited =papers than the :Esiuivalent-energy CERN- SPS,-was
tanked significantly, ahead of it. In_ contrast; -for precise_ measum
ment experiments,- the PS-was-ranked ahead of the AGS; consittent
with_ the data :on _total citations; and the SPS was likewise placed
ahead-of Fern:1E4h.

Although interpretation of the _picture yieldod-by-tlie-various-in-
dicatorsis by no meanaeasy-41Iowance hes.to_be made; for exam-
ple,- for-a numher-of highly-cited--pers subSequently shown- to -be
mistakenthere:is a certain coninstency between_ the- scientific lit-
erature-atted- -indicators and the peer _ranking*. It is thisi: together
with the comments:of -high-energvphysicists -on -our result-S,_ which
leads us to zonclude that outsiders. can :carry out_ evaluations of
past research-Terfortaanee- within- individnal basic science special-
tie& _In the case:of the:above study; among the =elusions that we
arrived at were the following
'First with -one- ortwo- "prominent exceptions,: nearly all the cru-

cial discoveries_ in experimental -high-energy physics: between 1961
and- -1982---were --made at U.S. labOrateries, even thoUgh
energy accelerators were generally available-in Western- -Europe.
The situation há,. however; changed dramatically:since 1982;

&cond,- as -regards-experiments -prOducing precise -measurementS
and:results witli high statistics; the overall rword_ of:the_ machines
at-CERN- taken trigether hal; been better than that of the accelera-
tors at any laboratory in the-United-States.

Third; in_ terms: of overall scientific:productivitr-that is; scientif-
ic- rformance-aitusted for-the differing size of the various centers;
and I: haveetAmd time to give details -on: this-here=the-record -of
the-- three U.S.- national laberatories and Stanford in-_particulsx
seems to have been particula----sorzy, to-have- been -4rnificantly
better than_that of CERN; their:main European competitor;

What,-theni is the-wider -significance of 3.ur approach to evaluatt
ing .basic science? First; it yields_information-on-scientific perform-
ance in a form accesSible not just _to researthers in_ the specialty
concerned, -but -also- to other -scientists,-science_policyrnakers4 politi-
cians;_and the public; You don't have to be a:high-energy physicist
to-look -at--our tables of results and- see whict accelerators have
been:successful and which less so. It, therefore,-provides a means of
keeping the peer review process honest and_ transparent;

Second,-thernethcd -raises the- sibility -of tracking the -perform-
ance_of any _major research facilityi This can be undertaken-rela-
tively-quickly-and cheaply once the Initial data have been obtained.
The _results could help-policymakers -spot--a significant -decline--in
the performance ofa -major research center-,for example; because
of instrumental-- obsolescer.-ceand suggest where-cash inftsions
were most needed or; "alternatively; where commitments could- be
reduced in order tO free :imds to support new areas and new
People;

LaSt; as we describe eliewhere; the method makes possible a sys-
tematic -appraisal of-the prospects for-a-major-new --basic- research
facility compared with rival facilities worldwide; In the ease of our

uS
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study of-world eikerimental high-energy physics, thia inVolVed ts-vo
additional stages in the analysis;

*re identified the factors structuring stmess and failure in
pasl. redrearch performance. The most importakit factors reported by
interviewees as accounting-for the differing performance of the
CERN SPS and Fermilab machines, for example, are shown in
table 9.



a
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nd,-we-analyzed- the-various factors IA) ascertain which- are
likely to 'continue influencing._ research_ performance- in --the-future
and _to identifY any new factors which may emerge over coming
years.

On this ISSii3; _a set of-criteria-was-drawn-up to-compare-the pros-
pects: for newt acceleratorsoLthe next decade; _including_ _the_ _Stan-
fOrd Linear -Collider, -the SLC, and_ the proPetied Superconducting
Super -Collider, --the--SSC, -Out-- analysis,- which was -carried out in
1982; led: to the _conclusion_ _that the _Stanford machine combined
considetable: scientific potential with _relatively low cost: The SSC;
in -contrast, is an ettremely expensive project, and whether its sci-
entific_ potential _will proveiproportionately- greater is -hy no means
certain,' particularly lUaisimilar but slightly lower energy collider
is compleW fikat tit CERN.

In- conclusion,- -as industrialized nations- around the- world have
moved_ into an_ era of_approximately level -science budgets, -so the
teak of deciding whith of the_ competing claims of researchers_ for
new-projects shotild- be given priority haS iliedome more difficult.: If
policymakers were to- tarty- out --quantitative -science policy -studies
similar to that outlined_here, these would in_our _view _provide-them
*ith information of direct relevance to this crucial task of estab-
lishing-scientific priorities.

Thank you:
[The prepared statement of Professor Martin follows..]

23
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QUANTITATIVE SCIENCE PGLICY RESEARCH

Introduction: general overview

Since 1978, a small-team-at the Science-Policy Research Unit (SPRU) has carried

out a_range of quantitative science-policy research studles. Mich of the effort :

has been concentrated on developing systematic aethods for evaluating the research

performance of laboratories, facilities and groups._ Initially this work

focussed on basic science, in particular on the large central facilities used to

carry out-research-in-'big sciences' suchias high-energy physics (see refs 7, 17,

18, and-19 listed in Appendix II), optical astronomy (ref. 12) and radio astronomy

;ref; 13).

As we shall demonstrate below, the overall approach_adopted in such institutional

evaluations involves the combined use of (1) a range of science output_indicators

(based on publication and citation analysis) to assess the 'productivity' and

!impact' of a-researth ficility-relative to-similar facilities elsewhere, and:

(2) the results of structured_interviews with a large sample of researchers in

different countries who are asked to rank these facilities in terms_of their

relative contributions to scientific knowledge, and to explain the factors

determining differences in performance.

OVer_the last fobr-years, however, the work of SPRU has diversified considerably.

First, besides evaluating the outputt frcm research institutions, we have started

to develop a programa of work on the_assessmentAf_national scientific-perfermance

in different fields and subfields of scienceiespecially those_with strategic

technological importance for the future. This work has mainly been commissioned

(by-the British Advisory Board for the Research Councils and various Learned

SOCieties) and covers such fields-as protein crystallography and ocean currents

(see refs 21 and 32) as well as Britain's overall scientific-performance-relative

to other countries; Recently published resulta on Britain's declining-scientific

perform-Ice (see refs 27 and_39) attracted significant public interest in the UK

earlier this year, notably during debates in the House of Lords and

House of Commons.

Second, a number of Studies cteMissioned-by mainly-foreign governmental agencies

took us into the evaluation Of applied R&D-activities. -These include projects

carried out for a Norwegian Royal Commission on Industrial Research (we assessed:

the perforaance of research institutes and support mechanisms for electronics and
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mechanical-engineering-- see refs 42-and 43) and for the European Conmission

(an evaluation of the European Community's steel researd3 programme - see

tefs 45 and 47), as well as preparatory work for a current review of British

sui,port for engineering research by the Science and Engineering Research Council

(ref.:50). In_evaluating applied research, the approach normally involves

applying-a-somewhat different set of indicators based upon industrial and tech-

nological impact, although publication and citation statistics were used in a

recent study comparing international performance in the field Of integrated

optics (ref. 33).

Third, in '.ine with the needs of policy-makemto move beyond evaluations of past

performance, we have begun to explore-methods for systematically appraising the

fUture prospects of Major new-faCilities-such-as acceleratOrs (see ref. 19),

work which is discussed brietly_below._ Nore.importantly, the question of how

one selects long,term priorities in the_most effective_manncr was taken further

in a 1984 study for the British Advisory Council on Applied Research and _

Development which has beccele interested in the question of strategic monitoring

and-forecasting of R&D. This study, published as a book, foresight-in-Science:

Picking the Winners (ref._23),-involved-a survey-of state-of-the-art methods used

by governments; research,funding agencies_and high,technology firms tO formulate

their priorities for longer-term strategic research;

Finally, over the last year we have initiated a programme of work on the inputs,

to-research. The need for reliable input data (on funding, numbers_of researchers,

and_soion) in order te unterstand end interpret research.outputdata (especially

those on national scientific_performance_in particular fields) has-become ever

More apparent over time. We are currently engaged in a major study to compare

government funding of academic and academically related research across six

countries (the United States, Japan, West Germany, france, the United Kingdom

and the Netherlands). The ate is to.produce not just totals for each country,

but also a breakdoith-by 9 fields and 40 subfields. This is a very-topical subject

at present_since_senior policy,makers_are increasingly interested in_knowing how

their spending compares with that in other countries._and the_available inter,

national statistics are_somewhat limited_techmicallyand in their level of dis-

aggregation. This study is largely being financed by the British Advisory Board

for the Research Councils who wish to know:whether Britain's apparent decline in

scientific performance is reloted-to relative Ievela of funding across countries.

It will be completed early in 1986;
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In order to illustrate the type of approach used in research evaluation, we

thought it would be of greatest utility to the Task Force to focus in detail

upon one of our recent-stOdies of 'big-science' facilities-since the question

of evaluating institutional_productivity,_while Often pOlitically contentious,

is in our view a central question facing those concerned_with science_policy.

(Details of our other work can be found_in the papers listed in Appendix II.)

First, however, we should revive briefly some of the main reasons behind the

need for better techniques for evaluating research performance.

The need for research evaluation

In Western countries, the main decision-making mechanism in basic science con-

tinues to be peer-review - that is, relying on the opinions of scientists in

the field concerned.- However, peer-review faces several problems of growing

importance,_especially_in relation to 'big sciencto.- One stems-frca the-tread-

away from the rapidlr increasing national science-bUdgetS seen in-the 1950s and

'60s towards approximately level funding; Under the latter conditions; _ _

decisions to reduce existing financial commitments often first have_to be made

in order-to free funds to support promising nem research areas and young scien-

tittt.--This -is not a task fer which peer7revire isialways_very effective

(ref._16). Wand, as the costs of certain-research-have escalated and resources

have become_concentrated in_feter laborateries, so it-has become harder te locate

'disinterested' peers able to provide expert_judgements on_proposed new_projects

but whose own circumstancetvill be unaffected by the subsequent funding decision.

Third, because specialties generously funded in the past art generally well

represented on decision-making bodies, peer-review has exhibited a tendency to

reprOduce_past-priorities and to be less successful at identifying newly emerging

(especially interdisciplinary) research areas.

Because of these problems, there isi we would argue, a need for more systematic

output data to ccaplement but-not-replace peer-review. To illustrate how vialu-

ations-of-research output might-be carried out, we describe a study which ccapared

the scientific- performance of-high-energy physics accelerators around the world,

including those operated by the main US laboratories (see refs 17-19, 28 and 30).

The method of converging partial indicators

Wow can one evaluate research performance in basic science? There are four main

elements to our methodology. First, it is based on an input-output approach - it
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involves identifying and evaluating-the various inputs-(funds, researchers, ett.)

tid_OUtpUts (for example,_contributions te_scientific knowledge, education; and

technology); and thenrelating_the two; For basic science; scale simplification is

possible since the primary output is contributions to scientific knowledge; and

we therefore focus here on the evaluation of scientifie contributions.

Secoed,-the-approach is institutionally fecused (i.e. the unit of analois is the

research_laboratery, facility,_or_group) -bectuse_Majer_investment_decisions_in

basic science normally centre on institutions; and it is here that rigidities with

peer-reviiw owst often arise. Third; because no absolute quantification Of

research performance is possible, the approach is comparative, with the proviso

that one can only legitimately compare 'like' mdth 'like'.

Fourth,_the approaCh involves the_cOMbined_use of several_indicators,_each_

reflecting a slightly different facet of research performance. For example;

publication totals (that is; the number of scientific papers published in inter-

national learned journals) give some indication of the scientific production of a

research group, while numbers of papers per researcher-or per dollar reveal-some -

thing_about its-prOductivity. The average nUMber-of citations-per paper (that is,

the average_nUbbl'r Of times eaCh paper is referred_to_or_'cited' by other

scientists in_subselJent papers) gives an indicaticm of the_impact those publi-

cations have on the scientific coemunity; while peer-rankings (where scientists

are asked to rank the relative contributions of different institutions) provide

evidence on the perceived significance of the results. -Last, data on-the distri-

bution of highly cited papers reveal which groups-hive been responsible fer the

few-key !discoveries' in-a-specialt/, while citatiOn_tetals reflect_the large

number of_tooreenul additions_to knowledge; It_should'be_stressed that all

these indicators are imperfect or 'partial' - they reflect partly the relative

magnitude of contributions to scientific knowledge, and partly a variety of social;

institutional, psychological, and other factors. Nowever;-when applied to:matched

research groups using similar research facilities, publishing in the same WO of

international literature subject to comparable-referezing_procedures, the

indicators have_been feund-in previousstudies to_yield broadly convergent results

(see; for example;_ref; 12); Such results we regard as being reasonably reliable

- certainly more reliable than these based on a single indicator like peer-review.

OUr study-focussed on the world's main proton accelerators, although output data

relating to electron accelerators were also produced._ From Table 1; one can

see that in 1959 the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) took over from the East European

28
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Min attelerator, and before that the Berkeley Bevatron:in:California, as the

world's_higbett-thergy acceleratbr. WdWever, the very similar and slightly

higher-energy Brookhaven Alternating Gradient_Synchrotron,(AGS) Wit COMPlited

a few months later in 1960. The lead passed to the Soviet Union_in 1967 when

the:Serpukhov accelerator was_ccepleted, but returned to the United States in

1972:Whinithe_Fermilab_accelerator began operating, four years ahead_of the

siedlir SPS itteltrator-at CERN.- -Last, the CERN proton-antiproton (0) coTlider

started operation 111_1981; and this remains the-world's most powerful:facility:

to_date; although the larger Fermilat Tevatron Collide is vel theOtly tO begin

experimental work.

In ansliding_theioutputs from the accelerators, we divided the period 1961782

into_foot-year 'bloCke.- Thus, Table 2:covering 1961_to:1964 shows that the

Brookhaven_ASS produced 4.5%_of the world tbtAl of experimental high-energy

PhYsics papers over the first two_years_ahd 11%40-1963-64;-kot WaYibehihd

its main rival, the CERN PS_(29.5%). and the older Berkeley Bevatith_(23%).

Nowever,_the CERN papers reported data from relatively simple_experiments; so

their bierill iipict (as_reflected in_the_number of times they were cited by

Other itientists) was less_thanithatiof the:AGS:and:the Bevatron, the respective

world citation,shates_being 14.5%, 23% and 35%,in 1964. Oh average, each AGS

paper was cited 8.0_times in 1964; a typical figure for a new acceleritbr, While

CERN PS publications earned only 1.9 citations per paper; Noreove; in teens-

of highly :cited papers, the Bevatron and AGS both seem to have been responsible _

fOr_ibre discoveries than the:PS. Indeed, the three major discoveries that could

have Mtn wide en either the AGS or the PS:- the identification of two types of

neutrinos; the omega minas, and cbirge-parity violation - were all made on the

US accelerator;

Over the next four years; Table 3 shows that_the gap between the AGS and PS

narrowed. :The AGS_continued_to yield fewer papers (19.5% compared with 25;5%

ih 1968); bUt-thdie papers were still more highly cited (averaging 4.6 citations

per paper 10_1968 compared ilthi3.1_for CERN publications).-with the result that

the total impact of the two nanhines seems to have been siMilar, at-least in

terra of world citation-share (the figures_were_26.0 and_26.5% in 1968). FOO

papers cited 15 or more times in a veer; the AGS had by then been_overtaken_by

the PS, butithe AGS continued to prove much more'successful as regards the more

itportant-advances, with 12 papers cited 30 or more'times compared with one

from the PS.
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For the period 1969772. Table 4 reveals that1 while the PS produced a steady

25% of world experimental publications, thejAGS's shareidropped to 14.5% in 1972

following difficulties associated-with a-major tochnical-upgrade of the

accelerater. WoWever, the exst highly citOd papers at this tie* came-from_

neither of these accelerators but from_newer machines._ The AGS and PS each

managed only one paper cited 30 or more times. utile Serpukhovi the CERN ISR

and the Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAG) each yielded four.

The next four years 1973-76 were among-the most tumultuous ever inihigh-energy

physics, ushering in the era of !new physics'. CERN made-a promising start in

l973_with the_'neutral currants! discovery and_several other_major advances;

but after this_most of the important discoveries were made in the United States.

In terms of papers cited 15 times in a year. the PS and ISR were well behind

SLAC and the new Fermilab;accelerator near Chicago, while no less than five out

of-eight crucial discoveries (cited 100 times in a-year)come from the SPEAR

Collider at-Stanford: -fIt may-be of interest tO the Task Ferce-te know-that

the proposal to build this highly_novel_and_successful accelerator was turned _

down by the US high-energy physics community on several occasions; illustrating

the conservative tendencies imlicit in peer-review. As a result, Stanford had

to resort to the somewhat dubious procedure of building the machine from its

operating budget.) -In addition, it was the Brookhaven MS rather than theiCERN

PS which shared-with Stanford the honour-Of making arguably the sost important

advance of the_1970s - the discobtry of the J/pti particle which paved the way

for the 'new physics';

In contrast, the following four years tore a period of consolidation. According

to the figures-in Table-6. the Fermilab accelerator seems to have contributed

most during this time with about a-quarter of ttital-world-cititions and-40 papers

cited 15 or_more times. However, its perfermance_did &Cline markedly_towards

the end of the period,_partly as a result of funding problems; and partly because

of the growing impact of the new CERN SPS which; taking advantage of beams and

detectors significantly better than those at Fermilabi achieved a particularly

high rate of citations per paper (12.7_in 1978 compared with 7.3 for Fermilab).

As in previous periods. the crucial discoveries-were-made-in-the United States

rather than at-CERN, the tao papers cited over 100 times during the feur_years

reporting the discoveries cf the upsilon at Fenoilab and of parity-violation at

SLAC;
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Finally. what has happened since_1980? Comparison of Table 7 with earlier tables

ShOet-ttit-Firodlib's world-share of citations had fallen frcm a peak_of 32% in

1978_te 16% in_1982, atilezthe-figure fer-SLAC had likewise dropped by half

between 1976 (17%) and 1982 (9%).Overall, the-US share-of citations has decreased

sharply from 59% of the world total in 1978 to 34%_in 1982. Conversely, if-the

figures for the iarious accelerators at CERN and at the German_laboratory. DES?,

are- Cemtined, they suggest that the early 1980s heralded a European renaissance

in hi9h-emer9Y-Pilisics-even-before the dramatic discoveries of the M and Z

particles_at_CERN in1983. In particular, these two laboratories produced 80%

of the papers cited 15 or_more_times in a-)mar,-While-the:US:share was just 20%,

a complete reversal of the situatinn_in the period_1973-76 when-the two European

laboratories produced 25% of such papers and US laboratories 68%.

Hoo_dh_all_thete bibliometric results compare with the assessrents of high-energy

physicists?_ 182 researchers fess 11 countries were asked to assess six proton

accelerators on a 10-point scale_(1040p) in terms:of (1) 'discoveries' and
(2) experiments involving_more precise measuments of knowniparticles:and pro-

perties. The results are given in Table 8._ Overall, we found reasOnahle_COntiS-

tency between_theLassessments of different groups of researchers; While there_

%IS a-Slight 'self7ranking_effect' -:a tendency to rate one's own work more highly

than do others_- this was not very significant (except:in the case of Serpukhov).

Tte results show that the_Srookhaven AGS was ranked:well above its:European rival,

the CERN PS, in terms of discoveries; in_line_with the data on highly cited papers.

Similarly, the Fersilab accelerator, altich generated many more_highly_cited papers

than the equivalent-energy CERN SPS, was ranked 1;gnificantly ahead of it. In

contrest.:fer !precise-measurement' experiments, vhe PS was ranked ahead of the

AGS. consistent with tte data on total citations, and the SPS was likewise placed

ahead of Fermilab;

Although interpretation of the picture yielded by_the_various_ihdiestott_is by hi)

means easy (allowance has to be made, for instance, for a number of highly Cited

papert snbsequently shown:to be 'mistaken% there is a certain consistenCY

between_the:bibliddetric ckta-and the peer7rankings. It is this together with

the comnents of high=energy-physicists on our results, which leads us to conclude

that outsiders can carry out evaluations_of_past research performance within

individual basic-science specialties; In the case of the above study, among the

conclusions that we arrived at were the following; First; with_ore_oe_twn _

prominent exceptions, nearly all the'crucial discoveries in experimental high-

energy physics between 1961 and 1982 were made at US laboratories, even though

similar_energy accelerators were-generally-available in Western Europe. lbe

situation has; however. Changed dramatically since 1982. Second, as regards
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experiments producing precise measurements and results with high statistics, the

overall record of the machines at CERN taken together has been better than that

of the accelerators at any laboratory in the United States. Third, in terms of

overall scientific productivity - that is, scientific perfonaance-adjusted for

the:differing size of the various centres (see Tables 84-10 and 14 in reference 11)

- the record of the three US National Laboratories and Stanford in particular_

seems to have been significantly better than that of CERN, their main European

competitor.

What is the wider significance of our approach to evaluating basic science7_ _First,

it yields information on scientific performance in a form accessible not just to

researchers in the specialty concerned, but also to other scientists, science

policy-makers, politicians, and the public. It therefore provides a means of

keeping the peer-review process 'honest' and transparent.

Second, the method raises the possibility of tracking the performance of_any major

research facility. This can be undertaken relatively quickly_and cheaply once

tne initial data have been obtained. The results could help policy-makers spot a

significant decline in-the performance of a major research centre (for example,

biCeuse of instrumental obsolescence), mid suggest where cash infusions were most

needed, or alternatively %Sere ctenitients could be reduced in order tO free funds

to support new areas and people;

Last, as we describe elsewhere (see ref. 19), the method makes possible a system-

atic appraisal of the prospects for a major new basic research facility compared

with rival facilities worldwidi. In-the-case of CERN, this involved two additional

stages in the analysis.- First, we identified the-fictors-structuring success and

failure in past research performance; (The_most important factors reported by

interviewees as accounting for the differing performance of the CERN SPS and

Fermilab machines, for example, are shown in lbble 9.) Second, we analyzed the

various factors to ascertain which are likely to continue influencing research

performance in the future,-and to identify any new factors which may emerge over

coming years. Oh this-basis, a vet of criteria-was drawn-up to compare the

prospects_for new accelerators_of the next decade,:including the Stanford Linear

Collider (SLC) and the proposed Superconducting Super Collider (SSC). Our analysis

(which mss carried out in 1982) led to the conclusion that the Stanford machine

combined considerable scientific potential with relatively low cost. !The SSC, in

contrast,-is an-extremel, expensive-project, and whether its scientific potential

will prove proportionately greateris by_no means_certain, particularly if a

similar but slightly lower energy collider is completed first at CERN;

In conclusion,-as industrialized nations have moved into an era of approximately

level sciebce budgets, so the task-of deciding which of the cmnpeting claims of

'eesearchers for new prOjects should be-given priorititis-beconm more difficult.

Ifpolicy-makers were to carry out quantitative_sctence policy studies-similar to

that outlined here, thest would in our view provide them with information_of

direct relevance to this crucial task of establishing scientific priorities;
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APPENDIX I

TABLES

TABLET

The world's main proton accelerators (75 GeV)

Acceleratmr
Began

operating

Beam
energY
(GeV)

Berkeley Bevatron (U.S.) 1954 6

JINR Dubna (E.Europe) 1957 10

CERN PS (W.Europe) 1959 23

Brookhaven AGS (U.S.) 1960 33

ITEP Mcicow (U.S.S.R.) 1961 7

Argonne ZGS (U.S.) 1963 12

Rutherford Nimrod (U.K.) 1963 7

Serpuknov (U.S.S.R.) 1967 76

CERN ISR (W.Europe) 1971 31

FerMilab (U.S.) 1972 400
,

CERN SPS (W.Eurdpe) 1976 400

CERN pi_IMLEUropeY .1981 270

3
-



TABLZZ

Exoe-rimenta-1-14gti--inerg-y-pnysics , 1961-1964

% of

PaPers I

publiShid-
in past ii
twd_years

1-0 -:
ditat4orts-
to-WOK Of
patt _i

foUr_years

Average
citations
per paper

Highly

nuMber

cited papers:

cited n ts1

1962 1964 1964 1964 WS n0 na50 ny100

Bevatron
- . 38:01 23.0% 35.0% 3.4 33

DUOna.
18:5% 12.0% 3.01 0.5

CERN,P5
_ ,. 10.0% 29.5% 14.5% 1.9 9

,-----

Brookhaven
AG6

23.0% 8.0 24 5 1 1

Moscow ITEP
2.0Z 3.0% 0.5% 0.5 0 0 0 0

.Rest of
-world 27.0% 22.51 24.0% 2.8 22 6 1

World total 375j 535
10 1001.

2590- 2-8 88 7 4

Over the period 961-80, an experimental paper-required apOraXiMately
40 or more citations-in any one year to be included-inithe t00,1% MOtt
highly cited papers fOr the tWO decades; and:19:ormore to-be Included

in the top 51. Inithit-respect,n115 corresponds_to_the_top_7.8%,
ra30 to the top T.9%, 450 tO the top 0.6%, and rilDO to the top 0.14%

most highly cited papers;

2. 41,11Ifigures tItiS end Subsequent tables have been rounded to the nearest

0:5%.



Experimental high-energy ohys-i-cs. 1965-1966

% of
papers
published
in past
two years

%afiiI
Citations_
to work af
past
4our years

Average
Citations
per paoee

Highly cited cabers:

euroer cited n times

1566 1968 1966 196a 1966 1968

r-

nyt151n230 ;n160 fr4100
I

Bevatron
125% 11.5% 17.55 10.0% 3.8 2.8

I

9 0 1 0 I

Oubna

6:5% _4.0% 2.5% 1.0% 1.1 0.9 0 0 1

CERN P5.

32;5% 25.5% 26.5% 26.0% 3.5 ,. 1 1

Brookhaven
AGS

19.5% 19.5% 23:0% 26:5% 6.8 4.6 42 12 :

Argonne MS
2.0% 6.5% 1.0% 5;0% 4.2 3.6 6 I 0

Rutherford

Nimrod- 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

_

3.5%

_

633

_

4:6

ReSt of
world 24,0% 30.5% 20.0% 28:0%1 3.3_1 3,1 38

:

5

1

;

:

0 [

World total PS 845
. 100%T 100%

4500
100%

5080 18
100%1

3.4 150 18
1

1 0
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TABLI-5

Experimental high-enerqy ohysics, _1971-1974

% of

papers
published
in_post
too-years

%ofi
citations-_

to_work of
past
four_years

citations
pc, paper

Hiohlv clte4 paoers:

Adtber cited n times

1974 1976 1974 1976 1974 1976 nal5 6530 fliSO irt000

CERA P.:

..... 20.0% 23.5% 19 5% 14.5% 2.7 2;2
1

la 4 2

Brookhaven
AG5

13.55 5 .0% 11.0% 10 0% 2.5 3.2
A

1 5 2
f--

1

Argonre ZG5
9;0% 5.0% 7.0% 4.5% 2.3 2.1 5 0 0 0

-,

Rutherford
Nimrod . 3.0% _1.5% 2:3% 0:5% 2.1 1. 0 0 O 0

5epukhov
9.5% 10.5% 7:0% 6:5: 2.8 2 1 0 0 0 1

CERN MI
3.5% 5.0% 12.0% 9:0% 140 74 28 t2 2

Fertiltb
- 9.5% 15.0% 11.5% 250% 69 6:7 71 26 9

5G4C

7.0% 9.0% 10.0% 17;0% 4.2 1;1 37 14 8 5

Rest of
world -0%_21r -.0% 12.5% 2.4 1.8 16 6 3 1

Warld total 11501
100%

11ao
100%1

6780 /740-
7C0%-,

3.1 3;3 197
100%
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TABLE 6

Eerinnta1 hih-viéry hysics. 1977,1580

% of
papers I

published
trupastii
boo- ears

% oflI

citations_
to_work of
past
four_years

Average
citations
per paper

Highly citta papers:

number cited n times

1978 1980 1978 1980 19781 1980 TrA 3 rr430 ne50 [nt100

CERN PS
22.0% 11.5% 14.5% 12.51 2.21 2.2 13 2

Brookhaven
AGS

5.5% 5.5% 5.0% 3.0% 2.7
I

1.6 0

Serpukhov
12.0% 14.0 4.0% 5.0% 1.2 1.2 0 0

i

0 i 0

CERN ISR
4.5t 5.5Z 7.0Z _7 5.% 5.4 4.4 11 2 f 0

Fermilab
16 6% 19;0% 32:0% 21.5% 7.3 26 40 10 5 1

CERN SPS.
2.5% 8.5% 4.0% 8.5412;7 6:0 19 7 3 I p

SLAG
9;5% 6;0% 150% 11.5% 5.7 4.4 26 6

OESY

4.0% 3.5Z 5.5% 15.5%1 5 7

I-

6.6 36 16

I

4 I J
I

Reet of
world-- 23.5% 24.0% 13.0%

1 _

15.0. 2.0 1.9 19 3
!

0 1 0

World total 1115

T00%

930
100"

8180-
100%

6090 3.5

1001
5.0 164 48 14 1 2

i



TABLE 7
. _

Expericental high-energy phys.cs. post-1980

% of-

papers
published

%-of-
citations_
to_work_of
past four
years_

Average
citations
per paper

H1W
Tee
n times

1981 1982 1981 1982 1981 1982 nal5 na30

CERN PS 9.5% 7.0% 8.5% 5 0% 16 1.4

Brookhaven AGS 4.5: 3.0% 3.0% 2.5% 1.7 1.4

Seroukhov 15.0: 11.5% 6.5% L6.0% 1.4 1.3

CERN ISR 6:0% 9.5: -8 .0% 10 5: 3.S
_ _

Feroilab 15.5% 130% 205%. 150% 31 27

CERN SPS 165: 150% 120% 160% 36 38 Z 0

CERN pi 1.0% 2.0% - 2:0: - 9:3 3 3

3.5% 13.5% 10.0% 9.0% 4:0 4 4

OESY
_ 7.0% 9.0% 16.5% 19.5% 7.5 8.0 6

2

0

Cornell CESR 1.0: 3.0: 3.0: 4.0% 1 18.2 9.3

--..-..

0

Rett of
world 20.0: 19.0% 11.5% 10.0% 1:4 1:3

ii
0 0

orla total 410_

100%
390
100%

5190
100%

$070_

100%
2.7 2.9 15 4 1
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Self

13rookhari 9.

CERN PS

CERN 1SR

CERN SPS s3
7.4

Serpi/them 3.5

Orookhosn 7.1

CERN PS 8.5

CERN 1SR 7.3

CERN SPS 8.2

Feriel lab 6.3

Serpukhov 4
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DISCUSSION

Mr.--FuguA. Thank you very much-0- Professor Martin.
From your stalement_ you _indicated that- a- sigmificant liart-of

your work haS been supported by the Research Councils in Great
Britain.

Toi what extent to date have they found actual _use and applica-
tion in the formulation of their own science-policies?
-Professor- MARTIN- Initially there-was-a-lot of -skepticism- te-- the

very first:studies that we did starting in 1977,78; and when those
first results came out I- am- not-sure exactly_ how_ much_ influence
they_ had. There was -certainly a lot- of controversy-with some-senior
scientists in particular; if not disputing the:results; _at least disput-
ing-any interpretation-on them- that we might have-plaCed.

HoweveG_ I think- the_ situation did_ lxgin to change with -the
study -that I reported here. When_ we finally produced 'the results of
that study- and showed them- to -senior policyrnakersthere was one
in particular who had-played majorirole: in discussing__Britain's
contribution or participation_ in CERN_ an& ini particular;__ in :the
new-LEP- project-which- is-current-being-built- at CERN. He,- wheti
writing to us after he received theseipapers; said that_he found the
results that we-preduded- very usefa The only pity.was that they
hadn't come a few months-earlier --because-they might -then lave
been even more useful. There had fleen a delay in getting the fund-
ing-for-this "project.

Mr; FUQU1L There was a -recommendation-by the British -Govern-
ment_that they :reduce their :effort in CERN by 25 percent. Did
your-study contribute to that- decision?

-_Professor 'MARTIN. Yes.: No. That -committee -came- a -year -or- so
after we finiShed thia_ study._ We_ submitted the results of our study
to -that-committee,the Kendrew -Committee; and we alai) made a
presentationiin _front of the committee.

Again; I don't know exactly_ how much influence our . findings
may--have had on the-committee,13ut-mgain-we'Arehad comments-to
the effect _that_ at least people were able to see mere clearly what
was happening within high-energy -physics.- They didn't haI,7e- -to
rely on high-energy-physicists to- tell -them -how-successful- -CERN
had Liven in the past or to look :at the comparative:strengthsand
weaknesses of the big new machine that is being built at CERN at
present

FtiouA. I notice in: your:statement you have been doing this
work- for -Norway, -Have-they utilized your resulta?
__ Professor MARTm. Yes; As I said; when we began our work there
was-a lcit -of skepticism-toward whether or not it was -useful for pol-
icymaking purpmes.- That- skepticism --was particularly-- pronounced
in Britain. We spent the first_ three-or four:years_ of our research
tuing-to convinceixilicymakers -in Britain- that we had something
to offer_which might be of relevance to their problems;

OUr- -first break came -not from a Britiah organization; but from
Norway; from a Royal-Commission- set- up-to look-at the-mecha-
nisms in Norway for supporting applied R&D.:What iwe had to do
was- visit -a numlx.i.- of- the- collective- -research institutes which- are
operated by the_Norwegian Council for Applied Research and look
at the work which was carried out at that institute which is sup-
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posed to provide longer term research of relevance to the nbeirs Of
industry,

We-concentrated, as I said; on:two . areas; . mechanical engineer-
ing; an old traditional --area,-and-electronics; -a new; fast-_moving
area; .and_ by _interviewing the researchers at_those-institutes and
also-interviewing -R&D managers in the two _industrial sectors-_con-
cerned;: we: were able to build-up-a-picture-as tb the utility of the
risearch whidh was going on in those institutes and how successful
it was from thej,oint of view of industry. : =

: We then produced _our -report- which-went to the ROYal Commis-,
sion -and we were told that_ the :Royal _Commifzion's- report-was
based-very--heavily-on ours. It's in Norwegian,:so we weren't able to
establish that exactly, And then-, in-turn, a- white paper was drawn
up which apparently was based very heavily on what the Royal
Commission-had reported.

Now:I suppose the_ best test-of how-useful that work was isit's
a bit like- politicians: do youi: get invited back a- second-time?-We
were invited -back -a second -line about _a year:later to:do another
study in Norway; _this-time-an-a-research institute which was for-
Energy an atomic energy institute but which;_becaute Norway -hat
made-a political-decision not to briild- any:commercial:power reac-
tors; at least until thenext-dentum they don't need a big institute
jtiSt- doing- atomic energy research:_and, _therefore,- it's-being-asked
to-diversify- into Other areas of -R&D, and it hasn't beenat that
stage hadn't been that successful.

QUestions were- asked in their:parliament-and a-committee wet
set-uj- to- look at thit- process of diversification at _the institute; The
committee wasret gettin,g,,,verj, -far, and suddenly we got a . phone
Can saying; could -we come back and within _6 weeks-produce -a
report-based-on- what was- happening in:_this institute :and also= in
four other similar_institutes-in-other -European countries; which
had faded this _same_ problem _of diversifying away from atomic
energy-into--more-industrially relevant R&D.

. _ So, as I say; the best test_that we-can-think of as to Whether our
results are useful is whether we are invited back a second time,
and:we were- in that-case.
: Mr.: FT.JCILIA.-Let's get on another subject to see if you get invited
badk-. [Laughter.]

On page 3 of your prepared statement; middle of the_page,:on the
need for research evaluation, you =cite_ three- issues-relathrg to-peer
review.-Peer-review. probably hat been the-principal way of obtain-
ing evaluations of research:for-some-time.- It is no secret -that scien-
titte _prefer this as..aimethod of evaluating proposals rather than a
quantitative-avproach- such as that you -have taken.

.We: have received :testimony from-Other- -people -which hat- -Sug-
gested that we- should -look :at a researcher's track -record. -What
have-they published? What it hit track record as it relates to this
particular area?
---Have- you been able tohave you been invited back__ toover;
come this_skepticism-that exists in the scientific community about
the pure aspects of peer review?

Professor MARTIN. Certainly there is, or was; a lot of skepticism;
as I say; in the early days when we were doing thit; and not just
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How: much experience do_ you have in those fields before you
evaluate on individual researcher?

Professor-MART1N. In-none of our studies bave we focused on :in-
dividual researchers. _The main_ _reason- for-this-is that -We- see the
main problems from_ a science pOlicymaking point = of view_ focusing
on large groupsi-lazge institutions, and so on. Mikis: partictilatly
true in the United Kingdom_where our science- budget, the money
that-goes tO the research council, is very heavily concentrated on a
few laboratories.

_ If you_ take :the' biggest council,- the-Science- and-Engineering Re
search COuncil, about. 60 .or 70 percent of the money _it spends _on
science goes-on-certain- laborateries. So from a policymaking point
of view, we think it's most intriguing to focus on some of these big
facilitieTs.

We have,-therefore, attempted to devise indicators thatrelate to
such_ large groups of facilities. -We-are-aware-that, once one starta
t6 try and-apply_ the same .indicators to individuals, you_run into-a
whole -host- ofproblems,-: and I personally wonld be unwilling zto
apply these sorts of indicators to-individuals There's -WO much in-
dividual variation:in publication practices:and referencing_ habits-of
wientista -in -my -view to make this valid for individual researchers
miless _handled with very great care; in other wordS, with a lot of
peer review.
---Mr.--FigatiA. It would be better with a larger group such as lab-
oratories?

Professor _MAitTIN. It_ iSi because to some extent you_ ___can-- then
choose-comparable groups with, for examplei_optical telescopes, you
can:look at similar-si2ed -telescopes, with--acceleratOrs; you can look
at similar energy_ telescopes; So_ it's possible to fmd _matched-groups
that-you--can --apply these te, perhaps:more :accurately than one
could with individuals where everybody's doing slightly different

Mr. FuguA. Mr. Lujan?
Mr. LujAN._Thank you--very muck-Mr. Chairman.
It's really :quite interesting testimony-. It will take-some time-to

digest,--and I- intend- te do that. But it is particularly relevant I
think to our task force-in studying-science-policy.

One thing :that .stands out as you go through: your__ testimon----is
tnat -certain laboratOries say in the_. accelerator business,: rate high
on your rating system_ at_ one-time,- and then it's replaced by some-
one else. It's not unlike=my _background =is a business back-
groundin the service industry you- -fmd that very :much; I've
never known_the =reason -for it, except that somebody gets self-satis-
fied that "we're the leader,"

Now in -transportation, some -transportation oompany will be the
big one._ In a bank: in a _travel -agency,- rea1--estate agencythose
kinds of service businesses, you notice one company for a_ period_ of
time dominating the scene and then moving on. So it's not so un-
usual in science;

Do you -think that will continue_ and does the_ fact that someone
makes-a discoveryiust spu-r- the -other one to- a little more activity?
Do you:think studies are partially responsible for the lead moving
from laboratory to laboratory?
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_ Professor: MAirrni;-_ OK. I think the hest_ way of-answering that
question by way of concrete example. I:mentioned the study that
weidid-in--Nervay, the-first-tune -we had been commissioned _bY
policymaking- body to carry out a study. In that study we lookeA-at
a number. -of institutes, two in partieular; the two main applied re-
search-institutes in-Narway, one- in- Ogle and one in Trondheiiii.

Weifound that both those laboratories; whichlvere-set-up-in-the
Itte fertifTs and early fifties, _had : initially been :very successful;
They had-givd-researchersitheLdid some good projectS whidh Were
veryhad a big impact on: industry._

11-0*eVer; over the lint 10; 15 years_ one of those two laboratories
hasthe praceas-or what-you-have ilia described haa -taken Place;
a icertainiamount of stagnation has taken _place in -that-labaratory,
WhereaS the other one haScontinued -to be_ very successful both as
regartbalo-qiueliV-ef its-research-and its impact on :industry. So the
interesting:question:was why had_ these two _laboratories whioh-ini-
tiaily- had -bten fairlY iiiinilarone had continued to be successful
and the etherless-so.

It looked as though:one of the important_ factors-here was-that
ohe of-thele laboratories in:effect operated in isolation; The other
one-integrated into-a tschnical- university; and -what is impartant
in that second: case is the interaction you-get-between the-resear-ch
labOratory:and the_ teaching. It works in a number of way& A labo-
ratory that's- integratsd-inte a teething university or environment
is_able:to _recruit good students, and therefore you get a goad inflow
of bright young people. _
_Another- interaction is that the researcher% many_ of there haVe

to do a certain amount of teaching._ That is a-challenging-pracess.
They-haVe to reaa_ more widely than !they would :otherwise do; Re-
search--tends to have a Specialitilig trend built -in it and_ that is
offset to some extent if you-are- forced- to teach, &o -that-second-in-
:AK:tit% bikause _of having this continuous inflow of new people:and
new-ideas, apgearsthose appear to be some of the factors- explain-
ing_why it's been able to resist the complacency which might other=
wise have set in.

Nowsathat-wasthe-situation when we did the study. The iiiSti=
tute that we_ thought that_ wasn% doing --very-well- _when- we pro-
&teed Mit report was obviously_ a _little_ bit unhappy with:the re-
sults-we-came-ta and- implied-that perhaps we didn't have the dein=
petence as outsiders to_make_judgments on-them,

iiitekeStingi thoughithat when I went back to Scandanavia 2
or- 3 months=sorry,- 2-or -3 years later to attend a conferendk and
we _were a little bit worried when_we __saw _the -list -of -attendees,

attendihg the conference.: One of them was the director af
this institute, who had been rather rude to us at the end Of the
study; _ _

But, tanywiy,- we arrived at the conference; turned up; and along
came-the-director to-speak-to u%-and he was smiling. And -What
had happened :was that he had; first :of all; once _he!d:accepted that
OW' tep-ott had- some validity7and thatteok hint &little while to
get used tohe-then used-the- results -of-our -reportand we were
ontsiders; we had no axe ito grind in the Norwegian situationto
force throdgh changes in his labOratory that would otherwise have
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been-rather hardio make. And; therefore; he has apparently been
able-to change -,theiperformance of_ thiS laboratory.-

_ And just one little indication -of-thisopstently -that yeak that
We SpOke to hirdi: or the year before perhaps; thelaboratory -had
teen so successful it had- made more profit from the work that it
did fer industry; and_ all the-staff-had --heeti-gived- a ChriStineS
lit:MU-Si which is Unheard of appar mtly in such Norwegian insti-
tutes.
-__So one canwell; first of all, yes,- you-can- fa Vittith to thiS edit

Of Complacency you were mentioning; but there are ways of offset-
ting-that

Mr LIMAN; There's_ one concern-that-we have- had- in this a:4U=
initteei at least some_ of us have had in this committee;_ of the rich
get- richer.--Your -method wotild seem to Strengthen:thatthe:rich
getting:richer process; because -if some new-uftiversity-ot iie* litho=
ratory has not _had very good success; ifwe follow your method:of
funding-7you -can-overcome: that by _Otieidering the:fact we have a
big emphasis on training scientists. Thatis-otie of the etittiiii-that
*6 tine. How- can- we overcome that; big laboratories getting all the
moneyand the little on-eg nee!

Professor MARTIN. OKI would argue-that-if- titie- relies jtiat on
peer teview there is equally a case that the rich will get richer.

_ _

_ :Professor_ MARTIN. _And we've-seen- various eeeuiples Of thie
*bete the poori_the :poorly represented; the smaller_ laboratories,
because -they are,not_well represented on. deCisionmaking
don't get_ their new ideas funded. And-oriegood example of thiS Was
the_ SPEAR accelerator_ at SliA-C. At the time; SLAC did not have-a
large_outside user group_in the_way that_ the two other big US-. lab-
oratories did; and this_ may_ have--kien-One---reaSeri -*by, Although
that lOoked a _very good _ project and subsequently :turned: out to- be
perhaps- the -Moat- successful_ accelerator eVer :built, it was turned
down on three occasions by the high=eriergy physies Community at
large.- _

-So I-would-argue that:peer review is kid as much subject to this
problem_of the rich getting richer.--

Yes; if One_just lookediat past performance; then this might be-a
problem --with -our- inditatOrs,_ and it waS one that was: raised when
we_ finished our first big science _study in- 1980. Pople- said, "OK,
you, told us aliout past performance but we're concerned more with
future prospects."-

:So:this is why in the next _study-the study-of w-otld
phyeiee,, we did_two extra things. One is to look at the factors_struc-
turmg _performance-in -thepastii and theie *ere identified mainly
by interviewing researchers in the -field, -again with a- -stiuttiii.W

teiview and set of:questions._ And on the basis of this; we _got
some feeling-for-what-sorts of factors account for Success and fail-
Ureamong accelerators._

Then- the 'Second stage, as I mentioned earlier-,: was to _look at
those factors-more-closely-and-identify -whiCh Of-them Were likely
to continue influencing things in the future; which ones-might-drop
out, what-fiew :ones _might emerge. lArid_ on__the basis of that; I
would argue that it is possible to sysththatically apptaii5e the pros-
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pectS for -new -accelerators in a way that does not necessarily lead
to tile rich getting richer.

HI just give one example: one:of the laboratories that we looked
at la the German- -National -Laboratbry, DESY, which is- bY no
means one of the largest accelerator laboratories :in _the_ world. -Yet,
the machine that they're proposing to buil& an electron-proton col,
lider; looks,-on the basis of-the criteria-whicli- we drew -up -as-to fac-
tors _that are_ :likely to: structure: performance in: the future; as
though- it-might- -be potentially the most interesting machine to
build at the= present = =

So I wotild suggest that, if you look _at factors structuring per-
formance,- one-would get around this tendency tO just allow the
rich to:get richer.

Mt. -LujAN. One final questionreally two questions which are
related: =

To your ithowleClge; are there any individuals or- groups ior Gov-
ernment-agencies-here-in--the-United-Statea where your-methcidolo-
or is now being: triedito evaluate science projects? That's the= first
part- of the qustion. The second is, if not, what kind of staff do we
need to bring that about?

"Professor MARTIM: The -_people doing the nearest equivalent sort
of work-to-our own I -think -are to be found in the National Science
Foundation and in NIH, where over several_years- now -they have
either been carrying _out studies or commissioning :studies :which
use, to a-greater-or-lesser-extent, some of these quantitative indica-
tors_relating to science policy.
--AS-far-as we know, there is no one in the States who has done
exactly the sort of studies-we -have focusing-on big facilities in par-
ticular. However, there:has been:a lot of work looking at= national
performance both overall-and-in- individual fields. I am thinking in
particular_of.the very interesting work that is being done =by Dr.
Narin at Computer Horizons, Inc.: He_ produces data every a years
for = the National Science-Foundation's -Science -Indicators- -Regort,
which we: -have found very useful. We have,__in fact; purchased
copjes of the data-that -he produces and daed it to look at _British
performance So there is that work= going on; -looking -at national
perforimi-ce. I'm less aware of work looking at institutional per-
formance.

Mr. LuJA.14; What kind :of staffing--assuming you want= to evalu-
ate-our- national- laboratorieswe fund our laboratories-7as a
matter of:fact, our entire research in_our :national laboratoriesin
a competitive manner. They compete for the best ways by using dif-
ferent means.

_ If you wanted In:evaluate Ahose to see what their output has
been-over the last-20 years,- 30, or 40:years, comparing one against
theother, what kind of itaffing would be required, the size of the
Staff?

Professor MARTIN-. The-most-labor-intensive art- of -our- -work is
compiling:the initial data on publications= in the scientific litera-
ture, -and-the-number of times they're: cited,_ and so on.: In fact :one
of the main problems is insuring-that you have complete,publiea-
tion lista, and in many cases laboratories, for one :reason or an-
other, el 't have-a complete liatand we have to try to devise ways
to make those lists more complete.
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= In -the -case- of the high-energy physics Stridy,_ fcit eiciiinple, al=
though the laboratories do keep their own records,-we- have-found
that certainly in the_ peat those records_ were:not at all complete
and we; therefore; had-to-resort-- to -a procedure WhiCh: involves
Scanning the _11_ leading : international journals in the -field- and
picking out all the experimental high-energy OhYgiCs papers from
them-.
---So-there it_ a let of work there; but that could be reduced if proce-
dures were set _up by- funding-agencies to -insitt -that much more
Comprehensive recorth-: were kept of the published output-from the
different-facilities, And if you have a mtiltifaCility laboratory; then
those publications should be sorted according to the facility on
Which-the work was done. _

That would-then greatly reduce the amount -Of Work_that Would
be_done in studies like these, and then one mbght-be talk;

ing-about-a-fair-snrall staff. I wouldn't like tu put exact numbers
on_this. Just to give you some ideauthe work- that-I'Ve been cléscrib-
mg being done _essentially:by John :Irvine and myself aided-by
research assistants. -And, well, we- find that; EirrY a study of high-
energy__ physics worldwide; that took about two--to-threetian=yeara
That As-the-tort of effort that is involved; given that there wasn't
very good data to tegin- with-on publication-a

SO-I would have thoughtthat astaff somewhere on-the order-of-6
to -10 people -would- -be-- sufficiently _large ta

__ do :a_ range of_ studies
each year_ looking_ at some uf the areas-where there *AS a partied;
1-- li-cy issue or problem being considered at about thattime. =

Mr LUJAN:. II-would -be -much: easier if yen- took one field?:Say
ou_ wanted_ to know who has: done what- or -the-primary Work tit

ve- yiott-i*.ally- gotten restilts in; say; fusion; for example-.
Professor MARTIN. Yes.
Mr. LW-AN. That would be a much easier task than the type of

task that you_i-performed?
_Professor:-. Ares; I'm just trying-to-think of othereirampWs

that-might help-_put figures on this. A-t present the Royal Societyin
the United Kingdom is -Darrying out-a Study Orr the health_of Brit-
kill- Science. They realized _at _ the start there-was no way-that-tho
could look- at the- whole-of-science and, thereforei: they decided to
Choose_ two_ illustrative fieldsone:where-it was felt amongSt: the
scientists -Britain was fairly strong; :another where it was felt that
Britain was not as strong asit rngt be-_.

They; then,: have a: staff DPwhatabout two- fulkirte -research=
ers plus-input-from the-Fellows _of the Royal Society, plus one uf
the_officials from the Royal Society who looks-After _thiii*Ork. So
you're talkinl; againi about tivo or three man-years of effort going
into_ this study=to limk at two fields.

Mt. LUJAN. Thankyou.
Mr. Fuova. Packard? I

Mr Pacaaanzi have miquestions,-Mr. Chairnian. Thank_ you.
mt. Ftawa. PrOfessor Martin;: based on your form -of analysis,

have yon arrived at: any conclusions- concerning:what government
policies-tend te,yied the best scientific results? That it; vety Muth
part of-the study -we are doing.:

Professor Kamm Yes; No;--that's a- -much broader Wire than Vie
have attempted to look at in any of our work. We; as I tried to ex=
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piaii have decided that the best way of _gradually building up our
activities -and- science policy-7-Quantitative- science- policyroaking7-
work--in -the UK is_ through relatively small-scale case studies; look-
ing-at- individual: fields. And on:that basisi- we feel -that one- can
begin to-get-a- feel-for-the strengths and-weaknesses-of different ap-
proache% and; therefore; _over the 7 'years that me've lbeen :doing
thiS work there's been a gradual and quite considerable evolution
in the methods-that-we have been using.
= It's only in the last: year: that we've _begun to look at a: broad
issue; perhaps somewhat-- siroilar- to the -one -you?ve- -mentioned,
which is:__How does:British science stand at the present and what
have beenthe :trends over time, using; as I mentioned; these data
compiled-for-the National Science Foundation-by-CHI-Research?
That's =still in its very_ etaiy stage: A lot_ of discussion_ and Valida
tion Will now have: to go _on in order -tip provide the- evidence-that
these- mmibers-that- we're beginning to get out :of this= have some
significance. _That process of validation; negotiation; andidiSCUSSion
tOtild eabily go -on for a -year or- so -before senior- scientists-- and ---l-
icymakers build up their confidence in these:sorts of approac es.
_ _But L think _it is interesting _that already there -are one-or -tWO
prominent -peo0e-1n-the UK-who-are beginning to have such:confi-
dence in these methodEL:I'mithinking in particular _of thedhairman
of the Advisory Beard for the Research Council, who-statted,i-like
most -scientists; a- few years _back_ with a skepticism toward these
methods; but he has :been_ encouragingour work and other work in
the field. -He's- provided -us -with-two -of -the-studies that weve-been
doing; one being this comparison of funding that we're working on
at present._ _

And -although -obviougly one- would have to _ask_ him about this;
my impression is that: he is gradually becoming_a __lot more cdrifi-
dent iii the numbers that -come- otit of this- arid- is-beginning to -see
their relevance to the sorts of policymakingxlecisions --which he is
involved with as Chairman of the Advisory Board of the ReSeaith

Mr. =FuquiL =Your work has been; L gather; largely enteredor
you related to it in your paperon large laboratories.

Professor MARTn4.--Yes.- --= ==

Mr; FUQUA: How about_evalnatingicolleges and:universities; and
particularly -departments? -The --specific- uestion -Pm-interested- in
is: we think that that is the resource whereby scientists are trained
and is very important; that without the colleges arid -tiniVerSitieC
then- we-would not have scientists working at Fermilab; CERN; or
other places.: -

Professor MARTIN. -Yes.
Mr.! FUQUA; How do=you =take into account thetraining of future

scientists not_ versus; :but in addition to scientific papers arid aci=
ence -that -is produced- there?-- =

Professor MARTIN; OK.:Well; first of all; you're absolutely right
it is important to look at- university -and colle doartments,and
in fact-that's; hopefully; the next project which we may be doing in
the_ coming_months._

As I explained,-we decided,--when we -were beginning iour work
seven years ago; to_ focus on the big laboratories because the Brititih
science is so heavily concentrated on thOse.
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But titifirio- ifts I explained at the:start, we have .. been diversifying
and beginning to look-at -less capital-iritensiveareaS of icieridei arid
there Probably .the best unit__ is, as you= say, the university_ depart-
ments or -maybe a-research group "within a university :department;

. So we hope:in:the near future _to_ begin- exploring4he-ettent-to
which- the indicators we've USed on big science facilities can be ap-
plied to university groups.

I _Wciu Id suspect=-and obviously we haven1 done -the work yet
that- we will- fmd- they work- relatively well for arees of more basic
science, but= for more apr9ed -areas, then the-approach- will -be- triere
similar tO that *-6 adopted in Norway, where the scientific:liter-a=
ture-based-indicators-were lessuseful, and perhaps not useful at all
in the case of mechanical (mgineerin& and -we-had -to-rely-on-this
combination of _peer reviewwhat did the researchers concerned
think about the_ _utility- of their workand customer retie*. In
Other *OHS, what did the potential customers in industry think
about it-7

So one will need different indicators for different types of att=
ence.

The other_ point- you- -raise related to training, whiCh iS eirtremely
important, and I dict not go into details here because I- Just wanted
to-focus-on- tine- study to show how it worked in practice; However,
we have attemptml, inlat -least-one- case,-to look -at -the ttaiaing
frindtion ariariciated with:university research; and=that was; again;
the-very-first-study-we-did-of -radio astronomy, where. we Were _in-
terested in itheLpeople who had_done_ radio astronomy as-postgradia=
ate-Stridenta. They had done master's or they had done Ph.D.'s.
Most of=those-are-no longer-radio astronomers. There'S a lirnited
job market for radio :astronomers. Most of them have, therefore,
moved on- intO a variety of positiOria.
: And_ what we did was tztrry out- a-survey of, as far- AB-

thase pciols: who _had:done_ radio:astronomy as postgraduate stu-
dents from-the -time-of- the-onci_World War up to When We did
theistudy in about 1978; We= managed to get --70: percent- of -them to
replst-to-a4-riestionnairei and in that questionnaire we asked three
sets of questions.=

Ohei *htit skills did _you develop as a postgraduate student?: =

Two,- what- job--have_youi.done since then? Arid _we were able to
follow people th rough= successive= stages-of their -careers, -As I say;
some -of -thern had :graduated in 1945, some 25,20_ years ago;

And, three; -in those-jobs,-which are the skill§ that you deVeloped
Pristgraduate have been:most useful? = =

-So from-the results_of that_ study, we were able to build up a pic-
ture _of the flows of trained_ personnel from radio-astronomy into-a
variety itifjObS. Aloti for example are now working in_ the telecom-
munications _industry, which is, as you kriow, a growing arid impor-
tant area of.industry.

-And,:secondly,--we-were able tO see the e;)-ita of Skills which they
developed as students which had been moF,t useful in the joba that
they had movSd into. :.

= So I_ would see- similar-sorts-of-approaches for other artai Per-
haps generating the sorts of= information related to this training
function -which you -mentioned.

Mr. FUQUA; Anything further?
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[No respons-e.]
Professor Martin, thank you very much for being here this morn-

ing. It has l*en very interesting and_ you have a very unique ap-
proach to evaluation. We-appreciate your input

Professor MARTIN. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 9:40 a.m., the task force recessed to reconvene at

the call of the Chair.]
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Internal Criteria for Scientific Choice:
An Evaluation of Research in

High-Energy PhysiEs
Using Electron Accelerators

BENJAMIN R. MARTIN AND JOHN IRVINE

THE economic situation a scientific research is now very different from
what it was in the early 1960s when Dr. Alvin Weinbers opened the
debate on the criteria for scientific choice.' Annual rates of growth of 10
per cent. or more in the budget for science were then common in most
Western countries. while today scientists face the prospect of no growth
at all or even a decline. Some progress has also been made in developing
techniques for the evaluation of the scientific performance of research
groups. These two fatts make it interesting to reconsider the question of
scientific choice.

The Need for Evatuation in Large-scate Research
As recently as 50 years ago; basic scientific_research_was still a relatively

inexpensive activity. Since_the Second World War; however; _the castsof
research have soared; even allowing for inflation._ During_ this _period;
science has flourished; with numerous_new specialities starting; growing
and maturing, many based on technological innovations_originally created
to meet industrial or military needs. Prominent among thesnnew
ities are_ the 'big sciencesr such ashigh-energy_ physics;_astronqmy;_and
spaceiresearch, where a single new _facility now coststens oreventundreds
of millions of dollars. With this dramatic_change_in both_thertature and
scale of research activity; the_need_for proceduresand_criteria_which_will
help in determining the_choices nacessary_for theconductofsciencepolicy
has become all the greater._When thesumsoimoney_expended on _basic
scientific research were relatively small;_making these choices was not
such an urgent concern; except to _thescientiststhemselves. Howeveri as
research has grown more_costly; it_has become all the _more important
that scientific resources should be used as effectively as possible. As Dr;
Weinberg pointed out:
It is only-when-science really does make serious demands on our societywhen
it becomes "Big_Science"that the question of choice really arises.2

Explicit and systematic policies for basic scientific research can be

3 Weinberg. A.M.. "Critetia for Scientific Choke". Minerva. I (Wimer 1%3). pp. 159-71. The main
contributionsin the debate are reprinted in Shah. E (ed.). Criteria for geienrifie Development (Cambridge.
Mass.: Ma Press. 19(41). esp. pp. 21.142.

3 Weinberg. A.M.. op. est.. p. 171 and Shils. E. (ed.). op dr.. p. 33.
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effectively Constructed only on-the basis of detailed information concerning
the specific results achieved in different areas of research,: and on the
relative efficiencywith -which these results are achieved by different
research groups. To facilitate the collection arid appraisal of such infor-
mation, scientists must be more willing to have the results of their research
scrutinited by other scientists, especially those working in different special.!
ities,_ as well as by the wider public. Scientific autonomy, in _the sense of
the freedom of scientists to decide how the resources for science should
be distributed, must eventually be reconciled with considerations: of
efficiency When the expenditures involved exceed a certain critical size.
For the "big sciences", that point has been reached. Di. Weinberg,
himself a physicist, recognises that:
it as much out of a prudent amcern lor their own survival; as for any loftier
motive, that scientigs must acquire the habit of scrutintsing what they do from a
broader point of view than has been their :custom. To do less would cause a
popular reaction which would damage mankind's most remarkable intellectual
attainmentmodern scienceand the scientists who created it and must carry it
forward'

Such_ close scrutiny of _scientific_activity_is_ essential not only _ta the
construction_ of moreeffect ive science_ policies bu t_a l so _to ensure_ that; in
an_ era ofgrowing demands for accountability;_the pLblic is provided_with
the necessaryassurances that government funds _expended on research
have been employed effidently in the past, and are likely to continue to
beso employed in the future.

Four main questions need to be considered in any attempt to construct
a national science policy: What: should be the total expenditure on basic
scientific research compared with other objects:of public expenditure?
How should this sum be distributed:among the different disciplines, with
their competing claims for funds? Bow much shouLd be allocated to the
different types of scientific institutionsuniversity departments, regional
or national laboratories, and international centres? What resources should
be even to each research centre, group, or individual working within a
discipline?

All these questions were to:some extent discussed during the 19611 in
the debate on criteria for scientific choice. To render the making lot
decisions on such questions more systematic. Dr. Weinberg proposed a
number of criteria, distinguishing in particular between "internal" and
"external" criteria:
Internal criteria are generated within the scientific field itself and answer the
question: How well is the science done? External criteria are generated outside
the stientific field and answer the question: Why pursue this particular science?'

Dr; Weinberg's ideas subsequently attracted much attention in the scien-
tific community and among the makers of science policy. However,

9 Weinberg. A.M.. op. est. p. 171 and Malt; E. (et); op. elt.; p. 33.
Weinberg. A.M.. op. al. p. 163 and Sink. E. (et) on. cit.. 1). Z.
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participants, in the debate concentrated rather more on the external than
the internal criteria: many were interested primarily in the level of
expenditure on basic research, basing their arguments as to what that
level should be _either on the notion of an overhead charge in applied
research. or_on the idea of basic science as a part of "high civilisation".5

The situation facing science in the 1980s is very different; however,
from that in the 1960s. The reallocation of governmental expenditures in
recent years means that seience must; atleast in the near_future, face the
prospect of little or no growth at al0 Consequently;_decisions concerning
the distribution of _the funds for science are beginning _to assume greater
importance Than those concerned solely with the total expenditure on
basic research.

The onset of_a period of stable expenditure _for science clearly_makes
the problem of_determining choices withinscienee_moreacute;_lf resources
are to be made available _for_the support of promising new _fields _of
science; this can_onlybe done _by _diverting_funds from old, declining
specialities, or from research groups which; despite _the "healthiness" of
their field. have _worked_relatively_unsuccessfully; While redistribution of
this nature_can be_ based_ in pan_ on the use of_external criteria; itmust
also take account of internal_factors: we shouldask_ which fields of science
and which researckgroups are making or are likely to make the greater
contributions_to science;

_However. any attempt to redistribute resources is likely to encounter
many difficulties._The_specialities _and _groups that have !TC"'ved substantial
supportiri the past are likelytohave become entrenchec wdhin the bodies
thatallocatelunds forresearch. Because the _representation of scientists
on _committees allocating funds is generally in proportion to prevailing
levels of_scientific support; "_organisational inertia" may act agains;change
in thedistribution of resources. As a result, certain specialities or research
groups may still receive relatively large sums despite a decline in their
scientific_ achievements.

In some circumstances; it may well be necessary to cease supporting
certain research activities altogether in order to release resources that can
be employed more fruitfully in other areas of science. The desire to
protect individual or institutional interests may, however, impede the
redirection of resources towards promising new areas of science or towards
more successful groups in _fields already being supported. Consequently,
there is a danger that the internal regulation of research by the judgement
of peers will be unable to cope with the political pressures hindering the
shift of resources towards more meritorious recipients. This danger is

9 Sec. for example. Toulrnin. S.. "The Complexity-of Scientific Choice II: Culture. Overheads or
Tertiary Industryr Minerva. IV (Winter-I9h6L pp. 15S-169 and Shils. E. (ed.). op. cit.. pp. 119-133.

For example, the hot that can he expected for Brithh basic science over the first half of this decade
is that expenditure will grow in real terms hy I per cent. per annum, and it might even decline over the
early years. Sec The Gmernment's Expenditure Plans. IWM-RI So I9A1-84. Cmnd. 784I (London: III.M.
Stationery Office.
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greater where research in a field is concentrated in a few centres and
where The judgements as to the allocation of funds are made by_panels of
members drawn largely from the users of those few centres. In such a
situation there arenot _enough "neutral peers". For this reakon, a supple=
mentary _or alternative mode of assessment of scientific achievements
should_be considered. Such an assessment am be based in part on tobls
developed over the past few years within the "science of science".

The Quantitative Amessment of Scientific Achievement

Many of the limitations of measures, such as the_numbers_ of research
roublications, or the numbers of references to _those publications, have
been ipored in their early, often_ indiscrimirtate_use_in scientific assess-
ment. Vie have tried to devise a means of assessingscientific achievement
Which is more realistic. It is based on a number of converging "partial
indicators".
_We have 'applied this method to evaluate the achievements_of_a_group

of high-energy physicists who used the major British electromaccelerator,
NINA. operated by the Daresbury Laboratory. This accelerator was
doted in 1977, a decision which met with considerable oppositionirom
many British high-energy physicists. One principal argument advanced by
the opponents of the decision was the lack of systematic scientific infor-
mation put forward to justify the decision. The arguments over the future
of the accelerator emphasized its costliness rather than being_based_on_ a
detailed eValuation of the contributions to scientific knowledge made by
the physicists using the accelerator._

Since the end of the Second World War, high-energy physics has
received by far the largest part of British expenditure on basic science.
From the late 1950s to the mid--197IN, thit _field _of physics annually
accounted for about 40 per cent or more of the British basic science
budget. In the financial year 1963434, for example, Britain spent nearly
twice as much on high-energy physics as on all other fields of basic natural
wience.7 For much of the period up to the mid=19705, about half of the
appropriation for high-energy physics was used ta_pay Britain's contribu-
tion to the European Organization for Nuclear ReStarch (CERN); the
remainder was largely accounted for by the two national high-energy
physics centres at the Rutherford and the Daresbury LWoratories, with
a relatively small amount for direct grants to indiVidual scientists at

I In 1963-64 total expenditure -on the National Institute for-Research in_bluelear ScieneeINIRNS).
thelrodrresfponsibletor the weration of Daresbury Laboratory as well as the other national tiectkratett
centrcird:Rutherford Laboratoryamounted to -111-4- million. To this must be added the _BriliSh
ain_tributiostol f2 million- to CERN and-a major_part of _the Fl million in researchlgtants alloced=t0
universities for nuclear physics research Jihe Department of-Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR).
making a total of about III million. In contrast. OSIR jave_grants of £2.7 million to the:universities to
support all other fields of scientific research. and 12 milfion for awards for postgraduate training. In
addon, DSlIt was responsible -for LI-4 million expenditure on British contributions_to internefulnal
organisations other than CERN.-yielding a total of 16.1 million which is only slightly more than halt the
I11-4 minion spent on WO-energy phYstcs.
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universities. This high :degree of concentration of resources on three
centres within one field of physics greatly affected the scale of activity

-throughout the rest of British basic science.
The Daresbury Latioratory was established in 1963 to operate a 4 GeV

electron accelerator, mainly serving university physicists in the north of
the United Kingdom.'-Financial support for Daresbury amounted on
average to some 8 or 9 per cent. of the annual budget of the Science
Research Council.' and, by the time NINA was closed in1977; a total of
over 140 million had been spent on high-energy physics at the labbratory.'°
In assessing the correctness of the decision to discontinue the operation
of NINA a number of questions are pertinent. The main question is:
exactly what returns did this expenditure of £40 million brIng? More
vecifically: what contributions to scientific knowledge did NINA make?
The construction of NINA had been authorised in order to enable British
scientists to undertake "the investigation of quite new fundamental prob-
lems in the physics of elementary particles"," To what extent did it
contribute to the solution of "fundamental problems"?

The Assessment OfResearch Groups
Evaluations of the achievements-of sciettists _engaged in basic_research

have generally been concentrated on _the individual scientists or the
speciality as a whole. rather_tharr the researchgroup; This is not always
a helpful approach since_most _scientific_ resources tend_ _to_be_ allocated
directly to research groups rather than_to individuals_or to specialities.'2__

The products of scientific research_can _take avariety of forms suctras
contributions to knowledge in thedisciplinetoncernedorin_neighbouring
disciplines, or the training of scientists; they_can also take_thelorm of
contributions to industry in terms pf_technological knowledie_andskilled
persons. Because of the diverse- and somewhat intangible 'nature of its
products, no comprehensive_and unitaryAuantification of the achieve-
ments of basic science _is_ possible. In view of this; assessment of the
performance of a scientific group must be based on a comparison of the
achievements of one group with those oLothers utilising broadly similar
amounts of money and working in the same scientific field. We can; of

" The research of high-energy phySicists at southern British universities was conducted mainly at
Rutherford Laboratory or at CERN.

During 1965-66. the first year of the &pence Research Councits exiOence. the figure was 8.7 tier
cent. and in 1976-77. the last year of operation of the Daresburyaceekrator. it was 8 per cent.. although
by then not all of the expenditure wasTor high-energy physics research.

Up to the closure of NINA in 1977. a tot4 of MI-minion was spoil on the fatilities at Daresbury.
However. £9.6 million of this was uced to MOW the Ntielear Structure Facility. 1.3.2 million went to
support synchrotron radiation work._ and f3 to 4 million_was spent on supporting experiments IIICERN .

" Fifth Annual Report of= the Aatiintal bantam fin. 'research in Nhcrear ktence. 1961-62 (Londim:
11.M. Stationery Office. 1962). p.

" Scc Irvine. .I. and Martin.- "A MethodoIngy_for Assessing the Scientific Performance of
Research Groups". in Froceeifings of the Confrrence On EvalkatiOn of &trace and rechnotoky: _Theory
and Practice. Dubrovnik. Yetgostarta. Jfiy /9 . published in &venues Yitgosravoca. 6 (April 1980). pp.
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course, legitimately compare only "Hke" with "like" n It would not be
reasonable, for example, to compare the scientific achievements; in_ terms
of numl*ers of discoveries or costs per paper; of a group of high-energy
physicittt using an accelerator like NINA with those of a group of
astronomers using a large telescope.

Since no two groups produm identicatkinds of _results; the _task of
selecting exactly matched groups for comparison might appear to be a
virtual impossibility. Even two groups workingin_ the same _field and
prriducing fairly similar results may have very different _educational_ and
technological efacts. In high,energy physics; however; a certain degree of
simplification is justified. High-energy physics is; above all; a baskscience;
the primary pnrpose of which is to increase scientific knowledge; rather
than create educational, technological, or cultural benefits. In arriving at
decisions on the distribution of resources within basic science; The main
criterion mutt therefore be that cif how great a contribution is likely to be
made to scientific knowledge. This was Dr. Weinberg's fundamental
internal criterion.

In the case of British high-energy physics, there have undoubtedly_been
external tienefits in the form of technological "spin-ofr and _trained
research workers for industry," but these were not the primary reason for
supporting research in this field." Important external benefits can be _no
more than supplementary reasons to support scientific activities that are
important accordingto internal criteria.

Dr. Weinberg suggested two closely related criteria for scientific choice:
Is the field ripe for exploitation? And are the scientists in the field really
competent?" He adds that, in practice, the second of these is normally
the main one used in assessing applications for:research grants. The
question implied by :the second Criterion can best be answered by ascer-
taining how much the work of the group of scientists in question has
contributed to the advance of knowledge. Past achievement, of course, is
not the only clue to future performance, but it is undeniably one of the
most important. If other factors such as the "ripeness" of the proposed
research topic or its potential for scientific exploitation are equal, or
indeterminate, a new scientific project clearly stands more chance of being
carried out successfully by a group with a record of major contributions
to the advancement of knowledge over the recent past than by one with
an undistinguished record.

"-See TOulnun,S., "The Complexity of ktentiWc Choice: A &ocktakine. Minerva. II (Spring 1964).
p._354 and Shih. E. (dd.). op. cit.. pp. 6379.

" &vine of the more important economic benefits to firms are pointed to in Schmied. N.. -A Study of
Economic Utility -From CERN Contracts". IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management. EM-XXIV
(1977)'. 1251311.

" However, the pridiability-Of technological by-products has been advanced as a reason for supporting
very high.titsT tiasse science-See Richter. B.. "Statement before the !louse Committee-on Science and
rechnology. Dtierliber 10.-1979" (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Stanford University) mimeograph,
For a revoew cilsome Of th-e more important developments. Even in this case. such "spin-ofr would
hardly conctitute a justikation for supporting mediocre mearch.

Weinbirg, A. M., op. cd.. p. 163 and Shill. E. (ed.). op. cit. p. 25.
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Dr. Weinberg's first internal _criterion_ should perhaps be reformulated
in two_parts: Whatis the state of_theiteld itselfis it ripe for exploitation?
And how_well_placed is the applicant-group in comparison_ with its
probable competitomdoes it possess some advantage enabling it to
exploit _thefield_ and to achieve _significant scientific results better than
they are likely to do? In deciding whether a field is "ripe" for scientific
advanceitis_difficult_to see how one can avoid depending on the opinions
of scientists_in_ the held_itself. These would comprise; on the one hand;
the proponents ofihe research project who, presumably; would not have
proposed the project _unless they were convinced of the field's ripeness for
adyancement,_and, on the other; those scientists who are engaged in rival
activitiessvithin_the field; attd who are _to some extent in competition with
the pmjecesproponents. Hence, the opinions of neither litrn of scientists
re.iybe unqualifiedly neutral and objective. Even scientists in neighbouring
fields, who_constitute a third group of possible referees, may also make
recommendations which are at least partly influenced by their desire to
assure money for their own research.

The ability_ of ihe applicant-group to exploit a field ahead of its
competitors is probably more amenable to systematic evaluation: the
previous achievements of the group can be compared with those of its
riva1sJLcompeti1arswitk similar research facilities _have a better record
over the recent past ._then the group applying for support cannot generally
be regarded_as being in the best position to exploit the scientific poten-
tialities of that field. The only exception to this is where a highly innovative
researchinstrument is proposed which would place an entirely new group,
or a group that_had not done well in the past, in a unique position within
its field: The procedure which we propose cannot determine the "ripeness"
of a field_for _'exploitation"; at present only the judgement pf _qualified
scientists_can_offersuidance here. Once such a decision is made. however,
officials_charged with judging applications for grants should pay attention
to therelative merits of the applicants as ascertained by a scrutiny of their
respective previous achievements.

indicators of Scientific_ Performance

_ Since most research results are published in journals or conference
proceedings one obvious way to assess scientific performance is by the
number of papers published iby a scientist or group."- But all papers are
not equal contribt.tions to science. Data on the "numbers of papers" can
be_combined with data on the financial resources needed to produce these
papers to yield such figures as the "cost per publication" and the "publi-
cations per research worker per year. This does not necessarily tell_us
anything about a group's relative contribtgion to scientific knowledge;

For A ..umrnitry of sninc investigations akin these lines scc Gilhcrf, G. N. and Woolgar,-S-., "The
Quamitativc Study of Science: An Examination of thc I. am-, .1 Aft SiladiV % (July 1974). pp.

279-294.
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however. Practices in publication_ vary_ considerably_between research
groups; differences in_ the pressure to_publish _in order to_enhance the
prospects of _promotion or of _future support mayresult in differences in
the rate of publication. Furthermore; one group mayeonduct_several
sh,.:;t_ research projects,:yielding many papers;_while _another engagesin
a single long-term programmeshatsesultsin few papers._ Consequently;
while :numbers of publications may permit_a reasonable estimate of
scientific productivity; they are only partial indicators of scientific
ithieVeirient?

What other indicators can be employed apartfrom _those based en the
number of publications? One is the number of timesihe published work
of a research group is cited by other scientists. Citations have been used
as a_rneasure of the "quality" of scientific researchin muckprevious work
on this problem. There are; however, many difficultiesin_thisprmedure
The Science Citation Index; which is generally usedin_thesestudim does
not provide a sufficiently complete record of citations._For example;
citations are credited only to the first-named author of papers with_ more
than one author; there are variations in authors' names (for _example.; in
the use of one rather than two initials); there may be several authors srith
identical names; am! finally there are numerous errors arising from _the
failure of authors to:give the correct bibliographical references._ The first
Of the difficiiltieS iS less seVire When we deal with a group of scientists,
since all citations are:credited to the group and not to individuals; while
many of the other problems can be largely overcome by careful checkine
: Despite this, serious difficulties in the use of citations remain. For one

thing, certain important papers initially go unrecog&sed in thescientific
community and therefore receive few citations. Second; important papers
often present ideas which are so quickly and completely incorporated into
the:liddy of scientifit: knowledge that the original papers eventuallyeease
to be cited. In addition; some papers may be referred so_critically---
because they are viewed as "mistaken"while others may be cited purely
because the prominence of their authors is thought teaddauthority to an
argument? However; if the number of citations to a paper is regarded as
an indication of its impact on the advancement of scientific knowledge
rather than its intrinsic scientific quality or importance, thea many of the
problems of citation-analysis become less severe.
*: Here, we define the "quality" of a research :paper:in terms of the
absence :of obvious "error", the aesthetic merit :of the mathematical
formulations, the originality of the conclusions, and so on. The "import-

la See Martin. B. R. and Irvine. I.. "Assessing Bask Research: Some Partial Indicaton of Scientific
Progress in Radio Astronomy". Research Policxiforthcorn*),

" This is the reason why we did not use the computer tapes on citations available from the Institute for
Scientific Infonnation. which publishes the Science Citation Index.

" See Smith. R. and Fiedler. F. E.. "The Measurement of Scholarly Work: A Critical Review of the
Literature". Educational Record (Summer 1971). pp. 225-232. These and other problems in citation-
analysis are discussed at kngth in Martin. B. R. and Irvine. 1.. op. cit.
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ance" and "impacr of a research paper, in contrast, refer to the relations
between the sdentific results reported and current work in associated
areas of research. The "importance" ef a publication describes itapotential
influence on neighbouring research activitiesthat is. the influence it
would have on the advancement of scientific 'knowledge if there were
perfect communication in science. 'However, there are imperfections in
the system of scientific communications:tor example, a paper by a young
scientist at a provincial university, published in a journal in a language
other than Engiish and having a small circulation, may go unnoticed by
scientists regardless of its merits. Therefore, the "importance" of a paper
is generally not synonymous with its "impatt". It is the "impact" of a
paper which represents its actual influence at a particular time on sur,
rounding research activities and hence on the advancement of
knowledge," and it is this impact, rather than its quality or importance,
that is reflected in the number of citations earned by a particular paper.
, While, the impact of the published work of a group or research unit will

depend to a large extent on the work's importance, it is also influenced by
such factors as the status of the institution in which the group is working,
and ithe prestige, language and circulation of the journals in which its
results are published. The number of citations received by a publication
is an indicator of its impact. However, it is by no means a perfect measure
of iimpactthe frequency of citation may vary with type of paper and
with speciality, which is why citations can only be used to compare
matched groups producing similar itypesof papers,within the same special-
ity. Since it is the impact rather than the iniportance of the publication
which reflects its contribution to wientific kricAledge, -we may regard the
number of citations as a partial indicator of the scientific achievements of
a research group.

Tne method of assessing contributions to scientific knowledge generally
favoured by scientists is "assessment by peers". However, again this is not
a wholly adequate measure of scientific achievement. Any assessment
made by scientists of the work of their peers is subfr to influence by
social and political considerations within the scientifik. community. Few
scientists are unaware of the fact that such assessments may have rem-
cussionson the future suppnrt of both their own group and their competi-
tors. Furthermore, individual scientists can only assess the wientific
contributions of others in relation to their own aignitive locations.n_ and
as.sessments may differ. Finally, scientists tend tneonform to convention-
ally accepted assessments; they may feel it necessary to_praise publicly the
work of _eminent scientists even if privately they-hold that work in_low
esteem; thcy might also be ignorant of the work of a particular research

2! One_of Dr. Wcinherfs oriental criteriar-1110W wettlaihe science dcrit-e7-- *sad therefore perhaps
he reformulated as "Dow inuth ampact_on ilicadvance of knowlWite dries 4M-research lifWer

Set Martin. B. R.. "Citlitsime and Sitcal.Ocations: Pk* 01C'iflThC Prdetiles Dkeiriery and
Evaluation within Science. (Department Of LlIráI SiWks in Uknce. Udiversity 01 Mancheiter 1977),
mimeograph
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group and might therekire make assessments more on the general:repu-
tation of that group within the scientific community than on the particular
research:which is allegedlybeing_ evaluated.

To reduce the poSSible distortions in the use of assessments by peers,
we interviewed a large, representative sample of scientists; assuring them
of confidentiality. When a divergence was suspected between opinions
expressed and atttial vieWs held, the scientists being interviewed could_be
pressed further. Even so, it is clear that assessment by peers, like citations
and publications, gives no more than a partial indication of the scientific
contributions of research groups.
-In assessing_ the scientific achievements of the group working withNINA

relative_to_ those of groups of scientists working with other accekrators,
we_ have therefore employed indicators based: on pubfications,__citations
and_peer-evaluation. By counting the total number ofexperimentalpapers
produced annually by the group using each accelerator, we_were able_ to
calculate the average_ cost lie; publication and the publication rate lor
each research centre. We considered both the average number ofcitations
per paperfor the papersprnduced by each group (the "citation,rateland
thenumber_of very highly cited papers. The former provides an indicator
of the average influence of all the papers produced_ by the users of_ each
particular accelerator; while the latter is indicative of the number of major
"discoveriesr; Both indicators are essential, since scientific progress is
made not only in _the form ofgradual changeto which All plibliCations
may be said to_contributebut alsn through the occasional, reVoliitionary
transformations_resulting from only a small number of major papers. A
group with relatively-low rates of publication and citation may Still have
made a _substantial contribution to wientific knowledge if it haS bean
responsible for _one_or two major, discoveries, repotted in papers Which
have been sited_ with_ especially high frequency. Assessment bY peers
complements theselworneasures, prpvidipg some sort of weighted aVerige
indicator for both the_great mass of relatively minor contribinions Made
by the users of an accelerator and the small number of major advances.

NINA and its Closest Competitors

We have attempted to compare the contributionsto scientific knowledge
made by the titers of the Daresbury synchrotron_ (NINA) with those
associated With the other major electron accelerators_ in iEurope and in
the United States. There were originally three electron synchrotrons in
operation which were sufficiently similar to NINA in energy-range to

0- This assessmentiforms pars of a larger project which attempted to au s the:performance of five
major centres supinirted_brihe British Stience Research Council. fle.ide nuesbury and Rutherford
Laboratories.-wceitaminedAtictwo:radio astronomy slwervatoties at Camh 'kir and JodrellBank. and
the nationatcicat asiipnosnylacilitsea al the Royal Greenwich Observatory. The results of the study of
the radio-utrominty obaervalories_appear in Iftnin. B. R. ski Irvine. J.. op. cit.. and the results of the
apical astronomy observatory in Irvin& J; and-Manin.11.-R..-"Assesiing Bask Research: The Case of
the Isaac Newton Telescope", Social Malin of rook*. XIII (Fthinary !WI). pp. 49-116.

56-399 0-86 ---3
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make possibk -direct comparisons of results: the CambridgeEkciron
Accelerator (CEA) operated by Harvard University and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; the Deutsches_Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY)
at Hamburg; and a Russian machine at Yerevan in Armenia, although we
have very little data on this, apart from some judgements by individual
scientists. The energies of the four accelerators ranged between approxi,
mately 4 and 6 GeV, and all were completed in the 196%. The only other
major electron accelerator built during this peririd was the 20 GeV
Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC), and this was also included in our
study (Figure I).

FIGURE I

The World's Main Electron Accelerators

Centre Details of Accelerator(s) Completion
date

Cambridge Electron 6 GeV Electron Synchrotron 1962
Accelerator (CEA) BYPASS-3.5 GeV Electron-

Positron Storage Ring 1972

Da resbu ry NINA-5 GeV Electron
Lalioratory Synchrotron 1966

Deutsches 6 GeV Electron Synchrotron' 1964
Elektronen DOR1S-3 GeV Electron-
Synchrot ron , Positron Storage Rine 1973
Hamburg (DESY) PETRAI9 GeV Electron-

Positron Storage Ring 1978

Stanford Linear 20_GeV_Ljnear Electron
Accelerator Accelerator 1966
Center (SLAC) 2 SPEAR-245_GeV Electron-

Positron Storage_Ring 1972
PEP-18 GeV Electron-
Positron Storage Ring 19

Yerevan 6 GeV Eectron .yncilirotron 1967

Increased to 7.5-0eV
!named to 5 GeV in 1976.

SOURCE: Annual reports from the centres.

Measures of the kate of Research at Each Accekrator
Before examining the_ various indicators_of scientific achievement,_itis

first necessary to_consider the scale of research activity carried on at each
accelerator; in particular, the number of scientists doing research at each

69 ts
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TABU" i

Numbers of HO-Energy Physkists using the Four Centres'
1%6-1978

CEA- DESY NINA SLAC
(Cambridge) (Hamburg) (Daresbory) (Stanford)

Central research staff 19 --40 5C -.4)e
1966 External excerimental wets 54 -=.25 -=.30`

Research students 56 -=15 -=20` -=.20`
Total 129 -=.100 -=65`

Centrairesearch staff 19 70 27 -=.80
1970 ExternaL experimental usets 23 so 36 -=.70

Research students 27 30 26 -=-50
Total 69 150 89 --200

Centralresearch_ staff 10 90 19 90
1974 External expetimental users 12 70 28 -=160

Research students 8 30 13 -=.50
Total 30b _190 60 -=300

Centratresearch staff 100 4° -=100
1978 External experimental users 130 19° -;21.0

Research students 70 12° 60
Total 300 35° 360

ibis excludes synchrotron-radiation/march workers.hit inclUdin high-energy tbeoretkalphysiekts
resident at sash ot the centres. since their_researth is generally so ckiiely related to the experimental
work astaconstitute an integral part of it. The errors in the* figures should be no greater than 10% or
15% at most,

Figure for 1972. the last year in whkh the_Cambadr centre was operating fully.
e Figures for 1%7; the first tomplete year of operaoon of the accelerators.
d Figures for 1976-77; which was the last year in whick NINA was operating.

Wats: Annuitreports from the ;mires and private 4.orrcipondent.t.

Of the aeceleraiors has varied considerably both among the centres and
over- time (Table I).-

Alniott from the time the Stanford_Linear Accelerator began operation,
it has-supported the largest:research group of thefour. By 1970; it was
ptOviding experimental facihties for over _twice as_many_ physicists as the
Daresbury synchrotron,_ and about 30 per cent_mor_e_than_the German
synchrotton at Hamburg. The groupasing theCambridge _accelerator was
by this_ time_ decreaing in size, largelyas_a_msultiife major_explosion in
the late -1960t _which seriously: restrictedits research programme; by 1970,
it provided experimental facilities for only approximately threelourths _of
the number using NINA- at Daresburyi _ Up_ to 1974_, the _ratio_ _of the
numbers of physicists at Hamburg and at Stanford stayed_at _about_ 2:3;
bOth Centres had grown rapidly, so that by this time the number of

69
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retearch workers using the Hamburg centre was three- times_that using
Daretbury. In the meantime, the centre at Cambridge had closed_because
of the American policy of concentration of high-energy_physics_activity in
three major centres. Between 1974 and 1978,_the number of users of ihe
Hamburg centre continued to grow, expanding by moreihan_5ffper cent .
to approach the size of the _group_using _the Stanford accelerator. In
contrast, NINA wrved a steadily decreasing number of physicists until it
was cloftd in 19n.

In estimating the scale_ofresearch activity associated with an accelera-
tor, it is necessary tabear_in mind that not all users were able to spend
all their time on research;_some _of them had other tasks as well, not least
the teaching of undergraduates.24 The external users in particular had to
spend substantial fractions of their time on teaching (Table II).

TABLE

Numbers of "Effecive" High-Energy Physicists using Each .4ccekrator
1966-1978

Percentage of time spent in teaching:*
Central research staff

CEA DESY NilitA SLAC

External experimental users
_5%
25% 30% ;-%

Total number of "effectiver _research
workers after allowing for teaching:
1966 115 W
1970 62 130 73

1974 27° :f; 42

1978 27°1 -L305

In calculating_ the "effective" number of physicists we claire assumed that the perftiltites aparted
in1979-80 did not change upreciahly over the preceding 10-15 years.

1972. See Table I. note b.
1967. See Table I. note e.

o 1976-77. See Table I. note d.

5ouate Annual teports front the centres and private correspondence.

Another- major factor determining __the_ scale_ of research activity is
obviously the annual operating costs;_Unfortunately, variations in account-
ing pit:eddies between the_ centres_make it difficult to obtain fully
CoMparable figures (Table IIIY!5_ liowever,_itis_clear that_the_Cambridge
Elettith Accelerator always had the lowest _running_costs. in 1970, the

le
.

students reading_fin first &grecs: B.R. in_Britain. B.A. or BS. in the United SUNS and
DOlont in-Germany. However no allowance hss Ween_rnTult here for time spent onladininistrative
activities, nor on the construction anti maintenance of equipment. the justifitation being that such dulieS
must he rega.:%led as an integral pan of modern largeicale research._ _

cumplc. it is not clear whether the an's of &lectors for aceektiiterit (thete typically now cost
millions of pound%) should he included in the en did costs of Ole ficility or in its reettneitt coats. Certain
centrek to%_admit to having reallocated resourt"s to capital spending knot Operating costs when the
supporting bodies have refused io finance new projects.
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TABLE In

Annual Operating Cost? (in pounds sterling)b

CEA DESY NINA' SLAC
Annual operating costs (in millions)

1966 11-3 f3-4 Elf L6-41
1970 L1-3 L49 L3-9 00-0
1974 10-9c L10-91 f3-2 f102
1978 f20-3d f 1 -8g f15-5

AnnuaL cost per physicist including
students) (in thousands) in:
1966 £10 L35 f251 L551
1970 120 L35 £35 --LSO
1974 L30` L55 £55 05
1978 -170 £50'

Operating costs are exclusive of salaries of visiting physicists which are paid by their hor.:e
institutions.

These figures-have been calculated usingthe averae annual exchange rates quoted in the National
Institute Economie Review (No. 86, November 1978. Table 25).

See Table I. note b.
d These figures have been cakulated bradjusting the actual total °Liman cost to allow for the effort put into

synchrotron radiation workkapponmately DM 1-2 million _Kr annwnk
These figures have been calculated by adjusting operating costs to take account of synchrotron

radiation and nuclear structure work.-
Fizure for the financial year-1967-68, the first-comOete year of operation for the accekrator.
Figure for 1976-77, the last year of N1NA's operation.

Scitrack Annual reports from the centres, interviews and Fixate correspondemx.

operating costs for the Daresbury :synchrotron were approximately_three
times those cif the Cambridge machine. The next most expensive was the
German machine. By 1974 its operating costs had grown so rapidly that
they were similar to those of ihe Stanford Linear Accelerator; both being
just over three times larger than those of NINA._ During the most recent
four-year pericid, the costs of the Hamburg and the Stanford establish.
ments have lkith almost doubled asbew storage-ring facilities were built
and brought into operation (Figure I).

As with operating costs, capital costt are not strictly comparable, again
because of differences in accounting procedures among centres; there
were, for example, differences over whether or not labbur costs internal
to theicentre, or thz costs of certain buildings, shou!d be included as
expenditure on capital equipment. Despite this, it cart be seen that, of the
four accelerators, the Cambridge synchrotron was by far the least expen-
sive;_ the Daresbury accelerator cost over twice as much, and the Hamburg
synchrotron three times as much-, while the cost Of the Stanford Linear
Accelerator was six times that of the Hamburg synchrotron. The Stanford
figure is particularly high because it contains a substantial amount for
"salaries". We therefore calculated figures for the total expenditure, i.e.,
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Energy

TABLE IV

Energy and Capital Costs of Original Aceetirat Or?

CEA DESY NINA SLAC
6 GeV 6 GeV 4 GeV 20 GeV

Quoted_capitat cost (in millions Of
pcmds sterling) _

Date of first experiMental publication
Total expenditure up to year of_first
publication (in millions of pounds
sterling)

Ste Tilde III. rune b;
AS _Ur ã possible tlds figure is intended to represent the capital cost of the acceletifik and MI

kirelerTstor bUildings.litit to exclude die cost of otherdevelopments on the site(central offers. computers.
ele.r._ WC:Weyer; the Stanford_ fig_we in42des a much higher element for the salaries olr
implOyed in the design and ernst.in '-cri work than do the figures for the other antra ft ihoidd be
now _that thew Brno hew. not imr.r adjusted for inflation: this may partly explain the dightly lonier

c4piW tOst of the Card.r44. uor. which_was the first of the electron synchrotrons.

Souita: Annual report; Titres and priftte tottespoudence.

f1.9 f6.7 f44 £40

1963 1965 1969 1967

f5-5 f13.7 114.8 £66

all Capital and Ntilt:tit- COM up to_the yearin_which the first expedmentil
ittiilttrWeit published (1.able IV);_The costs fouthe Hamburg synehiotron
and NINA %vete very similar; while _the Stanford accelerator was Coniider-
ably more expensive. Its costs were _four times greater; this is ConSiitent
with the ratio of the energies ofihe- rnathL s

One final factor that influences the :t^.ale and prodUctivity of research
COndtitted with an acceleratorls the nu,Iesc ...Tpottingi,:laff Serving

the high=energy physicists (Table_V)._In_1966, té rs of ti:k. Hatiibiirg
centre had about 70 per tent:_more support. voalti Dzifsblity; at
eath, the number grew by about 30 per cent. °vet the nektfotit yeart.
Exiting the 1970s, however;_ the-number of suPtkirting Staff rot Weil Of

the Datesbury accelerator decreased_as_more effort WaS put into teteattli

on syrichrOtton radiation and nuclear_ structure, while fol. Haintnitg the
numbet continued t.; rise Once_the accekratais Wete in opetatiOn,_the
ratio of Supp-orting staff to physicist,: for Hamburg, -NINA and Stanford

in 1970 wag fairly constant at 6:1 although for iiititut and, Stanford it
dropped to about-4:1 in 197:4; for islINA it ''ayed at about 6:1.

_If we consider ad_these measures togethei, they suggest that the v.ale
Of rekarch activity_at _Stanford was initially contidetably greater ithan at
Hamburg, which was the- largest of the othet three teritteS. By the time
of its first publication; _the scale of reseatch at itie Daresbury synchrotron
hdd overtaken the Cambridge facility in size, but it tTiat heitt more than
about 60 per calm _of that at the Haitibiirg centre. During the 1970s, the
German centre grew rapidly, with the tOfittrUction fiat of a_ 3 GeV
electron-positron storage ring and then a hher euttgy (A GeV) _storage
ring (Figure I); so that by 1978 itS leVel of adivity was only perhaps 20
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TABLE V

Numbers of Supporting Staff=lnembere

Numbers of supporting staff-members CEA DESY NINA SLAC
1966 Central : 180 690 38 12004

Usei1 institutions 80 40 41r 80d
TOW 260 730 420d 12800

1970 Central : 170 830 502 1200
Usei1 institutions 35 80 _48 140
Total 205 910 550 1340

1974 Central 98 94ff 345 1000
USer: institutions 30 110 44 -,320
'TOW -=;128b 1050 389 1320

1978 Central 950` 184' 1100
User mstitutions 200 _29' -400
Total 1150 213' 1500

Ratio of supporting staff to physicists:
1966 20 7-3 6-5d 10-7d
1970 U5_ 6:1 6-2 6-7
1974 6-5 4-4
1978 38 6-1' 4-2

Mae include aau only supporting staff emplord at each
the visiting physicists,

See Table I. note t.
These are the fir wes obtased atm subtacting those

d See Table I. nou
See Table I. note d.

centre. but also those at the home institutiom of

aigard in tyndirotmn-radiation work.

Somer.: Annual repara tram the calms and pdvate corrtspondencie

per cent. smallei than that of Stanford, which had built__a storage_ ring and
was in the:course of constructing anothvr machirl 1,:ncnt identical to the
German 19 GeV storage ring.

Publications
FVving obtained some idea of the respective scales of research activity

at e n accelerator, we can now consider the &it Of the indicators of
Sticniihe athievementthe number:of everimenial Ptiblications arising

Of each accelerator (Table V1). Over the &it ten years of its
hie, the Hattibtirg synchrotron appears to have been relatiVely productive,
research _carried out_there resulting in 50 per cent, More papers than was
the case for the Cambridge Electron Accelerator (13 per annum compared
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TABLE VI

Numbers of Published-, Experimental High,EnergyPhysics Papers from
Electron Accelerators (excluding Work on Storage Rings)

Year CEA DESY NINA SLAC

1963
1964
1965

2
6
6 I

1966 10 10 ,
1967 19 19 6
1968 12 19 13

1969 6 6 2 18

1970 7 16 6 13

1971 6 18 8 17

1972 2 15 10 18

1973 3 16 9 17

1974 9 4 23

1975 8 5 30

1976 10 6 30

1977 5 5 19

1978 12 4 40

1979 3 7 18

Total 79 167 66 262

Average no.
per year over
first ten years

8 13 6 19

Swam: Complete lists of publication supplied by the Daresbury. Hamburg and Stanford centres.
Cambridge publications compikd kOM "SIAM Index of Science Citation Index. 8

with 8 per annum at Cambridge). The production of_ papers at :the
Daresbury accelerator, like that of Cambridgeand Hamburg; also reached
Rs peak in the fourth year, before_ dimin;ching _quite _rapidly, but the
average number of papers produced_each _year_ over its _first decade of
operation was only half that of Hamburg and three quarters of that of
Cambridge. The linear accelerator at Stanfordi_having a greater:number
of users, produced far more publications thanihe accelerators at the other
three centres; moreover, its rate of publication has actually continued to
increase, more or less up to the present_time_as new uses have been found
for the facility. Over its nrst ten years_of operationi the research workers
at this accelerator produced on average about 50 per cent more_ papers
annually than those using the synchrotron at Hamburg, two and a _half

times as many as tzose using the Cambridge accelerator, and three times
as imany as those_at the Daresbury facility.

Cambridge and Hamburg initially had the highest prOductivity per

-A
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TABLE VII

Average ffumben of Publkation? in Relation to Numbers of Users and
Financial Resources'

No. of papers per "effec-
tive" physicist' in:

CEA DESY NINA SLAC

1966 0.13 0.18 001" 010°
1970 0.08 0-13 0.11 0.08
1974 0.15` 0.08 0.10 0.13
1978 0.11 0.20f 012
No. of papers per frn oper-
ating costs in:
1966 11.3 4.7 0.4" 1.9°
1970 3.8 3.3 2.4 1.6
1974 4.4C 1.2 16 3.8
1978 1.4 29r 2.2

These-Ames:should be accurate to bennen 10 and IS per cent.
Because the number of papers published in anrone rar is fairly smau, the random fluctuations from

year go year are:relatively large, Wehave attempted to ''smooth out" these fluctuations by averaentover
a thrmyear period. beginning witlitbe yam in UCSt.On the 1970 figures are calculated by averaging
the numbers of publicationsin 1970, 1971 and_1972, ind diVidingty the number of "effective- physicists
in 1970 ITable Ifl This procedure: also awn _for some Of the lapse of time between canying out an
experiment and the publication oldie results. 1MM:se the number of publications in 1980 were unknown
at the time of writing, the 1978 figures are based on the average number of papers produced in 1978 and
1979.

See Table I. note b.
d See Table l,notec.

This figure is low beemne, altbough:NINA:wcsoperafing in 1967,1k first-pubkations did not appear
until 1969. The averar annual rate of publication for the perind 1967 tO 1969 is thereforelow.

See Table I, note d.

Souse! Complete lists of pulikitions supplied by the Daresbuty. Hamburg and funford centres .
rtabridge pUbficaWns compiled from ''kurce Index" of Science Citation Index.

"full-time" physicist (Table VII). However, _at Hamburg, the productivity
decreased as experiments particularly iwith- the storage rings, became
more expensive and more labour-intensive. In contrast, the produchvity
of Cambridge, and especially NINA, increased at the end of their working
lives as research carried out in previous years was written up and
published, while the numl:ciers of physicists still using the accelerators and
the operating costs were both falling rapidly.

As we argued earlier; however, it is not sufficient to consider solely the
numbers of papers yielded by each accelerator. It is, for example, quite
conceivable that each of the papers from ore acceleratoi represented, on
average; a more significant contribution to sitntific knowledge than those
from_the others. Until we have considered the impact of those papers, we
cannot reach any conclusions about the relative contributions to scientific
progress made by the accelerators.
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Assessment of impact

Because of its earlier _beginning;ihe published work of the Cambridge
centre was obviously the first to make an impact (Table VIII). By 1968;

TABLE VIII

Citatiom of All Previous Electron-Accelerator Work (excluding Work on
Storage Rings)

CitatiOM in: CEA DESY NINA SLAC

1964 28
1966 139
1968 219 303 88
1970 160 306 19 405
1972 149 358 72 504
1974 103 324 78 506
1976 50 216 76 454
1978 76 305 57 585

Average _no;
per_ year over
first ten years

140 260 60 390

&ouacn: Manual analysis of data front &fence Citation Index.

however, it had been overtaken by thei Hamburg synchrotrok, by the
Stanford Linear Accelerator in 1970, and finally by NINA-in 197-four
years after the Cambridge centre had closed down. (In 1978,_hoWeVer,
papers originating from the Cambridgc accelerator were morefrequently
cited than those from NINA.) It wat not long btfore the Stanforchcentre
overtook Hamburg, generally receiving between 50 per cent. and lb() per
cent more citations each year than the German accelerator, which, in
turn obtained between three and fiVe times as many citations as work
carried Out at Daresbury. When the storage-ring work is included, theft
differences are further accentuated, with Stanford receiving four times as
many citations as Hamburg in 1976 and over twice as many in 1978 (Table
IX).

WhereaS the total number of citations, is Mitt large extent determined
by the amount of itsearth activity iat each centre, the_average number of
citationS pet papet takes account of this factor; so that a small but
relatively theeettful centre, even if it produces fewer papers; should still
bt able kJ athieve a relatively large number of citations per_ paper._ The
papert prOdtteed at Stanford none the less appear to havehad on average
the gtentett impact, (Table X). In contrast; NINA was comparatively late
oh the Se-the. By the time of its first publications; many of the electron
Syrichnitton experiments likely to have aisignificant impact on scientific
knowledge had already been carried out elsewhere; Moreover; even the
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TABLE IX

Citations to All Previous Elperimental Work Int-luding Work on Storage
Rings

Citations in:
1964

CEA
28

DESY NINA SLAC

1966 139 15
1968 219 303 -...--

1970 160 306 19 405
1972 149 358 72 504
1974 197 324 78 512
1976 67 295 76 1282
1978 81 644 57 1463

Swam Manual analysis at data from Science Citation Index.

TABLE X

Average Citations per Publication for Work Published in last Four Years
(excluding Work on Storage Rings)

Citations_per
publication in:
1966

CEA

5.8

DESY NINA SLAC

1968 41 6.2
1970 3.0 4.6 84
1972 4.0 4.4 2.8 6.5
1974 3-9 31 2.3 4.9
1976 2.0 1.9 3.0
1978 2-5 0-9 2.7

swam ?Annual analysis oi (Ws iron Salvia Otmlio* TroWx.

best of these early electron synchrotrons probably- did not produce
research results of the highest importance for the_advance of scientific
knowledge. The storage-ring work at Stanford-4n particular in_1976 when
it, received an average of 25 citations per paperand at _Hamburg (8.7
citations per paper in 1978)_ _had far _greater_impact_ than any _of the
research carried out on_the_original synchrotrons (Table XI). This conclu.
sion is in iine _with the view_of most of the physicists intervkwed_ that
electrowhigh-energy physics only_really _came into its_own with the advent
of storage rings; Before this, proton accelerator physics had always been
pre-eminent;

Manyscientistsargue that it is not the greatbulk of papers that advance
scientific_knowledge most, but _rather a small _number of_ papers_ _that
exercise a .proportionately large impact on ihi growth of knowkdge;
These majt ,-. advances are, by and large, represented by very frequently
cited papers (Table XII). The top one per cent. of most-cited publications
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TABLE XI

Average eitations_per Publication for All Work Published in Im7* Four
Years Including Storage-Ring Work

Citations per
publication in
1966

CEA
,

5-8

DESY

_
NINA SLAC

_
1968 4-1 6-2 ,
1970 3-0 4-6 -- 8-1
1972 4-0 4-4 2-8 6-5
1974 76 31 23 4-7
1976 3;i (7-2)* 1-9 8-5 (25-1)*
1978 57 (8;7)4 0-9 6-1 (12-2)*

The figures in brackets are the citations per publkatkm lot INT f,:,,-sfirt-ring work alone.

SOURCE: Manual analysis of data from Science Citation Index.

TABLE XII

NUmbers of Most Frequently Cited Papers
Numbers_ of Numbers of papers:4
citations: CEA DESY NINA SLACin one

year
12 19 (21) 24 (38) 1 33 (68)
15 10 (12) 15 (26) 0 26 (58)
20 4 (6) 4 (11) 0 12 (37)
30 0 (2) 1 (4) 0 = 5 (20)
50 0 (1) 0 (0) 0 2 (10)

The figures in brackets are numbets of most frequently cited papas induding those produced from
work on storage rings.

SOotir: Manual analysis of data from Science Citation Index.

arising firm_ work on electron accelerators were cited 30 orimore times in
one year. Stanford users produced five such papers. Hamburg one, and
neither Cambridge nor NINA succeeded in producing any. Imleed, NINA
did not produce_ any papers cited 15 or more times in any one year, while
Cambridge produced ten, Hamburg i5 and Stanford 26.

Evaluation by Peers
We asked about 80 hh-energy physicists to specify the main contri-

butions arising from work on their own acceleratoror on the one -which
they used for most of their researchand on a number of others, including
all thc major proton and electron high-energy physics accelerators. These
samc physicists were also requested to rank the accelerators in order of
thc merit of thcir contributions to science over the dccade between 1969
and 1978.
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There were slight differences between ihe physidsts' rankings & work
done on their own accelerator and the rankings by colkagues_ elsewhere
of that work.2° We regard the rankino made by the latter as the more
valid indicator of the relative achievements of different acceleraton_The
high-energy phySicists whom we interviewed, who, it shoule be stressed,
were mainly electron high-energy physicists, believed the accekrators at
Stanford cöfltiibutCd1 most to sdentific knowledge over the decade in
question; they placed Stanford significantly ahead of the large proton
accelerator centres at CERN, and the two other American national
laboratories, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) and
Brookhaven (Table XIII).

We also asked the high-energy physicists to identify major changes in

TABLE XIII

Physicists Evatuations of the Contributions to Seientific Knowledge
made by Accelerators at 13-High-Encily Physics Centres

between 1%9 and 1978

(1=highest ranking; 13=lowest ranking)

Evaluation by: Average

i Electron:

Hamburg
(n=23)

Physicists at:

Daresbury
(n=16)

Stanford
(n=16)

Other _rankings_
high-energy (excluding

physicists ftlf;
(n=21) rankings)

Cambridge 8-4 84 8.1 8.6 8.3
Hamburg 3.9 50 4.0 3.7 42
Daresbury 73 70 8.5 8.1 8.0
Stanford 1.7 18 13 1-6 17
Yerevan 117 115 115 11.7 11.6

Proton:a
Argonne 6-8 6.8 7.1 6.6 678
Brookhaven 34 3.4 3.6 4-3 37
CERN 30 3.1 2.4 2.5 27
Dubna 11-7 11.2 11.5 11.8 11.6
Fermilab 35 2.7 3.8 3.0 32
Moscow i 120 11.5 11.5 12 0 118
Rutherford 8.2 92 83 76 83
Serpukhov 95 98 9.5 95 96

Ibis is I list of the maiorroton acceleralorslaccelerators vi kik enermes_were greater than about
7 Ciallthat were opetatmg during the ten,year perind under consideration. :Three nf these arc in Ihe
United States (Argonne; Brookhaven and Fermilah)._ Mice tn_tf* oviet Ilniow(Dutota. Moscow add
Setpukhov); one in Britain (Rutherford) and one on the Sans-French hmder (CERN).

a' For exampk, NINA Ustri gave themselves the ranking 7.0; while the average given by the other
three groups of assessors was 11.0.

79 .-
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the relative positions_of _these tentres_over this periodAn their view; at
the beginning of ihedecade, the accelerators at Brookhaven and_perhaps
Geneva (CERN)_were the world,leaders _in high,energy physics; They
thought that the leading positionihen passed to Stanford; largely because
of the experimental work carried_ out_ on its_storage ring For the major
parr of theAccade, the world,leaders in high_energy physics_were _con-
sideredby_our _reviewers _to be the-scientists workingwith the accelerators
at Staliford; thz_European_Organization _for_ Nuclear Researth (CERN)
and the_Fermi_Laboratory at Weston,11finois. They placed in_the second
rank_a group_of_accelerators comprising those at Hamburg, Brookhaven
(which was _relegated to this second_ group when the Fermi Laboratory
began_to operate) andArgonne; Cambridge; Daresbury; Rutheeordi and
perhapi Serpukhov were placed by the high-energy physicists interviewed
in_a_ third dion_of accelerators, the scientific achkvements_ of which
were _sig.nificantly _smaller over the ten years than those by the users of
centres_ in_ the second group. The relative positions of NINA, and of
Ninirod,__the proton accelerator at Rutherford Laboratory; were regarded
as having remained fairly statk during the period; neither was viewed as
having _ever risen above this third group during the time they were
operating. Both NINA and Nimrod were, however, thought to have
performed substantially better than the remaining Russian accelerators;
whkh were placed in the fourth division.

Over the first half of the ten/ear period, during which all four electron
synchrotrons were operating, and the work of the greatest impact was
being carried out, the users of_Hamburg were:thought:to havecontrrouted
more to scientific progress than those of the Cambridge facility, and
considerably more than those of NINA; the accelerator at Yerevan,
according to the physicists weinterviewed, contributed very little:indeed.
Taking the period from 1969 to 1978 as a whole, however, there is
apparently little or no difference between the total contribution: to
scientific knowledge made by the Cambridge:users (from whom the last
publication appeared in 1974) and by research workers using the Dares-
bury acceierara Froth casc:, the contributions seem to have been much
greater than , Yerevan, but significantly less than those of
Hamburg.

The Significance and Limits ofAssessments of Past SeientOc Performance
in the Making Of Science Poky
Since Dr. Alvin Weinberg's initial discussion of the riteria for scientific

choice, there has been little work carried out to answer such questions as
"How well is a particular piece of research done?" and "How much impact
on the advance of scientific knowledgedoesit have?" It is desirable to try
to answer these questions in a systematic way;

In the ease of our assessment of high-energy physics; we can conclude

80
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that the scientific achievements of _theusers of the Stanfordand Hamburg
accelerators appear to have been greater than/hot; from the Cambridge
and Daresbury synchrotrons, both of which_seem_to have inade_contri-
butions of aliOnt equal value to high-energy physics during the decade in
question. It should be borne in mind, however; that_ the_ _1.ambridge
accelerator was dosed in 1972 and was considccably less expensive_than
the machine at Daresbury. Moreover, work carried out on _NINA yielded
fewer experimental papers than its competitors and these were not_on
average much drawn upon by other scientists. Nor did NINA produce any
very frequently cited papers. This finding is consistent with the directly
expressed views of high-energy Oiysicists about the absence of any major
discoveries made at Daresbury. This is not to say, however, that no work
of high quality was carried out on NINA. The work on tagged photon
beams, and on combined polarised beams and targets, was regarded by
high-energy physicists as heing of high quality. But by the time this and
other work at Daresbury was carried out, the interests: of high-energy
physicists had generally moved on to other areas, so the influence of this
work was not as great as it might have been a few years earlier.

What, then, is the relevance, if any, of these results to science policy?
When the decision was made to close NINA, no systematic study of the
type we have undertaken was carried out. The decision was undoubtedly
made on the basis of some form of assessment byeminent scientists. Such
assessments could now be supplemented by studies of the sort we have
undertaken.

If making major advances in scientific knowledge were the only criterion
used in policy-making, then the decision to close down NINA was surely
the_correct one. Although this is only one fador to be considered in
determining the allocation of scientific resources, it should be one of the
most_ important considerationsespecially in basic science where the
primary _objective is to contribute to the advance of human knowledge.
Nevertheless; there are other issues _to be considered; in particular,_the
Daresbury accelerator was _what several_ scientists called a "second gen-
eratioe_electron synchrotron; and the aims of its _users were inevitably
restricted to improving on earlier work and carrying out more detailed
experiments._

In addition., past performance may/lye onlya hmited picture of future
work or promise. It might be argued that what NINA_did,and what it
could have continued to do had it been allowed to survive;_was to produce
definitive sets of data which, even if they did not havea particularly great
influence at the time, would continue to be cited over a _long _period
because of the accuracy of the measurements. We did not, however; find
a great deal of support for this vkw among high-energy physicists, except
among those _who were users of NINA.

Some would claim that, even if it was never a world-leadcr in thc field,
the Dareshury accelerator nevertheless played a fundamental role in

8 1
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training_ British high-energy physicists; providing_them_ svith the_ oppor-
tunity to construct and use highly sophisticatetequipment in thissespect;
NINA might be seen as an "entry_costrio_ bepaidso that British scientists;
mainly in the_north of _the country;_could_join_the_ world community_of
high-energy _physicistsMarly_4 the experimentalists_from _Glasgow; tan-
caster;Liverpoolanchcster _,orvi_Sheffield Universities currently_ using
accelerators _o_verseas at _CERN and Hamburg; gained their
first experience of highnergy physics_ nn_ NINA;_ Whethet_or _not they
could_ have_ gainer! _this necessary_experience_ elsewhere; forexample at the
Rutherford _Laboratory _or _at CERN; is _a question _ we _cannot answer; _It
should_ be noted.-- however_; _thatinshe_discussions_leading uptothe
originalslecision_ to buildihe Daresbury accelerator;there was_ little-num
reference_ to_ _the_ need _for_ NINA_ as__ a training facility_;_ _mis_ particular
justification for_ the_ accelerator _was onlyinvnked_at _a laterstage;_

The past scientific _performance of _research groups_or_ centres_should
never be_considered_inisolation; _Nevertheless; insnaking _policies which
affect a _basic_science_likehigh,energy_physics; where_ the_ primary_aimis
to add_to_the sum ntscientificicnowledge rather_than to createeducational
or technological_benefits; past _research performance _should clearly_ he
given_ great_ weight; In _this _paper; we have _endeavoured _to show that it is
now possible to_ arrive at seasonably_systematic assessments of the research
performance of scientific groups that might be of use in the making of
science policy;
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in a parallel paper, we have outlined a rrethOdOlogy tor assessirg the
comparative scientific performance of large basFe reseatzt: facilities (end their

assodated user groups) working in the same specialty, and applied this method
of 'converging partial indicators' to an evaluation of the contributions to science

_made by a nurnBer of radio telescopes. In this paper, yr employ this
methodologyto_evaluate the scientific performance of various optical telescopes

in prirticuler,- the 2.5.metre Isaac Newton Telescope, operated as a central
facility by the Royal Grvnwich Observatory in South-East England; For several

years, this was Britain's oniy major opticW tekscope, as well as being the largest
such instrument in Europe. We compare its performance over the last decade

with that ol three American telescopes of similar size.
This paper has three aims: first to ascertain whether the method of

converging partialindattors, originally applied to radio astronomy, provides a
.more general policy tool that put be extended to other spect011ies: second; to

determine-just howsuccessful each optical telescope has been in producing new
astronomical knowledge over the past decade; and; third; to discuss whet-het Oar
results on the comparative scientific performance of the Isaac Newton Telescope

may have any imp&ations for British isteohomy polley in general.

01.

Assessing Basic Research: The Case of
the Isaac Newton Telescope

John Irvine and
Ben R. Martin'

Astronomy has had a long and (in large part) distinguished history
in Great Britain. Prominent in that history tvebee r the Royal
Greenwich Observatory (RGO) and the Royal,Observatory, Edin-
burgh (in recent years operating the UK Schmidt and Infra-Red

Social Studies of Science (SAGE. tondon, Beverly Hills and New Delhi),
Vol. 14 (1983), 49-08
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TtlettbOtt). Between them, these fume been responsible tor a ma-
jor Portion of Bri'ish astronomical research; as_well as providing

-c6iteal br, astronomers in a number _of universifies .
flow6iti, in the first half of the twentieth century; although Britisi,
pri-ernitience in theoretical astronomy continued _Vic lead in op-
tical astronomy was wrestet1 from Britain hyiscientisL,_in_thc United
States, Who exploited the large, modern telescopes constructed ri

the baSiS of generous donationsifrom philanthropic industrialists .
immediately etti Wald Wat II, in an attempt tr. restore_British
optics; astronomy to its former glory, scientists, put before the
British Government proposals to build a magnificent_new
telescope, to be called the_Isaac Newton Telescope (INT); second
onlyin size to the giant 200=inch reflector soon to be completed on
Mount Palomar in California.' The decision to build this instru .
ment_was_widely hailed as 'the greatest single contribution to the
development of_observational astronomy ever_niade in this emit=
try',3_and as such was seen as likely to proVide a fitting national
memorial to Britain's g7.f..atest scientist. GiVen that, :until the
mid-I 970s; the _INT_ remained the only large British optical
telescope, and thatit, along with the Royal Greenwith Observatory
(which was entrusted with_overall responsibility for itt COnstruction
and operation aa central facility), absorbed a majdi fraction of
Britain's optical astronomy resources in that period, it it pertinent
to analyze precisely what _returns have come front this large invest=

them. What contributions to _scientific knowledge hat it been
reSponsible for? Did its_operation_lead to any other major benefits

= for example, instrumental innovation, or the training of yelling
attrontinters-? In what follows; we shall attempt to provide ansWerS

to some of these questions.
In tWO Other papers,' we have explained why there is an urgent

and increasing need for systematic assessments of research perfor=

Mance in basic science. We pointed to Numain reasons. First, ex:

Penclitbre on certain types of scientifi, arch has escalated rapid-

ly, Partiettlarly in the Big Sci (high=energy physics,
astronomy, and space research). Se th rates in the overall
seienee btidgett of Western nations nave steadily declined; and, for

the S, as those nations wrestle with the problen ); economic

mess, I, the prospect is one :of near-zero grow:h _Last, peer-
adjudication, the_method traditionally favoured by science policy-

makers_ for establishing priorities, seems to be facing increasing dif=
ficuhies as a tool for determining the distribution of scientific
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resour. 5 The problem is that; in Big Science specialties there are
typica.y only one or two major experimental facilities in each
country. These *al< generally operated by central staff who are
responsible _for most construction, technical development and ser-
vice activities,_ but who also usethe research facility for a signifi-
cant proportion_ of the time._ often in conjunction with external
users._Withsesearch concent rated at sv .7h cent res, a large section of
thc_nation's_scientists in_the specialty conitrned_will_have some
political interest in all major _capital projects proposed to the all,
propriate_funding body-for each central fadlity. This obviously_has
implications forthe system of peer-adjudicatioancrmally_ used in
determining whether to support new_ projects; since_the effective
operation of such procedures dependson the existence of a consti-
tuency of 'neutral peers'_able_to offer impartial_ advice on com-
peting project proposals, and lew,ilany; such 'disinterested' peers
may exist." This problem may be all_ the morehnportantin an
economic elimate where little growth can be expected in the overall
science budget, since continued progress in science will _depend
more and more upon the existence of mechanisms capable of ensur-
ing the rapid shift of resources from old, and no longer productive;
areas of research, to promising new areas.' Consequently; it is
essential to _begin exploring other methods of obtaining the
systematic information needcd to complement traditional methods
of determining scientific priorities. This was the overall objective of
the project of which this study forntis a part."

What are the principal criteria that should be _employed to
establish scientific priorities? Weinberg was one of the first to ad-
dress thiproblem putting forward a number of internal and exter-
nal criteria tor scientific choice.' I.' wever, while he (and other
Writets who contributed to the subsequent debate) went some way
towards providing a framework for assessing external benefits
from scientific research (benefits such as trained manpower and
technological spin-off, for example), there was considerably less
progress in establishing criteria to e used. in assessing internal
benefits, and on how these criteria could be used in practice. Yet,
for the reasons outlined earlier, it is becoming essential in today's
changed economic climate that some consideration be given to the
question Dftheir systematic application.

The criteria suggested by Weinberg provide an appropriate star-
ting point:10(l) Is the field ripe for exploitation?: Arethe scien-
tists in the field really competent? As we have argued elsewhere,"

8
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the first of these itbest separated into two pr. ,s; (la) What is the
state of the _field itself is itiipe for exploitation?; Hcv, Well
placed are those scientists_requesting_funding in relation to their
likely competitors do they possettsomeadvantage (in time, or in
instrumental capability, for example) enabling them to exploit the
field ahead of such compeikors? Of these three criteria, the first
(Ia) is probably least amenable_to_systematicasscssment. One can,
of course, ask researchers in that scientific _field for their opinions,
but few are likely to admit that their fleldis ritit'rire for exploita-
tion (in the tense that some progress could always be _made if they
Were allocated more money). Questionia would indeed be better
posed in the following terms: Is this field more ripeforexploitation
than all other fields in which these scientific resources_ could be
deployed? Then one can clearly appreciate theer tremedifficulty of
ever finding anyone in a position to answer it adequately.

Fcc internal criteria lb and II, however, more systematicdata
should be obtainable. For the latter, one of the most relevantpieces

of information concerns the past research performance (the_ltrack-
reeord' tbsat is, the magnitude of previous contributions to scien-

tific kno*ledge) of the research group or instrument_concerned;
white for lb it is clearly important to have reliable data on the
track-record of the likely competitors. It must be emphasized that
wears not claiming that track-record is the sole factor determining
future research performance -- merely that it is one of the most
significant predictors. Undeniably, there are other factors, such as
thefield's!ripeness': but, if these are so ill-defined that they cannot
beevaluated in any systematic manner, then there is no alternative
but toassumeihat a major new project stands a grearerchance of

being carried out successfully by researcher* or institutions with a
strone track-record over recent years, than by those with a poor

record.
It is with the aim of assessing the scientific performance of cen-

tral fat:lilies and their user_groups relative to that of their com-
petitors within the same specialty,_that we have put fonTiard the
mettux1 of converging partialindicators. The method can be sum-

marized briefly. While thereexist mo_perfect measures of contribi .
tions to scientific knowledge, there sr_ several 'partial indicator'
-= that is, variables determined partlyby the magnitude of the pa,

ticular contribmions, and partly by 'other factors% For example,

one of the possibk 4ndicators (the number of scientific papers pro-
duced by the use, of each facility) reflects not only their output of
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scientzfic ideas, but also the publication practices of the researchers
concerned, and, in particular, the emphasis placed on publications
in determining access to funds and promotion prosilects. Some of
the partial indicators refer to the overall contribution to scientific
progress made by the users of each facility (for example: the
numbers of publications, citations, and highly cited papers; peer-
evaluatkm rankinc while others take account of differing scales
of reser -ch activity and reflect their 'productivity' (or output per
unit input) (for example: the numbir of publicationt per resear-
cher; the cost per publication; and so on). If these partial indicators
are to yield reliable results on comparative research performance,
then the influence of the 'other factors' must be niinitnized: the test
that this condition has been met is convergence betwetn the in-
dicators. On_the basis of other assessments of Big Science facilities
in radio astronomy and high-energy physics,'2 we believe that
signific.int results can be obtained providect the following precau-
tions are_observei: (1)_the indicators are applied to user groups,
rather_thanio_ individual scientists; _(2)_ a _range _of indicators must
be employed,each focussingon different aspetts of a_central facili-
ty's_performance; (3) theindicators _can only_bemeaningfully ap-
plied to :notched_ facilities and_ user groups,_comparing like' with
'like' as far-as possible; (4) the indicators_based on_citations must
be seen as reflecting the impact, rather than the quality or impor-
tance, " of the research work; (5) because of the imperfect or par-
tial nature of the indicators, only in those cases where they yield
convergent results can It be assumed that the influence of the 'other
factors' has been kept small (that is, that the matching of the
facilities and user groups has been largely successful), and that the
indicators provide a reasonably reliable estimate of the contribu-
tions to scientific knowledge mrs' using the various research

Usingthis method, we were ..;ble to identify with a certain degree
of confidencr :bc- world leaders, or 'first division' telescopes,
within radio astronomy, whose research performance has becn
significantly better than that of a number of 'second division' in-
strumems which in turn, have been appreciably more successful
than certain 'third division' telescopes." We argued that, if this
procedure was carried out for other basic science specialties, this
would provide valuable information for policy-makers responsible
for the distribution of resources between cpecialties. (If other fac-
tors were equal or indeterminate, they would normally prefer to
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suppon a first=dividon facility in one basic science specialty rather
than a second-division facility in another.) What was not clear
from our earner work, however, was the extent to which the
methodology coostructed for the evaluation of radio telescopes
would prove_appropriate for the assessment of facilities in other
specialties, particularly when those facilities were not amongst the
worldleadert_for thar _field (as two of the fnur in the radio
astronomy study proved_to W. Hence, it is partly to assuage such
doubts that wepresent below an assessment of the scientific perfor-
mance of theism 90-inch (11metre) Isaac Newton Telescope at
the Royal Greenwich Observatory, compared with that of similar
instruments operated in other _countries. Aithoughiess expensive
than high--energy physics, optical astronomynevertheless absorW
considerable financial and sckntifiesesources." Within Britain,
between 1967 and 1979, the main capital _facility was the INT,
although by the mid-1970s the country also hada half sharein the
3.9 metre Anglo-Ausnalian Telescope in the Southernifemisphere,
and is currently engaged in building a 4.2-metrctelesc opeonLa
Palma in the lanary Islands. As astronomers themselves admit:

Most-of the tdescopes dsit-we use ars very expensive and b owr resTsonsibility
to use than effecdvely; It seems reasonable from time to time to take a hard look
at the productivity Of -chow telescopes and to ask whetha we me gating ma
money's worth in our use of them."

Hence,in addition to testing the method of converging partial in-
dicators on anotherspedahy, the other main aim of this paper is to

-attune the _scientific track4ecord of one such expensive facility
and its user group, compaTingit with that_of various aimpetitors.
We should then be in a better position to reflect on the relative suc-
cess of British post-war policy for optical astronomy. Mst,
however, a short digression on the history and background to the
Isaac Newton Teletcope is necessary.

Post-war Astronomy Policy Isi
find tlet Isaac New' im Teleseu,

The INT :las had a At chequered history.' Originally con-
ceived in 1946 as the project that would restore Britain to its former
pre-eminent position in optical astronony, ir ok 12 years from the
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time financial approval was obtained to agree upon a design, ,° and
a total of 21 years to finish the project, although even then it was
not available for use by universitF astronomers until the end of the
following year. While we need not be concerned here with the
reasons for the delays in building the telescope," several of the
more important decisions involved should be mentioned. Two were
clearly taken in, or around, 1946. First, the astronomers concerned
elected to build a completely new telescope rather_than a copy of an
exiiting instrument. even _though the latter couldbave teen built
more cheaply and (perhaps more importantly,given the absence of
a single major British telescope in the Northern_ Hemisphere) far
more quicklyL Second, it was decided that_the INT_should be
operated as a central facility by the Royal_Oreenwich Observatory,
rather than by a new 'Central University Observatory' as
Plaskett, Professor or Astronomy at Oxford_University and the
originator of the INT project bad proposed" although _the
telescope would, of _course, still sae available _to unryersity
astronomers. Th .. third decision_concerns the siting of the INT.
Althoughthe pwsibilityof anaverseas site was only seriouslycon-
sideredjoopenandpublic discussion,_from1955 onour evidence
(see later) suggests that the decision to buildthe telescope in Britain
was effeAivelytaken much earlier, and that some astronomers ae-
twcty supported_ such anon. Despite tne evident unsuitability of
the _Britistt _climate for astronomical observations." senior
astronomers argued that the telescope should be sited at the ROO
rather than_ overseas, on the grounds that only then could the close
links between theoretical and observational astronomy links
which are essential to the health of both these fields, and of the
universities be mintainal.

In the flood of enthusiasm for the aching new project, and
whaps because of the ease with which government backing was
obtained, astronomers made one crucial oversight. In the thirteen
years between being given the financial go-ahead and the awarding
of the construction contract in 1959, no systematic site-testing w;ic
carried out at the propoted location for the telescope. Techniqueb
of site-testing were well established ht the Unked States, and such a
procedure was regarded there as absolutely essential in selecting the
best available site for any major new telescopent would have re-
quired neither a great deal of time, nor of money, to carry out
similar tests in Britain to establish just how suitable the proposed
location would pron.
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The INT was officially inaugt.r.ved in 1967. Within a few years,
the unsuitability of the site was luny i.nreaitd. 5nd In 1975 the deci-
sion was made to move the telescope to :*.a rOma, I...mover, just as
the costs of the original telescope r' in tl cs:Imate of
12(X),01:10 in July 1946 to a final cort tr . f i million, :o
the costs of moving and upgrading ); :3cal :rom £1.76
million in 1975 to the best part of £7.5 rnir,,n i5a. :t trt far
greater than the original cost of the telescort. 3w;ng
for inflatiom The telescope has recently been mrwcd. 1:0.1%-,v: would
seem to be an_appropriate time to assess its snii ircord. To
what _extent has the INT lived up to the _claims made it claims
used at the time_to_justify the sizeable capital invtt itln 1957;
Sir Richard Woolley, Astronomer Royatand Director of the_RCO,
predicted that the IRT would Ido _touch to_ procnote a vigorous
resurgence in the practical as well_ as the theoretical problems of
astronomy in this country%24 Hu the INT been able to NIGH this
promise? And, if not, what went wrong?

Our results are perhaps also of some relevance to another, wider
set of policy issues relating to the British plans for a Northern
Hemisphere Observatory (NHO) on Lit Palma" and in par-ticular.the decision that the RGO should be responsible for the con-
struction and operation of the new facilities. These stem from the
faet that there has in recent yews been some criticism concerning
the overall role of the Royal Observatories in British astronomy.26
In interviews with us, critics argued that the present institutional
structure of British astronomy (with the i;oyal Observatories essen-
tially being part of the same public body the Science and
Engineering Research Council that controls the funding of
astronomy) is not ideally ited for ensuring a flexible and suc-
cessful natioral policy to..ards optical astronomy. They claimed
that this has led in the past to an overconcentration of resources on
the two Royal Observatories. Instead, they would prefer to see
universities planning and operating their own central facilities (as
they do at the American Kitt Peak National Observatory)."

In view of this latter criticism, it is clearly 1desirable to have
systematic information on the research record of the INT. Siccess
or_failure_in the research record of a large centralized facility will
depend_pattly oothe users (both internal and exteroal) and partly
on_the effectiveness with whfch the organization ictponsible for its
construction, instrumentation, and maintenance (in this case, the
RGO) carried out its duties.
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-Some consideration-was given to this latter issue in the early
19705. The :tience Research Council established e Northern
Hemisphere Review Committee to plan the future of British optical
astronomy in the Northern Hemisphere. Although the Committee
was not unanimous in its conclusions, a majority" recommended
that it would be in the best interests or British asuonomy that the
NHO be run, not Sy the RGO, but as a new `third_centre', indepen-
:tent of the two Royal Observatories, and _giving university
astronomers a much greater possibility of participating in ^:1 stages
of planning, insk...menting and operating the centre_ In making this
recommendation, however, themembers _of the_Commiuee did_not
have ihe systematic_data(for_example, on publications and cita-
tions) to justifyon scientific grounds,why a_new centre should be
givenresponsibilitylor_the NHO.In part,ihiswastecause the INT
had_only _been_operating _for _a few years, and, although certain
astronomers_were already dissatisfied, this was _rather early to make
a formal study_of how well _the INT had operated under RGO con-
trol.Nevertheless, a majority of theCommittee did feel that, while
the ROO waseapable of coping with the needs of more traditional
astronomy, it was not so well placed to meet the demands
associatal with operating a large modern telescope. In addition, the
Committee produced certain financial figures which suggested that
the RGO, when compared with American observatories, was
relatively expensive to operate. However, in the absence of data on
the rettarch performance of the INT, the ensuing debate over the
C.tmmittee's report appeared, to outside observers at least, to be
conducted more in political Than scientific terms," and eventually
the Science Research Council decided not to implement the Com-
mittee's main recommendations."In the final section of this paper,
We discuss how the Scientific assessment resultspresented here, had
they been available at the time, might have affected the decision in
19-74 on the organization of the NHO a decision involving con-
siderable resources, and affecting the whole future of British
astronomy.

The INT and Its aosest Cortpetitors

In applying the tnethod _of converght; partial indicators to assess
the scientilkoutput_of a telescope like the INT, the first problem
be faced is that of finding similar iastryments between which mean-
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ingful comparisons can be made. Whereas this_was not too_difficult
in our earlier study of radio astronomy" a specialty_where _there
are just a few major facilities, each with a fairly stable research
group concentrating its work almost solely on that facility op-
tical astronomy is characterized by a rather larger _number_ of
fidlities, each drawing its users from a much wider scientific com-
munity. Indeed, some optical astronomers move between in-
strumentt frequently, seeking observing time at a number of obser-
vatories; _the most eminent astronomers typically gain access to
perhaps four or five major telescopes each year. Although a few
major obserVatories are still operated by individual universities (or
small groups of universities), most are run as national centres
and, indeed, most are open to use by foreign astronomers. Given
the commitment of many researchers to more than one telescope,
one can only hope to evaluate the output from a te..,scopelor set of
telescopes), rather than that of a fixed researtz group. So which
telescopes are most similar to the INT?

The _main determinant of the researc- of optkal
telescopes is the aperture (or, more stri - ?ight=gathering
power). Hence it would be somewhat ut.: to compare the
scientific_ _performance of the 2.5-metre 1.2---1 ,,ith that of the
5-metre telesc)pe on Mount Palomar, because of the significant
difference in_size. We have theiefore chosen to compare the INT
with the 34netrLick telev:ope on Mount Hamilton in California,
the 2.1-metre telescope at the Kitt Peak National ObserVitory
(KPNO) in Arizona, and_ the 1.5-metre telescope at the Cerro
Tololo Inter-Amer:can Observatory (CTIO) in Chile (Which is run
by the same group of American universities that operates the Kitt
Peak Observatory).12 The latter_two are, like _the INT, national
facilities. The Cerro_ Tololo_telescope is _rather smaller than the
INT, but by including it in thestudy weshould be able to gain some
idea of the potential results that_Britain _might have obtained if it
had elected in 1946 to build a_telescope somewhat smaller than the
INT overseas." The Lick telescope_is a _university facility, but it
also serves astronomers from a number of University of California
campuses, and, therefore, in terms of the Jnstitutional and
geographical dispersion of its _user community, is not _too different
:1 nature from the INT. All four telescopes are of fairly convert-
tional design; all were operating throughout-the 10-year period
from 1969 to 1978; and the three larger ones involved roughly
similar capital costs (in the region of LI million).
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:One immediate complication in comparisons t- ese

telescopes arises from the fact that they form pan of :es

which_operate several tdescoyes, and carry out a var.. . tasks
apart from astrophysics. The problem is that for certain types of in-
formation (like annual operating costs), although it is simple to ac-
quire data for the observatory as a whole, it is emremely diffica to
disaggregate these for individual telescopes. In Table J, we
therefore list not only C. main details of the four telescopes under
comparison, but also those for the other telescopes at each of the
observatories.

Input Measures

Before considering the outputs from these telescopes, and asseF.-ing
their relative contributions to science, we must first examine the
various inputs that have ben used in creating those outputs. The
itimhereinot to derive precise figures on the costs:of carrying out
astronomicaliesearch; rather, our point is that, if there are signifi-
cant_differences in the level of inputs between the telescopes, then
these clearly have to be taken into account in evaluating the out
puts;
_One dbvious input is_the overall cost of running :the telescope

each yeac However,_becausr ±fich observatory employS very dif-
ferent accounting proceduresAtor example, as to what counts as
'telescope operations' and what as `central facilities% and becc..
'each operates several diffetentresearch facilities, it is extremely dif-
ficult to obtain comporableligures_for the four telescopes. We have
therefore adopted the following_ procedure, which, although not
totally unproblematic, can at least be applied equal& to all four
observatories.

&ginning with the figures for the totaLannual operating costs of
each observatory, we have first subtracted from this an appropriate
percentage for any work _that _does AtIt involve (stellar)
astrophysical research at the observatory. For Kitt Peak, this in-
volved deducting thirty percent-front the total observatory costs to
allow for their solar, planetary and_space work,_and another twenty
percent for various central facilities_used by astiOnomers _to process

observations obtained on telescopes other than_thoseat JUu Peat
In the case of me ROO, thirty percent of the total observatory costx
was deducted for the work on positional astronomy and provirii71
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'TABLE 1
Mlle Stellar Ttlescopes Operated by the Cerro Tololo,RItt Peak; Lick;

- and Royal Greenwich Observatories, 1978

Centre reiescope Completion
date

Approximate
'capital cost
(for post-1945

ttlescopes) a

.

Cerro 4-metre 1974

Tololo 1.5-metre 1968

Inter-American Yale 1-metre 1974°

Obsenittory 0.9-metre 1967

(CTIO) Mkhigan Zunis-Schmidt
0.610-9-metre 1967°

linvell 0.6-metre 1969°

0.4-metre 1965°

OA-Metre 1961°

Kin 4-metre 1973 511.10M

Peak : 2.1-metre 1963 $ 2.90M
National 1.3-metre 1966 $ 0 68M
Observatory
(KPNO)c

0.9-metre
0.9:metre

1966

1960
S r: .,?M

0.9-metre Coude feed 1972 $ 0.:17M
0.4-metre 1963

(;:1-yrattre 1962

Uck 3-metre 1959 ::.801v1

Observatory 0.metre 1893

0.9-metre refractor 1888

esetre i 1964 ':- 0.58M

0.5-metre astrodraph 1939

0.3:metre refractor 1882

K(',0 2.5-metre 1967 f 0.96M
0.9-metre 1934

0.8-metre 1890s

0.7-metre refractor 1890s

0.7-metre refractor 1894

0.3-metre refractor 1859

a. No ittempt hM been made to adjus: those Costs rat inflation:
b. This is the date the telescope was moved te Cerro Tolblo.
e. Kitt Peak also operate* several solar telescope facilities.
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TABLE 2
Approxior. Annual Operalbig Cosh' sod- Numbers of

-.showmen Using each Telehrthe

Total observatory
operating costs

Estimated costs-
of stellar utrophysics
work at the observatory

Percentage of the stellar
astrophysics costs
apportioned to the
particular telescope being
assessed

Estimatets annual
cost of the telescope
being assessed

Caph2Lcosts:
amortized over the
life of the telescope

Total annual costs

Appropriate number of
users'

CT1O RPNO Lkk RGO

1970 f2.68M's f0.37M f0.70M'''
1974 £3.33M f0.57M £1.35M6
1978 ^- f2.IM f4.77M .-fo.00m L2.00M'

i970 f1.34M's f0.37M f0.28M
1974 f1;67M f0:57M f0.54M
1978 - f2. 1M f2.39M f0.90M f0.80M

9.8% 17.2% 82% 72%

1970 ".0 23te ."...7- 30M f0.20M
'; /4 0.29M W.47M f0.39M
1978 413.2 . 0.41 M L0.74M f0.58M

1970 f0.02M fti.f.12M £0.05M
1974 E0.02M 03.02M f0.05M
1978 f0;03M f0.03M £0.05M

1970 10.250 £0.32M £0.25M
1974 f0.31M f0.49M f0.44M
1978 f0.44M f0.77M f0.63M

1970 40 so 45 45

1974 65 65 45 100

1778 193 90 47 70

a. Thee figures are approximate- estimates only, obtained using the procedure
dekribed in the text. To convert dollars int() pounds sterling, the exchange rates us-
ed are those quoted in the National Institunr Economic Review, Vol. 86 (1978),
Table- 2S.

b. These arc the annual WAs aftersubtracting the coos of the Radcliffe and Cape
Observatorke then operated-by the RGO.

The c,terall RGOtodget in _this:financial year -wtt 1.45 miHion, but this in-
cludes a large manpower and capittithwestment-in the new NHO facilities which is
difficult to sersarsa hat from total costs; Using the figure for the costs in 1974 (the
last year in which the NHO expenditure was kept separate from that or the RGO),
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TABLE 2 (condoned)

arid assuming a JO% irtcrease m-running costs in the intervening 4 years (the Retail
Price Indat in:fact rose by SO% over this period; so this calmlation probably unckr-
estimates the-RGO costs), kWds to a figure of 12.0 minion for the estimated costs of
the RGO in 197$.

d. The figure for the-tebil costs of kin Peak in 1970 includes a large capital invest-
ment in the new 4-metre telescope. Since ihe _capital ettionAiture in that year-was
alMost certainly greater than the running costs of this telescope once: it began
operating; use of Abt's formula ahnost certainly results in an over-estimation of the
eons of °Periling tbe2.1-metre tekscope in 1970.

Them Include PhD undeitS.

certain national services (the Nautical Almanac and Time Sc7vicPs%
and a further thirty percent for support: services to ,.ele-4-:ones
overseas. The relevant figures are given in the second row uf 7able
2. It should be noted that these costs:mclude expenditure on Those
non-telescope facilities (such as astrommicaLplate-measuring
machines: and computers) required for_ pfocessing _observations
made with the telescopes st the observatory -- expenditure which,
we. would argue; must be regarded as_part of the total costs of
operating a large modern _telescope; The neat stage is to apportion
the total costs of astronomical work at each observatory between
all the telescopes operated byit In doin&this, we have used the fin-
ding by Abt thiat, within _KPNO, the_ annual operating costs or
telescopes vary as the 1,1=power of the aperture.-34 Assuming that
the same relationship holds_ Approximately_ for telercopes within
each of _the three_ other observatories; _we have calculated the
percentage ofthetotal astronomicalcosts that must be apportioned
ta_the four telescope& under consideration here. As can be seen
from_Table 2.; the figure varies from about ten perCPnt rot the 1.5=
metre_telescopett Cerro Tololo to 82 percent for the Lick 3-metre
telescope._Using this percentage figure, we can then eStimate the
approximate total costs of supporting and carrying out research
with the four teleu:ipes.

If Abt's 2.1-power cost/aperture relationship were also to hold
betwen observatories, we should expect that the operating costs of
the CTIO 1.5-metre telescope would be about half those of_ the
KPNO 2.1-metre telescope, the INT to be 45 percent more expen-
sive, and the Lick 3-metre telescope to be just over twice as expen-
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si% e, as the KPNO instrunaent. After allowing for the approximate
nature of the estimates in Table 2, one can see that the costs are in-
deed roughly in these ratios.

In addition to annual operating costs, there are also the capital
costs to be taken into consideration. Normally, big telescopes can
be expected to have a long working life perhaps fifty years or
more.36 if capital costs are written off over a periodof fifty years .
this adds only approximately £0.02 million 37 to the annual_ running
costs of each of the American telescopes, making little difference to
the _figuresquoted in Table 2. However, in _the case of the INT,
because this was only usedby university astronomers for about 10
years (and by RGastaftfor _12 years} beforebeing refurbished and
moved to_La Palma, Ica cost_ notgreatly dissimilar from that of a
new telescope (see_note 23), its capital costs must_ be written off
over a rather sbi+rter period. We haveusecla figureof twenty years,
on_ the grounds that the telescope was used in Britain for somc ten
years, and on the optimistic assumption that half of the telescope's
components will be re-used on the new site. This adds 10.05 million
to the annualcosts of the INT. However, as thefigures for the total
costs on the bottom row of Table 2 indicate, this makes little dif-
ference to the mtios of costs for the four telescopes. Since (as was
seen above) these ratios are roughly what one would expect on the
basis of the relative sizes of the telescops, one must conclude that
in world terms the INT was not significantly less well supported
than other similar telescopes. Any difference between its scientific
performance and that Of the American teleseopes cannot therefore
be attributed to a comparatively low level of funding. le

In our studies of radio astronomy and high-energy physics, a se-
cond input considered was the number of scientists engaged in
research at each facility. However, as was mentioned earlier, it is
impossible to identify a stable 'user community' for each of the op-
tical telescopes. In the bottom row of Table 2, we give the approx-
imate number of astronomers using the telescopes in particular
years, but it must bt appreciated that some of these astronomers
were permitted only four or five nights of observing, while others
had twenty or thirty. The former is more likely to be the case at the
national observatories (that is, at CTIO, KPNI), and the ROO),
while the latter applies to many of the University of California
astronomers 1using the Lick telescope. For them, perhaps the ma-
jority of their research will be carried out on the Lkk telescope,
while the Kitt Peak 2.1-metre and Cerro Tololo 1.5-metre
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telescopes might provide their users witha much smaller fraction of
their total observing time in anyoneyear. This_would then explain
why each of the three national-facility telescopes supports a
significantly larger user community than_ that for the Lick
telescope. Because of this widely differing pattern in the usage of
the four telescopes, this particular input indicator will not be used
in any of the cornparisons that follow.

The Assessment of_Contributions to
Sdentific Knowledge

In comparing thescientific output from research facilities, perhaps
the most important data source is the scientific publications pro-
duced by _researchers using those facilities. It is principally through
publishing _papers in scientific journals that researchers com-
municate new_ideas and results to other scientists. Although there
are undoubtedly other, less formal channels for disseminating
research findings, it can generally be assumed that information
passing through these channels eventually ends up in the scientific
literature otherwise, research publications would not form a key
element in the reward structure under which scientists opirate.39In
our work, we have therefore taken numbers of publications as con-
stituting an important, although partial, indicator or the magnitude
of the contributions to our knowledge of astronomy made by dif-
ferent research groups. How, then, do the four telescopes with
which we are ...oncerned compare in their output of scientific
papers?

In rable 3, we present data on the numbers or research papers
published in refereed scientific journals each year that contain
observational results obtained with the telescopes. It can be seen
that the Lick and Kitt Peak telescopes have both producecLan
average ofjust over forty papers a year during the last decade, aad
the smaller Cerro Tololo telescope thirty-five. In contrast, the
figure for the INT is seven. An even larger difference is shown in
the figures on costs per paper; research publications_from the Kitt
Peak telescope have cost only just over one tenth those from the
INT.

However, as we have been at great pains to point out in our
previous woric," publication rates are but a partial indicator of the
contributions made to scientific knowledge. It is possible that a
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TABLE 1
Output Indkators for Optical Telescopes: Publication%

I3-metre
1CPNO

2.1-metre
Lick

3-metre
INT

2.5-melre

No. of publications in*:
1969 13 22 33 I
1970 15 29 29 0
1971 £7 33 35 6
1972 35 43 30 5
1973 39 38 40 14
1774 51 54 37 6
1975 4 51 4-4 9
1976 45 56 51 10
1977 VJ 43 62 10
)978 39 65 61 10

Auregate for 1969-78 354 434 422 71

Yearly average for 1969-78 35 43 42 7

Alpproximate cost
per paperb: :970 7 E7k 110k 1681c

1974 7 L6k f 1 ik 153k
1978 16k E7k 113k 163k

a. These figures are based on publication hsts drawn up _using documentation pro-
vided by the Obftrvitories and supplemented bY-variousother data sources. Check-
ing-all the papers in:randomly seleved volumes of astronomical Journals suggests
that the publication lists obtained Iti-thh way-are-between-85% -and 95% complete.
Hence the figures in Tabk 3 should be accurate w within 10 or 15% which is suffi-
dent for our purposes Wt.

b. Because ilk number Lof papers published In any one year is relatively small.
there are Significant-- fluctuations from year to year. In an attempt to
'smooth out! these fluctuadons we have taken an average of thenumbets published
over a three-year period. beghming with the-year in question. Thus the 1970 figures
are:calculated by_ tveniging the numbers of publications_ kt 1970; 71_and 72; and
dividing by the total-costs-of-the laescope in -IWO. Similarly We 1974 figures are tow
et!' on the average number of publications between 1974 and 1976. (For the 1978
figures, however.-we have used the numbers of papers published in 1978 only; since
the 1979:and 1980 figures were not known at the time of completing the -work
reported bere.)-This-procedure also allows for the delay (typically one year) between
carrying out observations and publication of the results-.

99
56-399 0-86-4
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TABLE4
Output Indicators fen Optkd Tancopes: Mations

Total number of 1970

dtations to all 1972

observational 1974

papers publkheA 1976

since 1969 1978

Number of 1972

chdions to work 1974

published in the 1976

preceding 4 1978
years only

Average number 1972

of dtations per 1974
paper for work 1976

published in 1978
preceding 4 yam

OVERALL AVERAGE

_.

Number of
papers pining n n . IS
or more citations et - 7A

in one year n w 30

Number of times n . 12
highly cited nwlS
papers received n ., 20
nor more n w 30

dtations in a
Year

CT10 :XPNO LIck Ildt
1..cmetre Li-metre 3-metre 2.54tietre

30 so 210 10

ISO 290 340 50
340 470 660 70
620 920 980 90

880 1200 Iffd 190

150 290 M) SO

300 380 490 70
460 SW 390 se
580 710 920 140

1.7 2.2 2.6 3.76

1.9 2.3 3.4 2.1
2.6 2.8 3.4 2.0
3.3 3.3 42 3.6

LS 2.7 3.5 2,8

21 31 41 4

16 zo 23 2
4 5 13 I

0 1 4 0

39 57 56 7
20 30 46 4
S 10 19 3

0 3 4 0

a. This figure Is based on a relatively small number of papers (12, compared with
about WO for the three other telescopes), and the high value here is largely due to
one very highly cited paper.
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telescopewith li_relatively small publication output might have con-
tributed significantly to the advance of knowledge if those publica-
tionshave had a comparatively large impact on the scientific com-
mtmity. In this respect, we may regard the number of citations
gained by all the papers from a telescope fts providing a partial in-
dicator of the total impact of that telescope's work. The_ figurts for
this have been obtained using ;he grience Citation Index, and are
given in the first row of Table 4. They show that Lickpapers have
received between seven and ten tinies as many citations as those
from the INT, the Kitt Peak papers between six ancrten times as
many, and the Cerro Tololo papers between Armand seven times
as many; these figures suggest that the total impact of all INT
publications has been considerably less than that of even the
smallest of the three American telescopes.

It might be argued that the INT did notreally begin_to contribute
significantly to scientific knowledgetunil a yearor so after the start
of the tenear period considered here. Although the telescope was

. officially inaugurated in 1967. k was_ not fully_ready for use by
uniVersity astronomers untilsome time later, and in fact produced
only one paper in 1969 and _19_71:1_13ne can, however, examine
Whether there havetcen appreciable changes over time in the im-
pact of each telescope'swork bylookingat the citations to only the
most recent workfm this case,_work published during the preceding
four years). Trat Siguresietthe_second_row of Table 4 do reveal a
significant increase Mahe hnpact of recent INT work by a factor
of nearly three between 1972_and 1978 but thtre are roughly
similarincreaseitur,attliethree other telescopes,'" so that the TNT
total iorJ9Lrea1nsiess than a quarter of the Cerro Tokdo
figure, less_than_one fifth the Kitt Peak figure, and less than one
sixth the Lick figure.

Whatiactors gave rise to these apparently very large difrerences
inimpact between the British and the American telescopes?42 Un-
doubtedly the main factor was the substantially lower publication
rate of the former. The figures on the average number of citations
per paper earned each year by recent mthlications from the rour
telescopes suggest that, on average, INT publications have had a
very similar impact to thore from the Kitt Peak lelescope, and pro-
bably slightly more impitct than papers from the Cerro Tololo
telescope. Lick papers, as might be expected given the greater size
of the telescope, seem to have had the most impact of the four. If
astronomers using the INT had published as many papers as their
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colleagues-using the American telescopes, then, provided that there
was no 'dilution' in the impact of those papers, the overall impact
of work performed on the INT might be expected to have been
similar to that on the three other telescopes.

There is one further indicator based on citations that needs to be
considered namebr, the number of highly-cited-papers produced
by -each telescope. While the total number of citations, together
with average citatioras per paper, may give a gencral indication of
the impact of work from a particular telescope, it may not reveal
whether -that telescope has been responsible for any of the occa-
sional 'discoveries' that play a major role in the advance of science.
Scientific progress can come about through both incremental and
revolutionary change, and it is conceivable that a facility having
relatively low publication and citation rates might still be judged to
have had a substantial impact on the advance of scientific
knowledge if it could claim a fe* major discoveries. The distribu-
tion of such discoveries between the four telescopes assessed here,
while It may be masked in the figures on total citations and cita-
tions per paper, should show up in data on the numbers of highly-
eited papers."'

_For these four telescopes, the top two percent most-cited papers
gained twenty or more citations in one year. As can be seen from
the penulthnate row of Table 4, the Lick telescope produced thir-
teensuch papers, the Kitt Peak telescope live, the.Cerro Tololo
telescopefour and the INT only one. A similar picture emerges for
papers cited _twilve,_fift&ft or thirty times in a year; while, if
allowance is made for_ some influential papers being longer-lived
than others (bottomsow of Tabk 4), the differences between the
four telescopes are no less pronounced.

Finally, how do theresults obtained using the various publica-
tion and citation indicators_ compare with those from peer.
evaluation? To answer this, weaskedabout _fifty astronomers (in-
cluding a large fraction a the research staff of the Kitt Peak, Lick
and Royal Granwich Observatories,andsomi of Ihé ir outside
users) for their viewson the _relative successes and failures of the
four telescopes considered here. We found,ltowever, _that many
astronomers cxlmrienced difficulty_in_distinguishing work_ carried
out on these telempes front that performed_on other telescopesm
the same observatories. Consequently, thepeer-evaluation results
that follow refer to the overall output of all the main stellar
telescopes at each observatory (those listed in Table 1)," although
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some important non-quantitative data were obtained on the record
of theindividual telescopes with which we are primarily concerned.

Astronomers were invited to identify the main scientific con-
tributions made by telescopes at their own observatory (or the one
theynse for the bulk of their research), and by those at eleven other
observatories (including most of the -world's major optical obser-
vatories) over the ten years between 1969 and 1978. They were then
asked to place these in rank order (or, failins that, in 'first-class',
'second-class', 'third-class' and 'fourth-class' categories) according
to the relative magnitude of their scientific contributions. Bccause
the telescopes at twelve observatories were involved in this exercise,
the rankings are on a scale between I (top) and 12 (bottom). The
average rankings obtar.ted from each group or astronomers are
shown in Table 5.

As in our other surveys of radio astronomers and high,energy
physicists, there was a high degree of consistency in The rankings
obtained, both within each group of astronomers and between
them. There were, however, small systematic differences between
how astronomers ranked the output of the telescopes on which they
Worked (self=evaluation), and how their colleagues elsewheretank-
ed it (peer-eViduation)." Consequently, the average peer-evaluation
rankings obtained after excluding self-Tankings (these are sho_wn in
the final column of Table 5) should probably be regarded as the
more reliable indicator. These show that observational workat Kitt
Peak Was rated 2.6 (second only to the Hale Observatories), at Lick
Observatory 4.3, at C-rro Tololo 4.6, and at the Royal Greenwich
ObserVatory 11.0. This suggests that optical astronomers judgeihe
scientific contributions made using RGO facilities over the decade
to have been vety appreciably less than those made using the three
American observatories.

Because these peer-evaluation data refer to all the mainstellar
telescopes at each observatory, rather_than to individual telescopes,
comparisons with results from other partial indicators _must be ap-
proached with some caution. Publication and citation data all_sug-
gest that the_Licki-metre_telescope has contributed significantly
more _to scientific _knowledge_ than the Kitt Peak_ 2.-1-metre
telescope; while _the peer-evaluation results put the Kitt Peak work
overall ahead_of the Lick Observatory. The Principal reason for
this is likely to be that, since 1974, the main research instrument at
Kitt _Peak has been the 4-metre telescope, and it is this telescope,
rather than the 2.1-metre instrument, that from then on has had the
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greatest influence in determining the overall scientific contribution
of the observatory. In addition, there art several other smaller, but
relatively productive telescopes at Kitt Peak, particularly the
1.2-metre instrument. If we had included the publications and cita-
tions stemming from observations on all these telescopes, the
resulting Kitt Peak figures would have been considerably larger
than those for Lick (even after adding in the work from the smaller
Lick telescopes). 46 Similar considerations apply to Cerro Tololo,
where the first papers from the 4-metre telescope were published in
1975. In this case, however, approximate calculalions suggest that
the figures on publications and citations would not have been very
different from those for the Lick Observatory, in line with the_very
similar rankings that the two observatories were given in the peer-
evaluation exercise. Finally, in the case of the optical facilkies a
the ROO,tht INT has been the principal telescope_throughout the
decade. If _papers from the smaller stellar telescopes _vibe RGO
Wert included, this would probably add only about fifty_percent to
the publication and citation totals_-,.- leaving thenta factor of six or
more bilow the equivalent American totals. OveralLthereforeove
see that, once consideration isgiven to the_other telescopes at each
or the four observatorim,_ there is _a reasonable degree of con-
vergence between the results_obtained withpublication and citation
indicators, andthose hased_on peer-evaluation.

Before examining what conclusions can bedrawn from this con-
vergence, let us look in more detail at_ what the peer-evaluation
results indicate. The resuks in the final _column of Table 5 are
shownpictoriallyin Figuret which illustratesmore graphically the
differences between the contributions from_the telesrlpes at each
observatory. What the figure and the table do not show, however,
areehanges in relative positions over time. In addition to ranking
overall contributions to science over the decade, astronomers were
asked to identify _changes in relative positions over this period. It
would seem from their responses that, at the start of the decade, the
Hale and Lick telescopes were clearly perceived as the two world
leaders in optical astronomy. However, once the new 4-metre
telescopes at the Kitt Peak and Anglo-Australian Observatories
came into operation in the mid-I970s, these two appear to have
first caught up with, and then overtaken, Lick. Hence, many
astronomers described the Hale, Kitt Peak, and Anglo-Australian
facilities as making up the 'first-division' in optical astronomy. By
1978, Lick seems to have moved down to the 'second-division'
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FIGURE I
Average Rankinp of Work Carded Oul on the Telescope at

12 Optical Astronomy Observatories for 1969-M
(excluding self-ranklngs)t
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a. The error.ban indicate the root-mean square variations between the rankings
given by the different groups of astronomers.

For explanation, see text.
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because its 3-metre telescope _found itself at an increasing disadvan-
tage to the new 4-metre telescopes at observatories boasting
significantly better _observing conditions. Besides Lick, other
members of the "second-division' cited by astronomers were CTIO
(perhaps now threatening to overtake Lick) and two university
observatories not included in the peer-evaluation results the
University of Arizona Steward Observatory, and the University of
Hawaii Observatory (whose position was also seen as improving
rapidli).4' The users of these were judged to have contributed
significantly more to scientific knowledge than those of a_number
of 'third-division' facilities, including the Texas McDonald_Obser-
vatory,_theEuropean Southern Observatory (where the new_3.6-
metre telescope has so far tailed to contribute as muchas the other
4-metre_ telescopes constructA at about the same time), Mount
Stromlo Observatory in Australia, and the South African
Astronomical Observatory (*lose main telescope was formerly at
the Radcliffe Observatory). These, in turn, are seen as having con-
tribute& significantly more than several 'fourth-division' in-
struments, including the Haute Provence telescope in France, the
Isaac Newton Telescope and the Russian 6-metre telescope_

In the particular case -of work carried out _on _the INT,
astionomers considered that its impact _on the advance of
knowledge over the ten years up to 1978hadbeen_minimal, as com-
pared with that of the major American telescopes, and many (in-
chiding some at the ROO) had difficultyinpointing to any specific
scientific contributions of importance. Thistannot, in our view, be
attributed to ignorance on the part of American astronomers of
research work in Britain, linceaeveral wereable to identify con=
tributions made by the much smaller4.9-metre telescope at Cam;
bridge University, Nor can_it be blamed on chauvinism, since
American astronomers. rated the recent_work of the Antlo=
Australian Tdescope quite highly.4_It therefore seems difficult to
etcape the conclusion that astronomers see the INT as having made
a relatively small contribution to science over the ten years between
1969 and 1978.1*

Dirseilision and Conclusions

One aim of this paper was to determine whether the method of con-
verging partial indicators could be applied beyond the specialty of

7
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radio astronomy, where it was first used. Despite various dif=
ficulties in making direct comparisons, the partial indicators
presented in this paper have yielded generally consistent results.
The method appears to be capable of comparing the relative scien-
tific contributions of optical telescopes, and of producing signifi-
cant Tesults. With the exception of the average number of citations
per paper, the_ partial Indicators seem to suggest that the Lick
3-metre telescope has been the most successful of the four, follow-
ed_by the_Kkt Peak_2.1-metre and the Cerro Tololo 1.5-metre, with
theINTa considerable way_behind. In terms of size, the scientific
performance of thelhirmight be expected to be intermediate bet-
ween that of The Lick and KittPeak telescopes. In fact, it falls short
of this by a factor of six in terms of numbers of papers published
over the decade, by a factor of seven in terms of the _total number
of citations gained in 1978, and bya factor of up ia ten in terms of
highly-cited papers. ThatiheINT should appeariabe so far behind
the Kiu Peak ft-metre telescope (itself never_more than a 'second-
division' telescope) implies that its contribution to scientific
knowledge has, in world terms, been rather smalL if so, the INT
has fallen well short of the claims made for it before it was built
(and used to justify the major capital investment) This conclusion
is shared by the great majority of the British astronomers whom me
interviewed. Their disillusionment is mirrored in the rapidIall-off
in the demand to use the INT; when it was completed, k was over,
subscribed by a factor of four," but by 1977 'Ms had fallen_ to
under 1.3, and our evidence suggests that, at tir*; . the telescope
was even undersubscribed."

Before moving on to consider possible reasons for the relative
lack of success of the INT, it is worth examining two other possible
justifications that have been given in the past for its support:that it
has proved a valuable training ground for young British
astronomers; and that it has been an important test-bed for otivanc-
edastronomical instruments subsequently used on larf overseas
telescopes. To investigate the first, we asked the views of professors
atfour of the main university groups of INT users. All were scep-
tical of theNalue of the INT for educational purposes, suggesting
that nothingismore disillusioning for young astronomers than to
have their allocation of viluable observing time on a large telescope
ruined by bad_weather. They also reported considerable instrumen-
tal difficulties (one of the spectrographs, in particular, yielded
unreliable results) which made it difficult for students to use the
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telescope_52 Overall, it seems doubtful whether the use of the INT
for training_wtronomers to operate a large telescope constitutes
suffident justification for its existence."

The instrumental test-bed argument appears to be no more
substantial. The most successful piece of optical astronomy in-
strumentation produced in Britain over the recent past the Image
Photon Counting System °PCS; was developed in a university
astronomy department,rather than at the RGO. Although tested at
the RGO, the small 30* telescope (rather than the INT) was used
for its development, sAile the first astronomical observations with
it were made at the Hale Observatories in California. According to
the IPCS's designer, the INT, while used for some subsequent
observations, played no significant role in this important in-
strumental development. 54 Yet, even if the educational _and_ in-
strumental arguments for the INT had been as strong as_some
would claim," we would still contend that investment in_ what was
for severalyears Britain's principal optical astronomy facilityhad
to be justifiable primarily in scientific terms. Our results suggest
that, compared with other similar-sized telescopes, the_INT_proved
relativeW unsuccessful in this respect. What reasons can be found
for this?

One possible explanation is that those astronomersosing the INT
Were not as competent in undertaking significantresearch program-
mes as Were their American counterparts._However,ihere is much
cause to doubt this. American astronomers were in fact quite com-
plimentary about British successes with_the Anglo-Australian
Teleicope. Moreover, the _many Britislt_astronomers (including
some from the RGO) who haveobserved overseas have shown that,
once given access blimp telescopes on_good observing sites, they
are no less competent thanother astronomers.

A second common argument is_ that the Mrs relatively poor
performance was due_to inferior observing conditions in Britain.
There can he no dispute that theiRGO site proved totally un-
suitable,_confirming the svorstlears of the_few astronomers who
warned againstbuildingihe telescope in Britain before construction
began. _Thesite is _at far too low an altitude a mere 30 metres
above sea-level, compared with several thousand metres for the
best mountain sites. The humidity is often high (the RGO
overlooks Pevensey Marshes), making frequent recoating of the
telescope mirrors necessary. The street lights at a nearby town tend
to illuminate the night sky. The INT was at one of the most
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Northerly latitudes of all the world's large telescopes: in summer,
when the weather is best for observing, the nights are ratfer short.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the weather in Britain is far
from good, with a high percentage of cloudy nights."

The crucial question, then, is whether the site atone explains the
factor (somewhere between_ six and ten) by which the scientific Ttr-
formance of _the INT lagged behind that of equivalent telescopes
overseas. According AO ihe RGO there_ are, on _average, approx-
imately1,200 hours_of clear night sky_at the site._"_This is only _a
factor of two lestihan the2,500 hours or so obtainedin theSouth-
West United_States_at Lick_andiCitt Peak Obsematories; this ap-
parently leaves _11 factor of betweenthree and ftvestill to be _explain-
ed. The number of hourtofelear sky istyno means the only factor
determining the astronomicalobserving condition= buteven if one
allows for the additional effects_of poor 'seeing' conditions, low at-
mospheric transparency, and the fact that a certain proportion of
the quoted 1,200 hours of clear sky comes in the form of short
periods (of little use for many types of observation), it is still uncer-
tain whether the remaining factor can be completely accounted for

particularly since the Lick Observatory site suffers to a lesser
extent from some of the same problems.

Many of the astronomers we interviewed were actually rather
doubtful whether the 1NT's relatively poor performance could be
explained in terms of the site alone, although they did accept that it
was one makr cause. They expressed concern with the way in
which the INT and its associated instrumentation had been built
and tverated, and cited a number of what they perceived to be
specific problems, about which university astronomers, in par-
ticular, clearly felt strongly. Those most frequently mentioned in-
cluded relatively poor instrumentation (particularly the original
coude spectrograph, which was not ready until several years after
the INT was compkted, and which then proved unsatisfactory); the
RGO'sclaimed failure to fulfill its role as a provider of central ser-
vices (especially technical back-up) for university users of the INTj
apparently becausesupport staff at the RGO who were meant to be
servingimiversity_astronomers wereeften too busy meeting the re-
quirements of the_ROO's own research staff;" a low level of in-
strumental innovation at the RGO compared with_other major
observatories overseas (the main _reason for_ this_ being given as the
isolation of the technical development work at the RGO from
university astronomers); and a difference in approach towards the
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demands of research universitr astronomers contrasted what
theY termed the 'civil service_mentality orReo staff with theap-
proach found in their own departments (citing, for example, dif=
ficulties they encounteredinauemptingio call out RGO staff for
assistance afterhours). However,drese criticisms air not accepted
by most RGO staff._ Although some admit that there may have
been problems during_the early years of the INT's life, when the
RGO was only justbeginning_to adjust to its new role as a provider
of national facilities," they argue that significant advances have
been madeuver the last few years. In their view, the perceptions of
university astronomers have not reflected these changes, and the
criticisms should therefore be seen as referring to a much earlier
period lathe INT's _history.

Therearethus_two_principal interpretations of the difference htt-
ween_the_ scientific performance of the INT and that of similar
telescopes overseas. According to the first the one favoured at
the RGO the poor performance of the INT is entirely due to the
site. In contrast, according to a large section of the astronomical
community outside the RGO, the site only explains part (albeit a
major parOnf_thedifference; the remainder is related to the way in
which the RGO divcharged its responsibility for the support and
operation of the telescope. This latter interpretation appears to
have been the ont favoured by a .majority of the Northern
Hemisphere Review Committee at the time of their report.°

In the light of the INT's comparative lack of success, can any
policy conclusions be drawn? First, subsequent events imply that
the decision to build a 2.5-metre telescope in Britain was almost
certainly wrong. For the same amount of money, a somewhat
smaller teletcope could have been built on a gcrod site overseas. If
this had been run by an organization similar to-the group of univer-
sities operating KPNO and CTIO, then, in the opinion or many
astronomers, it would have proved as successful as the Kitt Peak
2.1-metre telacope (which is about as far Urom the universities of
some of its users as the La Palma site is Urom Britain) and the Cerro
Tololo 1.5-metre instrument (which is far more remote). if the deci-
sion to build the INT in Britain was wrog, could this have been
foreseen, and was there any alternative? The ansiker to the first of
these questions is, 'Yes almost certainly, if site-fisting of the _type
already common in the United States had been carried out'. As for
the second, many astronomers are now under the impression that
the British Treasury and Admiralty, when they agreed to fund the
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INT in 1946, would not have consented to an overseas site.
However, we can find no evidence in the relevant public documents
for the:late 19405 to support this view."Instead, all the_documen-
tary evidence indicates that the British site was chosen in 1946 by
senior astronomersi who produced various arguments to justify
this case. _Only in the 1950s did the belief emerge among
astronomers that the Treasury might object to an overseas_ site,
long after thaoriginal decisicmon the site appears_to have affective,
ly beat made; The threat that _the Treasury_ might withdrawits
backing_for the project vas then_used to _dissuade_ those younger
astronomers_ wha harboured doubts about the value of a British-
based INT from expressing themin public;

The second set of policy implications conceras thedecision to
give the RGaresponsibility for the new La Palma Observatory;
as Certain members of the astronomical community maintain, the
RGO's_ handling of the INT, particularly with_ respect to their
responsibility for providing modern instrumentation _for the
telescope, was indeed one of thereasons for _the telescope's_ com-
paratively poor scientific performance, then some other justifica-
tion apart from track-record with the INT must be sought for han-
ding over responsibility for the new observatory to the RGO.
However, because the report of the Northern Hemisphere Review
Committee (NHRC) was aot_made availableto the wider scientific
community, _there was 110 public debate as to whether such a
Justification actuallyexisted,_

_Was_there analternative to making the RGO responsiblefor_the
La_Palma Obsemtory?. The NHRC certainly_believed that _there
was.. They argued_ forcibly for a 'third ventre'ilunded_bythe_SRC4
similar to_ that _operating the_national astronomy facilities_ in_the
UnitedStates. Butweretherescientists_o_f_sufficientvalibre tostaff
such a_centre? Again the NHRehadno doubts. In addition tater-
tain astronomers_in _the _United Kingdom, some of whorr have
subsequently_ enjoyed_great success using: the Anglo-Australian
telescope and other major instruments oversats; there were many
British astronomers working in the United Stattn; some:with much
distinction,o who at the time expressed a willingness to consider
returning to Britain to takepart in such:a venture. The impressive
nature of their track-record would certainly have argued well for
the success of the La Palma Observatory. However, systematic,
comparative data on the track-record of the INT were not available
at the time. If information of the type described in this paper had
been obtained at some stage between the completion of the NHRC
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report and thetventualidecision_in 1974 to make the RGO tetponti:
ble for the La Palma_Observatory; then surely that report and in
particular _the_ recommendation_of a new independent tentre to
operate theobservatory -- would have received Write public dittiit:
sion; and its merits_and_drawbacks would_ have been openly attett=
ed. The pmvision _of information _on the INT's perforthante -uP to
1974; even_ ifin the lastresort h_had not led to a different de-cition;
would at least have_resulted in, a more informed detitiOn. Our
results also appear io_provide support for recent moves-to entiiie
that the_operation_ of the La _Palma Observatory alldWt intreating
stops; in its controLand managementoo university attr-onoMeis =-
in line with official SRC (and SERC) policy for thc past fifteen
years; 63
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it did not surprise us that several of the British astronomers we interviewed com-
plained about what they saw la the control of research council_ committees by a
secretariat v/ho seemed to feel a greater responsibility towards SERC establishments
than to university scientist& (The UK Science Ramedi Council (SRC) ias formed
in -1965; it was renamed the Science and Engineering Research Council ISERCLin
1981.) Again. under certidn circumstanca. nsearchers associated with one Dig
Science centre may support applications for kinds by other centres -- even ir it
means failing to evaluate critically proposTals of dubious scientific ma it because
they recognize that it is in the common interest of all the centres in their specialty to
maintain a united front vis-a-vis funding agencies. And. indeed. those we interview.
ed quoted- various examples where they suspected that this had taken plaCt.
However. detailed examination of such claims is beyOnd the-scope of this paper. and
requires further careful research. What evidence there is suggests that such political
pressures are present in most Big Wake speciahies, in most countries: the only ex-
ceptions would appearto be in cases where research councils seek the:help of inter-
national experts in- order to obtain impartial (or.-at kast, less partial) advice. For
further discussion of these issUes, see: D.S.GreenberL The Politics of Pure Science
(NeW Yriik-: NOW Anierfain -Library, 1967), published in Britain as The Politks of
American Science (Harmondsworth; Middx.: Penguin, 1969); M. BlissaL: Politics
hi Science (Boston,-Mass.: Little.-Brown. 1972); M. Mulkey. 'The Mediating Role
of the Scientific Elite'; SocialStudies of Science; Vol. 6 (1976);445-70; S.S._131ume;
Toword a-Political Sociology-of Science-(New York-and Landon: The Free Press.
1974); and C: le Pair; 'Decision-Making on Grant Applications in a Small Country';
Scientia Yugoslavica.-Vol. Nos-I4 (1980). 13741.

AS to decisions in British optical astronomy in particular; the situation is com-
plicated since; from the late 1960s (following the formation and developing in-
fluence. -of the Science Retearch Council); official policy has been to develop the
central; government-financed scientific facilities (such as the Royal Observatories)
with more specific reference to the needs of university scientists: It was intended that
the:latter should play an increasing role:in the planning and operation of these
facilities. Whether. in astronomy. this policy ha been succasful will be discusted
below: The sojourn of the INT at the RGO coincided with:the gradual hnplementa-
don of this policy, When the RGO was 'in transition': This paper tan be read as a
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contribution to a more pointed agenda for future research and discussion on these
aspectsof UK science policy.

7; Our enqUirietrUggest that, in at least one Europeancountry, there are already
doubts as to whether peer-adjudir,nion alone can guarantee the iietettry ficiubilny

8. The prOjett tinted to mess the sciemific performance of five major research
facilities supported by the UK Science Research Council the ROyal GreenWich
Observatory, the radii) astronomy observatories at Cambridge and Jodrell Bank (see
Paper I, pp._cit. note 4); and the Rutherford and Dvesbury high -energy PhYSici
laboratOriet (see Paper 2, op cit. note 4).

9.: A.M. Weinberg, 'Criteria for Scientific Choice% Itfitter0a. Vol. 1 (1963).
159-71. Thit oilier led to a debate, the main contributions to which have been col-
lectedtogetherin E. Shils (ed.): Odle& for &-tentifk Efevelopinent Public Polky
and NatiOnal GMi (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press; 1968).

10. Weinber& op: cit: note 9; 163;
I I. Paper 2, op. cit.- note 4, 12.
12. See Papers I 2: op; eit: note 4, ind 8.

13. For a discussion of these terms.see Paper 1, op cit. note 4: 15-17:
14; The detWls of how the Main problems with the varioni Paiiial indicators are

overcome in the method of converging partial indicators can be found in PaOtt 1,
op; eh: note 4: Figure 2, 25.

15. See J. Irvine and B.R. Martin:: 'A Methodology for Assessing the Stientilit
Performance Of Rinietirch Groups% Sainfia Yugoslavica, Vol.:6, Nos 1-4 (1980).
83.15. Further comment is perhaps necessary here on our use of the term 'resetirth
facility': hi assessing the research performance of a facility like a major telescope,
one is analyzing the relative" magnitude of all the contributions to stientific
knowledge coming from that telescope, regardless of whether it was used by the staff
of the centre responsibkfor its operation: or by visiting users. The restarth nerfor:
maitte Of i fatility therefore obviouily depends on its use byboth internal and exter-
nal users: as:well as on its quality: size:and vintage: and the instrumentation ind
back-up services provided by the central itiff.

16. TheltGO and:the Royal Observatory at Edinburgh have together teeounted
rot a steadily increasing percentage of the total budget of the UK Science Research
Council. The figure has risen from about two percent in the 1970-71 lifiential Year to
about font percent in 4978-79. TO: this must be added grants to university
astronomers and subscriptions to various telescope facilitie overt-Cat.

17. KA. Abt, 'The Cost-Effictiveness of Telescopes of Various Apertures': in
A. Hewitt (ed.): Optical and infrared Telacopes for Me 19901 (Ttieson, Kitt
Peak National Observatory, 1980), 609-15; quote at 1609.

18. Much of the Inatetial in this sec:ion on the early history Of the INT has been
assembled by one of us for a forthcoming doctoral thesis: B.R.:Martin: The Erato-
lion Of British Optical Astronomy, 1945=75: A CakUirlY in Sainte Policy (PhD
thesis, Department of Liberal Studies in Science: Manchester University, in prepara-
tion); Thit thesis draws heavily from Public Reecird Office documents, and other
publicly:available material; as well as interviews with certain senior astronomers. See
also Smith and Dudley, op cit. note 2."

19. In 1958; the British Government temporarily withdrew its backing for the
PrOjett, Preittinably exasperated by the long delaysin settling the design, and by the
soaring costs (by then some three times the original estimate). Thit delay, hoWever,
accounts for only one year out of the twenty-one it took to complete the telescope.
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20. For details; see Smith and Dudley, op. cit. note 2.
21. H.H. Plaskett. 'Presidential- Address'. Monthly Notices of the Royal

Astronomic!! Soda"; Vol; 106 (1946), 80,94. esp. 9.s.
22. Of course. British astronomers always knew that in terms of 'seeing condi-

tions; there were much better sites abroad, but it appears that, in the mid-1940s.
many simply did not press to establish- whether these wore real alternatives; 'open
opdonTe: soe note 33 below, and die 'DiSctission add Conclusions' section of this
paper. As R.O. Redman (one of the strongest advocates of overseas sites) put it in
1946, 'Astronomers acquiesce, l*ettuse the choice is between a new instrument in a
bad situation or no instrument at all': Observatory. Vol. 66 (1943); 133-39. quote at
157.

23. This figure of £7.3 million:for setting up the INT on La Palma now includes
the cost of certain central facilities that will be used with the new 4.2-metre
telescooe; as well as with the INT. Even so; some of the utronomers we interviewed
felt that this figure was rather high. and suggested that a new, purpose-built
telescomeould have been constructed for the same price; They argued that, since
the new 4.2-metre telelcope will cost some ft million, and since the capital costs of
West-apes vary appromately as the 2.4 power of the aperture (see H.A. Abt. 'The
Ctitt-Eltectiveness Of Telueopot of-Various Apertures' (Tucson, Ariz.: Kitt Peak
National Observatory, mimeo; 198011. such a new telescope could have an aperture
Of Weil over 3 metres that is. appreciably greater than the INT's 2.3-metres. In
contrast; other astronomers felt that she costs of the INT's move were justified: they
seemed to wekome this opportunity (as they saw it): of. on the one hand, finally
removing the embarrassment of a major research facility that was inevitably under-
exploited beeluse or the -British climate and, on the other. leaving ROO staff free to
concentrate on the new facilities on IA Palma;

24. R. v.d. R.Woolley, as reported in Natum Vol. 180 (31 August 1937).:420.
25; This is now known u the La Palma Observatory, or the Roque de los

Muchachos Observatory, and will consist of the 1NT the 4.2-meire telescope:refer,
red to in note 23. a I-metre telescope. the British millimetre disk, and a number of
smaller telescopes.

26. For example. see G. Burbidge, Correspondcnce, Nature, Vol. 239 (8
September 1972).'117-18: P.A. Strittmatter; Correspondence; Nature; Vol. 239 (20
Ottober 1972); 473.

27. Others claim that this already effectively:happens; through the ROO; follow-
ins the change in policy starting in the late 1960S ( note 6).

28. Of thenine Committee members_and consultants; just two (tile Directors of
the two Royal Observatories) dissented from this recommendation. which was itself
an expect of :a lateral shift in central policy (see the end of note 6). It should be
noted that this iitformation. as well as later discussion on-the role and recommenda-
tions of the Committee; has been drawn directly from the Report of the Northern
Hemisphere Review Committee. Though this was never published by the SRC. we
were given access to the Report by one of the members of the Committee. A detailed
historical analysis of decisions in UK astronomy policy since the mid-1960s will ob-
viously have to consider the precise composition of this Committee, and of other
related b xlks.

29. Se, , in particular, 'Scondalous Muddle in British Astronomy' (Editorial);
Nature.:1 ot. 239 (15 September 1972), 121-22. It may have been partty in reply to
the impli* stion containeil in the Northern Hemisphere Review Committee's repori
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(which, although unpublished; was the subject of well-informed rumour) that RGO
sYstronoiliets had been less than successful as research scientists, that the Science
Research Council claimed that 'the scientists working in the SRC Btablishments'
prOgrammes ate making a signijkantrontributton to the advancement of knowledge
in different frelde:_-_UK_Science Resevch Council; Annual Repart foe the Yite
1971/72 (Leitiddit: HMSO; 1972), 52 (our emplutsis). Neither side, however, produc-
ed reliable data to back up their assertions.

30-. ROM our interviews, it is clear that there was considerable resentment within
the scientific community about the way the Committee's report was treated. The
reprin was never made public, so denying the main body of the astronomy com-
munity the:possibility of open discussion of its analysis and conithis. Indeed, the
relicitt was kepis° secretshat one of the members of the Committee that had drawn
isupinfonned us that, when he requested a copy, he t nj told that this Witt tidt Poiii,
ble betause its -amtents were 'confidential'.

31. See Paper I, op. cit. note 4;
32. There are several other telescopes:9f similar size; like the Steward Obser-

vatory 2.3-metre and the UM McDonald 2.7-mette and 2.14iette teleicopes, but
these are all at essentially single-university observatories; while the four telescopes
induded in our sample are muld-university

33. Some astronomers (whatever their views any may have been in the
mid-1940s) now argue that there was little possibility of the Britith Government
agreeing, in 1946,-_to builda large telescope overseas. However; Public Record Of,
fice dOcUments of the period reveal that senior sittrivomeri ictUIlly Wanted the
telescope to be in Britain (for the reasons we have atready mentioned). In none of
thedoeurnents for this periOd did they ascertain whether Or not the Treinirk
agne to an overseas alternative. For further details; see Martin; op. cit; note 18:
(TellesmiTs sited abroad Obviously cost more to operate, so a Slightly -smaller
telescope would have had to be built in order to keep within the INT's budget.)

34; See Abt; op. note 23.
35. It mustire emphasized that the figures in Table 2 are intended to indicate total

tolls, rather than marginal or direct costs. Abt (op. dt. note 23, 15) quotes a figure
of 1173,000 (V4;000) for the direct costs of the Kitt Peak 2.1-rnet re telescope in 1974;
it the title dine-pointing out that this represents only a small fraction of the total
costs t-r: it corresponds to:one quarter ofour estimate ofshe total costs; Similarly;
MIderial provided by the RGO suggests that the mirgiail-costs or the INT in 1972
were about f100,000, again approximately a third or a quarter of the total costs; as
ettittiated in Tibli2.

36.: In his calculations; Abt (op. cit. note 23) uses a figure of 75 years; bui this
would make little difference to the totaleosis inithe final row of Table 2.

37. If one allows for the effects of inflation, the figure would be rather higher.
38. This is not to say that users of the INT were satisfied with the funds available

for operating the telescope: many clad), were not. Rather; the cOnclusion it that, in
this respect, their position was not significantly worse than that or their American
counterparts; This is consistent with the view expressW in the northern HeMiSphere
Review Committees :report that the RGO 'enjoys resourcl large in comparison
with most obirerVatories anyWhert in the YrOtid',

39. In the particular case or optical astronomy, researchers often use published
paperato account for the peniods of obseriing dine they are allocated on major
telescopes. This is probably why Abt (op. cit. note 23) finds that the number of
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publications in any one year from each Kin Peak telescope corresponds approx.
imately with the number -of users-of that telescope in the previous year.

40. See, especially, Paper 1, op. cit. note 4.
41. Thete increases are not withOut significance Tor policy-makers. In our study

of high-energy physics electron accelerators (Paper 2; op cit. note 4), we found a
rapid dedine in the numliers or citations to-recent work after the first few yearS of an
accelerator's:life; suggesting swift obsolescence of such machina a frontier-
research kids. In optical astronomy, the reverse appears to _be true: optocal
telescopes seem to become more productive with time (at Imt for the firn ten years
or more), presumably heeatife better instruments are being fitted to them. This con-
dusion is in line with the long working life (fifty yars or more) of tdescopes, refer-
red to Skive; in contrast, an accererator has a useful- working lifewf perhapsten or
fifteen years, after which it normally cases to conthbute sognificwittly to the ad-
vance or high-enengy physics, and is sosperadeci by more powerful accelerators.

42. Those readers tempted to reply 'The Britidt wewtherr are referred to uur later
cussion and Conclusions' section.

43; Peer-evaluation, in contrat, should provide some sort oiweitohted average
for both the great mass of relatively minor contributons made by a tekscope, and
the small numter of major &novo-no: see Irvine and Marton, op. cit. note 15, 86.

44. In doing so of course, we are temporarily shifting the focus of our quan-
dtative evaluation from the single telescope at each cenut indaled in our study, to
all the stellar telescopes at each.

45; Kitt Peak astronomers ranked themselves 1.9, compared with 2.6 given by
other astronomers; Lick, 2.3 compared with 4.3; and RGO users; 10.4 compared
With 11.0.

46. In 1977, a toialwf approximately 140 papers were published using observa,
tions obtained on Kilt Peak tekicopes aliout twice the numtfer produced from the
various Lick telescopes. Using Abt's finding (op. cit. note 23) that the number of
citations earned by Kitt Peak telescopes or different apertures varies as the
LS-power of the aperture, one can estimate approxin,ately the total number of cita-
dons that Work published since 1969 from oil the Kitt Peak telescopes would have
obtained. In 1978; the total number of citations would probably have been over
3000, compared with well under 2000 for work from all dm Lick -telescopes.

47; These two centres were not inctuded in the origl-nal list that we asked
astronomers to rank. However, several of those interviewed mentioned these two
observatorid, gendally placing them behind Cerro Tololo, and ahead of the
University of Texas McDonald Observatory.

48. In Lay me; Aincric40 ustrononters' ranking of work at the RGO (11.0) is little
different from that of British astronomers (10.3).

49. Some cstronomers now find this conclusion so obvious that they wonder why
we have fdt it necessaryAo devote so many pages to reaching it. As one referee put
it: 'Ms.sing the cost-effo-ctiveness of the INT is like being asked to prove that it is
colder oit the poles than the equator'. However, having clearly summarized
astronomers opinkons on this matter, he went on: 'but opinion does not persuade
the powers that be, and co7,sequently an exercise sue. as that represented by this
paper le necessary ror that purpose'.

50, That is to sayoutronomers applied for four times as many nights of observ-
ing time as were available.
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51. Evidence for this came from an interview with a former member of the SRC
Panel for the Allocation of Telescope Time.

52. The head-of one major university astronomy department recalled: 'We tried
to use the INT once for a student thesis; but he nearly failed because it was impossi-
bk to get any reliable data. We never tried again.'

53. -One seam' astronomer commented: 'For many years Sir Richard Woolley,
then Dirxtor ROO. would not all-ow-astronomers time on the INT unless they had
previous big telescope experience a chicken and egg situation'.

34. While the INT has been tried to develop various instruments and techniques.
it is by no means: dear whether it was essential for their devdopment. Several
asisonomers stated that they used the INT for instrumental development soldy
'because it was there'. and because it was euy to obodn time on its without the INT,
the daelopment would, they believed, have gone ahead on other telescopes, as it did
to a large extent with the !PCS;

53. The same remarks apply to arguments based on technological spin-off from
the INT; These have not been examined here, but our view is that tile level of spin-
off from the INT has been small compared with the capital investment involved, and
also small compared with the spin-off noted at other Big Science centres in Britain:
see J. Irvine and B.R. Martin, 'The Economic Effectof Big Science_The Case of
Radio Astronomy', Preiceedings Of the International Colloquium on Economic Ef-
fects of Space and Other Advanced 'Technologies; Strasbourg. 23-30 April 1980
(Paris: Uropean Space Agency, ref. ESA SP=15 1980), 10346.

56. Just how unsuitable the site iscould have been established long before con-
struction of the telescope b-egan in 1959. Perhaps most senior British astronomers
thought such a systematic:site test otiose -- a matter of 'proving it is colder at the
poles than the equator'. The site for the Li Palma Observatory was, of course.
selected after systematic testing.

57. This is an average of the figures quoted in the RGO Annual Reports for the
years between 1973 and 1978.

58. We cannot stress too strongly that we are nor implying any judgment as to
whether our respondents' perceptions of these 'problems are fair and accurate
that, as we have already said (see note 6), requires further careful, detailed and
specific razarch, and is beyond the scope of this paper. We are merely stating that
these claim. and assessments represent the feeffngs of many university astronomers.
. 59. See the end of note 6. As one senior astronomer; with experience in both

universities-and Ro9at Obiervitories, wrote to us !stein 1981: 'The Inove from con-
centration on ht-house research tn the provision and operation of national facilities
in the lite PM* ind -early 1970s involved a profound change in the Royal Obser-
vatories; and I think it is true to say that to a greater or lesser extent they resisted or
went along- gruogingly with the new regime. I know for a fact that there are still
members of the Observatories who believe that the current role of the Observatories
iswrongand that the old system was much preferable. However, the new role of the
Observatories is now firmly atablished and the staffs Of both Observatories are
responding with-enthusissm to the new challenges.' -_

60. See note 28: as we state_there, further research intoihe composition of th:s
Committee, and into its findings, is required.

61. We have examined all the relevant documents available at the Public Record
Office, the Ministry of_Defence, and the_Treasury. We_have seen nothing to indicate
that the expenditure or the same sum of money on a similar telescope overseas was
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not an open option in 1946: For a contrasting intapretation of these events, sce
Smith and Dudley, op cit. note 2.-

Cur4wtly one suds_ expatiate utronome is Director of the Kitt Pak Na-
tional Observatory, another-is Director of the-Steward Observatory (one of the mcst
successful university fitin see note 47), a third hcs bent one of the most
distinguished users- of the lick 3-metre telescope and a fourth has figured m-

ally in_the Wdevements of the flak Obsnvatorin (by ow peer-WiluatiOn, the
world's premier optical astronomy centre). - ii

63. See the eit4 of note 6. The to-called 'Tiger Team' set Iv to examine the RGO
plans for the new 4.2-metre telescopecontains-A strong representation of univenity
asuonomers: 06 is ItiOther indication of the prOgrative tte*efopment- of this
Dairy. Another is the fact that both theiRGO and the Royal :Observatory, Edin-
burgh, now bine Active young Directors *his were preOkittsly univertity astronomers
with international reputations rather than civil service scientists already 'within
the system'.
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crease in one area of mthlie expenditure tends only
101 he mosihie st the . expense of CUI-bstelf in
OliittS. _Those_ =imam. serhO work _ in higliMost .

speeialtim Sikh is high-energy phyries. scam re-
search,- and -astronomy - where new facilities can
coot tens or-even hundreds of millions of pounds--
and who arpe for continued reel increases in their
level of funding, moot- now -be willing to tempt
wider puhlicexamination of their Immo work_ in
order_ Mkt one _ may _ascertain vdtTit benefits sre
assekiated with_ it. and beta theM berklits-compare
with thMe -Irotre other aress--competing -for rc-
soureei. It is -no-longer sufficient to assert that -a
particilor project promises certain benefits or
"4000 science"; instead, it must lie stemonstroted
that the .project is likelyto yield putter benefilt
than _ any Of . the esamptimg. alternatives. -SUM a
jridgernent can only be.arilied at- on- the bads of
an suctoment of the henelits suodsted with all
the various areas-of -bask research, and the estab-
lishment of a set of relative priorities between
them in one comprehensive science policy.

Filt policy-makers, there are four main sits of
deddiSU that need to he mode In the Mocation of

tesoutcca in basic macatch.

f Now much overall shoolel he meni nu bask
research confuted will, other areas of public
expenditure?

(2) Ilow should thia overall research budget br
distributed between the ilifferent disciplincs
each with competing claMu fru funding?

(3) low much Mould he allocaied irt the different
types of scientific inslinnions? In flritain. foe
example.; wharpomortions should he speni on
inianational fiduitha on Research Connell
esi*Mishments, and on university tesearch?

(4) How much should he altocaied in each re-
search centre. group, or individual. working
within a discipline?

_ _Some tronSiderittion- was pteviously Igivenl to
these questions en the debate on critetia few sac*
tiac choice thirhus the 19(,0s (cf. Shuts ;431), In
pardadar. Weinberg 153. p. 1631 proposed certain
criteria on which decisions as to the disiribution of
resources to scientific research should be based,
distinguishing between "internal" and "external-
coterie:

Internal criteria are generated within the scien-
tific field itself -and answer the question: Ifou
well is the science done? External criteria am
gene ated outside the scientific field snd answee
the question: Why pursue this particular rd.
erect?

In the &bate stimulated by WEinb&es pro.
posals participants teiWed to concentrate more on
the _policy Mates associated with applying Emma.
criteria to decisions obout scientific funding. and
hence-to facut on the first two of the four ques-
tions identified above. Mocit ollention was ghrer
to such factors u the-contributions of 'Science in
general, or of a particular menhirs disirdine, tc
education, to technology, and to economic growth:
and governments have in recent years begun tc
take account of some of these- external factors ir
arriving at d_cdsions on funding. I loweveL interns*
cdteria cannot be ignored. particularly in_the east
of more bade Scientific racer& It is Vrith theu
that we arc primarily concerned here.

In this paper, we present a homework fot
Issessingi the relative contributions -to sdentifii
knowledge made by different research groups 1r
the same discipline. This hos been_ developed_ al
part of a study of small number of mak*
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ientres. ! The_ main rcason _ for
focussing on Mt _centre as the I of analyses
rather than the individual wicntiit is that ova halt
the annieal SitC expenditme goes In sopport re .
search centres rather than individual scientists or
projects-' The_principal oljective of this wink is
in_ provide_ information which may facilitate the
taking nf decisions of-the third and in particular:.
the fourth type identified above. In deciding the
thstrthution of resources between research centres.
one of die most relevant pieces nf information is
the past performance nf those- centres. "'Pick
record" is hy To means the noir factor determining
future reiarch performance (there are others like
the "ripeness" or potential for esphvitat ion of new
work). but it is undeniably one if_ the most! im-
pentant. If other_factots arc equal, or alternatively
if they are completely indeterminate, then one has
to assume that. on average, a new scientific protect
is owe likely to hi carried out well by a group
with a record of successful-research-over the recent
past than by one with a leu distinguished-record.
We are concerned in ibis paper with the question
nf the extent to which past -performance_can he
reliably and satisfactorily evaluated. The questions
to_ which we have addreied ouriavei take the
following form: to whit extent can the outputs of
research groups or centres working in the same
discipline be compared? Is it possible to assets
whether one research group has contributed more
to scientific knowledge than another, and, if so.
howl

The structure of the paper iSALS foh10104: the first
sections discuss the nathre of basic _research._ and
tht outputs from it: this is iollOwed hy a critical
review of the literature on previous uses nf various
measures of science, drawing out the serre meth-

' 11c project itriQ to_anesosAhe periormonce_iii fire mike
calms comated by the SRC. Them mem the Dormitory sod
itabesford highmftly Opts" tabocaloria the radio
astronomy olmermorles m Caalwidpe mod Jodrell honk. and
the roplkol astronomy WORM at dye Royal Mamie% Oh-
remota,-
The -CERN. Rollegromt Vomitory. Appleton. entl 11.1.
theoretic tobncemdes. wokav with dm toe Royal other...
tabs.-accounted-kr of the t137 solition Rpm Ity
On SRC lo doe !Monad yem_ 1975. it while samet other
makr temarch sta, _iodating_ the radio minmany ob.
sermemIrs at Cambridge pod hsburchester UMaoralik.. mem
also remoteri mainly through comooltdated block gams
ratites Rua deratelt nmall Inc Mobine rematch Mimi*.

odulugkal and conceptual problems .insociated
with each measure. on the haws of thus. II s Shown
that. mice tome consideration isgiven to the ques-
tion of what is actuaely being measured. talrful use
of a slumber of "Fertial indicators" of scientific
pmgress can yield ir formation on the relative per.
formancenf groups If :scientists: the later sections
that detail our empirical_ work in Wthch several
partial indicators are combined te assess ilw per-
formance of a nundkr of kerge, basic-research
centres working in the fieth ni radio atron 3333 y.

2. The nature of bask research and its 011ipItIs

While assetsing the output from basic research
may he extremely difficult. theet can he no doubt
that iliac is an output of some kind. This may
take the form of new scientific knrovIedge (thaw
ries. empirical findings, and so on). new scientific
problem:I.-or-new practical ideas or prohlems (cf.
Freeman 114D. In short, there is a flow through
basic science of information generally emhodied in
research _publications or in people. Dooming a
model _horn the conceptual vocabulary of
economists,. we can usibilly conceive of science as
an "input-output" process (cf. e.g. -Moravcsik
13111).-Such a model of science is dvicied in fig. I.
While there are few maker difficulties here in iden-
tifying suitable input measures,_there are severe
conceptual as_ well-as methodological problems
associaled with findiwg appropriate_ output mak
sures. That stem from the intangible nature of
much of the output or "product" of basic research
activities. indeed. the very nature of the "product"
depends on out philosophy of science (for ins-
tance. on- whether we assume scientific knowledge
is cumulative in nature. or whether its advance is
hater represented as a series- of revolutionary
transformations = cf. Kuhn. (251).-is _wen alion
our approach to the sotiOlogy of saentific institu-
bons._Part of the problem is that there are many
ways in itlikli contributions to scientific progress
are made. While a few scientists are responsible
for making ',saki "discoveries", most make rela-
tively small-incremental additions to our knowl-
edge (perhaps in the form of snore-lin:else mea.
surements). iloth types of contribution are_ohvi.
misty _essential to identille progress. In addition .
atientins whip are Primarily teachers, administra-
tor. or technicians, all play crucial roles in scien.
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linIC development (cf. Lawani 128. p. 2N), Al:
thenigh there arc other such (netts to scientific
activity, we shall he concentrating here on assess-
ing contrihutions to_scientific knowlefte. 5 since
Oboe are most directly related to the primary goal
of basic rescards

There are a number or possihle yardsticks idr
assessing the contrilunions to scientific knowledge
made hy individuals or yours of scientists. These
include the number of scientific publkations WO-
dined in a _given perkod _or for a given volume 01
resources, the number Of limes than publications
Ire cited in other articles or books. (he evaluation
ty scientific peers of the importance of the pub-
ishcd work, the numhcr stf "discoveries** or other
najor advances in knowledge and_the recognition
if foriled_to Obe authors of the puhlications (in the
ono of honours or prizes. for example). Some of
hese measures can be used fairly -readily on a
mall scale. hut it is difficult in practice (and
ierhaps invalid theoretically) to extend such in-
lices of performance across a wide range of disci-

We c.o.d.', the corona benefit, from radio mornotwny in
another paper Orvioe and Martin 1241. nit molden both
leehnoineical retitted1 and silent:04km Item rnditt_smorn-
ent, of lotion, students. who take with them thin, ilmt
ottompreolty rove were! in melee, of Itiehlecimminey
Job.. However, Me nolo (non of me went hat been ent
ennorbutirwer sciestine tworderigt. bemire weedy all the
torettherr of the rematch moureohnwe lvi interviewed gave
thir ar the priourryjurtilkation lee continued financial onv
non d their rescorek Miter than other output, such at
contributions in minestino tw In technology.

to) r.eisents nneirohowigen.
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Nines and countries, or over an extended time-
scak (cf. Freeman Ill. p. 41). ft-is the contention
of this_paper that, although no_obsohde qusintific7a-
lion of basic researdi is pendhle. onc can Mike
valid and useful comparinmes between the scientific
performanre of different research groups, provided
that careful thousht is _given both to the choice of
groups for comparison, and to the question_ of
what the various indicators cif stientific perfnr-
mance arc actually measuring.

3. Sekntifie activity. scientific production, and sel-
entitle progress

flefore kinking at the various measures of out-
put from basic research, it is helpful to separate
out different aspects of the performance of mien-
lists. and to make -a distinction- betwitn scientific
activiv, scientific production, and scientific pro-

.gress (cf. Morarciik 137. p. 26111). The first, sticit,
line nelivily, is concerned ssith the consumption Of
input resources. and is therefore related to such
factors as the number of scientists involved, the
expenditure on their research, the percentage of
their time spent on research, and _the number of
support staff (for example_. in Obe form of ittlini,
dans nr adminktrators). The second, research pro-
duenon. refers to the extent to which this eon.
somption of resources creates a body of scientific
resuIrs. These results are usually manifest In the
form of research communications. although seleo.
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tints ii., comnmnkwe through other informal
channels such as lettetclsenUnarc aml per:snnA
evnwttsalimt:' The third, scientifie prowess. re.
frrs to the-extent to Phich scientific activity actin
ally results in substantive contributions to scien-
tific knew4e4Re (as jutlued hy other scien t

The problems of assessing scientific_ progress
steno partly from the fact _thin these coniributirms
to knowledge ate OW always regarded as cumula-
tive.. whidi means that sTtnit concepts as th-e "quan.
thy" and "quality" of research (terms apparently
implying ahsnlute characteristic') may he mislead-

As -we- shall -see- hdow, while some of the
commit indicators are fairly clearlyTmked in sckn,
lifteproduction.sheir linkswith scseatific progress
are.more complex arid Pk:Obi:Mack. Yet it is with
indicators of scientific progress that we nntst he
most concerned if we are to evaluate the extent to
which -scientists succeed in fulfdling: the primary
goal -_of basic ircsearek the production of new
scientific knowledge.

4. Pnhileathwes

The first output measure: we shall consider is
based on_scientifie plablications. Seval audit-id
have made use of the dittinction !lawmen the
"quantity" and "quality" of research contributions
(e.g. LawaniAll.p. 26/. The former has tenerally
heat measured in terms of numbers of publics,
tions. and has been the basis for several studies of
the growth of science. ' and of the performance of
groups of scientists (e.g. Chang and Dicks 141).
however. such studies have often exhibited a lack
of conceptual dArity. as to what the number of
publications actually measures. While it may le

These inlorowl dissects of toowsonktkion -re1
infortato. pswicalsrltin the initiel maim sit dissounua
Rev knewdedge. llovrever k has horn actuated here
41+041th ikk does need esopkical hwouigationl that work
of the htfornookin-possing themeu shoe ehattnift ends op in
the fowl deprwitory of scientific poldiekkort. and Maur the
stoly teeo.du poltricadons need he messed fel kftwasekl
Wk.-
Sea fatten Ind Wooly, 130. 271-1131 for mertonuiry of
some evaeoples.

Nombes of_poldiestition we oho wispareodu sosed-11 sow
odndolstrators tespousible I. alienating remoter, to wiewce.
A recent ankle to Nowa /451 refers to a ',Miro., Wi
ihendstry rend ttehrl Laureate) Wog theetoeoed whit earml.
olm by Ids askortfloy tor "Inedeuttate prodintiukUl

j Owls.

rrgarded as_ a reasonable turnstile ol scientirk
puninctomt. its Milli% as artinilicaup of seiemihe
prnvero is uatenain. Fiiime -authors claim to have
found a high correlation between numbers of pith!
beationa and the overallquality" or "InCril- of
OK papers (e.g. Clark KIL or the "Sminct1Lt7 01
their authors (e.g. Price 147 p. 4 W. I lowever. as
we shall sec WOW, th-e-relatittidtip of these-varia-
bles to scientific proven isnot always straightfor.
ward. Indeed. for some scientists, or groups of
scientists, the correlation between "quaruily" and
"quality" -is 'mil or even =ft) fef. Sinith and
Fieller (50 p: 2281);

The prohibit is that each puldication does -not
represent an equal contribution- to -science.- Some
"-mass-producers" ofuhlications onake very little
scientific progress, while other "perfectionists"
achieve in_ s few puMisations very_significant_aci-

end& -Magma and atie 17. p. MTh.
Various attempts have been indi to circumvent
this problem, for example. by "weighting" some
puhlications differently from others,' but this has
tended to he done without any _adequate_ theater,
kat basis for the:choke of weiens (cf. Bayer and
Farr p. 382M Publication coonts by them-
selVis bid to "distinguill. between the fluency of
genius and the-loud noises-of empAy-vessels" (No-
rton M30; they -sive too much-emphasis to the
"operator" who produces quantityrather than qu-
oin/bd. Dayeriond_ ndger 12 p. 3821. But hots, an
one:measure "quality" _ .

The task Of asseding die relative quality of
publications las not -been made easier by the
explosive growth in scientific literature. Over IS
years a_go, Maddox (30-. p. 151 remarked that; "'tit
so gaterally flaccid a literature it it difficult tit tell

see tease 4.

krieerogsteuktat 7tso the whole there is. whether toe lac it. Of
OM,* rerouttgood oxidation between dus ewdoenee .4 a
oenolik aod his preohntty of mac II taker pen:stunt
and pineveram to be good seresstik end these are kw
*seedy refit-ink:din sostaktal-prodectios of scholarly writ.
Ml...15MWM,11.TOICend Caen pp. )47-11/ dam that "high
midterw seal to _puttlish the wore: ennsagoenkil
researek miming in a ko of mean* k in one
sense 'necessary coodoion for the production of high
qualiey work (end because) the terratd system masks in
onto nay_ as to knootage the creative acksoises us. Age
productive and to divert she mins of the less creative
pcteu.uls,a Mm Mott shawls-.
See Sayer sod Foiget (2. p. )121 Ow a olowaary al such
ottempot.
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which illORIS are suhstantial contributions to um plmsis-placed on numbers of publications for ob-
deritindini, and tiarich ate hid trivial documents7, taining promot on. tent re-. or grants. The _slum,
and the ciliation Imiccriainly_notimproved since lion is complicated by _the_ fad Ihnt theSe 'other
that time. Some discussion ha. _been _given to-the ftots* notrinly vney hel-WeenjWientiiii ni ginriPs
possihility of weighling:puhlicatinm according In of scientists, hitt may Wry ihange with time. "
thejonrnal in which they appear (e.g. Garfield Moreover., the question cd whether (a) dominates

Ilowever. there is evidence that even the over (17) is problematical. It cannot he nssammk-a
prestigious journals are not_ always_ very Idh. priori. that (h). compared to (a). is relatively insig.
criminating (Cf .-. for example. Lawani (2X, p. 261). ntficant. or even that it comprises a set of entirely
Mike. attempts in attach a "quality basica" or random influences whose-effects can he taken to
!"irripact fact, r" (Garfield(17. p. 4741) to journals ;rime, out either for all large aggro:Lotions of Ades.
fail to confront the problem of the wide variation lists or for an extended timefieriod. (SoLue of the
in quality within each jnitrnal icf._ Smith and_rie- effects may he randrun,ibto tithed will he Ilya.
dIer 1_50 pp 210.0ID._ The two principe_ methods tematicin natuse, depending on die pirticulir ici
which have been used in obtain an indicator of the of social and prilititYal eireumstanees.) The relative
quality of publications-Are/Ave peer evaluation and importance 01 (a) and (ly) on publkatino counts
citation analysis. "! Hon thL=se arc linhid with cars only be established empirically. In short, we
sckrdific progrdss is explOred in subsequent sec. have to consider wfsy scientists publish papers, and
holm to_realise _that they do so not only Lo_ present

Without mune allowance being made fm varia- valuable results; but also for sncial, political and
tints; in quality. a simple count-of-publications. career reasons.:
whik it may_provide a messure of_scienlific pro, Treating riiihhaitinn coUnts as I Partial indica-
ductino_is not_ a measure of scientific prestos. It Mr rather than I Miiirrie of scientifie_progress

'is_what we shallierm a partial Manumit' isf seen. helps us to see WhY it may be dangevous to rely on
sificp-±mgress vatiable determinedporsk numbers of publications for assessing the scientific
hylaythe level of teientific progress made by the output_of an individual, or even of a small group.
ifldiviihial or group, hut also influenced by (b) since it is in these cases that there may he wide,
other- (actors. %itch as various social and-political and primibly unpredictable, variations in the telt.-
prel.sures. These include theublication_ practices five effects alb). Withiarger group*, finWever, vi
of the enjployint institution (current and previous maybe possible to select carer-idly in-Maid groups
institulinns - see Craneil 7021); the country, for_ comparison so that some of the
and the resairch area. Another factor is the CM- effects of (b) - ASS iainiPk, by selecting groups

working in the same specialty, under similar sr.
tems of organisation and funding, and puldishing

^ coast** aselytis hoe elemfry (mend a moiety of vies. p.ok similar typo of papers in- the same journals. We
ilintyk. the United Sista whew .the tletkotel Sckftc may then find that the effects of (b) relative tola)
Fooaduhsa- son it -10 mum: for ceemple. Its Nacho& of can he reduced sufficiently to make:ptiblictioa

witerstrente; whew ~Wan melamine, entOttrY
Counts It useful inditator of Stientific progress.decide caws of promotion and name: sod where filSOMO
some pee Whi:te* empirical results on this areevklince SRN maimed- in town On went that e. women

denied ItIarne Ref RS innd as. or_hetter diii.. 11S0 men presented in the litter part of this paper.
preowned ewer her (Wedef$2. p. MIK
To and* anent We term -radial hnlicetne tentohit,
eel ha that woe of The ward 'Indicator *trendy Implies
06,61 6 6amokiii 06.66. Howe., 6 .66 g the " Al the me of mitlicstient to arra nu fre Woe and money

mem on named het rean . en the pommies_ to_prthfishtendency of team mos of fraftcatore mYorgei thkpenielity

hmeineremedicorrinintertingly.emolting in nate of "lher-orhecompletemes in the name of Indicators. end We come

tome htflatIoe - *Mtn circle In which We moteiteren"teat Ammer of tonftrdog the comeephtal nick she fROSSORI.

thin we mina. the km they mum foe, awd theirate. lacat.I.e. enemies thementot constnen afth -teener. it Is
myth emplesitrins the NrthrPly, consent:wetly the tam Me meows to radish more fer. Mangrtln P1 p ittPJl
'nettled macaw kw pmently beton need thrritoWoort the " Cf. ei:_sedimat a et. Ist pp. 152 -1111, Iho find slot theppm elthennth witen repethinn of the weed 'pantie ftittenairy_of:ttentio thionnkelphyskista hes wtedrepinl

met 11:kyear mind. while Wet of eoperintanaliets WAR*wheit1 he Ishourint the prim twnectemelly. die hes Wen

In the tame epecteloy has rayed comment,elthreoleted an "htdicator-.
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5. Chatione

The aim of citation analyst; is generally Itchl
be that of injecting a -"quality factor** info Ma
onthiation of scieniific publiestionir A rundamen-
tal assumption of _IntKI previous use of _citation
analysis_is that the impact nf a paper lmc in its
influence on whitest-tent research papas. and that
each instance rif such influence will manifest itself
by the influenced paper referring to thc in-
fluencing paper (cf. Moravcsik 1311_) On the basis
of this somewhat challengeable assumption. the
more enthusiastic devotees of citation Analysis as-
sert that the number agitations earned by a paper
represents the "gustily of that paper (cf. e.g. Cole
and Cote IT. p. )790. " Various pieces of evidence
have been arlducl to support thit claim; for
example. Clark Ildf finds a MO correlation be .
tween eitalicnn and quality . nd concludes that a
citation count is the best available indicator of the
"worth" nf research work. Another kind of evi.
dence is said to come front Nobel Laureates. the
majorityof whomiarcamonpt the:tap 0:1% most
cited_ authors (cf. Garfield Mr._ 41151), giving rise
to the suggestion dr "predicting Nohel Prize
winners" by citations (Garfield TIC p. 67I1) . On
the hasis of this and other evidence. " it has been
concluded by some that citations are "the hest
practical indicator of the worth of research" (Font*
146,p. 2571). How justified is this claim?

As most eitation analysts are ready to admit.
counts of ciMlions face a number of problems,
some_ leihnical, some more substantive (cf. Cole
arid Cole 1 p. 241). Technical oroblems stern from
the fact that the Science Citation Index. which is
generally ttaed in these studies. does not provides
lotions. accurate reflection of -citation structure (cf.
hforavcsik 1)80. ref example; dtations to multi-
mithored_prbt cations_ are listed only under the
firrt.named airtlital. Since there appears kl be a
high correlation between citation counts obtained
in this way and total citation COPP'S (obtained (y
looking up a list -A all the Tams by a researcher
regardless of whether- they were the first-named
suithm). it Is generally assumed that using only

" a fuer paret Cole and Cak I. op 23-241) mete
dinky-new between "alneolate "seller (I IN perm embody.
fat "Annuli nuelC) and!' eadalty defennlauf
iheyjallf maim sfa thin diadem "we as nfeerale amovre
of the quality ol work sada,/ defInedr.

" Sec e Itayer lad Facer /I( Cale and Cale In: Meets felt

4%7

firo.named authors makes Mlle difference (cf. e.g.
Cole and Colt 19. pp. 12-34 While this may he
!roe op nyetage_for ount %dentists. it can make a
crucial difference to thc citation counts a same
individuals (cf. Lindsey 1291). pirticulady penaliz-
ing those whose work ialiallvea a great deal of
collalrorathin. Hence, in comparisons between
groups of scientists who engage in differing de!
grecs of collaboration in -their research; use of
first-named author citations may lead: tn aigflirt
cant systematic errors, and in the empirical *Mk
described_ below total _ciUtions are uied Tor this
reaSon. A second tcklinical problem -is that of
individuals Whit are listed uncles more than one
name in the Seietsee Citation Index. perhaps be-
cause they sontrimet use one initial and some-
times two. or allernetirtly because or a changeof
name on marrying; these. however, can generally
he checked when such variations are suspectW.
Similarly. some names prove "difficult" for citing
authors to Spelt and again one may have to check
un cr several different possibilities in the Index.
Yet anntins problem is that of two authors with
the same name and initials, but this can generally
be dealt with provided the research interests ofthe
scientists and the journals in which they CUS100/1,
arify publish are known. In the empirical study
described laterosne diffierilly concerineA preprints
which are_ listed together in the &knee Ottawa
In*x under "tn press". In a small number of
cases or collaborative papers it was not_possible to
establish conclusively whether the cited preprint
was the product or the research group under ex-
amination or that or another _research centre, but
In our study_ suth instances were very rare (less
than 03% of ill citations). Finally, some citing
authors make cleriell errors in recording page
numbeis. volutne numbers, and journal names.
These can generally be identified through compari-
son with a complete and accurate list of publica-
tions for the individual concerned. In short; most
of the technical errors can be overvome with can
and difigencel and this effort :would seem Will
warranted if Porter's )46, p.1.641 estimate that, if
uncorrected, thek errors could be as large as 25%.
Is anyWhere near accurate.

The substantive proirlems associated with ci-
tation analysis are more complex and severe. First.
there is the case of -high-quality work that is:ini-
tially resisted or neglected; perhaps because it is
"ahead of its time; and which therefore =co-
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mutates few citations: The XASCrifronittat_ sitth no,
eturetsces_are rare (Cf. es. Cole and Ceikft pp.
21-Z5p needs more einpiriel justification thin the
geirning ni a rev. ISmous instances such as Mendel.
accompanied by a claim that these occur mon
intrequendy,Secondly, poor quality papers may
be frequently cited, because they are either con-
troversial or "mistaken" (cf. es, Janke- f23.- p.
ft921)._-_Theresponse of -Cok and Cole II0. pp.
32-331 tn this criticism k that.

Much important work turns out_in hitteirial
retratpect le have been 'incorrect"... A paper
which is important asmtgh to receive a large
number of citations is prohahly a significant
contribution

Whik there is more than a little validity to this
argument, it illustrates_tbe conceptual &infusion
sprrounding the_ use :of :the term _-gnality". libe.
chaineteriSik Whith eitationi are often dihned to
MCasure.

there is a probkm indealing with the
small number of extranelyinvortanapersIntech
aa those by Einsteinl that present new fundamen-
tal Meas. Once-these ideas have been accgited and
fully integrated into the body a scientific &Wit-
kdgt; the ioriginal paperSIMay _he Seddon, eited.
Cote and Ceik (9, p. 3II admit that this may kad
to ereini roi Individual isspers,-but anat. again
with littk apparent supporting evidence. that-this
is not problem when dealing with number of
papers or with scientists. Fourthly, a high-quality
paper in a_ small; narrow, en highly specialised
field: may produce few citations fewer_than a
abitiLit quility parer in a more popular field (if.

135. p. 3)I). On the basis oi compari-
sons tietWein Wolid-state pitysies and the smaller
specialty of hitli-energy-phrks (elthough this
would appear to be-a far from typkal
field). Cole and Cole It pp. 2R -291eonclude there
is 1.0 evidence for such an effect, though they do
admit that it might be cproblent for very small
fields. " Other litthore dispute this daim bY die

" The rates Ilk pp.- 37-331 cantlawr " Wiry ahead. a toet
masher of-teinolus sine theta date pahnIng eart Medd
',Tr? In _fact thee_ deo eent riots sdskh ate .4.40 and
mete. ethk.1 ekadown aew accanadate large nonebeil
of eitatione

" eitalion patients .441. a -speclalty S. &woe enatidnahty
adth the slec_n/_the slavish,. Fat rumple. Meadow sad
Orange. IA dune Ont the Ivo* Maiden if refeianes
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Coks. arguing chat. if citations arc toot as a
measure of quality. _one must lake account of the
size of population of whelps that might potentially
refer tn the work in quention rcr. e g. Sullivan et al.
DI. pp. 195-961) - in other words. the numbers of
citations must he "normalincel" if one is attempt-
ing_ tn compare research in different specialties:or
to compare research in the sante specially at differ-
ent times.

A fifth Woe influencing the relationship he-
tween numbers or citations and quality is the
effect of self-citation, the-incidence of which-may
be partly related tn the site or the state of devehp-
ment nf the'secialty, althoush it is also stow-
hoed'," a number of other factors inchtdins the
degree of "openness" of the individual pc group
concerned In work carried:out elsewhere. Mathe-
son's 133. p. study Of British university elieni-
ktry departments reveals that self-citation rates
can vary considerably (by a factor of two) between
differenI-researeh-sroups working in the sante
field, and this- suggests that. in least for groups
praclinlng high degree of self-eitation; the num,
bet of citations received may be at kin partially
determined by the number of pubbeations they
produce. In consequence, numliers Of citations may
reflect -qteantity' es wed as "quality" of publica-
tions.

Another problem with the use of citations as a
measure of quality is that certain kinds of papers
are more frequently cited than others: of similar
quality. For example, authors in theoretical physics

per mujunweed Nem 7.1 Tee 9.9 etwinCthe Tirr_geat
research in the new awl emehlty yo.in field of relief
rematch. Shodlewly, SaNinoa ciii. Stantra dnothbas la the
snow 1....her eteelerence. per - wee Mina
retind in the rellt0101 area nt ete.ltlatinia tam; iob-robi
of high-own/ phipee. hi cemnsen, Ft Is &peed by_anoneiell
Laeand ISa. p. that the the at the research field well ma
tread, infbanee -dee rel.tianshite hel"ettee the etwasIT-01
puhnestien and the ameher Of &adorn It receives I.Tconne.
Ahoy& Own a,. feweseen cite ham In toveal$

each paper le An more pronedenat then tore of *rem
quality I.. broader Ikld. Steeeever, there noon he amine at
Polehether thalvben aPpinhe dn.:Peels do exactly camel
mot. sad Imam what., dor teladnaditp 'Woven crate anA
dune. dna "pakeNo" exactly In this wxy.
rat cum*. Meadows wed ITConower f 34, r. vri Mat Om
the percentage 44_0W-diadem dropped fawn OS- ft( the
Weal ttattlews In 50% tealv dee Beet *it iii pallet retearite as
nenterAenteadally chat* work Ity attar anthem beim*
otealable.
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frequentiv refer to accomts in the mathematical
hteraime of the develitement of a new technique
simply as a means ot slieMening their own envoi.
dm. Similarly. in chemistry and biology. papers
deserihing a standard technique " may be highly
cited regardless of whether or not the firm puh.
tithed description of the technique constitutes
high-mality piece Of rescue& (cE Mauro 144. p.
699D. !knee the number of citations a- paper
receives may reflect its nature as well as its qualiq.

Finally. the use of eitation criums is com-
plicated hy the "balo effect" - the fact that when
there is a choice of pubtmationl_to cite, the author
6f a paper": more lady to refer to the work or
eminent Maoists (ch &With Mid Fiedler ISO. p.
2291). &dentists who have gained reputation by
publisIdni significant research in the past then
enjtv- a halo effect in that all of their research;
even if some Of it-is of ktwer quality_gains add",
timid_ attention-Cole and ark 191 admit that, if

the skid number- oT sciasists
citations, some will he due to the halo died. hut
they argue that the size of the effect should he
directly related to the significanceofthe scientists
mewls-and dm this doct noutherefore_affed the
use of stations as a measure of quality. There art,
however, at least two major Weaknesses in this
argument. MM. the quality of currently cited work
may not he m good as that of the previous re-
search that determines tbe-size of the halo effect

CrOOM 111 p. 'lti3Jk. Secondly.; theirela
tionship between the IWO eke and the quality of
past researth may not I* a linear one, with the
result that anilyds-based on numbers of citations
could exonerate the 4:Slimmers between high m-
anly and low qualiq research." For example, the
halo effect enjoyed by C Kobel Prim winner _is
probably_ fat larger_ than_ (Nt occordM to the
winner of Britith Royal &Mel medal (often fat
work of not greatly inferior milky) because of the
tremendous publicity given by the semi-scientific

"0.t. Loom Ow now WIWI dial arleothr. stiodyty
ethos soon, tiontsond citation web yew Dowd lifRet
Mott 11Unt !VCR OW-aVel eitlelel of sdemistsh the pont of
oltidt refer w tedwdoos for woods detootiostiew Oi.CR
thinAk Wad** Is two so enountone wodess whether
sit Woo who the tblirmyt hoe lo low nod the relevant
pew WWI Noy woke we

" This now partly wow* lot On owtrosersisl anniodoo or
C.d. sod CWs 1114 p. issiffie( -noly leo wieonsas wenn.
ow to kiiiiorn promenr.

and popular mew lo the fooncr. "
Underlying all these problems with the use of

citations as a measure of quality is nor ignorance
of the reasons *Ore authors cot particatait pieces of
work And nottolms.. The protildis dmcribed shove
arise principally because simple citation analysis
presupposes-a highly rational model of reference-
givmg. in which citaticus Aft held- to reflect prim-
arily scientific appreciation of previous woth of
high quality or importance; arid poictitild theft all
Wive the same doom to die- particukr papers
(regardlitO Of wlio the authors are, -where they
publiihed what language they wrote in. etc. - in
other wards a "free market" in scientific Wens).
The model-21W assumes that the norms of sitatim
behaviour arclargely unaffectedby anyi"esternar
prctsuresi (including . the . awareness of
that eitalion imalyses rnay he uthil to asses their
scientific gierlonnance). and that all- citations are
or utast value or intent. Such a model is obviously
Arrossly_oversOnplified and possibly highly mis-
leading regimentation of reference-giving:the ac
tivity -0/ reference-giving is. like other aspects el'
Wendt-se work, a sccial actrvity. bid an autimes
Citation practices can only be fully understood if
they are related to individual coxnitive interests.
institutionalposition.md social and political goals.
Before we look to Are .1COw this eon be done in
make; amain .tonteptual dithnethrun must be
made in order to ascerthin Whit she numbers of
dilations may or may not indicate.

6. The quality, importance, and impact of publica-
tions

- PreVIVUlt We of eitation masures has, IS Me
have seen. mos.y exhibited a lack of conceptual
clarity as to wl at the citation rates measure. To
overcome these problems, sorneauthorsihave at,
lempled to distinguish betwetel the "quality" and
the "imrset" Of puillitedims, arguing that, even if
dilations do nor proviere an indicator of the-emit:ay
cif paper, they do at Ida reflect its impact on the
scientific commodity (e.g. Garfield p. 303).

lnksher_assi Prardwook ot. 331 rooks, Oa
sonloWstnine sod _OnnEttar wen owsiderobly distarr ita
oidt!lisy of the &nowt Moos of warintitios. flIt _Way
produce ger lbetwes do meshed sod true woiny it
wiewlfre work."
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However. few -have specified exactly to whit each
of these cnneepts refers. Wc smith! argue thrill it is
necessary to distimmish_lietivecn. not two. bit
three concepts., il4iiilit iniporti nee. mud
"impact" Of the rescaleh dekritied in a paper - if
we am to undentand what. if -anything. citation,
rocs measure (cf. Laviani 12s. r. 271). The-first of
these concepts refers to the reseirch -itself. while
the latter two arc mom exterfl al. referring to the
relations between the research and other research
areas. andckscribing thestiength otthelinksto.
or the implimtions for . other rescaithaefivilies. _

._.. "Quality" k a propety of the publication and
the resesich disieribed in it. It dèsciihès how well
the renearch has limn &ono whether it itsfree from
obvious -"error". hfl. aesthetically pleasing the
mathematical formulations are. howoriginal the
conclusions am- and so on. nut quality is still
relative rather than absolute._ and it is socially-as.
well_ as cognitively_determinerh. it is. not just...bark.
sic to the retarck_hul is something ridged by
otbek who; ivith_dificring researdi interests arid
social and goals (i.c.--dillerent corative
and social-"Incations" - cf. Marlin p2n. may not
Hatt the sante tssfimatex on the quality given
parer. liven the-same individual may evaluate the

ality -of a-paper differently at different thrum
because of progress in- scientific knowledge and
shifts in his nr her location.

The "importance" of a publicTrtion refers to ik
pernimt influence on surmunding research activi-
ties - that is. the -influence on tisc advance of
scientific knowledge it would-- have if there were
perfect communication in science (in short.-if there
were the completely "free market" of scientific
idols-mentioned above). However. there_are "ion-
psrfections" in the cientifie_communkations s)'s,
tenh the result of whichis that the bnportance of
paper may hat be Winks! with ik haparc._
. "impact" OF a publiation
octant influence on surrounding roicarch activities
at a &Veit time. While this will depend Partly on
its- portance. it may also be affected by -such
factors as- the -location of -the author.- and the
prestige; (swap; and avallahilityof the publish-
Ingjournal .(cf.I)icksandIatong p. 241)).
. ._Ilaving distinguidied ilifte three _concepts. we
must next exiMinc !UM they are Mated to crick
othei, and to the notion of acksitific pmgress
described eirlier. The importance and the impact
of a publication are determined by the relations
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between the icscaich iteselibeil in it atul the sup
rounding specialty. and bcoce toy the guiltily of dye
(Mimi and hy certain chirictcristics of thc fatter
- for example. the level rcstarch activity it
exhibits. This level of activity in turn iellects scien-
tists' perceptMns as In which spa-inflict deal with
the most "fundamental" questions (Cok and Cole

32))._which find it easiest_ to attract rescind,
funding; which ak Mice likely _to attract high
quality studeritt. _alit sr, on - in tuba words.
factors ilealing with the relationship bitumen die
nsirow research arca and the wider (march do-
main. It seems plaitsiblc suggoo Mat a high
quality paper in an active specialty will generally
have _greater importance than a similar quality
paper in a dormant or declining one. 22 11 so.we
can sec that the "quality" of a publkatinti need
not he synonymous wiIkiIlastttiibUt.nrt Its sac"-
tific knowkdge; fiir esample. a high-qnality paper
m a stagnating richt may contribute link to the
advance cif scientific knowledge in general. Nor is
the "importance" of a IWO' necessarily an indica-
tion the- size of its contribution; important
pipers can go unnoticed if authors express them-
selves poorly. if they publish in a _journal with a
restricted circulation._13 or if_ they have not prevb
trusty been paNicubirly pronunent in the seientifk
community. It k the "impact" of a publication
that ix most Ciely linked i0 the notion of scien-
tific progress - a paper creating a rear impact
represerns a major contribution to knowledge at
that rime (although its impact may of course alter
with time).

Is it possihk to_ obtain any absolute or direct
measumof theouality. importance. or_i-npaci of a
publkationt_ The sheik answer is "NO". ThIcie
(Actors are Pot able-Ante (in the scrise of -holding
the same value (or all people and ell time) hut
relative, varying over time and according to the

2' Owlets die wort it so esteptinwalther ft revitalises peed-
tots4 wessotimp_reseatch stew sotidng rewohominnt
beyowd Its honsestiet in witshlwwwlistyetess.

le Cf. UMW' Ill. p. 5th. aim woos dos stotwatfticyt anklet
pwtottshed it% West Africa ate cited less Owe thyme pwhiished

" cf. whitkristAi. 2x4 who Skids 041611Z &ideate hw this
'lltntsktsgew" iv -b.te Wert ^met _parer Itty:_mew it
eked these way he www-lweewilte its Ole *Wet papers Fy
Mit Kitty it may he due 10 she lawistsk reality of the
Odidts sad portly so the ht Whdity ei the mem mod Ids
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cognitive and social location of the assesow. Mom.
over. they cannot be evaluated diteelly. but only
apptebended indirectly through the percept of
other sewn (hy peer evaluation)._ or partially
inferred ftom the sonal practices (lot example.
citation practices) of scientists. The- number of
citations to a publictlion is not a direct reflection
(a **IIKAStIfel of _ifs_ _quality or importance. nor
even of its irnpact. _The citation raft is_st porno/
imIicrurwfll tht impact of scientific podilicatien
that is. variable determieed partly hy (a) the
impact of the paper on the advance of -scientific
knowledge. but also influenced by (h) other fac.
tors. including various grinl and political pies.
sures such as the communication practices (for
camnple. the reading and referencing habits _of
dif(erentindividuels in different institutions. coon.
tries, and resesids areas). the emphasis piked on
numliers of citations Iiir -Obtaining promotion.
tenure, or grants." and the misting visibility of
authors. their guevions work -and their employing
institution. As with numbers of publications, it
cannot:be assumed that the effects of (h) arc
mite-say insignificant compared to there of (a). ?!'
nor that (h) comprises a set of essentially random
influences, the effects- of which cancel out in
Imalres of tarp agereptions of scientists or for
extended time periods. The- "other factors' that
make op (h) are largely social and political rather
than purely 7acientific". and. while tome of their
CUI1 on Citation rates mil be random. others
con h-e expected to *nay in a systematic way be-
tween inovidual, or groups of.- scientists occupy-
ing different cognitive and social !amnions. The
relative importance of (a) and (b) on citation rates
can only be established empirically - for example

V. Kepler. 124. p._11111 wanted ilmi dm sae of citation aimemit
ea a wad lee iwaltenies srience cold lódI In cheeses
cionieopeortlosa nodie the ~se vi AM/ inietviews with
swornwonters, severe, mentioned Shur beNd ohm some Wi-
liam& mot grove. psetiosiady I. the United States, had
ahead, berm is emelt* the mien threngh Sedeental mei .
eal-eldwit semesmitenta, elms lusted ''eltotine

" atabonts thereat:No the f55lhte Wren of ..14~1 "dip
totting" News en destine seentes Cele sod Cole Ilk p. 3091
Ramon that the ineitiewee ef each effects Is onte and their
eurymitetleineirtlfieent, shim mobiles them is clOat that
.citauk"0-Itcoloaits -sermon se eethesok Indicator
flimera". shneld he noted tint this astremots woolen.
lee Item shell earlier elates Out tvo Timber of citations
reptesetis the qr.", ifs paper - see Cede sod Cole ft. p.
!MP

56-399 0-86--5

it

by looking so we whether there arc systematic
vat intions in scfcrelacmg behaviour bet ween old kr-
oil groups of scientists:"

Once the clom for ettatom rates is restricted to
that of IWing a partroi indieatio of the scientific
Mot*: -frather than nwasnre of the qwdsly or
importance) of research_puhlications. then vane of
Ike nielhodokigical prohkms associated with dia.
lions that hatie :been detailed aboye are considm
ably diminished. _First. an _important pioneering
parer may be little Cited initially, but_ this would
suggest that such a publication also has link im-
part at first until its importance is eventually re.
cegnised. so the number of citations is still corm.
fated with impncl. -nse seetall nuOtsr of early
citations is therefore i reflection of the Striktitre
and organization of the stientific commonily and
its communication system, rattier than a coase .
quake of any inherent weakness in citation anal),
six per se (cf. Lawani J211, p. 29D Indeed, the use
nf citation rates to identify those pieneering papers
whose importance is not immediately recngnised
may well be_an essential_ lion step_ in aseettaming
why recognition of their importance is not always
readily forthcoming. Seerindly, a controveriial, but
low-quahty paper. or even a ',mistaken" paper.
may create a large impact. stimulating in its wake
further research aimed at improving upon. or rc .
(ooting it If such a paper generates a largenumber
of citations, this can be regarded as a rdIrWititi 01
ots impact, rather tliTto of its qualky (cf. CoTe and
Cole !St. p. 25)), and hence of how much it stimu-
lates and therefore contributes to scientific pro-
ven. Thirdly, if citation rates are taken to reflect
tht impact of a paper rather than _its ouality_ or
importance, the hitt thlt in cases Where there !Mr
been complete integration of certain beem ideas.
die original publications currently receive few, if
any. citations, can be interpreted as implying :hat

" Kept. (34. pp. 1112-3[1eises wee .iiheqvenlni.uihst
need to he addeemed ado emp:tind media. For eeeettpie.
!' what is the inflames of tbn espwisetineal enstest and of
noes eallieSival Pare thine ieleifsitil norm shout Skim the
works of tollestoen,itslosialil atintwrinrc in _tra* in them
Is-a.ne remote commoles between eh* week sad the work
heiaa maned?... On citation peamiees teflon significant
elements tithe onnostian and mew synews of seketimer
The,e eowstinet have Ike* One ensnovered More thee.
Dilils,4* Mow memo wort es she elaisifieetins eitatinete
hy mons has been carded ors by Clothin and Monts 151
sad Moretwell, and Menesesan (e.g. MAD - soak thm
tray imenteally penal& sower. to meth secedes*.
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thrik original publications hive little direct impact
now For-example. Einstein's 1905 papers are still
sego/led-as being of utpreme inspotsance_yet they
have a low impact today and -elicit few citations
because:hardly anycme actually scads the papers.
lkfore _they_ reached tidi a..stage of . integration
into seientific knowledge. there _papers hid a far
higher iorract and would incrumahly have re-
ceived a veil, hi#-rnimber- of citations compared
wish other contemporary madiaMons. Saes -that
time the_ impact of _obese paper s. has diminished;
while _She importance nf the_ ideas_ contained In
shell ko remained high and has b&-tri .trartsferrM
thrmigh secrocl. third, -and saecorsive- generations
of papers: each possibly-citing the " parenr-genes-
slimy-- of papers hut -::01 the "granditarair sest
previous_antecerknt papers_lch Margolis (31. p.
l2151). Menet_ the:.: seems to he no ehjectiort_to
using citation rates as a partial inditatorrit .

poser _provided that we recognise that this la not
synonymous with -"immartancc".- a quality which
may he transferred thronei successive generations
of papers in such -a way that- citations do not
remit tim ." founding father:paper;

The_ fnioth problern thitiot the higkquali:y
paper in a small unpopular lidd *Mai gas Itss
chatirms than Those hy large Active lief& has al-
ready -been dealt with the -lower numho --of
citations being interpreied as rquesenting smaller
impact on the advance of scientific knowledge (by
the sense of having implicationsiew Abe_ work of. 2
smaller numherof researdieri). Shnilarly, the fiet
that certain- kinds Of regalia- papers-for papers
written by more " scientist*) tend 10- re.
min-more citations than average can be interpre-
ted as indicating that such papers, *whatever their
quality .. do create A wider:impacr shan :average.
For example I paper deitribing I.Mitakr imprOve,
merit -to an established method may constttute a
relatively small or low-level contribudon to mien-
tifie -knnwledge but when interded with odor
contributions It am have bighnpara on scientific
activities:0nd hence on subsequent ackorific_pro,
greyer, altering _the proeTedure Invialved_ in _some
elandard and widely hid technique; and this will
probably be reflected In its citations, at least until
It Is integrated Into the body of scientific knowl-
edge. is

" There h. homtor. problem .41h citations-fa dm nom
rumba teiltokaira. toes dm mains beim* WI*

The pukka, of kW/hating' is a link more
comph-s in that it is not immediately clear whethc-.
when using citztios, rates as a pintial indicator of
impact one needs In emits& self-citations or nos
it can for example tt--. signed dot indiqsluals at
groups of scientists who cm le in a high Icier Of
selt-titation dry so beau= their pressious work kra
had a large impact on theh current research, lima.
ever, at the same time. it must be recognised that
in the case of self-citations. the relative cried of
(11). the "other facials". on the citation rate may
very_well be greater than :a the Safe nf "oormar
Citations. Ferhaps she hest soluonn is so ememmt
empirkalljr die effect of ineludint both self=cita-
lions and-in-house citations (citations so tbe work
of colleagues within she centre) in nrder so see
whether the effect is significant ot not; and this is
attempted in the empirical study destrayed beiow

7. Feer evaluation

lhe method of assessing contrayutions tow
knowledge appmendy most favoured by mi-

en sssss iethat of peer evalisalion. " However. as
with publication counts and thation analyais, peer
evahiation ikes not yield simple measure of
scientific progress. The difficulty -centres on She
subjective nature of this method: peer evaluation
is based on individual scientists' perceptions Of
COgItribulinnt by otheta fo scientific progress. per.
IS:pitons artiVd at through a cemplicated seriet of
intellectual and social processes, mediated by fac-
tors other than the quality. importance. Or 41,Act

seetpued. stAl do asuman rhatiom to dee MOW moo to
fit tht resodo-deseradouin tecluetwes related In to tote

wIstle_ odsess fhslotrit. apertmeoyothsli ha t ALS
assronvoy do ma. The mono. tro swelt dinator a I.

pentner Need farther muidesol imestVtioo.
" Of seiamists Imemlemed h.- this toady. WI

peer rodsotion to Ito tom method. smOITIL-saw It as trawl
best -Mt tekber &Maiden_ ems° or auntoo mudysit
fokli shalt., mutts ore atomised- I* CluoIXI. Is% Bergh
of stolreolly focally asff sad odotinimmors in Ole reIsthe
lowomeme of motor mint* ialikamet, I. emloatiog dte
ellectitmas of academic restueb. rear malostkos and
-auktnlpvtuul,t.sd I. prostleini Joittiale see new as do
astat .224 1222262m OhnueiVa liii out tddrahati slew I.
thh nod/ whether the WM Mos rowels, to morsher,
meldicatIont, a Mother it mu lmomeml ky nu regrow
dolts I. the- moos todosrma mine sommseni
amity iv ijlhulmi ot throe palms tts met
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.4 the rcsearcli nadir evaluation. This gives 1,se in
three main sets rti prohlems in We Mg peer evalua-
tion. and we need in he aware of dick if we arc to
use- it as another partial indicator of scientific
progress

First antl mristimportantly we mum recognise
the drat nf prilitical _and social pressures within
die-scientific community on the way certain

evaluate the .worth-rtr-their peer:. Modern
science is highly competitive. with vain% vying for
prestip -and- iunding: Research groups, particu-
larly those -in areas ci science charaderired hy
rapid scientific_ growth. complete fiercely_for the
recogMlion and acceptance rif their ideas and dies
orks. and peer review can reflect the pressures
associated with this rivaIsy Scientists who are
asked to emanate research may -he influaxtel by

implieatio of the._peer evaluation
. their 'own Mures .a*d_for these of their
millaglin. Of cours e. one could try to_rednr... he
erects- a ;his Prarkm by letting every peer e en
remotely arteeled-bhe particular scientific con-
tribmion -coder assessment for his or-her r mina.
non and then aggregating or averaging dic re-

prunsc but given that this _'s seldom pra.dical. it
is _generally only pritaik to ask representative
ielection or peers - said this-:n turn raises all those
statistical problems associated sampling. One
can at best only attempt to ensure that reytresentm
lives from all the important groups in the field are
involved in the assessment in order to minimise
there pratians.

Representative sampling also WdPs ease: die
effects or a seconA problem -with peer evalludion,
namely -that a -allowing -for the diversity in the
cognitive loamans of reyiewers. " There is
inevitably a tentkocy.fOr scientists to_evilumethe
worth of a scientific torilobirtionin terms Of their
ream reser -di interests and activities.- This probkm
is compounded-by the- fad that. lthough peer
evatuation is supposedly based on the _published
output of neientists.- some-reviewers have not read
all the relevant publications. with the result that
theitevaloations_maribe besed mors.on sanrmal
"troffee.room" di:cue:does or on the reposalion or
scientists (in particular, thelr reputation for peri.u.
ming al conferences) than on their actual enntri-

" (f. the allarendes b Wenn and Cbahhe 114. p 1014 the
weed 1., spondee the mettles nyfes of res4eeen and re.
elesrees In 7.47, mu. tpahe muse tit thr resistor f.t peer renew,
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Ii err In scientific progress (cf. Sinith and nic.
(or, ISO. r -226) . C)ne way in twercome Iluisprolu.
tem-is in inclutIc in the sampie of reviewers only
eminent scicn with a wide knowledge id the
fight concerned:: hut this can introduce other meth.
kens (such as that a excluding the views in; Vas
well miablisirrit. but often no ko rekvant. reboots
of scientific thought).-

Finally, we should mention a probkm associ-
ated with all attempts to _gauge opinioa - die
propensity a.peopk tn conforminconyentionally
accepted _patterns ni _ heref.: AMMO _ perhaps
privately hOldfts the -Mak or certain other %vett-
known sekmists in low esteem, they may publicly
express different views (even if Mei know that
their lesessments are to he treated confidentially).
Such.ermformist hchavionl_need not _always_ he the
result a a conscious .doenann. one exampk beitg
die "hire died" by work may be evalostell
more highlir-irecatiar of its alancation with a sec-
cessfuligmuyi or -a _prestigious university. Further-
more partimlarly in those C:31.46 where evaluators
de_not posseuglitbe knowledge needed torttake
balanced judgemenh yet do not want to withdraw
W.-anse an invitation to participate in peer evalua-
tion- in Wien regasdad- as an -indication of- status
within -the scientific comnninity. there can- he a
tendency to hese the evaluations on -the remnigina
aetorded to work. for example in the form of
wires or medals. rather:than on Abe week itteli
There itt Wen the additiOnal problem a taking
account a the time-lag Wetwoen ilk making a the
contribution to science, and its subsequent recog-
nition.

Because of- these difficulties, peer evaluation
cannot claim TO_ proaide.an_ incontrovertible mea-
sure or scientific progress. As with the Mbar men-
mires we have considered, it is-at Weit a partial
indicator -of wieMific progress " - a variable in-
fluenced partly by the sire or the contribution to

" tknma,nnr weetd we even the resells el peer testaments
le he attorney inner...edam nthernsionisstheindkann
each as pranks-dem and eitatines. The fanner k inked to
the kilter 1" Oro peer evaleariee 1r based partly ne_jeereal
fireesene, sad anew aspens el Owes, Nterannelhe mew.
ea. u samtmor of omen for portnicatien. 'red the chine

nnnin_ In a parisM ;eerie termite parely_enanntrioniy
rsa 011.0100 (d. 74019.01lid)0_111. tip She kw -.wag'
owkete reel mausolea I. etwebMed ralth other Ordiesters of
seinen* swerves, the nine's methods ef eaeloseleo set
Plain/ ta Mind& fairly well tel addl.
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sientific progress and partly by other factom. the
relative importance of which cannot he assumed to
be insignificant.

R. Other possible Winners of scientifk progress

. Two farther indicators of scientific progress am
thi nomiki Of "discoveries" or othie major avoid-
botions to-the --adsomee of knowkdge, and the
formal recognition afforded -to acientists by the
scientific community. In the casco( "discoveries'.
the crucial questions centreon else should identify
tbe-"tfiscoverice. told using whirr 47ifeff44 Thense
of _the notiomof "Amon:ries" . therefore .involvai
paridinn sough* _to_ Mae ciscountereA with Max
evaluatko. It would be num unsafeektosy. Tor
exarn-Pk. Mails, to ose test-hooks or Vineries- of
science- for -identifying discoveries. since one would .
he relying no- the authors unspecified criteria for
judging which contributions to knowledge-arc-sof-
ficiendrinfloential a merit _inentioo
coveries". and: which are not Moreover. :such
jtvilgements_ relied _prevethni peetepteees _et in,
flues= Oka can be suhistarittally different from
thiiie Weld at the time the particular- contribution
to knowledge was made. A contribution thatis
initialty _highly influential may subsequently come
to bejudg_ed as "incorrect"- and be omitted from
reconstructions found in "official histories", even
though:it may have stimukted: much important
oneardi _at the thne_Alternatiskly,tine_Mit4it use
review artWa kir- identifying distoleries on the
grounds that-btreittie die time=rielay is
perk ;ens of the et:communion of history should be
less-severe. -Surit a procedure would in effect in-
%WV! Sodden; st the- references cited in- review
articles. thus bringing one face-to-face with the
problems-Id:citations mentioned eadier. It is tore
that thechation_pritakes him-view articles:may be
kis wayward or id&catteed. Mkt 11M_Subjett to
the effects cif ilk "Other factors" deleribeAl abate,
than Chathin- iiiltFill ht reseandi pulifications
(perhaps -because- a -more comprehensive
Uterature-search_generally precedes the writing of

mview.- or because only the 'better" scientists
are chosen to perform this task), However. thiscan
only be: investigated.. empirically - It annot be
elieeeed.
= The Ulla leidkatoe of erldfic proves, we

ihiwtd condder li the recogation accorded to
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scientists through the awatding of various 61 MMUS
such AS inedafsprizes. invitations to locitore- atmajor.confcreisccs. In dection to a national
academy of science. The allocation of each meow
nition involves it pligif proem of pea csaluatinc
and is. as suck based not only on_scientins vs-e-
mporia-Of conirthautinnTs to intivdtati hid alni
on numerous other factors. the effects of which
may vary considera hly. For example, Crane III. p.
71111 claims to lind that affiliation In a prestigious
university is more likely to lead to mcognition for
a scientist than high productivity. Such result
lads to doulits_about the adequacy of recognition
as_ even partial indicator of cnotribistions_ to
Mientific progress. Walt pet:Ceded by i tbeirestigh
analuis ol the social structure of the scientific
community and of its mechanisms for allocating
recognition.

!I. A meth/44m for guessing contributions to
mitotifit knoolukk

. In ._petteding_ sections we_ have _scat liow all
quantitative "measures of scienc" are at _hest
partial iMficators. infloaked by a network of
interrelated factors of which the size of contribu-
tion to scientific progress is hut one. Nevertheless.
even thud -alt decisions- on the allocation of
resources between different Mal of science must
involve someassessment of the remective mails:of
the_ various arene.sre would _argue that_ teketive
and carded um tirthee indicators (eiriite ilk
associated- metlicakirogial- and conceptual pi&
Iona) is far better than none at all (cf. Moravesik
131ID. Previous- use of these indicators in-the field
that has come to be-known as "sdentometrics",
hes met with a barrage of criticism. in particular
from scientists. The_ purpose of.the previous sec,
tions halletn _to show:why much of this ceiticism

jultifiext for exertiple, assessenenM of coined*.
tions to science blind on numbera or citations can
be miskiding or meaninglicia alien little or no
thought has been given to the question of what the
numbers- actually indicate. Nonetheless, the fact
that Indicators of-science have -in the past been
applied In a simplistk -or irresponsible MIMSr
does_ not .meon Abet . they cannot _be useUlly
einployeAl at all. On the contrary, haiing analisT:d
the ihnitierinings and conceptual difficultks lion-
anted with each of thews we are now is a better
position to see how they might be used to achieve
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mnrc rdiable aocssmcnts of contributions to sci.
entific knowlerke.-

Given the absence of my adequhle singk mem-
SMC_of scientific progress. the only way forward
would-Ammar to_ibe through the combination of
several pirtial indicators flowerer. since eachnar,
tial indicator is influenced to a- greater or Wiser
extent by -numerous other factors in adition to
the- magnitude of the -cnotribution-to science in.
vohert one must -attempt to "control for these
Mk factors hy choosing the groups of scientists
if he comp:In:kin such a_ way-that one van ex-

aminethe ske of theoffethrrif die "Other-factors"
on tOdi . of the partial iiWkators. Only in Arne
cases Who* convergent tenths are Obtained yin it
be assumed that the influence of the other factors
has been kept small (i.e. the matching of the
groups has been-laqtely successful).- and that the
indicators -thereforeiwoyide a reasonabk estimate
ofithe contribution to scientific pmgressmade hy
different __research groupa_iTk extent to: which
convergent leatiki CaD beriblained is examined in
theempidtal study ilderiliW

-As mentiiiikd Wore. the 'tidy filCUSMS not on
individual scientists " but on research centres.
because these absocb a significant proportion of
basic -research -funds. With this unit of analysis.
several of the problems with -indicators discussed
smokier are diminished. In- partieulaL theinfluence
rid theintlicatora of_the sirs of the Contribution to
snientifk kiinedefte k Wei lady to he swamped
by -the influence Of thrile "other Wore Whose
effects are statistically IlladDIRL -.kik it is -also
ender to match groups than-individuals " in such
a way that one controls for some of the "other
factors" whose efkets are systematk. Fig. 2 sum-
marizes_ the main probkms with the videos indi-
cattirs_Mid NW, Ise hive attempted to minimize
their effikti in our Study.

'ThcVrslaaieitl, of nnion *newts in anew manna
nun JO idnitilie Inowiedge bol anceowned_on
oh rather than resetath-01,-ciell *midi nit link
nicotine mem* Is run owned on by holned iniMdosh.
The kw ninon ethe hew econned rower of 'dentin.
Wilde taDawealk ipst tin am pun. Manson I
Andrews itt

" fn the cow of uulMbrs¼ N it windy dun net wIM Owl
non dna wry send womber whow (Indy noroon re.
nerd. Wenn wind& or ewes anvfor rannssaly cm.
Ortelt with peallit aDat.er. i alaa sane id mood'
Innen. enured nol It should he possIbion find emend
hw and. then Is substantial dem 01 nonfoo.
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In selecting rescarch venires for parison .
what is irk:illy rcent:red is that there shoulithc two
or more groups. n raking in the same specially-over
a similar linscperiod. priblidung tn the sank tour,
nals. supported wish a roughly siniilar kvel- of
resources. and illusivd in a similar institutional
COIDCIal. For example. a high-energy physics pimp
like that using the Rutherford Lalawatiny might
he compared with that for Dareshury Laboratory
(nod both with similar centresoverseast,
the radio astronomy groups at Camliridge_Jodrell
Bank. and a_mamber of overseas institutions can
he compared in _tams or dkir contributions to
scientific progress. It is with radio astronomy that
this study -is -concerned.

Even when -dealing with grcups of scientists
rather than individuals. however. no "matching" is
perfect. Thus.- while Cambridge and Jodrell flank
are both engaged in radio astronomy. they lend to
concentrate on different rmarch areas and prob-
lems within din mecialty The is partly the conse-
quence of the different nature al die research
equipment -al each centre: Cambridge- has con-
centrated on interferometers (for short-baseline in-
terferometry). while Jodrell Bank has placed snore
emphasis on "Ng dishes" (used either individually.
or together for long-baseline interferometry) Ids
therefort.cssential toincludeothet _centres in this
study to Csettlain whether:this divergence in em-
phasis kids to systanatic ddierences in the effects
on the partial iOdicators. For this purpose, die
Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy
(NFRA) -group based on the Wesierbork inter-
resonates and the receiver al Dwingeloo. -and the
Max-Planck-Institut far Radioastrononsie (MF4
group based_ on die :Boost_ "big dish". were
chosen-34_ These latter two _centres are essentially
narional Utilities (as_ 0iØOSsil so the university
facilities at Cambridge and Jodkil Bank). and aft
both supported at several times the kvel of their
British counterparts. Nevertheless. riven the simi-
laHties in the sire and scale of act,.vity of the

" leetitahht. this notching of enures is still not perfect The
Inns hischill is more precise Awn the one at Jodrell flank.
ond Is therefore used kir aiekl at shorter_ wwelenstis mod
for awireectrownity I. the cow of the Mich sad the no
male Criminals' interferinwien. the loner ore wed prior-
only kw anathema, awl, non the former conks not kWh
condmown srid yearelliiii work Phnethefen the deios
of conahnshilin hymen the centm. while ont coninen 5.
soffklent for die nolnis that follow".
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rates, If there are such systematic iliffercnces_anel
if they are consistent wish the resules based on
peer evaluation, then one can perhaps conchulc
that these reflect actual differences in the levet of
scienlifie preegress-achieved by each centre rather
than merely being a consequence of the "oilier
factors" :effecting the publication and citation in.
ilkmors.

The main partial mdicainrs_of scientific pro-
gress Med in this stddy are publications, citations,
and peer evaluation. "Recognition" is not em.
played because most prizes and honours are pre-
dominanily national, " and so. although iteould
he used for comparisons between Cambridge and
Jodrell Rack it is notappropriate for comparisons
between centres in different countries_ There are
few Indy international honours. the blObel Prize
being almost the only exception, and the numbers
are certainly too small for lestematie use in a
comparison such as this. 3' There are similar prob.
Ions with an indicator based on the notion of
"discovery". The number of major discoveries is
rather sr mil for Mist° he used_ in_a syslem:stic
way. _while broadening the category of "des-
coverice" may envOlve some arbiltanness as to
what should he inclikled as a "discovery", and
what should not 37 llowever. some attempt to
asiCAS relative numbers of discoveries is made by
adopting highly elsed pipers as an indicator.

10. Input memoirs

Before considering each of the partial inClkas
of scientific progress. we must first look at tbe
scale of scientific actisityal each centre: t%tft Aft

" roe examide. it Is &wistful irdwher one ran emote a
f ellonship elf the Royal %nciety In Britain with membership
of Ike National Academy of Sciences In the United Slaws
became of Afferemes in the percentages ape's-thing scien.

selested hp each caboury, io the criteria used in Wee-
. time. and so on
" It is prohahly significano, however. that the Cambridge

g lom. nhich, as ne shall NM low, appears so have come&
cord most to aclentifIc predmeskinithideenve 'deo ' whet

shared the Nnhel Peke foe Thics lo 1971.
" lbis is reflected In Ms rammer made by astronomen to c

unestion on what have been the-makw nddeventents of each
of the groups-There Ilk liw example. V WM degree _01
enessensuetharthe lint observations Of pokers represented a
n v*w discovery. Ind fed len consensus over times loner.
lend orlikvemmus.

fable I
?Jumbo .4 asuonemytvartbas in MA
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Cern-
hridm

Jodrell
hank

NFRA

Numbs-s nf asteones-

my members
(escludimoistelenis) 17 23 - ItS
Numbee of research
inodenfq 16 14 -10 - 13
Tonal number of
astronomy researches,
(staff and undents) 3i 39 - S - 73

This is the number of astroonmers who mulady use the
observation facilities of the grnnp and r4sn publish in auto-
wooded- (nonage. It excludes idalf11.11CIns Wen of the
miles leiesinOck. bet it dniiinilerele nueribireed scientists in
owls tucemeehoteprinu: duties invnive the development err
maintenance of instrumental and comptuer retainer. bin who
nevertheless devote a significant amount of their don tn
astenewsresical emends

This excludes MSc siovtlents at Jodrell Rank.. fitn-yair pest-
padeates at Cambridm. -flocsorandur studenb in Hol-
land. and Dipinma undnur in Germany: in other noels. vie
are comparing like aids lilre. as far as possible.

appreciable differences in the sizes of the four
groups, and it _would therelnre he- misleading to
compare the scientifee progress made by the metal.
lest group with that made by the largest without
taking account of their respective scales of activity.
There are a number of input measures that can he
used to define this scale of activiq% one of the
most important being the number of scientists
actually engaged in research. The 19711 figures 3"
for this are set out in tahle I It can be seen that.
in terms of researdkra(esehiding students), Jodrell
flank is approximately SOS larger than Cam-
bridge, the Dutch group over twice as large, and
the German jpoup OM three times the size. tr
research students WC included, however, these du-

" Ideally the corresponding Rpm foe earlier len! should
Mtn he included, hut these have peeved he harder to obtain.
Nonetheless. one can make certain general comments alsont
thctrends over time. At dse atartsd the tertlear patina onn
which vec lsave_ (mom& Wel:lamb end:Getman gm*.
were In their infasim. They_gre. irad over the first fin
yeas IM so. but over the nest five years (up to 19711). the
Immerses In staff members and sunning mins have been
mods Amer. opprosehing the Modal growth rates erred-
""`"/ t'T the "With liaMs ewer she lea -yews, Moms,
ituriei ism five mere, the cedes of the Kale of activity
ot the ken enures love mit changed try significantly
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ferences are In some extent reduced.
A -second factor influencing the level of scien

tiric activity is the amount of lime ordio altris-
nfliflCt% must devnte in teaching rittivkits Al both
Cambridge anti:Jodrell Bank, fileillty Stiff repnrt
that they spend on average shout 30% of their
lime on teiching and administration of under-
graduate and hi.Se onuses. while Dutch and par-
ticularly German astronomers have far lighter
teaching loads. Clearly the more lenehing that is
carried out, the_less time that (Mains for research.
and_onelway Of considering this is as a reduction
id (he dfctisre number or astronomy researchers
string eich of the centres. The respective adjust-
ments for each centre are shown in table L It can
he seen that this sucentuates_the differences in
scale of research between the two British centres
and their two continental counterparts. 2!

A third ri4101 tri he considered is the annual
running-costs " for the group. The 19711 values for
these are presented in table 3. together with vari-
ous 4gurcs on the costs per rescircber depending
on whether_students Ore IMCiltded Of OK and on
whetkr etiffesetstes id le4elting dutia ate allowed
Me. The figures on total running costs show PM-
lir or gighdy larger differences in-scale than the
figurer in tables I and 2,- the larger differences
being attributahle tn the higher salaries in Holland
and Germany (see the insures:on costs_ per re-
searcher). In addition, die major capital invest-

" Aittrimmen also spend amnia _pet at their time in
reamsdiedated admilasontims both within their soave sod
twinkle (on nadnnel sod imersimioad anientions, etc) ta
tidihiion.anenatesenedsoradissote Muds Ado in ilmeingslas
e aPiroemi The doe tides id wint acti Into hos ne1

tires separmed haws that devoid in teseards, dm tenon
dim these Aides ate an maenad end lamina pert of mod-
ern. beret* mem& What maned easoes mendl vend

taiaLtft shaileametMa_af their time on lash
samininnninn. dd. Welk* atokaely mitinatelleady

as a mote roma dem* do Motes at illtsAnAg visej
teitdo badly. coastosoinn. espicamtion. dedping tom
feedit*-. sod mem. Asi genii. is the i0-year period snider
ennehlenidno kt17411- IWO Onion dud AO/ dimmed Maher
mime shah efforts I, lasuomowbeatfiej duolhele Omit

". Somme- Mg "ad espeadhant et motnt is. eloaansly
Onetime appteeinhly tom owe year so die meat depeodhqg

sitsedor a Ropy new piece et emsipmese is tidos Wit. la
ealeulatimik the moolocossis lot eaeli emote, ese iseas ett
chided mdoe hem of mplud eiseedmeeint Immo lima
thnonot Ilwa *meal.% eons% as deflamf loug do
aims we nener espeoditme, lodeding the con of modsming
feu espousing end nom toedne Items of equipment.
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menrcosts (that is. ihe enst or a new telescope, or
of extensive refurbishing ot _an existing instru-
ment) are summarized in tabk 4. lt should he
noted this, if thee are spread over the likely
life.time of a radio telescope (20years. for exam-
ple). they are small in comparison with the iron=
ning costs, even- after allowing for the effects:of
inflation. Consequently k is the runningetitti tbit
hugely determine the reins of the total costs for
the _centres_

A final hector that affects the level of scientific
activity in a repearch group is the number of ;
support staff (i.e. non-astronotneri), and the fig,
ures for this are shown in the second lOw of
table s. along with values for the ratio Of support
staff to astronomers. II can be seen that Cam.
bridge Ws the smalWt number of support-staff.
Jodrell flank about 45% more. the Dutch group
double the Cambridge number, and the German
group Is nearly three times better off in 1 Mit re-
apect. however. the:ratios:of support staff to-as-
tronomers are froadly Similar lot all the centres.
_ To_summarize: all the Input indicators suggest

that dre scale of scientific activity is greatest for
the German your. which is well over twice at
large as the smallest group. at Cambridge Jodrell
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This I. the estimated espernStme in the celender yen 1975
e fievenieding Me maim hems of csophal esperaidureshoon
S. tattle 4. Where the financial uis dries nos code with
lite esiends. yea an eppropriate sweep of the espensMene

finarnia1 years 1977/711 s.d I971/79 has heat telten.
P oison s.f this, Mid In:came of the different mammon,
parttime' at eachld the =Mae. sod Mc tramped
orifice I. deadens %Mich nornmes to Indede rer melody. the
figures emoted hese ere acsonte to only S or 10.6. Dris is
homenr. quite adIkkod-for parposest. It should he noted

; dud its atreerfia draft of this peper.. retina adishkwl
f `warin wet Need, which it soity the agora shown

in this garde we Aptly smalSer then dome pond pedersak
The_19711 exchange rases 01 31 Orman kinks end 4.2 Dutch

_ Condemn, theariOth Posed ere -Itt thee celadadons.
This includes the and of the Werke-for aternsionatell
matmenters and 10 Ph.D. students hem the Intivenities of
Leklen.Dandngen. and Unecht. who replady one the 14FRA
research together teith 'he seledet of IS support
itafI

4 This includes the ant of the malaria for_wposimately 15
seneschal End students (end of link sopped earn at the
imireeddes olltemkgfeenhorg. llochnist. and TObingen. oho
sepia* use the mrt teinain.
te sins ...Storm, shoe spent teaching.

Dank appears to be abriut 20% larger than Cam-
bridge, and the Dutch group over 50% larger. In
terms of running costs, the differences in scale
between the groups are appsrendy- more pro-
nounced. probably-because of the higher salaries
in-continental Europe, with the Dutch groop gosl-
ing about tkree times ID muctiand the_German
group over four threi as nuicit as eith nf the
British groups.

79

Tahk
Detail. a majn. limn of capital etrenditnre aI cods radio
as9onnnv. nAlnervoney nro to 19711

(-ante rkisits C_Irn
*non
gime

Appfn.i.
male
carnal
mon

Cam Imik ;merle...new 1964 117.5 PA

S Ion interferometer 1972 22.1 Prt
Jodrell Mari 1_214:21t telacopc 1957 20.7 PA
111111A Mari If 125 x $1.1t tele

OlVre 1964 COI PA
Mari III 125 x 1114t tele
_ Aare_ 1967 I0.1 PA
24eri comertion__ _ 1971 LOS SA
Med VA dense ants 1974 DJ
24.16-telescope radio-

SAM ietedeso-
mofm DATRLD -
Smoak teleSsere 1977 21.9 PA

NIR A larrinooferommer 1970 on IN
Adrfition of 2 movable

miaow, so 1.5 Ion
interferometer 1975 _

PAN 100 no telescope 1971

In convening the Dutch end German coos into Staling me
ham used the warty mover eschene mom named_ in Pas-
sional Institute of Eamomic and &trial Retearch144
This telesame, reltkh ems intended so he notional, rather
that,. solely Sedan Bank fecility. was not in fed hall,
Devils of the popes rod oil thedekision nos to proceed vith
it not he found in a report hy the Public Accounts Commit.
tee fall

The first of the output indicators we shall con-
sider is numbers of publications. These are shown
in tabk 6. together with the_suregate and average
for the len years up to 1918 for each centre."
Only articles in properly refereed. scientific jour-
nakand in puhlished conference proceedings (i.e.
publications generally recognised by scientists as
being contributions to science) are included.
Articles providing popularised accounts of scierr,
tific research, unpublished work. preprints. " and

" These_ lipret me based en_ the complete public-mine fists
molded lor us by fads of Idle Centrel. end they_thould
therefore he ressereehly accusele. If there ere work they are
manly to he more than ahem SS.

" fit_sediet astronomy, nearly alf preprints me somtually path-
lishafi they am therefore eschnied I. order at jul14 "doe-
hlecomsdne.
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en athlkito neon emytheyeest arch es chosen. sekplathe
soletheword oftraton. sod lelaranaft oho are -Owed nith
lice Carnothalt labormory. Callethridge Uelooftey._ftioros
ne mos oo ahead 90. The anvil teeftraey Of the firrrn S.

_ the tot* theektheneeettilteltlfretket lot
Mb istiodes aftsenity estrawenren mod 10 stadefts
Leith*. Onwtheyek sod Utred*.oho awry eft *dr tensed
ritharify the tin NFRA ladlitift. together Inds aeaestionted
13 respron Nall f ftetrarift. duiaiii etel et ihift ftherth
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114s Wised= 13 astrthothers Ind stesdaft at Ram Ilano
fters. Itraltuft sod- TOIthreo. norther nide ft estimated I
Prow staff at theft weebrenhica.
lhis minder IN U41 leineeilIy_rorkerd ii .ea.44ifen4 es
lo Mein* RNA_ *Rom (ftithe Croceeeree Readied. ret
Pa0Me141. and Arberrose). mother el whom mho rookie
grow sopport wakes to the radio IllthillOnMerl.

lahorainry reports are all exclude&
:From Mate fittiltft-,0010 con ste That the's-vet of

scientifie 0(0100600 Of the Cintbridge group grew
fairly steadily until dk lite 1970i when it levelled
off. Ilse slight "dir tn output in the early 1970i
coincldes with the- period dodos witkh large
proportion of the_ group's effort- was devoted to
twinging theinew S,km Interferometer_huo omit!
don (see table 4)1 lit the case of Jodrell Dantrhe
level a iiimuction griv wall the Mid arThe 19541.;
during whkh time it was cottshtently higher than

.

1 Oft a
Noothart of fostelenefont

Can.
twhtte

Jodrell
Net

swots sere

robterasifte to
11946

11047

1

3

6 it
19.19

1930 5

19N 6 113

1932 t4
113

1054 / 20

103 3.

I 02h 10 19

1017 20
11191 to -7
119ft 14 24

1990 24
119611 It 70

1942 is 20
1963 17 zi
1964 12

1965 21 t,
194 10 tt
1967 43 ti
1901 zi 111

1969 40 21 16 Id
11170 32 22

32 21 41

1972 Ii 37 33

1973 3) 63 37

1974 17 it 55 47
1973 21 fth 63
1976 16 37 In
11977 92 07

1970 it 91 29

Mt -71 itTrirte 341 330
tass-za wafts 40 20 34 33

at Cambridge; after this. it dippA in the mid-19607
(when the Mark II iii7d Mirk III telescotio SMI
multi-channel digital spectrometer Mae built). and
has agein declined more recently_as Drool effort
hos been: put intn:the new mukt-tekscope radio-
linkedinterferometer (see table 4)L1 lowever; cven

slicoving for theTte temporary flactuatirms. the
verage level of Sae:WM priidtkiion of dint=
bridge has still been-considerably higher than that
of the Jodrell flank group over the ten years up to
1970.

As we have already:seen; the numbers olluthil-
cations is hitt a partial indialor of scientific pro-
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gress While diediffirence between the publication
rates for Cambridge and Jodrell flank mar indi-
cate 11- difference in rzientifie progress. it may also
he accounted for by other factors. For example. it
may br related to the different types of radio
iciest:Opt and research interest al the two _centres.
Alternatively. th-eie may M substantially different
poblication practices-in the Iwo groups vdth the
result that Jodrell Bank publications on average
make a more imbstantial impact in terms of their
contribution to scientific knowledge. The latter
possibility is examined in the next section on

YAM/ 7
ilontbers of mbhcalosa Mahe to soffits Ind Main leads
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1061-751foopar for nom:soma nottaltaal is me 31. it is
traliely thin ftrrat for Ihe law cameo meld-shoo say
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temporary `dy'. topl the ism of 10 rapers (the tatiesr
mbsinend o bolos arm ;natal salve.

It eller eselating dm great ea terabits lies hide f).

citations. lint the fOrnier can he considered here by
looking at the output of the Dutch and German
groups.

During the ten ysrs up to 1975. the production
ot papers by bolb:11K--Dutcdi and rterMallgrouris
hininereased rapidly. finally reaching a kit! atintit
twice that id die Cambridge group and-more than
four limes thin of Jodrell flank. This high volume
of production for the two continental-groups can
he-partly explained in terms of their higher fund-
ing and staffing_levelis_if one allows tor this (see
table 7),i it appearsi that the prOduction of the
Cambridge and the Duna groups Ms Veen relatisv
high - certainly higher than that of the German
and Jodrell Bank groups (men after allowing for
the latter's recent- diversion of effort into- Moro.
merit-building = icc Innfs-c to table 7), Whether
the smaller numb& Of plehlietitiOnTs re* the latter
compensated For by chdi publication representing,
on average, a greater contribution to scientific
knowledge is considered in the next section.

IL Citiditioin

Figures on the numbers of citations to all previ-
ous research work by each centre-have been esku-
lated,-using their complete publications-fists and
the Scienoo Citation In4tz, These are detailediin
table S._ The number of Cilalkin tO Cambridge
work JUTS inerssa by Over 150% during the
1966=1971, with i died pause to this- vowth
evident in- the -1974-firres. Table 9, giving figures
for citations to-work published over the previous
four yearc suggests that this- temporaq tall can
probably be inribuiedlo the diversion _of effort at
the beginning of the 1970s sway from remora mid
into the commislioning of die new S:krn inter.
ferometer.12 Both the Dutch and German_groups
also show a rapid growth in the numbers of cita.
dons to their work, reaching. in 1978, a- total
similar in magnitude to that for Cambridge. In the

tie effects of Mk ettraMtratall ON inSIMMOIbpjleSet
shoo ur earl owe clearly ht able 11. Mach Indiana dam
the dialog rate- pa Candwinte pahliesdoo dropped
marlally Is the early 1170s Dodos Ilds pedal may of the
mar Isivalord Ms Midas amain and lemaTaissiiiig
doh we. *hie the poddiestia tete etthe
prop a aide lei My sightly Maple kepi 4p by atm
Idthly ra1M11.4 rin swami% the chokes toe far each
paper Mimed drmadally.
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case: of Jodrell flank, however, the number_ Of
citations _to previous work_ 11171 scaraly dianged
during the 12 years stiidied. -Similarly. table 9
Shows that the most recent work by the Cam.
bridge, Dutch, and German_groups has all been
far more highly cited than that by Jodrell flank.

In the earlier theoretical discussion;_it was
argued that citation rates diould be retarded es a
partial indicator of saentilie progress. Tlin being
so. we must now examine the extent to which the
lower citation rate for Jodrell Dank reflects a
smaller overall contribution to scientific provers
than those of the other _groups, or it merely a
product of certain "other factors". Rut what might
such "other factors" indode7 Can, for example,
thelow citation rote be attributed to_ walker links
with theinternalional community of_atifiet astro-
nornasleit Of whoa thereTore die hadral Balk
'Wed? **gen t i sss in tnith Ilidland and Gerininy
commented, in interviews, that both the Cam-

TO*/
Chailons in *oh published Mo She rodeos Mew ran.

hideill
aunt

NFU 1A111

1970 611/1/011 340 200
1971 dielliii no
1972 citednots 210
1974 chokes 33-1; 220 410 340
1971 diadem 390 190 71110 610

See Nue No Mole S.

Talde 111

Rar sell-aholino ISC1 Pea -Is house" cksokno 111MS in
1979

Jodeell MICA WI
11.4

Nomolus-of citothun
mohesed ho

tonO4i! 217 2110 300 200
No. of SC% _11 _4 _11 _9
No. of 111C, 32 2:: 31 10
1*m-engage of SCs 49 29 41 SS
Pereelosoe 01_111C. 15S MS 119 139
Tocs1 9 of SCs soul

1110 /Rely 191 11% 229 301
esrow1 1 / 31I 1 1 191 f t MI 1 t 391

1 lois sem* of 1971 chdone noo chose. nu mod"

bridge and the taken_ Rank groups tend to he
sonnwhat "closed" in their attitmla towards out-
siders. but tISeY claimed that this tendency is more
pronounced at Cambridge than at Jodrell flank.
Hence, it would seem difficult to attribute the
hitters low citation rate to this cause. Can the
differences in 10101iters Of citations fureach group .

he intrihuted in differing rates of self-citation and -

"in-braise" eitation " amongst -the centres? A :

sample of about 200 19711 citations for each centre
was examined, and table 10 shows that there is :

little significant difference between the fow centres
in the frequency with which they cite their own
grours work.

Yet another possibilittistbat the total number
of tililli0111 fOe the wort_of a group is_very largely
determined_ by lb publicathiri rate. We can ex-
amine Whether this Li a satisWctory explanation by
loriking at the average number of citations-to each
paper. Table It shows the figures for the citations
to workAntblished in the preceding -four years.
divided by the number of publications produced in
that time. i.e. Ilsealmage number of citations per
publicatioitlairl. Fran talik it it can * seen
that the Clmbildgc rnu p. While hiring -i fir
lower overall output of papers than the two
European groups. nevertheless achieves a dgnifi-
candy higher numba of citations per publication.
This suggests that the number of citations is not
just a function of numbers of publications.

1 e. eketinor he a sleuths In doe soda of mileages' la Ms en
là rmro.
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Table II
Ciesion, per publiaskur (crr, for irod pubfished in ta
prindrus lour years.

CM.
bridge

Mang
Om)

Nrit A AN

ITTin 1070 3.3 2.5
ITT a 1171 2 2
ETT io 1172 2 3
crc ISM 2.1 23 2.4 I
crr Ilda 3.2 Le 2.4 0

The likely emus a ohm limns probahly rause atmen
and TX Mee woe a to table X)

Th-ere would. therefere, seem to lie some justili-
cation for arguing that, for the nacho astronomy
centres in this study. citation rates- do provide a
useful partial antra:atm of scientific progress. In
the case of total citation rates, the figures certainly
smear that the Cambridge, Dutch. and German

Table It
ity_isd-myiebSelud-lactireer-4161 sad 1971

Cem
bridge

kdrell
Beek

PIMA Mr

P4n. Ampere cited IS
or MAR Ana I.
1 year 12 4

Nevrifrimcs them
hfsildteitra *Om
received IS or
more diadem I.

__ year 23 19

Nn._ a papers dia 30
a num dines I.
1 yew 4

No. at papers cited 12
or more times

-year 3 7' 2

Emlodes papers Msed au srork carded ors elsewhere b;
_ murnorsuess Adore modes toehe centre.

Includetom review piper. sad am ma dearibing the new
mmash telecom.
Itignnsra efforts hem bees made to cisme dus these Gimes
are ss mama. as paste& It Is sandy Amarry of the
valuisin the Ika Me row I. mong by more then 1 or 2
whs.- Erma ot this nmjniterie would Mae so effect 091 the
coschninne Mass In de tert mmerniog the AstributIno at
highly elted papers between the mitres.

" OM et the mat of "predawn* UM patolications
Ased_W the tom collins Imams 3969_ sad 1)117E ady 20
lie. ahem I/I) hare been cited IS es more Mem I. any me
SM.

groups have made rather more impact on the
advance of knowlelF than Jodrell Rank -in the
paind 1969-197R. with Cambridge having done
particularly well in relation to its size The figures
for citations per mihlicasion again Sugirst
the:four:Centres. Cambridge paper* hive tr4ir11ally
had the 4rgest impact (with the exception of those
at die start of the (9701 - ace note 43); in this
respect. Jodrell Bank seems to have done slightly
better than the Dutch and German groups, Si-
though- the loin! impact of all its papas_ 4 ap-
parently still much smaller because :of its lower
puhlication_rate._ However,. until we take account
of the results of peer mahatma. we canned de
(ermine with any confidend Whittier ililh dif=
Immo in citation rates are significant or nor and
whether figures on citations say anything about
the overall contribution of each centre. .

Before considering the peer-ends ation results;
however, there is one further_argurnent that could
be 'cyaed agaiint_the preceding denim analysis,
And which _nee& to liesendinisied. It ts argiied by
some (e4. COil end cat (ip dui it is not die great
man of publications (each COntrituing but minor
irtanalenli 10 the sum of human knowledle) which
contributes most to scientific proaress, hut a %atilt
number -of kei papers, each of which has a very
great impact on the advance of knowledge If this
is:the case-lben the figures for totatnumbers of
citations,_ and for citiliWs per public44ion. may
netreveal whith centscsInit managed to produce
Sikh key papers arid Which have not. However. we
can establish whkh centres have produced the
most hill* cited pspers and. althougt (as was
seen earlier) there are problems in using citations
for comparing individurdipaperk: this sbould_give
some indication as to the distaution of key papers
between the few centres." Figures tor approxi.

One might suppose the numbse d hijiMy_cited sawn I. he
at has a pwiel indicator of the soma, of "Alameda"
aide by mama pomp. sod there iudesd some mi.
deuce m-ingsporl this appmtim hum Ali
istervims douribed later. In these. astoemeam *ere aided
to Identify the principal '-discoveriee sapificent carob
Wows to dead& hamlet* msde-hy each A thereteardi
WPM over iheiarrsee up_ So _1471. There ems a hIrA
ftree of =Waal ammae intemiemes on si kat the
motor conolbutions. sod them generally cobsided oith the
inns highly cited pipers. Moremer, al me A -the too
moms rrith _my Ii. higAtly_ claid pmen many of the
*streamer. Ireft admittedhas the centre had heat to
sPisidhle fro ma major dlecorerydwelug the tenyeer paled.

143
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moody the top VS nsnst rired papers (riled IS ne
more times it my one year)-are shown in table 1:t
It can he seen that between 1969 and 3976 lb;
Cambridge group produced_ twelve: such niltsenr4
end tk fluids strop half that ottreber. While IbC
twt. miser gossips manage wIlV one each. &sone a
these publicati.wo -were -hiehly cited only for a
short lime, alter which- thrir -impact -spesirs to
have diminished rapidly: the second TIM of table
12 takes account of the variation betwornAkee
shoo-hvol papers and &medal hive bow highly
&cetera many years by dinning the intnber
times these pipers managed to ichieVi- IS or more
charisma in year-Again a similar pattern emerges.
allriuntgh the differences between the lour plums
OFC il anythinv further ewettwated(test it be
imagined :that this distribettion of_ highly died
papers is in mew way risi WWII Of diSoiring an
arbitrary vahte at 15 citations a year as the- &id-.
ing line between highly cited-and las higWeited
papas, table 12 elso -includes the numbers of
papers- cited- 20 times or more, and 12 limes: or
more in melt Cise yielding a similar distribution
between the row centres)

13. Few evaluation

_ In a =ries of appmaimately Vintriviews with
virtually the_ _entire tdcntulic -stalk Of tki tirrt
firitidt groups. and-with lIWht onothbi a the
Dutch and German vontsfncludinioll the most
senior astronomers), scientists were asked Itt iden-
tify the main contributiowilo arimtifec knowledge
made over _the _period 19694971 by their own
centre and by eight other major Oldie astronomy
centres. r Thie group hiclahad AI die nuTto ob-
servatories considered by the astronomers in our
survey as being the foremost centers in this field.
They were then requested to rank these centres in

Ikside Mr fart reeve already dreerreel. Shoe Ineeded
the Amato.. ladle Kimmel al Areal*, Calash, rad she
Nelms! Rodin AnteruM glhaleine*: firICACtf. _ the
reach stem tat 140AM. mut SbsArce5aabási
Telles We het. as yet rat imbed ss mslogestim uau
ebeelow Irak:rum la Om of the nee einem be hape sr

win nee Mere in see low she resses eendee Me Me
melts al art peer Answer. This meld era arrainne
swore a leo meal the amid rade annsanaq ammoro.
kg. mm4 the wee world be al yekSOCC eel only la edema
Fahey. Irn rho ta she ansinegy at seem&

Mier Reeneshing on the magnitude of their contri-
bntions en wientific kttowledge made over the
limiter_ period. !'_Wc_sullsequently inreatigaled
Ihe_cnnsisteney of the eselstaluma peo4tsced within
emit centre and the onneisteney between centres.
In particular. we lonked for systematic differences
between_gronps. each to a tendency to over-rate
one's own centre.

_The average rankings (ret a _wale between I and
9 r_ Itteause there are nine centres) tibtaitied al
each =nitre we WWWit is tat* 1:1. A- number of
comments can he-made- show the results. Fast,
there is a fairli high degree of conrinency in the
results obtained both withi etch centre, and
twee* the centres. Indeed: if one averages the
results ftw_all tteit_eentrek the peal Majnrity
nut Cif 36 r) agree With ik average raAings Inr
all low centres tn within one unit or less.

Secondly. there is some tendency toe scientists
In over-rate (he scientific progress made by their
own group. lust while this is significant in Iwo a
the ion, centres. "'it is not as marked as might
hive ben espeetW. and dilW not appear to hi
sufficiently large to cast &Whits allow usc overall
significance of the peer-evaluation results

Thirdly, it isstmeible to detect a slight influence
of certein perticularistic factors; to these rankinp,
For cum*, Cambridge ratio zostronnmers tentkd
to rank interrerometer centres slightly more highly.

" A. "iik ht-CareCia--613 CO/A0 stIVCIMICC d
fhir_gessemeg ekes juset6 Me. leare ead_oesue is
inwesed in sightly differ.° met h Is midestres rush
Mee or seght eerie. Nesetheless. owe namedents:
(51114 Ad agate to tate gen I. de sedan mentre: sem
leh able In nisi ads ream is only Isms 1 se 9. while
admen essletele gerntlIerenres tat, tiklywies at
dee. "awed dm'. "eel dm'. eft.

" en emcees me nerd fine.erml.
mew smiles al 1.3. Meiledy. if see ewe raoitt eqsn
lisst.rhe7 ewe phew de mein al 3 Mae average of 1. 2.
pad 3);_and se on.

" Ff0/ a Me neestriag nee Alleged by raly_1.1 rem And
prnustrg roc when Slog dieverw.tynm 3.2. es

orlf-nnefag - I. lhe male by one mete of it, 11Il
_ punter as she rele.

" IN oadisen. She *XII* 16411 0.1/ eldest m ilighsty me.sate
Oseemehser bet elt a. ereeltal a. j.yihe "0" left"
staff who. If a.yshlog tended nhjhtly so mda-sase ehe
adertifie mine of Itte pour. Thls sallereme helmet Me
relmeinns nUrenise mil Jerk. staff at th Omma ease
le° hunted se diiii0d.cilro omega the low
rem the regantralles and arkassilne el nu gresei mi.
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Rsonkineta al nine rffitUn ennwsenny centres rolneined by erelosatinn

PC IM
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1. a 1 II

rr_st
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(ts n, 19)

1E .

NrRAI _
te.-131

rr. si
11411

(a IS).

Arennte ...Antes
fen elf few cam.

Average renk tette
enelstdone Ic11..ankings

A %Va. 7.6 7.3 7.0 6.7 7.2 ( t OA) 7.2 ( ; 0.d1)

Carat 6 6.0 6.7 5J 5.7 (60.14 Ss( jos)
consinenrAm_ 2.0 3.1 11 14 12 1606/
Janke* Rent 5.7 3.1 6.1 6.1 5.4 ( 6 CO) 0.0 ( f MI)
son 6.3 4.6 4.3 J3 smolt 5.1 ( 6011
Henry 67 6.1 Le II lb (t07) SA t in ep
MIRA_ 2.1 3.3 3.6 2.7 15 ( 60.61 111(141.3)
NR40 3.7 4.3 21 2.6 3.2 ( i0.1) 3.2 I i03)
rakes 4.0 16 17 14 47 ( j0.9) 43 ( OM

a rs sensple are
Rewind I. tame M thc efttsitedc o( that' conotreekom to seirtire Imealidee between 1964 aid 3976-11a firace ia ponmehmes
I. the rad aso enknersts intrame the tentresto-pmate serboions berme she fenhints SiVal by the &beam mbar

and some of_ the big-dish centres lets highly. than
average_ suggesting that the type of equipment and
type or resentdi al iSiclo centre may attc--1 the peer
evaluations. SimilarlY, radio astronomers who had
previously marked al one of -the other centres
tended to rank that centre more hiOly than aver-
age. For example, some of the American astro-
nomers working in the Dutch and German groups
ranked _the American radio astremorny centres
slightly more highly than average. These examples
illuStrate one of die potentill proliferris with the
use of peer evahiition as sn indkator of scientific
progren - that scientists-may evaluate more highly
those centres whose work-is most familiar to them.
However, our results suggest that, while this may
be true for acme indbiduals, the effects of these
particularistic factors are bandy signMcantwhen
using fairly large samples Of peer reviewers. "

" The Manama nomnotnas eteritm_ito Itollend mod
01"."7 noshed ro or ow tree Asmara obtertmarks
Melody mme-hiettly Olen range, becre differeorm ate
wnivery_osinitram, Ameba vas antied_6.3

Merles fIlme el 7.2 ( 0.4) and *MAO was
molted 2.11 y t.3 marred with the enefayt of 3.2 (
The thitd Amara ertre at Caltech sae fared heir/
awns (no 6.4 ±1.112__enamefed rdo the enter al 3.7
f 13111t lart_qabcdmonflatactlis rolosbli not slrenifkad:
became of re Math* mai stated this systematic defis-
Ono. It wens darthol OWeh.1 the aseral pesardeetino
Mari Imola he sobeandelly aimed by baladine mho
assamomen hem cowries sober than dome rear' hen.
131menthelem. It afield be Inamstins m Indere the maks*.
tilos or retindo. Antariceo, and Aestrellan wan sato.
atomen, end *If atm be eamorted is the haste

The high degree of_ consistency on the peer-
evaluation results, together with the relatively small
effects or self-rating and other -particularistic -fac-
tors. gives some support for the belief that peer
evaluation, at least when carried out with a large
representative sompk of Jcientiso;_ 310711 carefully
metchedigmups..eartyieldir reasonably good indi-
cation of ithe scientific progress liWt by reseant
groups: Now, given thin some confidence can be
planed in the peer-evaluation results, what do the
results actually show? The average-rankings of the
nine groups are shown in fig. 3. " these averages
having been obtained after excluding self-rankings
.ort _the ground that these may sonietimesproduce
Strilt hat nevertlidess _significant_ effeet on U*
Wsulti.. From di a figure it can be seen that the
CaMbridge arid Ditch groups,- together with- the
National Radio Astronomy-Observatory (NRAO)
in-the United States, are clearlyTerceived as hav-
ing been world-leaders in radio astronom/ _over
the period- 1969-19711. They are follows& by __a
group_of *Alf other observatories.. including Jodrell
Bank and florin; with theformer apparently in the
IOW& hWf of this group. Die two remaining groups
were seen as having iduieved significantly less

" Hama be randsuurd that thhb s Veldt it Mardi
ramie, fermentation nf the numerical maths in the HIM.
hand arum% of tetole 13. The nine CellIM ham beta
waned Iss-the-efdet In which they were smiled solely on
*lob Ono_ re diffmences rambed by teal astmoontas
between tbe ay three obsemersim, the Knead poop of
rm, sod the temeinies tem arm.
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acktuific_progress over this perirst Of the four
centres with Which we arc principally ooncerned. it
can he seen-that the Camhritlgc group is regarded
as having heen the most successful rd the four ma
the ten /ears up to I975.- while the Jodrell flank
and llonn groups_ have amerently achkved rather
less scientifk progress (or that at least it the
peregstion 4 mon radio astronnmers).

Ii is important to note that fig. 3 presents
stalk- picture: it does -not show domes in the
relative positinns of the centres over time. flesides
ranking the observatories in- term of their palm.
mance over the ten,year period,_vre did ask_radio
Iltronnmers to identify any_thanges in possum
during that perind. _From their responses it is evi-
dent that.- al the start- of the -ten-years. the Cam-
bridge group was clearly perceived as being the
world leader in radio- itstroneway, while the hig
dishes at Parkes and Jodrell flank hadsdstsproved
highlysoccessful over the _preceding petiod..IMw.
ever, in subsequent years. there appears to have
Keen a tignilicInt hnprovement in the-relative
positions of NRAO and of the two newcomers.
NFRA and -14P1 /in line with the- changes over
time noted in the indicators discussed earlier). Thio
improvenwaticame at the expense Of _ParkCS. Wirer
flan& and Olteth_ (*Ma suff&red fre-.. ate in.
creating-concentration-4 Amerl....rs radii- astron-
omy resources on- NRA01.%ambridge's lead was
challenged -first hy 0.4 Dutch _group when their
new interferome:cr helm operating, and-is now
about_ to face hi severe challenge from NR.Mrs
new Vety Lame:Array. And perhaps in_ the near
future, the hfrIttl (see tibk 4). Width was under
construction in the 5 years up to 1978, may restore
Jodrell Dank to something closer td its **Omit
position in the early !Ms.-Certainly the number
of -publications produced by Jodrell:Ilan& has in=
Creased stnineantly since: this mock was _cattied
out (to 20 in 1979). aa the extent to whith this
represents an in.:roofed contribution to sckntifk

" I. the alone ni the laterdetee. renast mho asteon-
nwry redid wed mentlemed se-haetng twhiened elettkant
dienttlie peoddees.ilicei lndidjlij snore at Retn iiati
k.Irwslei,a In Canedr; rad Ithillelththrthe_Lelthrethrks
10 the United Swim Same of thew rentmlf they hod Inten
ltdirtkd Id nue dm sf obooddoeles, might have ended as

Iththr ni rather, Cared.- wed Match
Dm& red.* tthilithi than hi thee mom Awn the
outthink theme. knrthret were peen El befog In the saw
rent as the NT three elthemeteder.

1 .. , I

t I i lilt
Fig.1._Arera5e rthithip at ohm math setwannmy troupe her
1969-7/1(eads.de.10.4/4nnkni4 (The edete4tan iwernmee the
toot.nnenntre variations between the eanhhdp I.en bf the
dirk:nth althea.)

knowleAge relative to that made by other radio
observatories would be an interesting subject for
future study.

14. Discussion and conclusions

We began this paper by discussing the 'seed lisr
comprehensive. hasic.science policies In modern
industrial societies. witere large *mounts of state
expenditure are now concentrated on a small num-
ber of "fig Science" centres. Perhaps the key
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factors7 on the partial ththeaktii idve been kepi
relatively: anMIL mit ben& that Wine reliability
all be PW:ed iii itiferinnents hared on these four
indkaiors. to what do these four indicators suv
gest for each of the radio astronomy centres? The
results of this study semen the following conclu-
sions for each of the cent:ms.

problem in the past has been _the lack of an
adequate methodology_for evaluating "success- in
bade ressetch.ln the theoretic:a discasdowin the
corner parthfshe paper. ri:_rer analysing the limits-
thriO of Wadi ineWitirth as elbliaition counts. cita-
dint freqinricies. "ithletwearsr. and peer evalua-
tion. we pill forward a framework based on a -set
of partial indicators -fotarimg:the scientific
contributiom mode by research groups world% in
the same specialq, Thls: was then applied to
erotism; theperformance of the two principol re,
dio observatories in Britain with NFIUA ad
Ikon brought hi it the Maya control groups.
There ire jag toO quesfions remaiMng to he ed-
dies:red hi this filial leitiori. nrst. to AM -extent
are we justified In using the methodology de-
scribed here to compare and to differentiate the
scientific performance of bask- rthearch groom?
And sccondli, what poficy implications_ ran be
drown from the remits obtained in this woy? _ _ _

Therm* hrtportantiltiisg to nete h that thMe
o kith degree of oratikFency between the results

althea With four Of the partial indicator& Num-
lani el highly cited mien and peer evaluation
both suggest dist the-toral contributions of the
Cambridge and Dutch groups have been relatively
IMF; mak if we-allow for the difkrences in scale
of research 'activity between the-centre& the WM
partial_ indicators:lama on publithlions per re-
seordter tedhitations pc/paper 91 suggest that the
records prodedivilyrif die Cambridge group has
bent the higheit id the kur-centres. This conver-
gence in the milts suggerts 55 the selectiontif Ihe
control groups for eentpadson with the two Ihitish
centres has been such that the effects of the "other

54 fli IVOnther aullemen teuTt awalows el-epoblkiekaw
eat ekaddel WNW WWWWW whii these
tem -sot are Wentisrme parewiMreeerekelgeleillea,
km adewine ropes. Few esempla. be& weessi
t-e3anywes imp kw =Mewed lowed as doe Gwatorkles
v.dIohKhpnuptiflsimib thiCiwayban 4:4
Haw tetherehe lewl wiewthe acalek-ewod Owirdweliei
a main* make -mine dw abs wisalikcjimiew k k
w ailas.--wkik Aar- awl ~akar et -diadem ow Fe
wawa 1014111ilag kap uwenbee alarm gee* If
reck wakes NI* brad an the Awake of iikawww

" Ciewewsww nook al exam "-peeve diat irke ledIcawes
"ieekk4e".11eire ea *at despite SI Ow

rtemelkaomelft Asa ate_uurgrato" bin Pinot Iowan
oft in..I14 Is why enwanaan ca anty ke isri
gond radon Wee wwwwwwily dreent

(I) The_ CoMbridge radio ratrinkinis are per-
Caved by Ilkir &ea r hiving ithimed as
muds ecientille Progress over the decade
I969-78 as any otberApotm in the world.
Although there are larger and better funded
rasp& this -disadvantime is offset partly _by
the Cambrithp scientists adieving a high-pub,
Nation Jaleper ireseardier (emerially if one
aim -Jou the time lath W01 With Wailer,
graduate IcaduflA anA partly by producing
papas *Mai; eh average, have more-impact
on die advatice of scientific knowledge. Thq
have also produced a -comparatively huge
number-of highli cited papers. a result which
is consistent with the judgement of their peed
that they haventade several mica discoatiiii.

(2) TheDuttlitsci0 MUnikiistTsi hive tie:Viet-22d as
moth-, er iblibit aTs Midi. as their Cambridge
colkagoes in terms of contributions to scien-
tific futowledge. As -at Combridag. each re-
searcher on averaw produces a huge number
of pnbhcations, so dud; onset AM_ grouP
produces mom papal than CambtidgC. How-
ever; tbe peer,evaluahon results leapt* that die
tout DMA Oufluibutind to ictientifk know.
ledge h Wei grater than for Cambridim whielt
in turn suggests that each Dutch publication
does not constitute such a substantial contri-
bution to knowledmo conclusion apparently
aultported bi the_figures on citations pet pub-
lication._ Moreover; _the voupl rescardt.. al
though "funded mom gentrrotVjchiat resulted
in significantly fe*M-. highly esta pipers heft
ettording k their peer& finer discoveries than
the Ombridge Wink.

(3) llie large number of radio astronomers at
Bonn ensures that. des0e a somewhat lower
publication rale per person. she group aro
whole produces a large number Of aclantlik

" LOS dC.u,IwIdp perm, achkead IS ae more &Wawa la a
*W. wawa .4*-0.9% Jae the PvId pour. 0.5% kw
Sabel Ilawk, awe ois kw Dom
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papers. Vic overall wicatific progress mask fry
the group is nnt. however. as veal as for the
CarnbrhIge and !hutch grows. at kast as
judged by peer evaluation, This can he inter-
preted as implying that drch_German publica-
tion. an average . has a rather smaller iiiipact
on the advance Of hiCciWkilge. a conclusion
again in line with the figures for citations per
publrcation. In addition. the Donn group has
not prodnced very many highly cited scams.
nor many "discoveries" in the opinion of their

_ peers.
(4) In the case of Indrell Dank the gmblitadon

rate for the pram as a whOle is rdahvely low
compared to that for the three other ntrierVi-
intim even after allowing for time taksn up
with undergraduate teaching and for the-diver-
sion of effort into the new interferometer/no-
ject. This somewhat lower level or producticm
is pardroffset by prodncing papers of higher
impact than those 01 the Dutch and Germans.
Gimlet however, the contribution:An seien-
WIC knowledge by Cambridge and Mitch as-
tronomers are judged by their peers to he
significandygreater than those of their Jodrell
Dank colleagues. and those -of the -German
group may :be slightlg laqier-too. although.
given that in tert11.1 of effeetive nember of
researcherc (see tahk 2) the_Germen group is
over twice that of the !Odra Dank team. any
difference between the sdentific progress made
by these two_groups may he mainly the result
of this difference in scak of activity. There is
certainly nedilference evident in the numbers
Oihi&tlylcited papers neither group hes
perfornied _very well in this tesptd relative to
NIIIA and. in particular. to Cimbiidgr .

it is not our task in this paper to make specific
recommendations about-individual centres. That is
the jnb of science policy administrators responsi-
ble for tlk funding and organization of basic
researdz The &tithing they reads willisedepen-
dent *rpm other factors wadi sa the millet& fund-
ing their analysis cif the mum +it h y certain centro
have adlieved less than others, and their- judge-
menus as to whether it is possible tn devise mea-
sures tn improve the_performanee of the less suc-
cessful centres. For example, one fartnr which has
apparently influenced the Mende-pc performance
of radio observatories Is the type of Instrument.-

lion employed. The indicators based nn numhers
of-1001y cited papers and 00 peer evaluation both
suggest that the interferometer centres have been
more successful than the higelish centres over the
period in ijulion. What remains nnclear is the
extent to _which thisis e'7real-__effect (in the:sense
drat interferometers have actnally contributed more
to scientific progress than hig dishes). and the
extent tn which it is an artefact of- the indicators
employed. however. in view -nf the fact that the
sample nf raslin astronnmers used in the peer .
evaluation process was not obviously biased on-
wards interferometers _fwe ectnally interviewed
rather more higdish _than interferometer odor
nomers). the peerevaluation resulk _do suggest
d al the effect is more real than artificial, aa_ that
the period between I-96R and I97R should cense.
iguently he regarded as the era of the interferome-
ter in radio astronomy.

Another factor that can influence the scientific
performance Ora Ircteatch centre-is the fraction of
time its_resealth Nall devote to instrument-bilild.
ins. a fraction that may vary cyclically as new
telescopes ere brought into operation. To a certain
extent. the relative perforniance nf Jodrell Dank
over die period 1969-7R may be linked to their
concentration on instrnment.building during much
of this period.

however; we shall leave a discussion of _the
reasons for tlit _differences in stientifk perfor
mance of the varions_centres trt aiater paper, _and
return- to the engin Objective of diis paper. woVorcli
has been to address two questions: (s) can bade
research, be assessed? (b) more specifically, egai
significant difkrences in the research perfornsance
of radio astronomy centres he identified? We wauld
trinfend thettheevidence presentediethe paper h
suffident to_justify positiveattswer in _litith thew
questions. however, it Should peduipi he emjil
shed that we hove been concerned with the assess-
ment tapas( performance. while-policy-makers see
clearly interested in the Mum performance el
research groups. Nevertheless. past performance.
although by no means the only factor. is one of die
best-indicators Of tubers performance particularly
for Ili Sdence where it k Virtually Impossible le
set up s new centre or a major research pm,
gramme overnight. We therefore Set it as crucial
that those who have to Odle the respective deka;
for funds hy different research grasps. do so on
the basis of full information on the recent redo!.
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mance of drose_groteps. Altheeth further- wfwk ii
olysiondy needed. sre- believe that this paper iton
mane way in demonstrating how dim information
enwlse obtained. establishes a metheidelogy that.
While not *Me to compare dirrcd; research mires
ia different specialties, is able to identify those
moires that are amendl the international leaden
in theirOwn SOcciillies, and which, if other factors
are equal tw indeterminatt ,. should he given *
relatively high priority i0 their atoms for researdt
Inn&
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5 What Direction for Basic Scientific
Research?

John Irvine and Ben R. Martin*

Science Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex

INTRODUCTION

The_futUre_fbr beSic scientific research
_1
_currently seems fat

fromisecure;:: In most OECD-teuntries,:rapid growth:rates:in
publie eXpenditure have longisincelsiven_ way to_ststie budgets
and even_cuts;: Natxonal seience budgetr:hive not beeniexempt
fret thii trend. Initially this gave_rise to demands for
mereieffective science poliey - ter:restructuring and
'rationaliaitien'-of the orgenization_of scientlZit reteareh.
Wheni.budgetaryients were later-bad-et-these tended:with certain
nbtable-Sictiptions (for'example, social_science research) te
be imposed 'across the beard';-Seienee policr-makers had no
46e4tAble Way of systematically evaluating whith research--
activities were more_(or-leSt) in:need of support than others;
In the absence-of any explicit data concerning the:natUri:And
magnitude:of the wide range-of-butputs from different=scien-
tifie-SetiVitiesisuch policies inevitably receive-criticism
as arbitrary and diVerted-frbii any coherent, long-term
strategy for basic research;

New mechanisms for decision-making are needed if the direction
of basic scientific research is to be put on_a satisfactory

* No order of Seniority implied:(rotating first authorship);
The authors are_Pellows of the Seienei,Pbliey Research Unit,
TJui4t.sity Of SUssex, where:they workion a range Of ittUeS_
ecnecrning government polities fbr:scientifie research;_ The
tk-reported-hire was-funded byithe SociaI_Science Retearch

CcAinc;1.: Thanks are due tb Vatic:kis colleaguesi in particular
Jey GerShuny, Dot Griffithsi_John_Krige, Ian Miles-, Geoff_
Oldham, Keith Pavitt, TiM Shallice, and Tom Whiston for their
ebsbents on earlier drafts of this paper;
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basis in the future. But what are the various types of deci-
sions currently facing those concerned with science policy-
making? Whit methods and criteria can be used in making

them? What problems are associated with these methods? And
to what extent can such problems be overcome, so as to yield
more acceptable and hopefully more effective policies for
scientific research in the future? This chapter sets out to
suggest ways of answering such questions.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN BASIC SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

In allocating resources to basic research, decisions are
required at a number of levels.- Starting with a total state
r&cl budget, these involve asking:

1. How much overall:should the:state spend-on-basic science
compared with other areas of r&d such as the more applied
sciences and-engineering?

2. How should:this overall budget be distributed:between
different (basic) sciences such as physics, chemistry,
biology;_and the social sciences?

3. What should be the distribution between different-special-
ties_within each science (e.g. between optical_and radio
astronomy, high7energy:physics, solid-state physics, etc.,
within the physical sciences)?

4. Within eachLarea of science, how should funds be allocated
between-different types of activity (postgraduate-training,
university research, centralized research-in national
laboratories, international collaboration)?

5; Howl:Inch shouldibe allocated to each research centrei
greup,-or-individual,-working within a given specialty;
both to optimize currentiresearch activities andiensure the
maintenance of an effective research effort in the future?

PROBLEMS Ili RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The-coming-crisis in basic-research was to_some extentiantici-
pated_in the:early 1960s by:the eminent physicist, Alvin
Weinberg. -Weinberg pointed out the seeming_absence of any
underlying rationale to resource-allocation patterns in basic
science. : In:what became a seminal paper in the science
policy:literature; he distinguished between two setsiof_ ii

criteria --internal and externa12-- that he advocated should
be_more widely applied to determine the relativelevels of
support for different scientific activities. Internal

criteria relate to the impact the research is likely to have
on the advance of scientific knowledge within the field con-
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cerned. External criteria, in contrast, refer to the extent
to which the research is seen as leading to wider benefits_to
other scientific fields and to society, for example, in the
form of new ideas and techniques for industrial application.
While there are _problems in this distinction - 'internal' and
'external' criteria-are not mutually exclusive, and their
definition is to some extent a political exercise - it does
nevertheless provide a useful analytic framework with which to
approach a discussion of the problems of resource allocation.

At a very general level, it is clear that external-criteria do
play some-role-in determining the overall size:of the science
budget, and (to:a lesser extent) the-distribution of resources
between broad fields of-scientific activity_(e.g. to the
naturaLsciences, social stiences,-or biological sciences).

:

Such-external criteria, howeveriihave largely been implicit in
the:decision-making process3, and,-as-ue-shall-see below, have
tended to-reflect the values and_commitments_of certain estab-
lished interest groups. In contrast,-the distribution of
resources uithin fields and-specialties appears, in the
Western worId_at_least, to-have-been made largely:on the basis
of internal criteria. Such decisionahave tended-to be the
prerogative of the scientific-community; the assumption has
been-that only scientists themselves are competent to-judge
which research is likely-to-contribute most to scientific
knowledge, and hence to decide between the competing claims of
different researchers for funds. In the words of PoIanyi:

'So long as each allocation-follows the guidance of scien-
tific opinion, by:giving preference to the-most promising
scientiats-and subjects, the_distribution of grants will
automatically yield the maximum advantage for the advance-
ment of science as a whole',4

The fact-that such a_justification entirely begs the question
of what is meant by 'promising', and how it is judged, has all
too frequently been ignored.

The principal mechanism for the organization of basic scien-
tific research has thus been based largely on internal regu-
lation. Politicians and civil servants have normally been
content to leave such-matters to the scientific community,
provided, of course, that the resultant activities are in
general accord with the external criteria implicit in
decision-making at government level. However, the pressures
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of living within a level budget have highlighted a number of
problems with internal mechanisms for the regulation of scien-
tific activity. These problems have been accentuated in many
countries by government attempts to introduce stricter and
more explicit external criteria at increasingly lower levels
in the decision-making process. It is therefore time that
stock is taken of the strengths and weaknesses of internal and
external regulation of science as currently constituted.
Only on this basis can we consider how these mechanisms for
resource allocation might be improved.

REGULATION BY INTERNAL CRITERLA

kegulation of scientific research by internal criteria has
traditionally been based almost entirely on peer-evaluation.
Peer-evaluation has been described as:

'a kind of science advice involving select members of the
community, all-of whom act - to a greater or lesser degree -
as gatekeepers. These gatekeepers help to regulate the
flows of information and fiscal resources through the
community by directing, impeding, and expediting flows based
upon judgements of quality and merit, allegiances and
biases and, probably, on sheer caprice as well'.5

Desplte criticism from those scientists unable to pass the
'gatekeepers' for_reasonsLwhich may well be other than lack of
competence-(for example, for personal, political, bureaucratic
or_institutional reasons)itheiopinion of most scientists6
seems to-be-that-peer-review-has worked reasonably well in the
past as a regulatorTmechanismifor:resource allocationi _

although there have-been occasional doubts abodt its merits,
for example in the 1960s at theitimeiof the debate_on_
Weinberg's criteria for-scientific-choice (see note-2).-
part, this is because flexibility to accommodate demands for
resources from-most established scientific-groups-and disci-
plines was built into the system by_the rapid expansion of
national science budgets between 1945-and the early 1970s.
It_is clear that there is far less strain on a system admini-
stering-steadily-increasing budgets than one oriented towards
restructuring and reducing expenditure, where 'gatekeepers'
are put under severeipressureito abandon their professed
disinterestedness and openly-defend (or attack) individual,
institutional and specialty interests.

Indeed, it could be argued that the whole infrastruct'lle for
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alIocating_reteArdh-resourceslonithe basis_of peer-reVieW is
now under:such pressure that it ig-inidanger of breaking
down._ There-Are-three main reasons for this. First, the
long:period of post-war grtiWth inlbasic research activities
haaled te-the-iiitrenohment ofiparticular interesta in
decision,making structures; --To:a large_extent, this __

probled hei-iti-historical origins in the intediate peat-war
period during which there wat=AnIllaprecedented-expansion of
hasiojeseArch-activity (for example, nearly 500 per Cent
growth in:Britain during the-fi4i years_between 1945 and_i
1950:At-that time, politicians attached_great strategic
importance to science (beeduse:of the central roleLthey
perceiVed scientists to have:played in the Secbhd World
War), and uere therefore Willing:to set aside the:funds
required. Many of the scientists whoworked_on_high=tieh-
nology warfare technique:4 thchias radar and nuclear bomb
construction subsequently moved into developing_asteeiated
areas_of natural :kik:de inch as radio astronomy_and high,
energy physics.7 Their prominence it_the war_effOrt, and
the social_and inetithtinhililinkaithey had_developed with
politicians and civil servants; rude it relativilY iiay to
obtain funds tb build-large research facilities such As
radioitelescopes:and accelerators.- Theseiriiiirch areas
were- therefbre-abli-te grow rapidly, and to_become what it
nowknown as !Big Science'. Teday,_for-exatatileiione major
high7ehergy phySics centre (CERN, the:European laboratory in
Geneva) has an annual budget of over:300-thillion dollars;
And Ore heW-iecilirator (the LEP electron,positron collider)
alone is currently planned td Cbst approximately 500 million
&alert.

Mbst importantly, as the level of funds for Big Science-grew
(to over 50 per cent of the basic research budget in some
countries during the I960s), so did the representation of
their respective research communities on the bodies respon-
dible for distributi4 the science budget. In the case of
Britain, the situation iS now such that, within the Science
and Engineering Research Council, the organization respon-
sible for funding reieerch in the natural sciences, one sub-
section of physics, nuclear physics, has its own Board, as
does astronomy And space research, while all other areas of
science - physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics and com-
puting - have only one Board between them. The result is
the situation depicted in Table 1: Big Science consumes
almost double the resources of all the remaining natural
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sciences-together.-whilst-constituting-only a small propor-
tion of total scientific activity; at least in terms of
numbers:of doctoral studentships and postdoctoral research
fellowships.

With resource distribution so heavily dependent on_decisions
made by scientists themselves, there has inevitably-been-a
tendency for certain early established sets of priorities
and-research interests to become-lfrozen into'-the-decision-
making structure. To those on the periphery of this struc..-
ture. the system can all too easily appear to be little-more
than a means af ensuring that those funded generously in the
past continue to-be supported generously in the future.8
Whether-or not this judgement is accurate, it-does point to
a key problem associated with-the scientific community
itself having main responsibility for_decisions on the
distribution of the basic science budget. This is that the
strength of the-case for additional funds-made by a par-
ticular speciiily or science depends to a:great extent on
the-strength of its representation on decision-making
bodies. : (It:also:depends:on the associated:access to the
media and-political channels - avenues of influence the more .

'glamorous! Big Sciences have not been slow to:exploit.)
Thus,-it is possible that certain older established areas of
research, which_iniall likelihood stand little-chance of-
prOducing-substantial-contributions to scientific-knowledge,
will continue toibe heavily_supported because:they are well
represented in-the-committees-determining funding
priorities.. In.addition;_suchiareashave:often been able
to institutionalize large fractions-of-their-research
support into langer-term commitments that can:be reduced
only very slowly;:if at all.- -Conversely,-scientists-in a
new and potentially important field may sometimes find
difficulty (unless established scientists lend their :

support) in eliciting funds because there is no relevant
committee (the committees:tend to:reflect:prevailing pat-
terns of scientific activity) or because they are poorly
represented.

The second_major problem concerns the effectsLin certain :

specialties,-most notably-the-Big Sciences, of concentrating
research_activity:within fewer and fewer institutions.: As
these areas have developed,-so they have come to demand
increasingly sophisticated and expensive research facilities
(astronomers now have access to space-borne telescopes, for
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Table 1: Some Features of British Science and Engineering
Research Council Funding of Basic and Applied
Science, 1981/2

Area of Expenditure Budget Studentships and
Fellowships current
in 1981/2

Doctoral Post
EH Research doctoral

Student Fellow
ships ships

BIG SCIENCE:

Nuclear Physics 44.0 176

Astronomy, Space 51d
Radio . 37.1 223 24

Total Big Science 81.1 399 33

ALL OTHER BASIC AND APPLIED
SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY
(coming under the

44.6 3790 1.11

Science Board)

of Which:

SERC establishments
2

16.7

International contributions 7.3

Other domestic facilities 1.0

Research grants to:

Biological sciences .6.8 1499 54
Chemistry 7.0 1439 32
Mathematics 0.7 351 13
Neutron_Beam Physics 0.2 9 0
All other physics 4.5 468 12
Other sciences 0.4 24 0

Central support schemes,
Projects and administration 3 16.8 2274

TOTAL SERC ACTIVITY IN BASIC
AND APPLIED SCIENCE' 142;5 4416 150

Notes:

1. This excludes SERC expenditure on postgraduate awards and
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advanced training grants, and all engineering activity.
2. Much of thie is for the support of two SERC establish-

ments recently re-oriented from high-energy physics, but

still Working in areas requiring the provision of large,

expensive reinarch facilities (e.g. synchrotron radiation

and-neutron physics) Whose non-inclusion as 'Big Science'

is therefore a matter of definition.
3. This excludei en alloWance of E3.3 million for

engineering activity. _

4. These are funded-by the Joint SERC/SSRC Committee, the

Polytechnics Committee, NERC, etc.

Source: Adapted from data in Report of the Science and
Engineering Research Cbuncil for the year 1981-82

(Swindon: SERC).

(astronomers:have now:access to space7borne telescopes; for
example):!!--Sinee it is fib longer possible to provide

separate research:facilities:for all:groups:working in a

field, third hia-been a trend towards siting major instru-

ments and:equipment in a small numberiofIcentral
laboratories - dither regional or national centres, or, in

the case of the_mostLexpensive areas:of research, inter,

national Cintria.- In Britain, for:example, seven largei::1

research centres:accounted in 1981/2ifor_approximately E106
Table-2),-i;e;-Some 65:per:cent of all:SERC

expenditure on basic:and applied:scientific:research. ThiS

is over three iiid-d-half times the total allocated_in the

form of peer-reviewed research grantsito_academid:teien-

tists.9 :
While theie centres_are used by large numbers of

university scientistsi most academic research:is:not-depen-
dent on such_centril-fidilities._ And since it iamniver7

sity departments which areiresponsible for training the-new

generations of science students for_government and industry;

thett-is, net surprisinglyi some discontentIO with this:: :
policy of:concentrating resources:on a few centres and their

aitedieted User-groups; Moreover, the_prohlem:is not con-

fined to_physical science: in:Medical science, for example,
there-Are Sitilar disputes over the relative emphasis that
should be given to research institutes and units coMpared

with university departments;

It is, however, With the political effects of such concen-
tration that we are most concerned here. In a Specialty

like high-energy phySics, where formerly there were a
number of university groups, each operating their own
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Table 2: Concentration of British Science_and Engineering
Resea.zh Council Expenditure on Basic and Applied
Scientific Research on Large Central Facilities,
1981/-

EM

1. CERN (High energy.physics) 22.5

2. Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(Mixed facilities, including central
leier-facility, spallation neutron
source, high-energy physics support,
and space) 40.0

3. InStitut Laue-Langevin
(Neutron beam facilities) 7.2

4. Daresbury Laboratory
(Synchrotron radiation source,
ind-nuclear structure facility) 16.2

5. European Space Agency 8.3

6. Royal Greenwich Observatory
(Optical and infra-red astronomy) 8.5

7. Royal-Observatory Edinburgh
(Optical and infra-red astronomy) 3.4

Total SERC expenditure on these 7
facilities 106.1

Total SERC expenditure on all science
(excluding engineering but including
postgraduate awards) 164.2

Note: 1. The figure for the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory excludes about £8.7 milfion which
was spent on engineering research.

Source: Report of ithe Science and Engineering
Research Council for the Year 1981/2
(Swindon: SERC).

7 5
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accelerator, there are now at most two or three main
research facilities available to the scientific community of
any one_country. This poses a threat to the traditional
means of determining research priorities; the successful
operation of peer-evaluation depends upon the existence of a
constituency of 'disinterested' peers capable of providing
relatively independent expert judgements. In other words,
there must exist sufficient scientists familiar with the
research area where support is being considered, but whose
own material circumstances will be unaffected by the uutcome
of the decisionmaking process. When the number of dis-
tinct research groups working in-a specialty is relatively
large, this condition is at least approximately met. ii
However, in the Big Sciences, when the-question of allo-
cating resources to a major centre is being considered,
nearly all peers will be a user either of that centre (and
so will benefit from a positive decision), or of another
rival-centre fahose own chances of obtaining further funds
may increase with a negative decision on the first centre).
Alternatively, the users-of the two or three centres-may
reach a_tacit agreement to support each others' grant and
capital-equipment applications (regardless of what they
might privately think of the merits of those applications),
taking it in turns to seek funds. They thereby present a
facade of unity and consensus on priorities within the
specialty, which is always a distinct advantage when com-
peting for funds with other specialties. Instead of the
'free market' of scientific ideas - all competing with an
equai chance of funding - the notion on which sciertists
have traditionally based their view of peer-evaluation as a
neutral disinterested processll, there has been a tendency
towards_a situation of 'oligopoly', in which a few large
scientific centres and-interest groups are able to exert a
dominant influence on funding-mechanisms. The open and
'objective'-scientifi- community (which, like the 'free
market' of classical economics, is probably more a histori-
cal myth than an accurate representation of reality) has
given way to a decidedly hierarchical system where the
distribution of resources increasingly seems to obey the
maxim, 'to them that bath shall be given'.

A third and directly related problem concerns die general
ineffectiveness of peer-evaluation as a mechanism for
restructuring scientific activity. This particular problem
ha- only really become apparent since the s,:ience budgets of
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Weitern countries ceased to grow. --SCience is inherently
dynamic_in nature, with new areas_of:activity Continually
emerging and:otherolder areas reaching a_point where fur-_
ther research is subject to diminishing returnS.---The long-
term vitality of:the basic research system, and indeed its
capacity to-provide the knowledge and skillt tb-help solve
the pressing economic and social:prOblems facing the:world
today, is dependent on the ability:to support preMising new
areas-of-science. Consequently, it isicrucial to maintain
flexibility inithe:system even:in a period Of leVil funding.
When science_budgets were groWing substantially each year;it VAS not-necessary to curtail existing reteareh
acivities; instead_annual budget increases could:be
chennelled-tojund promising new activititt,-lii4ing
researchers in !declining'-ariii to retire or move into
other areas:of science:of their own wilition. However, __
with_a level_budget,,this option is no-longer:availablet-if
support-for=promising:new areas_is to- be ferind,-and found
prOmptly,-_.then reductions:must:generally first be made el-Se--
where.- These might involve decreasing the 1440-Ott for de-
clining areas, or for-researckgroups whichi although
working-in-flourishing research areas-, hi-lie-hi:it Succeeded-An
making substantive_advances commensurate with tbe level Of
resources they consume.

The-problem is thatii,while peer-evalnatien-May be a rela-
tively_effectivt mechanism for deciding_between promising
ne4-ireas of research, itlis far_less satitfaCtory when it_
comes toidentifying:declining areas and groups; Thit may

throughJack of experience,-4ince it is not a task
scientists haVe often had to:perform in the past. Hoever,
there are other deeper-rooted institurieuil and social
factors seVerely=limitiogithe use of peer-evaluation in-this
WaY. The:institutional limitationsiiarise because, although
there it ObViouslyigreatestiscope_for savings in tte teie of
heavily7funded research activitied,-these arei.precisely the
areas Where reduced:expenditure is likely to be Meet--
Strenuously resisted by,senior:scientists-strategically
plated-en-science7policy:committees.12 The dbdial-struc-
ture of_science also limits the uSe of peer-evaluation fot
identifying research-_groups or:centre0 WhiCh-haVe-proved
retatively unsuccessful:in:their previous research; A_
Stitntist asked to judgelwhether the-fUndt-ef-i-research
group in her or his speciality should be_reduced, is limly
tb know same of the members of that group personally, per-
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haps having collaborated with them:in_previousiresearch; met
them regularly at conferences, or interacted-with-them at
the:relevant learned society. For that scientist; a
decision-as to-whether or mot to-recommend-a-cut-in-funds-is
exceedingly:difficult to:make; jeopardizing as it does the
future livelihood of colleagues.I3

It is certainly far-harder-than-(and qualitatively-different
from)_deciding whether to support giving a particular:
research group additional funds; the maim type-of decision
that had to be_made in_more affluent times,_and one where a
negative-outcome-merely meant that new equipment could not
be purchased or additional researchers could not be
recruited.- -Consequently, when circumstances have forced
peer-reviewers:into:choosing among candidates for reduced
support,-the criteria-used for-selection may:often have had
more to do with social or_politicaI factors than past or
likely future-scientific performance.I4: :Furthermore, it
shouid be:noted that peer-reviewers tend to be recruited
most heavily from the higher status institutions; the cuts
they:recommend may therefore result in a strengthening of
traditional status hierarchies, when perhaps-what is most:
needed is a redistribution of resources benefiting some of
those research groups previously less well-endowed.15

To sum up our discussion of the three main problems-facing
peer-review: first, in a period of level funding, where
resourcesJov .Aisting research activities must often be
reduced if-new areas are to be supported,-peer-evaluation
seems_toLbe provingiincrcaingly ineffective_asi.a mechanism
for-establishing-priorities, and-establishing-them
sufficientIy_expeditiously.- -Because:representation on
scientific-decision-making-bodies reflects-previous-patterns
of_resource distribution; there is_a tendency towards:the
Tekeduction of that distribution among-both specialties and
institutions. Secondly, because:research in many areas of
science:demands ever more sophistic ^d centres in each
specialty; it is becoming increasi difficult to obtain
the disinterested-judgements on which peer-review depends.
Finally, peer-evaluation, at least in its traditimal form,
may be inappropriate for identifying declining research:
areas or groups. New mechanisms may be required-if sdien-
tific research is to be more effectively and acceptably
regulated.
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REGULATION BY EXTERNAL CRITERIA

As_econonie greWth-rates in the_industrialized -countries
liege diClined, so:their governments:have-come to inspeet
more carefully_all dreas of public_expenditdre.- -In par-
ticular:, this:bas_Ied to in-creasing demands that basic
research shOUld producei_more direct and pre-al-cal benefits
tolsocietyi and_not just-good-scienee'. Similar demand-a
have also been Medi by scientific pressure greupi at the:
radical end of the politieal-Spectrum-such as the British
Society for SOdial Responsibility in Stitnee, With their
quest for a 'Science for the People'.

To some extent;:this_ean be seen asa_reaction to the ethet
prevailing Within the basic research community under which
science islaeen as the nedtral::and disinterested pursuit of
knowledge for-its-own sake._:_No ofte_wOhld,diny that basic
science does:result in a Variety of_important:practital
benefiti-Ond some disbenefits),

including:Skilled resear,
chers entering the labedr:Market,

technological 'spiii-effl
td equipment suppliersi_new ideas and tddhaques of:longer-
termLutility to_indUttit,:as well as cultural contributions
in_çhe form of greater awareness of the Workings of the
social_and material-world. However, most scientittssee
these-simplyias byproducts of basic research --highly
important but unplannable, Audi in_view of_thit,-they
argue:that there_isino reaSon_Why-the principalcriteria
used to deterWine-the distribution of researth funds-should
not be internal ones, deeided-uponiand

operationalized by
the scientific:-community._ :This ethos, tOrtever,-serves to
protectithe_power of stientieta-to determine their own
activitiki=(Within certain limits set_by the-Waal:and
institutional strudtdre of science), enabling them to eVad=
what are sten as-the negative consequeneet ef-itaten,lanning
of basic:researeh. TO Support thisiview,:scientists pointto examplii-such as the Lysenko affair te illustrate the:
hOrrors associated With State-planning of research; Thid::is often=coupled with:an:expression of theilbilief (and:it isno more than that - there is littleor no relevant eVidince
to support it) thati__if too latch importance islattached:to
external criteria,-bieic research will gradually be-pOshed
further and further towards the applied end of the pure-
applied speCtrum.

One might have expected that, with increasing governmental
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pressure to adopt better defined external criteria in fun-
ding decisions, the scientific community would adopt a
slightly more self-critical attitude towards the question
of where basic research stands today - in particular concer-
ning the current distribution of research efforts between
different sciences and specialties, and the assumptions
underlying that pattern of distribution. However, where
scientists have attempted to_do this - for example, in
COSPUP, the Committee on Science and Public Policy set up
in the United States in the early l960s,I° they have met
with little success. One possible explanation is that
researchers in each scientific field have been more con-
cerned with protecting the interests of that field than
arriving at agreement on the relative priorities to be
given to different fields-in deciding between their com-
peting claims for public funds. Instead, scientists have
concentrated on producing reports that focus on the claims
of individual fields.17 In the United States, there has
been a succession of reports - the-Ramsey Report on High
Energy Physics, the Wbitford Report on Astronomy, the
Westheimielleport on Chemistry, the Pake Report on Physics,
and so on. Each spelt out at great length the immense
scientific opportunities confronting these fields, elo-
quently putting forward reasons uty the nation must avail
itself of these unique opportunities, even_if this did
entail some additional expenditure on the field. However,
apart from Weinberg's discussion of possible criteria for
scientific choice, very little attention has been given to
the question of how one might attempt to establish priori-
ties between fields. In particular, there-have been few
attempti to evaluate and compare systematically, even at a
general level, the various outputs associated with different
areas of scientific activity. Yet in the absence of any
such evaluation, the application of external criteria to_
determine research policy will inevitably run the risk of
yielding decisions that can be-tco easily dismissed (perhaps
rightly so) as biassed or politically motivated.

The-argument ofiscientists_that basic research should-not be
subject to regulation by-external-criteria, however, ignores
the lett that certain critariz; often implicit,-have shaped
and:continue zhape scientific decision-making. These
implicit criteria all too frequently go unrecognized and_
unexamined by the scientific community. Examples include
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the notion that Certain areas-of_research are:more !funda-
Mental' than others; or that they are more 'strategiCally
important% __Mee Arc-often given at:justifications for
the heavy support=of_particuIar research attiVitietl:, Yet-
rarely is any Attioun-considerationigiven to precisely what
is.meant:by such terms as 'fundamental' or 'StrategiCallY
important% HOUtVer, the:implicit nature:of such criteria
does not:mean they_can be ignored; any decisiOnion:Ithe
distribution-of-resources;:to research oriany_other
activity; implies:the existence_of criteria,:whether
expIieitly taken into accountorinot._ For example; the
figures in Table:3 on the distribution:of-state-funds for
r&d_shoct hOw-markedly:tbripattern_ofiresource allocation dth
vhry across even relatively similar:European countries. :In
the tett of:Britaini_there are various political and intti-
tutional factors:which_account for-the:extremely high level
Of SC,4cirt-for:military_r&d. :Similarly (and notwith-
standing the claims of some scientists:to the contrary)
ekternal crktria::must play_a_role:in determining the
relative size of the batic-research budget; iustifyingla

level:of:support welLover three times that for r&d:Cirientd
to:industrial gru,...th (even:though in internationalterms_
British basic research appears comparatively Underfunded).

th the same way;:externalicriteria can also-be_teen-ii
implicit in the dittribution of:the_basic research budget to
the differeatiareas_and specialties, even if cl-formal
attempt_it Made td:_apply_suchicriteria in the decisiom-
making process : Table 4 contains figures ori-the-distr;-
button of fiindilin:Britain to the five research councils;
the bodies responsible for supporting most:pure and applied
researth, at-well as engineering.: It is_interesting_hert
to compare_the figure of £44 taillion-for expenditure-on
nUtlear physics (from Table:1):in 1981/2 (most of whith,Went
or high7energy_physics) with:that:Ion:the-different research
COUzCils. : High-energy physics; which after aIl is Otily-dhe
sub7field. out of many in the:discipline of:physics; received
bOre support than the wht,le of agricultural stiente:And
nearly as much att All:r.reas:of environmental science; _ On
the-face of it; it would seem statiohat diffitult:tb:eXplain
such a distribUtiOn-pittern in terms of:the operation_of
internal criteria alone - are advances:in-our knoWledge of
highenergy physki,t0 be valued so much more highly than
those in agricultural or environmental science; and; if so;
Oh what grounds9.9 It seems far more plausible to suggest
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Table 4: Distribution of British Covernment Support to the
Retearch Councils, 1981/2

Agri-cultural Research Council (ARC)

MedLal Research Council (MRC)

th

42.1

(9.7Z)

101;7
(23.3%)

Natural EnvironMent Research Council (NERC) 54.3
(12.6%)

Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) 216.8
(44.8%)

Social Science Research Council (SSRC) 20.7_
(4.8%)

TOTAL

Source: Appropriation Accounts 1981-2,
Vol.7, Class X, pp.2-3 (London: M4S0).

435.6
(100%)

that-certain external:criteria helped give-rise:to this
distribution apparently io skewed in favour of Big Seiehde.

_
In the case of highenergy physics,-_it Is clear that has
tiithiCriterion: was:the assumption of a,link With nuclear
energy; In the 1940i-and 1950s, it was:assumed by politi-
cians:4nd the public,at least; that-the discoveries made
with highetergy-phyties accelerators would in some_way
help_solvethe problems involVed:iniproducing nuclear
energy._ The-aCientistticoncerned made little effort-to
disabuse:the public of thit Ad-di:Med link._ Indeed, the
titles_they chate for_the organizations responsible-for
highenergy physics researdh (the European Organization for
Nuclear:Reiearch. CERN; the National Inttitute fot:Retearch
in Nuclear Science) dah Only have reinforced this supposed
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link; No attempt was made to-publicize the fact that;
right:from the early l850s, high-energy physics and
nuclear-energy research bagan to pursue-distinct and very
deOirate paths of development, __In fact; in the United
States; high-energy-physicstis-stillifundediby the
Deparpnent of Energy, and in_France by the Atomic Energy
Commission; even thbugh itlhas long seemed clear that the
direct:links_of this specialty withienergy research ate
virtually_now-existent._, Itiwas thisiassumption that
high-energy phy7ics would:provide background knouledge fbt
future_nuelear-ehergy production:which gave it an apparent
strategic_importance_overnther basic research_specialtiea
in the 1950s skid l960s,-andiwhich was used to juatify:it
receiving 4 large fraction of_the total basicresearch
budget in-Wettetn countries.20ii Later oni pOlitical
criteriaicame to the fore; When the costs of tea-earth in
this field etealated-to=suchiailevel that most nations
could no_longeriafford to build and_maintain_hational
facilitied;-high-energy2physicists could, foriexample;
anus zheir governments that continued membership Of
CERN; -een if expensive,iprovided_veryivisible proof that
tt4:7 .1117e !good Europeans'; amArgument that uts_,

partiCularly appealing to many British politicians
the late l960s,21

The problem now is the absence of appropriate meehaniaths-for
reatthethring the:basic research budget 7 for redistributing
resources (when this is deemed necessary) away-froM certain
aPeCialties to others. :As we noted earlier; this is not a
task easily performed ;Aing internalicriteria-biCiUse of the
Ossification of th7 peeT7review rystem;_ Hence, the current
distribution of thL earch barget:to the different
areas or specialttes:i0 scIence is przably more_a refled-
tion of priorities chatlw4ne '::xedilestIviin the post7war _

period thanitheiresult oi planning on the baait Of
explicit criteria in subsequent decades.

Certainly, there have been some attempts in recent:years to
g.ive greatec attention to explicit external criteria--
However, ro the:loutsideiobserveri theieseem:to have been
mc Concerned lethjustifying the existing-dittribiition of
resourtes thin sticking to establish future:prioritiesion a
systematici_explicit, and, as far as postible, bapirtial
batis_ _7116:0issures wards greater public accountability
h.ve naturally ',een greatest in the Moat ekpeniive areas of
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scientific activity, in particular space research and-high-
energy physics. - AS-A reap-tinge t-o this; NASA, ESA (the_
Eillopean Space Agency) and:CERN have all promoted Stu-diet
concerning the etonotid apiti-Off derived from their:work.
The reaulting_reports4 have claimed that the OVerali-ece7
nomic benefits haVe been COnsiderably greater th#n Ow<
investments made in these high-Coat ereet tif-r§search
These Studied May-have been good 'public relations'; hapiog
to_Secure the funds needed to continue SUCh research;:butia
number Of reservations must be-notecLin connection with thia
approackto_evaluating_external benefitt. First these
studiee haVe-in-lerge part been methodologically dubious.
Using data_provided by firms behofitiiig from equipment con-
trattt, they-ield-figures for rates-cdreturn on_investment
that atifirst sight Appear Vory-Orooiso and highly impres-
SiVe (270-per cent in:the case of ESA). However,-closer
inspection of the methodt-USed-to-derive-these numbers makes
it-far-ft-OM-clear what significance_can be attached to-them
-_forlexampIe, _there iS nd mention of the:opportunity:costs
adanciated.with such investment; :Secondly it it probablY
only the Iargestreseareh-groups which can:afford to commis-
ii-Onisuch work; leaving other less_capital-intentiVe-areas
of research At A SeVere-diaadvantage. Indeedi the finding
that investment:in_ESA:has led to econOtic-returns over a
period of 5 tO 10 yearS 2.7 times greater than the costs;
even:if:the methodology used to deriVe it Were less suspect,
is of litited relevance unless one also has to hand figures
on the rates of return for other tete-dr-oh activities,
Moreover, One would also need to introduce into the calcu-
lation the:possible negative effeets bri istablishe rival
firms WhiCh Are-oot awarded these contracts; _:For such
f-irms; the consequence of A tompetitor-being given:a lucre-
tiVe prOdUreMent contract may be a_declining_market share,
perhaps even:threatening their lOng-term financial-via-:

-Thirdly; and perhaps_more importantly, there is a
dar4Acrithat goo great aft tfiiphAiS :).1 the immediate technor

and economic spin-off:from thc,ae forms of research-
activ;ty will result im a neglect-of artivities relating to
lOnger=tenin scientific problems; the lotationS-tO WhiCh May
yield beoofits to tediety Oely-in tho distant future;
SW1arly .4.kos.6 areas able_to demonstrate immediate spin-
off; by vittot bk-aii1p1-6 of their LT.ed forihigh-techno,-
logy equipmenti may_weli attract atLCOtion-(end-funds) away
from those aCtiVitieS where the benefits are more diffuse,
although no less real.
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There is also a fourth; more general:issue raised by:eco-
nomic spin-Off Studies of the sort carried out by ESA.
This_concerns_their insensitiVity-to:the political and ideo-
logical probleta-inherent in any attempt td fortUlate and
apply external criteria. Ckitekia:such as 'economic
benefityard nOt niUtral categories: 'economic beh-efie
accrues unequally,:and by_nd teens:everyone wou?.1 4rce as
to itS Value;:particularly:_those who have to ai*-eiA-Lhe
associated_disbenefitt. The-binefits are often concen,-
trated Oh 4-kilatively small number of firtg,_yet-ipin-off
calculations rarely considek the question:_of who bears the
cost (Ultititely the public)_and who_benefits. ::It cannot
necessarily:be assuted that:What isigood for a:few firms
le-Ada-to-general social benefit. In tOtt_Studies
attemptingito:appIy_ekterhilicriteria to evaluate scientifiC
activity,:it is only the_more readily quantifiable outputs
that are_focusSed-upon (as:in traditional cost-benefit
analysii). Thea:are_invariably economicLin nature ratheT
than social or_pelitiCal.: Yet there are_many factor-a rela-
ting:Ito:the impact of different forms-of:scientific activity
other than jUtt endhatiC growth andiprofit, and thete Art
systematically ignored in MOSt Studies.:::This:is, of
course; not just because they are more:difficult to quan
tify- : _A:more fundamental_reason is:that alternative sets
of criteria tay-14611 embody different:values that art leSi
acceptable to politicians and the_media. To takeione
example; in A ke-cent study:examining:theleconomic

itpaCt-Of
radio:astronomy,3 we found substantial industrial-training
'benefite diteCiated with this_activity; From the begin=
ning, there has: been_a considerable:flow of_trained
graduatet-inte-high-technology industry; trantferking with
them the sLills and teChniqUet-(inicomputing; image-
analySiS,-ete-.) developed during their apprentiCeihi0 in:
radio:astronomy; GiVen that:most previous_studies in the
area haVe-focussed mainly:on technological Spin-off; this
constituted; withit -certain limits; an interesting piece Of
paIity-kisearch, These limits concern:the:Values and
ideology presupposed-iniauch a notioniasi'economic benefit':
the data:presented in this report_couldjustiasleasily be
interpreted as ShoWing .:nat the flow into industry WAS hot
just_into pny form of high-teChnology:industry but princi-
pally into seCtora-associated

with national,security Wbrk =
satellite construction; cemputer:surveillance; remote
sensing; and AUtotated finger-print rectiviitidn,-fet--
example. It in thus nOttible to impose a set of alter-
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dative and largely conflicting
values wheniapplying external

criteria to reteuree-illocation under which centributions to
Military and:police activititt would:be:valued as a
benefit' rather_than a 'benefit'._ Instead Of eenCluding
that:radio:astronomy had:iMpertant social:benefits becauseof its utility_te-industry,

theistudy could_inatied-be taken
as providing further,evidende of:what are seenias:the:
insidious linkt between much basic researeh And the mili-
tary-industrial complex;

This example-is only intended to-highlight a_generai problem
associated_With-itudies which:purport to present an lobjec-7
tive' evaluation of external:benefits associated with Sdien-tific researCh. This is_that they ignore the fact that in
modern industrial sotittieSithere exists_a plurality OfvaiueS. _These reflect differing sets Of-political,
cultural:and econoMit interests, and are:often ift_tenflidt.
Ail too_frequentlyi such assessments fail:te recognize the
value-laderi.nature Of the assumptions underlying thed.
InStead:they uncritically adopt ene_particuiar_set of valueswhich gives

precedende-toieconomiciconsiderationt eVer_
criteriairelating:to_freedom; amenitylienvironmenti_heaith,
andlsocietai prebleda. Inevitably these studies tend:to
arriveiat conclusions which justify:and reinforce:existing
patterns of resouree-distribution within scientifie-
research, rather than questioning-whether a radically
different set Of piierities is perhaps required.

In short,_the CUrient pattern of rAd expenditUre,-even if itii not_explicitIy_based oh ekternal criteria, does pre,.-
suppost_the eiciatinee of certain impliCit criteria By:
refusing to accept that ekternal criteria have:any legiti-
mate role to-Olay in the regulation of resedreh activity,
the scientific community AVoids crucial questions being_put
concerning-the future direction and use of=aCience, leaving
the:present structure Of-Values embodied in the distribution
of fUnds to ka unexamined and unchallenged.

REDIRECTING BASIC RESEARCH

It is clear_from the above discussion that the decision-
making system in science is currently in a state of crisia.
Not only has the internal

system for-resource allocation in
basic research grown increasingly rigid, but there exist no
adequate_means of linking scientific

endeavour with socially
determined priorities.

Overcoming these problems Will be
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one of the main tasks facing science in the 1980s.

Perhaps the major_obstacle to change is the political and
ideological resistance of the scientific community; _ _

channelled through-powerful organizational structures. The
view put forward by Polanyi that 'the soil of academic
science must be-exterritorial in order to secure its control
by-scientific opinion'24 isstill the dominant ethos among
scientists.- Nevertheless,-the need to restructure and
redirect scientific activity is now beingldiscussed:by many
national science councils, government-ministries-and inter-
national organizations._ The NATO Science Committee; which
has assumed the-role of-trying-to-promote-change4-argued in
a:recent !Massage to the Political, IndustriaLand Scien-
;ific Adthorities of the NATO Member Countries' that

!the-scientific-community must unavoidably-make sacrifices
iniagreeing toibreakidown barriers, abolish established
privileges-,.redistribute-facilities, make-international
rather than national options, set:aside the less promising
and-re-group all-its activities within the framework of a
more selective international community.'25

However, such a course implies a considerable degree of_
faith in the self-regulation of the-scientific community,
andiprobably over-estimates the ability of scientists to put
their own house in-order. Instead, some form of:outside
involvement may well be necessary to_structure and catalyse
change,:particularly:with regard:to questions of_resource
allocation. The crucial issue here-is the-extent-to-which
it is:possible to integrate:such_initiatives with tradi-
tional mechanisms-(especially peer-evaluation)-in a way that
the:scientific communityas:a whole does not see as threa-
tening to-their-own-activities.- -For it is clear that out-
side participation_in scientific:affairs will be most effec-
tive-if-accepted by:the scientific community in a spirit of
enlightened seIf-interest;

The question of scientific as opposed to social control of
science is, of course, far from new26, and it is one that
has generated a great deal of antagonism and misunder-
standing in the past - both within and outside the scien-
tific community. On the one hand, scientists have asser-
ted, generally with a minimum or justification, that only
they have the competence to decide on scientific affairs; on
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the other, there haVe-been those who have attempted_to treat
science:in the same way as technology, seeking:to 'plan'
scientific reteardh so-as to achieve broad social And eis-
nomic goals in a wayithat oeniet=the:existence of any
internal logit.tb seientific progress;

.

Our vieg it-that it is:now possible to go beybnd_tuch--
apparently_irreconcilable petitiOns, and to develop more :

effeCtiVe taint of regulating science from the Obiat Of-view
of facilitating scientifid pregress, whileistithe same time
ensuring-that Overall scientific activity it kept lir-60144n
tune with:Iikely futUre Societal demands for basic knowledge
and_teclaiiques, To do so will mean 'opening:up! iciencei
providing the infOrMatititi-tO-inable,scientists from other

scientific:administrators, politiCiani and:the
general public to fOrtUlati:judgements onithe inputs and .

outputs for each am:Ltd:research; In short, acience will
have:to bepome tOrt-OpehlY accountable.ii_ This will
inevitably involve reforming and extending the present
systems for detitied-iiiking in science,27: This, we
believe, can be achieved in ways that-need pot in principle
undermine the beide-Premises:underlying scientists'
treditionally voiced desire te ticerciseieffective control
over the planning-and executioniof_research activity;
There is space here_only te bUtlinezin broad detail the

:

main eltitenti-of a programme oLchange that would pertit the
redirection and restructuring Of science in the 1980s.

Firstiof all; it_it Clear-that-significant improvements are
needed:in the data available on theiinputs to the different
areaaof scentifit -activity. At present, few countries
have A Clear idee-o1 how much is_spent, on-what,land how
this comparea With thi-spendingipatternvotother countriet
(for example, data on the distribution ofjunds-betweeni
disciplines and-ieititutes, or between equipment, salariet,
trainingiiresearch grants,-etc.) -The-United Stateahasl
taken an idpertint first step in this respect with the-bi-
annual:publication by the NSF-of-Sdience ihdicatoraiibuti
there_have been fewimatching:initiatives elsewhere,- deipite
the:encouragement of the OECD-Science and Technology:
Indicators-Unit, which publishes the general statiStieal
digesti:Science Reeditatee-Pkvaletter. In the absence of
Were reliable data, particularly disaggregated data; it is
extremely difficult-Us evaluate trends, toaet:prioritied,
to relate the inputs for different areas of science to the
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Outputs; and hence toarrive At judgeniii:ts of relate pro-
ductivity. Thiatill imply aimuch larger statittiCnl
effort on the part of most_natitinatti monitor the ditri!-
button of researohiresources; but one that it warrantee by
the level of resources currentlY consumed by scientifiz
research;

Secondly; it Willi:be necessary_to overhaul the tytteM by
Which resourcesare allocated:to:different scientists;
institutions and:scientific specialties. Chrrently-this is
based almostiectireIy_onpeer7eviluation which; as we_have
seen,-it facing various problems; Certainly tdientists; by
virtue of their_expertise-and-sOacialized

knowledge; are in
principle best placed to identify the mott tiMely-and: :1
promising research; and the researchers able to execute:the
Work Most-successfully. For thisireason: Oder-evaluation
must remain at the centre!.

_diteision7making structures in
batid-science., Neverthe1A,:_; major imprOVeMents-are
necessary in peer-eValuation-preceduresiiand_inImany cases
thete Can be introducedAuiteoasiiy; In partiCular; much
wider_use can be Made of:foreign peers to_overcome the
bureaheratic and organizational inertia Of national interest
groups;Iparticaarlylthose centred around large capital_
facilities._ (In Britain; for_example; fbreign peers have
not generally been:used to help )udge research applications
in-areas of Big Science such as high-energy-physics end_
astronoty;) It isialso:possible to_envisage alternative,
more sophisticated_methods of petreValhation; involving_i
iterative processes:with wider-_paneis (including SCientific
'lay-people_asiweII as peers for-the-aria of research con-
cerned) evaluating airangoof proposals at any one time.
Similarly; it may weII be Of Valhi-to develop_more open
eveldation systems; where the comments of referiii arei
themselvesimade available for:Open icrutinyand criticism.
The-pottibility of:referees being_challefiged ta defend their
reasons for rejecting or accePting proposals may help
Alleviate the rather alarming situatiOn-deCumented by Cole
et oL;28 who concluded:ft-OM their recent study of peer-
review in the United States that;

the .4ate of a particular grant application is roughly
half-determined by the characteristiet Of the proposaliand
the:principal invettigdtor,:ind about half by apparently
randeti elements which may be characteriZed as the 'luck of
the zeviewer draw".29
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These Vatidus problems_with conventional peerreview
mechanisms:have:been r-!.tognized_in the Netherlands in par
ticular;,Whert dome:oi the changes outlined here have
already been adopted:by the Organization for-the Advancement
of Pure_ResearCh (ZW0).: All:physics:prodosals are now
judgediby a_jury_consisting of physiciStdifiba-i range of
specialtiea; together with a number of chemists; mathe
maticians; and astronomers; The juicy:ii,in ad hoc onei-
being reformed-anew each year. :It_does not meet; thereby
avoiding the_clanger that its meMbers-May be unduly swayed by
the argumentsiof:a persuasive advocate for a partiCulat
proposal rather than by its intrinsic:merits; indeed its
meMbert Are not allowed to:discuss_proposa/s with eath
other. In the first round of,assessmenti:jury members
bietely ask-questions and make criticisms of propoded prO
jects._: At:the stme_time,_expertiadvice on each-proposal is
Obtained (by mail) from four to_six referees; The
referees; at least two,of whom are foreign; are not asked to
reCOMMend whether the proposal should be accepted Or
rejected; uc they ate_aaked,toigive reasons why they think
the-proposal-is worthwhile or not; The refereed' COMMints;
suitably edited by ZWO_in:order to:preserve:anonymity; are
dhOwn-to theigrant applications; who haVe the-tight Of reply
to_these criticisms_and-to those made:by the jury.:_ On the
bidis of a/1 this evidence; the jury then gradea the
proposals in terms of-four criteria the ability of the
researchers;:the objectives of the work, the Meth6d6lOgy;
and aft overall quality grade.i Although the final decision
aslto which:proposals should be funded-reata-With the, :

relevant ZWO board, this twostage Delphi technique has been
found to yield a high degree of consensUd-AMongstijc7y
member-a, With-the result that the jury's advice is nearly
always followed.30 Moreover, despite:initial reservations,
the DUtCh scientific community hasiadopted the new procedure
with some enthusiasm; Indeed, university engineersihave_
difide-begun to press-for a similar procedure to be adopt0
for applied sciefice.31

In judging between research-propoSals competing for limited
tedources; one of:the few indications,of the dUctead With
which the_prOpOStd_projects are likely to be carried ou t. is
the-past:performance_of the tesearCh_gr6U0Slor-institutions
concerned; It id here,that there:is perhaps greatest scope
for improvement to the decisiorrmaking:prociii. Various
techniqUed hOW eicist for evaluating past research per
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formance inia rigorous and systematic manner. These draw
upon the methods commonly used by social scientists (for
example, structured'interviews to product coherent seti of
peer-evaluations, and attitude-surveys), and in particular
the indicators developed in the 'scien^e of science' = ior
c'emple, publication counts and the frequency with which
research publications are cited by other scientiStS.

SU-ch evaluation methods:are capable of yielding-infOrMition
of considerable-USe tO:decision-makers in:that they supple-
Ment and complement the:results from trAditiOnAl peer-review
procedures. The Methods have:been applied to_a_number ef
scientific specialties;32 and have proved SiitteSiful-in
identifying research centres which, despite being relatively
generously supportedi_have failed to,tAke Sdientific contri-
butions tftmensurateiwith the funding received._ Under con-
ventional peerevaluation procedures, knOWledge Of the: :

relatively pobr performance_of such ceatres may be confined
to:a limited number of scientists or_adtiniStrAtorsi-whose
intereStS tre such that they prefer not to_disciose these
facts and-initiate:wider debtte in the,Stientifie cOMmunity.
ConseqUently,-those:responsible for:the_distribution of
scientific:resources may occasionally-haVe-to Make decisions
on the beSik of less than complete information;

At a time-of-static scienceLbudgets,_ regular systemttit
evaluations of the past performance_ofIthoSe large research
tentreS Whicheccount for a highiproportion of t4e baSit
science:expenditure are essential., Ohly:by identifying in-
A reliable, reproducible manner:the:less successful reteardh
activities is it_possible_to,freeithe resources:needed to
Support promising:new research groups or specialtieS, And
young scientists in particular.

Thirdly; much greater attention needs to be paid io the
tociologicali institutional and organisational problems
assotiated With modern scientific research. : _While there

^ c^mparatively_Iarge literature on the:factors:
cr gco :successful technological innovation; there
44 Oi_of_systematic information-dh-the conditions for
sUi_eSS iu-stientific research. Certainly; experiente
sUggests that the 'ageing' of researchers, their restricted
mObility;:and blocked careei-ladders are growing prObleMS in
many lestern countries. Yet much more needs:to be known
AbOilt the effects of such factors as leader-Ship and
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managerial style, the size and organization of research
groups, and instrumentational obsolescence, on scientific
performance.

In partidUlari very little is known_about the process by
which research groups eterge, eV-cave and mature, and the:
faCtOrd-ikplaining the trend towards the concentration of
resources onla few large tentrit. Is this:trend inevitable
and irreversible? : If so, what ate the_polidy implications,
and what steps need to be taken-to accommodate:them?: For
dicaitple,:can research:councils like Britairet SERC ade-
quatey fulfil MO tblet-it-the same time:- operating:their
oWn research centres, and acting as a fundint, a6eficy-for the
entire natioft's reteirch-effort -:or are the:two roles
potentially incompatible? And when teseatth Council::

:

centres complete the-task for which they were:originally set
upi_howican:they be closed or how tan their-efforts be
redirected into heti-research fieldsgiven that they : _

generally-lack the flexibility associated With university
research While at-the same time they reprcient powerful
interest groups acting,upon tete-31.th tdUndils? It-is clear
that we heed to-develop alternative mechanisms for flexibly
reallocating_funds, personnel and eqUipMent-within the:
reteardh tyitem. -We must learn how:to:restructure science
in:an:effectivelyet humane way; Only by-taking such action
Will it be pOitible to reorient activity to_meet new needs -
scientific and social - at and When they. arise.

This:brings us to the final point,-the Urgent requirement to
deVelop Mechanisms for ensuring cicser integration Of
science with future etbnotiC and-social needs, As was
notia earlier, little:is:known about the precise nature of
the linkages betWeen different-basic sciences and tectv !
ncilOgy,P particularly those that can to-sodik extent-be
predicted (fOr-ekaMple, ttudents entering the:workforce
with skills relevant to_new technologies, tuth it Super-
conductiVity-br MierOelectronics). This is:clearly an area
ripe for:research; :Methods need to be-,Istablished for :

syrteMatidallY identifying and comparing the_likely social,
economicland technological benefitt (Or-sOtts) associated
With-different areas of research.1_ While this sort of work
is problematic;_and though there-is likely to:be resistance
tia the application of such external criteria from tettions
of:the scientifit COMMUnity, it Must be re-emphasized that
all we are advocating here is the replacement of the
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implicit external criteriaicurrentIy responsible for shaping
the dittribution of the-science budget by a set of explicit
criteria arrived at as.a result_of pubiit debate in Which4
Wider renge -oc. interested-parties have the opportunity and
the informati.,,d.reclzired to participate.

ilgain,:instituconaI changes will be needed in the scien
tific deCision-Making system if external criteria are to be
prope.Iy applied._ In particuIar,_more widely based commi'-
tees-representing a plurality ofiopinions, interests:and
values wiII be required. The 'information' provided to
h610-Make scientific decisionvwill alwaysibe_subject to a
numberiof_different interpretations,-and different-groupS-
With-different values will:identify:and defendithese; each
interest_group attaching its_own political lweights'-to the
various possibleoutputs from science. A:heaIthy,_weIl-run
and open_scientific system should have nothing to-fear from
an extension of the franchise in this_way._ _A system
dominated_by certain organizational-interests and charac
terized by a high-level of secrecy_sureIy has; We need to
start_formuIating science-policy-mechanisms-that-recognize
the need-for open debate, that admit the inevitability of
healthy disagreement in a pluralistic system where values
and objectives often conflicti_and that force these values
and objectives out into the-open. Implicit assumptions
underlying a particular_science:policy (for example,
as5umptions about the relativeiimportance attacheditt

internal criteriacompared_ with external ones) could then no
longer be hidden from the public gaze.

_
Secrecy, all too often the last refuge of the vested
interest, would be replaced by greater openness from Which,
46-Would Argue, a more acceptable and ultimately more
effective distribution of scientific resources would result.

NOTES

1. We_use_the_term 'basic scientific:research' to refer tb
research carried-out explicitly with-the primary aim:of
creating new scientific knowledge, although this-Will
Often-lead to subsequent social, economic and fechno-

L logical benefits;
2. A. Weinbeigi-ICriteria-for scientific choice', Minerva 1

(1963), pp; 159-71. The distinction:we use.:later in
this article is not identicaliwith_Weinberg!s;:since one
of his external criteria ('scientific merit') is incor-
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_ porated in our internal category.
3. It must be emphasized-that we_ale talking here about

basic research; Obviously,-external criteria_normally
play a:central role_in decisions on the disttibution of
state funds to applied research flr example; to
military R8D.--

4; M. PoIanyi, 'The republic of science: its political -Ind

economic theory-1; Minerva 1 (1962), p.6I.
5. I; Mitroff and D. Chubin; 'Peer review at the_NSF: a

dialectical-policy analysis; Srpcial Studies ofScience
(1979), p.200.

6. This_sratementiand many of the other obtervations nelow
are based on the-results of interviews by the authors _

with over 400 scientists. However, because the inter
viewees were all-working-in Big Science; their viewsimay
not be:wholly representative of scientists in general.
For this rea7on, figures on the percentage of :

scientists_holding one view or another have not been
quoted.. .- vw

7. Evidence for thisicomes from our interviews with radio
astronomers and highenergy physicists (see note 6);

8. See:note:6;
9. In 1981/20 the_valueiof:SERC grants_to astronomy; space

and radio; nuclear physics, and other-science (but
excludiag engineering) was 01.8 million _see Report of
the Science and Engineering Research council for the
rear 19811$2 (Swindon: SERC); p;11.

IC; See nott 6.
11. Cf. M. Poiznyi_i opicit;

12. This reaction has-been aptly termed 'the closedranks
defence reflex' in a rece, NATO Science Committee
pstohlet,-Research ItIhnag .t and Zero Growth (NATO
Scientific Affairs Division, Paris, 1981).

13. See note 6.

14. The strengthening of eXisting patterns of funding during
a period-of-financial cutbacks is welLillustrald in
recent:decisions made (in Ole summet-of-1981)-by the
British University Grants Committee:in their recommen
dations:on how to spread substantial-cuts across the
university system. :While the secrecy under which the
UGC operates makes it unclear what ,.erformancelindi
cators-(if any) were used; the_net effect was to concen
trate the cuts mainly on certain neWly established
universities (most of whomAlid not have representatiVed
or previous students on thii COmmittee).
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15. It should be stressed_that we are not advocating that
restructuring take place-over-r.ight. Scientists and
their:support staff cannot be treated simply as dis-
posable resources,-par[icularly in_the currentieco7.omic
climate. Much more thought clearly needt to be given
to the question-of-policins for restructurinR scientific
activity;_including; for example, p-ovision for re-
training and greater institutional mobility

16. This was a_committee of:the US National Academy a
Sciences set up-and chaired by George Kistialowskv a
former presidential science adviser. __It had a s.

ranging brief-i.o study and pronounce upon any pro,:
coming under the:heading of scie.z.ce and public policy.
Far-further-details; see D.S. Greenberg, The_Politics of
American Science (Penguin Books, 1969, pp. 207-10).

17. One-of the earliest such reports explicitly denied_the
possibility of making choices lietsze-exi scientific fields,
and therefore arrived at the inevitable conclusion that
each:field should be given as much money as it needed:
'It is not possible to ..ssign relative priorities to
various fields of basic science nor should they-be-
placed:in competition. Each science, at any given
time, faces a set of critical problems that require
solutions for-continued growth. Sometimes these can be
acquired at little cost; sometimes larger expenditures
of funds are needed. Hence; the cost may not reflect
the relative value-but rather the-need. Eacl, area must
be funded:according to these:_needs ....!_(Piore Panel
Report, High Energy Physics Program, 1958; p.138;
emphasis added_- quoted in Greenberg; op;cit., pp.286-7).

18. See, for example, H. Bethe, 'High-energy physics'_ (p.9
in L.C.L.: Yuan (ed) Nature of hatter: FUrposes of High
Energy Physical-Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL-4188,
1965): 'High energy physics is undoubtedly today-the
frontier of physics..- -The discoveries_in this field of
study contribute most to the advance of our fundamental
understanding of nature ... Solid stateitheory is still
a:very fruitful field ... [but] one could hardly claim
that_it advances our fr-idamermal understanding of

: nature.' (Original e.
19. Some might argue that -energy physics; although

expensive, is so imp, . that it must-be inclUded ii
the: 'portfolio' of r, 'ctivities:supported by
highly industrialize .atioL Even if this atgument
is accepted, it does not help in d. '-rmining the precise
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level-of-support-the subiect should receive. If atl
nations substantially reduced their support for high-
energy physics,-this-might mean exploration of the quark
structure of mattPr taking 20_years rather than /r1
But it is far fram ,bvious why such discoveries to

: be made:in IO years rather_than 15; 20 Or 25;
20. Commenting upon the setting up of the National:Institute

for Research in Nuclear Science in 1957, an editorial in
Nature (V11.1791:27 April 1957, p.835) referred:to high-
energy nuclear physixs as 'that highly competitive and
economically:vital:field': (emphasis added)i and went:on
to-observe that 'the urgency-of the demands on Britain's
depleted reserves of energy places:the field of,nuclear
science in a unique position of public concere.-

21. See the-Parliamentary discussion reported:in Hansard:HC
768, columns 808-0, especially the speech by Fc-Kirk.

22. M.-K.- EvansilThe EconomiciEmpact of_NASA BAD Blinding _

(NASA Fa 144351, 1976); J-P. Fitoussi-et al.,-Economic
Benefits of ESAiContracts (ESA/C(78) 104; 1978); H;
Schmitt!. 'A study of economic utility from CERN
contracts'iLIEEE Transactions on Engineering .,ement
EM24,-pp.-125-38. A-non-quanritative-bur-perhaps
ultimately more convincing exposition:of the likely
benefits from-one particular basic science (high-energy
physics):is to be found in L.M. Lederman; 'Viewpoint
from-fundamental-science; paper presented at the NSF
Workshop on Basic Research and Development for the
Advancement-of Energy Science-and Technology (mimeo;

1- Fermilab; Bataviai Illinois; March 1982);
23. J. Irvineiand B.R. Martini 'The economic effects of Bis

Science: the_case of radio astronomy', Proceedings of
the International-Colloquium on &,nomic_Effects of
Space and Other Advanced TedhftriOe'cs, Streabourg,
28-30-Apiii 1980 (Ref. ESA SP-151; September 1980);

24. M. Polanyi (1962), op. cit., p.67.
25. NATO Science Commirtee 0981); op; cit;i p.I. _

26. See, for-example, D. Bernal-aad-M.-Polanyi, 'Ought
science:to be pianned?__ Two:opposing vievs'; Bulletin
Of the-Atomic-Scientists 5-0949) pp.17-20.

27. Wbether such reforms are possible in the absence of
wider-political and social changes is a debateable
question; but one ceich we cannot address here;

28. S. Cole, J.R. Cole-and-G.A. Simon* 'Chanceand-consensus
in:peer-review'. Science 214 (20 November 1981), p.235.

29. This finding was aptly summed up in the headline to the
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New Scientist article about this work4-'God does play
dice - with-scientists' granr:' (New Scientist; 19

_ November_1981, p.483).
30. See C. Le_Pairi 'Decision-making onLgrarg applications

in a small country', Scientia YUgoslavica 6 (1980), PP.
L_ 137-41, for further details.: _

31. If such a procedure were to be adopted elsewhere and to
become more widely accepted:in theiresearch community,
then it would be but a fairly-small step to broaden
still further the membership of the jury to ircIude
non-scientists as well.

32. See B.R. Martin and:J. Irvine; 'Assessing basic
reSearCh: some partial-indicators of scientific progress
in radio:astronomy', Research POlicy 12 (1983), and
'Internal criteria for scientific choice: an evaluation
of the research:1n high-energy physics using electron
accelerators'-, Minerva 19:(1981)i pp.408-32; and:J.
Irvine:and B.R. Martin, 'Asses-A:1g basic research: the
case of the Isaac Newton Telescope', Soci.al Studies of
Science 13 (1983); pp.49-86.

33. Some general-discussion of the relationship between::
scientific:research and innovation can be found in M.
Gibbons-and-R4D.-Johnston, The Interaction of Science
and Technology; final report of_a Study carried-out-for
the-Economic Benefits Working Group:of the Council for
Scientific Policy (Department of Liberal Studies in
Science, Manchester University, October 1972);
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committee, which subeimektly cikee tO tth-
sume a more permanent_ bans .; ECM the
European Committee for POO= L.iiäsa. re.
ported later_m 1963: two main rocon.prieres,
tiork weat thILEWC theuld build a Vot- r3eV
proton .s.tor ea that an intstraet,-1
ageiiofmiitthouldbcada d in
SieWiscarce at CERN. in additax. th4,
tm argued that, for minimum bann,....z4
gramme of research in bigh-eneggyrib"
essential that them major-European machinet tL,
supported by aipyramid of national and regional
acederaton of lesser enerim It was envisaged :rnit
altoikther these would cost up to four times as
touch as the 300 GeV machine itself (Sec c4.
Amaldi Notsurprisingly,

VW_ watetrieraii. of public fonds nook fright and
thought they weft kn&anssedy so %add the big
mediae but 10 provide higlmergy physics with blank
ihiue pAL. p 12131

To those nations which had joined CERN in
fee evemation that the construction of accelera-
tors on- an international hans would be cheaper
than each country attempting to h:tildits of/A:the
414watt-that such international facilities ikthict
requited for their full dvloitation rivay oekider-
ablelecrease in expenditure IMS naCiOn
must have conseM sethiEg of a surpns... Fite
year' wet in 1968; 'Math initiAlly dalidled
agtiect parficipating i dia 300 GeV project, the
dlikcs of tIifl felt.
as Mk commentator's oisservation makes dear

tar made- quite thareehiliC demands that more spending at
CERN itheild taneecompsniedby more spending demean.
miry. and thia gaffe has newt Wen ape* menthe's= 125.
p.11971

I Despite:these question,marM over dk reistiom
of requesting funding for up to nine additional
SlilOtihil acid rkgbinA accelerators to form the
!bae of die pyramid programme- Wealth (1, p.
1290]), preparations for the two fealties planned
to occur) the summit of t5. pyramid went ahead.
The idei storing prof -- and causing them to
collide head-on in two in-ksectinn ringt-had been
takes at CERN in 196d, building_ von ideas
develoAsing D. Kem and a O'Neill in the
United States and G. Budker in the Soviet Union. 7

Nowteur. the rust idea et eathglosed.on collie:ma between
PfU2043_,,AS MI7arelitlY_d12410 Wiaa0i in 1943 ST1 idea be
subsequerary patented in 1913.

After successful testing of these ideas in 1963 on
an daltren model (SAR) built at- CERN. the
litersectingt Stresete gins (ISR) prOect was ap-
pro.... by cse CAN Council in 196$. One of the
evident mire:bow of the pr4ect was ID unique
:Jen. Pit t;:c flu time since the War. Europe was
I.--ilerk4 0. major _mak 'tor for which there was

ragl CalLUtapi .E. WrikkOpf, Oink-
in,- a CfPN in the a-t.z.iir early years of
S51. 1 .n0 aMettx.7stsic eupport 10
.the a.r.t tri

e.et prilLocan tames ..ed
.ncua betol _AP/ oe par with otha =satiric 'mama=
tiry-O .1.r= at lean M Lae impacts (Wenahopi 14. F.

Delple oott and the for-
mitkek -1 hkta1 pioWziCs that it posed, the ISR

_ s _on Schedule - the world's fire
pioton-proton iiiteract!Ons- in colliding beams
bet% obWrved early is 1971. The ISR -was in
retair operation until lie end of 1981; and, like
the PS. W1,A consideraMy-modified and improved.
In prti its lumitiosiq (the-quantity thaL
when multiplied by the cross-section in cm= for a
given process,_yields die event rate per second)w1s
increased from an inaial value of 10 2. cm--21--, in
1971 toe se 10" (the design figure) byitlikWid Of
1974, and to 1.2 1032 by Muth 191II, _an ith-
provementof over four ordemettnagnaude.

Before going on to:_thithis the super Proton
Synchrotrononention Wieuld heet of OM -caw
iMpOrialit MAO:Mein the hliirtiy Of CERN - the
silgimrizt 1967 of an Agreement with the USSR
Sthte COmmittee for 'he Utilization of Atomic

nengl-/ erker which ajoin, scientific and technical
programme would be moueted at- the '70 GeV
proton synchrotron then nearing compldice at the
Serpukbov Institute-of Hilvh-Enagy Physics In
retuni for CERN providing techniral help and
esuipment (for- exanthle, a rapid beam-extractor)
for the Soviet machine, West Europem _physicists
were stained acmss to what was.10* a-few years,
the highest-energy ea:clatter-Ai-JAC Wed& !. The
Agreement was exteeded in:1973 tO dVoti:Sciket
teams to participate in Imperithethts At CERN, and
again in 1983 tio cover new Mediates at CERN
and SerptthhOV:

As realms/ion of the -psis scientific performance of the
=Mem* it Seitinkbee ii iat& ii !wine and

Mania 1111.
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itte tiro detign for .1_300 GeV Sinn Fretoe
Sy! lat.:nue (SPS)_wes_ &inn up int964,isutits
oubitiunice wailing tinily authcklaed unW 1971
Gab laTefele tTncTerlfft the deby was die cost of the
&Win] dedii iii 1967, i figure of 1800 MSF
(about $420 csMion at die exchange rates dm
prevailing) *us clooted (Arnaldi [1. p. 1290D. This
was ecanderably more than the estimated $240
author oast of ari ecticilent 200-600 GeV accel-
erator a4 Falai National Accelerator Laboratory,
Batavia, nbrices die design of -which was com-
pleted in 1967 under the direction of R.R. Wilson.
A second sson for the dday wee Britain's initial
withd . from the prciect in 1968,' Since it_wes
intende.1 that Britancontributeneedy one quarter
of the tow Me sus potictially_i _severe Now;
bovannt; almost unmeciely _CERN_ iniTs ale tY,
propose a reins project costnig 23 percent
_ was proicuM disagreement among

CERN Minbes States over du lite for the acceler-
ator, with several arguing strenuously that it should
be built on their soil. Eventually in-1970. a com-
promise was reached whereby-the SPS would be
built at Geneva thus avoiding the_political diffi!
cubits of Apeeiniga new site - usius the euistin
Proton -Sync:Urine as an injector and further
recUcing die costs to just over 1100 MSF. Moo*
oyer, 200 MSF of thisenial would novibelound
from reductioncin rERN7s_existing_contrininin:
Hence; onl3:900 MSF nt-netemaney"inviAd he
required;_lulf the OM of tbe orign

project. This &mate nUuction of the mind
cost estimate gave rise to !edit* in the scientific
community that CERN

has ohm ban too prathatuouoin its belief that Europe
owns

and that
if ir badbillbc:toberapirflicifordiea"LireiP4mnuP. "elt:e1 orrelDr.
van., brier but eheapw otosisrator at Desseia. Maas,
the charms are that Europe would still be harbored with a
theatre), sawasies ow.thine 127; p. 10141.

The SPS propold_was approved in_ IfilL leer
years Hter authoontion fee the very similar mac-

!TM gap was to be rolintainW,
widi commissioding Of die SPS condor, four years
after the US acceerator became operational. The

For a ct anabeis et the OoliliCILI ad wrath& beton
underlytha tit,/ derision. see Gibbons 171

dfeTas n' this significant Ind are discussed in
papa 11 (Irvine and Martin [12D which considm
the retain maul& outputs of these two mac-
hines.

The SPS operated orntinuously until mid-1980
whim it was closed for a_year top:fruit construc-
tion of an associated proton-antiproton
The-idea of using the SPSito Mildew's/NY' airl
entUrotons had _bac _pular/gird in 1576 by C
Rubbia-, and; ionowiniltibteidaWst-s_of
dal nchilique Stesastit beenontina
oped by S. van derlh. Of CERN), the project
was apprcr.A ie 1978. It trenspired that the SPS,

its vacuum system, had beta so
Well sigind diat it could be quickly and yds-
din* dimply converted into a proton-antiproton
storage ring. In contrast, the rival-Fermilab mac.
hint required extensive structural modifications to
add a similar, though higher-enngy, storage-rim
capabasv. As 'result, it has taken several years
Ionier to convert. The main justi:rication for both
these machines was to open up a new enagyee-
gion -where several plume-ale underlyinjAhe err-
rently accepted "_standard theory" i(wruch Imifili
eleanenagnetic end wabk interactions) were ex-
pected to_occor, and in particular to Toot for the

iaUtiTir 1,Aseved to be the
earners of the sscalnl simik force. Because such a

crriery erosld he a mior addevement in die
IiiUory Of high-energy physics. there was inevita-
bly a certain element of a "race" between rival
laboratories mound the world to find these new
particles first. This race was 'won" by the users of
the CERN collider, who early in 1983 announced
the discovay of the chened W_Larticle and a few
months later die net,ral Z particle. These die-
emetics came after our study had been compkterl
but they are discussed in paper IL

Fmaily, brief mention_ Mudd bCMCnLtEP,
although_detailedmalyin ofthe prospects fee ail
accelerator ere ldt until Ipipckrn (Millie and
Irma 1.zoj), Demi' die 1970e, CERN corisidaed
eeved options ler major Dew 'machine for the
1911k and 19110s. and, in die end. atter Fitenlive
discusiens within the Eurcpere high-energy
phySica ccimmunity, settled on the choice of 3 lame
electron-positron collider (LE11 capable of pro!
ducing beams an energy initially of 50 GeV
(Phase I), and eventually up to 130 GeV. The
construction of LEP was authoviv./ at die end of
1981, and the first collisions are planned for 1988.
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itrodudesioU dilesission of thI main &-
v0prTiend in CERN's liiitTny. It akeild be noted
tMt7, &Tiring des- time, the structure of West

uropenn higlkiiergY physics- has changed wand-
Pithly. Whereas in 1970, there were some nine
national and university accelerators-of i GeV or
more, providing research facilities fierhaps half
of Europe's cerimental_high-energy_physicists;
now those experimentalists are largely con .
castrated io jog two centres CERNAind DESY
(the German _facility where international pntierpii,
tion hasmittly incteasodwith nstruction of
first _DORISand_ thni PETIK two Oa-
troti-pbtifreei bblfiders 'V ).

&similar trend is apparent in dk United States,.
in 1970, be &rye large laboraunies -at
Brocdt-aireri, Feriirilib. and Stanford, expernom-

high=inergy physics was also carried out at
Argonne, Berkeley. Cambridge, Cornell. and
Princeton. Of these latter five, only-Cornell is still
in the field, with further rationalization a distinct
possiltdi " In view of thkgrowingconcentration
of-Western Europe's )tigh-energy phytics effort 0.
the CERN accelerators (nearlyi threniuort.-.-
the 2000 European experimentaritcs =ready -

on_these for _their --Wein*); it baa ObVitsWy ,.'-
cotoetth ienportni.pORcy iiTsiTe to devise Ole*
MelteU.6f assessing die past scientific per.
enTifire of IllIb Ineilities, particularly in relatioc

Mineetitor accelerators at the three larg;
United States laboratories.

3. The assessment of scientific performance

-How can th, ionnance of experimental
high-eneory physics facilities be assessed andicom-
paredt In considering this nuestion,:it thindd he
noted thatlii;a-energy phytits it fiTridecl.parily
for_stientificireasons Le. fee the contributions it
it pidgiM HWY to mlkiiO the ldv1iic of knee.;
ledge. ExperMerad high-energy phyrics activity
der' undoubtedly also lead to significant educe-
tibial benefits (in the form of highly-trained scien-
tific and engineering personnel), to various type'

-
See Nubs and Irvine 1181 for an auessment of the isirbir
BEST machines.

" Sue. in particular. the report of the recent US Depanment
oi:Enegy SistiPaselfsi Conkatange_Planoing for High-En.
ergy Physics, chaired by G. Inning psj.

of technological "spin-off" (see Schmied[321, and,
in the case of multinational omanizations like
CERN. to the fosteringof international co-opera-
tion. But the prima*, reason why Member States
are prepared to contribute over 000 MSF a year to
CERN is because of the promise of impontot
scientific results in coming years. IfidgerneoR On
the likely -tre performance of CERN will be
based in part on the rittesirth Estitin1 Of pro-
gramme. on elating Md 1aflfled 11cratws.
and_ o th " tisi-recoid" of scientisu in
eXpledung its flcilitiin to contribute to scientific
progress. How can such contributions to scientific
Progress be reliably assessed?-

In a previous study, we developed the method
of "converging partial indicators" in which a num
ber of (partial)-indicators of scientific prr.!:.
(publication counts, citations numbers of
cited Igor' or_"_ditcoveries," and entensis_e pr
evelustion: were-used to assess macho:Croup_ oi
re- vidirrs usinz similar iresearchi ftcalftet ing
given field (see Martin andirviiie (19y10e
This nushod_enahles assessments to be thIdl Of

prirahreziat* bf thee facilities ria their am-
:- d ma.gioupa the impao of die research re-

atd_ P-eriiiiatd significalwe of the research
thi scientific community. results which can

oombined to give an overall evaluatico of their
ribution -to "scientific projLress."- It was ap-

1.,..td in three -different Big Science specialities -
radio astronomy. optical astronomy. and electron
hi41-enaity Attics (see Martin and Irvine 119);
Irvine and Martin 1101; and Martin and _Irvine
DIM In each case, a certain convergence heraviren
the results based on die variant patiWlifurtiYakiii
was obtained, which pernuued condusions to be
drawn AS to the_ rthtive contribOtions to spentific
proven itissorsited Of the ettperimenssi
fac:ffine, mi maui d1:331C1n5 of the method are
siniinanzed in table 1 "

's In meso of Me comments of sineamstacmical of the value of
citation sualysis;itn_worthiromphasicirig Ain orations
are used-in our moiled of reseasdi evaluation to indicate
the 'impact!, of publications on- the advance of knowledge.
%want necesaanly dtlis 'quty" ' importance." Thus-a
bill_fluellIYFVer in KNAglini r110,0111SibgiCiittle
to the advance-of -knowledge in general. and is likely to
rer,"ve fewer citations -than a-similar-quality- paper in
morelacterelfiel&The'importance" if i paper it defined as.
the influence would have were sciemific communication
completely free from institutional, social and political con.
strain's. For example. a potentially influenual p..,,er may go
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4; WO KI31

It it Deco to examine in some detail lot
xaricias inpr experimenuJ high-energy-physks,
in-psrticula ass of users for the secelers-
tots, and thoFr raipective- scales of financial ntp-
pon. " -This providrs the- informa6o- required
below arrive al-jmq,esnents on the relative scien-
tific "productivity" (i.e. scievific outputs per unit

input) of different accelerators.
For Western_Europe and the United States, we

have _draw* Madly :upon osmparative:data pro,
ducal by C.:Roche; Ilend_of the-CenTrg Planning
Offset aiCERN, aid_by larkitif

riileraialfr_itir_ (SLAP .alifonua.
11.M tuni, used information frompensuses
eondiictied by ECPA, the Ethopean COMMittee for
Future- Accelerators, while-Kirk hes access to the
relevant Department of EnerAgy and National
ence Foundation data for-the United States. Sup-
planentary informatice comes from the laborato-
ries themselves - for cosmic, CERN Annual Re,
pores giue-date-ou_numbeee_of uservand =dal
capenditura in previous years -_ and this has been
used to check the accuracy of the 14nres. 21th
cross-checking suntan the atopeso .md United
States figures me acturate to witW1 Atir .70
SO. _ _ _ _ _ _

DitU on_ the apyroximate num. 's of
eratots at CERN riii4 DESYr; and

it thn thrit7e principal us lalioratories. ate shown
in table 2 Tor the years 1970.1974. and 1978. It is
important to note -that graduate research student
have been included in our-figures:This has not
always been the-case pnvious studies of the site
of the higirenergy_physies communityparticularly
in the_Unaed States, with the result that some of
the previously quoted figures have boat rather
smaller t5Wc hive then and:opted to este the

" la previous papas. Ire hive ered other esputs.oUilt
u newthersut tecluiesluipport staAitu ea as sttemptrag
to separate capital cosu hom remount expenditure. Ho..
ever. this gnu little-addniceal talonnuton.ned es assume
bete fttnendsemetiutattiand osigia leading WriiW
and recurrent) are at so define the relative scale ol
research activity at earl moderator iwith canals provisos
&cusped later). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

" Potrusnul1aetheoteusittal1,t11141._Weinclude Indult
eaurch studenu in diem compernoruatace dui fens an
integral pan -ol mon esperinental high-energy physics
Uinta fat_ tismOle ohm undertaking complex data-
processing tasks.

totil mimber of high-energy physics experimenta-
lists in the world, in orut-x to calculate the ap-
proximate percentaagçofacuveseaidncrsusng
the accelerators at each of the five largest Western
laboratories,_The figures reveal that, for CERN,
thefiga hat risen from just under 20 percent in

1970 to _approximaudy 30_ patent in the -second
half of die 1970s, as_unnlivaatkakd sgederators
were_dosed or diverkfied finnilagb-imergyphytics
to nuelW_ phy-sift thd SyncrOtren-tacodird-
terclt diould beeoimi1bolita,thut thd CERN
figure Tor 1970 ifoin not itielude the It* -or More
Eitiolient rhysicists preparing experiments to be
run on the ISR in later years - these are pan of
the figure of 1000 quoted for ther"iiiWen
European experimentalists. In--the same way, the
1974 fture of 550 "others" in Western Europe
indudes some ai the early stages of planning ca-
m:rim:ow for the CERN SPS. Similar considera-
tions apply to our dats on theaters of-aoxleratms
at the otherlaboratories. _I' Devitt dide_qadi&
eationait eakinerenhelers be lath 1Mit dinlagihe
19701 Olt- CERN caatorshIvecat ennl. few I

iiiTifthet Of phytientl thin Fenstrab
$11! I of *Odd iiipaiiiiinualina).
knlAssmtn iikl SLAC (iidth iPproximately 5-6

or DESY (whose percentage share bar
rises from 3 percent to-over 6 pacent as first
DORIS mai then PETR.A. the two elec.
tron-positron storage rings, came into-operationt

The production of reliable data on which to
base :noirstational comparisons of funding is men
more difficult. There are sevaalirniaor probIews
bere. Fun; the figures must be fullynomparithla -
that isohey must_be based on common nategotitTs
and_ deruti6ons-.0 vital of the iinpOrtance of inch
wraith eveuawins of a centre's ithtite ccisi-d-

ctixeneu, t us past, givexil', to some
dibite bebwwn C Riiclil it CERN mil W. Kirk
at SLAC They have, however. now succeeda-
reaching approMmate agree:mem oa the criteria to
be used in such coinparisons, and, as far &spot*
ble, we have adopted their categories. Sawed, one
must allow for the vaiying inflation rates in-differ-
ent countries. Third, fluctuations in exchange ra..

additie-in. the figure thiamin rthle 2 ire SLAC 19711 is

mann unman tuatedin_Martiiiiiimi livifli /111.
because the huts induded lair nun': a of experiments-
lisu preparing to carry out future experiments cm the new
electroa-poritron istnioa . PEP.

191
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Table 2

mem P pelonnaaff God pwyneu

19tunbal of esperimentel hiph.enaly Oakes (HEPO

1970 1974 1970
W. Europese CERN uses 1150 1220_ 1400HEN (Ill%) 4731%) 432%)DM users 130 200 2110

_ _43%) 44.3%) 5%)
Others 10W 550_ 320

(21%) (12%)
'foal W. Ecpe 2000- 2002 2000

(43%) (4a%) (4S%)

US HEPs Brookhaven users 300 200
(6.5%) 113_311) (13%)

Familab was - 4507' 55(L
_- (11%) DTA;

SLAC thas 200 20-0
(4.3%) _MSS) _45.511)&has 10W - 3007 200

_ al%) 455%)
_

(63%)las US 1500_ _ 1300- 1400
(32%)

_

(29%) (27%)

HEPtse rest ef oodd 700-17007 700-1/0., 700-17027(E- .timpe...lapart. etc.) - estimate'

&amazed 'add tail t 300) 4207(*500) 1400(s 500)
(10019 (100,..

rest isehrektla.Sterlmtectsayirie out Mean* vork--sls a, h funding. thaw as approst'mate rouse only. The data for 1979
are probably Oft most *auras; the Europeaffesneelisring barn I. has from Roche (31. p3j. Otherdela cense from annual repons

_ CEHP113. p. 171 raternai dommeou provided- to us by thresh es MboratorieLood_lradt 31 _ _

lletseissadethe ease of earious =alter aoselenuon and of oroar-Non-overnsa. as mell as a number of plovicists in the say
eadywases of plurahre_gro easstriessuareandyeita espaiment it data obtained So praiotoyams.
Time we .07 aPP1996009 ostintalesWetklt so tommed Wet Itratictof _the diseMisTo number of Swatscelastors used ice

_ leWt-hiaeray physic; hes bsen lansay compassed for by the posh of the subject in other commies sudt as Japan
Esteems cory.

aunt Wo be taw into account. lastly, there io
the problem thst official exchange rates do not
necrmarily reflect sietual_purchasiugpower in dit.
went counufes. To overcome these second and
tbird problems, we have used tbstwo specialized
inflation inclicets ite.vd cm changes :n the cost _of
scientific equipmrmk *swim etc.)Prodneerl -bY
CERN _and_ 81.414" JO C0fli5U expentatiee
figures to 1978 prifet(in Swiss lows Ref.:40K,
and dollars (or_ the US), Thee,i0 overcome th
fourth _problem _Abe Staaard_feareli Institute
"competitive valise wet" 7tiiieje rate
Offer ad fat IKE Piercirming power of the
doll* in: the LJwl States - bas been used to
convt rt all the US figures (in 1978 prices) to Swiss

" VOW- asutiurd -WO- the SLAC tension indet is
Harrltrittoltite_s.tha_A_Mineriti Oborataries_tereth.,
the CERN ads is not too dissimilar to that for DESY

192

francs. For _1978. the _"cornpetin vAite iiide7x"
was SI w 2.7- Swiss firm* ad _tinge" rite that
both Rolac (31;:p. 4ii10d Kiok DS; The Richter
Method] Wm 10 be realistic to witWiii 10 percentof

fO'ves the estimated figures for- overall
ueripean and US government: spending on ini0-

energy physics in both actual prices andtiormalent
1978 prices, while in table 4- die US figures_ have
been convested from -1978 dollar. lc 1978 Swiss
francs. Table 4 also cons aznny_approxiii:ve
esiimate cr: Jtal worW eapenefiture on Ines- -anew
physies, which has been used ;a coovenilte_fit-rmft
for_ the_ major_ West European and_ US _IftefuYs
kno_pereeotage sbains of low expen&fifre: These
figures suggan that; in the :WC Of CERN, Ail
percentage his grown from IS percent in 1970 to
some 25 percent in the irmind half of the 19706. In
addifion, a large fraction of the "other" West
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Eumpean-- funds- is' spent on supporting university
groups using the CERN accelerators, a fraction
that has undoubtedly been ir..reming_during the
1970s as national accelerators were dosed_ and_ the
percentage_ of European experimentalisu Luting
CERN- roe from less then 45 percent 1n_1970 tO
70_percept in 1978. This change in the Structure of
handing_ can be taken into_ accoutalsy Obrating
the "other funds in_ the rade Of :CERN dkri to
other EuropeaniexperimenO (iiidOding DESY
users); -laving reit iUbtractnd a itWl amount to
coverithe tostiof the few remaining national facili-
titi,_The rit is diet in 1978, for exampleohe
CERN_ dthre of world expoicbture is raised from
24 oereeth to over 30 percent, bringin& it closdy
bite line with the figure in- table 2 on CERN users
as a percentage of the world wtal of mmerimenta-
lists. (1n 1978, CERN accelerators catered for 32
percent of all omerhoentalists.)

Sinularlyi_ the US "other" funds were sitiized
partly_to support_ university users of BroOklthviti.
Fermilab, and SLA_C and partly to xperath the
eggonne and Cornell accelerator* in 1978, add the
Berkeley; Cambridge did FrititTetoti scceltdators in
earlier Years- TraTa, SPPortiohing pin of the US
othericorn toihe thinItidflu1 laboratories raises
the Ahirra Of WOrld etheozture of Fermilab to
12-13 Odtsrif, Brookhaven w 6-7 percent, and
SLAC to iliout 6 percent (except in 1978, when it
Wei Midi higher because of the construction of
PEP), figures again very close to the user-per-
centages given in table 2.

The results of inn:gating these "other ex-
penditures for both Europe and the United _States
in the way described are shown itt_table 5; 110n5.
side Owes for the distribution! of world letperi-
mentalists over the ten-yee periOd 1969-78. me

TAMS 5-

Weal= aujor accelerate's-at the five main Western highe..
ere physics actue0.1969-711

Users Allesefitsive
(fi =veld total) leading

(E-olcorldaotal)
CERN - 25-32 - 25-32'
DEW - 4 - 4-5
ilmokluten -_5-6_ -
Fermilab -11n12 12713
SLAt - 5-6

Ee4Pt in the very early years of the decode. 1969-78.
Eacept in the cat year or so of the decade.
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Tablefil _ _

Approximate oost. Per experiment& high-away physicist (in
1978 Swus francs)

1970 174 IraMSF_MSF ?ASP

W.-Enlace
!jfljtolSliles

0.58 0.67 0.53
077 0.56 061

Theicdan men eibisitied by dividing overall fending for
high-ea.:Ey phystamtli=mil to 1978_ pre= v see table 4) by
the- amober of expenmenuluns Th!p!oesdurejg
fen that sane tends are us= -to support theoretical work.
Nowever_ongt _puessdi is_ relatively_chesp-compared-tvith
cepobncual work (at CERN be 1977.-_ for example, it
accounted for only 1 1 Fiera= of the total budget v see Mix
251) _so thi Wei( of Oils aPproxiatation sboul4 not be too

ClOrTe Iiiiiilaniy of these figures for all five centres
suggests that the cost per experimental high-energy
physicist does not differ _greedy between centret
(Cf. Roche (31, table 1 and p. 6)). Thisis provided
that (a) one corrects official exchange tato fOr iani
purchasingpower; and (b) it is recogstited dMi die
totalotpenditure in a given year May he OritypiCal
because of a large capitakoisittetion dement.
Thus, the figures in sable 6 Oh edie approximate
cost per high,energy eXpOirtiditTdist seem to show
higher costs_for m41iOn iii 1970 and 1978, and for
Europe 1n1974. Yet Mai apparent differences are
very hi-J*1y dire tT3 the fact that the US figure for
1970containCd a Significant element for the con-
Slifietiiiii of Fermilab, and that for 1978 included
the construction costs of PEP and CESR. the
Cornell Electron Storage while the European
figure for 1974 was swollen by the construcdon
coos of the SPS. With _thew reservations; 04.
figures in table 5 can be regarded as_ &MO&
reasonable indication of the scale of inpd5 ti the
CER.N accelerators relative to thote tot OtTair Major
facilities.

S. Accelerator outputs - atSenfle tWilicetions

While pubhdAtidti cTounts in themselves con-
stitute rithlYr prObWitittic indicator of scientifw
propei, they heindtheless provide some useful
information Mid are a necessary complement to
Me Other partial indicators used in this study. The
first step in producing these figures was to compile
as comprehensive a list as possible of all experi-
mental high-energy physics papers published Over
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the period 1961-82. This was done by scanning
fully tht 11 principal imemationaljournah "-used
by particle plwssu, noting details of all papers
which would generally be regarded as coming un-
der the category of "experimental _

physics". " Each paper was then readito establith
which accelerator (or accelerators 20) hid been
ised_toproduce_a..-. experunenW data reported. It
should be eeted thlf. iirder this prure.. pre-
prints and conference papers were exclUded .rrom
coniideration on the grounds that nearly all such
articles are eventually 1:0161i:bed in a scientific
journal, and to have included them world have
introduced an element of "doubie-counting". "

The list thus derived -was then cross-checked
against various data compilations (especially Par-
neje Data Groupj28j) and annualpublication lists
provided lw the main centres. 22 This increased the
total number of publications by about 5_ percent.
Some of these additional papers involved bender.
line definitions as to whether diemsula reported
were "experimenta" or _ indeed whether they
shuidd be treated ivs "Kip-energy ph9iies" - if
there was any doubt. they were inatided. Tbe
remaining additional papers were published in
journali other than the 11 scanned, mainly in
general physics, or" national" high-energy physics,
journals Cross-checking in this way suuested that
our final pubfication list was 90-95 percent com-
plete in its coveraite ofputpers from Western accel-
erators, but rather less in the case of Soviet and
Japanese accelerators.- This should be borne in
mind when considering the figures in table 7 and
subsequent tables relating so Soviet and Japanese
accelerators. "

See nate c to table 7.
" See notes a and tt to table 7 for the &Muth= used.
" See note e to tabk
" CitaUme1oPrnois were..liaw.ever._thelided _in the cita-

tion analysis Ma Mal section foe details of the way in
which they were mated.
In_ out previous mirk oe electron highonesgy- physics
(Martin and Irvine plIn_sve reliekprimerib, ytubliostioe
lieu provided- by the sesearch centres to derive data on
numbers -of publications. liowever. it has- singe-became
evidult IltatISbe _comPlitimaia dithe IOU essies across
cesium. lento:kb:cause c1thedItforaniptecsdtwe9jby
visiting scientists to repose -papers published-in subseqoent
years after carrying out expuiseents. Their comprehensive.
ism &bow* oyer time: *chola thad for SIAC-._and_te a
Maser extent DESY, for example. wen found to be some-
what incomplete for the late 1960. and early 19705.
Fie bather of the problems of comparing the

56-399 0-86-7

Table 7 presents the esUltafltdM grans a
breakdown of world experimenW hiet-energy
physics_ publication output over the period
1969-80-24 Ali tan be sem. approximately 500
paperswere published each year during this period
(Le.- 1000 every two years). Of these, the three
CERN accelerators were responsible for 265 per-
cent (see the final column of the table). This is well
over twice as many as the Brookhaven AGS accel-
erator (11.5 puma* three times the Fermilab
figure (8.5 percentkoearfy three-and-a-half timm
that of SLAC (percent), _and scene eight times
the DESY figure (3 percent).

The next stage of our method of "conwaging
partial indicators"iis th &allele the setive sTien-
tific producthay (Le. output per unn of input) of
the acceleratete, aid 10515is die figures on publi-
cation counts fie to he set against those for
inputs- The =du of tha analysis are shown in
ilbW & It can be seen that in We case of the
CERN accelerators, their percentage of the total
world output of experimental papas (.263 per-
cent) is very simlar to their share of world re-
sources (between a quarter and a third). The aims-
non is similar for the DESY accelerators. whose
share of world resources, though increasing from
about 3 percent to 6 percent Over the decade
1969- (Mc tables 2 andA has been maitha by
an equivsder Lgrowth in their lhaItOfIthC World'i
papers. The BtOOkbavefI accelerator, in contrast,
appearS:to Mive lalslevid a radia hihIe level of
producuwty 113 _percent of all publicat;ons
tompuTreA widi some 5-7 percent of funds and
users. HOWdier, many of the papas that appeared
in the eady part of this decade were based on
experiments carried out before 1969, so this com-
parison may in some respects be slightly mislead-
ing Qualification is also needed in the case of
Fermlab, for which, give.: its comparatively late
entry into the field, the period 1973-78 provides
the fairest indication of its productivityin this-
period, its share of publication_ output (133 per-
cent) is simile:: toiu_shart of funds aTuf users
(1I -13 percent). Finely, we can note that the

outs of Soviet and Weems, atedecitaii. see loins and
Martin II 1).

" Although this paper is ceneemed primsrily with the tea-yesr
Period_ from 1969_ to 1975. some a the- work carried- -out
towasds the end of this time sem rot yssblished =011979at
1903. Figures for 1979-80 are therefose inclnded.
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Table 9
Numbers of Duman us operenemal puma' articles published during the preoedins four yew

1972 1974 1976 1978 19110 Total
1972+ 1974
+1976+1978

CiIIIIMM ID CERN 1420' 2110 1840 2080 1740 749C

MIR (TOM (2711) (313%) (24%) (25.5%) (283%) (263%)
%. Europium DEW 230 120 180 430 930 1060-
aoaderaters _143%) 123%) (23%) 453%) 1153%) 14%)

Others 420 520 440 290 240 1680
(1%) (7.5%) 153%) (33%) (4%) 16%)

Total 59. Europe 3090 2830- WO- 2830 2920- 1C.430
(29.3%) (42%) (32%) (343%) (48%) (38.5%)

Citations to Ilrookhaven 960_ _ 760_ _ 760_ _ 420_ 170_ _ 2910
SoSurs from (18%) (11%) 110%) (311) (3%) (10.5%)

UP, Permit& 20 780 1900 2620 1320 5320
amideraters 10.5%) (3lss) ass) 13211) (213%) 119%)

SUAC 670 670_ 1330 1230 690 3920
(12.511) 410%) (17%) (15%) (II .516) (14%)

Oibers 1150 990 570 570 430 3280
-(143%) 473%) --(7%) _ _17%) (11.5%)

Tria) CS 28130_ _ 3190_ 4590 4830 2620_ 15430_
(53%) (47%) (593%) 593%) (43%) (55%)

Citation to papers from other 420 740 690 510 550 2350
accelerators (9mits Wow Japes) 18%) (11%) (9%) (6t) (9%)

Weald teiM 53117 671111_ _ 7740_ _ 8110 6099_ 28,020
-OM%) (1001) (100S) (150%) (100%) (100%)

Thine Team hem bent (baited airy the Seism. Onion led= This some all 11 of the main internatiemal journals used is
drawing am the- publication' lite.-as awl Zs sews! ed the other-journals otessinins she occuicad hish-ensmy physics paper.
Therefore. ltTaithipiblititus-e_tealla_11%4Itetionrolaltslietthlbe_9114V_PMenscomMele.min_thecasimif 9eLmrs from&MA
and Aware actielsestors. (*Mil Seres_mapers are published in the physics journals of the swims Soviet Republics, and these are
nos maned by the &Moe CArei.. halm)
MI totals hem been Mork sr (ket whim 10. mid el percentages to the mama 03 permit

earned 26.5 percent of all world experimental
hii*energy ipbysics _A:nations for the period
1969-,71IL" nit is Anton_ ione-and-a-balf times
that of Fermb's sWre _(19 petoentX_Mce_tbe
SLAC shIIO (14 percent)._ two-and4Avdt thus
Briiolthrren's daTire_1103 percentX and seven tidote
that of DEW (4 percent). Tlth, in terms Of
lute numbers of citations, it would appear th4it
total impact of work carried out on CERN acceler-
ators- has beat pester then that from any other
laboratory over this_period. -Further comment will.
however, be made on thisAuestion once the data
on die distribution of higbb cited papers have
been taken into consideration.

'a As Meted Ikea._ Only Mismoss ammo mem_ are reitormd
here. Hearrevar, the indsision of citations made I. the inter-
vening old ran doss not bed to appreciably different
resnlos.
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It is important to recopize that variations in
the total numbers of citations gained by the accel-
erators at different centres may reflect differences
in Activity levels as much as the:raUvcsignifl
mite of their tetpecthe ervittintentO outpth. (We
Wteith rentemoer.in purle; ftt onmpadaoe*is
6E4 m.aa berneenth outputs of one accelerator
at BreachTin add FermAnb,anil those of direeat
CERN.) It is essential iliadore, to rthte
citation totals to tbe inputs for the various acceler-
ators. The relevant figures are given in table 10
and sussest that, in terms of thadons per unit
input. the SLAC accelerators have had the best
record, _followed by the Ferrollab and Broolchaven
accelerators, with the CERN and DESY machines
some way behind.

Probably thentost useful of the indicators based
on total citations it the average number of cite-
nons per paper. YU again ta4.es int° WWII(
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Table 12 _ _ _

Numbers of WO- nees(31CP) kw the period 1969-111: Numbers of papers cited e or more lima in one year

201

h 15 eh 30_ a
HCP for
W. European
accelaaton

COM

DEM'
(26%)
20

31
(26%) (193%)

3 _

1

(9%)
0-

(4.5%) (7.5%) (63%) (0%)
Others 14 4 1

(LS%) (3.511) -(2%) (9%)
Total W. Europe 145 44 13 2

(36%) (37E) (2616) (19%)

MCP for US Brookline. 37 6 2 1soaleraton _411.511) -(5%) (4.5%) (WS)Fandlab 106 37 17_
(31%) (37%) (91)

SLAC 75 21 11 6
(173%) (173%) (24%) (54.5%)

Othen 7 _1_ 0-
(10%) (611) (2%) (010

Total US 260 71 31
(603%) (593%) (673%) (72.5%)

HCP for ether accelerators 4 2
(33%) (4.5% (9%)

lt,a4d total _425L 11

(1M9b)

These figures have been obtained by scanning the-Seere-e Gamer. Melee fa the years 1969 to 1962. The likely errors 'bald bi
_ ratheramaller than die_11) percent _figure of previous tables.

All percentages have beat needed to the Dearest 0.5 tierant.

Wid Ithrd in eolutructing new theoretical models to
ieeommodate the errant Fermilab data are now
somewhat resentful that their efforts vpear to
have been needless. " One eminent theorist subse-
quently deusibed the time between tl.e first ap-
pearance of the anomalous results and their even-
tual refutation as

a confusing period of exhilarates* and di...spacial/nem,
shone and -excursions. Experiment coofirmed -die (Wein.
tro4rSa3aini1theory: agailant denied the theory. Enor-
mous theoretical akin was devoted-to producing lanteala
outant-eenieas of the theory volcano ash the new
Ear realts; the new experisomos wen shown tote
in-error. the mutants lierealain. (Tint Ittignened al_ least
thin tines: with high-y anomalies. with If it4u044. And with
atomic parity violation). Inthe last few years, though.the
attainientai_siteatton _seems to has stabiased in awe-
moo with the original 1971 version of the theory. The

" This came across very strongly -in sacral of the interviews
that ue conducted. One 3.ztinguished theorist commented:
'Thehigh.y Namely attracted_ eitteMeadans amount of
theoretical activity which was just mistuided. So they did a
great disservice to the high-energy physics community. They
held things back by severe years" (Interview,. 1981)

Weatery-Salam model is now the star.derd weary or the
eke:ye-weak interaction (Coleman p. 1221).

lt fas from simple to d&ide kali such "mis-
takes" should be utast& ertiiinly, they did ini-
tielly.hive_a MItior impact on high-enemy physics
aid their citation figures for the period reflect this.
Hee/Wier, as soon as they- were generally recoil-
itized to be "mistaken," their invact fell dramati-
cally to become almost neidigible. {This was: re,
fleeted in their citation rates rapidly drowing to
virtually zero.) With hindsight, that initial impact
might now be judged to have been negative (i.e.
retarding rather than advancing scientiftc know-
ledge)._According to another interpretation; how-
ever, the efforts to otplain theseiresultcwerenot an
vain: thus, although the Fennilib data lad theo-
rists to posit the existence Orli neW, filth type of
quark for reasons that turned thlt to be specious,
they

tionet).clesa saved reliable heuristic-purpose in stimulat-
ing speculation about the peciparba of_Patielaecallased
of heavier quarks. properties the upsilon Ian important new

201
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particladucomer little hued tumid out to bow (Lades.
maa t7 p. 67).

Under this latter interpretation these "mis-
taken" papers dearly did contribute- to- the ad-
vance of scientific knowlelre, although probably
not by as much as their subsequent citation re-
cords would ingest. The Farmilab data on higifiy
cited _papers in table 12 and_ subsequent obits
should therefore he viewed in thislight,

We can go on from lot 10 couider the
bution acroniscoltrators of a OM knOr kvd of
disconries (the term ''vOtts" will be used).
The first column of tabk 12 presents data on those
papers earning 15 or more citations in a year
(corresponding to the top 8 percent most-cited
papers). In marked contrast with the data on
"maid disco.vzies" and "me* advances," it can
be seen that the CERN accderaton produced III
such_papers, slightlymore than the Fermilab accel-
erator (106) and significantly more than the SLAC
051 Brookhaven (37) and DESY (20) =chino.

Finally, we should exanins- e data relaWal tO die

Moon "lifetimes" of hitily cited_paAzen This is
necessary dirnension to anyasseurnent of impact

since it is clear that some key publications have a
continuing_msjor impact over soeral years; while
others (most notably " mistaken"_ papers) se rela-
tively shon-lived. This effect can be allowed for by
analyzing the number of dna tUt megy_ chad
pima cam more than a certain nunber of ota-
tionrin a year. The Meant &ta are given in table
13. Chroat weoan coadUdi dot the pattern of

stribuiton between the accelerators is not
markecly different from that -lvident in table 12,
idfitingli the figures for the Fermfiab accelentor
far men cited 50 or more times are reduced from
37 percent to 30 percent of the respective wcold
totals. 71iis laniely because of the shorter life-
times of the mistaken Fermfiab papers.

How .11 these various data on highly eked
pmers relate to-the inizuts for the various =den,
tors? Table 14 presents date_ on rektivt atienate
4mpajettingeflguresiforniI5 in obit 13
against the releint input tigutec (Conipansons of
inputs with data co more Wily cited papers in

Table 13
Weatherer,/ frith/year palms (Halter the persW 1969-71: Number of timot highly cited games maim' a or more citations ia a
year*

prilS a 30 al 30 st >WO

HCP fee_ CERN 269 16 1

W. Darer Gus) (233%) (USE) (5.5%)
redeemers DESY 12 3

(4.5%) (5%) (3.5%) (0%)
Others 32 6 3 2

(3.5%) (2-5%) (3.5%) (11%)
Total W. Emmet 344 74 22 3

(35%) (31%) (23.5%) (16.5%)

HCP tor US Brookhaven 13 Is 6 3-
accelerates* (13%) (73%) (711) (163%)

Fermilab 232 71 26 2
(23.5%) (30%) (30%) (11%)

SFAC 117_ 17_ 27_ -9-
(19%) (24%) Olt%) (50%)

Mem 79 2 0
(111) (3.5%) (2.5%) (0%)

Total US 511_ 154
(59%) (643%) (20%) (711%)

HCP Member moderators 59 10 4 1

(Soviet Uaim Japan) (6%) (4%) (4.5%) (5.5%)

Wor)d soul 914 231 17 111

(10011) (100%) (103%)

Theme roma hme hem dm Med by reasoing the Soiree Caution Arm tar the man 1969 to 1912.
b A/1 peCIIIMION tem bees mused tit the ilium OS pacer
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Table le
Reiauve scientific impact of major -accelerators. 1969-75:
Hiahly cited papas in reUdon to Inman

Inputs Numberd ikon _
(% of ovoid total) papas earned a 15

citations-in-a-year

CERN - 25-32 271
DESY: - 4-5'
Brookhaven - 5-7 83
Fermi lab 11-13' 233
SLAC - 5-6' 19

neje fipara hive act taken (rom tab's 3 and reptant an
Merette_a_thettautaloe numbers dimes and-fa-fundina
Except in the say earlyymys of the decade, 1969-711.
Except in the last year oe so of the decade.

both tables 12 and 13 could also, of course, be
made.) Again, the-SLAC accelerators emerge best
from this comparison of input-adjusted impact,
followed by the Ferrnilab (but with the reservation
about mistaken papers) and Brookhiven mac-
hines.

The output from the CERN _ accektiters in
terms of this iodicater fat a 15) is little different
from theirShlre of Inputs, a eetitition that needs
some MiWidition if Uta on very highly cited
papers (a 100) are tntroduced into the compari-
son.

& A eritter outputs - peer-evaluation

Our previous studies 01 -various Big Science
sPeciaiities have strongly suggested that; while in-
dicators based on publication and citafioniMmyrit
provide essential inforMation_on the rditive con-
tributions _to scientific_ biewledge assocraW with
differeet researclattlities. 10db indicators always
need lo be eiftaidered Zengside peer-evaluation
data-St:ilea do high-energy physicists judge the
magiutWe of the contributions from the CERN
acerators compared with those from other accel-
erators?

Peer-evaluatian data were obtained for all the
ccelerators included in the prescu study through
interviews with 182 " expetimental and theoretical

" This does mot include a number of other interviews that
ams_mitinated prematurely...hen it Wan* apparent that
inaavieness hod insufficient knoselettArJonamer Me ques-
tions satisfaceorily. bans unable, fee maptple. to median
cannily wVutth accelerames mere responsible for certain
experimental iceelea.

203

high-energy physicists. These were carried out in
the latter part of 1981 hid the first half of 1982. In
selecting our niterView sample. care was taken to
ensure dMt as fir as was possible the views of
reseirehers from Western Europe, Eastern Europe
and the United States were all well represented. "
The result was that 41 high-gamy physicists were
interviewed at CERN. 71 in CERN useripoups_ in
Western Europe, 28 at Brookhaven (and in the
user-group at the State University of New_ York,
Stonybrook), 24 at Fennilab._ and a total of 18 fit
Sukenik Finland and Poland.

The interviews were immitivi (typitay iWig
I f to 2 hours) and jttUCtUtCd beiiig biled r,n a
common set of ques6ons but with a few additional
questions _ffir speog groups Of reeirchers. After
giving brid deMils of MT:1r bcgrounti and career,
interviewees were esked to describe their own re-
searcli work and perceived contributions to high-
energy phys;cs. The questions were then gradually
broadened in several stages, interviewees being
requested first of all to identify the principal con-
tributions of the various collaborations in which
tht had workett then those from the accelerators
they had used, and, finally the overall contribu .
tions from the world's other make accelerater
facilities. In some cases,memedes had to he.ioly4
or occasionally corrected when tscettenes or major
research programmes were attribuW to t& wrong
accelerators. 1" Apart nom its information vidue,
this exermsesn_eystematicatly recoPlecting the con-
fribuGerFs Of MV:reTtit accelerators was useful in
hWping respondents prepare themselves for the
peer-review section of the interview. In this, inter-
viewees were invited to rank the accelerators at
fourteen different laboratories according to the
relative magnitude of their contributions to
energy Physics over theperiod 1969-78. (For this
question, all three CERN acceleraton were treated
u one unit,'" as was the case with other multi-
accelerator laboratories.) In_additionLto the five
mor Western laboratories greedy dlctiMdd we
included in the peer-ranking t&ree tuler facalittes
in the United States (KrgorMe;

" BOW 45, 1,°..
to Ver_ourcide_ronetneilests arca* attributed the dia.

covay of actual currents to the CERN SPS rather than the
PS.
However. Wou)d he re-enmhasisad that um am here
massing the outputs from_ the_CERN arcthrgsorz. not Me
perfoimanoe of CERN as a centre nor its staff.

203
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Electron Accelerator. CEA; and Cornell). two in
Britain (the Nimrod and NINA accelerators at
Rutherford and Duesbury Laboratories respec-
tively), and four in the Soviet Union (the lame
accelerator at Serpukhov. and the smaller mac-
hines at Dubr.a, Moscow, and Yerevan). Thus all
proton accelerators with an energy of 7 GeV or
greater, and all electron accelerators of 4 GeV of
more, operating between 1969 and 1978; 4 were
included.

Of the 182 physunstsAnterview4 relatively few
war able to rat& in fa order from 1 (top) to la
(bottom) the accelerators at all fourteen laborato-
ries. MOM reSarded at least two or more as having
made equivalent contributions, particularly in the
cue of those at the lower end of the order. Others
preferred to identify five or six distinct groups of
accelerators and then to rank these in order. Only
8 percent found it too difficult to undertake the
ranking. or refused (or personal or professional
MUMS.
_ Avant _rankings_ on a scale_of 1 1.0 14 Viefe
then inVculatek" and the sissulu are given in
table 15. In_addifion to presenaig "bead' aver-
age rasings" ler sar. h research fiety (see the
penultimate column of the tabk), we Uve duel-

° Accelerators that only began to yield published results after
HinS (such I6PETRA ai DESY, and amid CinOelh) base
bent &dada.

° Ccoversely, scalerston with less then thaw energies were
excluded. It should be Mid. however. that several *tibial.
for ample thew at Berkeley. Dray. crasesn. aid
N6,001014 INSArvall hea been _Mame above scare of
those ranked towards the bottom eJ our list of Menem had
they Meninduded.--
whTeF. roe example. na_lattletators were ranked relt
eq usl. the. were eachArian the ranking 1.3 (Le (1+ 2)/2);
where three were placed ftmt equal, they ma ranked 2
(I *2+3)4): and so on.

"' It WNW le:amosed due these rankirge were made_prien-
srdy Im physicists whose Maie resarch expaience has been
with proton moderators. This ma nemssan, given that the
aimed* sturY me to eallatedanseitrailicesotpisisAstilts
CERN. accrainuori in Wilke to their semis areaithori
Similarly, in our previous study of meld deafen orealerw
ion, those Mem to vodenake the pecheanking_aacisc
wULtsilily sleeuen plaucists._Get table/Nita_ Karim
seeloalellel for the nammot mato However it should
be noted that the mutts ere salingly similar, despite the
different =foliose and institutional WelltiOM of the slam
tufa Saki* theeserilcdleasseu. the deruee-ercsierster
study, only denten facilities were ranked-(Cond: was not
included). so some suen adjustment needs to be made to
the rankinp ii orda to compare the mum airway.

fied the judgements of the 168 high-energy phYeis
cists who provided rankings into six groups in
order to establish whether interviewees' current
institutional affiliation had any significant efrect
upon the results. These groups consist of those
interviewed in (1) Brookhaven and Stonybrook;
(2) Fermilab; (2) CERN:, fq research teams in
three large CERN Member States (Britain. France
and Italy); (5) research teams in two small CERN
Member States (the Netherlands and Nerwayt
bid_ fay uter-ithnups _of _Soviet accelerators in
Bulguil,Fitirand_.ind Poland.

Certain comnients can_ hi made abont the fig-
ures in table 15. First, a hiel derree of consistency
exists between the average ratings ter c..1 of the
six grwps; with just two exceptions, ill are within
one unit of the overall average (for all 168 inter-
viewees), and over three-quarters are within half a
unit. Second, those two execptionS are the rank"
ings by Fmnish and East European giysicists of
the scientific contributions associated with the
Dubna and Semukhov accelerators in the Soviet
Union. Given the problems of scientific commute-
Cadetil betweenEast and West; this_ larger clit.
If:fence is prObably due to a certain *imamate Oh
die part of many acienrisU inithe West_ of the
experimenW ViOr, of theit
a small "saf-tanTting" dfict seems to be evident
in certain cases: for example, high.energy physi.
cists interviewed at Brookhaven ranked die AGS
accelerator 3.1 compared with an overall averaBe
of 3.7, while the equivalent figures for FerinBab
were 2.3 and 3.1. Table 16 attempts to set out in a
more explicit way the effects of self-ranking (see
the first two columns); thus, the 12 interviewees
who, for example, had used the Argonne *ceders-
tor ranked it 7.5 ("self-ranking") while the t,

nmining_154 (who bad not) ranked it 7.6 (*.pre,
rillg")..Hosieve4 _the vffect is not; irt geticr4,
saficaWly large to crust doubt on the reliabinty of
the kesiza this a4spitia yiddL: Foutt stud

ilthough a number of valor physic:tau In,
teriiiiaii felt that certain caugories of physiesSU

in particular. older, established researchers (i.e.

The- difference between the East European rankinm of the
Dube. and Serpulibor accelerators_ and the "overall ar!a
rep" renkiess is muds ftsa than the "selkenking" dant
(see text above) in the results ice yeasts accelerators. This
MUMS Lint st kat pen of the Mere= mutt be sari,
blued to an "iinorance" affect. see Irvine and Martin fill
foe tunas discussion.
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Table 13
Poer-evaliTation rankinp of the contributions
1978

higill-energy physics made by noceleraton at 14 laboratccies beim= 1969 and

Poerwrakiadon rauldge_
in

Owe'
maw
rankinp

11W06ve

positionby high-energy physicists

Aoce lerata(s) Brookhaven
(mm13) and-

e

FamBeb CERN Large_CERN
Member
&atm

Small CERN
Member
Stams

StelPria.
rmland
Poland

(Semple size) (26 ) (23 ) (39) (43 ) (31 ) (14 ) (1611)

_ Item* machines
Arganne ROS 6.9 6.6 53 74 7.6 7.11 7.6 6

(12 GeV) (50.3) (502) (*03) (±0O) (a 0.4) (503) (±0.1)
Brookhaven AGS 3.1 4.1 3.9 3.7 3.4 3.6 3.7

133 GOY (IO2) (50.2) (± 02) (± 02) (50.3) (x0.3) (*OM
CERN (i) PS (23 CreV)

001311(31+31 GeV) 2.3 3.7 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.0 24 2
_ (ik)SPO (400 CaV) (g0.1) (502) (t0.1) (*gm (x 02) (5 02) ±0.1)
Maw 11.9 12.2 11.11 11A 11.0 10.3 11.3 12

(10 GeV) (50.3) (50-2) ( 0.2) (±02) (a 0.3) (103) (IL))
Resale:. 3.3 2-3 3.1 34 3.6 3.0 3.1 3

(400 GeV) (50.1) (±0.2) (50.1) (g0.1) (5 02) (502) (X0.1)
Nomow MEP 12.1 13.0 12.2 12.1 11.6 12.2 122 13 v.

17 GW) (t 0.3) ( 0.1) (±0.2) (±0.2) (x 0.3) (503) (50.1)
Rutherfeed Nimrod 9.1 9.4 SA $A 9.9 10.1 9.1 9
__Mgen (544) (50)) (i0)) (a 0.3) (50.3) (x0.1)
Serpukhov 9.4 $A 9.1 0.9 711 7.1 $7 7

(70 GeV) - (50.4) (502) (503) (50.3) (a 03) (± 0.6) (± 02)

Elearoonsechines
CEA (iI6LeV 90 0.7 9.0 9.1 10.1 10.2 9.2 9

_BYPASS (3+3 Gen A0.3) (±03) (50)) (503) (±0.3) (*0.4) (t0.1)
Cornell SA 7.9 11.1 5.9 5.6 9.1 113 7

(12.0eV) (3 0)) (50-3) (503) (50.3) (503) (503) (±o))
Daietaa NINA 9.6 10.7 93 9.7 103 10.7 10.0
14 GeV) (+0)) (±0.3) (5 0)) (x0)) (±0.3) (*(1.3) (*O)

DESY (i) (7 GeV) 6.3 3.0 30 3.7 4.9 3.4 3.4 3
461130111S (3+3 GeV) (x04) (50.2) (±0.2) (x0)) ( a 0.3) (±03) ( 0.1)

SLAC (11(20 CreV1 13 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.3 1
1A15PEAR (4+4 CieV) ( *IL)) (50.1) (±0.1) (IV) (50.1) (502) (±0.1)

Yerevan 12.1 123 12-3 12.3 12.1 11.9 12.2 13
(6 GeV) (50.2) (±0-3) (50.2) (50.2) (a 0)) (*OA) ( 0.1) _

! 1 +14siew rag: 14 bout ranldng.
Contabutions to other areas of research mesh as nuclear plipietor.sYnchWerta raciion are we Ming anima hem.
The fipue in bracket, indiaw the roceaneen-square variations between dm IIIIIICIOMenu made by dm high-mere phpicists. giving

_ some approximate idea of the divergence of opinion within the diffaent grasps.
Differenas of oedy 0.1 or 0.2 in the Overall average rankings are not statistically significant.

those who have been active for 15 or 20 years).
theorists _(who are generally less "committed". to
particular_ accelerator_ centrewiend_ experitrienta
lists who bad used a large number of acceleratort
- :would be_ (Daly _ to give_ More_ bWanced and
reliable rankings, we (Mind little evidence diet thia
wes the ease. In tha respect, table 16 (final two
columns) considers the rankings made by those

gaining theiriPh.a_degrees_before and after 1965;
while table _17_preitha :data so the judgernenfs
Made by _theoritU as wa as figures "Weighting"
ilidibidOul phylidiate Malaga by iM numb-tir of

erators iisTal. Ai can be seen, these groups of
researchers hold relatively similar views on acceler-
ator performance to those of higb-energy physi-
cists in general.
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Table 16
Reskioss of acceleresces for 1969 to 1975: Effects of itrif-raokies mod age '.

Accelentsce(s)

(Infra)
Self-making Peer-ranking Ph.D. awarded Ph.D. after

before (or_ _ _ _ 1965 (or oo
during) 1965 (re 89) Ph. D.) to 79)

_ Prouseittictro4
Amcor* ZGS 7.5) 303) 7.R3 0.1) 7.7( ± 0.2) 73( ± 0.2)

(12 GeV) (a 12) (re 156)
Brookhaven AGS 3.5) 5-0.2) 3.7( 507) 3.1( 50.1) 3.5) 50.1)

_(33_GeV)_ ( 47) ( w 121)
CERN (i) PS (21

GeV) (1111SR 23( 0.1) 2.6( 5 0.1) 23( ± 0.1) 24( ± 0.1)
(31+_31 GeV) (re 108) ( re 60)

(.11)5PS (400 GeV)
Dube. 11.2( ± 0.4) 11.5) 01) 116( 20.2) 11.4( 0.2)

(10 GeV) (es.9)- (c 139)
Firintlab _ _ _ 2.6( OA) _ 33(1 0.)) 3.1(i 0.1) 31( 0.1)

1,100 GeV) (ft 45) (ors.123)
Moscow ITEP 12-2( 0.1) 12.2( 5 0.1) 112( ± 0.1)

(7 GeV) (re 1611)

Rtfikerford Noosed 7.5) 403.4) 9.4( 5_03 ) 11.I( 0.2) 9.5( 01)
ofn (0123) 14S)

Serpokhos 6.7(50.4) 9.0( 5 0.2) 8.7( ± 0.2) 5.7( 0.2)
(70 GeV) (or 19) (or 149)

--Bram thechuon
CEA (ll_fiGeV 91(4 0.1) 9.3( 40.2) 9.1( 30.2)

(#)_BYPASS (3+3 GeV) (n 165)
Cornell 1.5(5 0.1) 6.4( ± 0.2) 115( ± 0.2)
_ (12 GeV) (01 .065)
Domini* NINA 10.0( 10.1) 9.9( 0.2) 10.0( 01)

(4 GeV) (of 163)

DESY T GeV
GiV)

5.1(50.4)
(c

34( 501) 5.5( ± 0.2) 5.3( 0.2)
-_(.4D0RIS43+

SLAC(0_20 1.1( Lx 13( ± 0.11 1.2( ± 0.1)
(ii) SPEAR (4+4 GeV) (n 17) (re 151)

Yerevan 12.2( ± 0.1) 12.2( ± 0.1) 12.3( ± 0.1)
(6 GeV) 1611)

1 hiatus rankiev_14 lowest rankimt The Writs in brackets indicate the mownearvmmare variations between the muumuus
made by the high-energy physicists. giving soave approzinsate idea of the divergence of opinion within the different voups.
The maple site of tad. group is denoted by a.

One of the main difficulties with peer-evalua-
tion is, of course, the problem of overcoming
researchers! natural worries about the implications
for themselyesand _colleaguesiof _negadvejudge-
meotk.plificillaly_th- periOd Of finan&1 ;nth-
sure on ftinftg bathes. However, given the
comparauvOy small systematic variations round in
the rankings Miele by the very different groups of
high-energy physicists, it would seem (air to con-

See Irvine and Martin 1131 for discumion of die probiems
Oat pow cconnot peer-review as mechanism for scientific
roanagaltene.

elude that this problem has lamely been overcome
by our peer-enluation technigu and that a cer-
tain degree of confidence can be placed th the
results. This said; we are now in a _position to
summarize the ipeer,reviewlindings. The final_col-
umn amble 15 conicenthe_overall averagenthl,
'Mrs :snide by physionft. biek into _The irrlifne
positions. _Of IthC __erators _at . _the fOurteen
laboratories. The dear ithnission hen is drill -the
SLAC ithcileraton are regarded as having contrib-
uted most to die -advance of high-energy physics
over the period 1969-78 (see note a to table 15),
followed by the accelerators at CERN, Fermilab,
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Tabk 17
Rankinp of amekraton the 1969 to 1975: Venn ol theorists and rankings-voighthiby number ol aeodUatoth used

Acceleratons) Theorisu Realungs maghted Overall
(usulY) in. 21) by number o(

accelerators mad
tooveighted

nuthinp
(a 166)

Proton machines
Argonne ZGS II.24 30.4) 29(30.1) 7.6(±0.1)

_

Brookhaven AGS 3.3( 30.2) 3.114 30.1) 3.7( 50.1)
(33 GeV)- -

PS (2110eV)- 2.3( 30.1) 2.4 2.th 501)
(ii)ISR 01 + 31 Gev)
(iii)SPS (400 GeV)

Dubna 11.1(t0.4) 119( 30.1) 11.54 50.1)
_ (10 GeV)
Fennilab 3.5( 30.2) 3.1 2 1( 50.1)

(400 GeV)
Mosso. ITU 11.9( 30.3) 1294 e: 0.1) 11.4, 30.1)

(1 GeV ) _

Rutherford Nimrod Pig 0.4) 8.9(30.11 9 1( 50.1)
(7-GeV)

Serpukbov 6.1(30.5) 93(50.1) 11.7( 30.2)
(70 GeV)

Beanie_ Mirth-nes
CEA (i) 6 GeV 9.1( 30.3) 934 30.1) 9.2( 30.1)

00 BYPASS (3 + 3 GeV)
_ 8.9( 50.4) 8.5(30.1) 5.5( 30.1)

_ (12 OrNi_
Daresthey NINA 10.1( 50.3) 9.9(30.1) 10.0(Z02)

(4 GeV)
DEMO)/ GeV

(ii) DORIS (5 + 5 GeV)
5.5( 50.4) 5.3( 30.1) 5.4( 30.1)

SLAC (i) 20 GeV
(ii SPEAR (4 4 GeV)

1.24 30.1) 1.3 1.3( 301)

Yerevan_ 11.9( 30.3) 129( 30.1) 12.24 30.1)
16-GeV)

1 niabest molars& 19 lowest rankth& urn m thatheu indicate tbe_thot-theen-aguare vanalmes betimes the assessmenks
ntade by the high-enagy physicists. giving-2mm approaimme ides ol tbe divergatee of opinion within the different groups.
The sample size of each group_ is denoted_ by a.
Root-mean-souare variation of leu than 0.05.

Brookhaven and DESY, in that Order. As sailed
tartlet (note 45). theft findings are tioiely m line
with the opinions of Idlectron Itiet-energy physi-
Cists reported in Martin and Irvine 1181

9. Accelerator outputs - an overall assessment of
the period 1969-78

In concluding our -assessment, it is oecessmy to
consider the overall picture of the relative scien-

title performance between 1969 and 1978 of the
CERN iccelerators and their users that is pro-
vided by the different partial indicators taken to-
gether. Table 18 summarises the results for the five
main Western laboratories. The CERN accelera-
tors, for exarople, have beat responsible for the
greatest number of publications and citations, and,
in terms of these two indicators. their relative
position is therefore first. Howeveh in terms of
citations per paper the CERN accelerators:come
behind the FerMilab, SLAC, and DESY Mathines,

207
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in With polition ler the ten years unda madder-

The peer-evaluation results represent the- views
of seienfts who. in according rdative positions to
laboratories, have tried to balance -small numbers
of -mead discoveriaAfar which the number of
papas cited 100 or awe times in ayearrovides a
usdul indicator) against overwhdiningly gager
numbers_ of lower-level contributions (for_ which
citation tatalefitovido a tedonable _indication ef
ceradtimpact).' Thra; it is noubleIft% sift
t5eICE11/1 ersit=1 tank hig in Weft _Of
both IOW citations had 'adVanors" (papas eiW
15 or mote times in a yew) till phydasts inta-
dined rieVindicied snaked than second ft tbe
decade in-question, behind the SLAC =dunes.
This suggests that, in considering a period which
witnessed-revolutionay -change in their -subAect,
they attached Feuer w*ht to die =leen= of
whether or not accelerators have been tesonstide
for the "aucial discovaies" that transformed ft
field. In line id& ihe rigurf2 on ves7 hiegY4ite4
papers(rt >100) showing_ SLAC waiving been
resporeoldelor_over_half luch_crucial_ ftcovaie%
tbe iInediihe StInfotdatCrs _,W1 _o(
WWI& itCEIDLU Wffition, among ft five_Wfi-

DESY apparendy falai to pftuce a
atigk siiaai forairery d=ing till p=i-eA
ain«-siegt,'"aiiid theiIiinieInd ranked it fifth.
The CERN, Brookhaven and Fermtlab fealties
cannot be distinguished in terms of aerial dis-
coveries (between 1969 and 1978, each _yielded one
paper cited more than 100 times); however, the

- Ii paper U1121 onti Mina Mar maid itiferalor Ow
evaluation may_in which higbaargy phisicists are
nepassted to distinguish Masa thene too calla in mesa
ing the output of the woad% as lama pretreacieraton.

Taimi4evel contributions (based- on
tea: citations and "advances') both suggest that
Familab should be ranked ahead of Brookhaven,
but behind CERN, agreeing with the relative posi-
dons accorded to these three by tbe peer-re-
viewers.

In the light of there result% certain ;awaits
sbould_pataps be made about tbe notion of "con-
vergence"_ between pada' indicators that was
introduced in our-Arabes. farki on assenieg_large
basic_research facaTfts (pafaculaly ini"Ver_a=d
Ind* (193)-._ It is d ftL_Rt ft present ow%
em =Timers _& not dl _commie, 1ad ft set a
indicators l to be iitt=prit_ with some
care. hi part, this 11th d &add convergence is
due to the fact that -the yahoos facilities being
compared differ railter more in -tams of their
relative sizes and inputs than those-Ciallined pre-
viously 2° Butproba* more imminent is the fact
that, in a fiedd of sae= undergping a-paiod of
reirolutiaia dime, as did high-aseqy "dudes
during the mid-1970% iodicators based on publica-
tion and atation totals loge much of their utality
since they tad not to rental where the crucid
ftceveries_Artere medc_addirTs paipapa _ean
&se be se ear_Wires peat care is tskOlto
idCnfiry, md Wow f=, ft ral pester nftbas
of "Mittaken" papas thu appear to surfive ftr-

Oda& of t1initi=1 uncertainty. Even

Ths-DESY macaw ware. Iscomom. respealds for several
bitaiethila nar-iradviaa diNkroiri

thr dew of thrpel_mime so the pa via an Masada*
sista ad-oonfirmadao of the discoveries of the upsilon,
upsilon-pansand-thermed F mesons. Mamma nom the
rid sd:1971LPEFRA baba' NONNible_for JoNnEver,
amanitas amass such as the disarray of emus.

" Far example. CERN ormssay alas gnaw rasp of
faIla thU Fausith ad larailliava combut

Table la
Accelerator outinn:1969-71:-SummarVat the relative aciatiOne PPaIb lbsviPatijPñt adaa-tors---

Publications Total
citations

Oakes
Per Met

"Adelman"' "Crucial
discoveries".

Pm-
mamas

CERN 1 2
DEW 3 5 5
Brookhaven 2 4
Ronda 3 2 2 3
MAC 3 3

I 1 highest ranking; 5 last rata&
Based cm the samba a papers cited 15 Of mare times in a year (the top perm, massead papers).
Maid a di. Mara of papers tad IC:0 or more 1100 ii year 0.2 prow most-cited pears).
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the results based on highly cited papers are not
completely satisfactory, since slightly different
answers are obtained according to whether one
focuses on "crucial diwiveriee. "major
advances." or _"Advancm.7 For a SUbject_im the
tlfroes of revOlUfiOnary dilhge, the first of these
yi4th results that are most conststent with peer-
evaluation. However. it is somewhat lions led as an
indicator because the statistics on crucial dis-
coveries are small; while it may,therefore, be used
to identify the leader(s) in the field, it ss unlikely to
discriminate clearly between the great majority of
the research facilities beio& assessed.

From this, various conclusions can be drawn.
First. it is not possible to carry out assessmentrof
relative scientific outputs on the basis of a single
bibliometric indicator (for examplc publication or
citation totals). To attempt to do so may lead to
results that aresetiously misleading SeCOnct Men
when several indicators are__Uted together. ane
cannot adopt a "meiansc" approacis whereby
publication and citation data are computed and
assumed to reveal in a faithful manner all aspecn
of the output from different researd facilities. The
results based on each indicator need-to be care-
fully in:erpreied. as has been clearly demonstrated
above. 1' Finally. it needs -to be recoimized that
careM interpretation is only pcesible on the basis
of detailed inside information on the research field
under consideratiominformation that is accessible
to "outsiders." such as policy-researchers, only
through intensive interviewing of_ the type de-
tail:red _earlier. Everilif it is_impossible to_ohtsin
quantitative peer-evWuation data les were_una-
ble to do for some aspects of expenmenW
energy physics before 1969). qualitative data are
still absolutely essential if one is to ensure that the
various pitfalls associated with each of the biblio-
metric indicators are to_ be safely negotiated.-__

This concludesithetirst part of our aSieisinent
of-the high-energy physics facilities operated bY
CERN. We have seen how the method of converg-
ing partial indicators can be used --admittedly
only with great care - to yield what appear to be
reasonable results comparing the overall output of

As a result. we would argue that there is little poem in
attempting to calculate condition coefficients between the
restilts_based_ on dtfferent andicatod - thia would be more
miskadmg than useful because it might suggest spunous
precision.

the CERN acceleraton with that of other major
high-energy physics facilities over the period
1969-78. It seems clear that; over _this period;
users orthe CERN accelerators mintrthuted less to
the advance of Mientifit rtiowledge (VIM ibeste_of
SLAC, but more divi those of any other experi-
mMW cestre. Howevn, sf we Into account
the differing levels of resources invested in each
accelerator laboratory (see tables 8 and 10). then
the users of all three US national accelerator
laboratories appear to have a better record over
the ten/ears in question than tkee of CERN. '2
liLpwer II 1121_ we look more closely at the
performance-of the individual CERN accelerators,
at the changes in their performance over time,
especially in the period since 1978. and at the
factors explaining their pmformance :relative Ito
that of other major acceieraton around the wOrld.

Reerences

III EAmsldi CE -41 the Big Mediate, Noun 214
(1967) 1290-92-

I21 CERN Airmail Report 1977 (CERN, GC11071. 1977).
131 CERN Amara Report1980 (CERN. Genute 191101.-
141 Meeisat colisclook*Arisiat hero Hiet-Enerfy Physics.

CERN-Cosier 14(1974)111.
131 73th-Anniuersaiy of CERN. CERN Cosner 19 (1979) 227.
161 S_Cokanan. The 1979 Nobel Prize in Physics. se...206

G97_9111290-92.

171 N. Gibbons. The CERN 300 GeV Accelerator: A Case
Study in the Application of the Weinberg Criteria. Mumma
8119701181-91.

181 M. Goldsmith and E. Shaw. Astope's Gam Accelerator
(Taylor and Francis. London, W771-

(9) M.G.N-Hine -Industrial -Implications of Large-Intents-
tioul _Research Enterprises. CERN Courser I (1968)
174-83.

1101 J. Irvine seal I1R. Martin, Assessing -Basic Research: The
Case of_ the Isaac___Neenon Teksoope. Sawa Studies of
Scioto rlii-09113, 48-86.

/III J, Irvine and B.R. Martin. Baste Research se the East and
West.-A Comparison of thc Scienufic Performance of
Hiat:EnergY Ph/siee Atioderatori. Sena Stuthei if Sn-
eer.. ( fonhcomingl.

[12) J.-Irvine and B.R- Martin, CERN: Put Performance and
Future Prospecu II. -The Scientific Performance of thc
CERN Accelerators, Research Polio, 13 (1984) (forthcom.
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" In paper II. ea shall see how the-situation has changed wry
significantly duang the early 1950s. particularly as &result
of the dsscoueries at CERN of the two Intermediate Vector
Bosons.
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CERN: Past performance and future
prospects
II. The scientific performance of the CERN accelerators

John 1RV:NE and Ben R. MARTIN
Senors Pons, Restore* User. thmerssry of Sass.. &Wm. BNI 911F.

Final mum received February 194

_ In a scrim Of _three papers. us auempt to *Mule the part
Mentifinperforniance-of the three main particle actieletaton at
the Geneva-bseed European Orpnisation for Nuclear Re-
search (CERN) overibe -period- since 1960. and to assess the
Muth ProeMets for CERN and iu users during the nou ten to
fifteen pun.

We concerned oundves- in a previews paper (Paper- I --
Mania and Irvine DI) with the position of the CERN bowler..
tors- en muldbigAimeritepliiiiits relativieo thoMetsiber _large
laboratories working in the field We deth primarily Mai the
eeriod from 1969- to 1978. and aummted to -establish how the
expenmenthl output _from the thele pnlapaL CERN accelera-
ten. taken-as -nein compered with -that from other methr
facilities. In undenaking -this somparative evaluation. wee drew
on the method et --coolowaiaa partial-- Dedicators- used in
Previounetubee oLthreelki_Science_thithalties.

In contrast. this paper (raper 11) foams in detail on the
scienefuperformance of each at the CERN accelerators Wm
oulimissalln In particular. it asks. Ant. how the outputs from
the -CERN 211 GeV (pga or Niko alectrcomiu) Proton
Synchrotron compare with those from very similar 33 GeV
American accelerants at Brookhaven Nationel Laboratory ova
the pall MO &Cada? &MM. Nies great hive beat the expert-

Notheler of seniority emphed(eXendifirel authnfethliL The
authon are Fellows or the Sconce Policy Research Unit,
where-they work one range et Mum *muscled with policies
for basic andmplied research. _They gratefully lihilielidge
the suppon of the British Social Schism Research Council in
carrying out this research, and the help so freely even by
large numbers of highmergyphysicists.-Thanksase also due
to_a numbet otesilleagindst_SPRU.andidthelate_Sirblza
Adams. Su Clifford Butler, Professor John Dowell. Dr. Yves
Goldschmid6Clermont. Professor Tem Kibble, Dr. Leon
Lederman. Dr. Own Lock. ined Dr- Paid Mussel for provid-
ing_usef ul critical comment on earlier drafts of this paper.
However. the conclusions remain the responsibility of the
authors alone.

Research PoliCy 13 (1984) 247-284
Nonh-Holland

247

mental achmonenu of the thiersectinaStorage Rinp in world
terms? And. _third how do the autism from the CERN 400
GeVSupee Proton Sub:lumen and-from American
machine at Fermi Naticoal Acceerator Labcestin compare?
Attempt' ase them made to identify-the main factor' responsi-
ble _for dmennining the Mauve scientific performance of eadi
CERN-machine.

These factors ereorreievance to the subject of a third paper
(Paperill hunks midis...the 1321) which seu-out -to alaeltille
laturo.prclafor andieePatticelarkst LEP, theMge
electron-positronoollider acbeduled (or comfiletion in-the lanes
pan et- the -1980e.-What- are the coesermine requirements
Irma/Mal and totheicel) mociated with LEP, and Ms -easily
veilt dm, be- mu? How does the scienti1tcipmentiato13.EP
compareMth that of ocher nutter acceleratote under comm.
boo emendate world? And. Mahe 461 of theme...km record
a the CERN amekestork Mwhatmtent is thii posenteU lady
to be resided? The papermodudes -with discomico of the
eaten, to which predictive techniques cm be utilized in the
fon,tteliuon ci scientific_ priorities. and of the problems in
current widow policy-making Out such techniques an& hap
address.

I. Introduction

Havinr summarired_mPaper_ I (Martin and
Inane 01)) the methodolowomed to tiWuale the
past:performance of the CERN aerators. and
obtainW _an oVerel picture of their position in
world hiet-energy phyiics, we now tum to focus in
more detail on the scientific outputs of the individ-
ual CERN machines. The time-horizon taken ifl

' As rn Paper I Ill). t must be stressed that what a being
assessed hese is_ the Mentific performance of the CERN
aceelermirs_ end thom who have Med thcm. rather than
CERN per se.

0048-7333/94/53.03 C 1984. Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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this paper is the pen0d _from 1961 ta 1983.
However. given that this spans a_num-ber of quOi,
tatively very different stages in CERN's history. It
is convenient to break it- down Into a number of
four-year periods. We shall concentrate in turn-on
each period.- and. with the-aid of various "partial
indicators" based on bibliometric and peer-evalua-
tion data, attempt to establish-bow successful each
CERN accelerator has prove& Finally, using thc
results of interviews with a 14irife number of- high-
energy_physicists in North America._ and Eastern
and Western_ Europe; we shall_discuss in detail the
ficrors_that appeartahave determined the relative
scientific contributions Of the CERN accelerators
and how these have chilnged over time.

2- 1961 to 1964: The cotannisonuag and erly svc4k
of tbe PS

1960 must have been a year of some excitement
at- CERN.--The small 600- MeV-(million electron-
volts) synchro-cvclotron- had been -operating -for
three years. and had- already claimed a notable
discovery ( the electron decay-mode of the charged
pi-meson). It had also been used to carry out a
pioneering "1-2" experiment (to measure the
anomalous _magnew moment of _the muon): the
rust In a senes_of ever moreproase_experiments
spanning _two. _decades_ Ior_ wWch CERN_ was to
betaitie fimous widirn the_ world. IiieiAmergy
physics community. Moreover, the race to com-
plete the construction of the 28 GeV Proton.Syn-
chrotron (PS) ahead of the rival 33 GeV Alternat-
ing- Gradient Synchrotron (AGM at Brookhaven
National Laboratory on Long Island.- New York.
had been won by several months.- However. de-

' The_ ven first _papaw from the CERN PS wem tn_fact
pubhthed in 1%0 Nov.ever. -they were so few in number
that their inclusion would make no difference to the-results
reponed We. chose to exclude Mail because_no
citation data are available in the Scorner Cease., lade, 1621
for 1960.
One of the main-reasons for this was that Brookhawn built
an:electron antdogue to %MAW:new akernalinkgradient
technique. The CERN team -apparently lacked the staff and
funds-needed for this: However.- because of the Cleft links
that had bentiorged with Brookhaven-they were nevenhe-
less -able to -karn- almost as much from the American
analogue as they would have from their own facility. Conte-
quently. CERN was able to -concentrate its efforts more
immediately on the construction of the PS.krving it several
months' head-stan over Brookhaven. a lead which it main-
tained right until the accelerator was commissioned.

Pao pc/0.watt and Paw, rael.,

spite_ theft _early_ successes, the total research -nut,
put from the PS -during_ the_ period 1961 to 1964
was rather linutiM. as we -shall see_ oelow. Perhaps
the main problan was_ thTit. Oditinei the first
experimental run on the PS took place in 1960.
overall the preparatiom for experiments were gen-
erally still at a very early stage. Thus, while the PS
was capable of accelerating particles and produc-
ing a beam, it was

not yet ready_to participate _Nth in _memoh. TN, v whk
the firm rich harvest in nerd to these new questions was
not reaped hem. Thts is why the first quantum states. the
firstnew panseles. were in feet not docovernd here (Wess-
kopf j73. p. 131).

_ The full _effects of not being ready to mount a
camprehentive experimental programme can be
seen in _table 1-Certainly _the_PS began. to yield a
large numhorr of reseateh papers relatively quickly.
accounting for 10 percent of die tOtM world output
of journal articles in the fielddunng 1961-62, arid
nearly 30 percent in 1963-64. This was not only
more than the Brookhaven AGS produced-during
this time (43-percent and 11 percent of the world
output. invectively).- but also more- in the latter
period than the well-established Bevatron accelera-
tor at Berkeley in California (38:oercent and 23
percent). However, the- CERN -mipers reported
data from relatively simple-experiments, and con-
sequently their overall impact appears to have
been considerably less than that of publications
from_ the nther_ frontAine proton accelerators. Ta-
ble 1 shows Mir PS publications received 14,5
percent of all citations made in 1964_to expertmen-
fat high-energy physics _papers pubhed between
1961 and 1964 -- appreciably less than the AGS
(23 percent) and the Bevatron (35 percent). The
figures on average citations per paper show -even
more clearly -the differences between the accelera-
tors: -PS publications earned an average- of 1.9
citation. per-paper.- which is very low for a new
accelerator and compares rather unfavourably with
the figure of 8.0 for the AGS (a typical value for a
new accelerator) and that of 3.4 for the Bevatron
(not unreasonable for an accelerator that had been
operating (Or_ ten years)._1n addition, in terms of
hieily_ cited papers. the Bevatron (with_31 papers
tited 15 or_more times. and 5 cited_30 or more:
and the AGS (with corresponding figures of 24
and 5) both seem to _have been appreciably more
successful than the CERN PS (with figures of 9
and I, respectively). In his foreword to the CERN
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Number> of
experimental
Osterx"
puhluad
past two years

Oman.'
to nab of
past four
years

Awn&
citations
per paper

Mtghly sad papers
tNumber cued n Vines)

1902 1964 1964 luM °)l5 .0.30 '0,50 nOt100
CERN PS OA (kV) 35 - 155 300 I 9 9 _1 0 0

(1004 (29 SS) (14 541 110 0%) (6 01)Other W Europe 45 1311) 1 a 4 __ 5 0 0
(0.5%) 1/101 _(5.01 ) (4.5% ) 0031Total W. Europe

OR os)
200

0731)
510

(19.54)
1 9 13

(15.04)
2

mpg,
0 0

Br.okbldee AGS (33 GeV) 15 60 600 11.0 M
(4.54) (11 01) (23 01) (2704) (29.54) (2501) (1001 )

Bronkhnme Cotanotrem (3 GeV) 45 30 _ . 210 3.0 9 4 I 0(12.34) (5.04) 01) (10 01) (23.51) (25.01)
Berkeley Bevatron (6 GeV) 145 120 910 3 4 33 3 2

(3104) (23 01) (35 OS) (17.51 ) (29 34 I (50011Other US 25 . 50 210 3 0 9 -- 1, 0 0(6.51) _19.01 I __-(9-51) (1004) (604)Total U5 230 255 2000 73 15 --- 4-
161.54) (411.04) (77.511) (05 01) (0004) (1004) (1001)

Dunne (10 GeV) 70 65 70 0 5 0 6
El U.5%) (12 ) (3.04)

Moscow 1TEP (7 GeV) 5 15__ _ 10 __ 0 5 6 0 0 0
(2.01) (30%) (0.54)

Other - rest of world

Total - rest of world 75 10 00 0 5 0 0 0 0
(20 5%) (15.01) (3.01)

World tota) 375- 535 2590 1.0 17 _I
---(1001) non (loos) 1001) (1001) non) (loos)

The notes to- tables 7 and 9 in Maned and bvimallilio OMPly
" All pubhcatmn figures have been rounded to the nearest 5.

All conion_Ggitres have been rounded to the nearest 10.
° All percentage figures have been rounded to the nearest 0.54

Annual Afporr 1965. .1.11. Barmier. then Fratiderit
of the CERN Council. referred to certain deeitioni
which

-

will enable CERN to militant in PeWetion as one of the
vald's three leachng laboratories in the field (Bonnier 14. p.

and Atte Vitient biblMmetric indicators would
sUggest unit. it the end of I964. the CERN PS did
indd rank in third position signficantly behind
the -Berkeley Bevatron and the Brookhaven AGS
accelerators.

In opening up a new energy range in high-en-

et* OhYSiCa. experience shows that-there are often
I-number of discoveries to be made.- souse predic-
ted in advance and others-consletelyunexpected.
The-data on highly_ eited_papers suggest_ that most
of the discoveries in this particular energy range
were made not by the PS but, byAbe Brookhaven
AGS. as the CERN Director-General hithaelf
admitted at the time.

Certainly, the mules -could have been more otaresoi,7
Some- of the regent sanoatical discoveries were made
elsewate (Weim1.015f PI 0. 1111).

Three ditheri/c-ries at the AGS stand out in particu.

2 3
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(1) thCldiscovnlythat there are two different
types of. neutnnos:
(2) the disoVery Of 111th oilier a-ittimis puticle:
(3) the disoVery Of Chrge-perity Or CP-viOla-
tion.

It is worth examining the histories of these ttire
discoveries since they reveal much that can be
used to explain _TERN% record during the early
1960s

The idea of undertakin_g an experiment to de-
termine whether the electron-neutrino and the
muon-neutrino are the same or different Ranicles
sterns_ to have occurred more or less simulta-
nithatlyi 101 experituonters at_ Brookhaven -and
CERN_ in Chinn 1960. 1* was_ clear_ that the higher
energies Of the AGS_end _PS_witould. _for the first
WM, permit _neucrino experinteintio be_carried
out on a ak1idk accelerator.and the two-neutrino
experiment was, as one of dth phyricisth invOlved
has pointed out (SChwartz Kr. pe A2J) thi ithrietTs
experiment to do with nentriiica 5111± an stperi-
merit was attempted at CERN in 1961. but wit,Wit
sucris (Weisskopf 171, p. 161). As the Director-
General of the time later observed:

oe triad early to mamma a beam al soorthou - perhaps
too early - rad she run experinalet did Mt kad in thy
results because of lack of intensity (Wthukopf 173.p. 1611

Mid in subsequent years_this failure was attributed
by the direttOr of one of the CERN Departments
to

inhoneateous and int:gait:mad group
made sane mistakes in evaluating the fluxes of panicles
available (Comoni (34. p. 3891).

One of those involved in the iital Atherican ex-
periment recollected his experience of the Situation
as follows:

In_thscussing emaimental- work here and- elsewhere-in the
papm we hsve inevitably hean forced to nuortin certain
stemma of highenergy phySics"jargoe in givinS meat Of
partideLlenerry wametest details of equipment. _out so
on. We have auemptad -to keep-this-to -a-minimum. -The
interested rendes is-rafened -to articles -suds as thme-by
Crisiagi (371 JaCk Mid Saindelsofl 1411.1htlkinglesme 1361.
Salam 1991_1 Hoofs 1421.-and Weinberg 1101 for recent
popular commentariet on high-amp physic'.
Theory suggested that the only way to explain the spparcnt
failure of the mama to deedjmo an Mem Phu Wtmna
ray was to mat _the existence of two different type of
neutrinos (Schwartz 161. p. 4211

214

[Tee _M hada bead man on us-at CERN. aad it was clear
that they would be-at loam six months ahead or us.-maybe
even a year ._ (TIM question then was: Would CERN Mat
uf1..1snat iisslemeithe -enure_ meenmeni ma deemed at
CERN_ and wasalmostscady to moum and then am heard
..-. that v00 Dardel had-thaosserad -a mistake in the calcu-
beam and Uldled- et tuned out Mal tbe beam. as trims
planned for CERN would iipse setylow intessim became
the beam was planned Mr a Nfoot straight WWII and-the
deloruseas aka of the- magnets nibs -alms she straight
Meanie wont.: hmeisasentialld_theibeani_ AIM
caber-mistake Mach is in sem much deeper and is-really
an intlicatico of the- very real diftermosin -physics Malmo.
ph), in Ide U.S./earn:masa lo what it was deli lit CERN1
was that-ruder thanaagINs experiment is so- important
lees move it to Me 10-foot straight section, the hen with-all
tbe other junky lade experiments-that are saws on. they
cancelled the expairronk_ahd came vm knew they
wc'da bmalme alai was ittet the style (Schwartz 161. p. 431).

The dear imilication is that; if a similar mis-
take had been made at Brookhaven_ it would have
rapidly been_ rectified by moving les; important
experiments:cat of the way. This would not have
beet tee &Meth it) Cr irMit e Ante

there wen no morninsm to decide whether yo. rue or not.
It was just Maurice Poldhaber. tbe Laboratory Director/
and ... his great madam prevailed Waal

The history of the second major discovery, that
of the "omep-mmus" particle. also suggests a
significant difference in experimentalapproach be-
tween Brookhaven and CERN. The existence of
the otheLalninus had been:predieted in 1962 by
theorists -who showed that in the SU(3) classifica-
tion scheme - which successfully accounted for all
the known hadron resonances - there was allap!'
corresponding to a nev4 previthisly_Anobserverl,
particle. The subsequent :search for the predicted
ontega4ninus_teran_ ati_CERRand Brookhaven
tower& the etd_ of 196Z atil agitt anamed the
ferm of a "ilia" between theitser-trenpi Of the
two rival accelerators, At CERN. experintentri
initially used a beam of K mesons of momentum

Gey/r. but found no sign of the particle. Thry
therefore decided to raise the K momentum to
6 GeV/4.,

but. due to a number of difficulties. this mperiment was
delayed as Luz as the- summer _of 19641 Meanwhile the
Brockhmat 5roupsietup C3_CreVc hem and early in
1964 Ilse, found truly remarkable pistrograph of 0"
production and decay ... This was gran triumph for the
new 1S-U(311 theory involving pedele symmetries (Butler Ilk
p 76711

One of the major difficulties appears to have
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involved the British 13-metre bubble-chs, set that
was to be used as the particle deteeux in this
experimem It was reported in 1959_ that thiswould
be ready for installation at CERN_ during 1961154
p 9441. In the event-ins arrival fromBritlin v.s
delayed-unti11963. and it thenirailed _10 pan its
initial operational trialsat the PS iftrInnaly pan
of 1964j9. p. 761. The Inn iiir4annenW run with
the bubbk-charither arld =NMS-auTrgy k beam
was_therefotti_daft-SMW Jinn 1964. .

prebb most important of the
ealyi BidOkhived AGS discovaies was that of
CNVicstiat. Two points should -be noted in
connection with the planning and execution of this
aqierintent. The fun is that tbe amerintental_pro-
posal was only one and a half_pastes long, and it
freely &dented that no detailed calculatiOOS had
yet-been- nude FitchD5._pp. 49-S11). Witereas
such- a -roposail was _acceptabk at Arooklavat,
where decisions On etSporiments _were _genagly
made_by the Directornlone, ittinces_rif =sed-
ating the formal eammittee Ott= it CERN would
probably bays been sonewUt ammer. Instead of
trusting tritthWutien 01 tik tvg principal physi-
enn itivolveA (Walt Wire highly respected =pen-
Matthril, a committee vmuld sheen oertainb have
inustM that the calculations were first made,thus
ddaying the experiment. In- the event, the even=
=eters at Brookhaven wee_zoartaiflg
data %within- nwre -two =ethics( the proposal
being written. A second point-Jo note is theist
suitable -detector already _existed and_ this funher
shonenedthe -_ time_ needed to mount the-expeti-
ment,-This detector had previously been =A for
an experiment_ on_ the lowai-enagy ant1301f011
accelerator atBrookha - aS ifldthilifOii snuld be
moved very quickly to dn AGS.Indiat the &lec-
tor von_ inWalled befeve the expenment was al-
prova lUtibiann (58. p 6201), again Muses u-

ithtively informal-system for planning red
executing experiments then prevalent at Brookha-
ven. 7he fact that the 3 GeV Coemotron had been
operational at Brookhaven for the previous ten

_

Another poesible isosoofor_the ddayin_unnif the hisirepen
top K, beam wu- tYnt priority was girt:own seardi for
the omepeninut tins she ant:lir-own- beim froenehe PS.
This search _0111.14 unsurceissful bonnie die nritiproton
crossneoioni turned ;nu tnbe lower than _vrtdicent.
This was the only hip energy physics experiment of the
INN 10 hi honoured with the award of Nobd Prize.
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years obvimisly ravelhe Inhattery I e&nitYsrable
advantage overICERK

chaf thu one of thi main problems at
CERN &Tying din erlY period was the lack of
experunenW equipment. Nowhere was this mere
apparent that in relation to bubble-chambers
which. it was beginning to be recognized; -had clear
advantages in many areas of hithintergY_Plrynct
over more traditional experimeetal techniques
(such as emulsions or cloud-chambers). As a re-
suit, a great deal of effort was directed_ in the
United States AO the development et this- hew
m_chnolollY. Initially; Europe ailed 10 inTtta this
pace of developmeam ias the Dirinthr-GesterW Of
CERN admitted in 1963:

CERN has-bird behind the -Amens= Iaborstones with
raper to the nee of bid bubbinoTtoreers (Rfeisalicipf 172.
p. 1315

_=At the time of the first experiments on the
CERN PS in 1960, the largest bubble-chamber at
the laboratory was a mere 300 an-(12 inches) in
size. compared with the 72-inch instrument in use
at tbe Berkeley Bevatron- accelerator and the 80-
inch chamber very shortly to become operaticseal
at the AGS. The situation improved at_CERNin
1961 when_ the CERN 1-metrelpromine bubble-
chamber was completed_andn French usegreep
brought an_81-cm_hysiregea 41ber from Sithy.
However. , as we han_ seen, dn Wrge Rini& 13-
theta blibblier efid int start running ex-
penmen until the summer of 1964, three years
illa aigitallY Planned. Similarly. the 27metre by-
&egen bubble-Tchimber under construction--at
CERN was not completed until December 1964.
having been delayed two years by staff shortages
(cf. Weisskopf 18D.

Perhaps the-other maiaproblem at CERN dur-
ing these crucial early _years of the PS was "it
somewhat ill-defined esperimental 'physics _Ine-
yammer j13, p. 3431). In 1962; the_Direttere-
eral referred to _" the 'unhand _atti fetid ip
proach whidt_chxrettafted the beginning of re-
search wortn(Wasskopf 171. p. 16% *bile =other
senior_ CERN 0111051 later desaibed the prepara7

don kw the experimental Programme as 7:abnorm-
ally poor" (Cocconi (34, p. 3491) Four main _fac-
tors can be seen as underlying these problems with
the physics programme and the late provision of
appropriate experimental equipment at the labora-
tory.
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__ First there is the question of the overall Atatla7
gement Of the PS eonstruction_progratitmr-An
petit:War: it Wad be _rigged_ thnt senior_CERN
officials pWio too muCh emphasis on early corn,
;ninon of tU acoderater (prafribly IhCid of
Binolthiven). end too lit& on eleVaopitig a suita-
ble experimental programme (and the construction
of- the necessary chambers and detectors). Obvi-
ously. opinions may differ as to whether this was a
primary cause of the accelerator's early under-ex-
ploitation, but the subsequent observation by Coc-
coni that

most of the activitylar CEPIll_had _lwen_elevosed to the
constructico of the looderator itself (ibid.. p 349)

suggests dtTit lee for one hid diebts Ahern whethet
weeis construction lid experunen-

til preparations h4d been optintal.
gecond. it seems tat CERN's failure to appre-

ciate fully the need for appropriate experimental
instrumentation was -related to- the comparative
lack of-experience of European experimentalists at
that- time. Their American counterparts had been
carryin out research on the lar,e accelerators at
Brookhaven and Berkeley since the early 1950s.
and therefore knew full well what was involved in
mounting 7stateof-the art" experiments.: In par-

their_ greatth_experience intlitt_thil they
were betterible to adapt their instruments to new
physics neddi as soon as theY arose, rather than
hiving to wait for itiphistisatel ptheOse-beib in-
struments to be constructed. It is probably not
without significance that what was arguably the
most- important experiment to be carried -out on
the Ps in the early 196Gs (a study of the decay
patterns of sigma hyperons - thiryielded the most
highly cited publication from the accelerator be-
tween 1961 and 1964) was carried out by r col-
laboration which included an American group.

Third as. in any new: multinational research
Vtillfutr.;_ it _inevitably took tirbt lor an _ effective
organizationg strnetUre develen within CERN.
Particular problerth arising in &lining die role of
the laboratory vis-i-ois user-groups. The origin0
idea was that, while CERN was responsible for the
machine, the beams and detectors would be the
responsibility of individual groups, with "national
truck teams," composed of university -physicists
from each Member State.-arriving at the labora-
tory with the equipment needed to carry out their
experiments. Under this approach. CERN would

beexpected to provide only a very limited range of
experimental equipment fnr outlide user-groups.
The may_explkirtnthyin_ the early_ years noon of
theempbailiat CERN idened to be on air con,
stnicuon of_the icerator, with fir Ws on bearri
equipment. 5 eitA very link on thi provision of
subsidiary experimental instrumentation and the
planning of a coherent and systematic experimen-
tal programme that integrated the research activi-
ties of central staff and outside users and per-
mitted full esploitation of tbe new facilities. Very
quickly, however, it was found that the "truck
team" approach "did not work out successfully"
(Adams 12, p. SW This necessitated the laboratory
having to :develop_ a better integrate:I research
policy, with experimentaletams being brouMat to-
gether more_by their common interest int' prnies-
lir =penmen sthd mustence a comple-
mentary les,hnw.1 ikilli uses by diTris tTatiority.
Not only did this reiult in a greater internatiditali-
:anon of effort, but it also imposed heavier de-
mands on the laboratory in providing both admin-
istrative and technical support. Inevitably. CERN
took time to adjust to these greater demands placed
upon it.

A fourth and final factor contributing to the
problems of tbe PS during its early years of opera-
tion svas the commitment a significant sections of
the European higli-esergy_physics _community:to
existingt eserra programmes on natiothiraCteler-
ators. Truth of die thth wge menet& smut -
Britain. France - were deck operating
(or in ilk process of building) two natienel accel-
erator laboratories. while the fourth - West
Germany - bad one major centre. Consequently.
many European physicists were engaged in plan-
ning or running -experiments on these accelerators,
with much of the available technical support chan-
nelled into constructing the necessary detectors
and instrumentation. (Moreover, in the United
Kingdom. there bad been a total lack of co-ordina-
tion between _OW domestic experimental efforts 9
and those at CERN. at least until the early 1960s

There were. -frit example. severs difficulties with separated
beiati m thi early les& lii addition. that* was_middly a
tendency to disting*sh wort into the caw,* of "acceler-
ator." beam," and .delector.. with the result that these
three elements did not always work well twitter.
Foi an ivaleitirto of the kientificrtutlride from one a the
British national laboratories (Daresbul3). re Martin and
Irvin,: /34
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(Cf. WilEnson (74. pp. 8-190 - hardly the- best
v..ay of trying to ensure that the available resources
were utilized as effectively- as -possible) Perhaps
with greater support from- within its Member
States.-CERN might have been-able 40 mount a

prehensive experthientri programme on the PS
somewhat sooner-than it did. Further discussiOn Of
the factors affecting the scientific-perforrunce Of
the PS will._ however-be left until later When we
have seen how it fared in subsequent years.

3. 1965 to 196lk TU CERN VS comes ( i age

I CERN and the PS accelerator-entered -1965 in a
better piepared state than had -been- the ease four
years earlier. -In particular. the accelerator had
since 1963 been prong a- neutrino beam with
100_ times the intensity of that ortlinally available
on the Brookhaven AGS.- Equally important. the
new 2-metre bubble-chamber had tinallytuthe
into operation at the end of 1%4.: tant. CERN
had- begun in 1964 AO plan a_PS Improvements
Prosrarnme.the aim being to increase dieintenrity
and_ repetition,ratedt the seteratde and to ex-
tend the esperimentO atUFs. The rust effects of
fliese_l_of _this programme began to be felt-in the
latter Uudf of the Uour-year period under considera-
tion. To whit extent was this greater state of
preparedness reflected in the scientific- outputs
from the PS over the four years up to 19687

Table- 2 shows- that during this period the PS
accounted- forjust- under 30 percent of all experi-
mertal high-energy physics papers. coosiderably
more than- the Brookhaven AGS (19.5 percent)
and indeed all other_ accelerators in _die _wOrld.
However. the total:number:I of CiUtiOns for _the
papers fromthe AGS and_PS were virriTally identi-
cal ( about 27.5 percent of the SUM rotal). This
suggests th4t die two iiitines had a very similar
overM1 impact on the advance of high-enerey
physics during the period, and significantly mom
thiin their nearest competitor. the Berkeley. Be-
vatron. The Bevatron's world share of publications
and citations was by now declining_ rapidly be-
cause of its low energy relative to the PS and AGS,
although it was still-well ahead of newer machines
of similar or slightly higher energy at Rutherford
andArgonne. _ _ -

In terms of "advances" - thu is. papers catW
15 or more times Ili Mit year - the PS hid

manned to catch Up and perhaps out_ overtake
the AGS. producing 46 such paperi I:Withered
with 42. It had been panitadarly sticcess(Ul in
discovering several new_ resonsititU. end in in=
vestigating the _protract OU Others_ more thor-
oughly than had pieviowy b«ti hebiiicd. Yet the
More imptnitat "rnajor Mvancts" (papers cited
30 _Of more tunes in a year) still eluded the PS - it
had only one WrAr paper to its credit during the
four years compared with 12 for the AGS. More.
over, some of the Mint& reported in this single
highly cited CERN paper were subsequendyshown
to be "mistaken:1 These results were obtained
using a miuing-mass spectiometer, and appeared
to thow a double-pealc mixture for the Ai taw,
nance. This was the very first indication :Of ithe
"split A i." as it came to he _knowfl The Boa%
was "confirmed" in several _other_ papers by the
same collaboration,. by no:1«.h t15SO roiii other
collaboratithit antalruill Oh the PS, and even by a
team atthe Brorildniven AGS. By the bine of the
MVOr mei-eziirto phyrics conference of 1969 (at
Lund). it was accepted diat

everytate es Row *Pia that the A, is eau [12. p 234

It was oniy in 1970 that experiments at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), and
later at Brookhaven and CERN; began 40 indicate
that the A was not split rat:talk By die ume of
the major conference 011971 (held at CNcago). at
was reported that the split A2

pow tams so hows Isom delialftly weft Pada the a' Tipp&
p. 316).

All WS is not to imply that the split Aovas the
only "mistake" ot experimental high-eniugy
physics during the 1960s. Fai fromit. Most of the
major accelerators had at least one "mistake" to
their credit. In the case of the CERN PS, there
were Meshes S. T snd U resonances that other
experimenters foundireat difficulty in cotroborat,

there wu also the early high value forlikiX11
result "confirmed- by an experiment at Khania*
same time on the Princeton-B=01mila AcceThr-
ator. At IBcrkelcy. die Bewitron gave an erro-
neously high ivOue _for the (ICL-K,) mass dif-
&ream, as widl asreallltathit apparently violated
the 2IQ rule. Finly, at Brookhaven. one
AGS experiment Claithed to find C-viola,.on in the
decay of the n particle. However, the mht At4 was
by far the longest-lived mistake. Whereas the others
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Tahk 2
Evnenmental hl.heners. physics. 1965-1968

Nunitirn of _
ekperknental
890171°
published in
past_two wars

t-n

work of past
four years

AwAte
eitahwis
per panel

Kok nInt_pnbers
(Number cited urnel

1%6 196P 1966 1961) 1966 1960 ->15 .> 30 550 4? 100
CO1N PSI28 GeV) 210 215 1260 1330 3.5 3 1 46 1 0 0

(32.59 ) 175.54 I (28.59) (26 ) 130.5:1 15.54 )

DESY (7 GtV) 10 40 20 _ 100 _ i 6 6.1 10 __ . .1 . _ 0 0

4139 I .441.5%) __693%) _16.09 1 (6_.51.) (3.5% )

RUtherford Nimrod 47 (3eti) 15 20 IGO 190 60 4.6 9 0 0 6

(2.55) (2.5%) (2.5%) (3.59) (6os)

Other W. Europe 50 - 50 220 __ 190 __ 2.4 1.9 -2 0 0 0

_17.59( 15.59 ) (5 0%) 1_3 59) (1.541

Total W. Europe 290 325 1620 1990 3.3 3.3 67 2 0 6

(443%) (38.5%) (36.01) 139.09 I (44.5V; 111:091

Arson,* ZGS (12 GeV) 13 55 50 250 4.2 3.6 -6 - 0 0 0

(2.09) -16.5%) -11.01) -45.09 ) 14.0%1

Brookhaven AGS (33 (3eV) 125 165 1270 1359 6.0 4.6 4: 12 1 0

(19.55! (195%) (28.0%) (26.59 ) 129.09) (66.59) 1(009)

Brookhaven Cosmouon (3 (3eV)30 20 200 160 3.6 3.2 3 -- 0 0 0

44.55) aS%) 114 59) 113.09 I _ 12_091

Berkeley Bevan.% (6 GeY) 80 95 780 500 3.8 2.8 9 0 0 0

02.59/ (11.51F) 07.5%) 110.091 (6.09)
CEA (6 GeV) 15 35 15-0 202 5A 31 7 0 0 0

(2 5% I 440%) 13.0%) _11.09 I (4.59)

SLAC (20 GeV) - 20 - 100 - 4.5 4 1 0 0

(2.5%) (2.09) (2.59 ) (5.5%)

Other 1J5 33 60 260 410 3 7 4,4 2 0 0

_45.09) _(7109) _ (6.09) __18.09 ) 17.59 I ,1109)
Teti) 05 300 130 2710 2930 4.9 3.9 82 15 6

(46.59) (53.5%) (60.0%) 151105 I (54.55) 183.59 I 11009)

Dubna (10 (3eV) tlo n 120 60 1.1 0.9 0 0 0 0

(6.5%) (4.0%) (2.5%) (1.09 )

MoseoW ITEP (7 (3eV) 15 25 _ 50 30 1.1 0.6 0 0 0 0

(2.5%) (30%) (1.0%) (0.59)
Other - rem 01 work, 10 50 - 4.2 1 - 1 6 6

11.0%1 (1.09)
Tota) - rest of world 60_ 70_ 170 141: 1.2 1.1 0

(9.0%) (9.5%) (3.5%) (2.55) (0.59) (SSS)

World total 1645_ 1145. 4300 540 31 3.4 150 18 1 0

00014 -000%) 000E, (102%) 1(005) OW%) (1009)

The notes to tables 7-and 9 of Martin and Iruine 1511-also appiy.
° All publication-figures have been rounded 59 the nearest 5.

All citation Nunn have been roundedio the_nemst 113
All percentage figures have been rounded In the MVO, 0.5%.

were corrected within two to three years. the split
Al look five or six years to rectify. During fins
time._ it caused "consternation" to theorists
Cientsc4e 1+5.p. 231). occupying a considerable
part of thcir attention because it cast doubt on the
otherwise very succeisful SU(3) classification
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scheme:for hadrons. The high numbcr of-citations
earned by the original split Ai paper suggests that
at the Unit it hid a majorimpact on the scientific
community, stimulating _much expenmental and
theoretical work that might riot otherwise have
been canied out. However, as With the "mistaken"
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Fermilat paptathscussed in Paper 1 (Manin and
Irvine (5l p 201)). it is debatable whether such a
pubficauon can be regarded as a positive contribu-
tion to the advance of scienfific knowledge.

To sum ahhouth the PS had a Waives publi-
cation output than- the AGS over the four:IMO
period up to 1968,-_papers from the two mathmet
earned a similar total numk.n of CitntiOlit
ever, the main_difference between the twO Sec-eler-
slots was that the AGS had ISM/Oil "Major
advance to its credit_while the _PS hid -Only one
Candone which was liter td ptdVe of Somewhat
dubious merity_111 terat of -Vieth bibliometric Mdi-
;atom then. theaterall siesitific contribution of
the PS_ wand ippe4i id have been smaller than
that of the AGS K!.. but somewhat treater _than
b0th dit &Ailey Bevatron and the new accelera-
tors at DESY and Argonne.

What reasons can be given for the apparently
Superior record of_the-Brookhaven AGS oftt this
period? First. although the difference-ws
pronounced than_hithertausersofilie_CERN PS
continued- on average to belay, aperieriad in
using large_ accelerators tarn their BroOkliiven
counterparts. Second._ the AGS OU by ill accounts
the beties instrumented di the dim accelerators;
the CERN PS wsTtill k.ian.al years from obtain-
ing the very !Ott 23-eithic metres hydrogen bub-
blechaitiber. and the 10-cubic metres heavy-liquid
bubble,Hthiribet reconunended by the Amaldi
COMM-item (the forerunner of the European_ COM-
mince (or Future Accelerators) as far bedsits
1963. Finally, the attention of at least some CERN
staff was beginning to switch to the interment%

" Even at CERN. this conclusion would_probabireoinow be
disputed. as this -commentator's amusement mato clear:
"For a num_borStitini in the 1960s Brookhaven was the
finest lugh-eneray physics Who/snort inShelwinitr 126. p.
2411. However, whether this assessment would have' been
mosPted ui1568 Mims-obvious. At the end-of that year. 1..
VaP limn( fOlanerk Head _of itiellieeretial Physics De-
partment at CERN_and a future DireccetesMa0 under.
took a THU; of recent contributions from CERN acceicra-
tont° h4limierly physiM. He identified five nutior contri-
butior.s, one on the sytteho,cYclotrosi
man) and four on the PS: (11 leptonic decays of vector
mesons; (2) the discovery of several new mesons; (1)she
sAit Aitsineato tests of Cabibito theory. It was somewhat
unfortunate that, of thefour contlibations froin 04.-PS. the
split A, should later be found to be "mistaka_whilS
sever& of the new resonances (the S. T and U mesons)
subsequently came under considerable doubt.
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Storage Rings projett add td the even more distant
300 GeV (as it thee WiTs) Super Proton Synchro-
tron, BroOkhaven staff by contrast had no such
majdr new faCility to which they could look for-
wiTrd: !' However . as with ourinevious considera-
tion of the period 19617_64. we shall leave further
disaission of the factors determining the porta-
mance of the PS until later.

4. 1969 to 1972: CERN achieves wald
DOOM

_As mentioned_previcesik. die Am ildi Commit-
tee had in 1963secommenda a major 200 million
Swissi franc prritannit it CERN to (1)- build
largehydrogen and heaVy-liquid bubble-chambers
together with i range of other detectom _(2)
irripinve the fachnic.al performance of the Proton
Sytithrotron; and (3) _increase the number of
diperimental halls. Abbott& Phase 1 of the: PS
Improvement Programme had been completed in
1967. it was not until 1969 that the efleethltof
Phase_11 beipth to be reflected in: a cattideribly
increased accelerator intensity (with eitieut inten-
sityof 1.3 x 1012 protons peripase for the year.
nearly_ twice_ the figure-7a 1965._ irid tat times
treater than that for1961 --_ste (10. p. 77)). Then,
in1971;*the:new heitry,fiquid aibble-chamber fi-
nally _came intOoperation. These two major dc
ve1opmenUat,0ther eonstituted a considerable up7
trading of die PS ficility and for ptrhajo the-first
tiiiie Vave CERN user-groups a significant techni-
dii over physicists undertaking experi-
Mental work on the Brookhaven AGS. Moreover.
1971 also saw the completion of the late:teeth%
Storage Riogs (15R),_within the:allocated:budget
and six months ahead of scbaline..Vs i041 tYs the
gashead_ (after severaL wit Of ediii016: inter-
governmental negotitaticuys) fa catittnetion of the
Smper Proton synertrarroti: All this gave rise to "a
state otunaccUltdaildasphaii" at the laboratory
(14. -0.1311, The fiat eibliervation of interactions at
the 1SR wiVs deribed in the following terms:

_ -
" Brotekhaveli did pMitseilicirward as it possible site for the

planned American ZOO GeV:On:Pen iynTthroton which even-
tually went to the Mid-Wmt (Fermilabl. However. the M-
Miviinent of Brookhaven staff in this project was shells the
clesiwitudy having_been carried out at Berkeley (another
unsuccessful contender for the site).
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Newer before ia *mamma history has commosionmgof
machine gone_10 moot*. despite the Tat that the 1SR is
the most complex mediae ever built and, in the sense of
doing sornethinknew whom succeeds,' opeation could not
be guaranteed. is-among -the ndwsuuiroas ewe witi.
To be with therubilani_phSeleists that day when they were
erecting up wades taming frown interactions in the collid-
ing beams was re experience. Not every day does
excitement break through the surface so taiiity 1141,

To what extent wit dna iiibbd of optimism
about the future for the ISR subsequently matdied
by significant experimental outputs from the
ity? -And what -effect did the Improvement Pro-
gramme have on the scientific contributions made
by the PS-at the start of the 1970s?-
j_ Data on the scientific publications- arising from
the :world's main accelerators over theiperiod
13/69=72:are given in table As in 1968.- -the
CERN PS continued to produce about: 25_parcerit
of the MOM 881t111 of iexperirnental publications.
nit tia a torniderably punt proportion than
that idiiiVeA by die &Dalian:It AGS. _whose
share droptaed fitim_ 19_ percent to 143 _perterit_ in
1972. principaily _because a major _conversion prof
granune n- for the accelerator proved rather _more
troublesome than that -undertaken at the PS and
required the total shut-down of the facility for an
extended period. Theeffects of this can be seen
very clearly in the citation -data. While papers (or
the two accelerators earned virtually the same
number of citati.ns in 1970, the AGS figure had
by 1972 dropped appreciably below that of -the RS.
largely betanteOf the_decline in an AGSpublica-
liOn : iite (AGS _papers _were_ still pining _more
eiiitkitti per toVer tompared_with 2.3 for the
PS). The figures On Wily cited papers werenlso
very similar. altheingh bOdi idcaerators managed
only- onei"major advancer (papers eite& 30 _or
more times in -a year) between 1969 and 1972.
Overall, it would seem that the PS had finally
drawn level with:the AGS- (it had beer appreciably
behind in theprevious four-year period in terms of
-major advances"), and perhaps had even begun
to edge slightly ahead.

However; for this _period. the most highly cited
Opera Caine neither from the PS nor the AGS. but

ii As with the CERN PRinprovement- Pfelismnte.- the -aim
was so. utmost _ate Intensity of the proton beam: However.
the problems experienced at hrookhaven with-the =wen
'non programme were so great that 7 tbe AGS_operated
initially with beam intensities somewhat lower than pre-
shutdown values- 17. p. 471.

from other newer iteratait; In reirfietilar If
Setpukhov. the first indications of a nsing total
cross-section in hadron collisions were fOunA by it
joint Soviet-CERN expenment. The discovery of
deep inelastic scattering was made by researchers
at the Stanford Linear Amelerator Center; this
result._presented in the two SLAC papers cited
50 or more times in ayear, was important because
it provided:the first direct evidence antiprotons
were compose& of_ smaller_ constituent " partons"
(subsequently identified with "Aurtrks"), _The very
first intuits front Fennidab on proton,proton total
cross-sections were published_ in the latter part of
1972, and dise too were hieily sited:An& finally;
there were two " impO tiailyirmiulti froth the
!SR: (I) measurements of inaluilve reitetiOtts;
which showed the same "scaling" behiVioni es
had first been seen in the SLAC deep indestie
scattering experiments; and (2) the discovery of
the_diffraction minimum in elastic proton-proton
scattering contradicting the predictions of the pre-
viously fashionable Rep4e theory (Jentschke (46,
pp._ 20-_221),_ It is evident from table 3 that the
SLAC. Serpukhov-and -ISRmachines all achieved
a_higher impact in: termeol citations per paper
than: etlheri the PS or AGS. Indeed, giyen the
rainy* higipublitabonloutput of SLAC oyer
this penod, it ii probably II/LW COnclude that it
ranked as the most successful accelerator over this
period, closely tollowa bY SerpnkhOV and the
ISR. With SLAC taking over tati OtiiiiiOn
Brookhaven AGS. the Americans thus retaimW
their record of operating Me accelerator contribut:
ing most to the advance of high-energy physics.
However. if_theicontributions from the ISR and
PS: are taken together then the bibliometnc data
suggest that the CER.N research facilities contrib-
uted more to_ the field than those et any other
laboratoryin the world. CERN was probably fol.
lowed by SLAC. Serpukhov. and Brookhaven.with
the Berkeley:land Argonneiaccelerators sharing
fifth plait. a little ahead ofiDESY. Thus; just over
a decade after the PS had come into operation;
CERN finally achieved the diiiinetiOn Of becom-

Th p.p.,' were-published in 1969, although the expert-
ment had actually been carried out in 1968. I I

The discoveries of bighlrentverselnomenesm- events and of
risaig total crou7sections for priton- proton collisions were
made in 1972. but, since the results were not published until
1973, they are considered in the discussion of the period
1973-76 in the next section.
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Tabk
Extenmental highenaiv phystes. 1969-1972

Numbers of _
experimental

Wen°
publnhed in
past two yean_

1070 1972

CERN 1SR (2S. 2s Goo - 20

-(2.0%)
CERN PS (23 GeV) 24 255

(23.0E) (25.0%)
DM (7 GeV) 15 35

()-SS) (3.5S)
Rutherford Nimrod (7 GeV) 25 n

ass) (23%)
Daresbioy NINA (4 GeV) 10 20

(1.0%) (10%)
O(her W. Europe 45 43

(5.0%) (42%)
Total W. Europe 340 405

(3610%) (39.5%)

Argonne ZGS (12 GeV) it 95 -
/9.5%) (93%)

Brookhaven ADS (33 Gev I In 130

(19.0%) 042%)
Series, %memo (6 GeV) 83 __ _ 60 __

(9.0%) (6.0%)
CEA (6 GeV) 20 10

125%) (1.0%)
Cornell (12 GeV) 15 13

(1.5%) (1.3%)
SFAC (20 GeV) 55 so

(32%) (8.0%)
010cr Lli 50 30 _

(5.0%) (3.0%)
TOW EIS 490 445

01211) (43.5%)

Serixikhov (70 GeV) 30 60
(5.0%) _16.03)

other - ma of 9.49 90 110
/9.5%) (11.0%)

Total - mu of world 120 __ 170

(12.5%) (17.0E)

World (04a) 950 1020
(100%) ((00%)

Citatsons to Average Highly citedpapers
malli_Of Rest oubons (Number cued It 11mes)
four years Per Paper

1970 1972 1970 1972 it 15 ft ;, 30 ft 56 .5,100
- 270_ - 12.9 13 __ 2 0

(5.14 ) (10.5%) (19.0%) (r.2.71%)
1 icio 1150 2.-6 2.3 19 1 0 0
(223%) 42134) (15.5%) 0.0%)
2110 250 4.4 1.0 3 __ 0 0

(5.5%) (4.3%) (2.2%) _

140 100 312 1.9 0 0 0 0
D-5%) t2.0511 _ _

20 70 2.1 27 0 0 0
(03%) 83%)

240 __ 230 2.5 2.7 6 2 0 0
(42%) _14.3%) - - (3.0%) (93%)

1670 2090 22 20 _41 7 __ -2 0
(35.555) (392%) (33.3%) (333%) (22.070

400 490 2.8 2.6 7 0 0 0
__(7.5%) _ (9.0%) 65.5%)
1200 960 3=5 3.0 12 1 0

(23.0%) (18.0%) (18.0%) (5.0%)
520 - 330 2.9 2.5 8 - 0
00.01l -16.5%) (6.5%) (5.0%)
170 110 3.0 32 _2 __ 0 0

(3.0%) (2.0%) (1.5%)
(30 _- 70 42 2.2 -4 0
_12.5%) 0.3%) (3.5%)
460 670 01 4.9 2Iv 4 2 0

(03%) (12-5%) (17.0%) (19.0%) (22.0%)270. 150 2.3 1.9 -6 4 3 0
_ 1_3.0%) __13.0%1 (5.0%) (19.0%) (33.5%)
3140 2800 3.3 3.0 70 10 __ _5 __

(593%) (53.0%) (570E) (47.3%) (533%)

140 270 tit 3.0 12 4 2 1

_1234) 0.04) (10 7) (6.4) (9.5%) (19.0%) (22.0%) (100%)
120 140 _ _ 0.7 0.5 0 0 0 0

(2.0%) (2.50)
2613 420 1.4 1.4 12 4 2 I

(50%) (8.0%) (9.5%) (19.0%) (22.0%) ((00%)

3270 3310 2.9 27 123- 21- 9

1
(100%) (1009) (100%) 1100%) (1OD%) (100%)

The notes-m:061es 7 and 0 of Martin ind 133/ 41zo
° All publication figures have been rounded to the neijest 3.

All citation-figures have been rounded ici the mom 10.
4 All *Manage figures have beeo rounded to Me nearen 0.3%.

This is Me figure for papers in Wester.) journals only.

ing_ the world's _forernoil Iii*i-eriergY physics
laboratory. nit ielevatinir Min I priiition of pre.
eminence was clearly sensikl al CERN. as the

following quotations from the 1972 Annual Report
make apparent:

The mush& from European physicisix ivoclung at CERN or
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using its facilities. -eve rommtizad to be of ouutanding
(ambit at the IntereatmeelCordertroce -on -High-Energy
pssoo which tookplace it Che:a&. Idanysciemists niche
Conference acknowledged that. in iu held. the CERN
Laboratory is second to aces thenuchke 147. p. 1 lb.

For _particle physitis at CERN. 1972 proved_ to _be an
caiOtofld9t yem. the preeminebatie or the Ottani-
zation's research being generally recognised. in particular at
the Ratene conference. Not only- teas the PS physics pro-
gramme at_lcul As mtermting _m_inxlie_Past_ but also tbert
were the litu exciting results from the ISR Ill. p. 26).

5. 1973 to 1976: The American resolution

To what extent were CERN users able to main-
tain and build upon the pre-eminent position
achieved in 1972? On the technical side, various
develgiments tookplace that served to strengthen
the laboratory's research' capability. On the Proton
Synchrotron, a new Booster Injector permitted
greatly_ increased intensities of_panicle beam tobe
obtained. This was to prove of crucial importante
for the investigation otweak intcta.ctions. iii trit
Ocular those irsolving_neutonos. enabling die full
potential of:the heavy-liquid bUbble-
cbaniber to be explo1W. 15_1n adition. dse major
new Omega Spectrometer came into operation in
1973. being used in PS experiments from 1973 to
1975 and (with some modification) on the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) thereafter. However, one
disappointment was that the very larthydrogen
bubble-chamber (BEBC- - the Big Eurcpean Bub-
ble-Chamber) could only be used fora few experi-
menu on the PS in 1973 56 and again in 1975.
Virtually the whole of 1974 was lost when _the
BEBC magnet had tohc_complettly dismantledw
rectify a short,circuiting fault_At a mink, this
majoriexperimuital Litt recothriteritiW
in 1961 as part Of die programme to exploit the PS
, Ives in die event orily iseA kir a short time on
the aceeerator (although, as we shall see later, it
proved invaluable in the SPS experimental pro-
gramme). Besides these improvements in the re-
search capability of the PS. the Intersecting &or-

" In November 1973. for example. a newrino experiment with
Gargarnelle benefited considerably from the- _newly in!
creased PS intensity_ of over S x 10" protons per pulse. an
mprovement by a factor M 3 over the usual PS iniatetY
f 16. p. 369j.
Vanous techried problems were encountrted dunng that
yeas: see. for exampk.117. pp. 370-71j.
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age Rings (ISR) were by now coming into their
own as a powerful experimental facility: partly
because of _ continual Increases ietheved: iii
luminositylandlehte m the number of collisions
per_secondj, and pardy berause of the large Split
Fiad Magnet detector which began operaung in
1973.

With the benefit of all these technical advances.
CERN witnessed in 1973 what was probably the
most successful year in its history (at least until
1983). Not only did European researchers make
the fundamental discovery of neutral currents with
the Gargamelle bubble-chamber on the PS. but
several other m.ter advances also arose from
experiments on both the PS and 1SR. (The details
are discussed below.) Thus, ut the end of the year;
the Director-General was able to report with ibitie
pride that,

In 1973 CERN kd major-advances in our knowledge of the
fiiiidimenuZ properties of matter and- of the forces de-
terminipAthe behaviour of main in our Universe (ientschke
1411. p. 11)).

However, the period from 1973 to 1976 was one
of the most tumultuous in the history of high-en-
ergy physics, ushering in the revolutionary era of
what became known as the "new:physics.' Despite
the promising start rnade by CERN users in 1973.
the central role in these developments was subse-
quently filled hy accelerators elsewhere, as can be
seen from table 4. True, the CERN PS and 1SR
were still able between them to account for some
25-30 percent of :the tvorld's publicatiOns_ and
Citertant in theiield, _with thtlPS continuing to
outperform the ThOolthaven AGS in thil respect -
there was a rapid dline in both the publication
and citation totals feu the AGS compared with the
late 1960s (the citation figure, (or example, dropped
from 28 percent of the world total in 1966 to 10
percent in 1976). Howevis, in terms of "advances"
(papers cited 15 .or more times in ear), the
CERN PS (9 percenlyand 1SR (14 percent) were
some waybehind Fermilab (36 percent) and SLAC
(19 percent). Moreover, most of the crucial dis-
coveries which revolutionized the field were made
elsewhere, particularly on SPEAR.: the storage-ring
operated by_ the: Stanford Linear Atteletktat
Center,: 21:AC. ThiS highly iiiiithative land rill-
tively_cheap accelerator wassespontible leTit

than 5 out of the 8 papers citW 100 or more times
in a year that were published during tins period.
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Tib li 4
Expermental MO-melt physiet- 1973-1976

Nundsers or Cilatiocis !_to Average His* cited papers
asperimental work of past editions (Number cited a times)

four years Olfa Paw
Publ)absd MIL
past two VMS

1974 1976 1974 1976 1974 1976 n >15 n a 30 n ) 50 >100
CERN 1SR (25. 25 GeV) 40 60 530 710 14.0 7.4 2X 12 2 1

-03%) (5.0%) 01091 19.0%1 i 114041 (19.04) (73%) (123%)CERN PS(211 GeV) 250 350 1320 114-0 2.7 2.2 la 4 2 o
(20.0s) (233s) (193s) (19.35) (4.04) (60s) (2.3%)Dr.sy_a)7-G4v 35 30 150 1110 2.6 17 3 2 1 0

_Ant_DORIS (4 4.4 GiV)__ 13.0%) (2.5%) _ (2.5%) (235)
(111) (139 ) (10%) (40,)

Rutherford Nimrod (7 GeV I 35 20 120 60 2.1 1.1 o o :.
(3.09) (1.3s) (2.0%) 1039)

DiiMbitry NINA 14 GeV) (5 10 70 40 2.3 I It 0 o o o
Ott%) 11.0%1 __MOS) (03%)

Other W. Europe 60 50 330 340 3.0 31 5 -- -2 - 1 1
-153%) 14.0%) (5.0%) (4-59) 12.59) (3.0s) (4.09) (12391Total W. EOM* 410 __ 445 -- 2530 2460 3.5 19 54 20 6 2
(35.5%) . (35.0%) (42.0%) 01051 (27.5%) (30.0%) (23.05) (25.0%)

Argonne ZGS(I2 GeV) 100 ___ _ 70 470 36-0 2.3 1) 5 o o o
(9.0%) 19.0s) _11.0%) _14.551 _ _ _ _ as% ) _

Brookhaven AGS (33 GeV) 155 95 760 7151 15 31 15 5 2 1

(133%) 15.0%1 (ILO%) (10.09) (735) (73%) (73%) (12.5%)
Fermilab (400.GeV) 105 1 75 750 1900 6.9 61 71 26 9 o

(ass) (1309) (I1316) (25.05) (36.09) (390%) (34.5%)
CEA 0)6-GeV IS - 140 30 39 13 2 2 1 0
_ ItilllYPACSX3 a 3 Get/1 111091 __ (2015) (0.59) 11.09) (3.0%) (4-0%)
Cornell (12 GeV) 15 20 _ _ 110 ____ I00 _ _ 3.4 3.3 -1 0 o o

(1.0s) (1.39) (3.3.4) 0.5i , 0:134 i _ _

SUlaC4110--GiV 50 110 670 1330 4.2 7.1 37 14 X 5(Jo_spEAR (41 . I GeV) 0.051 4909I (10.0%) (I 709 1 25.5 ' (1905) (21.0%) (31.0%) (62.5%)
Olher US 50 20 220 to lo 1.1 2 0 o o

(2.0s) (409) (1.(F, (Los)
Total US SI 5 455 - 3190 4590 3.3 4.5 133 43 20 6(45.05) (41.00-) (410%) (5935) (67.55) (70.0%) (77.0%) (75.0%)

Serpukhov (70 GeV) 110 1E1 _ _ _ 450- 490 2.5 11 7 o o o
(939) (30.3s) _p.m) (6.39) 44.6)0(19) 0 (335)

Other - reo of wodd 11 5 125 26( 200 1.2 0.5 3 o 0 o
((0.os) (lass) (4.,$) (2.39)

Total - rest of world 225 245 740 690 1.9 1.5 10 o
(193%) (21.0%) (11.0%) (9.0%) (3 09 )

World total 1150 UM 6750 7740 3.1 3.3 197- 67- 26
(100%) (100S) 11005 (1005) (KM) (1009) OW%)

! The notes to tables 7 and 9 of Martin and Irvine 1511 also apply.
! MI publication figures hive been tossit to die nearest 5.

All citation figures have been-rounded to the nearest 113
MI pereentase figures- ham bent rounded to the nearest 0.5%.
This 10 the figure tor DORIS papers only.
This i# the rots Art SPEO. papers oily.

a This is the figure for papers in Western journals only.
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These papers reported the discoveries of the J/psi
(a discovely shared with the Brookhaven AGS).
the _pri wime. the tau hcayy kpton. and the
charmed mesons D-and D which were generally
seen as representing the _first_conclusive evidence
of explicit charrolthere had bosnicarher hints of

from_Brookhaven anitCERN).
To set_ against Ws. The CERN accelnitOn had

a number of notable contribuJiens to thin- evicit.
tWf.igh none scans to Mve hid quite the same
impact. From ilk ISR, there was die diseavelY of
the ding total croS5-511C6011 for proton-proton
collisions. However, it was the Serpukhov accelera-
tor which had a few years earlier provided-the first
indications that hadron-hadron cross-sections
were rising _tin kaon-_wmon collisions,-at leastN
although rnany Western physicists seem not to
have been convinced by the result until it was
subsequently _7confirmed" IbyItheIlSR
experiment. " Cofirequelitly,_ the ISR naing
wOOld Arnett tentinly hive had a yllall?
ifit hid beni the Ent Of in kiOd rit thin die
secon& Another important, anA at the time unique,
nod: from thi ISR was thi disoovey of an
anomalously iargr: number of high transverse-
momentum events (see footnote 14) which pro-
vided indisect evidence for the existence of point-
like -components ("partons") within hadrons.
However, again the first hints of this hadronic
structure had been- obtained elsewhere (in the dem
inelastic scattering ertherithents at SLAC) which
somewhat lessened the impact of the ISR findings.
Beside these two discoveries; the ISR was responsi-
ble :for several, sties* lowevievel advances, in
elueirg the fun inthcWons of a "jet" structurein
the parudes pru m proton colons, and the
discovery of die direct production of "prompt"
leptons (electrons and muons) from proton-pro-
ton interactions.

In addition, the CERN PS made a number of
important advances during this period. One of
these arose from a 1973 experiment with the

" 7In_1911. nechia growthoVfiw Sientthelthon,Proton_tetal
crimvsection wu reported boon Semithlinv but 11,e ides ota
ants-maim growing again with energy did not. in general.
sink in."1111. p. 67g. Fre a firthir CuirsiTiiii of the rith-
tionshils besweenithst Eurepeakand Western_ blith-enew
phiaica. as well as an evaluation of the thematic perfor-
mance of the Sespukhov accekrator, see Irvine and Martin
1431

Gaga:wile bubble-chamber and demonstrated
that neutrino (and antineutrino),nucleon cross-
sections rise linearly with energy. When combined
with earlier SLAC work on_ deep Inelastic scatter=
in& these: onulis_provided stroni e.xpenmental
evidniet that !_ti" were more than just an
interesting theoret. _concept. In other wordt
"quarU became real" 29. 0. /viol.

A second, and far more important, result from
the Gargamelle programme on the PS was the
discovery of "neutral cunents." This provided the
lust vital ertherimental evidence in support of the
unified theoty of electromagnetic and weak inter-
actions " Rut forward Im S. -Weinbeni and A.
Salem in 1967. However, perhaps because high-en-
ergy physicists had become accustomed to major
discoveries being made in the United States rather
than _Europe: the Gargamelle result was not im-
mediately _acknowledged by _everyone_ as con,
sfitutingeonchnive_evidithce for thi exitteite of
nenfrA currents, with some baeving diTu oihdr
interpretations of the ishkrisitions rep-cieW ii the
paper hid not hien crimple:WY ruled out. " °Mgt-
den= in the discovery was not helped by the fact
that initially a strong difference of opinion existed
within the Gargamelle collaboration- itself over
what the experimental data really showed (cf.
Hammond [39,p. 372D, some of those who had
worked in the past in the field of neutrino physics
being amongst the more sceptical. Nor were the
CERN management particularly quick in lending

The unification of the four fonts as maim (ratitheicoal.
electromagnetic, week. and strong)- into a single unified
theory haw been an elusive dream ot physicisth since Ein-
stein, gm it wtheorer -ridiefithelof taftivenelV Physicists
today 'This first step, to unify two of the four forces, is
therefore of vital importancs, and has been described as "a

As Pitiound as ibi edlined by Maxwell when he
united the phenomena of -deraristay and mepetinsin one
theoretical framework"Ventschke 14IL-p.-13I). The authors
oltheibecey bine since-been rewarded *alba Nobel-Prins

" Cf. arisli15._ pi. 314 ltwss &Yid& to 'Mae le
abeolutdy minim:SAL ant- forssereual currenu Irons any
single estheriesest breause-of themperimasial problem that
tor neutral arrant reactions bath Abe iniiist and final state
neutrinos are noivothervables._Tlitssminn_litat tlnsumien
is undewoneausined and alternate mechanisms for the ob-
servations nie-possiblet Rather than actually !amine neutral
arrest menu. other eitiliVnitioeu for appertat menu of
this topolostyAnsi he explained away For this reason. _it
WM vital to look tor neutral CLIMIIS in a variety of experi-
ments and :sections with different background problems."
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their support tothe possibk din-Ceti-My:" A Seinia
physicist described the situation_ at CERN in the
following terms during an interview:

'Mr wawattrawa at rEnkwas. not coardiai Shoat 1-e
neutral morent discmay. Thugs were- decusitehjAidd boob
by Ihenianamiseent: ',bey were mortised by mpmmcoissi
Fmco1obUcotpS eared tofind neutral currents and
then subsequently couldn't find diem - they weelliterus sTs

IMAM' currents foe a weidet-Allboup this was
theAnalet _discovery at MIN.-away people me still un-
happy abouithe amy U vistAandied-It lost aim of its value
as-a -result. 1 Piked to friends-de the Ger4swelle_ open-
most. Md _Mere were big &Asians inside thesellaboresion
ac to whether neuttelcutrents had been WitaleitshAd. Those
who thought theyhad. bed talfes Alat:ILYies al the
"ally announcements of the work in tbe CEANCewier-you
will nee how helium the CERN samingement was ia

inp_the diseaw0,Neonrat aurentsume cot belieWel Mita
they were confirmed by Fmmilab (lnterview._1911).

_

early thnthts (whi91 were_ VirWy dis-
pelled in 1474 :by_ the publicatiOn _of _a_ new end
more detailed paper _on _the_Gargamelk results)
may explain why despite ithe iMnificance of the
discovery. the Anent experunenW publiation re-
potting the tenth failW to earn more than 100
citations in a year (Adsough it came quite clos4
unlike the etl discoveries made m SLAC and
the-wheri oVer this Period. Nevcrthelers,-it reMaina

thsciiretY of extremely great importance and
one Which does illustrate the -advantages of '_the
Methodical approach to _high-energy physiel
adopted t CERN. (We _have pmviously en&
centrated on- the disadvantages.), Taken togedier.
neutral currentv and the linear rite el th4 total
neutrino-nuclear cross-section can with some
justification be claimed to represent

well-dmowed wiemific rewards of umLddatsccwPolgns
Mid of efforts pursued mer many pass. At- tbe PS these
Poficies *Mama the increase of the FS-intensity through
the addidon cdtbe boosterousd tbeconsmictios of a-high
quality neutrino beam._ The been_ liquid hubblweliliblir
Clutinelle Was built in France and brought to CERN
where it wss cephoited ie the neuttiie biraza (Van How and
Jacob (67. pp: 67-6111).

-

balison_116._p. 4991 report. that they- were -afraid that
CERN would begublidy emberraseed "*AlsalceduMniing
American announcement" on the failure_by the Harvard.
PenneYboutil-WiiomMi-Fermilibmperiment to detect Emu
tral =rams, and that ibenouied enr-riMt_disaWery might
suffer similar fate to the rwen*"butieircplitAi.

_

" A nUniVir of physicist.* istervimed aqua( mai the dis-
cermrs cd_neetril corrals warranted the award of Nobd
Prim. Why it was not thus rewarded is still a matter of
speculation.

Ore other result from Garganielle ii Worth
mentioning - the observanon Of I possible
charmed particle annottneed Wrcli 197S. How-
ever as_ with severM _of the Oilier Major advances
from CERN dikriWsed earlier. this result was not
the first or in type to lie published. That honour
wentito I bibbleatamber group workinuat the
BrookliaVeri AGS accelerator. who, after nine
monft of attempting to a rule out other interpre-
fifteen Of I candidate event. finally published their
result in April 1973. Consequently, the Brookha-
WM publication seems- to have_had slightly Metre
impact (at least if judged in terms of ountheraef
citations). although it too had corinderiblY loki
unpact- than -the SLAC paper publithW I Year
later rivaling the discovery Of _the D mes-on (amce
this_ wasigenerally_acknowledW to represent the
first conclureve evident* ke toVplidit diarm).

Despite these nittWble &arroveries front CERN.
arguably the moat iiiitiortint experimental result "
of_thit roaryear Period. and indeed of the 1970s.
wiTs_ MC Viittally simultaneous discovery of- the
1/pit &Mae on two United-States accelerators at
Bienkhaven (the AGS) and Stanford (SPEAR). _ln
View of the close similarity between the Brookha-
ven AGS and CERN PS accelerata.s._ there US
been much speculation within the hitn-eTsettor
physics community as to why the 1./pCwas:not
discovered on the PS (or indeed bathe ISR Where
it was observed vety won after et discoVery). In
the -case of the PS. the reasotUs Were itittical as
much as organizationaL hi partie-ukr. it should be
noted that theirpn Sasis_dakjurr detectable at the
AGS energy et30 GeV; liecattse of this, the leader
of_ the laseera aim making the discover/ (S.
Tint ii/W Us Widely acknowledged to be among
the best experimental high-enemy physicists in the
world) had first _togo throutlt a very rigorous
eliciting procedure before be was convinceithit
new particle had: boen found (cf. Ting (631)-. Un-
doubtedly it would have bent consideraly nitire
difficult to make the discovery alb Ge-V. the
normal _operating energy_ of the PS i-rrator.
Heace,Lin this particular ease.,:the tthtively small
difference in energy_betweeTt the two accelerators
may well have Mbved (el. Via Hove (6$. P.
301)_nad antral& ditparinient been attempted on
the PS at the same time. Indeed, a second point to
Raid ii Oliti I Ptoposal had previously been sub-

" See fooMote 32 it Marlin and Irvine (311
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muted bT:1 a-Arty eitit I rei the:PS a bispectrommer
experiment Very iisiilha to that COmpleted on the
AGS:

Unketunesely. its iippierod stoosotneettel thett r:_c_FAN
Lithe first session of the proposel yes not accepted

_ Ai was_The case with the CP-violationexperi-
ment &statist& earlier._ this missed _opportunity
seems to .ate_ heas related in_ part to the more
cotiipI idibetied Montana then in operation at
CERN, At BjOhIvch the approach WAS WM-
payatieely (Walk so ftt ith experiment ptomising
important eapezimasial itet7s might still bt
mounted quiddy. even if the foinW ptrip
left something to be desired. According VD CM
morecritical_physicisu interviewed by us, the pro-
Posed bap:ammeter experimert revealed the
limitations of the CERN committee procedure sys-
tem and in partiatlar its tendency. in the past at
least; to_ shy away from takimtsisks.

At Inwhy the 1SR didnotsliscover the .1/psi, it
thould Eta benoted_thatit did in fact come very
dor 0Dj expenmental sollatcration which

fuusitc4 at-it it the 1SR in_ September
1974, two =oda Mfori the Mcovay_vas _an-
nounced. obtained nada thai Witrethblerpiently
found to contain five f/pli its f& 09; VbStlf.
One-of those involved in the odllabm1dOu the
American, L.M. Lederman, had previcsi9 certsW
out an =Raiment at-lhoolchaven that had yi&WI
a -somewhat mystaiout result (the -so-called
"shoulder" in the lepton-pair production curve);
but instead of profiting from the comparative ad-
vantage of the ISR in thee:apathy:tit toinvestilme
the neasonlorthe_nnontalouseesult (which-was in
(Mt diwto the WO); he and the group were
sidC-Ujekad by the newly iscovered phenomena
of high transvase-momentim events endprompt
leptons (see above): One Of Me CERN Mali mem-
bers closely associaW with the ISIt itisoMbd Up
the situation in these terms:

There As testlasotik welsh*
SuiderstsnCiL I sayal_knoo Lodernaus was iesoloott
and he fa cone lithe best saposisionudista around, tau even
be didn't see it. Ths Inacbine oat right. the _,OrPiriesent

was rit. aid seem du observation was sialn. Bat we gill

" tssahrobithis which ipse vise to the following tem.
mem by a fornerDireetor of Ilnieklonsin National Labora-
tory: ,At least we imam* be aceused of basintstisapitmot
an experineint Nee obieb then gave matins milts
elsewhere." (Ookewbee (31. p. Olt

dtAit sae sits .f/pai. Ms is still coosithred a wesesseis
Aare hese (tatersien. 1911).

We shall, however, leave further analyili Of th e
factors detennining the scientific perfonnane of
the 189. until later when its -outputs up to 1982
have been considered. To sum up, then, it 4 Mear
that with a different approach at CERN - in
particular; a MOM flexible decision-procedure on
ititherimentand a more adventurous attitude on
die pirt:Of ISR experimentalists - the course of
Mitery in: ittf3eriMetita hip-enemy physics be-
tween 1973 teW 1916 mighihave been rather dif-
ferent. Ai it tithW otit this WAS-The period whom
the CERN researth Wain= Wst_ that telatively
short-hved ascendancy Ma _cul Meek:taw
centres, and most of the crueial discovanes in
these dramatic four_ yeas were ma& by maim=
on the_ other side of the Atlantic. In dart the
revolution! of the mid-1970s which gave rise fie the
;pegged "new_physics" was, with the exception of
the discovem of neutral =rein*, largely an all-
American affair.

6. 1977 to 19e1k CERN =magnet=

Probably_ the- main event at CERN betwMit
1977 and 1980 was the completion of the Super
Proton Synchronon (SPS), winch besan scheduled
Operation for experimental reteanth on-7 January
1977 datnivery rapid and successful commission-
ing Feria& TW dirl4 unlike with the PS and to a
leSsfr extint theiS$ a Itill_rinke of sophisticated

etecteiti eris elWy fat immediate expaimeotal
use. The lath yeVirs &so saw important develop
menu on the MR, with dW bilrOdone_vatious
tecond-generation iletectori Sy bear, .i had been
waltzed that the =sly detectors, Oldh Md nen-
mutated on anall-angle tearaing, *ere: iirad&
quake for many importer: types of anaTritint.TI,
sudt sihe study rf -jets" where 411r &tam=
(covaing virtually the complete solid angle) are

needed (cf.:121, pp. 394-9$_11, These developments

enabled :CERN to enter the late 1970s with the
rango _of sophisdeated facilities and equipment

the tatk of consolidating the
eXPstalgali55 mele_dueibg the previous reap
lutionitY Siena. In ail tterion, we consider what
effects these various derelopmata had on the
scientific output from CERN:
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Tabk
Expenesernal lugh-aseagy Oyu= 1977-19110

263

Numbers cd
esperenratal
PV.-T-111_
ambushed-1e
pasuao-years

Citations ' to
work 0 Pal
four *vs

1971 1980 1971 19110

CERN SPS (400 GeV) 73 __ _ 80 __ 320 320
(23%) 0.5%) _(904) _(4311)

CERN ISR (31. 31 GeV) Se 50 390 440
(43%) (1-3%) (7.0%) (73%)

CERN PS (211 GeV) 245 110 1170 770
(220%) (11-3%) (143S) (12.511)

DESY (s) 7-Gea
011150JUA(3_.3 Ge51 _ 43 __ 60 __ 430 930

pETRA/19.._19 Gev) (4.0E) 0.3%) 453%1 (133S)
Rumedurd Nimrod (7 GeV) 20 20 50 90

(2.0S) (23E) (03%) (13%)
Dirabasij, NINA (4 &V) 10 10 _ __ 20 2T3

(Los) (:33s) - -
Other W. Europe 35 20 220 130

(3.0%) 42.5%) -423E) (20%)
Total W. Eurasee 435 330 __ 2830 __ . 2920 __

(390%) 010%1 (343%) (40%)

Argonne ZGS (12 GeV) 35 30 410 310
(16) (3.06) (3.0%) (3.0E)

Ilitokbasea AGS (33 GeV) 60 50- 420 170
.03%) 433%) -_45:0,1) _-43.0%)

Fernald, (400 GeV) 180 ISO 2620 1320
(143S) (19.0%) (320%) 1213%1

(i) 12 GeV 20 10 __ _ SO__ . 100 _
(a) CESR (B. 8 Gay) (13%) (13%) (1.0%) (13%)

SLAC
111 20_CeY 103 __ _ 33 __ 1230 __ 690 __
(a) SPEAR (93%) (6.0E) (15.0S) (113S)

Giber US 15 3 80 30
(1.016) (03%) (1.0E) (03%)

Total US 433 130 4150 2620
(39.0%) (353%) (59.0%) (43.0%)

Se-pekhoa (70 GeV) 135 130 320 310
(12.011) (14.0S) (4.0%) 13.0%)

Other - alai et irosid 213 120__ 193 _ 240_-
(10.0%) 010S) _(2.3%) _14.0%)

Tata - rest el world 230 250 510 530
(213S) (27.0%) (60%) (90%)

Wadd total 1113- 930 8190 6090
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

1361 es4Ww-AdiSes 7-and 9 otManin sad tnirs 022 alio iPPly.
6 AU publication Arno Rave been roweled to the Dearest 3.
! An ea/aim-Agana baae-bien rourelad so the warm 10.
d All peroselaps lipures_h4si beim ridilidid to the newest o.st.

This is the rose rea PETRA papers hely.
This is the Apra ase SPEAR papers eddy.

56-399 0-86-8

Aaerspc Highly caoil papers
eitatiees Member dud II OM%)
Pa PIP.

19711 1960 30 n a 50 n5100
12.7 5.0 19 7 3 0
_ _ (111%) (143%) (215%)
3.4 4.4 11 2 0 0

(63%) (4 0%)
21 21 13 __ 2 1

(11.0%) (4.0S) (7.0S)

3.7 LS 36 16 0
_ (11711) (=S) (333%) (283%) _

1.2 2.2 1 0 0 0
(03E)

1.0 0.7 0 ii o o

2.7 2.3 3 0 0 0
(20S)

31 3.7 33 27 S 0
(101%) (363%) (570%)

3.2 3.6 B 1 _
(5.0%) (63%)

2.7 1.6 0 0

73 3.6 4 10
(243%) (21.0%)

2-3 3.2 4 2
(23S) (4.0%)

_3.7 4.4 26 _ -6
(123)1 (16016) (113S)

2.3 1.6 0 o

5.3 3.4 71 21 6 2

0 6

0 0

3 1

(333%) (50.0S)

0 d

1 1

(7.0E) (3010%)

o o

(473%) (433%)

1.2 1.2 0 0

0.8 (.0 3 0
(2.3%) -

10 1.1 _3_ 0
(2.04)

33 3.0 164 48

000%1 (100%)

2 7

(410%) (10016)

0 0

0 0

0 0

14 2
(100%) (100%)
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'The figures in table 5 seven that the three
CERN accaeraton together accounted lor be
tween 25 and 30i percent of the world output of
experimental publicatiou in the period, earning a
similar _proportion of the 'odd toW of Citations.
It terms Of MciTiVidW accelerators, the contribu-
tions_ cif. the ISR anA PS dedhiiilel somewhat front
the leiodi hrhided previously . but nowhere near as
thematically as the Brookhaven AGS (it earned
only 3 percem a citations in 1980 corm:tared with
23 percent tea years earlier) which virtually
dropped out of contention as a front-line accelera-
tor u staff at the centre concentrated their efforts
on the construction of the new collider;
ISABE11.E. 34 To some exteaLthe &cameo( the
PS and. ISR were compensated Joriatl:ERN: by
the ffrominll output_ ancLimpect of the SP&
taking advantage abtams and detterat Oro-
mental_ a sivenant improvement ove those at
Fermilab. &thieved"' partscuarly high rate of Cita-
tions per paper. (TM figure of 12.7 Citations per
paper in 1978 was Similar to that for SPEAR at
Stanford iit 197$ and for PETRA at DESY in
1980.) Ttlevenhetless. of all the major accelerators.
the Fermilab machine seems to have contributed
most during this period, with a lame publication
output. OW one quarter of total world citations.
and a relatively high figure for citations pm paper.
It should be noted, however; that the recordlof the
Fennilab machine did _decline niszkedlyin the
latter part of she perioct Mg only beenTse Of
competition from eheISPS, bitt ilk. because Of
budgetary pomace ansing from an ambitious and
expensive_capinroenthture programme (on an
"Energy Doebler/Uver" attention to the acceler-
ator nide new proton-antiproton collider fscility)
that severely cunailed the laboratory's experimen-
tal activity.

A similar picture is evident when one considers
"advances" (papers cited 15 or more- times in a
year). Here, the CERN accelerators toitether ear-
ally achieVed more "advances" than those at my
otha laboratory - 43 compared with 40 at Fang-
lab, 36 at DESY; and 26_ al SLAC Howtver; ic
terms of this indicator-the Fatinab UnecTune was
the mosesuccusful iDdividnil UceAerator. For ad-
vation of siouy WOO kvd (Vanat CiW 30 or

Cf. (23. p. hop .The comederable effort bern_deroted to
e ISABELLE proem hes nomsarily wakened do sup-
pon & the 33 Cob AGS and its experimental

'228

moreitmes in a year). the DMI colhders (PETRA
and DORIS) a4rotTar to have done best with 16
sUch papers comnared with 11 for the- CERN
iiitines and 10 for Ferman,. At CERN. the
main contributions from the ISR included the
work on single leptons, and various observations
of charmed-panicle production. However. as
evident front table- 5. the ISR was ratha over-
shadowed by the achievements of the SPS: these
included ths refutation of the high-y anomaly"
observed at Fermilab (see Paper- I 151)): measure-
menu of structuretunctionsiand deviatitUs /rem
scaling which war found lb be in agreement with
the prediniCenOf quantum dhioynamids (cur-
rently regarded iVs the Wi (=Oahu theory of
Moog interactions): observations of prompt nos-
tithas in " -stai dump" experiments which were
believe& to provide evidence for channed-partick
production and possibly a third type of neutrino
(the tau neutrino); and ronfirMatiOn of the di-
moon evatis first seenrat Familabi tovther with a
vast amount of new data (dwarflefilsrevetts worki
statistics)en this form-of particle interaction suffi-
cient to enable the explanation to be clawed up.
(Until five, various competing hypotheses had
been proposed, but the data were _nee adaUsite tO
decide_ betweatehem.) Annyfal of theM Mvances
made bythe SPS s otbaLa tigaificant part of
the: ateekraidra lama provamme was essen-
tially tOntentisd with repeating earlier, sometimes
au&e, "thit-generation" Familab experiments,
tither to correct sonie of the mistakes and remove
various anomalies, or to confirm Familab findings
but with superior statistics-While a certain dwee
of satisfenion was inevitably derived by CERN
experimentalists from the former 23.- the latter lath
of confirmin4,mevious results is inevitably seen by
most researchers Ls being much less re_warding
than making the initial discovery; however much
oetter the statistics produce& in the canuthing
ametiment. As the leeder atone _oU tlth main
nanrino experiments at the CERN SFS iiiisrVect,

I ...mid pully trade them our menu for their dismoirY
Steinberpo, quoted in Weimar p. 27119.

The citatica records of papers reporting dis-

43 for example. loon on the 1977 intonation& memento
at Budapest described boa 'CERN ... was roper to owead
do word that the 'Wahl anomaly' and related abnormali-
ties in Nth OIOSS Domino inieractions had been wiped out
by new I5951 data" Rd. p. 324
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coveries _muds _that these gdierdly Min_ more
mind _on._ die_ advance of soenufk kflowledge
than even the liiithest-qtality confirmatory experi-
ment. This pielity expliiiii why, in terms of
highly citM papers. the Fermilab accelerator con-
tinueri to have a better overall record in this
tespect duo the CERN SPS. However, these fig-
ures do not reveal the full story about the relative
contributions thade by the Fermilab-and SPS man-
hines. In pa: . it should be noted that mcra
of the highly cited rpers from fermibb were
pubIL:.rel in 1977 wen Gut of the ten paper .
cited more than 30 timez. for exemple), andshat a
number of them (three ow or the five cited more
than_30 Umesyreported resift (thi toanuont) dint
subsoluentry nate under severedOubt (see Paper 1
151))- Hence. on bilanci, dk SPS was probably
not as fir Iklund the Frinnibb irtcr in terms
of major advances as du f .rs-in table 5 might
first suggest, in partic.-,r ter 1978.

W hat cannot-be doubted. howewo. is that. as in
pre.iovs-pe.iods, caudal discoveries continued to
e)ode the CERN machines. There were two such
discoveries msde during these low years. the up
silon at Fermilab. andparity violation in inelastic
electron-scattering at the Stanford Linear Arxler-
ator Center - the discovery which; in the eyes of
many physicist& finally removed any lingesing
doubts "about the Weinberg-Sal-Wm_ [beery being
the unified theory Of dCtFo.WCak thteractions. 2f
At ore stage. it &id ii fict seem as thOWth tbe SPS

a discciVerv of equally crtaial impor-
tance - a meson containing tbe bottom quark.
This awl.. if it had sub:ego:tidy bften confirme&
would have constituted a discovery of similar mar
nitude to that of the charmed D mew.. .oic:d a
,ew years ea-lier -.t Stanford: at- the time, i; was
leralded as providing "seerningh conclusive eit-
dence for the fifth quark" (Robinson 157, p. 777)).
Unfodunetely;, the "Particle" later disaMared
under a maa of new data (cf. pl. 1.. 241), " thus

Although sauna amend bed been dasovered in 1973. this
Stanford espoinwat vow the tins to diniteitinite Air Ihi
had _not the peopenies predicted by the Weinberg-Sak-n

" Mnte recentlyis 1911. another CERN- experiment. this
time on- the 19IL danced to find aLnictIonussoitle."
However. this finding was disputed. in porthole: by soothe
ISR team fsee-p5. p. 4713 (or details). and most high-energy
Physicists seem to_ h4ve raOrind their judgement as to
whether to believe the result.
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denying the SPS one of its best than= of a
significant discovery.

As in the case of discoveries, physicists
have thecilated why the upsilon was discovered at
!iiotatCERJL Probably the SPS
came into operation somewhat too late, and cer-
tainly at the time of the Fennilab announcement it
was not in a position_ to mount an appropriate
experiment. In contrast. the upOnti CC/Wald-
Medi otiviiWy buli e been thkOVereA thi the 124k
aiid widt the tlfreTe years eathes, ISR
users came very aor.. Diking a Mitlitinury ex-
petillfelltai run on the ISR in 1976 (a year before
the Fermillib discovery), a few cvents wine seen wt
an energy of 93 GeV, which is almon exactly the
mass that die upsilon was subseqtranly found to
have. However, when one of the experimenters
invdved reported the result,

haws, greeted widisreaureepticiont. so he meat away. and
eventually came beck with new data withoer this sipaL
collaboration only 'louse theniWPIASsillud!.
Lth discovery. So, as with the 1/pai. the upsilon was in Ices
sem here Am but it was nee interpreted (lenerview. 1961).

It is- weeth satins tint if-these few early events
had been observed. say. at ferrnilab.-they wear in

probabiliv have bcenpuclyanounccdJpst
as in ewrly '976 a Fe:milli, -collaboration morted
on-de basis of just 11 events. tbe discovery, of a
new particle at- 6- GeV (which they namedi the
"upsilon" - see PIA,. 831); another panicle which
then "disappeared" in_ subsequent_montlth _At
CERN; in: tOntribt.; the Tradition- one-Mb,
been to adepts more iniutious_ithpros to! in-
nounang potentially interesting refeara Wings.
Whik OW- means that CERN at lail Since tbe
"spht A 2..! liighlj avoicred "minaken" results of
the type that initially -afflicted Fennilab lone ex-
ception bang-the candidate "bottom meson" re-
ferred to above), it may also have resulted in tbe
laboratory yielding "phony"- in a few cw. es to
experiments carried -out elsewhere.: -This question
of the difference in researdi style between Europe
and the United Staten, with high-enemy physicists
in the latter tending io_ndopt a more bold and
speculative, hut at the same time more silky: ap-
proach to thar experunenti . is one to With We

" "At CERN. the ;walks evadable from tbe SiPS_Ior the
counter eaperimenu whids have appropriate detector eon-
figuratioesin the West Am are too low for fruitful upsilon
bunting (25. p. 3201.
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will_retnin in our discussion below on the factors
Mleeting _the scientific performance of each of the
CERN accelerators. It will suffice to siy_here that
CERN has in recent-years become more aggressive
in promoting the- resulu °fin researek_end this,
together with the concerted -action_ taken to der
veItyp a one- range of _sophisticated detectors
and specialized particle beams, !us played i Iregt

art in enabling the users of :the labOnitory to
rnatch_and eventually surpass the performance of
American laboratones in recent years, as we shall
see in the next steGon.

Experimental high-anergy physics, peet-1981k
The /inifiean renrissance

In June 1980. the CERN SPS was turned off for
11 nionths to make possible the construction of
the new proton-antiproton collider. As one com-
mentator remarked at the time, _

such I major sacritiee of primeasearch time barterer been
seenibefore end is as sure-a-pointa se any 110 the impor.
wax of the emend* ietTRIcs_noter&potenta. *tat
the proton-antiproan collider *ill bring 130. p 14k).

In the-event, this major sacrifice very _Meekly
began- to pay dividends. The first protOnntipro-
ton_ collisions were observed in JWy 11981, but
during_ the remainder of 1981 die luminoity re-
mained low - a pea_of 5:x 10" car ;s-1 was
achieved, ai fader _Or 200 beow the design-figure.
By the end_ Of the- following year however, the

increased by an order of
inetnitUde ind this, combined with an almost
COrititinOtis period of operation of the collider last-
ing nearly two months, yielded a vastly improved
integrated luminosity (of some 25 in
barns)._ At the end of this run, it was noted that;

According to- the theo, y. this should be adfieientIce the
production of 10Me intermediate bosons of the charted
kind 133. P. 71.

It thereore came as little of a surprise when, a _few
Weeks later in January 1983, it was announced that
the first signs of the chstAted W intermediate vec-
tor boson had been_seen._This was followed in
May 1983 hy the announcement of the discovery
of the neutral Ze boson._
-Besides the commissioning Of the proton-anti-
proton collider, CERN Uteri Ils7o benefited from
several other ittipievanents to the research radii-

ties. For example, while the SPS inAl dint down.
the WA experintent4-ATirea for the BPS- was up-
graded. while the new Utopian Hybrid Spectrom-
eter wit_ tottipkiw in 1981. giving SPS users a
widerange 6f perierfirl detectors, including the
EMC. CHARM. BEDC, and Omega prime Wilt.
fiM With Windt to exploit the accelerator. In the
case Of the ISR, improvements continued to be
Made- to the luminosity and the first experiments
involving-collisions -between alpha particles_ and
betweenprotons and-antiprotons were carried Out
in 1980 and 1981 reapectively.

The effects of these varitera athrtfthin andlim-
provements to the_ expetinienW_ ratibuerat CERN
are _readily apparent in _the lignired in table-6. To
take first the outptit_Ot experimental publications.
althoulth_theithrither yiedW by the SAS dropped
slightly in 1982_ (itilleting the shut-down a year
eadier), dits-liaTs More than compensated Iv the
eininWriee Of die first results-from the-proton-an-
dpitoir (Orr) collider. and _by -ar appreciable in-
erease in ISR -papers as users of the maddne
inded to complete as manyLexperiments as poen,
Ne before it closed at: the end of 1983 (sec Paper
III [5ZD._Consetpiendy1 whereas papers_ from the
CERN accelerstors_eccounted for 243 percint Of
the world total in 1980; the eilise400-cirruig (11,fre
in 1981 and 1982 warsome_33 perterit Siren-arty,
Mierms of citatioris.-_CERNInieri increased their
fraction of die mead teW hien 283 percent in
1980 t333 percirit hie Vein later. There-were
three resoill kir this: first, the corning into-131cra-
tialf_ Of die esilidie: second, the growing impact of
Week On the BPS - sps papers virtually-doubled
their there of world citations from 85_percent itt
1930 to 16 percent in 1982. finally catching up
Fermilab (although in the meantime -the SPShild
been ovenakenhy PETRA at DESY): and. runt
a significant increase in thr overall 'Ingram 6f ISR
papers from 73_ percent of the wodd thad Of
citations in 1980 to 103 percent ifl I982.

The figures on citations per MMiti iliggeit that.
in 1981 and 1982, CESR at coma and PETRAet
DESYwere therriVadithei Stith the highest average
intpact_per _Woe, biath recording a level of-9.3 in
19112.-,Or the CERN BPS. the correspondingfig-
um fel frOiri 5.0 in 1980 to 3.6 in 1981 (although it
did rise again very_ slightly in 1984-comparatively
low for an accelerator that had onh, been operat-
ing for five years. This somewhat rapid ob-
solescence can perhaps best be explained by the
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fact that. by 1980. the Fermilabiamelerater -
which had been operational since 1972 - and the
SPS had between them carried oulmost of the
importait work in _the 400 GeV energy-range. If
so_ this illustrates the dáligeii of building a mac-
hine very simiMr in energy to one that has alre,ady
Wen operating for sevaal years, even if it does
represent a significant technical improvement on
that earlier accelerator. The figures on citations
per paper in thc case of the ISR are_particularlv
illuminating in this respect since they show an
increase from 3.8-in 1981 to4.7 in 1982. The latter
is remarkabW high for a machine that has been
operating for twelve years (far highet_for_example,
than_ the very successful Brookhaveit_AGSin its
twelfth year - see table 1),_ and must surdy be
linkedto the tut that the ISR was until its closure
in 1983 dways a unique Way. Givai that no
larger proton-proton eellider is likely to be com-
pletW in thc near future, the decision to close ths
ISR in order to free resources for the construction
of LEP clearly represented a major sacrir.ce for
thc facility's users. In contrast, publications-from
thc CERN PS earned only-1.4 citations_per paper
- very similar to the figures for the Brookhaven
AGS aria Serpukhov - suggesting that it no longer
constituted a frontier research facility in high-en-
ergy physics.

Pan peofonoweet ood fort pax-peas 269

The last two columns of table 6 give the num-
beet of_ papers published in 1981 and 1982 that
hid Wen highly cited by the end of 1982. These
figures suggest that, in terms of "advances" (papers
cited 15 or more times in a year), PETRA has
proved the most successful over this period with
six such papers, followed by thc CERN
proton-antiproton collider with three, thc SPS
and CESR with two_each, and the ISR with one
(Fermilab had no such papers). If the figures f_r
CERN- ane DESY are combined, one %MU shit
Western Europe produval 13Zpercesitof the papers
cited 15: or :more lima. whe_Me UrutW States
managed only 20 percent-A amifir pcture emerges
in the case of "major advances" (papers cited 30
or more times in a year) - the CERN collider
y;elded three such papers, while the United States
had just one (from SPEAR), this being thc first
time ever that a CERN machine has led the world
in-terms of thc most highly cited papers. Overall,
the figures in table-6 for the-various machines at
CERN and DESY give good grounds for claiming
that the onset of the 1980s had witnessed a
European renaissance in experimental_highnergy
physics, even before the discoveries of the W aid
Z particles were announced in 1983.

Table 7
ComParison of the sciattific outbuts of the-CERN PS and Brookhaven "GS accelerators. 15(.1-1980

1%1-1964 1965-1968 1969-1972 1973 -1976_

PS "rsS

1977-1980

0% AGS PS AGS PS :,S PS "GS

Experimental

Was' 21.5% 8.0% 28.5% 19.5% 25.0% 16.5% 22.0% 10.5% 17.5% 5.5%
Citations te. _
recent °work 14 5% 23.0% 27.5% 27.5% 22.0% 20.5% 17.0% 10.5% 13.5% 4.0%
Average citatiom

Per Paper 13 8.0 3.3 5.5 2.5 3.2 2.5 2.8 2.2 2.2

Number of papers x P15 tan 27.0s 30.5% 210s 15.5% teas 9.0% 7.5% 8.0% oas
cited e otoe. (*is). (39.0%) 127351 (33.0%) 033%) (173z) woos) (7.5%,) vas) to.os,
No. of times achieved x P 30 6.0% 29.5% 5.5% 66.5% 5.n 5.os 6.01 7.5% -as an

oast (55.0%) (13.0%) (oo3s) 0.551 (2.5s) (7n) (11.5v te.ost to.ost
e 5. 50 0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 103%) 0.0% 0.0% 7.5% 7.5% 7.0% 0.0%

(0.053 (53,0%) (0.0%) (100%) (0.0%) (0.0%) 4.0%) 01.0%1 013%1 (03%)
P 100 0.0% 100%) 0.0% 0115 0 OS 12.5% 0.0% 0.0%

(0.0%) (100%) (0.0%) 10.0%1 (0.0%) (19.0%) (0.0%) (0.0%)

All figures are expressed as % of the relevant world total, and each has been r-.rtised to the nearest 0.5%.
Work Mash/hod during the Preceding 4_years.
The figures in brackets correspond to those for Me number of times papers came citations in one year.
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IL The overall performance of the CERN accelera-
tors

8.1. The Proton SytfeRrettretti

iteritig_97 in some dead the historical
development of experimentA high-energy physics
over die period from 1961 to the end of 1984 we
are now in a position to draw some more general
conclusions about the overall scientific- _ma:for--
mance of each of the principal CERN accelerators.
Table 7 summarizes the data on the ouwou from
the first of these accelerators, the Proton Syochro-
tron, relative to those from the rival AGS machine
at Brookhaven. As can be seen, the PS produced
appreciably more experimental papers than the
AGS. However, this is the only respect io whichlt
consistently outperformed the AGS; iince Tie
average impact of thtost papers WAS in general

doflsidCiablyldr In terms of citations per paper,
the BrOoTchiven machine until very recently had a
superior record to the PS. The AGS -was also by
far the more successful of the two accelerators in
tams of both "crucial discoveries" (papers cited
100-times or more in a year) and "major advancer
(those cited 50 or 30 notes or more). PartiCularly
during die 1960s. Certainly, in the case of_ "art
vances" Wapers cited 15 or more_titnety, &ICA'S
overtook the AGSin the mid-19706: bUt it Md
been well bellinctio thceerly yean. Hence, When
taken togetbe& them in&cators StrOney suggest
thin; overWL the AGS was appreably more sue-
teinfW than Itbe IFS over thi twenty-year period
tyndet ionAderition. As lined at tbe time of its
twentiWt anniversary. the AGS

has hem we or the mon productive of =eh:ratan (or
physics. otamliet amoosstju skacmarientbe Anion no*
oleo, chargsparity sir:dation, the omega minus. the J/p4i,

Table
A1101111014 (on 10-point scale.) of main proton =Moreton in termrol(lidiscoveriss. (2) kmwiding more prease meesuntmenu

Selfeankings Pear-rankings Overall rankinp
01 Discoveries

Brookhaven AGS 9.5( j031 4 *01) 941203)
( 48)1 (a -121) te -1691

CERN PS 7.1(211.2) 6.7(20.2) 8.1( 20.1)
(a 16) (n w 83) (e..1691

CERN 1SR 61(2 0.3) 5.9(20.21 87(202)
(n_w 36) w 133) tri 1691

CERN SPS 5.9(511.3) 5.6( 50.2) 1.7(503)
(a 68) (n ..101) tn w169)

Fermilab 400 GeV 7.4(20.3) 77(50.1) 7-2( 50.1)
Cot. 461 1..0231 (14.169)

Serpukhov 3.8( 50.5) 2,6(5 0.1) 2-7( i0-11
w 20) ( e w 149) (0..169)

121 More precise measurernenu
Brookhavm AGS 71(j02) 7A (502) 7-2( 20.1)

( 47) (n w 120) tow 1611
CERN PS e1( 20.1) 8.5(50.1) 8.1120.1)

Ot 86) (a w111)- (a w 167)
CERN ISR 7,3150.31 8.1( 501) 7.0( tea)

(n 35) (* 132) ta -1671
CritN SF5 11.2(50.2) 8.2(50.2) Sia0.1)

(6= 67) (0 406-7)
Fermilab 400 GeV 5,3a,04) 6.0(2 0.2) 61(50-1)

46) (n .021) (e
Sertrilthov 8.3( 2-0.5) 15(20.2) 31( t 0.2)

(a 20) (n w 147) (n 167)

10 top. and 1 w bottom. The rankinm are based gXt_ghc relativcoutputtliont die icotrators overshot entire careen up to the
time of the interviews -with the-high-energy physicists in late 1981/early 1982. The Ernes in brackets Mdicatetheroomean-squere
variations. 5pUtj some approximate ides ct the divergence cd opinion within each poop. It should be noted that those rankings
wav 869168Ymade_by imerviesnemin written kern

6 The sample size of sea group is denoted by a.
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the charmed -baryon. add OWINJOISS other penides and
resonances 132. 0. 2421

Indeed. the AGS can boast a record -of major
discoveries that only the Stanford Positron-Elec-
tron Accelerator Ring. SPEAR, can match. The
PS. in contrast, could manage only one result ef
similar importance - the discovay of neutral esTr,
rents. T-his differenc_e between the two_sccektitors
suggested by the indicators lisittliin Mblet
well supponed _by_ the_ results obraiM4 in Inter-
views with 182 ligli-iniergy 041i-cab (see Paper I
l51) forclittat). Interviewees were invited to assess
the Olittail teserdit performs= of the workfs

_stxpmanpal proton amelerators on a10-point
(10 top. 1 bottom) in tams of two diffa*-

cm criteria: (I) cnseial experiments and -dis-
covenes; and_ (2) experimenu Mvolving mom pre-
cise measurements of known particles and their

properties but without rftiedifaing eTtiAihig new
The results_ areipven in tabk 8. On this 10-point
scale ofachitveneit, ffie AGS was judged consid-
erably_ WiCad Of da PS in the case- of the first
tritaion (92 wavered with 6.9), a view. it should
be Stressed hAd by users of both accelerators.

A rather different conclusion, however. emerged
When the second criterion of 'precise measure-
ments" was considered - the PS was rated 83 on
the 10-point seale somewhat ahead of the AGS on
7.2 (with the Ewes insed on self-evaluation:and
peer-evaluation again alwreing tittle variotne4 Two
of the biblicenetric indicators are ottelevuox tT,
this result-- the total number of pubrlatious, add
the average_citatioacper: pa4a. At cist he seen
from table 7 abOve. the AGS hidi rather better
record in taMs Of the lthtlf &mew& this ad-
VIfltagC eiveaut ti &tie ban outweighed by the
frTr freater 0CW-cation output of the PS. particu-

Tat& 9
Factors eapbithe relative scientific performance of the CERN PS and Brookhaven AGS PI of interammes believing this (actor
to have been irapcmant )

them Users Users of All
oF AGE(%) of PS-(4) AGSand PS (%) interviewees (10

%69) (a 125)
1. More bold. sprculative ethos-of-US physicists - 55

reAseans more conisiviiivalW raki,
approach

2. dresser experience of US phridosa - 31
Europeans hid to law to use
lerle accelerator

3. US had Miter esperimmotalisu in 1960s 29
4. Higher mort-ethic and mom competitive 29

antank SI US Nimbi-au
5. Eammes-ssissing_genterdion of 19

physicists - wartime emigration to
US o( many of the beet

Luck of -Brookhaven in choosing right 21
asperiesoits _
Retterecientific asanassnent-nsimmbhaven -
e.g. quick umespond tothe unekvamed
CERN's tendency to ''overmeginser - ag. 10
domain boili WWII:i but ktTr

9. Problem CERN being audlinadaud- e4
slow eomnMtees. ovarcomervativi aka&
oimpoireents

10. Socialcuucture of European peeps mom 17
Miran:6W nan-scienwicr poliacer)

-fectoraintrothicad

54 65 51

42 47 36

29 29 10
20 35 20

14 20 11

13 24 17

14 M 16

14 12 10

46 59 51

4 6 10

Time Odom Moment minimum valves only dee* they am hepatica acsustentanai*iiiUiiiiiwiii ki a general Omni On sonoms ing
the factors anicturing the relative scientific performance of the two accelerston. The unmet size of each grasp of interviewer* it
detained b* ti

2 5.
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lady in the 1970s- when die "citations per_mper"
figure was not very different for the two accelera-
tors. As a result, whereas between 1961 and 1964
AGS- experiments -*pear to have had a signifi-
cantly_peater impect (at least in terms of the total
numbers of citations), the two meetings bad &very
similar record _in the period from _19i55 to 1968.
and then_ thel'Sndged ahead. The pp widened
considerablydining the 1970s as the output_from
die AGS decVn&L_ citations to work publislIW
over the preig Our years lain; from 20 per-
cent of die world total in 1969-72 to 4 percent in
1977-80. Thus, over their entire lifetimes, the re-
cord of the PS was probably slightly superior in
terms of this indicator, a result consistent with the
rankinp given in table 8 for experiments involving
more_preciee measurements.

-Besides identifying differences between the sci-
entifietterformance of the PS and AG& high-en-
ergyphysicists were also asked to poim toreasuns
for those differences. Even tbourVi this Audition
was unstructured, hi the sentelhat_ interviewees
were not proMpted att_t0 all possible reasons For
the _ divergence in performance, the responses
tended to conform to certTin patterns, aid it was
dWrefore riUtiedy easy to dislify dian into a
number of separate categories (although the fac-
tors are obviously related to a certain extent). The
results are summarized in table 9, which lists all
factors cited by 10 percent or more-of the inter-
viewees The first five of these ten factors relate to
differing characteristics of the respective user-
communities of the AGS and PS. Particularly im-
portant here was what many interviewees (in both
EutoPe and_NortbiAniericit) identified as a_more
bolt,_speculative ethOt Of physicists= the United
Statelovhere the rest:era system was repirtiM1 as
noitrWly Wlowing more scope Le iii&Vidual initia-
tive. In contrast, phyMeists in -rope were seen as
Mkt:tuns a more solid, Mfe, ai.d conservative ap-
proaeh to their experiments. As can be seen from
the table, this factor was specified by approxi-
mately half those questioned on the issue, and by
rather more (65 percent) of those who had direct
experience of using both the AGS and PS accelera-
tors

Another extremelyimportant foam appears to
have been thr generally bigher_level of_experimen,
tel experience among:the AGS_user-community,
particularly in the 1960s. Many Brookli-aven users
had previotTsly carri0 out experiments on the
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laboretory's 3 GeV Cosmotrot or _the 6 GeV
Berkeley Bevatron, while theexpenence of most
European_expenments ems ffiiiitW to era-
tors of l_Gcti energy or leis. The jump invelied in
moving from experiments on tlfe 0.6 GeV CERN
syndiro-cydotron (or unall national accelerators)
to the ZO GeV PS was obviously much more
diffieuh than for experimentalists progressing from
the relatively high-energy 6 GeV Bevatron to the
33 GeV AGS. ConseAuendy, users of the PS inevi-
tably took rather igeset. to establish how best to
exploit the accelerator than their counterparts on
the AGS. This factor was again particularly
stressed by those who had used both acceleratort
(47 percent compared with 36 percent of a Inter-
vieweeS).

Otherintervieettes (30 vaunt) were rather lii
speci&_ AMA the_ nature of dM difUerences be-
tween PS &MI AGS users toady mentioning that
the US hid more competent mperimmtalists in
the19601, a fMt which SOMC attributed to a better
pmtgraduate educational system. Also cited were
die higher work ethic and more competitive atti-
tude of American researchers (20 _percentli and
Europe's--"missing_umeration" of physicists -lost
through both the Second World War and emirm-
tion- to the United States in the 1930s and 1940s
(11 percent).

Besides .:+ese fivei user-related it:splenetic:1* a
sixth factor identified mu the Nut*" Of Etrboklie-
ven in choosing the bpi experiments (17 percent).
Some of there iipeying this fa7ctor did, however,
go on to rte this "1" to the greater flexibility
Mid even opportunism of the Brookhaven-manage-
ment in re-orienting the laboratory's experimental
programme whenever an unexpected- new possi.._
bility presented itself (16 percent). " Bothinis and
factor 8 in table 9 (CERN's tendency to "over-
engineer"" - for example, constructing highly

" See Me the gumshoe above in the section on 1961-64
about the abeam, of committees is the early years at

_ &eokhsem
" This widency lac lamliatid by some intereimees-to the

fact tho CERN ha relativeA Int member of "to-home"
tadinical staff who-bald a wow pn maim of espaimerp
tal eqapniatt than is the awe at US malaria% where
unimsdistrum almeser mien, Providinj (garment. One
commoner of this. it was aped, is that Modern re,
marchers ham generally barn mere in-motrol of their
eaperinseni s. and became they unclaimed the equipment
better, were able to undertake rapid modification, when the
mad mee.
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sophisticated detectors that came into oLseration
some time later than less advanced instruments
built by their com_petilors)Jmply at least some
criticiun of managerial decision-making at CERN.
Indeed. certain hightnergy physicists evidently
believe that the quality_of the Brookhiveninana-
gement wes in co small:way retherithibleJor dth
position of advantage wthieved by the AGS over
tbcPS. However. Usee_ two Warm aWs fl to be
seen in the context of Waal. 9 itting to CERN%
mulunaucaW diaracter. As a central laboratory
catering lir a Urge number of geographically dii-
phiied users. CERN inevitably was under great
pressure to provide a service that was, above all,
reliable, and this meant that those facilities

MVP be darter' end constructed oenseevabgely alsd-bidaist.
if at the limb of. omen, redurnr technology_ or asialtS1
with all innovations studied and tested beforehand (Hine
(41. p. 1803. emphasis added).

As a previous Director-General has stated. CERN
has tried to

avoid taking risks with roe reliability of -the -machine be-
causethen 411 its users suffer and the worst dine of sit n to
LIUnek acceiram_prtrams entspectin_ id whether autos
one-knows bow to overcome the seduarolmoblems.-" That
is the surest way of ending up with an expensive-machine of
doubtful reisability. Iliac Metiers promised.rted-ephysicist
community which is -thoroojjbly dissmislied_CERN. I _ant
g)ad to say. has avoidel this trap ... " (Adams (1. p. 250.

In general, however, the ph/skins-interviewed
pointed to the disadvantaises associated with
CERN's multinational character, rather than to
the advantages. In particular,_ the need _to balance
national interests has resuberl, ii wit ogled, in a
generally greater reliance on a sometimes cuMber-

" The author probab )y had in_ mind here ihe experiences of
Brookhaven in-the late 1970s with the ISABELLE prect.
When the project- began. the laboratory was--by no -means
certain AM the large number of eupercondursing magnets
required -could bentanufectured. Unisetunettlegainbli
did- not pay Off, with-the result -that-there were considerable
delays and acalming-com eft. -for trample. Broad (61.
ewl_ Paper 111 3521. The project mu Brefly terminated in
1983.

" Whether CERN in fact knew bob to overcome all the likely
technical protdems when it embarked on-the ISR-proret is
Won to dirotor.: Ar: *slime_ the ISA began operation. ilS
construction was- described as -dgiedi sommhinj entirely
new Mime mocessful operation- well wet be puerenteed"
(114. p. 313. emphasis added). Similar reservations might
also apply to the more recem peotonrentiprown collider
project, where it was by no mesas certain that the design
luminosity could be reached.
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some committee structure than at the U_S national
laboratories. Pecision,makinr. therefore, Inrs taftti
been slower. theresponse_to new initiatives some-
times _aver-caudous,ad the asbite a experiments
too conservative, at Iddli in dth opinion of over 50
percent of those interviened, although many of

did pciint to the decision by cow to pro-
with du protonantiptoton- collider -as evi-

dence of a merited improvement in this ressect.
Another, wider institutional problem_(factor 10

in table 9) centres on the social- structure of
European exierimental collaborations. Not only
have these tended to be_dilthdrlalller than their
American equivalenw they have also apparently
been seen by may physicists as more hieriTrchicsil
and more subject to influent= hy_noci-srienWic
considerations. ForAttaniple, in_Einarse,_fOr vari-
ous historical frifOnS, an acast-nith culture has
evahned ii Arndt_ thae may h4Ve been a greater
unwillingness among young researchers to risk of-
festinig sensor professors than was typical in the
UnitW States. This has sometimes manifested it-
self in a reluctance to challenge usnventional wis=
dom, and in the adgstion of a risk-minimizing
approach to ajperinsents. This was contrasted by
several interviewees-with the more aggressive and
risky approach adoisted by many young_Aintri,
cans (see factor 1 in table 9); an approach whirl
may fail, hut sometimes swam& dramataWly.
One senior expetimentalisLi who hivs_worll on
both sides of the Atlantic, deteribM the situation
thus;

The institutional SUUCtsital of pliijaiccia the US and Europe
are different. The people making discoveries at the AGS -
they were from univerisitewand their dimmer was formed
tit e_ maunder iorial situation. _To get a secured job in
good American university_you have m do well eard-grired
work and to make an individual contribution. In a Eirrearin
country things are- different. The approach is -cm of
career-cptraties. Weida to reseenrs iit Einope work.
WS 09 Prows mmusrenen,a.sypemmejmis, raVistethati
uyina to challenge misting ideu. Professors are much
stronger - -you have to At is-with their established pro.
gramme, of work (laterviaw. 19813.

To sum up most of tilt fattrat Ibetifed bY
hightnergy physicists _ to account far 'hi dif=
ferences_beiween die seientilic Fthrformance of the
PS an_tTse AGS extend Far beyond the perimeters
of die CERN Liliciiitoty itself, relating either to its
user-community or to the wider institutional con-
text of the centre and of research in Western
Europe. Only factors 7 and 8 relate directly to
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CERN policy end management, and thac were by
no mWri the most frequently rital lictors. This
pouts is Worth stresing Wst the itientifirittion of
differences between the performance of the PS and
AGS accelerators be seen as attrthating blame
unduly to -CERN itself: the experience with the PS
must rather be seen as at least partly refleztini
certain broader features of European society dur-
ing this period.

8.2. The Intersecting Storage Rings and the Super
Proton Synchroocet

_ Assessing the performance of the ISR end SPS
is nowlitte ine a vas stliigfforwiTrd atirk as kw
the PS, where* Cum companson cotAd be drawn
with tha AGS becatie of the similanty in energy
arid in die starting date a the first experiments. In
contrast.- the 1SR was always a unique facility,
while the SPS, although identical in energy to the
Fermilab accelerator, scheduled ivera-
don for experimental research in 1977. more than
four years after the American machine. (This was
as we have noted earlier, a rather large lead _to
concede to Fermilab. given that much of the
physics in enew energy regionlends to becanied
out aithin the:first few mei _of tecontIng accessi-
ble.) Nevertheless,there are groun& for bdiering
that_ vaid_ compansons_between thai anr1 other
rrtunes can still be &awn. Fee esampK we can
contrast the CERN 1SR with the Wriptikhov 70
GeV eceelerator in view of the fact that they began
producing experimental publications- within two
years of each other, and both were the highest-en-
ergy machines of their type in the world. And, in
the case of the SPS, besides comparing its outputs
directly with those from Fermilab, it is also possi-
ble to examine the scientific _performance of
Fermilab before and after the SPS started operat-
ing to determine what effect this new accelerator
had-

_Table 10 summariees _for the fOurteen-year
penod from_ 1969 to 1982 the &era sT:ientific
outputs of these Tour lirge proton machines and
the subsequent impact their work created within
the scizntific community. For the first four years,
Serpukhov publications gained a relatively high
rate of citations per paper XPP), especially for
articles in Western jeurnals (for the four years, the
figure was 7.7, havingbeen at high as 10.7 in 1970
for the first two years of the accelerator% opera-

tion), suggesting these early results had a consider-
able irspact. The sante is true of the 1SR. with a
corresponding figure of 12.9 over the first two
years of its-experimental life. However, because
the Serpukboy accelerator had been operating
longer. it achieved MOM citations sverall up to
1972 - 4 percent of the world totarin thatyear
compared with 2.3 percentlor thelSIL leterts 01
"advances^ and "mejor adveritec.7the lathe& of
the two accelerators _were _ virtually Wrtn.
Serpulthcm_ was. however, respo&ibk kir du St*

ctIIcial dlecoverr -(citth more thTut 10) times in a
year) of tW paio - dia acovery of riling total
cross-sections Ica hadron-hedran collisions.

it &curd be noted that the new machine at
Fermilab began to make an impaet on the statis-
tics for highly cited papers towards the end of
1972.

OW, the next four_years from 1973 onwards,
the picture presented by the bibliometric &thin
the table is one of clear Fermilab_dOtainaiti*
mann -in the case of very_ hiithly_ citrit_paperi
(gaining 100 or more citatiatit inut yam!) where
ISR did better (as a result Of t& pubtirn
reporting the Xvitovery of _raring iTsW cross-sec-
dons ler prOtort,-proton Oulliulons . Iroth Western
Machines were by dtTnt contributing significantly
snore thãh the Wrpukhov synchrotron, which was
increalingly overthadowed by the much higher-en-
ergy fecility at Fermilab.

In the four years up to 1980, Fermilab con-
tinued to produce a large number of esperimental
publications {173 percent- of total world output),
and achieved by far the gleatest number of cita,
tions and highly cited papers of the lour major
proton machines. However;sotne of the ittathkei
results front earlier experiments (see- IWer I p
were bejnningto b i1lid Slid thec thookl
be takeeint0 ACCOUtli whirn comparing its scien-
dflepriformance vAdt that of the SPS. As we
noted erfier, it ii Significant that the SPS figure
fee citations per paper fell very rapidly front 12.7
in 1978 to under 4 in 1981 and 1982. Clean - y by
the time the SPS began operatt in 1977, most if
not all *Ise more obvious experiments to tie'Carried
out in the energy resion had been attemjned at
Fermilab. and the n*or discoveries (like dimuons
and the upsilon' had already been made. Thus .
while the SPS was undoubtedly responsible for a
number of MAjor advanCalcited 30 or 50 limos to
a year) stemming from sophisticated seethid-gener-
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&iron experiments, its record up to 192 was prob-
ably not quite as disunguished as that of the ISR
in its early years. In particular. it should be noted
that. while the ISR was responsible for one crucial
discovery (cited more than 100 times in a sear).
the SPS did not come close to equalling this feat in
the period reviewed.

In summary. then, if these four roxelerritOra-Me
compared in terms of "discoveries,"_ the lFemiulb
machine must undoubtedly be plated firiC Bil-
lowed by the ISR. and With -Ude tYslasoose b=
tween the aggrepte Mat& Of SerptikIsTrii lid the
SP& The factithit the SPS lduihed in the four
years up tit 1980 aTspit iuttiTn4Y the same number
Of papers_ eitiM more thee /5, 30 and 50 times M a
yerr as SerpOkboV aChieved over its first twelve
years (ipulthott has contributed very little since
1972). would probably tip the balance Os favour of
the SPS being ranked third, slightly ahead of
Serpuichov. Referring_ hack to the peer-evaluation
results given earlier in table 8, one sees that these
rankings are -in dose agreement with thole Madi
by MO-energy physicists: Fermilab wiTs giViM
score-of 7.2 on the 10-pant scat the diacovenes
(though. it should be noted. softie wily beinA the

Pea pup/memo. and fiuunr pawn,

Brookhaven AQS), while Mc ISI1I war scor
the SPS end_Strpukhov:2-.7: 3_31

As for the relative pbtifida dr the four titer-
hinesin Atkibi of "pireMse measurements:* the
reinitiate:rather MOM diffieilt to interpret. largely
beesiMeig thE COfferitig periods of time over which
Die 'erlifors have been operating. However, we
haiie sieti from tables 5 and 6 that since 1980 the
SPS has yielded more publications than the three
other machines, and that from 1978 -SPS publics
nous-have earned more citationspeepaperlexecm
in the case of ISR_publications in 1981 and 1982).
It-is thereforcperhaps_not too surptising_ that. for
'Iprecise measuremenr _wort_ high4rnergy_phyai-
cists ranked the SPS first of thele_f_dut ettelotaidit
(althuugh_it was placed a Tittle berund die PS) With
a 6cofc of 8.2 while the ISA:vire hid raW quite
highly at 7.0 A rine with iti iMiiiiitently high

ThmeJesulti in A lklaEwd mtaggerate the -differeserse
between the contributions made bY- lbs Soviet McMaster
Mdthe other three Pan of -the difference Trey ese ambito-
ble to sTe ignorance ors die-part of. may WCIACT mimosas
of all the moults from the Soviet niiise - me Irvine axid
Mania l431.

Table 11 -

Factors explairung the relative scientific perform= of the CERN ISR (5 of interviewees believing this factor to have beenismonant

1. Poorporrongehme of Mecum initially (e.g no
sol(tleatleikuMors),

2. 1SRiaoutcukw pnouity by CERN (because of SFS) -
sown emiviments/detences too We

3. Poor sombre management --failure to mpond
mossitlywhist noullornmedelectom impotent

4. Wrong choice of machine - colliding_beams less
fruitful for MEP than fined tarpt machines

3. Rewarchteograinme too firagmeaM - no overall
strategy (e.g too may small experiments initially)

_

6. Esir lorainonty too low for mainifil
experiments

7. Problems Mb the make detector (Split FieldMulll
Had mime from scratch how to me)nacbine,-
proton-proton collisions inheready roy complex

9. IMAM -- turned out not to be very exciting

Then-
of 1SR-(11)

Others (11)
(a w114)

All
interviewees (5)

( w 29) (n.113)

49 33

34 19 23

19 21

3 23 It

13 11

34 17 21

7 11 10

at 42

17 31 27

Minimum estimates only (see note a to table 9). The sample ala of inch group of interviewees denoted by a.
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number of_ citations per papa._ FerniiWhi despite
its large nutritiet of papers. was deliberately marked
down by many interview= because of several
earlier nusUken results. scoring 6.1. with Serpuk-
hew again ranked last on 3.6.

Having exantined the relative outputs from the
CERN ISR and SPS. we -can now move on to
analyse the- factors that -have determined their
scientific performance. Taking the ISR first, there
carv be no doubt that, from a technical point of
view, the machine has been a tremendous success,
In partitadar,its_luminosity has been improved by
several ordas of magnitude overiti lifetirt4
sorpassing the original design_ specifications. Thai
is thus some justification to the m dtTit

The fb11. is end* rmarded as the most Perko exam* to
date of she amide/mos builder's an 127. p. 2311

However, -there is, -as has been seen, a
widespread-feeling among high-eriergy physicists
that, as a research faciliq. the ISR was for some
years not exploited as successfully as it might haw
been. somehow missing the opportunity of itiati:-.4
such crucial discoveria as the i/psi and_the up-
silon,This sense _of disappointment th4tVie poten-
tial of the mad-tate was not fully realiza (which is
flOtItOIsãyJbit ii wu unsuccessful) is reflected in
table IL _This sununarizes the results -obtained
Urom asking high-energy -physicists to-identify the
main factors -determining the 1SR's relative scien-
tific- performance. Factors 1 to 5 relate- to prob-
lems associated with the management of this-facil-
ity and to decisions taken at-CERN. these clearly
biting seer -as- central by many of those inter-
viewed. In particular, the decisions to concentrate
initially on small-angle collisions came in for-much
criticSm. especi-ly from 1SR users (with 72-per-
cent citing this as a major problan), One-Of-WM
CERN senior staff closely connected with the ISR
recalled thetventi surrounding this decision in the
following terms: _

The SAM FtoidM.gseijs she main_ detector on ihOl ISR.
The design of the device as originally instrumented am
phsetzed forward and backward angles. not Inge angles. So
Unlined the 3/Psi _Mid* As the_ time. CERN manage-
rs-1m was cossMnced that -no :particles would belmind al
brae-angles. This oes based -on Argonne esmimoussnd
COMIK rays. There eras some compeUtion between different
possibM Vemmmeten. but they chose the wrong one. At
one stage. they considered doing swo delOCIOR, One Jr
Moking as large angles. But they decided to phase Man and
kave_the large-angle one till laterThey -thought she ISR
had the w ..rgy Feji011 to itself. They forgot about the

CalbeetHaVe aspect. and Tingkhe codsscoverer of Mel/pad
at Brookhaven. (Interview. 1911)

The decision to postpone- construction of a
large-angle detector was also probably related to
factor 2 in the table, the judgement by some
high-enerey physicists (23 percent of theselinter-
viewed) that the 1SR and its_ experimental pro,
gramme were not _given sufficient_ musty by
CERN management.__The_MOS it-66W Of dioU
physicists believed thaLthe isrc was regarded by
sane actliat CERN Offic_as Risk more than a
stopiap_ measure to preserve the laboratory's
acteleratorbaatg capity (and- capital-equip-
ment budget) until agreement could be secured to
build the more prestigious SPS accelerater.-It was
pointed out that, in order to facilitate approval for
the SPS project in 1971. CERN had to promise to
reduce the budget allocated to existing_facilities (in
Lrhoratoty I, u it was- then called) by just over
200 million Swiss francs between 1971 and 1978
c!aPc!± pill In 1973, the Director-General
reported that preparations for the SPS wad

begin omiata,.. mU our plennings CERN since it
IMAM be pushod hard during the WM three years in order so
sun Jhsmpicrnimu as early us possible- This maks
considerable mankower_and Saimaa) demands on Libor.
say (Jentachke let p. 2311

must of ths heavy burden kll on the PS
expenmental prOgralltMe. the ISR did not escape
entirely.

&ome of the high-energy physicists interviewed
(21 percent) were not so specific in their criticisms,
citing the scientific management of the ISR in
general as a- major problem (factor 3-0thers (17
percent) argued that,-at least in the early years, the
ISR aperimental progranune had been too frag-
mented.-there being no overall strategy for exploit-
ing the accelerator and addressing the ouStanding
theoretical questions of tbe day (factor 5). M one
physicist_ commented;

They tried so use the ISR in the same way as sbe PS. MA
lots of small experiments. (Interview. 1951)

Initially, there was, for -example, no Large gen-
eral-puipose detector of the type that is nowadays
regarded as essential-to exploit colliders. In addi,
non, the early experiments were rather too crowded
together - there were at one stage four_experi-
ments at just one of the intersection _moons. Such
problems were perhaps compounded by the divi-
sion of opinion that existed (and sWI exists) within

241
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Table 12
Fames replanting dr, relatnie scientific performance of Familab and the CERN SPS (S of inumiewees believing das factor to low
been important )

1. Pamela, had &yaw lad -SPS too late
Fermilab mom bold. pecuianw caperimasts -
CERN solid. proem 2ad-geserasion esperimenu

3. Problems of CERN being IMISSMISOOM - fkaltcs,
COMMAS'S', oter-coaservatite choice of ceperiments

4. More resetwees and technical Nippon for CERN
experimenes - sometimes inademone at Ferendab

5. SPS5 much better Poderatot - e.ft baser
heaps

6. Fermilab ma too-many cornea buildiogoorelendor
and daemon-- unreliable. "tmderdefignicr

7. Ferrarlab plilasophy wrong - Ice much of Amain{
coestchanoctlecl AMOCO MCS/AMIOCOCojeCIS

S . Fennilab uprentel astensehis _thittly_oa the
grouod with everiments, pen the resources

9. Eaagy map c5 both acceleraton turned out to
be relatively unateiting

User. of
Fersidab (11)
(oew )9)

Users
Of Meg)
(wM)

Usen o(
Familah and SPS (S)
(..7)!

All

Asu.v...As" (%)
(a 136)

49

10

id

36

9

JO si

39

49 55 43 so

15 32 29

31 32 29 31

15 13 29 14

21 13

13 5 0 to

Miniamin esumateonly (me note a to lable_9). The sample sine of each grasp of intervieuces is denoted by n.
This is a way onall ample sac sr. the S Apra msy not therefore be swanked* very significant

the laboratory over the value of the ISEL as an
experithental theihty. nOtiiftignificant fiVetion
of phynents bebeVed the ISR to hlive Wa the
wrong dime of insine (fictor 4), arguing that
iltolliding protons is not as fruitful a research tech-
nique as the "fixed target" approach with synchro-
trons, and that the ISR dive.ted CERWs efforts
away from the much snore innuartant SPS_prqect.

Problems with the nsannement of the ISR were
by no means the only factors cited. Many physi-
cists also believed that technical problems were
central in limiting the accelerator's scientific per-
formance, particularly in the early years:: 21 per-
cent of interviewees pointed out that the luminde
ity_ of the_ ISR was initially WO law for beitithl
types_of expeninent i(fictor 6);_ percent
spfied venous diffittie with tM
main detctor. In adition. two problems (factors
8 and 9) were i&entified that were probably com-
pletely unavoidable. Nearly half those interviewed
argued that, because the ISR was the world's first
proton collider, physicists had to start from scratch

In establWung how to use it. " whale the very big
jump in centre-of-mass energy that it made possi-
ble meant that there was necessarily a long learn-
ing-curve in-finding bow best to nitpick the facil-
ity. Moreover, protonwoton collisions are inher-
ently difficult -to intemret they involve the inter-
action of -three tiarlts-with three other quarks,
generally producing large numbers of secondary
particles which -make analysis of the results_ a
rather complex process." in adelition;_ a layrtaia
number of iaterciewees127 percent) put forward
the view that the ISR had been the vittith of bid
lurk; in the Senieltitif the energy range *Ina it
opened up proved_not to be as escating as hid
been anucipaW. However, this seems difficult to

" In contrast. users of the Stanford dieuea-positree rips.
SPEAR, nom ebbs* draw upon the esperience pined from
earliek smaller rings al FrasoutiOrsay. andcandaidgc.

" The analysis of the data requires a _powerful compuUng
capability, and some of those imoviewed pointed out that
diii was not asiiktile until several years after the ISR began
operating.
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reconcile with the fact that the .1/psi and the
upsilon - the two most highly cited discoveries of
the 1970s. and aqmably tbe two with the waters
impact - were-there to be unearthed by the ISR if
am:wham experiments had been carried out soon
enough.

Let us now move on Anconsader the_ fiaTies
underlying _the ircientific perfairina Of tlth SPS.
especially bi relation_ tO iii Fernebb rival. As we
havereen. the Fernib accelerator had up to 1982
proved arthieWmt more successful in terms of major
advances ethd thsioteries, while the SPS had a
better record (according to the peerevaluation
results) for precise measurements. Table 12 sum-
marizes the main reasons given 44h-energy
physicists to explain these differences in the pat-
tern of performance of the -two accelerators. Fac-
tors 1 and 2, and perhaps also 3. together largely
explain Fermilab's better record from major int
vances. Well over balf of those interviewedI(S8
percent) felt that_the _Fertnilab lead Of acme (Our
and chaff yearaproved too bit a handicap to the
SPS (factor 1)._To many, die subsquent
ties for the_SPS CoUld have beat predicted: as
early as 1973. it hid haat pointed out that such a
lead represents

=soy half the interestiat lifetime et moothiVi energy
phylics instaDations which raises Ihe questico of wbetba
Mere will be sidnificaatinvesuipatioss left for II to pursue.
(Hammond 140. Sh t1201)

Indeed, it was the recopition by CERN in
1976 of the significance of FermilaWs lead that led
them to consider, even at this early "stage; Mb&
possibilities for exploiting the SPS. It was as a
response to thie that the prOton-antiproton eol-
lider proposW wasput forwiTrd and ithproVed rela-
tively milady (cf: Van Nevi (66. p. 311).
_ In adthtion. ibis ateithive lead had implications
fOr the type of experimental programme that could
profitably be mounted on- the SPS aexlerator.
Many of- the physicists interviewed lited to a
difference in approach between Fermilab and
CERN. with the former undertaking more bold.
speculative experiments (see factor 2). This is, in
turnartlye a function of the different styles-of
American and European researchers (a Jactor_dis,
cussed earlier in connection with the AGS and PS
accelerators); and partly the reault of deliberate
policy choices mate by the two_ hboratories. At
Fermilab, they decided to uthe f011 advantage of
the lead over the SPS by carrying out a broad, but
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sometimes rather shallow. experimenW _ pro-
granune, loin a little of everything m order to
"cream ofr any major discoveries that could be
Made m the energy range. TM discovery of di-
muons add the -Oiikis were the regards of this
appri, while coovasely the production of
seVeril papas containing "mistaken- results was a
negative consequence of the stratep. At CERN. in
contrast. it was recognizal early -on that the-SPS
would stand the best chance of makinta saguifi-
cant contribution to scientific progress by_ perfor-
ming detailed. MO-precision, second-generation
experimeets. Though this often meant repeating
previous Fermilab work these experiments have
tended to provide definitive sets of _statistics, as
well a clearing up gbe__naltues made by the
American stock:rata% Factor 13 - the problems
im1 with die thalfinatioaal itharacter -of
CERN - Uuiliiad beith Considered in connec-
tion with the PS, end will not be discussed further.
It will suffice to record that 11 percent of in-
terviewees regarded this as a limiting factor on tbe
performance of the SPS.

Facton 4 to 8 shed further light on the reasons
why the SPS has done rather better at -precise
measurement" experirnenu (a aubjecti already
touched upon in our treatment of _factor 2; above).
Undoubtedly the main reason forthis ia the treater
resources and technical suppon itvable
CERN. this iactoxi (4) being meifirined by Wont
half the researched_ interviewed. ill Many of the
research craft at Fernib openly expressed envy
of tbevige. opliFsticated detectors then available
at CERN, thati was no way. they argued. that
Ferthilab. with its limited operating budget (which
averaged just Pother half that of CERN 37) could
afford to build such technically advanced equip7
ment. (In the early 1980s, Fermilab -experienoed
difficulty even in meeting the power costs of run,
nini its experimental programme, and was forced
to shut down the accelerator for extended periOdL)

Also of great inmonancelhas been the Wp
technical quality of the CERN SPS: withIIthe
Fermilab machine so far Mead, there was little

* la saaai . $4 percent -of the physicists- completing the
mato* eurre7(demikelln the Fetal maims id thu aper)
:wed -with the SMUMUS11, 'CERN ray*. European
hievenergy pbysicitts with beuer level Of -technical sup-
port and_ fa-citifies dslis Usat mOoyed by Americans at their
natiocal lobotomies". A mere 2 percent disa#ced.

" See table 5 in Paper l 154
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point ib rushing to completedicsonstructionpro-
grnmitie of_the_racility. The _SPS _was therefore
Wilt very muddily, and is-as a restAt-.
cahd betur acceleniM. Trukty-two percent of
SPS users led 15 percent Of FeTnniFab users iiimd-
fied this as a factor explaining the SPS's advantage
in producing precise results. The obverse of this is
that the Fermilab aCabletalde has- proved some-
what unreliable. over -30-percent of physicists at
both CERN and Famiblipointing_to this prob.
lem (factor 4). The magnets in particular have
caused numerous problems, initially absorbing
moisture from the humid air with the result that
over half had to be replaced. semi more than
on-x. _This simerally_ lower _reliability lit the
AVM:MUM Cdittit_ din be diderildid psTrtly as_ a
result _of itikviden pressures on_ Wit
laboratory, 38 andl partly as a consequence of die
PrideMPhY Of 'Nii on. the first Director of
Fiendish - a philosophy which involved

mining oonsem_whenever possibk and benerally Caimans a
ught deg& This approech a *yen credit for truing the
amelerator built-quickly. and within a striapent budget ....
Sul sonisphymcista now questiao whether a more camera.
tive*Priledi MAN beinj Mimed [with Wie SPS is
CERNI ... would many have required any more Wm or
money (liammood NO. p. 11171). "

Another asplet of-Wilson's _philosophy- was his
belief that a significant proportion of Fermilab
funds should be invested in accelerator develop,
mem to- ensure that, once the SPS came into
operadon, the Fermilab facilitynould be rapidly
upgraded to give it a renewed advantage_ over
CERN. Some of those intervicwedlabout 14 per,
cent - see factor_ 7)-_-_clerly felt that: too_lVi
proportion of FM:Mites operating budget hid
been channelled into the new Energy
Doublerver project, 4° dna iMpoverishing what
was already a rather inadequately mapported ex-
perimental programme. A not insignificant num-
ber of interviewees (13 peramt, and 21 percent at

" Cr-129.313ln
" Nearly twice as many ot those interviewed weed as dis.

wood- (61 permm compared with 33 fweewet) with- the
statement. "The early Perrailah philosophy of cultins_all
palatine corners to save time and moot& has not paid off in
the tans run."
Cf. Mee 153. p. 1963 The Doubler/Saver is a manor moon
to income the map of thaFermilab thoderator Won 400
Gel/ w between SOO and 1000 GeV. Paper Ill 1521 lives
further details.
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Fermilsbinho_felt thd. in its effort 16 'eklniIlhe
creaK7 FerMiljb !WI _rrieto dd too many =pen.
meats too mnday. '' By a* ea of a* first fOur
Jean of operation. 152 experunmits hid becii com-
pleted, *di over twice as many as st the SPS (66
experiments) ova the equivalent period of time.
This clearly seems to have had implications for the
experimental results obtained by Fermilab users.
As one coinmentator concluded.

The laboratory had started life witha shossun-appreeds-so
Pattaleinallarsk mounded_ emoyMisell =warm Mid
mitia-thinli Videos wised wo Mat to mood:date the
esperimantal program and to build fewer lame selemed
experiments eall greaser resolving poem (Mae 133. Pp.
196-9_713

__Finally. we Wnild netediat 10 percent of inter-
viewees depres _a fithrtg th4l, in retrospect.
nadier a very major contri-
bution to high-energy phylis because the energy
range that they covered turned out to be relatively
unexciting. This could not, of course, have been
predicted in advance, but it does highlight the
negative consequence, identified by certain_physi-
cists, of both Exiro and the United States mak-
in_g their lamest -investment of the 19705 in essen-
tially identical accelerators.-

This concludes_ our analysis of_ase factors de-
to:mining the mistive scientific performance of the
din:crinkle CERN_ accelerators._ The only_remaini.
ing tisk of_ this. paper is td sytithetirelthentincipd
points alining from our assessment of CERN Over
tl* past twenty years, hi partirai drawing out
any kaions of relevance to the subject of Paper 111
(54 the future prospects for CERN.

9. CERN', pest performance - an overall mess-
MOM

Before summarizing_ the main conclusions_ Met
can_ be damn from our assessment of CERWs
pastiscientific performance, it _perhaps needs re-
empliesiting that _certain aspects of_CERN's activirn
ties have not hten &dusted here. We have not, for
example, commented upon die very substantlil

the +Riled. www7 (see final section), 72 pement of Mom
interviewed agreed with the -54.ILIAM1t. "Al Fermilab. there
has been limo:hammy in the past to accept too malty experi-
ments. with the fault that experiments have ofk n been
rushed or prematurely an shon"; only 5 percent disasreed.
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rechmcal contributions to higli-energy_physics (or
which CERN has been rmonsible. These include
the invennon-of_proporiional wire chatnbcrS; the
develoment -of streamer charnbenifoIlOwiflgUP
the pioneering work of G. Chikovsni it maws in
the Sovier Union). liquid &loft neinninA4nions
bunble,clininbei neitiopnitial WiEsScihic &am-
bers. small high,resoktion diTaribri, holographic
chambers. etc.S. ind die:invention of the technique
of stochaiht 1100114: Nei haw we evaluated the
extensive contributions made by-CERN theorists

the Cp4Lik inodei. to Resat- and Cabibbo
ditOs Se. to quantum chromodynainies and_more
reCendy to -grand unification,- theories-and- super,
symmetry. And we have mentioned only in passing
the participation _of CERN- physicists SP expert,
ments at Serpukhov. and inparficular theirrok Ut
helping make the_ crucial discovery there of rising
total crou-sections

Furthermore, it_ should be_ noted: thit CERN
has been responsible _for Severe. Wider contrthit-
non: besides helpirirto fiirthar OUr kit:hi/ledge of
highenergy phyria 1 lkie been described in
the following lartnii

ti has bent ' eo(Eseseo iiii. It Mt played key
rede is rmestablishinx the suture ol European minima It
ims continuing broom enneience kr:whims:in univessibm.
Ittmegeoniened W.__helpsd_ sustain isehoical excellence in
wiesurie vipapsese M. a 201, _

-To take the first of theseLthere wasno doubt in
the minds of the high-tmergy_ physicists we inter,
viewed that CERN has substantially_ With-dated
international sm,operationi in scienee;_nOtieclY Ui
Eur9Pe, _but also at a world kvallitinsiing con-
tacts with North Ansentikatikirn Esrope, and
the Third World. Al roe ahi secoia a cursory
glance4t Sables 7 ind 6 tTi contrast-the respective
ithentifit _outputs Of CERN in the early 1960s and
twenty years kier is sufficient to demonstrate the
tremendous strides made by West Eurepean_high,
energy physicists in relation to -their American
counterparts. West Europenn eswerimentailpapers
for example, earned only 19.5 percent ot the world
citation total in 1964. a factor of four lessthan the
US figure of 77.5 percentje 198Z theetetespond.
ing figures wesa 55.5- percent and 33:5 pettethf,
showing that Europe had_ compkttly revert&I die
situation. The third effect. the ;moth On Univer-
sity educatioe, it harder 10 Ode: tindarubtedly.
there has been tante impact,. but Whether this Is
greater thith Would liate been the case if the

restbatet invested in CERN had been spent on
ether araa4 of scientife research ts impossible -to
jUdge-. A similar reservation applies to the fourth
type of contribution - technological "spin.off."
Again, many instances of spin-off have clearly
arisen, particularly to -firms suppbing equipment
to CERN, as Schinied1601has amply documented.
However. the _!opportuny_ costs' have also to be
taken fully:into consideratiori___ is the_ttha_61
technological spin-off higher_ thaAsit vvotild haVe
been if tha resources spent Oh CERN
Imell used toaupport Sane Other tji of research,
such as_ exploradOn Of the Ocean bed, far
example! !9. To_thit MiOstiOn, there are as yet no
ready-answers. '?

it dfoald nevertheless be stressed that
we do not feel our assessment is intrinsically
i-vened by the fact that it has focused almost
exclusively on

CERN's main pumas& (which] is to provide Europe's scien-
tists with menlialt halides for bilibmerld Physim ft-
search AdLunifiention o( she imnstment Mat Si Ci9eA lee
hem the twelve Member States begins Mtn a belief in the
Mine rit melt researeh 830. p. 2621. napkins added)._

C h T r : L i n i lu.c ti t i a n to produce systematic. retie-

bk Lid reproducible conclusions on- the-extent to
iihai Significant contributions to the advance of
iclentific knowledge have been nude by esperi.,
mental high-energy physicists using the CERN
research facifities.

Three main sets of conclusions can be framed
on the basis of the assessmelt outlinedabOve lid
in Paper 11511, The first is_that, since:abbot 1970
(and with the possible exception:Of i (the ye4is in
the mid-1970s when the: Fclniikb results were
haying majotimpaa). the dreilll record of the
CERN maclitnes tLkcit cogetha has been better
thMi Val Of die ieratora at any other labors-
Wei F11 the iethid ithee judged in terms of txpe-
ininti precise measurements and results
ifith high statistics. Evidence for this comes -not
only from the figures on total citations (which give
some indication of the overall impact of published

al Fee further discansice of this question. see If Ville and
hfirlin 144
1sibeveyee itativeirthy dui in the attitude survey (de.
scribed Wee). eembr
unth-the following; statement-as agreed trith it: -The level of
resources spent en high-energy physics mut be completely
justified by the teduudogical epin.off it ginMstes.-
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work), but also from the_peer-evthuoti results
presented in Paper I mi. Prior tO 1970, posi-
tion tvas held by Brothhaven. anZ brike thlt
(from the mid-1950s until the early 19(01) bY
Berkeley (with the Bevatom).

The second major conclusion is that, in term of
scientificproductivity - that is, scientific perfor-
mance evaluated in relation to Mputs (number of
users-funding. etc.) - the record of each col the
three US National Laboratories, and the Stanford
Linear Aceelerator_Center in particular. seems to
Wit beat lipdficantly better than_that of CERN.
Supporting_eadence fOr sucWa _conclusion_ wpm,
+Med by the figures in ablas 8,10 and 14 ift Paper
I 1513. It is ilia noa.inyrthy thlt,sn an attitude
survey " conducted among the high-energy physi-
cists interviewed in the study, he great majority
(71 percent) agreed on the whole with the state-
ment that, "Overall. the .Ainerican national
laboratories -have bees more cost-effective than
CERN in providing iNserimental high-energy
physics facilities: while only 18 percent disastreed.

The third_ principal conclusion is that, with the
exception of _neutral currents, the crucial dis-
coveries- in high...energy physics between 1961 and
P282_ were nfl Made at_ laboratories other than
CERN. M theDirettorrot InternitiOnid Co,oper-
adon at the German Fwerw macatil for Re-
search and Teilinalogy s reportth as saying In
1980,

CERN haa bow bettes_at building impish accieretora than
ditorneringepectecular pliyMes (Dr. G. Lehr, mooned in

Weiser 169. p. 706]).

This feature of CERNAperformance was clearly
recognized by high-energy physicists whom we
interviewed in 1981 and 1982. Of these, 72 Mtnetil
agree_d with the statement, "The CERN accelera-
toaluive ham responsible for a relatively small
number Of major discoveries_compareil with the
ether Man Wittenergy physics sentres._ well ova
dna CMGS the mother itheiditirreed (22 percent).
Even at CERN, this reUtive fOure thd not go
unnoticed. In 1980,l the Reithicli Director-Craierth
admitted that,

- The attitude survey consisted of approsinsetely 30 BMW
Meats- tO issues previously discuied us die num-
vimejntervieweeehad to circk a number On 17-point mak
depending on whether they agreed strongly ay agreed (2);
agreed but with reservations (3); wen neutral a-had-mixed
vkivi (4); tad so on up to (7). &agreed state* with the
51/11CMCM.

_tke_latUm_ymrs._the_ma itaeoltant devel*nenu
hadron spectroscopy hem been those going beyond SU())
symmetry and connected with the-Mh and-Stkquarks. Hem
dw ilk id COM 6, been very Medea as coesparect with
the discovery of the Jcpsi at Brootherat and at SLAC in
IOU, the discovery of the first charmed mesons at SLAC in
1976. end the Mummery of the-upsilon Fermilab in t977
Nee Hove and Jacob KM 0. 33D.

These, it should be stressed, are generally
regarded as the three most -important discoveries
of the 1970c- the papers reporting these findings
being the only ones in the decade to earn 150 or
more citations in a year. UR to 1982, -no CERN
publication had come close to equalling these fig-
ures or having an equivalent impact_ on the ad-
vance of khowledge. However, the situadon _may
h4ve since changed riWly with the publication
in 1983 of the papers reporting the first Observe,
dons of the W and the Z partitha likay to bi
seen as two of the most important diecOVeries of
the 1980s.

During the 1960s. the comparative failure of the
Proton Synchrotron to make major discoveries at a
time -when several were being made on the
Brookhaven AGS accelerator can, as we have seen,
be explained lattely in terms of factors over which
CERN itself had little influence - in _particular.
the relative lack olexpezience of PS users,_the time

rvitably_ taken by a large_multinstional Crganim7
don In evolviag efficient iwniTterial structures and
Orrictiria; _Tand hierachiciA
structure of Elliopean researth actiVity. However,
in the case of the Intasecting Storage fCtitg, whidi
clearly could have been first to discover the 3/pli
and the upsilon, several of the main factors identi-
fied by physicists as having been responsible are
linked to the scientific management of this facility
and to decisions taken at CERN. Happily, it would
seem that many of the lessons from the experi-
ences with the ISR have beat absorbed at CERN,
evidence for such a learning process having_taken
piece coming _ from the very rapid and hugely
successfuLexploitation of the proton-antiproton
c011ider. As for_ the_ reladve lack_of success of the
Super Proton Synthrotron in icang major
coveries, the aucial fiMtor was the fOur-year lead
held bY Fantails. Thii cannot be regardth as
entirely the fault of European politicians. If the
original design for the accelerator produced by
CERN had been less expensive, then the American
lead would probably have been far shorter.
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Perhaps theditic PO litY question raised by
the aboVe sTrWytis is the extent to -which the
fatiortst hive limited the scientific performance
Of die CERN eccelerators, in particular those which
ire sntCiiill io the CERN laboratory haelf,-:are
intrinsic to any large-scale multinational -venture
of this sort. Is it inevitable that a laboratory where
decisions tend to be made by_ forme' conunittem
rather than individuals_m_small informal advisory
groups, and whirl must be aecountableteedozen
political masters, -will take less gambles arid iliki
than a -laboratory _free from such _conthfraitiCs?
Most high,energy physiciW intervitiVW did seem
to feel thaC__Tlit syStern hy *hid] the allocation
of time Ott CERN j1eratoes is decided tends to
enteurap too_tiiii routine research rather than
Wiffidy inivairitive but risky experiments" (SI per!
WM_ agreed with this statement- in the attitude

appreciably more than the 31 percent who
disagreed). The question is whether an insane-
tional laboratory can devise procedures to_ over-
come this conservative tendency towards safe but
routine research.

While we shall not attempt to =mai did Mies-
don here, it is necessary to note two pointh Fiiit
the decision in 1978 toproceed -alYsfrWtion
of the protonantiproton-collider thd represent a
major gambleby CERK &Mains that the con-
servative tendency can be successfully resisted.
Secolid.i it WrOd seem that high-energy physics in
the UtiitW States is now becoming subject us
fairies) pressures similar to those_ exerted on
CERN. In the past, the rituadon in the large US
laboratories was such that individuals like M.
Goldhaber at Brookhaven, -W.K.H. Panofsyst
Stanford, and R.R. Wilson at Fermilatt. tOuld
stamp their authority on the: dirctioflhiflwbldi
their laboratories moved,: (Diteetott,Gentie it
CERN_ were limited by the fedi &Tat they Weei
appointed for five years only_kid. ectipt in one
cass, were not puppet:lint) However. there has
been _11 gradMV contraction ut die nuMber of US
high-tnergy physics labeiratories during the 1970s,
to dill there Me noir just three major accelerator
Centres md a single sron,ler one (and _even this
may be more than the be able to afford:in
coming years "). ri. means that an increasingly
large number of sciaM-4. and institutional inter-

" Sie isa_Viiimistic_discuaionaf the &Mail future for US
high-enagy physics in Trilling 1641.
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ests have to be accommodated (and repiesiaited)
w:thin the decision-making structure at tachtient4C
Unless ilv.! United States prOvei -niore Wept hi
avoiding the dangers WI wUt many hiPt-estrity
physicists tennercommittee saence" thin CERN
was in the lilac then the previous ad antage of
USphysideuthier dii kat Of the world it terms of
malting most =of the Crucial discoveries may disap-
pear permanitly. To a certain extent, the balance
of power in experimental high-energy physics be-
tween North America and Western -Europe seems,
therefore, to have reached a turning poipt. A full
analysis of the future provecta for CERN, and of
whether there are indeed such pounds for
EurtL.can gstintism tit the longer term forms the
subject of Paper 1111521
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In_e_saeslottban _papers. we attempt to evaluate tin past
rotalitic-perlarnaaccor the three main prltilleaccelerentinit
the Geneva-be ed European Orpniution for Nuclear Re-
Regret (CERN) ,verr _the period since 1960. -and to-auess the
future peewee fo. CERN and its WWI during the nest ten te
fifteen yaw&

_We concerned ourselves in- she first paper (Paper I- Martin
andlrvi=1290 =du= =Won of the craN =armors in
"orld- high-coalY___Phin0 relative -_to_thoselst loth= lege
laboratories working in the- field. We dealt pawn& with the
pain& fireen.l969 to 19* and attempted so establish bow the
enneHmental output 'remit= three imii6pa cam &emigre-
tors. =km ar a =Me. compared with that from other major
fa-alines. ln -undertaking this-comparative evaluation. we drew
on_the:_ntethod 1dconoetin g partial -indicating used in
previous-sad= of three IIM_Scrertnesjaltiel. _

Ineentran. the second paper -(Psperif - Imineand Martin
1201caned in detail as the =jesuitic performance of eselt of
theICERN rearlerators roken rfaittitimaPp.-ia- particular. it
mked. (irst. boerthe outputs fromithe CER Giv wp or

electron-volts) Proton-Syuchrotron compare with Mom
hems very simi= 33 GeV American accelerator at Brooldta-
vest Netted"' LaborRtoryWet The put two decide& Second.
how great ham beest_the awrireenta) mthievanents_ot the
Intersecting Storage Rinp in world tams? And. thin& how do

No- order -of seniority implied (rotang first MithwhM).
The autheiri ire Fella= of thi Scsence-Policy Raw=
Unit. =are they work on_e range Mania eintitiet= nib
policies- for basic- and applied research. They:wefull,
ecknowledee the support of the British Sone! Science Rev
kin% Contialincierrying out diamearch. and the lielp so
freely siven_by line_ numbereol inPlatagy
Thanks are also-due to -a numbered colleagues at 5Pni.1.
ape:sally Prolesaor Keith Peen. and to Sir Clifford Butler.
Professor_John_DinWLiald Di. On= L fir -prouiding
useful clitiCarcOataicat Oa all earlier draft of this peper.
However. the conclusion remain the responsibility of the

Research Policy 13 (1M) 311-342
Norm-Holland
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the outputs-frit-al the CERN 400 06 Super Prot= Synchro.
Mx and Mari I rivA US MadliIIC at Naomi Accelera-
tor Labontaymenpare? Attempt weretherireede to ideTay
the-main factors ninon:al* for determining the relative saw
tific_perfornmece of-each CERN machine.
ii_TheselacMit are id ;devotee to the subject-or ibis thud
paper (Piper HO. which =Coot= amemtbelidide preMeets
for CERN and in =Mader for LEP. the larp electron-positron
collider scheduled for completion ie the Hum part of- 1988.
What are the ametrechariblitirements (fmancial and web=
ml) emaciated with LEP. and bow erin thel bernal Him
does theseientifie potattial of LEP compare with that of other
miNektikiiikr under oonstructiou or planned around- the
world? la the Aht of the- proviothirtaird of die_ CERN
=Wetmore, to whet extent is this scientific pawn= lihebt so
be realized? What spin-off -is there likely to be from LEP. to
ecadapotphyst=iii pitairt "flexibk" is LEP -
in other voids. whet is itspontatiel for haureir=ekipment?
The- piper mecludes with a disansion of the utast to whitit
Predietive tniques can -be utilized in the formulation of
screntilie Pacsitia-aml_ MA= problems current Wear
policy-making that such techniques nimbi help addreu.

1. Introductiom The need for predictive Ecienc..
policy tools

The oveerti log goai Of the Various studies of
basic science Specialties that we have undertaken
iii_recent Sm4rrs ' has been to develop explicit and
OdWnititic methodi for evaluating the past scien-
tifit palforriiince of major research facilities and
their associated user-groups.-We have anued that
such studies have several important polio, applica-
tions, particularly in he1ping_ to determine when
existing experimental facilities have begun to ap-

' These have -be= concerned- with radio: astronomy (Msnin
and Irvine PSIY. =tied astronimy(Intne and Martin/23D.
and electron high-energy physics (Mania aid Irvine (271).

0048-7333/54A3.03 0 1984, Elsevier Science Publishers ay. (North-Holland)
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proach the end a their iirkful teseardi lifetimes.
However. in the debate that iolrenied. it becaiiie
clear that there was also a pressing policy-require-
ment for improved methods for assessing the likely
future success of new research facilities.

The need for mudictive pobe/_tools is greatest
in the capital-intukive "B:qt Sciences". There are
two principsd reasons. First,the investments in-
volved ere now of such a magnitude that discus-
sions:of them_ are central in the formulation of

. overall :national science policies. The cost of the
plithTied_new LEP accelerator at CERN (over 900
million SWirVs iraned is. for _example; appreciably
gruter thin the tOtA BcitllihI Wake Mid En-
gineering Rekirdi COiiiicil buget for básinitU.
ral science in 1983/4. At time the are
severe messums on funding, it is important that
investment decisions are taken on the basis of the
fullest possible information, particularly in Big
Science where such decisions clearly have major
implications for the funding of other specialties. 2

Second, there are reasons for Questkning the
extent to which the scientific communities in Big
Science specialties are still able to make invest-
ment decisions solely, or even larzely, on the basis
of _perceived scientific merit (d. Irvine and Martin
126)). sTaMtific *Cavity in suck specialtiecis
concentraW in ever _fewer rowel cutlet Vet
example, in tik States &Me are in 1911.4
only four experimental high-enerp phylum centres.
and in Western Europe just two), so decilion-mak-
ing is increasingly influenced by institutional aind
political pressures. One possible consequence is
that new facilities msynot be sited at the research
centres best able to exploit them to the full.- Tbe
underlying problem is that it is becoming more
difficult in Big Science to locate neutral _peas
capable of providing sufficiently disinterested
judgments: all potential peers tend either to have
some professionil interest M a proposed new pro=
ject, or to be. associamd with a compeCmg set of

Foe-example. Blithe spina £53.2 million in suppordng
bane reseerch_ in_esuctoorrnAnnee. nuclearilsbYkek in
1911182. This -oornwed wish- /MA million iponty the
Science and Engineering Research Council an -paer.re.
viewed grants for all other areas oi naturA sTienee. 120-7
million bi the_Social_sekme:Rasewch Council, L42.1 mil.
hon by_ the Agricultural Research Councik £14.3 million by
the Natural Environment Reaearen Council. and £101.7
million by_hi hiediW Rheardi Council Ike Ireme and
Martin 126R.

Interests Midi would benefit f..m a negative deci-
sion on thit project

The emergence of ankh imperfections in the
peer-review pouts (the method traditionally asiTd
in allocating resources for -basic science) has in-
creased the need for other sources of information
to aid policy-makers in determining future priori-
ties partkularly where the decisions involve the
distribution-of funds-between-specialties as dry .
do-indirectly in the case a B4,_ Sciences. In- this
respect, we would argue- that mgernatic compiri-
sons of pest scientific performance -(of the sort
reported in Papers I [29) and IL [241) can be an
important input: imo decision-making particularly
when gtherated_ by_ analysts outside the social
structure and rewiTrditytten of Tht reneath com-
munity concern._ When_ resources are lieavily
concentrated on a fingk centre or researcli &eddy,
it becomes all the more important to ensure that
they are used effectively and that there is some
m o n i t o r i n g procedure f o r quickly identifying p r o b -
l e m s l i m i t i n g the- scientific U Y I Iy- im-
portant, when centres applfor funds- to rep_lace
obsokte equipment (jor exaimile an accelerator or
telescsme).it is desirable to know how successfully
the previous research facilities have been tme_rmed,
in particuiar oompared_to similar facilities at rival
unties. _" Extenar evaluationsire probably more
likely to: be untied by_ setli041: _of the _scientific
community ouWide: the Big _Science _concerned;
while ilk* may_ accept die i kirmajoeinvest,.
ment in capitil-inteniive reward' facilities. they
clearly require some assurance that inich fieilities
are actually producing important-scientific results
or are likely to do so in the future.

This ssid, it is clear that 'track record" is only
one element-albeit an important one, in helping to
predict likely- future- research _erformance. Al-
though_ perhaps_marlsinally better than no fore-
casulat ail; predictions of the future based upon
simple_ extrapolations from the put ire unlikely to
beparticularly successful (see Miles: and Irvine
1321), espbtuAly Minus of scientecheucterixed
by rapiA chnsge TU is not tea say_thit exdapoli,
tons diould never_be attempt but _MUM,' that
they are more likdy to have some validity when
based upon an understanding of the factors that
have structured past performance, and of the ex-
tent to which they are likely to affect future per-
formance. For this reason, an attempt has been
made in the present study to extend the previous
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evaluation methodology (which was concerned with
assessing the-past performance of various Big_Sci-
ence facilities - see footnote -1) to include an
examination of the reasons-why the research facili
ties- in viestion (high-energy physics accelerators)
have performed with greater _orilesser successfsee
in particular tables 9. and 12in:Paptell (241).
A range of information b41 Chits beet obtkiiik
concerning: the Uktors structuring success and
lailurein the past - far example. wliether there
hes task a strong user-group associated with the

eriftee, idiether the scientific management of
the fieility has been effective, or whether from-a
technical viewpoint the accelerator and subsidiary
instrumentation have been of a sufficiently high
quality.

Yet even assuming that these factors continue
to beinmortant. this is still an insufficient basison
which- to make decisions concerning a major new
fee:Jim. What is needed in addition is information
relating to _tits characteristics of the proposed new
facility and_the mouth to be carriW out on it -
the "npenese_ of the researdtarea, the rdation of
the_ idWunient Ite OdWr Utilities (('or instance,
whether it duplicates, or is complementary to.
facilities ellen/Iwo), the degree of technological
!triA" associated with the instrument (for exam-
ple. whether ii relies on a new and untested
technique). -and the likelihood of "grin-ofr in the
form_perhaps of instrumental techniques that can
be applied in-other research activities.

In this way, then, it is possible to :envisage die
formulation of a set:of criteria to help estes ate
merit of proposals fin _future_ tiesWth
Certainly, many of these_cntena are Wity filed
informally by the scientific community. However,
such criteria are not ilways rade publicly explicit,
andflie mkonnation respired to utilize them tends
to be accessible *rib, to researchers within the
specialty concerned.- Hence, in specialties where
there is a high degree of concentration of research
efforts (and r resulting formation of strong_inter-
est-groups focused on each of the main centres in
the fieldb there is a danger that tbe peerlkview
process may be reduced tolittle more than a battle
between institutional:interests_ jct.: Irvine and
Martin 1261)_Theunderlying prOblem is that. In the
present systemdf deasson-nkiking, there are inad-
equate niecliantuns ror- ensuring accountability to
those outride the Big Silence concerned, even to
scientists in neighbouring specialties. The aim in

this paper is to comedies-4k possibilities for devel-
oping a frenkWork 16 be -uscl in iiiilyzing future
porky options in a systematic and publicly accessi-
ble way. If ilk scope for institutional lobbying js
to lk limited, then deliberations over costly new
research instruments like accelerators or telescopes
must be open to scrutiny by a wider body of
scientific and public opinion. This would not re-
move ultimate responsibility for the distribution of
resources for research from scientism but niendy
ensure that scientific decision-making wes toO-
ducsedinamorepublicarcna

In this paper; we_ atteinot to ASSCSS Enure
scientific prospects for CERN. ln ikrticTiler, we
consider whether_ the set of criteria ifeicribitd be-
Iceican aid analysts of die likely prospects for
CERNI major new iceliaitor, LEP, relative to
those of amekrators elsewhere. If so. to what
extent do the results throw into question the ade-
quacy of existing decision-making procedures for
determining the future priorities of a major labora-
tory like CERN? This is especially pertinent Sihee
LEP- marks something of a departure from previ-
ous construction prMects in kinked thelong-term
financial commitmentlit impl ics the _CERN Meat-
ber States_ and id delithithuon a future options
for the labotatory,_Wheres _previous accelerator
constructiOn programmes at CERN have been es-
senfiOy discrete efforts with a time-horizon of
perhTips Sit years from inception to commission-
ing, the LEP project is rather different. Besides
Mirk I of the project (to reach a begun-energy of
50 GeV) scheduled for completion in the second
half of 1988. subsequent phases to reach first
approximately 90 GeV and then 130 GeV are also
planned, each of which may take several years to
complete. Formal approval of Mese later phases
will obviously not be:obtained forsomeume, but
there must be confidence it CERN thTtt, once
Phase I and the 274i1Ontetre tunnA it requires
have been completW, die arguments for conunu-
lap tctincrease die energy up to 130 GeV will be
exCiesIngly strong. As with Phase I, high-enemy
physicists will probably be able to argue that these
later phases can be carried out without any overall

. increase (in real terms) in the CERN budget. At
such a rate of funding, a 130 GeV version of LEP
would probably not come into operation until the
early 1990s. i.e. nearly ten yea:s from now.

-At that stage, there are likely to be strong
arguments that, since the 27-kilometre tunnel al-
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ready exists. it would be rthtivdy con-
struct a superconducting proton_ syfrorron of
perhaps up to loom GeV (10 TiV) by prig it
alongside LEP. Such a machine could tiki iMother
five years or so to construct. Moreover. once com-
pleted, it might be converted into a large
proton-antiproton collider and. in -conjunction
with-LEP, it could also be used to imnerate hisk
energy electron-proton collisions. These latter two
projects might each take a further three or four
years to bring to fruition. In this way. LEP will
provide CERN white succession of possible new
projects wdl into the first decade of the next
century.

Since the choice to_ emWk on LEP Will have
implications for whit CERN is deing twenty years
or more -from now, it is surprising that these was
not more public discussion of LEP. and esPedilly
of its significance for the future development of
the laboratory. before the formal go-abead for the
project was liven in 1981. Certainly, extensive
discussions took place within the 40-enemy
physics community.-In addition, there were negoti-
ations between higb-energy physicists and re-
search-funding agencies in the Member States.
However,_thesediseussions were circumscribed by
the decision of CERN management that LEP
should be treatM not as a "nevia."-eceleritor but
as an extension of exisung CERN fietrilie., a
decision taken to minimize the risk tlet poliuCal
debate might delay the project's start LEP may
indeed turn out to be the best accelerator for
CERN. but what is not clear is whether the fairly
hertyy reliance on the internal debates of a scien-
tific community whose research- interests -centre
largely around a singje laboratmy forms an ade-
quate basis for committing substantial iong-term
resobrets - particularly when the funding involved
is 01 such a magnitude that it cannot fail to have
implications _for other scientific specialties.

In analyzing whedier unproved procedures can
be diVeliited fee essessing deluture prospecn
large capital projects, we Shill first. examine de
history of the LEP project. This is folleiweA by a
brief review of the other main accelerator (or
collider ') projects planned or, underway around

In this and Papers 1 1291 and II p4 l. the term "accelerator"
is sometimes used generically to cover both artalerators and
colhders.

de world. The central sections fir de paper diel
draw certain comparisons letween thee projects.
The first focuses on their relative finakeill and
technical requirements, and attempts to assess the
extent to which these are likely to affect their
completion within the currently planned schedule.
The second examines the scientific potential of
each new accelerator, consideringin turn- whether
it will have a world lead- in a new enmy rettion
(and, if so for how long), the likely capanw of
that accelerator-Jo generate new physics _rmilts,
end the ability of its usereommunity to exploitthe
amend& poteMiC01 die new fleility to the full
The durd and raw set of compansons centres on
the spimoff, or contribution to ictiator physics
and technology, likely to le generated by chili
machinn, and on its potential for claileinment at a
later stage to yield a new research facility. The
results of the comparisons along these three di-
mensions are tbm used to arrive at an overall
assessment of tbc futureprospects for CERN over
the next ten to fifteen years. Thepaper concludes
with a brief discussion as to the lady utility of the
methodological approach described below for sci-
encelolicy purposes. particularly in those fields of
Waif* thatitithled bybeavy capital expenditure
on cent-rad reteatch Mafia.

Given the rthfive liik &experience dates-44
with predictive sTtience-policy InAysis. MS at-
tempt at constructing a fritneWork [or systemati-
cally assessing future prospects should be regarded
as no more than a provisional rust step, designed
to demonstrate - in particular to senior policy-
makers concerned with the overall distribution of
research funds, but also to the scientific commun-
ity at large - the potential utility of such external
evaluations. The intention 4 that such assessment
excercises be undertaken prier to Major research
investment decisions. :and then repeated periodi-
cally during thecOnstruction and: operation of a
fitty. It shotAd the be strealed that studies such
as thiS whidi are mincerfled with tbe future may
"date" quite rapidly as they are owiruieu by
unforseen events. NeVertheless, while questions of
detail may change appreciably in the pericid be-
weer' the wriOn$ or this PaPer (in late 1983) and
its publication and circulation, we believe most of
the main issues and trends will not. To this extent,
there is therefore am element of "testability" about
the validity of the approach that we have adopted.
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proton collider. Since the lustory of this project is
closely interwoven with that of LEP. it is worth
looking at it briefly.

During the mid-1970s, cone= was being_ex-
pressed within CERN that the SPS was coming
into operation over four _.C11/S behind the virtually
identical Fermilab accelerator (cf.-Van Hove [41.
p.311).-_Hence. when the Italian physicist, C. Rub-
bia._ began _to _advocate_ the conversion of the SI'S
(andthe Fermilanaccelerator)into &proton-anti-
proton WilEder cpahle: af teaching the biter-
inote_vector boson region, be found a receplive
sWience within the European hiWiMiergy PhYcles
community. A further incentive to proceed with
the project CAME with the realization that the SPS
had been so constructed that it could be converted
relatively cheaply and - perhaps of greater impor-
tance to CERN - far more quickly -than the
Fermilab accelerator.4ving European physicists
the chance of turning the tabks and gang several
yews lead over their American rivals. One further
factor that may have contributed to the attractive-
ness of thisi project concerned its rok in the
longeterm_ budgetery plans of _CERN. _In the
Mitence_of a major capiW-construction projectto
fill the_tus between die complerion of_ theSPS
iii 1976 end commaking the bM1ding of LEP in
the eirlY 1980s. CERN wiaild have fiMitd it politi-
cally difficult, if not impossible. to prevent its
annual budget being cut from the "ceiling" figure
of about 600 million Swiss francs (MSF) to some-
thing-closer to the "haw load" value of approxi-
mately 400 MSF required for experimental were-
uon and routine investtnent purposes. Once re-
duced to the "base load" figure,i it might hew
proved even harder for_CERN: to _convince tillthe
Member SUMS_ at a lam_ date that _the budget
needed to hesubstantially itimeesed airn in Order
to begin the C01151111CtiOn of LEP. _The
proton-antiproton collidei, with its I mihtively
atedeit cost (200 MSF) for I hie bigh-efeigy
physics (acility. neatly filled the five-year "gap"
between the completion of the SPS and com-
mencement of investment on LEP. '

Cenairny. CERN would then have found it difficult to
argue that-LEP constituted no more Man an,emension" to
the roaming experimental programme (a poun discussed
funhedielowl
Similarly. one of the main arguments for pfoceeding with
the construnion of the 1SR in the late 1960s (according to
senior physicists internined at CERN, had Win to fill the

The main uncertainty associated with the pro-
ton-antiproton cotlider concerned the technical
difficulty of achieving suffent luminosity-One of
the factors determining the number of panicle
collisionsper second) to make thephysics accessi-
ble. However, the results of various tests of the
technique of stochastic cooling tpioneered at
CERN) between 1976_and 1978 were sufficiently
encouraging Ito suggest:that a luminosity of 10?°
crirr_2 rit (the eventual &sip figure) :MO be
ichlCvibIC sulfireent to _generate_ tens of _ Ze
particles anA hufldredi of W particles per_ ay.
Even if a luminosity of approximately an order of
magnitude less than this were achieved. it wai
assumed that- this would still ise high enough to
permit the new panicles to be discovered some
years ahead of ISABELLE, the Brookhaven pro-
tait7proton collider then scheduled to Inin oper-
ation in about 1983. Even so. thepropthed collider
win not without its opponents; some users of the
SPS acceleratorin particular were alarmed that the
conversionof the machine into a collider: would
Mak:the loss of up tua year twin the fixed-target
experimetW I proutnvntrne: (*Via wes _ clready
kbeering wider_ the handicap of hiVirig stanW
over Tour years Wiind that of Fermikb ). thAt it
might affect the reliability of the original iSnclita-
iron (as it in fact did), and that, when completed,
the collider would occupy a significant proportion
of -the SPS's time, leaving insufficient for fixed-
:awe experiments. Nevertheless, the CERN
management dedded in 1978 that -this major
sacrifice of prime research time was &price worth
paying in return for the ehance of discovering the
all-imthsnant intermediate vector bosons. Once the
go-ahead had beet Ovenicomtruction_of _the col,
Eder proceeded rapidly, the Ent collisions being
obvedin JOy1911I, Wel as wesaw in Paper II
124 thC W WW2 interrneiate vector boioni were
disoriVerecl hind triWi publieny in 1983.

In the Ilnintitlie, thin./ had lieen Significant
progress with the LEP projem. Between 1975 and
1978. considerable debate had taken place within
the West European high-energy piques commun-
ity over the facilities that-would best meet their
experimental needs in the period up to the end of
this century. Among the options wandered for
CERN were a very high energy fixed-target proton

-pp- between-rdathishing the PS and beginning wont on
ilk *Ankeny delayed but higher pnonty. SPS.
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synchrotron. a proton-prown collider; an _ der-
UOfl-p!otoncOthdcr onda large dectron,positra.:
collider.LEP.The European. Committee Rot Fu-
tureAdelerators (ECFA) played a prominent ro!-
in thh discussion_lmuchinf ic Was airried out in
the closed taidOM:Of Ithe "Restricted ECFA").
and eventWly MI1977 came down strongly in
U*Our Of :LEP. Their decision- appears to-have
hoist based_ort a widely accepted set of scientific
irgunfents - in particular the successes of-existing
electron-positron collider: in contributingto the
"new physics" of -quarks-and _leptons, and the
prediction by a lane-body of theorists _that the
energy-of-the-Ea:woo such that_ LEP_ would be the
ideal- research-_instrument on which_to mount_a
systematic investigation of the pinkies_ ph:Oen-Ms
(ito width, elm:gyi-ChaSIACIS; Mid _SO bit). -Maher
strongly .influential factor_ wiis _W.:Mit-ion of aim-
pigment/My: formilihrindSetpdaroit were plan-
ning proton Om:M.-arms of I TeV and 3 TeV
respectively', Mid 13-nkhaven was about to- an-
bak upon: the constmction of a large proton-_pro-
Mit collWer. By opting for LEP,- so the argument
Watt,. CERN would be guaranteed a :u*tie ex-
perimental facility. thus avoiding_theidireet_ coin,
petition that had limited the . relative scientific
impact of both_ the P_S- and Rs (see Paper 11(241).
A- final factor Om appears_ to hove influencedthe
choice-of LEP was the potential ofisuch a licVity
for !rouge development - theso-cled "iW-ertite
argument" - a feature of the detifiem we shill
discuss later. _.

By. 1978:. the CERN otherI7.p.43I1issble
to report th. Mier itiudi discussion within the
EarOpeMt high-energy physics conununity,

The consensus h!isOrncouii1resil3L fOLIO
electron-posiuon machine -to take collidirs beam magic;
well _beyoridATwase_whids are aosessible with PETRA at
ElESY and PEP at Stanford.

The mdn technical _parameters of the Machine had
Atha been_ determined by this bine (in pserUctWO,
ring of 30 kilometres Mcireartiereitee bid bah
agreed. rother thin the 50-Clornetre and 20-kilo=
metre_ optiont COnaideroM Oreviously), while cost
estimates were cUJculatCd shortly afterwards. By
adopfing a "Missing-cavity desige (in which ra-
dio-frequency cavities were progressively added), it
was proposed to build LEP in Sirerld stages._ re-
aching a beam-energy of 50 GeV for a cost of just

over 900 MSF. Energies 01-65 GeV and 90 GeV
would subsequently be achieved for-a total cost of
1Y65 MSF and 1275 MSF rapecitivdy (cf ft
pp.10-11)). The final design- figure of approxi-
mately 1?3 GeV would be reached by replacing
the conventional radio=frequencyeavities with de,
mans based on new superconducting_tedinology.

Agreeing upon the design_ and cating-sIfOr
newprcnea is one Ming: obtiththg the flibdi Mid
political agreement _front Wither Stades to go
ahead with the canard:6On priStriatine is another.
aslwe saw IP the durucsion of the history of the
SPS ptbjettcs& Piper 1 (291). The SPS Wei ieverely
ddayw boarie of lack of agreement over both
finances (with Britain threatening withdrawal) and
the site of the nay acce.lerator. Accordini to senior
physicists whom we interviewed. -similar political
infighting among litanber States began to develop
over the LEP_project, with strong pressure being
exerted in:panicular by the Germans to tite the
new accelerator in the Federal Republic li isO
soon became apparent _from eliminafy thscue-
slats with funding lodia ifs the diriont Meatier
Stata_thos it would _be ptihtiWlY airrienh. if not
impossible, to ift-ance iferator by an
lactase in the in,-.,era CERN budget. With the
experierice Of the SPS behind them. the CERN
managanent tide time took dear and decisive ac-
tion. First, they decided to propooe to Member
States that the new machine-be financed front the
existing CERN budget (some 600 MSFper_ annum
at 1978 prices), even though _this would entail
dosing _the ISR 9 and perhaps the small synchro,
cyclotron, and curtailing the SPS experiMeriW

Robinson pS. k.5311 hasiquoted aniapplosiMite Tome of
400 MSF for the coat of replacing the comeaMonal cavities
by superconducting dements and for construction of the
four remotiMog experiment& arms. TU project is referred
to below as LEP-130.
This decision miscalled in a- vocdeompaip by SiigiUficIflI
minor* :of 1:ERN Physicists avian donne of the ISR.
Arguing_that the machine hadajood Stalk record Wid was
still a unique-facility.:many_phisidsis cleaned in interviews
with US that.-When their suppeci for LEP was firm sought. it
wainotinadis Arne diii proMeding with thM project-might
involve the dowry of the ISR.- WteArLinanY *Mild Itini
preferred lo me the LEP project spread over a lonLer
pehoti thus freeing resourco for continuing the ISR pro-
itanune_ScAne admitted Wit closure of the ISR wes the
political sacrifice that probably_had tolentmle to lumen-
tee the future for LEP. but were bitter about_ thelack of
public diecussion on the matter.- In similar win. the
Scandinavian countries repidlY Mlbilired igiinst the pow-
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progamme. This Also involved stinfniinl the IC.O$LS
oTLEPin piTrfiefilik_by two* the_SPS tO itifitet
dectrons and positrons into the MAUI ring rather
thitri building a new 21 GeV demon Syidtrotron.
Mthbigh this furtlki reiluierl the SPS programme
by up to 10 percent. it dightly decreased the
financial and manpower commitments for LEP.
Second. it was decided that LEP could now be
treated as "an este:Won of existingCERN teeth-
ties'49. _p.1921. to be absorbed under the " basic
progamme of CERN, rather than as a-new aCCCI-
MON H° requiring the authorization by Member
States of a supplementary program:hi, authorize-
lion which mipt not beimmediately forthcoming.
Tthrd. in respoMe to womes by the snWlercNI
toes about possible cost over-runs m thO_LEP
project as a Minh of tMliitical priddems. " CERN
had to agree that. in future. any Pionciied
increase in tli r. laboratory's annual budget could
be vetoed by a single Member State. instead of the
previous situation where agreement could be ob-
tained by a simple two-thirds majority (cf. Walgate
(42. p.275J). This means that any unforseen diffi-

10

11

ble theme el_ the_syrichrikplannifwhich-many- of -)eir
physicists use) and eventually obtained apeencet for the
continuance of the experimental programme on this aced.
grata. on_ a hated buts.
This would seartto be asoniewhat artificial distinetice and
one that might prove rather hard to defend if subjected-to
wider public saveny.--Acceeding to- this- dermition. there
hive ben mealy amerce newigioderiteitr_ sea:1972.
1100 are any planned: the 1SR and SPS were moad "Cam-
eons of the CERN PS.-SPEAR and PEP-were extensions
to the Stanford hater aemlaasoe.lSABEUEl Id have
beenjustan±mitensipsofthe lkootheven_AGand_so=on
While-this iszlessification of the status of -LEP may have
been admirably-suited-to-CERN4 purposes in that it greatly
ritiettA Mena Of pohheil diiaTnienent among Maker
States over the_pajoAt. ireonstrained theitions of Mem.
ber Saes as reprds discussions of other types of new
facility. It- might-have been expected that such semis>
lopa "ale& of lune wald give mse W some ow.
troversy about hipw_enemy physicists' arrotion of govern.
mem funds while seeking to limit the depee of public
accountability. but none seems to have arisen.
Pralines were. few esSule anticiPated dth_tunnelhng
under difficult rock conditions in the Jura mountains. As a
result of testborinp. the-precise legation-of the LEP tunnel
had to be changed: thesircumference of tbe accelerator was
dectenedicom to_27 kilometres and the lengfit of the
tunnel under the mountains reduced from 12 kilometres to
first 8 and then 3 kilometres (see Wept& (42. p.273)).
Seitiii construction Pcoblina still potentially remained to
be ovemome. however.

Woes re:moons a major Increase 111 expenthture
WM have to be met ly eithorpostponuig ilk ate
of ilk rust experinsents on LEP or curtailing even
firther the exisfing research programmes on other
facilities. We shall return to discuss the signifi-
canoe of this later. Mthough there were Initially
certain reservations among three of the -Member
Slates about the effect of LEP on other experimen-
tal:m.ogrammes. by the end of-19111- all twelve had
agreed to proceed with the project. As matters
stand at the tirne of wrhing, it is anticipated that
Phase I (to achieve a beam-energy of 50 GeV and
to consuuctifour ono( the eventual_eight exi
mental_halldiwillleicampleted_by the second Ulf
0r1988(a12ZP.228)):The dutimatod macin 1931
prices it 910 MSE: to this must be added Whim=
250 did 280 MSF kir building the four planned
detectors (cf. Rohinson (38, p.722]), of which
CERN will- contribute about 60 MSF. the
remainder being provided by the national funding
agencies which sin support the research activities
of the predominandy univershrbased LEP users
(including many from non-Member States of
CERN).

3. Likely comperiton to LEP

&fore we move on in subsequent sections to
assess the comparative advantages and disad-
vantages of LEP, it is first necessary to examine
the main characteristics of potential rival accelera-
tors eurrendy in operation at other laboratories or
planned for construction over the next decade.
These competitor' machines have been classified
into four categories: (1) fixed-target proton syn-
chrotrons; (2) proton colliders; (3) electron,pro-
ton colder's; and (4) electron-positron (*Hiders.

3.1. Faettsarget proton synchrotrons

Details are given in table 1 of the three planned
(or pc Able) major new accelerators which may be
commissioned before the end of the eenttuyT For
comparative purposes,-similar data are alsoirkven
for the largest proton synchrotrons already operat-
in&

3.1.1. 3 TeV UNK (Serfiukhoo, USSR)
-M was seen in Paper II [24]. by the time le

experimental programme of the Serpukhov 70 GeV
accelerator was in full operation, the much
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Table 1

Major proton synchrotron - present and proposed

319

ChM a Munn=
first bempenergy
experiments (GeV)

caltre-Or. hitenlity
mass energy (particles_
(GeV) Per Pulse)

Esumtled Penod of
cost world
(MSF leadershiP

Cyears)

Futti.ure

Si:mak-ha 1967 76 12
Familih_ ob. 5000 31
CERN SPS 1916 _ 300 0 31
Familab i TeV 19115 1000' 43
Sianutliov UNit 19907 3000 75
cow Sanereondutiiia Mid-1990e 100007 135

Syndvotron? _

- zscri
- dor

5

5
- 67
- PP. PP

PP. PP

PP. PP. PP

This hots only the world's- hi_gitesPenerm machines._

These ire Abe-approximate estimated costs in minima of Swiss francs based on 1953 eachany rata. (An exchange rate of SI
Soviet roiabli ha been ittl.)

' pp w proton-proton collider: pj5wpritari-raniiprotoo colhda: tow-electron-proton collider .
lins figure is rarely achieved. The " ncemar oseximumenniyis.00-eso GiVI
Experimenu at an energy of about 300 GeV are planned for 1984.

hiper-energy maclune_ at: Fermilab _was nearing
completion.Once their world lead in enermi disap-
peared in 1972. Soviet high-energy physicists be.
gan_ planning for Me eavstruefidd of i major new
proton synchrotron. UN& :the eningy of which
was_ onginally_Seint 20001 GeV (2 TeV). It was
reported _in1976 that the Soviet Government had
pledged WO Million roubles (about S2013_million)
to the project 14. p.4011 By-1980. the final -design
pirameters had been- settled and the _propoaed
energy raised -to 3 TeV.12 It was originally esti-
mated that the machine would takeapproximately
seven years to complete (Wilson [41 p.4014_ from
the time construction_ began_ in 1981; althOttg
1990 is, now_ considered to _be a more reidittic
completion date (cf. [4$; p.3010.

1 TeV Daubter/Snnet (lirenlIA USA)
Shortlyiatter Compledng its 400-500 GeV aced:

erator inIt97Z FCiiflilab bepn work on the En-
tirgyDnUiler pMjnct to increase its energy to 1000
GeV (1 TeV) by installing superconducting mar
nets. ki with LEP, the history of decision-making
CoVer this new accelerator has been rather complex.
The project was initially classified by Fermilab as
an internal R&Ct_projgetnrne, for which no special
authorization was required: at this stage; the COtt

" The existing 70 2eV. Ioritnkt& iiMfriidedw111 be
used to inject protons into cornea timal 400 Gcy won,.
synchrotron. end subsequently into a 3 TeV superconduct-
ing.mina proton synchrotron (cf. Ill. p.1471).

was roughly estiwated at S3S million (3,
whicii the laboratory management_relt could be
round from within itkgeneral oLaerating_budget. In
1977. however. the United States Office of Mana-
gement and Budget insisted that the work had :to
be defined as a_ construction project._ Since the
procedure for _obtaining authorizationiforprM.C4B
costing ender S50 million is considerablyleat vele
than for those requiring Alper eipendititilii,
forts _were made to keep the _ittiiithtecl costs kielOW
this linut. When It evenuTally boame clear that
[Mt was _no kaiser feaSible part because of
greater than expected technical problems with
superconducting maptets). the _project :was Wit
into two-parts: (1) the Energy Doubler (or Enerp

ver ") - the construction of a "bare" super-
conducting magnet ring; and (Z) the Tevatron -
the provision of all the subsidiarrinstrumentation
to make possible fixed-target experimenu at an
energof 1 TeV,_ and Proton antiproton collisions
at a centre-of-masaenergy _of 2_ Te_V. FurtherMore.
when_ Me estimated oorts of the TevitarOn
rose above the S50_fitillion tiMrk7.1_thit prbj&-i foe
was divided :into_ ttvo _paris - Tivatron 1 in.
TevetrOn IL By 1981, the estimated costs of con-

" Although-Penallab'spnmaryoomideration was to builda 1
Te_Vamelerititr theDipartment of &logy phe main fund.
ing body in the US fte _high-spaty PhyaM5 was MOM
concerned that the laboratory should make efforts to re.
awe as dearicey- bill, agoal towards which superconduct.
COI_Matnatasildcontribiiii: bike die Atanative project
title. the Energy Saver.

257
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strucung the 1 TeV fixed-target accelerator
(Tevatron II) had risen to between 5110 and 5120
million"- to which must be- added the cost of
upgrading the beams and experimental areas for
the higher-energy experiments. Experiments at an
energyof between 800 and 900 GeV are to be run
in 1984:with the maximum enemy being achieved
a year later (cf. Robinson 139-__p.8161). It will
probably then remain the world's higest-energy
accelerator for the rest of the 19805.

11-.1 10 TiVSopercruenng Soak-razor! (CERN)
The 27-kilometre tunne for LEP ts designed to

be large enough to accommote one or more
additional rings of magnets. Consideration hai
already been given at CERN to the possibility of
installing a ring of high-field superconducting
masnets (fields of up to 10 tesla should be feasible
by the mid-1990s) to yield a proton synchrotron
with a maximum energy of approximately 10 TeV
(cf. Wojcicki 144. p.26)).

3.2. Proton collides

Details are given in table 2 of the main proton
(and antiproton) colliders likely to become opera-
tional over the next decade: as -before. the table
includes cornpuative data on currently existing
facilities. In addition, information on the proposed
Colliding : Beam Accelerator (formerly called
ISABELLE) isiincluded; even though this project
waTs lUlted in 1981 the reason being to ascertain
the likely_ prospects for thts collider had it been
completW.

32L1 114401 GeV _Collidingi Bram Actekratae/
1SABELU (Brookhaven, USA)

When Brookhaven compleutd_dM AGS Conver-
sion Programme (sx Paper II 1241) in 1971, the
laboratory began to plan a superconducting pro.
ton-proton collider with a beam-energy of MO
deV. Early tests with the prototype superconduct-
ing magnets proved very encouraging; IS the field-

" Figures provided to the euthon during a site-vtut to
Fermilab in_latc 1981.

" As early es 197 itaru niereet thin, -Theperromtance of
the [prototypes/ seems to have answered several ouutanding
questions concerning-superconducting-- mapets, One eon.
cern& the ieProdisci-litV ot magrutel' a 03141 huthi lilbt
of -the_ rewor_ Rroblems with megness esperiatced later
(described below), this conclusion menu to have been a
hide premature.

suength of 4 tesla required for a 200 GeV machine
was easily attained. and. by 1976. a figure of 5
testa seemed to be within reach. The US High
Energy Physics Advisory- Panel (HEPAP-) was
pleased with the progress adieved in this techno-
logcally demanding develimment progamme. and.
urged on by theorisu eager_ w see experimental
data from eyen higher energies. recommended that
the planned bearn.energy be increased to 400 GeV.
With hindsight._ this decision is now regarded by
many physicists as a mistge. Although an :
dustrie contract was awardM in 1978 for winding
the magnet cods. by 1980 ill was_ dear diTit the
magnet design (the so-called "braid" magnet) afo-
sen by Brookhaven W115 incapable of itehieving the
necessary field-strength. In 1981. after cons:der-
able internal organizational upheaval et the
laboratory. theseplans were finally dropped to be
replaced by a design much closer to that being
developed at other accelerator centres. including
Fermilab.

inevitably, these severe technical problems re-
sulted not only in a dramatic escalation in the
estimated costs of- ISABELLE. Las it was then
cilltd,But als0 in thelikely completion dale being
pWled ever_fter tnto_the future. In 1976.11the
cost of the 200 GeV collider was eUratted sTs 5166
million, and a year later. ifter the energy had beisi
increased to 400 GeV. a figure of 5245 milliOn was
quoted, together with a likely -completion date of
1983. Construction of the accelerator tunnel started
later thatiyear. and.-by the time the original mag-
net design was scrapped, a total of 5130 million
had already been spent (cf. Broad Al. p.1089)). BY
1982. it was clear that the collider would not be
completed until 1988 and that a further $500
mim would be required (cf. Trilling 140,_
and p.49D. In view _of _the_ parlous state of US
higv.energyphysics funding, serious_ doubts were
eipmased abont whether._ despite the _major ex-
penditure already incuriK it was worth complet-
ing ISABELLE (cf. KO. p.501).

In response to thia situation, various alterna-
tives to ISABELLE were considered, including an
electron-proton collidr, rind a heavy-ion collider.
However. the cost-sa associated with these
options were found tc ..,dest and were deemed
insufficient w justify the significant reduction in
physics potential associated with them. As a result.
the Brookhaven management decided in February
1983 to persmere with the original plans for a
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proton-protonlcollider (ronv renemed the Collid-
ing BOIT Accelerator or CBA) (cf. [21. p.127]). In
an effort to regain the support of the US high-en-
erg), cominunity lor the project. an accelerated
corotruction schedule enabling the first colliding
bauni to be obtained in October 1987 was drawn
up (cf. Wojcicki [44. p.31]). Howeva.in July 1983.
HEMP recommended that the CBA be discon-
tinued (cf. J44, p.71) and the project was finally
halted by the Department of Energy_a few montro
later. Bttien, a total of some $200 million hid
heen spent _on the accelerator.

J.Z2 1 TeV proton-ant:promo collider - Teoewon
(FethOldb. USA)

The Fermilab proton-antiproton collider pro-
ject begac in late 1976, replacing_earlieeplans for
a proton-proton machine. As with the laboratorys
1 TeV fixed-target accelerator; the projected trot
has risen _appreciably oyer time - from en inroal
value of_ some $40 million to an esthrottA $70
million in 1981,1n addition theldecisithi in 1982
to develop a new_ end More afiesent antiproton
source was rep-titled _es inereTaiing the cost by a
further $.40 million. TO this must be added the
outlay mule-MO detectors. giving an overall total
of ertand $170 million. 1° The first proton-anti-
protein experiments are planned for 1986, which
Will give CERN five years lead with -its (lower
energy) collider - the same advantage proyithisly
enjoyed by Fermilab with respect to the 400 GeV
proton synchrotrons.

3.2.1 SerpukhoO collider (USSR)
Once the 3 rev pinion aynnhrotron (UNK) has

ben: airily:4E6rd at Serpukhov, it is intended to
aillide 3 TeV protons with 400 GeV protons from
the booster synchrotron (see footnote- 12 above);
giving a centre-of-mass energy of approximately
2200 GeV. There are also preliminag plans for
prose II-of _UNK which include 3 + 3 TeV pro-
ton77antiproton colliding beams and with thea-
dition of a second superconducting-magnet ring,
3 + 3 TeV proton-proton cellitiota.

3.2.4 2 Tel' Dedicated Proton-Antiproton Collider
1Fermilab, USA)

In 1983, Fermilab put forward a proposal to

Robinson 09, p.P161 qaiosed a tiro& a si,P) mise- Ea
19$2_for_the_tombitied c5u *I a. I Try airegiptater fig.
eluding its upgreded experimental areas) and tbe eubuier

260

build :iroton-antipreton colliding facility(ealled
the. Dedicated Collider) with planned bearn-ai-
ergies of up_ to 2 TeVand a desirn lumineitity of
over 103' cm Althatei it Wthild tee the 1
TeV Tevatron_ at an insanic it- would have the
advantage of Treeing the Teyatron to run almost
entirely fro Ea:el-target phYtics. The necessary
preparatory R&D aid construction were- esti-
mated as lilthly to take some six years to complete.
aid to cost boTtween 5380 million and $450 million
(cf. Wojacki [44, p.34)). However, the US High
Energy Physics Advisog Panel (HEMP) decided
in July 1983 that Fermilab should not proceed
with the Dedicated Collider for the time being-.
and that efforts should instead be concentrated On
the Superconducting Super Collider (see belOW).

3.2.5. CERN Skoertelectieg Collider
As already Mengorthd; the tunnel fa LEP can

accommodate etheInk moth additional rings of
maglieu.. By irotilling a ring of high-field super-
condroting magnets, a proton-andproton *Add-
inthatth Vacility with beam-enallies cif uP to 10
Tel/ could be constructed at CERN. It -has been
estimated that, with appropriate funding, such a
facility could be built over a period of about live
years (cf. [44, p.261).

3.2.6. Sven-040On Super Colt r (SSC) (USA)
Theyca_r 1983 muted _something Of a tithing

point in 1.1Spanielephytiroe Af itrong prossure
front the Admildstraon. die High Eroirgy Physics
Advisory Piroel (HEMP) vim finally able to reach
a cofilethen agro'Tunerit that the Colliding Beam
ACC:aerator project it Brookhaven be discor-
tinned. According us those interviewed byes, this
agreement would- never have been reached had
high-level promises not been forthcoming that sup-
port would be likely totem evenlarger projecuAs
a result, frantic activitytook place in early 1983 to
discuss possibilities for the new facility.A do:WM
was soon made to opt for an acceleratarstorig-e,
ring complex to accelerate protonS toTttitthergy of
10 to 20 TW; and to collide them. OUtliriC Plans
for the facility were dlicused it A workihtip held
at Cavell ithtiveusity; HEMP erthiiinuaisly en-
dorsinglit lilly 1983:(diree afroithi later) a recom-
mendation by Its Sub-panel on New Facilities for
the imitiethate initiation of the project. -Provisional
esr, mates suggest that the construction of such a
r...ichine together with the necessary preliminary
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RA D odiild take between nine and fifteen years
arid cost a total of up to 53 billion (cf. 10. p.3901).
whik four or five detectors could cost as much as
$ 1 billion. (cf. (46. p.191). Budgetary plans- have
already- been laid for a preliminary_ R&D phase
for the_prcject. If the United States then decides to
proceed further. the Department of Energy annual
budget for high,enersy physics would have to be
approximately double the 1983 figure during the
five to six years of construction.

13. Ekaron-prown caiders

Nearly every major accelerawr centre has at
one time or another considered building an elec-
tron-proton collider. although this has tended to
be regarded as a possible second staza in (and a
subsidiary justification for)the construction of a
proton or electron accelerator. Until recently.
however these schemes rarely progressed be-
yond the conceptual stage. Table 3 lists details of
the colliders in various stages of planning.

ekdron an4 820 MV proton ecilhder
- ITEKAIDESY. Wiii Giniiâiyj

'The West German national accelerator centre.
DESY. has ix:ilia-a been the most active of the
major high-energy physics laboratories -in pressing
for- the construction of an electron-proton col-
hder. and they- appear to have been the first to
prepare a detailed _proposal thf. Robinson p6,
p.5301 Initialb,. the planned _project (PROPER)
involved adding_a prown synchrotron to the exist-
ing_electron-posirion ring (PETRA) toyed colli=
sions between_ beams of electrons_at 20 GeV iTod
protons at 280 GeV (cf. (5. p.364)). This Wherne

Table 3
Major elecuon-protan (ep) songsters - present and proposed

arirsstrt streg_support from the European Com*
mitsee Future Accelerators, who argue that it

be Europe's main priority _after_LEP. By
19L13. hriwever. DESY at:the tirnellehed with
sucmc as a _result a compiethig_PETKA _ two
Ara" ahead_of a airnilacoflider then being built
by_Their treat riva. at Winked - eopted a more
ambitious project thr colliing 30 GeV electrons
with 820 GeV protons. It was estimated that
HERA, as it was named, would cost about 650
million Deutschmarks (some $265 million or 530
MSF) over a construction period of seven years
(cf. Robinson (36. p.530)). "

The year 1980 also saw the German Federal
Ministry for Research and 1echnology (BMFT)
estabhshing an Mvisory Committee (chaired :by

Pinkau to review and prioritize various Big
Science projects Then under _considerahon in the
country._ The_Pinkau Committee. whie reporte
ill_ spring 1981-recommende that, In high-energy
physics, cononale Cream participation in CERN.
+TM fele in LEP, b-e given first priority. In addi-
tion, it recommended approval in principle of the
HERA proposal. but subject to certain reserva-
tions - in particular. urging that the initial elec-
tron-positron option be dropped thus going some
way towards usua&I the fears of those wno
believed that the energy of the electron ring might

17
The election ring_vrould be built:first giving an option for
carrying CV 30 GeV electron-positron experiments in about
)986. This pve rise to fears among certain LEP supponers
that the energy of this aectross-posiuon collides might be
"stretebed" uga&supercoaduclialralitgreceumey_cavities
to athieve 50 GeV. and hence to reads the Z. region a year
or so ahesd of LEP.

Date of Malli111411111 Catin-01-
firil beam-enerir mass energy
experinwit. (GeV) (GeV)

Luminosity Estimated
(an-2 ) COO

(MSF )

Number of
experimental
Mai

Period Future
of **rid options
1Mdership
Dears)

DEST_HERA _
KEK TRISTAN
CERN ep `?

19911

- 19907
mid.

30+ 820
25 +300

130g 270

315

175
3 x 10'

?

-i40. 4
4?

5+7
0?
7

1990s?

See_note Is to table I.
This is based on the most recent estimate of 660 million Deutsclunarks_as 1911 prices (a 130 psolt
This proMcs might involve colliding 130 GeV electrons from LEP with 270 GeV protons from the SPS. one of the possible lonkterm
options for CERN.
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be strCtthed to investigate the dCthiled properties
of the Zo partick ahead of LEP (see footnote 17).
The other main condition was that construction of
HERA should not commence until 1984, partly for
financial reasons (the limited funds -available
pthouErrAfrst. be usodytotoexploit the ezif:ing_collider,

research and development work on the superconf
ducting munets required for the proton ring. " In
1981 BMFT decided to include in ita planned
budget for19114 funds 10Ienable _wising:6w of
HERA to be0i, provided that sufficient fOresirn
participirion to the project ciatAa be alfra (cf.
120. P-90D. It was es:1=W that construction
would take seven years.

3.3.2. 30 GeV electron and 300 GeV prom collider
- TRISTAN (KEIC Japan)

-As we shall see- below.-the Japanese National
Laboratory for H)i-Enagy Phjsics (KEK) has
embarked upon the construction t..." a 30 GeV
electron-positron con:uteri TRISTAN. In a second
stage of the project, it is planned to add a rintof
4.5 tesla superconducting magnetsicapable of PC-
=terming:protons L.;_an _clergy of:306_GeV._ Colro
skins of the proton beem _with 3 GeV Accfrons
will_yidd a centre-Of-mau energy of abOin 175
GeV. If a:. in 1984, thia project should be
completed b9 Width 1990 (cf. Trillina IQ- P. 19)).

Other postible electron-proton colliders
As in the past, many of the new accelerators

now beingp_rmosed or built envisage some form
of future electron-proton option. For example, the
Dedicated Colliderproject proposed by Familia)
(see above) incorporated an option for colliding10
or 20 GeV electrons:144th 2 TeV prototh (ct
Wojcicki 144, p33D. CERN ana SerpAtiTav
both Mveis _Bathe Seen qn-proton opttho uncr
considerauon.At the femur, dectrons from LEP
OUtildbechllided with protons from the SPS (cf.
18, p.5]). However, iince it is now more difficult to
obtain authorization for increasing the Cr RN an-
nual budget (in view of the prerst...ss on ioentific
funding in most Member Staves). the construction
of such a facility could probalu:, not be under-

" Brookhaven's_ traumnuc expeormees with ISABELLE
showed all too clearly the dawn of prantedina with the
eonwuction of a new accelerator before all the meemary
R&D on supwcooducung magneu Fad been completed.
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taken until the COMfikikle of LEP (and the
achievanent of a beam-energy of 130 GeV' in the
early 19905. Similar financial considerauons sug-
test that Serpukhov's preliminary plans for collid-
int 20 GeV electrons with 3 TeV protons could
also not be realized until well into the 1990s.

Electrost-pocttren rodei

Beause:of The very great interest in ascertain-
ing Wheter the Zo -actually existed, there Avas
treniesickul wane's- in the high-enew physics
community during the late 19705 and early-1980s
to reach this energy -re0on as quickly as posaible.
Althou_gh the-CERN- proton-antiproton corsder
achieved this gpal first. iu relatively low luninos-
ity Mee= that it will be abk to probe may a small
pan of thephysics of- the Zo. Hemet great deal of
effon -has been putintoplanningthe construction
of electron-lositrottcolliders; both at C.-ERN with
LEP; And at a number of other labeeneoria. 7 able
4 Mu the main detailS of LEP erts1
compel-11730c.

3.43. 30 GeV TRISTAKOKEx-Jaxofj
In 1981, the Japanese Govereruriot approved

the -construction of-the rust phase ed -111ASTAM
an-electron-positron-collider cavelike of radioing a
centre-of-mus energy of 60 QcYJ one pelfzeted
that theproject would take live yams-4"; eomplete
and cost a total of 7.5 4LOysn Cuistrin_3336

lion_or1(10 mon Swift- troalk:.!:. ;It v.tall).
The eolli4 bein4 builtia iCEK
NadonW Laboittory_the HEnt, ..rhystcato
the`tSesence atr of Tathi._KI-es St
ie Mat Gerinnyi is eTiger19. Eneeteg aciove pa'r-
tidipation iv overseas groups iii lee :4-etinesittal
exploitation of the machine (cf .rll

TRISTAN will- operate initiaky unth conven-
tional radio-frequency- cavities, but supeaconduct-
ing --cavities -are beinj --devekitrai -at KEK -and
elsewhere which could permit -the centre-of-istess
cum to be raised -at a Pater stage to; approxi,
mately-90 GeV, bringing lo physics_ within. range
(et 1181). _lniaddition, as we saw whet; that ere
plans to add a proton tint thereby generating
electron-proton colons.

It T. SO GeV Stanford Linear Collider
(SLA C. USA)

In 1977, whim the European Committee for
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Tubb. 4

Maim elccimn-positmo colltdcr. --preterit-and unnamed-
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Date of
first
expenments

Maximum
beam-energy

Centre-of.
maw-energy
(CieVi

Li:fitments
(cm s '1

Esurnated
Cosi

(MST I

No. of
expenmental
areas

Paled of
world
ICL4e/411;
(veal?)

Future
options

DEW PETRA 1979 1 ie.', - 4
SLAC PEP 1 960 itt 36 1 0" ? ' - 6
kEN TRISTAN 1 9146 -10 60 - le. - 700 4 1 TR1STAN-45.

SLACLineur
Collider ASLCS 19It7 5(. 100 6 x 10' SLC-70

Cornell CESR-Il Puts 50 100 3 a 104 680 4
CERN LEP50 1988 50 100 3 a 10" - 1200 4 LEP-90/130.

P hP
CFRN LEP-90

CERN LEP-I30

- 19907

early

90 180 10" - 3507 4 - 2' LEP-130,
p. PPM

19w.o.7 130 260 x - 4007 ' 11 3-5" 17. PPM
NovosiNrsk (M(1

VLEPP
SLAC Large Linear

1990s?
midllate

150 300 - 10'. s 5 3-57 VLEPP500

Colhder7 19900 1000 2000 - 10" o000 6

Sec note h to table 1.
Ungrade0 to -20-GeVia 1982. and 22.5 GeV tn 19$3

t Yet lo achieve the design Num.
! Ai ddiiisindl 100 MSFuill_be needed w_pronde a _second imeraction region and_ mos Ammon-fr./ Tolling 140. p 5211

The collider itself will cost 910 MSF tin 1981 pocco and thc four detectors u further 250-2/G MSF
This escludes the cost of the four additional &tenon (perhaps another 250 MSFI
Prom discontinued in 1983.

Funre__Accelerators idecided dun _LEP rhOuld be
CERN-Lnext major facility. it coilld give as one of
thejustifications for this dioice the argument that
LEP would be unique, and therefore complemen-
tary to other new accelerators planned around the
world. Now, however, this argument is less valid -in
view of the $0 GeV Linear Collider currently
under construction at the Stanford Linear Acceler-
ator Center (SLAC). In 1979, B. Richter began to
explore the possibilities of modifying the labora-
toni% linear aqxleyator, upgraded in energy from
the original 20 GeV to 50 GeV toicollide eleC-
irons I mitt positrons. Althouei teClinierVly ex-
tremely_difficult (the pnncipW problems_ is in dk.-
velopingriccurate beenti to ensure suffieient

Mater was confident that this novel accel-
erator technology would prcwide a quick and cheap
way of reaching the potentially important 100
GeV centre-of-mass energy region. The cost of the

" II there was sufficient-physics interest. ihe-encriy of the
SLC could wtbserguentlY bt_ increased to 70 GeV (thii ii
referred to below as SLC-70).

SLC was estimated in 1981 to be only $63 million
(11.111461 Although revised to about $120 million
in 1982 (cf. Trilling (40, p.52)), this is still only
about one quarter of -that being spent on LEP to
achieve the same energy (although LEP can- be
subsequently extended to attain much -higher
energies). Stanford did not-obtain formal-govern-
mental authorization for the prcject to begin until
Fiscal Year 1984 (cf. (19. p.81]. but it had been
funding the necessary R&D since 1980 luting die
laboratory% operating tiudgetL with actual eon-
struction_begbUtingrn 1981 _(cf. (15, p.8]). It was
esnmated in 1983 th4t the first collisions will be
obtained by early 1987 (cf, Wojcicki (44, p.251),
OM Oyer a year ahead of LEP.

3.4.3. SO GeV CESR-II (Cornell. USA)
Encouraged by their success in the late 1970s

with the CESR -electron-positron collider (see
Paper !I (24]). Cornell scientists began to press
their case to enter the race to discover the Z.
particle, proposing the construction of a second-
generation electron-positron storage-ring (CESR-

263
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II) By using superconducting radio-frequency cav-
ities (see footnote 20 below), it was estimated that
a beam-enerav of- 50 GeV might be reached in
early 1988. some months ahead of LEP, and_ for
jun over half_ the cost_ (1340 million - cf. Trilling
(40. p.401). However; the_ scientific amnintins
advanced foriCESR-11:_were vinuallyidattieW lo
those for theStariford_Liner COlilder; and in the
minnow of the Urge_ majority _of scientists_ inter-
VitiveA in the course of our_sty. t& Utter &id at
least three major advantages; it was approximately
a third th-e price of CESR-II; it provided a test-bui
for the new technology of colliding linear accelera-
tors - a development of great potential impor-
tance for the future of accelerator -desiim (see
below); and CESR-H required a new and thus far
unproven- technology (superconducting_ cavities)
that may not yet be suitable for mass production. "
1n:view of:this last_point; Cornell madeit clear in
1982 that they would Iteil_gubroa_d lino proponV
until they _hid _satisftetorily dentettYsfrated _ die
operation of superconducting radio-frequency cav-
ities and thTit mass-production trii4urs kir theit
fabrication &id Wen establithtTd (d. F 39J). At
that stage. Cortiell totniecied to be ii. si position by
1984 to submit a proporil it, isao:wricing con-
struction -of CESR-11- in h3Cii Y 415. How-
ever, given the straitenel Yonrel nimstances
confronting US it was decided
in 1983 net to _procern !l'A-IL Instead,
funds were provided tc upvide the existing col-
lider (in particular, to improve its luminosity) and
to continue R&D on superconducting cavities for
possible use in futore machines.

150-500 GIV itil:E111' (W000saii* VSS12)
The &iviet high-energy phyla.= centre at

Novosibirik in Siberia hia as we have noted
elsewhere (Irvine and Martin (251),developed into
a world centre of excellence for elmron-positron
accelerator teehnology, even though the actual re-
search output from the laboratory has not been
signilicantin international -terms. Their latest pro-
posal- is to eonstrum machine capable of col-
liding beams. "ach initially of 150 GeV energy.

" It should be noted that CERN ...leo cessidered limp: yin
superconducting radio-frequency cavities in the fast phase
of LIM butdecided_agirost this lerouse of the attendant
technological risks: "Supercondum.,--, svities are not yet
sufficiently mastered. LEP Phase I must incorporate 'con-
ventronar technology ..." 116. p.631

from two linear accelerators. At a -later stage, the
length of the linear accelerators could be increased
to giye beam,energies of up to 500-_ GeV (cf. 11_7;
pp.417-1811._ However, in view :of the Soviet CM;
NM'S existing IComsnitmeflLiO the construction of
UNA; itwoUld_seen denbail whether substantial
funding lorYLEPP could be made 'viable until
the late 1980s. n Chissequendy. even if the project

evennally audit-niter!. it is uhlikely to be com-
pleted &fore the mid-1990s.

3 4.5, 1000 GeV Large Linear Collider (SLAC,
US,41_

Although!! the Stanford_ Linear_ :Collider isee
above)is stilt some way from _completion, staff at
SLAC have greedy begun to conssdck a Oseme to
extend_cunrent_liacar-acceleritor tmology to the
1000 GeV (I TeV) energy range. No dermite pro-
posal has yet been prepared, but such a project
was put before the US Subpanel on New Facilities
in- 1983. It was estimated that beam-enenOes of I
TeV could be achieved for a cost- of about $3
billion (cf. Wokeicki 144, R.37)). Given- SLAC's
=rem commitment to the eady cormiletion a the
SLC and the fact that the necessary preproposal
R&D will take at least five years. such a facility
could probably not be completed until the latter
part of thc 1990s.

4. A framework for eomparingthe future _prospects
of new experimental high-energy physics facilities

_ HasinglOOkedin somedeWl at die acerators
currently _pWitheA or iTnWtt construction around
the world, we_ are now in a politica to begin

t& comparative advantages and disad-
vantages Of LEP na,2, its likely competitors. As
nytt, Hier, aim has been to develop a
frar.isK, fra asseving, froni an
oussiaer's perss,ct:,: the- future 'fflospects of
capital-inten&- basic scie ve.-The case
for such in higkeseng, physics has
perhaps been reirt;orced by the evidence presented
in the previous section concerning not only the

al Stnctly. the _Nova:birth institute belaWc so ISO USSR
Academy of Sciences (Siberian-Breadth ottileReijoukhovis
an inuitute of the State Committee for Atomic Energy. so
WLEPP-ootdd -be funded (rom a differonl-sourro than

EVell st_ seems imlikdr _that the :Stiviit Uniori
could afford to commit null to providing the resources for
two CI) large high-energy physics proucro simuhaneoudy.
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verv_ substantial costs involved (and:indeed: the
possibility of failure in in the case of ISABELLE),
but _also the somewhat ad_hoc_way us whith sndi
facilities have tended AO be _pWnna autheiriia
and constructed, toMething Whia must be a source
Of Sortie COncern given the trend towards increas-
iney poWerful institutional pressure groups dis-
cuiled at the start of the paper.

In whit tollows, we apply a -set of thirteen
criteria to assess the future prospects for LEP_in
relation to those for other new experimental facili!
ties. The criteria were identified on the basis of our
studies 'of the factors -determinimt- the relative
success_and failure of high-energy physics acceler-
ators (see _Paper II 1241): they relate mainly to
future _scientific potential but alio take into
account factors wallas relative_resonted reqnike-
ments and parnttalifor the development of future
research fatilma_ Table: 5 evaluates the various
new axelerators planned to come into operation
over the next decide or so against these criteria. In
addition, the recently completed proton-antipro-
ton collider at CERN and the now discontinued
ISABELLE and CESR-11 prokects have been
included for comparative puiposes. Each machine
is_assessed_in terms of the various criteria on the
basis of material and data discussed in the text
below._ As will be seen, this table provides a cow.
venient means of summarizing the pattenit Of
comparative advantage (i dicated by + stgns)rUid
weakness I _signs) that exist among _the various
ptojeas. patterns that-can then be in arriving
at an OVerill assessment of their future prospects.
We begin by reviewing the first set of four criteria
teliting to the relative construction requirements
of these various accelerators.

4. I. Comparison of construction reauirementa

toLl. Financial mien:,

Relative costs.i_ I n _assessii7.g_ the merit:1m di f feren t

projects. relative cost is < icarty one of tl..c prirxioal
criteria. The esliTate4 COAS in mIlmis f Swiss
francs or MSF) of the ratr. ac:cierarors and col-
tiders _under corisideratio, Viva/ In tables
14. Of that, the cheapr- as the CERN
protonantiproton collider (200 Msr). tre S,411-
ford Linear Collider (240 ?ASP). and Fe-mach

Te accelerator (ribose 250 MSF) .:_
costs ieflecting the fict that they all make ,111,4.
cant use of already existing facilities. In constr.r.t.

din 30 GeV first phase of LEP (910 MSF_ plus a
foithek 250 in 280 MSF for four detectors) and
ISABELLE (estimated to cost a total of some 1300
MSF at the titre the project was discontinued.
although there was no guarantee that this figure
had ceased escalating )are both considerably more
expensive. However, even their costs are dwarfed
by_that of the proposed US Superconducting Si-
perSynchrotron and its associated_dettehati (Sortie
6000-8000 MSF). These relative Jeveli Of eatait ire
summarized io the hitt tOw Of tible 5:

Accessibil of resources. One of-the r*or areas of
uncertainty in assessing the futureproapects for an
accelerator is the likely funding_ position of rival
facilities. -This can determine not only whether
competing accelerators are built, but also their
date of completion - a factor:which _is:often
crucial in structuring successiand_failute_ln the
case_of the first phase of TRISTAN-. UNK.Iihd
HERA. Sheirespective nationalgeneertiiiiiiiii hivi
already audionzed_the necessary expenditure. For
the_ Feranlab I TeV accelerator and collider. the
Stanford Linear Collider. and the first phase of
LEP. " the resources have been promised. but for
all these projects there is little leeway for cost
over-runs (apart from extending the construction
period). These conclusions on the probable acces-
sibility to financial resources are summarized in
the second row of table 5.

tr.?. Teehnical criteria

Degree of technical difficulty,- As accelerator con-
struction has increasingly become a sophisticated
high-technolom activity, so the technical_ eliffteult9
of constructing and operating suehli facility liTe
become a more imporsamiattor in detetaihiogiti
likely futtur sueceas:Thicitipirtienlkly true lor
very_ advanced technologies like superconductivity.
Recogn.f.ing the diffieulties involved. Fermilab
adopted a relaz:vely cautious approach to the
design and constrrirtion of the superconducting
magnets requireA ff.++ ri TeV accelerator.Even
then, the task proved far from simple and it was
only in 1980. after a 101.1 dzvelopment process.
that they were able to begin ,:.:snufacturing mag-

" Olce thia Gut elast el LEP his #.4Za completed. CERN
of I m alit lachlood be able io convince the Member Slates
lArr father than- socreermg .be sine,Al budoel to the

hem ,load ,,e1". airy hoe Ned, 0- j,j Ne toed lo increase
eoerb to ,":" i 'en to 130 GeV.
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Tabled__ _

-Companion of major acitekratoi ptecu Sununitry of Mam relauae comparative advantages and disadvantages (_

CERN
Ph

Fermilall
I TeV

Fenn-lab
gg

REX
TRISTAN

SLAC-
81..0

Cornell
cEse ti

Estimted date of first
experiments 1981 1985 1986 _t956I9g7_ low

Financial CluPot1s3 +
Accessibility of resource' 4

Constivaion

tcPorcmcms Tod,-
Tecluiology requsred relatively

simple/undemanding-0"
Technical trachrecord of
laboratory

Scientific
potential

W°diCad
et a new
enagy

Other
factors
govenung
ability
commence

Pk1815
neile _

Abilio_of
users to
exploit
accelerators

Relative i in tre-of
+

+ +

+

+ + + + +

mass enemy

Period &world leadership

Event raw
Number of expenmestal
areas

Variety of expenmenu
possible
"Cleanness" (ease of toter-
presation) of data

Scianifie track record of
laboratory ones

Potential spin.off toFuture _
accelerator. physicsPotential
FlexibileVpoicalial icy to pc:L.'
developmentoraccelerator

+ +

Prqemdiscootinued in 1983.

Thicassurries that a superconduceng proton collider e not completed at CERN ahead of the LIS machine.
".' signifin no particular comparative advantage or disadvantage.

heti on a mass-production basis. At Brookhaven.
where the ISABELLE project required maggtets
with significantly higher field-strengths, the prob-
lems were far more severe, and were largely
responsible for the delays to the facility's construe-

23tion_programme,__ _and hence ultimately:lot:the
project's cancellation. The technicra_diffieUltha
faced_ by the_ CERN accelerator ibUildere in at-
tempting to achieve a luminotity of IO' eitt-2

" AS-noted earlier. one- of the -factors contributing to _this
delay wu the fact that_the original-desert for the ISABELLE
makneu had eventually_to he scrapped after a long period
of unsatisfactory development and testing._ Pan ellhe OM*
kmmay have stemmed from the Brookhaven dengs being
sediffereat Bernthal adopted at other high-energy phyncs
centres that the laboratorY was unable:so pow tem ihe
results of work elsewhere (cf. Ill. p.1416D.

in the protonantiproton collider hilvt also itsCeil
extreme, the marline initialtyi operating With a
peak luminosity Alia& or 200 bdOW the daign
figurcialthougt &it Stirs rapidly unproved by one
and a h4f ended Of Magnitude over the following
tWo yetra. The biiilders of the fermilab collider
Will enjoi, the considerable advantage of being
ibli to benefit from the experiences at CERN,
making their task markedly simpler. In the same
wav. Serpukhov -in- their collaborative work with
Sac,ay on-the superconducting _magnets for UNK
will kg," able- to profit from _Fermilab experiente
with the magnets for the I TeV fixed-Asia steel-
erator, as indeed will the builders Of HEIM 24

34
The proposed magnet designs for both_UNK ant:1_11MA
are reportedly similar to that adopted at Fermilab (cf. III.
p.1471 ind 113-.0.206B.
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CERN- limas...en- 5..Pulsho. DEM' KEK CERN-- US
LEP.50 ISABELLE' UNK HUTA en -UP/_l_3(C_

Estiniated stair i firm
experiments 1988 1987/5s

early mid.
1990" 1090' 1900" 10901.^ 1990s^

Cheapness _

irweessibilitS ,r resew= + _ _ _
construcuon cr.:chaplet. required relatively

smapiejuademanding"aire'""" Tertin
'ca iiiiktiatied of

_laboratory

Scientific
potential

W"ld I"d Relausatscreme in cenoetof.in anew
mass coney -
Period of world leadership +

Othet: Event rate_
facion Number of experimental
governing areas
ability t Variety of experiment.
10 UMW poatibk _. _ -
physics 'Ckanness" (ease of inter.
results dm:tattoo) of data
Ability of
asento S6entifixtma_riscord of
exploit- laboratory users . . +

Future
potential

10r5

Potential min-off to
aeodastor physics
Elexibility/potenual for future
developmem aceeleritior + +

+

+

In the case of electron-sitron colliders, the
technical problems associated -with the SLC are
felt by most physicists to be particularly severe,
and it wiH be a major engineering feat to achieve a
luminosity of 6 x 1030 cm-3 I with the new_and
untested technique of the hnear collider_W_Cöti-
trast. the task facing The Ed-alders a TRISTAN
and LEP Seems more stmple._För the latter, one of
the mitin probliins - thai of proAucing low-field
magnets relatively - has already been
largely seiVed (cf. IS. pp. 11-9). and the difficulties
anticipated in tunnelling under the nearby Jura
mountains have also been considerablydiminished
by various changes in the size and location of the
accelerator ring. Finally, although there may be
inherent problems in reaching the design luminos-

's In 1981. it was reported that "CESR. PEP and PETRA are
all having great difficulty climbing anywhere near ilseir

ity with a circular collider like LEP; 33_ CERN Will
be able to profit from the wealth of experience
gamed over a tea-year period from smaller elec-

design_ lumuumay7(11.p.114LOriecommentator concluded
somewhat peasMistically that this "low luminosity alto eels
a abadow-on the performance prospects of larger =Hiding
beammlacisines stiU on the drawing board" (Robinson 133.
Plata TherCarejserlsata two undalymg causes to_ the
disappointing results so far. One is that cakulationt of the
design luminosity- for the newly conmkted collider* were
based _on extrapaitiom from_ a. precious 'aeration- of
machMes. and- these extrapOlations :has_ tiMsequendy
proved to be irwahd. (II is therefore somewhat -*limning
that 'Published- CERN plans foe [LEP" stid. use -the -old
tunetatiftsffiluein±calmdafing the eapresa l..-runasky'133,
pl4901 rather Menthe values actually obtained al PETRA
and- PEP.) The other factor is -that. in the- rush to produce
hip.energy physics results as quickly as -possible, those
respontibk for She Amason and_ developmem of
eketron-positron collider' have given too lick attention to
the machine physics involved (cf. [I t, p.1441).
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tron-positron colliders at DESY. Cornell. and
Stanford. (If arid when LEP% energy is increased
it) 130 GeV. superconducting cavities will be
required, but by then the technical uncertainty
associated with their production and use should be
fairly modest. and CERN will be able to-draw on
the many years of work currently being_under-
taken at Cornell. Karlsruhe, KEK. and elsewhere.)
mese cornments on the relative technical difficulty
associated with the various accelerator projects are
again reflected in the relevant row of table 5.

Technical track-ercar_diaf thi laaratoty. One_ of die
best indicatort of _the hkelihood_of Merconung the
teehnital 41ff-cubic& ssaocisted with designing,
building, did operatmg a new fidliiy is the previ-
ous record of the aCcelerator-builders concerned.
CERN his perhaps h L.. the best technical record
of the major accelerator centres over the last de-
cade with the successful cornmissiodni of- the
MR 2° and the SPS. " a fact widely acknowledged
bv- the physicists we interviewed in both Eurtve
and the USA. In view of this, it wasperhaps not
unreasonable- to assume _when CERN _embarked
upon_ the construction of theprown,antiproton
collider that_the verl cOnsiderablelechitital Prob-
lernswould _event-ugly be sOlitecl an tW_assump,
uon_has beim fully justiliM by suuent events.
Similarlythe tWinoFogy rmuireA for LEP 'Wald
prove easily within CERN': competence. IAN:nigh,
if the tunnelling encounters any major difficulties.
the tightness of the-budget may result in the date
of the first experiments being postponed.

SLAC also possesses an excellent track-record
vnth the linear accelerator and partieularly with
SPEAR. which was built under v_ery adverse finan-
cial ca.nstraints( funds had to be found from within
the laboratory's existing budget after Abe:project
application WW1 been ;turned down by the US
Depanmect_of Energy). The mom_ recent expert-
ence_ with PEP; howaver, was_merlay less sue-
cessId. print:staidly be:iause of delays c7rur. led by
outSide civil-engineering contractors, a problem

Ze See tht4UOMUCIII maim II of l'wer II [Won the ISR
being "widdy-regarded as the most perfect example to date
119791 of dm acoekmor builder's art."

2' In_ hiper 11_124, I tow lowIllse SPS't -Archaic&
superiority twer the FerrMlab accelerator was one of the
rnmn factors explaining the differences between the maim.
tific performance of thi two mediums in the late 19700 and
early 19501.

that CERN may face in connection with the LEP
tunnel. However, on balance. SLAC's record sog-
gests that it -will probably be able to solve the
problems -associated with the SLC and complete
the facility by 1987 as planned. In recent years.
DESY has had almost as strong a _technical track-
record as SIAC. It has grown into a major inter,
national lextratory, and with this Ws come the
breadth:attained und_egineenng expertre thin
will probably ensure at ts_able to cope successf011y
with the deman& of HERA even though this
prefect as rathEr more ambitious than previous
construction programmes. Fermilab. in contrast,
has a somewhat patchy technical record with its
400 GeV accelerator, as was seen in Paper-II [N.
Nevertheless,- there are signs that tbc laboratory
has since taken note of the lessons learnkpaticu-
lady in- rnmnet construction, and neither the 1
TeV accelerator nor the proton-antiproton col-
lider appenr beyond _its _technical capabilities.

One cannot be_ quite_so sanguine about _the
prospects -for UNK__ As _we_ Mve :ft/tatadd
elsewhere (Irvine arid Mrtin (I5D,SerpultIMV dors
not have a partierlystrong record for building
front-line ireseardi fidlities, probably far reasons
more to do with die structure Of East European
sTzience than with the ability of individual accelera-
tor physicists. Although the 70- GeV accelerator
first operated in 1967, it was several years before a
full experimental programme was mounted, and,
even then-great difficulty was encountered inpro-
viding the sophisticated detectors and powerful
computing facilities needed toprogLrembeyond the
simplest "first generation" experiments. Perhaps
because of the limited access of East European
hish-enagyphysicists to the servieMOL/60-tedi,
nology__ industry. it Itm been_i &Tided that__ die
suconduCting magnets for UNK Will be bdilt
SerpalientliMf (a in, p.147)). While this may
five the liliditory greater wintrol over the con-
struction of the accderator than might otherwise
have been the case, it is still dafficult to be optinus-
tic -that all the problems encountered in Western
attempts to masa-Liroduce such magnets will be
Quickly and efficiently overcome by the Soviet
team, even with the aid of their French collabora-
tors from Sado.

Similar reservations applied to Brookhaven with
respect to the ISABELLE project while it was:still
proceeding, Although Brookhaven had a good re,
cord with the AGS two detadei ago. the AGS
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Corwersion Programa.. widertaken ten years later
experienced severe pmblems (see Paper 11 _1-24j
and the record of the laboratory with developing
superconducting majmets between 1976 and 1980
can only be described &spoor. As has been pointed
out, when the proposal for ISABELLE was being
formulated, the machine had no obvious

competitor in es particular regime ot -physics. and PM
project] bid ume for RXIS - more tune-due to stringent
fulldrel_01 hilLkererp physics. than (Brookhaven] irM
happy witti (Metz f31. p.11111B.

There must therefore be considerable doubts about
the wisdom of the laboratory in embarking upon
the construction of the new facility_before AI the
accesses/ R&D work had beeocornpleted, and
in continuing a commitment to An inaderwate
magnet design for sews:railcars afteriUtinithtiohs
became apparent toithost imide _the Uboratory.
Mthough chniges inithe semountanagement at
Brooklawm diiiing 1981 and 1982 led to-some
technological revitaliUtion Of the project, " they
Wd not complety remove what was probably the
root cause of Brookhaven's relatively poor teens,-
c7a1 record during the 1970s- - the failure to recruit
capable young -staff. especially accelerator _physi-
cists and engineers (ef. 16. p24D - which was in
turn brought about by the absence over a longer
period of any major new accelerator project.

4.2. Comparison of scientific potential

-The scientific juin fications made for all the new
high-energy facilities of the 1980s are remarkably
similar. and exhibit a degree_ of convergence of
them and experimental practice SeldOM previ-
ously witnessed_ in the subjeeL _KriWysis of ltbd
proposals_ for etch let the accelerators listed in
table 5 (and_ of subsequent revsew Opera and
etpera surnmanung the scientific case for csch
facility) reveals a common emphasis on tier study

n la On ,mtitiorre survey describedin Paper 11114). 74 percent
ortnese toleAseend IllicodivAtli the_ 14$101CM, "_11_ WOW
have barn better Brookhavm had firm seen a rewymm
asocriaMing whether esperoonduMingenageett were undue.
egreally_filMbk before insesuig telskverabk resources in
die ccesuumion ot ISABELLE". well over three times the
number Mae disagreed (22 percent).

" Prototype magnets of the -nmessary field-strength were
stmeessfully riewiloOd_ to_ 19112;_altheugh at the new the
project was cancelled it still had to be demonstrated that
these were suitable for mus-production (cf. Wojcicki (44.

Of the-intermediate vector bosons. the search for
the Higgs particle and for new leptons and quarki,
investigation of the quark-Oasis pietwe aid thd
theory of quantum on namiOtI the explora-
tion olpossible -grand unified thsoiie'. and the
discovery of unexpected phenomena. How, then.
can one attempt to dtaw distinctions between the
scientific potentials of these various accelerators?
Whit criteria can be used?

The history of experimental high-energy physics
over the last thiny years shows-that -two of the
main factors determents the scientific potential of
an accelerator are whether it opens up a new.
unexplored cony-region ji.e. whether it hat a
siltkifinnit advantige in terms of increased centre-
of-mass energy over other Anachines);: and the
length of time it enjoys a polifioribLweeid 1Wer-
ship for lUtpantrven type of erator. As was
seen in Piper 11 [24], thii vies catally a nixiel
component in the_success of proton machines such
as EVtrkey Weeitron. the Brookhaven- AGS
(with its small but significant advantage in energy
over the CERN PS). end the Fermilab accelerator.
This pattern is also reflected both in the case of
electron machines. notably in the output of the
Stanford linear accelerator, and among electron-
pontron colliders with the success of first SPEAR
and then PETRA (see footnote 33 below).

A second set of factors. and nne_ which has
become more apparent itt recent yawl; rata to
the varying potentials of Wfferent typift of aCcC3er -
atOf for gestenUng new phytics rants. several
factorsare of rdeyance bent: it* event-rate (whirl
determines the amount of experimental data -that
can be collected in a given period), the number of
experimental areas or interaction regions (which
determines the number of-experiments that can be
undertaken at any one time), the variety of experi-
ments_possible on the accelerator, and the degree
of 'cleanness" of the experimental data produced
(i.e. the ease with which thny can bninterpreted).

Last, and of greet importence, is the-ability of
the sser-group associated with the accelerator 10
exploit its full poteritia _ As weinve argued
elsewhere (e.g. Martin and Irvine 128)), one of the
few inditators of that ability is their recent track-
record, and therefore thil cntenon has also been
indiedM in table 5.

Let us examine in turn each of these criteria
relating to the scientific potential of the vario
accelerators under consideration.
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4.2.1. World-lead in i2 new energc regibn

ReklITDE inteisise in _cenire-of-mats energu Taking
lint the proton mutinies. one can see from table 2
tht die centre-cif-rnau enere achievable With the
CERN proton-antiproton collider is 540 GeV.
This represems 41.1111CItt a nine-fold- increase over
that attained on the previous_ highest-eneray pro-
ton collider. the CERN ISR - an unusually large
jump_ in energy: that_has._in the_past. _not been
surpassed by any other accelerator (the 1SR came
closest with fiye-fold_ increasein centre-of-mass
energy over Serpukhov). As for the rival Fermilab
proton,aatiproton_ collider; its energy advantage
over the CERN facility will_cotteapOlid_to factor
Of jUkt_ oVerithree and_a ligf (20( GeV_ compared
with 540 GeV). spin quite large tenni Of
previoth experience. In contrast. die Fermilab 1
TeV aceelerator will releh a onitre-of=mass energy
less than 50 percent higher than the maximum
achieved by the current generation of large proton
synchrotrons. while UNK will in_ turn eventually
possess an advantage of about/5 percent over the
Ferrnilab accelerator. Finally, it is wonh comment-
ing that ISABELLE if-completed._wouldhave had
a centre-of-mass energy very much lower than _the
collider at fermilatx although (as is noted below)
it _would have had the advantage Of a bleier
event-ti.e.

At for the new electron maaines, while TRI-
STAN% energy will be only 30 percent greitei
than that of the upgraded PETRA (see table 4.
note b). the Stanford Linear Collider will achieve
an energy 70 percent greater than TRISTAN - an
increase which, as we have seen, could be crucial
because it will perrnit detailed studies to be carried
out _of themass. width. and decarmodes of the Z6
particle. If the SLC is completed in 1987 as
planned. then LEP will not have any energy ad-
vantage when it begins operating _a year,later;
though it: will have other relative strengths:Oct
belowvflowever; if thelbeini,energy of LEP is
everitnally iiieresed te 130 GeV, this will give the
iiiiehine a tiVii-fold energy- advantage over other

colliders - in particular the SLC,
even if the !sties energy is subsequently increased
to 70 GeV. Finally. the DESY electron-proton
collider. HERA, will achieve a centre-of-mass en-
ergyover_ forty times preater than previously
achievedin_electron-procc :ollisions - 315 GeV
compared with less than GeV at the Stanford

linear accderator - so, like the CEPN tirtiton-in-
tiproton collidEr. it is highly ranked in terms of
thiS Criterion in table S.

Period of world TeierAiit. The penulumate col-
umns of tablet 1-4 Contain mutilates Cif the num-
ber of years each accelerator is likely to produce
the highest-energy interactions for that particular
type of facility. (It should perhaps be stressed thau
parti.-ularly for those machines_ still in the Tian.
lung stage. these are-very approximate estimates
only.) The relevant row in table 5 shews which
facilities are likely-to enj_oy a relatively long period
of world-leaderships and which are not. thus Me
rafing reflects the fact thats for example; the CERN
proton-antiproton collider is:likely:to enjOy a lead
olsome five years over it% FerrnilabiriVA while it
may be up to WI:years behate die ktiei is riVer-

en by a yet higher-energy proton collider (per-
haps one pip= ,.1rogside the electron- positron
ring in the Lk? t iu t)ie ssc). Tht Fermilab
I TeV accelera...r, *-INK. HERA._ and_thefinal
phase of LEP (LEP-130). are all given _reasonably
positive evaluations due to the fact that they should
enjoy a world lead of about five years ( two
years). This is considerably_more than the TRI-
STAN and SLC machinea both of which are likely
to be :overtaken by more powerful
electron-positron_ colliders_within _a year _or so.
Finally;_lit should be stressed _that _ the= ill-lated
ISABELLE prOjeCt apin laTnle4 Waco-lily IOW iii
terms of this erirerien becTruTse it would have come
into operation With a Marked energy diudvantage
illative to other machines as a result of the delays
to the construction programme discussed earlier.

42:2. Oiher frctori governing ability of accelerator
to generale new physics results

rttint-rate. The gradings of the various accelera-
tors listW in table 5 in terms of this criterion
reflect substantial differences among accelerators
in the event-rrtes they are able to generate. The
fixecIrtarget machines (such as the Fermilab I TeV
accelerator and UNK) have by far the highest
event-rates, followed by proton-proton colliders
(the _proposed SSC _is- likely to have a design
luminosity or approximately 10" cm' s7'_) and
electron-pcm,tron storage-rings like TRISTAN and
LEP (with design luminosities in the tegion of
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jam ,-"_)2° The event-rates of the
proton-entiproted toihs it CERN and Fermi-
lab_are appreriably lOwer (o! die order of
eiti -2 a 7 ) With the result that experiments carried
Mit On thini thllIihies take correspondingly longer.
iiid ecinsequendy there are fewer of them. Cort.
versely. proton machines canbe- used_ to_ make
relatively quick scans of large energy regions.

Number of experimental areas Fixed-tamet aced,
erators hke the Fermilals I TeV and_UNK also
possess a marked advantage over-other WKS Of
experimental faciiity_in that severiAlleltill ten be
obtained iittliallentitUSIS,. M a result, wrge num-
bers nittpaiinents can be run concurrently - far
more than are possible on a collider where the
nnitiber Of interaction areas is strictly hmited. In
the fad phlie of LEP, for example. eigh experi-
Menial areas are planned, while in the first phase
(LEP-93) there will be only four. At the CERN
and Fermilab proton-anciproton colhders. the
number of experirnenu _is even_ moreconstrained,
with just two_intenection_ =lions, while al the
Stanford Linear_Collider _there will probably be
only one collision point, at least initially. "

_Variety otexpetimenu. As is htedtelted tn. VOIR 5,
fixed-target acctleratots posseu yet another im-
portanradvenUFge dVer colliders; b-eCiuse they can
be tTseA to pr-Wiete A wide range of secondary
bertia (of kaons, neutrinos, etc.), the variety of
different types of experiments - or what is often
termed the "physics menu" 7 is much broader
than for electron-positron colliderafandesperially
so in the case of the SLC with -its relatively_low
luminosity '21 This_ has a number_ of _important
policy implications which shouldperhaps be briefly
mentioned at this poinkthough they are treatediti
more _detail in the conclusions, me first is that-,
with electron,positron :collider:, there is a moil
advantage to be gained by being first into a new

_

JO In ihe_Case of LEP.90. the desigoluminothy is 1o33 cm
s. The Isnummityin _the earlier phase (CEP-501 is ea.

paled to be 3 X 10" C111- ti_probable_ad-
vantage in this inspect of about 5 over the similar energ)
Stitithid Linear -Collides (SLC501.
It is envisaged that this may Mbiequemly be increased to
two.

" The SLC will, however. have the compensating advantage
that it_is uniqudy suitable for polarized beam esperiments
tcf.112. p.2011).

energy region; 33 a lead oflust one or two years
for such a machine can be more important than a
Zead-start:of three or four years for a rmed-target
sixelen tor where _it _takes considerably longt:_to
exhaust the_ _range of experimental possibWries:
Hence._ the fact that _the SLC_ is duelto Wadi the
KV GeV centre.of-mess tegic_trt Mt year Or so
ahead of LEP wild prove a Major hTtiiditati dec
ing _this first phaie Of ih CERN thichine. A
second policy ifllllcktiOil hs limn described in
dit f011Oiling tenni iii relation to LEP:

There iii natural tendency aims investipsing a nor area
OT_PhYsace_to be the "Casten Milt the mostem." &Iith it is
possible to define all the characteristics-we would like lo
know about the produeu of electron-positron collisions,
thiioridency could lead to all experimental papas'', being
built amund nearly identical "'whiner &toms. 114.
p.2431

However. CERN management seem_ to betwiTre
that web a tendency.if not checkeet tOtAd lCaVe
LEP particularly vulnerable_ to
change in physics_ iriteitiirinte dity hTiVe futed
that the_dfflerences betWeen the Vitiotia detectors
proposed fOrILEP be_iini& rather geater than
firitateriW likay (Cf. Robinson f38, p.7221). Eves
so, the variety of experiments that can be handled
on an eictron-positron machine like LEP is ap!._
preciably less than that possible on some of- the
other new acceleratoreplanned to come into oper-
ation in the next ten years.

"Clown". of data Where electron-pcifirionl-
liders do score highly over other types Of
tor is in termsiof the eat With whidi the -resulting
expenmenW &u can be interPteted, this facet of
themperforrnance Ring siróttgiy reflected in table
5. The reason for diii le as follows:: collisions
between electrons and positrons involve an intc--
action between two apparently point-like objects .

each with precisely_ known energies. When these
particles collide, total- annihilation takes place.
producing "pure" enemy which is then available
for the creation of new particles that have a known

" Ties was particularly±true in respect: of the Stanford col.
Eder. SPEAR fa year ahead of DORIS at DESYL and laser.
when the Notions were reversed-with PETRA coining into
%Mao,' to.b lean ahead otPEP. The_ rated obialieeiniCe
of electron and electron-positron machines is further Chi.
CLOW q Manic an.. :Moe 1271.
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total energy. Hence. by successively r tuning" the
enemy _of the_collidect electrons and positrons to a
series Of :different vgues. a parucuW energy re-
gion egibetenipiehenively scannW - if any new
partige dee chist in the energy-range under study.
then it ibiinld be produced and thus be observed.
hi eine-an. the CC:sion between two protons (or
between a proton and antiproton) is a much more
complies affair. "-since each particle (according to
the cutrently accepted "standard model consists
of three quarks and a number of gluons. Inthe
resulting multi-body interaction, only a-fraction of
the collision energy_is available forthe production
of_ new particles; and since_ the energies of the
individual con4tituentiquarks are unknown. it is
imuossible_te "tune" the experiment to investigate
a _petit:ill& energy state. Inste7a a whole spec.
tithe Of pgiidelititeractions of difkrent energies
lAes Place. mind the experimentalist has to sift
piiiiitakingly through all of these to find the colli-
Skins of interest; in other words, to use the jargon
of physicists, the events are "dirty" (cf. Robinson
135. p.5281). Hence, despite the development by
high-energy psicists _of sophisticated computer
programs to perform such analyses._ and_the enor-
mous growth in recent years_of available commit-
ingpower,_ one lam never be entirely sure that
nothing has been " missed" in a givcn energy re.
gion. 36 Last HERA: lies somewhere in between
electron-positron collides on the_ one hand. Oki
prot&ilmathinet _on the other, since rt involves
uting elsctrerit - i.e. apparently point-like objects
With iiikihibly Well known properties - as a
probe to investigate the structure and properties of
the multi-body proton.

4.2.1 Abth n. of users to exploit accelerator
As noted earlier_the _track-record of the_ user-

community associated with a laboratory is a cm-

Ths largely explains the tremendous imams of SPEAR in
the mid-1970s in -exploring tbe range of -channonium-
prudes._ and. more recentlyof CESR Cornell) in
investipting the upsilon and-related particles.-

" In -Paper_ II paf on sah that thn Ira one of the factors
limning the relative scientifie or lonnance of the CERN
iSIL I. .

" It is- _premeds because 4 erotl.mis-with
dsta.handlmg a promo - that -critics of
ISABELLE argued-Mil it. - the only remaining
advantage it had over hull we, onlY of Mirginit
UnpOrlanCe.

cial variable in determining whether the scientific
potential of a new accelerator is likely to be
achieved. The data presented on -this subject in
table 5 reflect the differences -in scientific perfor-
mance identified in -Paper II [241 for the world's
principal accelerators over the last twc, decades.
Thus, particularly high credit must be given to the
user-communities associated with Brookhaven (the
AGSj_and Stanford _ (the: linen atteltratOr arid
SPEAR).: which iwere judged tohavt the meet
successful retord:, in _weeld Senn was
responsible lor _a comparatetly large nerriber Of
crucial discoveries, as Wel as a ragnifiCant velum
of lower-16,g advances. In addition, the successes
of the proton-antiproton collider in 198-3- have
clearly strengthened the record of CERN users. At
the other end of the scale. Serpukhov had the least
distinguished record of all the major laboratories
currengy enpged in a mak... new accelerator pro-
ject (see -Irvine and Martin 1251). However; these
data on past performance :,*nnotlegitimatelylbe
used in prospective evaluation without -_a_ number
of qualifications first being gated: In the ca3 of
Brookhaven. for_ example, it ahead be notw1diTit
the main achievements Of TheIAGS wert Made in
the 19605_ by a group of predominantly US Eiai
Coast experimenters, while the user-community
for ISABELLE (if it had finally been completed in
1987 or 1988) would have been very different A
similar consideration may apply to Stanford.
though probably not to the same -extent. In the
heyday of SPEAR, most of its principal users were
empleyed either at the laboratory itself or at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Since then. the
Stanford user-community has been considerably
broadened; r atrendihat seenis likely to: con.
Untie. lisp:nail; the future will probably Witites
even greater cross.usage of adederitert thlit iii the
past_betause the growing cost Of hew experimental
facilities means that there will be less duplication
of accelerators between continents. So, for exam-

" Tbitnna a atrategm decision taken ta the lane-upon Pf the
1970s bi the SLAC managernenorho became increaMnWy
oonanned-thaL in period of limited funds, the scientific
cam-for the laboratory's future support might be swaMPod
by-titepoidiat Mrengib of :the wider: bedY hi iiiieinsity
expaimentalists *Mose research activities were con-
centrated -around the more extensive fixed.targel pro.
grammes oldie two national laboratories at Brookhaven
and Fermitab.
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pie. large numbers of _Europeatiphysiosts (per-
haps 400 or 40 --iseefttibitittei439. p.8l41) are set
to _USC the new Fermilab machind.ietkeiallY die
protorir.atitipibion collider. 3" once these come into
operatien it the highest-energy proton facilities in
the world. Similarly. when LEp sakes over the
mantle as a world-'s most_ powerful
electron-positron storam-ring. -there will be la
major movement- of-American experimentalists to
CEB.N.-1! while LEP and HERA will be drawing
user& from essentiaPy Mesame community of West
European experimentalists( which tnaygive rite to
an:element_ of competition between them). Such
migrations of_physicists between emitres are. there,
fore, _likely to go _itt least some way tower&
smooshingout_the differeaCit between the ability
of_traditiOnat iliergrOUps to exploit their experi-
Mental fheilisieh staking the users of LEP will
ttill be pittomniiiiitly_West European (perhaps_ 75
percent), those of- the Stanford Linear Collider
Mainly West Coast Americans.- those :of UNK
primarily East European,_ and so on.Therefore.
track-record is still likely to constitute an im-
portant factor in predicting future research perfor-
mance.

0.3. Comparison of future potential

Finlly wecome xi_the Utt Set _,of factors listeA
jn table 5: that Should be e-:n Into account in
assessing the_future prospects of a major aCcelera-
tor projeet: Thee conarn, first, the likely spin-off
Win a nen, riliehine to accelerator physics snore
generally - for example, whether a _radically
innovative technique for collisions is being
pioneered that may usher in a new generation of
research facilities; and, second. the "flexibility': of
the machine 7_ -Olaf is, _kg: potential for future
development (toch_a adding a new rin& togener,
ate further experimental possibilitiet) _or for
deployment in other scientific_ spediAties. Seine Of
the physicists interviewed particularly str6se4
those factors. arguing that, if a particular new
-,ergy-region shoUld tirtiVe barren. ii ii important

" There hai been wine-discussion, for example. about the
possibility of_mossng_the very large OA! detector from the
CERN collider to the larger US facility elsen it nears
completion
Of the four_LEP collaborattons given the provostonal go-

m4en en _I982 by CERN. one is largely American icf
Robinson 138. p 7220.
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to be able to itiske alternative use of what are
highly expensive capital facilities.

Posen nal spin saff taacce krator phys. Of the-vari-
ous accelerator projects considered_Lere. the Sta7n-
ford Linear_ Collider probably._ MIS_ the triett-Csi
poten tial in termt of_spiii-oft allied it rOvid fth
opportunity_for_testiiigthe fe7atibility _of colliding
linear accelerators._ Thal iieW iorelerator techstal-
ogy_is unponKtit_becse it now scents likely that
LEP lei) of the -large circular
electron-posuron colliders. Not only- would a
larger eCillider thin LEP baprohibinvely expensive
to construct (the cost:of_such machines rises ap-
proximately with the square of- its energy)but the
power consumption -would- be extremely high *DIM
overcome the- energy losses through synchrotron
radiation). Furthermore, the beams would be sub-
ject a_phenomenon know as bearostrablung_'!'
which- would sciously limitshe accelerators per-
formance. To achieve electron,posnron_collistons
at centre-of-znasstilogitt trftter diui 350 GeV or
$o.ithe MOM preltniting _4-49 Inrikaid Weitild appear
to lie with.tbilidi4 htie7ar _Jccelerators (the cost of
whidi riss only linearly with energy).- According
tomany of the physicists we interviewed, the SLC
will provide an important test of whether this new
and potentially_important technique _is feasible,:u
and it is therefore rated highly in terms of this
criterion-in table-5.

As for the- other new machines, the CERN
proton-antiproton- i-ollider has been technologi-
cally-very innovative in- that it has involved devel-
oping the technique of "stochasticcooline, whirl
has the potentialior_extedtiveiatum applictiont.
The mainspin,off tromthe FeriniEs 1 TeV aCeil-
eratoirland.ifrOM the_ ISABELLE project while -it

_bting _(unded) has been the technology
and expertise remiiired in the trass-production of
superconducting magnets. Finally, the last phase

Indeed, iLwilLtaki Over 230 MW Melectricity- to -power
LEP at -90 GeV: *equivalent enmay_COnsumption of a
medium-sized -city. -It -was for this reason-that i kr*
Amuican accelerator-physicisx-intnnately involved with the
develpfsnueSof the SIC. refined to LEP in an interview as
"the last of the dusosaum"
Theis -the radiation phenomenon arising from hsgh-field
effects as bunches of particles pau through one another at
very hitteheraiev.._ _

" it isuanirteam mat the SLC is categorued as a "research
and development project." although it will have "a timely
physics plyoff in ..eir OVojeicki 144. p.251).
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of LEP ILEP-1301'3 requires the development of
superconducting radio-frequency cavities. as would
CESR-II had it been built. However, in none of
these cases is the magnitude of the potential spin-
off as great as for the Stanford Linear Collider.

Flexibility._ The _vanety_ of _ possibk options- 1.0

lure expenmentl faCilities is probibly gream.-
the case of the first phisi of LEP (LEP-50). A:. e

saw earlier. once the later phases of the accelerator
have been completed (LEP-90 -ad LEP-130). the
possibility exists for placing a proton synchrotron
in the same tunnel. " (The width of the LEP
tunnel has been-made sufficiently large to cater for
such future developments, thus minimizin& the
civil engineering costs associated with any major
new project of this sort.) As we have already
noted, by using superconducting magnets. a pro-
ton synchrotron with an:energy Of up tolO_TeY 45
could be built on the CERN:Site. Thu- Uederator
could in turn be coriverkd into a: Wrge proton-
antiproton collider _era beined. in conjunction
with LEP. to calla& 130 GeV electrons and 10
Te)/- protons. This potential for future -develop-
ment was referred to by many of the -CERN
physicists interviewed in 1981 as the 'real-estate"
argument for LEP -- that, regArdless of the scien-
tific potential of the electron-positron collider. the
existence of the-cos 2'7-kilometre -tunnel will
guorantee the long-term scientific future for CERN
(end West European high-energy phyaicslty virtue
of the wide rangeof new Accelerator developmenu
that CAA be accommodited the_ Geneva site
However, it is significant_tMt. USICe_ theft Inter-
views were conducted, US hiei-energy physicists
have put fora/Ord plena Tor the SSC- (a 20 + 20
Teti proton collider). In 1985. the High Energy
Physics Advisory Panel unanimously endorsed the
recommendation of their Subpanel on Now Facili-

As was noted earlier, the conuruction of the Ant phew of
1.E9 (LEP-50) wilt involve relatively coriventioeal and
wellestablishedsethnology.vvith the result thasthe spin-off
to accelerator physics is unlikely to be partkularlY singer-
cant.
As Wilson 143. p.371 has observed. "this potentiality has
not _yet been publicly mentioned by Use_ proponents of
1LEPr. a situation that ally Own to change in 1964.
The maximum energy would depend on the field.strengths
achievabk wnk superconducting inapets in the 1990s. -10
tesle_magneut weold be mewled to accelerate protons 0, an
dtply Of 10 TeV in the LEP tunnel (cf. Wincicii 144,
p.2611.

'..0.cion...cc and fence !respects: DI

ties that this_project ShOula be given "the hieurst
priority" in the USprogranunein order to aaieVe
"Completion in the_ first hlif Of the 1990s"
(WOjciOki 144, p.4D, If this tarr.: is met. the SSC
would come into operation at about the same time
as the earliest a proton machine- could be com-
pleted in the LEP tunnel. Since the American
facility -would be capable of achieving enimpes
to twice those of the CERN machine, then, given
the enormous cost of these machines, the isTPI-
m 'tits in favour of proceeding: with the construe,
tion of such a CERN accelerator would -be ivery
substantially reduced. In short the "realcalate"

justifieation for LEP_ will losein freat_AW Of iCs
form if construction_ of the SSC procetapace.

At was. Shea& _cisTaer in dk_right-h-an43 column
Of kble L thenesir proton dyncThrotrons at Fermi-
kb &id SditikhOi Also Mini& scope for several
pos4ible Tut= options, although not quite as many
as with LEP. With the proton-antiproton collo:less
at CERN and Fermilab, however, the-possioilities
for future development are intrinsically more
limited. 46 As before, these comparative advantages
and disadvanuntes of the various new facilities
have been summarized in table 5.

5. Overall_ issessment of the futirre pitapeTeft 101.
CERN and its wen

HaVirig dlIUuisi1 iit detail the prospects for the
various _major new rttearch facilities around the
world, we are now in a position to come to some
mort general conclusions about the future for
CERN and indeed for West Eurcvean high-energy
physics as a whole. In the short term. CERN's
scientific prospects rest primarily- upon the con-
tinued exploitation of the SPS and the _proton-
antiproton collider. To take the first of these, the
SPS- user-community has, since the late 1970s;
enjoyed a range of advantages over the experi-
menters at Fermilab; these include a morerdiable
accelerator, hiever-quality beams, tWIntWly more

It should be nowt however, that- the develemman-a-the
CERN collider ha& yeved--the -way foe the- low-energy
antiproton ftiLEAR)letility. In ideltion..some thought
has been giola to she possibility of increasirwtht comfy of
the collider.- However; des could only be achieved at she
expense eisubstandilly reducing the available luminosity.
and, as we have fOtk this is still rather lem for ceniin types
of important experimenu
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sophisticated_detectors. and a higher level of finan7
cial suppert (including longer operating at
Fertrillab_this was drastically curtailed duringthe
early 19801 in Order to limit the isboratoWs elec-
tricity costs). However now that the new Fermilab
fii-taiget machine has started to readtenergies
iii ;iteess of 500 GeV. the CERN SPS will gradu-
illy lose its position of world_ leadership for this
type of accelerator and_its relative scientific out-
put is likely to-be affected accordingly:

As-- for the proton-antiproton collider hi :ad-
vantages and _disadvantages are_ Nell summarized
in table 5. When_ CERN _toOt.,.. _ttie dension to
embark on this project_ the technical problems
seemed-formidable. and indetid there was an etc-
ment of risk thin the design luminosity would
prove Unattainable Balancing this however, was
the hitt that CERN had in the past two_decades
deVeloped probably the greatest body of anzelera-
tor eimenise among all the_majorworld
ries. As the project manager for one of the main
US accelerator programmes remarked.

On balance. j _suppose our accrator constructIon team
ranks swab CERN's fin. ICBM. but thltanye tocond. third
and fourth leanli .,lt ... no-ow can match that mop ol

1951)

Given that CERN had at4utred a record second to
none in building andcommisston: ,g new accelera-
tors. that wet gi5Od grounds tor optimism when
the prOjeet begTiin that the problem! associated
with the liimmosity of the proionTantiproton col-
lider WoUld eventually- be overcome. particularly
When the likely lead over the Fermilab coilider was
atietehed to some five_years_K'hile_the CERN
Ceillider's relatively low event-rate might in princi-
pIe be expected to restrictitherange of physics that
it can carry out, the big jump in energy it repre,
seas, and its comparatively_ large lead over die
rival collider at Fermilab. should ensure that
fairly wide range of experiments is completed 'dui,
ing the period uplto_19S6: Mereover. die CERN
collider has proved itlativdy deep in termsof the
investment now required for s typical major new
expenmental facility. even if it has been_ built at
the Car:dirk of small reductions in the reliabilitrof
the SPS arid the time available for the fixed.target
pregrarnme. This combination of relatively large
scientific potential and low cost_ would suggest
that. even though a high degree of technologital
uncertainty was involved. CERN chose witely in
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1978 when ernbin: :ng Upon this pro,en - a con-
clusion shared by:the greet majoity (93 percent)
of _the thytintit Whom We ininviewed in 198) am!
19821

cc-intl.-nit. the ccroparative advantages and
disadvantages of LEP are almost the exact oppo-
Site ef thcse arsociated with theproton-antiproton
Collider. as is apparent from the pattern Of
strengths and weaknesses summarized in table 5.
First, the technolgty required is relatively con-
servative and simple. apart from _the_ tunndling
where civil engineering problems Mi0i possibly
give-rise to_some delays. On the Other hand. LEP
has goodpotentiatfor rututt deisdopment.

Second. the LEP ptojett ireitremely expensive
compared With Mail heti/ jeCelerators, and consid-
erable criticitni Of the enit-effectiveness of the
projatt aria Veitd by certain of the American
physicisti whom We interviewed (although some of
there rank phYSicists are now advocating_ the con-
tienetion of the SSC costing many times more than
LEP). The CERN Member States have agreed that
they can find the funds, but only at the impede of
substantial-cutbacks in the laborateris Other re-
search primanynesi-_ cutbacks Of a_thie arid Sig-
nificance not readily (orsecable in 1977 when the
Eurwean Conunitteelor FritSire -ft.serators first
recommended that LEP ationld bi CERN% next
major machine. In IpailicTiat. the Intersecting
Storage Wings weft O101ed it ;he end of 1983 - a
Males_ istecitiet gifierii that the cans.ellation of
ISABELLE:Malin thia Wduld have rmained a
unique aOrilOriIOr until the mid-1990s and. more-
over. one With relatively low op.Tsting costs. '

the evidence from interviews iiin physi-
eists and from the bibliometric indicz tors pre,
sented in P '1 (124)_- see table 6 in particular)
suggests h worthwhile expenmentatwork
may still ha remained to be done on die ISR.

-Thirchand last, whereas the prettin-entiproton
collider represents a4ignifietriti ifidelse in centre-
of-mass energy; and One W:Ceh will present its
users with a position 01 Monopoly in the energy
region kir pre-hript the first phase of
LEP will aChieve in energy no greater than that
likely to he attained just over a year earlier by the

There wituld unt been d case for eventually &vol.
oomi_ths ISP, is a havy u-sn collider. which would han
produced another uninue facility far relanvely small
investment.
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Stinfrrd Linear Collider. True. LEP will have a
certain advantage ova the SLC in terms of
luminosity. but it is far from clear how significant
that advantage will prove. If the SLC reaches its
design luminosity of 6 x 10" cm-2 5-1. it will
produce over a million ZM events peryear: in other
words.- the SLC should be ableto carry out detailed
studies (with reasonable.statistics) of_ the produc-
tion and decay-modes of thit crucial particle (cf.
(12. p.200)). This latter point has not _always been
recognized or admitted by the keenest supporters
of LE?, as this CERN physicist's comments make
Clear:

The local 'pony line at CERN is to doubt tee. SLC. They
Mere it won Lworh at all. But if it works within a factor of
10 or even 20 of the:promised luminosity. and_works
5987. d will get a few thousand 2.0 decays. This will be a big
psyChological burden for LEP-Some- people on the LEP
project won't _We _Onto tnis-rhe story their Billows typi-
cally that. at kW LEP will be able lc dopreeise measure,
menu. Then ;conic start- talking about Phase- II. But that
costs a Ice Or money, and-will have_ only a very low event
rate So theLtsual _CERN Mew is to sitY. that_the SIC
won't work._ Also one of the_ views on the LEO tunnel.
reconciling ii. is the '-real estate sleW the possibility of
puttug a proton accelerator and a proton-antiproton-col
lider domt there. This softens the view of the impact orate
SLC as well. ... I guess if rm rationaL I'd take-measures to
stop-the wary international compention. It has buss , ,rible
for SIAC.losing _therm with PErr_, IV LEP is Wei lin
the competition with _the SIC), this mil be terrible_for
Europe. CERN-auto win the conmetitIon. But rrn pessimue
tic the SLAC machine will probably joss spoil LEP.
fIntr,ew. 19811

As -hai r.en noted earlier. electron-positron col-
lider. :.ve a rather limited "physics menu" snd
therefore exhibit a tendency towards rapid icib7
solescence. ConstNuently,e lead of just one_ year
for the SLC could prove_ extremely serious_ for
CERN in that the research programme for LEP
could consist_ very largely otrepeating StC experi-
ments As_a _more detailed term. In other words,
LEP rive& berestricted to the same sort of role as
the CERN_ SPS pei'form isd in relation to the
Feriiiilab 400 GeV accelerator. While such tasks as
COrifirining discoveries. clearing up anomalies. and
repeating experiments in order to obtain- better

,ti sties are clearly important. such work tends to
have fess impact than actually making a new dis-
cover) ,:arryinirout the first measurement of a
particul... particle property. nun, it ia difficult for
the t tut t,hite observer to avoid the conclusion that

entific potential of the first phase of LEP is

likely to be limited by the SLC if the latter is
crmpleted on ...ehedale and achieves a luminosity
close to the design figure relativelyquickly. In that
eventuality. additionaljustification for the consid-
erable investment made in the LEP project must
be sought elsewhere - for examplc in later OhaSeS
of LEP and in possible pratan_facilities placed _ib
the tunnel lbw:see the ;itn.ujlt itetioit 43
above on the effect Oh !hlter O.T the prOpote
ESC).
_ iii view Of tha.t rather uncertain prospect...'w
LEP, it is worth alIting why enthusiasm for the
project apparently remains so nigh. One possible
explanation is that, jur: as the ISABELLEproject
could to a large extent, be regarded as a historical
relic of high-energy physics interests in the early
1970s (before -the tx.hnology was available to
construct large proton-antiproton collidas). so
LEP is a "child" of the mid-1970s when en,
thusiasm _for circular electron-positron colliders
waa_at its height. Then a large stmage-r,iig like
LEP appeared to _offer the beat prospects for-. if
not discmithng the to predicted b9 the lieu49
triumphant IWeinbergeSilam theor9-: at .1&it int
vestigating Its properths in the "Cleartitit" aid
moat syttemic way. Since that time, the Stanford
Uriar Collidii hai been proposed - apparently
capable of reaching the Zo region more quickly
and considerably more cheaply - and the scientific
promise of the proton-antiproton collider has been
dramatically fulfilled. Nevertheless, much of the
early enthusiasm for LEP still persists in public
although some physicists have begun to harbour
private doubts (expressed to us during interviews)
about whether the scientific case for LEPIPhaie I
is still as strong as it was. Say. iti 1978._ Theit
doubts may at some stage:surface iriiptlit if the
pressure ItO secureleOMpletiOn Of LEP by the
planned date Of 1988 continues-to restnct severely
the level of resources available for the laboratory's
otha _expenmental programmes.

before we offer concluding remarks about the
relevance of the present evaluation exercise for
science-policy purposes, a few more general ob-
servations about the future for CERN are perhaps
in order Of special note is the fact that, apart
from 'trmilab 1 TeV machine, all the main

evidence in table 5 to suggest that_ the United
wrong to-halt the construction of ISABELLE in

5200 million already Spent.
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new Wevt.- n facilitiLs are colliders. This has pro,
found i ,nits foribe extent and structure Of
ex_p_erimm .14k-energy physics activity; titite
only a _limited number of_ experintein ire
possWe at any one time on a collider;
the present tendency for the tie Of cTalUbdtitions
to grow is alment COW:xi to continue. In lite case
of_LEP; where the intention or the CE.R*1 manage-
ment is apparently to lei inyone who wants to use
die aMilerator join one of the first four accredited
expenmental collaborations (cf. Robinsaii 137.
p.42)). teams of perhaps 250 researchers now seem
likely. la other words, a major fraction of Western
Europe's 2000 high-energy physics_researchers will
be working on just four experiments; each with_ a
lead time-of six to seven_ years from the inception
of the open/tient_ to_the production of scientifit
results. The sameitrend is likely to emerge
United States. particularlyif kis de:idea flilt the
country can no longer affeard to SUOMI
national high-energy physiet laberaterin.

The task of managing diee vast cdlaborauons
will riot be withOia its organizational and socio-
logied oostaii: inereasing bureaucracy: difficul-
tie fading Mialler Universities in participating in
Whit IS in increasingly centralized activity: limita-
tions on Individual creativity and participation in
the research process: difficulties in integrating
postgraduate students into an experiment whose
time-horizon stretches far beyond their training
period; and so on._Indeed; it is the growing retbg-
ninon of these_ problems that may Mutt ill in-
creased pressures _on CERN to continue Support-
ina_ full range of other experimenWifitilititra, in
panicularioinaintain a litiMbk TMW-targei pro-
gramme..iand itt geoitiv id (Tater ler those physi-
cists unable or diiWilling tei Week on LEP experi-
Ment7s; NeVertliel6S. the rid remains that the tasks
of organizing the enormous experimental col-
laborations working on machines like -LEP and
providing them with the necessary_support are
likely to cause problems that will reguimeareful
management if the,' are 70t to threaten the sCieT1-
ufic vitality of the lame high-energy physics
lahoratorim._In thisympect; CERN probably has
an advantage over the US centres since it WS: had
mcet_ experience in dealing with-__Mth problent
over tac last 25 years.Jiente; CERN Li likely to
zuffet less_ from tbe Wait or theie problems on
scientific_ performance. The advantage formerly
possessed by the US laboratories over CERN by
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iittuit or being able to react more flexibly and
promptly to changing directions in the field (be-
cause of not having to cope with-the time-cc-mum
Mg political demands associated with attempting

serve thirteen -Member States) may disappear
With it may then go the success previously enjoyed
by United States researchers making irnoSt et
the crucial discoveries in experimental hip-miergy
physics during the 1960s and 1970s.

6. hmme ainef,iiing remarks

As will alreadyht:clear, our &Mill assess:Mitt
of the futurelor CERN is not a wholly optimistic
One, partietdarly with regard tc the Scientific pro-
*senior LEP. As Ma. :4 is likely to be subject to
CriuiIl evaliiiiion by LEP enthusiasm and whim.
No deribt. weaknesses in the analysis will be
riointed out. This we fully expect. since any discus-
sion of the future is inevitably clouded by uncer-
tainties._

Yet bmides analysinp the future prospects for
CERN. we would-also nope that the paper will
succeed_in focusiegsannition on:what manly hew
believe are crucial deficiencies in the decitiOn-in-
Mg _process in Big Science reethi US report
noted that

thexisemwt,diaj thu ii Iiish maw physics commun.
ny does not haw adequatempertunOleiniciisateis etii
planning process which so affects tu future. (rain; IQ.
n391)

However. perhaps of even realer :mean is
that those outside the gegialty have even le4* say
in decisions that can now involve the commitMent
of hundreds or_ even thousands of
4- liars. It is perhaps somewhat surpritmg in an
age where state expenditurei }Wive come_under
increasing scrutinyithit a projMi LEP With
such long-term Wipe-Minna, inn With nich ramifi-
CatioM for Oilier intim or eds. was given the
gO-Wield With iiPpMentlY So little real discussIon
iii gie or Mini iiibin die scientific community
(outs.cie or high-energy physics). Mcnsover, the
idennistrative device of classifying_ LEP as an
"extension" of existing facitares, thereby cunaihng
debate about the merits of the nrojem and indeed
abou the future of the CERN_ laboratory as a
whole is surely a somewhat debatable precedent
from -he point of view of publicly accountable
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science policy. Of course, it would be unfair to
sink out CERN -for special attention in this re-
wem: as was noted earlier. similauractices bre
been indulsted in by- US laboratories iniprotecting
their institutional interests - for example. by fund-
ing new developments out of %tenting_ expenses
until the resources committed reach such a level
that virtually the only option remaining is comple-
tion _Of the project,
-__ SU& problems are.we would argue inumsic in

theore areas isf Big Scichce _trieteriMd by Wrge
expensive central fialities that structum the inter-
fists of major sections Of the scientific specialty
concerned. Traditionally, the regulation of re-
search-activities and the formulation of scientific
policies have depended on peer-review carried out
in a relatively informal and qualitative manner.
Yet under the conditions of "olimelty" moron-
tered in Big Setiencd,_ it may become increasingh
difficult to locate researchers capable of providing

and. Mee importantly, being seen to provide -
the _objective and disinterested judgements on
which peer,remew_ TIM:Main% depend,

It is in Mit vineat that we Uwe expkired_the
rot.: of eater-Mil assessments of die sort described
&hove in helping to promote more open ant rigor-
ous- discussion of pel:zy options in Big &ience.
Obviously, the frat.:work emplo:md hese for
assessing the future prospects of -major new re-
search facilities is onlone of-the_possibilities that
might be co:rile:red ter introducing some element
of wider public and scientific participation into
decision4naking. Moreover, given that it is very
much a first attempt to tackle this task, it may be
aubjett to I:Oficial:1: It is: wonh emplimiern& how-
ever Mat die IntetWon S net SO replice_the peer-
reinew process din- must remain centrA in scien-
tific deision-naiTting - but 110 complenent it. pro,
vidMg in a systematic and reprotuble manner
evidence that can inform &teiaion-makers radier
than detirmining their decisions. For example. if
dam similar to- those appearing in tabh 5 above
had not only been collected in 197g but also made
publicly available, it might-have strengthened the
case of -those rEtMng_ in fay:. 'Jr of CERN
pursuing the proton-antiproton op.:on. Similarly.
a_commaison of :ugh table for 1978 with one;
say, for 1981_ would_havei revealed to hip-enemy
physicists and a W:f public alike that the likely
scientific potentiA fOr LEF_ hid been appreciably
altered by the propoiel of the Stanford Gnear
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Collider in the intervening three years. This factor
could then have talmn fully into account by
politicians and sciawepolicymakers m Me CERN
Member States (and not just I.,hiab-en !ray physi-
cists) before any major expenditure on LEP had
been Mcurred.
I It shouldnahaps bestressed that the_aintotthe
fort.going aziOysis is not so much tb Make CERN
a stronger competitor die internaZiar "race"
with lalicitatones in the Clni States ano
elsewhere - the costs of We wastage involved in
having "losers" as well as "winners" in such a
capital-intensive activity as high-energy physics are
now too great for even industrialized nations to
afford - but nether to reduce the level of direc .
competition and duplication betweat major re-
search laboratories and to encourair closer inter-
national coordination of research efforts. The latter
is one of the concerns of the International Com-
mittee_ on future Accelerators (ICFAy yet up till
now ilus body has _6tert_ largely thwarted in its
eft-MU bythe condmied emphasis plata: by phyti-
cuts on "winnml" die next internalioiW scientific
"race". (This argument is generally most promi-
nently deployed when government hie-king (or a
new projem is being sought.) To take one example,
in an ICFA workshop held in 1978. participants
discussed new accelerator prMects that were (ap-
parenAD beyond the means of individual regions
(Eastern Europe, Western Esire. and North
America) and which therefore rewired inter-re-
gional collaborafon. Mott interest focused on a 20
TeV proton synchrotron, and various technical
studies cf such_ an-accelerator were subsequently
sponsored by,ICFA.In 1983. however,_ US hip-
energy _physicism beiWri to urge their Government
to build a proton maclune of precMy dm energy
in order to ensure Met their previous "do:mint
role" (Wojcieki p.1111) in this field did not slip
permanently overseas. 9 If plans fo- xonstruction
of this American machine do go ahead, then we
can expect physicists in-Western Europe land pre-
sumably also in Eastern EurimeYto counter in a
few years time with _plans for an even larger accel-
erator in order to ensure that the "lead" in high-

See alai, die _d.sr seaman Trilling 114114.3[ of Me need for
iho tinned States construct a substantial new facility
over the neat les years in order to maintain its **pre-erni-
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energy physics is not once again lost to the United
States.

JCS: :ere this process of escalation (which has
sieral features in- common with the 'arms race"
tietieeh the superiowers) will-end-is-bY no means
clear. Yet at some stage.- the gpvernmehts Of the
three super-powers" in hietienergy_physics must
surelv call a halt on the grounds that the_ cosi of
the 'next" accelerator (which will be meatitredia
billions of dollars rather than millions) is_too _VW
for a single region to bear. High,. ,gy physic-tits.
who have for in.-, ;it years discuss*: _vague pWiris
for a "world acCri.MtrICe Odly for researehera
one_ region :to _peGglide their government (or
governmena) to _Wild IIcli é Marline and so steal
a mardi PO the other regi ns. will finally be forced
teilicept their own -thew& that this particular
field Of lUndamental intellectual endeavour is a
truly international -one in whith national_ (or _re!
gional) consiaerations Dwelt as-attempting to wrest
" the lead" from some other regjon) should play no
part. 1° If this paper succeeds in stimulating discu,
sion of this global "escalation" process and:Mote
generally of J.. problern! associate& with exiating
decisinn-making mechanisms' in Big Sdieric, it Will
have performed a usefUl furietiori:
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ABS TRACT

ThiSpaper nresents the results of a study comparing the past scientific
performance of high-energy physics acceteralors in the Eastern bloc with that

:of their main Western rounterparts Output-evaluation indica(nrsia-mused
After carefully examinlv the extent to which the output indicators used n lay
be biased against science in the EX..?ern-bfociyarious conclusion.s are drawn

about the relative contributions to science made by these acceterators. Where
signifitant differences in performance are apparel anattempt is made to

identify the main factors responsible.

Basic Research in the East and West:
A Cornparison of the Scientific Performance
of High-Energy Physics Accelerators

John Irvine DA
Ben R. Martin'

rt in bitth the East_ and West re inucasingly being foreedito
consider how best to lormuhic approprialeiand effective politics kir
science and technology 2 Ont. response has been the development-Of
improved techniritics for monitc-ring research outputs vile_ther
they be, COntributions to scientific knowledge; or to technological

economicdevelopment; Over_ the past five years, we
have undertaken various studies of the scientific outputs from major
research hcilities in several Big, Science specialties (radio
astronomy,, optical astronomy anc, :'lectronhigh-energy physics),
The dVerall aim of this work has been to develop and refine
appropriate teChniques for evaluating performance in b4ic
research.3_ In _this paper; we report the rcsults of a compar;Kive
evaluation_of the scientificoutputsf rom accelerators in the EnStern
bloc over the 1950s and 1970s. While wc give particular attention to

Sodal SiddieS--of -Science (SAGE, London, Beverly Hills and New Delhi),
VoL 19 (1985); 293-341
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the major accelcrators at_ Dribna and SsJ-rpukbov; we also consider
low-energy research facilities a( four (-Arc ;Jim -n ft.,1( we
cover a very large partiof the Eastern in r yoc rimental
high-energy physics.- Gur evaluation a:-.`

'converging Partial indicators', dcsLru I Mil'iyes
comparisons with similar facilities in WeAce- T:-.,10

United States in termsof theiroutputs of reseal:1i
subsequent impact of those publications on the -ancr.: s,:ientific
knowledge (as indicated by various citatior sak 1:,:s2i, and
systematic pcer-evaluation data obtained from ihir,'iews with
scientists in Eastern and Western research instituter

The paper begins by briefly reviewing recent Western work on Ife
performance of Eastern-bloc science: Some_ insujor problems
identified as-restricting research in the Eastern bloc are- discussed.
along with the -limitations of conventional sources:of :data: on the
subject recollections of emigre's; reflections of visiting Western
scientists; and international data,banks_ on_ publications and
citations: These limitations arc then taken into consideration when
the differences in output between Eastern-bloc and Western
accelerators- arc analyzed in detail. We Argue that biases in the
various indicators are.- in fact, insufficient to account for the
apparent di fferencesin The output of similar rescardi f acifilics in the
East_ and West: this conclusion is MI pportcd by our peer-evaluation
results. Finally; we attempt to identify sonic of the prihcipal factors
determining t he scientific performance-of Eastern-bloc accelerators,
drawing on our interviews with a signifkant part of the world high-
energy physics community.

The Gt owl h of Interest in Eastern-Bloc Science

;
Two motives appear to underlie mucn previons work on Soviet anti
Eastern-bloesciencefirst isan obvionscuriosilyint he:dynamics of
a social system which; since 1917; has :pursued a novel:path cif
development, based in large part _on policies attempting to make
'rational' use of allresourecs, including science and tev!,nology.5The
Soviet revolution had profound ramifications for scientific research;
ami there:was:an:upsurge of Western interest in_thc Soviarescarch
and development system in the 1930s; following the congress on
'Science at the 0 w4 roads' hckl in 1.mulon linist purges
and the rise of s.i;ch 'distorted sciences as Lysenkoism provoked
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further interest: From this time on, and inotwithstans.mg certain
criticism, various groups of Western socialisi scientists have drawn
upon positive aspects of Eastern-bbe science to urge a fundamental
teorientation of Western research towards a 'science fot the
people'.7 ii-

However; inform:-:d understanding Of Eastern-bloc science really
oniy began with, first, the exodus of emigre scientists with first-tiand
experience of_work:!,-ig in research laboratories; and; second: the
development (in tbi:, early] 960s) of exchange visits by sCiCtiliAIA, Of
international collaborative projects,!,and of conferences attended
by researchers from East and West. This growth in personal contact
allowed scientists (0 reflect upon themerits and weaknessesof _each
system, as ITvelliaS opening up new opportunities for (hose studying
tOmpa tative Science policy9_ and the sociology of science.

A second motive is _reflected in_ithe emergence of syStematic
monitoring by the West of Eastern-_bloc science, since this is now
regarded as a-kty strategic element in industrial and military policy,
130th at a public level(througb organizations_such as OECD); and at
More covert levels; significanLef forts have beendevotedio studying
the Strengths_ and weaknesses of the main: Eastern7bleic R&D
sectors; and of ihe associated basic scicnces. Such studies have hot
onlyconsidered (he inputs:to science and technology (funding levels,
numb-r 3 of stientists and engineers,i_a_and so on), but :have:also
atteiiipted to evaluate _the outputs from R&D-, particularly their
potential value to military_technology." Political intereSt haS, at
times, clenrly influenced the_ provision of government funds for
academic studies of Eastern-bloc science.17

What We_Know_about Eastern-Bloe
Basic Research Performn??,.,

Despite the td-ttnt prolikration O1Iiiian c,Sw' and East
Etirotio-ii R&D, there is still remarkably little 'hard quantitative
data on thepetformanceof its scientific system certainlylittletht
would _be generblly accepted in botii East and West. Pati Of the
problem is the reliance on personal recollections of elligrésdcrtistf
which are, almost inevitably, st roney niflue need by political values.
The lenpression gained _from_e_rnigré writings is one ,of th
inefficiency,_ with the underlyingicause located in an all;Pervosive
bureaucratic structure; (he operation of which discourages creative
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and productive _scientific rescardi; especially- among
experimentalists." The emphasis on long-Ierm planning.; in
particular, is widely criticized on the grounds that ii is difficult ; lino!
iMpriSSible._ 16_ inateli the ever-changing and ofiert_unpredidable

rif eSperiineni al research with a relatively infleidble lung=
term plan based on_ prior identification of scientific Ortiliteiiik,
Flowever;_many other difficulties are alsoidernifiedonost of ibem
attributable to bureaucratic dysfunctions: thenc include those faced
by Creative young scientists in challenging conventional wisdom; the
g6ne.e;oi pot !titl of scientific management (in mum related tattle
over-centralize(l control of research); the stagnation Of itk..ai--ch
institutes due to ageingof their si aMmd a lack of moi'.tiity lietWeeri
laborai ories; over-concern with _secreer irMicqurtc_lif4.5_ between
tIi Eastern-bloc scientific system and dm rest or the world;" and;
luuiaH OM- links between research Itigh-teehnology
indiiStry i--&ulting in the skinted develop- many a__rea% of

experiment td seieriee denied modern insirt ,. and adeltiate
computing faciliticsin_short_;_emigres lareak of baSie
research (with only a few exceptions)_ arc ii;:.;.i:li,petitive_with the
West because the conditions essential for successful research arc
gcncrallylacking.

the ifoini of vicy ,,!'compa rat ivescience-pOliCy nalytk, tbe
npinums _of visiting foreign scientists have one adVainage infer
emigre writings: an hough_visitotscle_arly have less kii`oWledge
the detailed openiiion of I hescieni ific system:, they a re more likely to
hold -a balanced view,'' While visitors tend to confirm reports of
obStilele eVerinieritai equipment and computing facilities, a poor
scientific communication system, an over-developed bureaudaty,
and_ weak links between scientific research and iceliiiiiltigy=baSed
industry; they Aso recognize that in _several areas of science
(par(icularly the theoretical branches) the performance of Eastern,
litOci researchers has been amongst _the bestiin the wog ki, ni least
partly because young Scientists arc given a thorough grounding in
theory.

Prominent a intmg the mutiul ives aimed at promotingcollaborative
research has ,hcen the US-USSR_ Inter,Academy ExchatTe
PrOgraiii, which has beep, reviewed (together with other aspects of
Aiiierieari=-SOViet stientific collaboration) by :the US -National
Academy Of Seieii;eS.' American scientists who !Me ViSited tlie
USSR were asked in a post:d questionnaire to a_ssess_their
experienccs and to comment upon the quality of Soviet scientists
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and the strength of_ their respective oach
yielded useful qualitative pecr-evaluation data on a field
basis; for example. Soviet theoreticalphysicistsand mailicmat itantS
were judged to be among the very best in the wr-irld whik particle
physics was ge nerallyrega rded as hgging 'between five And len yzars
behind that_in_theUnited Statcs and Western Ettrope'_'8 Important
qUantitative information_was-also provided on Ainerican scientists'
perceptions of the Meta performance Of Soviet science: just under
80 percent-regarded llut Soviet Union_as less advanced scientifically
than the United Stales. However: little attempt has been:made to
reiale such opinion_ surveys to: more SyNIthintiti eVahlatinir_
Mriretwer; the extent:to which ihe yiews of Ameriean_SCiee.:ists
accord with those of:their-Soviet colleagues remains a mattr.r for
speculation,: since the Soviet Union decided it would bc
mapproprhite tbr a parallel Stirvey_of scientific:opinion: to be
undertaken by the Acaclemy:of Sciences in the USSR. Jcvcnfhcicss
aS I. R. Graham (rapporteur to the NAS review) has pOinted out.;
"this is the first attenipt made by qualified AMerieati Scientists_ to
evaluate Soviet sciace . systematically:1g Assush; it represents a

to the:literature on Soviet science.
A further source ofidata_is the series of macro-level statisties-Cin

pnblitaliOns and citations_ by:the Institute:tor Stientif:c
hiforination USD; is a:by7product of their Science citation _Indy'
(SC1)Attgrnpls to use such data to compare reseacch outputshave
been critieally received by many Western Seientists; who tend to
prefer traditional Methods for assessingresearch performance hased
on brptrt- peer-review. Yet ibe_analysis_of publication and eitation
data hat become widely_used as a method _of tomparint national
Scientific outputs; particularly_ since the app-enehifc &knee
Indicalnu _1972 of field-by-ficld: counts of the _scientific papers
published by the irijor industrialized countries;_and figures on the
freqhency,:with -which they are eited.2" According to those whet
produced these data;

rinhlication counts ,ere used asindicators of naliona!stientificnetiv4. %Silk
the citalion tottitis wcrc used as indicators of national scientific 'quality' r,r
'significance."

On these indicators; the USSR compares relatively poorly with w
other major eountries, and in partietilaritheUS. Such findingc Are
now intdotited into the con,entional wisdom of WeSItill AtittitC
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policy, as the following statement reveals:

fly -any measure serl.ether Nobel .prizes, frequency of _cUation by fellow
specialists origin of major hreaktbroughs. or simply-quantity of !publications
US scientists lead their Soviet colleagues en most disciplines. and in many there is
simply no competition:12

:Uncritical acceptance of these figures as, indicators of national
scientific performance is, Itc-vever, extremely dangerous, since the
151 data-base has intrinsic methodological- limitations. ThiS iS
especially _true for comparisons between East and West: the
coverage of journals in the SCI is very unevenly distributed across
countries, with English-language nations faring particularly well. In
physics, for example, while 160 Soviet and 191 US physks journals
were held in 1973 hy the extremely comprehensive-British tAirary
Lending Division;P only 14 of the Soviet journals (less than 10
percent) _compared with 40 for the US (oyer 20 percent) were
scanned by IS-I a discrepancy also-evident in abstract crtmts:24
Such bias is likely to lead to underestimates of SoViet pub!. -Rtion
output. If physics is typical, then Soviet , journals arc 7.11der-
represented by a factor of just over two. A recent study If the
adequacy of the IS! ciao as_ an indicator of relative inte: tional
scientific -activi:y was forced to-conclude that in 'the casr of the
USSR, the- ccrerage is so_ deficient that internal-ion:, -;ctivity
indicators based on this Soviet coverage- would bc rinusly
affected '25 Bias is aLsc inevitably present in the citation If less

than 10 percent of all S61 (but over 20% of US)_Physr: journals
ar z. scanned by ISI_, then Soviet physirs publications arc lrysing' a far
la rgccnumber of their citations (in the unseanned jour.lals) thanare
American ones. ISI-based data purporting to reveal the low'quality'
of Eastern,bloc science should thus be regarded with the same
scepticism as .:,ata on relative numbers of publications.

oveo: zonciusion_ is that the evidence _ available on the
Eastern-bloc science is not at present snfficiently

,;?Ible to support the critical views -often heard in- the West.
Publication and citation data apparently- corroborate the views of
emigre scientists; the impressions gained by Western visitors; and
thc general findings of Western surveys of RZtr D oMput._Yet this
dOes not necessarily mean that the collective picture is a faithful one;
since sources all have major biases and technical limitations.
Is it possible to conduct mo systematic studies of scientific
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rerformance that ar t.iless susceptible to 'bias', and which
ii,crefore;:be as acc, uabk to the rcientific comniiiiiity and Science-
policy analysts in Ih. : rn-hloc countrics as they arc in thc West?

An Alternotice_Framcwork_for the
Evaluation of Research Performance

The results of work at thc Science Policy Rescarch_Unit over i he last
kven yeark suggest that_such evaluation techniqucs cart indeed be
developed, Inwhat follows; We describe arl approach, _based On A
number of 'partial incheators of seicntifie progress, roe inakihg
comparisons of major experin:ental facilitiCS (high-energy physics
accelerators) and-Of the scientists whouse them.
: I ligh=entegy physics exemplifies -'curiosity-orir.itcd iscicnee

that is, research funded primarily because of ng ill-Att;.011% it is
likely _lo make to the advance 1- rowledir akil kadS to
sulstantial educa(ional 1,-...nelits Ion n highls, wined
scientific personnel), to various t,:. technological 'spin-off',?'
and even to -broader political benefits_ such_ asincreased national
prestige and imp_roved_ international cooperation. Yet these
secondary reasons cannot explain why,overthe last decade, nation:4
have spentatound S1,000m a year onit he subject." Oiit ASSCSSment
therefore focuses: on- the contributions to scientifk! _knowledge
('teientifie --contributions) associated with diffcrent high-energy
physics accelerators.
_ In_prcvious_work; we have developed a _'nielhod of converging
pArtial _ indicators' for con:caring, scientific: contribUtiOnS. The
method employs various partial indicators of the scicriti fie _progress
made by titers of differeM research facilities:_puHication counts-,
eitatirnt Statiktics (total citalions,eitations per paper; and numbers of
highly cited_papersou'discoveries'); and _extensive neer=evaltiation
rankings oflhe relative outputs of the facilities llteSt
be applied totnatcheJ groups of -researchers using similarresearch
fatihties-and puhlishin in essentially the_.:;,_:,hic body of journals,In
tath Of tin, three Big Science_specialties in whoch_we have used the
mcd_toiLacettnin convergence between the_ results based oh each
partial indicaior_ has been obtained:: reasonably tidaMbignous
conclusions can then be drawn about the relative contributions to
scientific progress from each experiMentaI_ facility.n The main
eleineittk -of the method are summarized in Tabk I
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Td ISLE I
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Our approadt in this study was:to klentify thc inrn Eastern41Ot
expciiniental high-enagy facilities and thcn to ant-ware their
scientific outputs with dim from the nearest egnivalent
the West . rhedata-base for the publitation and citatiiiiiiindicators
has been ca refully examined tti assess the extent olany bias aga inst
Eastern-bloc science; and hence oversome,as far as possible, the
main probleinS:With previous:use of such data Thesebibliomettie
data :arc triiiiplencnted by:a survey:of scientific opinion On the
relative performance of Eastern=bloe acceleratorS, involving
interviews with nearly 200 high-Etnergy physicisisin _both East and
West; again,_the reStiltS %vete earefullyanalyzedforany systematic
bias. Although th-cit ait definitely biases in all the output indicateit,
one can ettiniate theirapproximate_ magnitudes and so aliti* for
their effeets_Theindicators. where theyconverge, can then be Used
to strawiwhatiwe believe are-reasonably accurateconcLusions_ablut
theirdativc performance of Soviet and East European experimental
high-energy physics. Mot appears to he noireiNson in principle why
such an evaluaticia toiild not be applied to other areas of Eastcrn-=
blec Werke.

Eastern-Bloe Accelerators and their Closest Competitors

1-ligh-energy physics has been comparatively supported in beth
East and West. In Western nations, it has at times accounted for 40
percent or more of total state expenditures_ on basic natural
science." Initially, during the 19505 and early 1960s, this favoured
position seems to have stemmed from an implicit belief that
significant contributions would bc made to nuclear-energy
reSearch." When this belief_later became untenable, high=energy
physicists began to emphasize the 'fundamental nature of the field .
and its potential contributions to other sciences.31 In the Eastern
bloc, such considerations have gone hand in hand with matters of
national prestige. (Great effort for example, was Put into ensuring
that the Setpukhov facility, then_the highest-energy accelerator in
the world, was ready in_ 1967 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
the Russian _revolution.) As a resultaccording to the senior
American high-energy physiciSt. R. R. Wilson, 'the scope of the
accelerator laboratories in the USSR is comparable to that *of thc
American awl European programs'.32_

Table 2 lists the main Eastern-bloc accelerators operating from
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TABLE 2
F.astern-RInc Areeleralors and Their Closed Glowed-fors, 19611412

Acicralol Dale or First
Operation

Ream Energy
((eV)

Approihnn le Cost
(US sinr

PROTON >25(1eV
Serpukhov (USSR) 1967 76 100
CER N PS (W. Filmpe) 1959 28 45
Drookfraven AOS (USA ) 1960 33 31
CERN1SR (W. Europe) 1971 _31 75
Fermilah (USA ) 1972 500 250
CERN SPS (W. Europe) 1976 500 250

PROTON <250eV bid >5Gey
Dublin (E. Europe) 1957 In ....3nr
moscow(ussR) 196) 71' 2nr
Berkeley (USA) 1954 6 34
Arrnue ZUS (I)SA) 1963 13 50
Rutherrord (UK) 1%3 7 28

ELECTRON >50eV
Yerevan A R IA (USSR) 1967 6 10r "
Carnhridge CEA (USA) 1962 6 12
HamhurgOESY (FRG) 1964 7 19
SLAC (Slanford) (USA) 1966 22 114
DarcstiOryNINA (UK) 1966 5 12
Cornell (USA) 1967 12 12

LINEAR e- .5CreV
Kharkov (USSR) 1964 2 s 10r
Stanford Mk III ((JSA) 1952 L2 7
Orsay (France)

c4e7 COWDERS _

1959 2.3 14

Novosibirsk (n) VEPPI :7_ 0.16 7
(USSR) (h) VEPP 2 1965 0.5 27

(c) VEPP 2M 1974 0.7 ?
(d) VEPP 3 1970 3 ?

. (e) VEPP 4 1979 7 20r
Orsay (a) ACO 1965 0.5 2
(France) N OCT 1976 1.8 13
Frasnl rA DONE (now 1969 1.5 19
Stanford!SPEAR (USA) 1972 4 24
Ilanthirrg DORIS (FRG) 1973 5 45

a. Actiontpriccs (unacijeoted for inflation) based on nfficial exchange rates:
Suhsemiently raised un In GeV. 1 _

c. Estimates only; hmed on the costs of simihir l'etlern mitaines.
it A smaller Soviet electron synchrotron at litnIsk cost Iwo !Mallon rouhks. Since lhe capilal

cost of an actelerror increases apprnximalely linearly with energy. one wouhl cipeci the Yerevan
Otitiron synehrolion with five times 1he energy ref the Tomsk accelerator In -havc arm
appmiumaiely five times as much i.e. ten million dollars. if one assunses an exchange rate of 1
roulik 1111546114r.

e. This bborainry didverate a sonsUercogitter in theearly 1960s.tnit il 'PA Wed Mitre at a lesi-
hed for acceleralor physics than as an expetnnentai high-energy physic:A **arch bleak*.
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1960 to_ 1982, together with their nearest equivalent_ Western
competitors. "lhe list includes virtually all the,world's largeSt
acceletatOr Ali the Eastern-bloc facilitieS ait in the
SOViet Union; while the maM Westernaccelerator Centres arein the
US and Western Europe. Since_ 1967;_the _largest Eastern-bloc
facility has been the Soviet T6 GeV (billion or giga-electron voltS)
proton synchrotron operated bridle, Institute for High=Entegy
PhyMtt (1HEP) at Scrpukhov. From 1967 to 1972, thiS WaS the most
poweerill accelerator in ithe _world, just as the 10 _GeV
synchrophasotron at the international Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research (JINR) at Dolma had been fora brief period towards the
end of the 1950S.34 An-Other major proton accelerator is t he T Gdy
(subserpiently upgraded_ to 10 GeV) machine Operated by__ the
InStitiite frir Theoretical and Experimental Physies (ITEP);
Moscow: As _for ihe electron machines, there_are the 6 GeV
synchrotronat Yerevan in Armenia; the2 GeV linear accelerator at
Kharkov in the Uktaine,and various electron-positron -collider* at
Novosibirsk in Siberia. Table 2 classifies the variousiatteleratOrs
accOrding to energy,range and particles accelerated; thiSheing_the
MOSt obviousway of identifying the main sets of coMpcting facilities;
Thus; the Serpukhov accelerator is most directly_comparable with
the slightly older and lOwer-energy_synchrotrons at CERN- ((he
Proton Synchrotron or CERN___PS) and_ Brookhaven National
Lab-Mat-dry (the Alternating_Giadient Synchrotron ot AGS) on die
t.JS EaSt Coast, as well as the-CERN Intersecting Storage Rings
(ISR) and_ the 'Super' Proton-_Synchrotrons_at _CERN (thc CERN
SPS) and Fermilab in the US Mid-West, Similarly; _the Dubna and
Moscow proton accelerators can becompared with the machinet at
Arpnrie National Laboratory near Chicago" and Rtitherford
Laboratory in Britain; with the slightlyolderBevateiiii at Berkeleyin
California; and to_ a certain extentiwith the somewhat larger_ but
contemporary CERN PS and Brookh;Wen AGS. Among electron
machines, the -YeireVan synchrotronhad sevcralivirtually identical
tiValA at Cainbridge in Massachusetts, at ithe German Electron
syhthibtion Laboratory (DESY) near Hamburg, arid at Daresbury
Laboratory in Britain:36 Thp higher=energy syncheatr-on _at Cornell
University and the lintat acceicratOr at__ the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC) _in California also, provide useftil
comparisonS. The Kharkov electronlinearacceleracor iS vetySinidat
to Machines operated for many years by Stanford UniVersity (the
Mark IEI); and by the Orsay Laboratory in France. Finally; the
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Novosibirsk electron-positron colliders can be comparediwith t hnSe
operated by Orsay, Frascati Laboratory (in Italy), SLAC; and
DEW

IlittV great have beet, the scientific _contributions from these
Various Eastern-bloc accelerators; especially :from the principal
machine al_ Serpukhov, compared "with those from (heir WeStern
counterparts? A recent official -US Congress Report concluded (On
the basis of rather limited evidence) that 'to date, few significant
physi6 diStriVeries have been_ attributed to research _conducted on
SOViet accelerators.'" How accurate is this assessment?

Accelerator Outputs

Scientific Pt tblirations

Publication_countsareone of thernost frequently used, but also most
problematic, indicators of sdemific output. Their use as an output
indicator rests on the assumption that scientists (in basic research at
least) prefer to present the end-result of most researdtin scholarly
publications. Not only is this thought_ to be an effective way to
transtnit information io the scientific community, iut it also
constitutes an important means of securing recognition in that
community; furthermore, it acts as a convenient accminting device
for funding agencies in ensuring that scarce resources have been
effectively used.

Because of the differing institutional, social and political pressures
to publish in different countries, publication counts need to be
undertaken with considerable care (bb t h technical and
conceptual)." It must be recognized, for example, !hat publications
do not all have an identical impact on the advance of scientific
knowkdge, and that the same results are sometimes republished in
different forms (often first in conference proceedings, and later in a

journal). Moreover, in attempting to compare the scientific otdputs
of different research facilities, one must ensure that only like is
compared With 'like'; for exanwle, the apparently greater
publication output of one high ettergy physics laboratory compared
with a rival operating_similar research facilities may be becausethe
former has a large theory group attached (theorists tend to publish
rather more frequently than experitnentalists)."

In comparing publication Outputs, we have tried to cnsure that our
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methods are as unbiased as possible. _Only high-energy physics
paperS reporting new (that is,previously un published) experimental
data have been_included; Preprints and conference papers were
excluded since revised yersions are generally publiShed utd. And,
since we are only comparing experimental outputS(-Which_provide
the rationale for tonstructmgeostly accelerators),_we have excluded
an theritetital, instrurnentaland review papers. We also attempted
to ensure full coverage of all the main E-astern7blot and WeStern
journals: This was done hy asking physicists to identify the loin-Oats
used to publish the bulk of experimental high-energy physics results;
analysis of the results showed_ that _most_papers arc ipublished iii
cicvcn tiri6jcie international journals (listed in note (b) to Table 3).
Four of the journals are Soviet; five are West European,and tWti are
American: We scanned all these _jpunials_ from 1961 tii 1982_,
classifying experimental high7_energy physics papers in_ terms of the
accelerator (or accelerators sec nole(e) to Tabk 3) used.° The
reStil tingpubl ica tin n listwas then c ross7checked against various data
compihtions and listsof papers provided by research laboratritieS.
This search yielded about five percent more items: son* Of IheSC
involved borderline decisions on whether the resultsreported were
'experimental' or 'high-energy physics (if there was any doubt; (hey
rotteintitornd); the remainderwere in journals other than the eleven
tearined_Thefi nal totals for each accelerator are shown in Table 3.

Before examining the figures, we must look critically for pottihre
smitten of bias._ One may arise from:journals that _have_ not_ been
scanned in particular, national physics: journals and those of

Stiviet Republics:" Whereas such journals _probably
accoontt for lOpercent orless of all experimentaltigh=tnergy physitS
publicatims in the West, the-corresponding figure in the EaSt is
likely to Pe rather higher. This is especially_ thie for iSmaller
accelerators such as Those at Kharkov and Yerevan:(ttte users of
which tiiitittiities publish in the _Ukraine Physics. Journal and the
Proceedings ofihe Armenian Academy ofSciences respectively), and
forDubna, where visitors from Eastern Europe publiAti at leatt toMe
papers in domestic physics journals. The effect is probablY greateg
for Kharkov, where wetstimate that up_ta25 percentofpapersare
published in unscanned journals;_bui for thc Serpukhov, Moscow
and NriVoSibieSk facilities, theifigure appears to be only 10 to 15
percent,41 much closer to the _value for WeStettli acCtletakirs,
Although we have made some attempt_to include such ptiblications
by using various othcr publication lists (sec note (b) to Table 3), our
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YM11.F. 3
Nurnberg Of Experiniental nigh -Energy Pby_sks Paper? Puhlkhed IttInlernallonal

JonntaleidurIngilie__rreteding Tirci Years
Arcerimme 1962 1964 1966 1966 1970 1972 1974 1976 19711 19110 1982

PROTON 52500/
Serptiklinv - - - -,-- 129 163 109 123 136 129 HO
CERN PS 37 157 211 215 236 254 229 278 246 108 67
Brookhaven AOS 17 511 127 166 178 150 153 93 60 51 31
CERN1SR 21 36 56 51 51 62
Fermihb :: 5 107 176 162 179 116
CERN SW'S 26 78 130

PROTON <25Gey
Dubna 69 64 42 33 34 22 ?.".! 29 36 24 19'Ammo 1 i 7 i 1 5 15 27 24 24 43 36 24 24 15
Berkeley :± -_-_-_ 141 122 82 95 83 60 34 13 10 5 -3A rgonne ZOS 13 55 RR 97 102 66 57 29 21
Rutherfnrd _ :. 17 21 23 26 32 20 20 22 2

ELECTR ON '.....5fie V
Yerevan ARIA _ _ ..._ 2 10 7 -7 9 I I 10
CanthridgeCEA _ 11 16 35 22 10 -- -
;lambing OESY _ I I 39 24 37

_8
33 22 17 4 1SLAC _ ___ _ - - 21 54 82 74 7_9 68 33 15

Darethury NINA _ _ - 9 14 13 10 10 12 5
Cnrnell - - - 14 17 14 IR IR R 3

1,1NEAR e <5CieV
Kharkov - - - 6 20 31 23 29 IR 22 14
Stanford Mk ill 14 19 22 IR 12 6 2 1 - - -
Orsay

e `e- COLLIDERS

2 11 11 11 5 4 3 - -

Novosibirsk - - - 3 1 9 1 % 0 6 4 10
O k a y ACO DC1 _ _ 1 7 4 4 4 2 6 9
EntscatiADONE 5 16 26 17 12 10 5
Stantord SPEAR 4 30 36 21 25
!Iambi trg 17OR IS I 10 30 16 10

i. 114h-energy physier is defined hem as physics carried out with accelerators able In prodiic
primary rankles at an energy higher than I (kV, Experimentar higneaatookinka ini0ja are
those which- contain new (i.e.i previously unpubfkbed) experimental &in We haie excluded
thertreticaL papers, revisns or compilations of data preprints brUik tinkles conference
pmccedings and theses. Alsoexcluded are papersonmstnunentationnitclem kvel structure, and
studimol cosmic rays.

ptilditatkin list wallikrived by scanning the following journals:Soviet Phylirs-LETP;
JETT tetters;SimietIournalof Nnt-kar Physics:Soviet Phpip-Dokiady; Nurkar Physic (snd
before that, Phtekor Pftnics); P4sie.!_ Letters _11 (and before that; Ph)sic-xi-wit** Miena
Gmento: Lettere ni Nnorn anemic, Timical Review _a (and before that rhoiral Rerien)
rhpical Review Lenerc and Zeinchriftfar rhyxiik C. Additional infornktinii tan* brim Annual
Reports andpuhlication lists proskted bythe vanma labnratories, arid data en-40020(mssuch as
Panicle Data:Group: An WiledCianpiturinn tif Experimental WO- &Pew Piton.:Literature
(Berkeley, Calif Lawrence _Berkeley Lalitiratory, 1-1)11,-90, MM. As a result, the final
publications list enritains a small number of papers pubfishedin a variety of other journals.

c. All the papers were scanned to establish which accelerator was used to obtain Me
eineriiiiental results. In a small number of cans (2 A MonOre t hin one :tcclertitor *as nixed. For
such cases, each accelerator used was credited with that paper.
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Overage of them is_ still rather incomplete. When the overall
cov_erag_c_of papers from Western accelerators (90 to 95 percent) iS
compared with that for papers from Eastern-bloc facilities (between
75 and 90 percent), it tan be seen that a bias of some LO to 15 percent
remains against the latter (and rather more in the case of Kharkov):

A second _potential source of bias lies in differing publication
praetkes._Pressures to publish may be greater in the West (because
of _the use of_ publications to determioe promotion and p; oject
funding), and __this inlay lead ireSearchers to break up their
experimental data into several short articles when a single
suz)st ant ial paper would_ suffice, or to publish results prernatu rely to
athieVe priority', in the East; priority is achieved hy submitting
work to s:_ne commiuces charged with strutiniting research resultS
before publication can take place. The- long process of publication,
beginning with formal defence of work within thelaboratory, and
the need tO Obtain-the signatures of senior_ administrators; may thus
nOt_ only reduce the relative_ number of-publications-hut nnyove
their OVeraliquality, IlinVCVer; such effects should he revealed in the
dta lion _data; since onc would expect longer, more substantial, and
higher-quality papers to, earn ilibte tittilicitit. (This question is
considered later in nOte 54.1

A third -sOkirc, of bias is_that it has become customary for certain
EaStern-bloc researchers to_ publish their results twice once in
Riissianin a Soviet journal; and once in English in a West European
one: This particularly affecA Serpukhov, and, according to
physicists- interviewed in Eastern Eiirope, tends to arise most in
East-Mest-tollatitirations. We estimate that this introduces a bias in
jaoant Of Seepukhov 6;10 percent or_so,42 which :lmost cancels out
the-first source of bias discussed above:

FinaIly, our figures are in general biased against those facilities
that are used for typu of research other than high-energy (particle)
physics (such as nuclear physics:or S)nchrotron-radiation__worL)
This -applies partitularly to:the:three electron lineataccelerators
and iin recent years has also hccome_the_case with the proton
acceleratorsat Dubna;_Moscow and Berkeley: Thus, in evaluating
the__high,energy physics _outputs of these attelerators,- we are
considering only part of the research work they Undertake. _(The
distribution of activity;it such facilities-around the world:is probably
much the same, so this source of bias may not be particularly
important.)

Given these reservations, what do the figures in Table 3 tell uS?
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Although the annual output of papers froM SerpilkhOV has_beenjust
over twice as great as that from the CERN intersecting Stonige
Ring4 ,4'_ it v-vas appreciably less than from not only theilarger
Ferinilab accelerator butalso the lower-energy machintS al CERN_ _ _

and (initially) at Br nkhaven (until its prriduttivity plummeted in
the mid,1970s as AmcricaqicxperimenialiStS Migtated to the more
powerful facility at rrnil th Simih ly the outputs from the
Dubna, and partienlarly the Moscow_;_accelerators were in general
considerably smaller llian__thosc from the nearest equivalent
Ainericin _maims atBerkeley and Argonne (and ohly a fraction of
I hitsc ftom Bic somewhat higher-energy CERN PS and 13rOok haven
AGS accelcia tors), although they were roughly Similar to thrtt from
the British_ accelerator at RutheriordLaboratory Such an
imbahnee also appears tor the workrs main electron accelera:ors.
The Synehrotron at Yerevan produced relatively kw,papett,:leSS-
eVen than the Daresbury machine. Indeed, of Millie Eaktern.bloe
accelerators; only that at Kharkov appeacs to haVe prriduced a
comparatively high number of research paperSi(thoughlhis maybe
less i reflection Of its relatiye_efficiency tban_th ac4e f that, b ythe

.early 1970S the-interest of high,energy Thysictsts m (he West bad
nitived Oh from the rival facilities al Stanfordllniversity and OtSay to
Otheraccelerators)

Even allowing for the_ possible hias ofup id 15 petritiit_diScussed
earlier; it must he concluded that,ioverall; the pUblkation output
from the Eastern=bloc ace& ratoi.s is low in woad:terms typically
a hoot of two below that of equivalent Western facilities hi
part kola ri neither Dulmainor to a ksscr extent . StrptikhOV,-SeehiS
lb have capitalized _on their temporary pusitions at the highest7
energy machines in theworld in the same way that, in their respective
periods; the CERN PS and Brookhaven AGS. and later the
Fermilab accelerator. appear 16 have done. However; publication
totintS titi their-own are only_ a_ yery limited indicator of Stientifie
etintributions. We nt edto know more about the relative iMpatt nn
the advance_o_fseientific knowledge-_a thek! papeit. It may well be
that; because the career structures of Easter .; bloc Seientists are less
subject toithe 'publish or perish synditiMe; they_baye tended, ito
publish only more substantial papers-If ihe contribution toSeienlifie
pojvc:cmadc by Eastern-Moe Papers has on average, indeed been
higher than that hy _Wcste -n papers, then this might OffSet _the
generally mud) lower publication outpin of Eastern-bloc
accelerators. Is there any evidence for Such a countervailing effect?
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Overall Impact cif Scicntifk Puhlirations

In_ an attempt to provide a means of -*righting' publicat;ons
accorthng to their relative contribution to the advance of knowledge,
seiencelmlicy analysts have in recent years turned, to citation
daM.1-lowever, as we have argued elsewhere,'" citation figures
provide not so_ mucb_an indicator of the quality' or Importance'
of_papers,_ as of their 'impact' on the advance of knowledge. A
high-quality paper in a stagnating -field may contribute little
to the advance of knowledge, and hence receive _less citations
than a paner of similar quality in a _more active field. A papers
'importance is the influence it would achieve were scientific
communication completely free from institutional, social and
political constraints. Thus, a -potentially very influential paper
may go urumticed and uncited if it isiwritten in an obscure journal
by a not-very-prominent author, or in a_ non7English language; A
publication's 'impact', in_contrast, describes its actual influence
on the advance of knowledge, and it is this for which citations provide
a (partial)indicator.45_

The citation records of each of thc experimental publication:, in
our list were obtained by manual scanning of the scum _thc years
1961-82. Unlike computer scanning this method enables nmst of thc
technical problems associated with thc Sa (misspelt names,
incorrect references,_aniho on see Table 1) to be easily overcome.

theSCI covers the eleven main- international high-energy
physics journals; as well as most of the- subsidiary journals
occasionally used by Western high-energy physicists.__the citation
data lor_ accelerators- in the _Wes(should_ be between 90 and 95
percent complete (like the_ publica(ion (otals). In contrast, the
citationelatafor Eastern-bloc accelerators arc almost certainly much
less complete.

There are three main sources of likely bias. First, there are the
papers in our-list that 'lose' citations from articles_ in journals not
scanned by 151. We have seen that _lira° 20 percent or so of Eastern,
bloc papers arc published, not in thc eleven major international
journals, but inthe national physics jou rnalsof either East European
states_ (which are generally scanned by -1S1), or of individual Soviet
Republics (which are not). Citations from articles in _these latter
journals are 'lost'. On the basis of the estimate that 10 to 20percent of
high-energy physics papers in the Eastern bloc arc published in
unscanned journals, wc can expect a bias of similar magnitude in the
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citation counts;" although il is likely to be under 10 percent for the
moreinternational accelerators (Serpukhov and Dubna) since these
cal-ma large; fractionof their citations from Western journals; nearly
all of which-(for this field at:least) are scanned by1S1, _

A second bias involves those_experimental publications omitted
from our list altogether;_these 'lose' all their citations. If such
publications werc on_ average cited with the -same frequency as
publications in the list, the resulting citation bias against Eastern,
bloc accelerators would be of the same magnitude as that in_ the
publication dale' that is, la to C5 percent ; and slightly more than
20 percent intbe_casenfitharkav and Yerevan. liowever, itis.clear
from our data on_papers published in the physics journals of Soviet
Republics that these are cited far less often :than papers_ in_ the
international journals (which have-a larger audience an& therefore
reach more potential citers)." Vience;_ this particular bias is
somewhat smaller,_ perhaps 10percent or less.°

A third possible source ofbias, which is rather harder ta estimate,
is thalpapers published in the main Soviet journals tend to contain
less references on_ average than those-in equivalent Western
journals. Full-length Soviet papers typically contain_around three-
quarters as many references as Western articles; and 'letters' only
half as many." There are three possible explanations: either
Eastern-bloc_physicists draw lessheavily on previous kesults-bccause
such_work has less impact on them; or they cite fewer references
because their own literature is not so extensive as that of the West_;
and therefore contains kwer potentially citable articles;ar theyare
more-discriminating in their use of references.lf the last is true; then
each Eastern-bloc citation implies agrealcrdegree of indebtedness
thaaa Western_citatiom This would suggest that, in comparing the
relative scientific impact of research between East and West; ant
should 'weight' Eastern-blot citations more heavily. Assuming an
average figure (for both full-length articles and 'letters') for the East/
West 'weight' ratio of about two,thirds implies that 'unweighted'
citation data will be biased by 11 percent against the Eastern bloc.
However; _Easteribloe research earns a substantial fraction of its
citations from artiles in_ Western_ journals, thereby reducing the
effect to nearer 20percent . Even this is probably an over ,es_timate of
the residual-bias, sincc the first explanation of the lower number of
rekrences in Eastern-bloc papers (previous_ work having _less
impact) is at least_ partly Nati& Moreover, the bias should _fic
considerably smaller for work of international intereSt (Such as that
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atSerpnkliov),since this will be referred to miire equally by Westeri;
and Eastern-authors.

Taking all three sources_ of bias together,5_1 it, appears that:an
overall eitation bias against-Eastern-bloc accelerators- in the tetioli
or 30 to 50 percent right be expected; the larger mathiiitS peribably
fall in Abe lower part of this range, and the sniallei blies in_ theupper
part: 'This means, for example, that the cerudecitationfigures for the
Kharkov accelerator shouldhedoubkd. while those for Serpukhov
or MI-WM Should be increased by just_ under a half. Stith biaSeS
thotild be borne in mind when examiningTable 4.

Table_ 4 presents the numbers of citationS aChieved by each
accelerator over fou-r=year periods froM 1961 Onwards as listed in
even-year editions df the SC1._The figures suggest that publivations
horn SerpirkboV had the_greatest impact between _1974 and 1976,
theSt Citations being to experiments in: the early 1970s when the
accelerator was briefly the workl's highe*energy inathine. Overall,
however, the impact _of Scrpukhov 1 dribliCations over the
accelerator's first twelve years appears_ to have been very much less
(even allowingfor a possible 30 percent bias) than papers:from the
16We:energy _CERN _PS_and Brookhaven AGS accelerators Ottr
theie first twelve years, and evensmaller than the Woad Of papers
from_the Fermilab accelerator. Similarly the iiiiMber of _citations
earned by publications from the Dubna and_MOSCowaccelerators is
approximately,an order of magnitude lcs.c than thatior theCERN PS
and the BrOokhaven AGS._even_after allowing for bias. These tWb
Eattern-bloc machines have also made considerably lett itilliatt than
similar_acceleratorszt Berkeley and Argonne and prObably Slightly
less even than the Rutherford Nimrod accekrator_._Similarly; the
impact of the Yerevan accelerator has been anorderof magnitude
less than all -flit other large _ election_ _accekrators (except for
DareSbiny). The various Novosibirsk machines have done little
better._ with_an_impact an orderiof magnitude less than those_ at
Stanford and Hamburg; The-gap between the KharkOV atceterator
and its rivalis somewhat smaller, but this thay bd becausebilk West
this isailiculat tifergy-region was fairly thoroughly explored during
the 1960s i and because by _the _early 1970s the intereStt Of
diperimentershad switched elsewhere;

Overall; then, we conclude that. _although the Serpukhov
accelerator achieved a relatively high impact diking the first half of
the 1970s.lhe evidence points to this Wing hcenexceptional among
Eastern=bloc accelerators. Even allowing for the various sourcet of
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iTMWE-4
Numbers of Citations to Experintental-JOarnii1ArIkIes

rublisbed During the PreredIng_Ennt TtarS

1964 1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982

PROTON >250eV
Serpuk hew _ = - 139 1273 :482 491 318 311 301
CERN ES

_.--E-

375 1280 1327 1195 1153 1322 1135 1174 774 250
Rreiok have a ADS 597 1265 1350 12(12 959 757 779 419 174 116
CERN ISR = - - 271 825 706 590 443 528
Ferinilab - - = 19 778 1903 2622 1318 804

317 523 801
PROTON <250cV

Diibiii 73 116 64 -' 31 37 66 47 44 34
Moscow 40 50 _-_25 i23 31 42 58 17 34 26
I1erkelcyil_ 909 780 497 517 353 2(6 -6-1 57 25 16
Argonne WS - 54 248 399 4R5 467 360 40 312 113

_ _Rutherford ;: 102 176 139 97 Iti 60 51 93 37
E1ECTRON>50eV

Yerevgn A RUS :-: . 0 9 14 8 5 28 32
Cambridge CEA 33 146 I98 469 105 :47 15 ,- --11iiiibing DESY 18 104 279 246 181 RR 97 :14 : 3
SLAC - - 95 457 671 664 466 420 328 129
Daresbury NINA 49 73 171 41 19 15 13
Ciniiel1 87 72 105 1114 R2 4R 9

LINEAR e- <50eV
Khalkov- -. , 5 1;-. 31 71 25 t 21 19 29
StanfOrd Mk III 119 178 220 1 r' 'A 16 9 6 -7- -
Orsny _ .

e'eTCOLLJDERS

17 40 36 15 7 13 6 - -

Novosibirsk _ 40 27 :29 31 / 6 in 13
Orsay ACO + DCI _ _ 16 119 107 5R 24 21 34 42
FrascatiA DONE _ _ _ 5 63 170 231 -49 45 _: 28
Stanford_SPEAR _ _ - 6 866 826 363 304
!lambing DORIS _ _ - .- il 90 357 462 115L

Mite: These figures were obtained by manual scanning of the Srimiee Citation Index.

bias,, their inipact on the advance of iknowledge high-encrgy
physics e-Cii* in general; to have been unifortrily low compared
with their Western equivalents. Such a conchisitin is not,_however,
th_e_only possible one: for example, citation totals may he hrgely
determined by the scale of research actiiiity_ateach accekratOr; and
because this isgenerally smaller in the Eastern bloc, this May be the
reason for the toWer Citation figures To examine thiS possibility. we
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have cakulated (he average :number of citations per_ paper_jihc
'citation rate') for each accelcrator.52 These figures arc given in
Table 5.

Again the figures in Table 5 may be biased against Eastern-bloc
accekrators. Of the three sources of bias discussed for-Table 4. thc
second (papers omitted from_ our pUblicalmn list)_ is obviously
unimportant, sinceit merely reduces thesamplesize foraveraging,"
As we saw earlier, thc total estimated bias from the other two sources

TABLE 5
Average Nunther ClIalions Per Paper for Journal Articles

_Published During_lbt Preceding Four Veins
1964 1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 19811 1982

PROTON >25GiV
Serpa hov - 4,8 1.0 2.8 _2:1 1.2 1.2 1.3

- - - (10:7) (6.4) (4:6) (3:9) (2.6) (2.3) =
CERN PS 13 35 31 2.6 2.3 2.7 2.2 2. 2 2.2 1.4
Brookhaven MIS 8:0 6:8 4.6 3.5 2.9 2.5 3.2 2.7 1.6 1.4
ir.P.RNISR
reiniilAh_ _

,
.--.-

-
-

-
-

12.9
3.8

14.0
6.9

7.4
6.7

5.4
7.3

4.4
3.7

4.7
2.7

CERNSPS = = - - - - 12.7 5 2 3:8

PROTON <25Ge V
Diihna 0:5_ 1:1_ 1).9 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.3 117 0.7 0.8

(0.8) (1.)) (1.8) (1.2) (1.0) (2.3) (1.9) (2.1) (2.0) -
Moscow 0.5 1.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.7

(2.0) (2.5) (1.0) (0.6) (3.5) (1.0) (1.0) -. _-_
Berkeley 3.4 3.8 2.8 2.9 2.5 2.3 1.3 2.5 1.7 2.0
Argonne 7-GS - 4.2 3.6 2.8 2.6 2.3 2:1 3.2 3.6 2.3
Rutherford - 6.0 4.6 3.2 1.9 2:1 1.1 1.2 2.2 1.5

ELECTRON>5GtV
Yerevan A R US _ _ - 0./1 0.8 0.6 0.3 lA 1:5
Cambridge CEA 3.0 5.4 3.9 3.0 3.3 3.9 2.3
14amhurg OESY _ 1.6 6.1 4.4 4.0 2.6 1:6 2.5 0.7 0.6
SLAC 4.5 & 1 4:9 4:3 3.0 2.9 3.2 2.7
Daresbury NI N A - - - 2.1 2.7 2.3 1.$ La 0.7 O.
Cornell - - - 6.2 2.3 3.4 3.3 2.3 111 0.8

LINEAR e- <5GcV
Kharkov _ 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.$
StanfordMk III 3.6 4.3 5.5 3.8 35 2.0 = -
Orsay

e'e" COLLIDERS

1.3 111 1.6 0.9 0.8 1.9 0.9 _ _ -

Novosibirsk - - 13.3 611 1 9 1.1 - 1.0 1.0 1.1_ _ _
(2.8) (3.6) - (2.5) (1.3)

Orsay ACO 4- DEI _ _ - 14.9 9.7 7.3 3.0 33 4.3 211
Fraseat i ADONE _ _ _ 1.0 3.0 4.0 5.4 1.7 2.0 1 11
SianiordSPEAR _ - - - 25.5 12.5 6.4 6.6
Hamburg nom _ _ _ - 8.2 $1.9 10:2 4:4

Now: These statistics arc based on the data contained in Tables 3 and 4. Thc figures in_brackets
refer to Ihc average citation rates for just the arlicles published in Western jotirnalS:
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iS pr011ably in the range between 20 and 40 percent. 1 lowev_e_t% the
biaS Will Only be this large for papers published in _Eastern-bloc
journals; for papers published in Western journals, it should bc very
much smaller.

Table5 shows that papers from SerpukhoV initially achieVed quite
a high tithbon,rate higher for example; (han (hose from early
Wrirk al the CERN PS (the scale of research activity at the PS_was.
li-owever very much greater; as can be seen_from Table 3). Indeed.

for papers published in Western journals., the average- Seeptikhov
eita(ion rate came from_dosc to the initial rate fOr the CERN ISR and
ST'S. appreciably ahead of Fermilab and even the Brookhaven AGS.
It aiay be that the 'better one-iI.ird papers reporting early
Scrpukbov results were_channelled towards Western journals,
beca use physicists from Europe and the US were involved in many_Of
the early_ experiments. In contrast. (he Atittagt impact of the
remainingtwo-thirds of Serpukhov paperS appears to have been very
VOW indeed. As a result; apart from a brief period early in the 1970s ,

paperS from the_CERN PS and the Brookhaven AGS seem to have
had a greater average impact (han (hose from Set pukhov , despite (he
latter's considerable advantage in terms of energy and MOre recent
construction.

101 the Other Eastern-bloc accelerators; papers from Duhna
MOScow. Yerevan_ and Kharkov _ all consistentlyt achieved _a
comparatively low impact; even after allowingfor i bias of upto 40
percent Only thc earliest papers from Novosibirsk had a itlatittly
high_average impact, presumably because_ that &Mid& Was birieny
(he largest such facility in the world, and erintrast with Dolma.
Whieli also temporarily held a world lead) its nsers exploited this
advantage__ by carrying out it least a few fund and important
experiments I lowever; this lead was:short7lived, arid, as Table 3
demonstrates only a, very small number of papers was published
durint, this period. Overall. thud-Ott. eVen after allOwing fox
pOSSible bias and the smaller scale of research activity, wc must
conclude that the average impact of publications from these
machines seems to have been low in world Icrins.54

llighly=Ciled Papers and Discoveries

A major criticism of all the out putindicators discussed 0 far iS that,
while they provide comparative data on the total output, of papers
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(most_of which, at best, add only a:small increment to the sum elf
scientific knowtedge),j they do _not_ necessarilyi reveal whieh
acceleratots have been responsible for theoccasional erheial hi even
'revolutionary' discovery. However, such diseiiVeries and also
slightly lower-level bin nevertheless important advances can
generally lie identified from data onbighly cited papets."_Outor out
liSt Of approximately 9000 articles published between 1961 and 1982,
the top2percent earned 30 or more citations in a year. (The tOtte.S=
ponding figures for the top 8 percent ,0.5_percent, and 12.5 pei-thit
are 15; 50 and 100 citations respectively.) Data oh these highly-cited
papers are given in Table 6.

We Should again note thtlikely bias in these figures.There ate IWO
possible will-cm: _ from papers excluded from our liSt; and frbm
papers which are included, but which 'lose' some of their citations,
The first is likely to have a negligible effect,_ since the more important
experimental results ate almost without exceptionpublished_in one
of the iiiajett ihterhati-onal journals," However, the setillid iA fat
from negligibleasmuclias 30 percent for the more
the Eastern-bloc facilities (Serpukhov and Dubna), and rather more
than this for the- othetS. The two right-hand_columns of Table 6
present the 'chide -data on highly_ cited papers adjusted to take
atetifiht of biases of 20 and 40 percent,

In its early years, the Serpukhov acceletatot produted i telatiVely
large number of highly cited papers Assuming i bias of
approxinultely 20 or 30 potent, its record over the period 1969-72 is
comparable witlithat of any_other majoraccelera tor:indeed; it was
responsible foe the only paper cited _over one hundred times in a
year." Since them, however; it has yielded a negligible -number Of
highly cited papers,_ far fewer_even _than the earlier-Vintage and
lower-energy CERN PS and Brookhaven AGS aceelerators, :et
alone- the -new machines at Fermilab and CERN. As for the other
Eastan=bkit accelerators;_their record is relatively poor, even after
adjUSting frir a_biasof 40 percent; Perhaps the best that Can be_Said iS
that some of them have come close to equalling the record of the less
successful of the main Western facilities.

Peer-Evaluation

Our previous studies have suggested that, While indicators based on
publication and citation counts provide essential information on
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TABLE 6 (contMoed)

1977-80
1%1-80 figuresadjusted for 1%1-40 figurestithlustr<1 for

1961-80 20% biassainst E. Europe

nil
15

nil
30

nil
50 100

na,
15

4a,
30

PROTON >25Ge V
erpukhov 0 0 : 1 9 4

CERN PS 13 13 2 1 0 103 19
Brookhaven AGS 0 0 0 0 103 M
CERN ISR 11 2 0 0 _52 18
Fermilab 40 10 5 1 115 39
CERN SPS 19 7 3 0 19 7

PROTON <25Ge V
Dubna 0 0 2 0
Moscow 0 0 0 10 0
Berkeley 0 0 0 52 6
Argonne 7.GS 3 0 0 26 3
Rutherford 0 0 0 10 0

ELECTRON >5G EV
Yerevan -AR US 0 0 I 1 0
Cambridge CEA 10 0
Hamburg DESY 0 0 3 0 13 1

SLAC 7 3 1 1 46 10
Dareabury NINA 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cornell 0 0 0 5 0

LINEAR e-<5Ge V
Kharkov 0 0 0 0 0
Stanford Mk III - - - - 17 3
Orsav

e'e' COLLIDERS
- 0 0

Novosibirsk 0 0 0 1

OrsayACO +DCI 0 0 0 0 5 1

Frascati_ADONE :1 0 0 0 6 2
$santoniSPEAR 19 3 0 0 42 15
HamburgOORIS 16 7 2 0 19 9

50 100

3 0
4 2

14 1

17 1

3 0

0 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
4 1

0 0
0 0

rat nas ni ni
12 24 40 80

32 6 /
1

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0
0

7

3

1

0
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relatiVe contributions to_ scientific progress they, must alWaySbe
ciiiisidered alongside peer-evaluation data. Tlik tririthiSirin
probably applies even more strongly to East=-WeSt eomparisons
where, as w't have iseen, the bibliometrit data are significantly
biased. I low, then,-in the opinion of highenergy physicists in the
EaSti aitd West, do the scientific outputs from Eastern-bIck
ateelerators compare with those from equivalent fatilitieS in
Western Europe and dm US?

Wc obtained peer-cvaluation data for all the hecelerators in the
present study by, interviewing 182" experimental and theoretical
high=t liergy_physicists during late 1981 and early,19R1 Our sample
eiiiiSiSIS Of 52 physicists in the US I 12 from six crnmt ries in WcAltill
Europe (including a number who had worked on emit riMentS in (he
Eastern bloc); and 18 from groups in three EAsfiCiitiVtAri triunt ries
regularly using accelerator% in the Soviet Union The intmiews
were inleff5iVe (typically lasting 1 to 2 liOtirS) arid Structured, being
based on A trirtimon scl of questions _but with some additional
qtkStiiiiiS fin Special groups_ol rescarchers After giving brief detail%
Of their background _and carter, interviewees were asked firSt tei
describe _their own researcl: and perceived contribirtiiiiiS to high-
energy physics; next, to identify the principal contribtitions of the
vlirious collaborations in which they had Wrirked; then those from
the atteletarotA they had used; and, finally, thcoveralicontributions
frOM the Wrirld's other major acrelentor facilities, this sequence
helped respondents prepare themselves for theilker:eValitatiiin
section of the intermiew,_ In this, , they were invited to rank the
accelerators at fourteen laboratoriesiin order, aetarding ta their
overall contributiOnS fp high-energy physkS _during the:period from
1969 to 1978 . RelatiVely few were able to rank all fourteen_in full
bedee frOM first to fourteenth: most regarded at lea5t to a$ haviog
made equivalent contributions, iparticularly among (horse IOW& in
thc order; others preferred to identify five or six diStiriet groups of
accelerators, and then to rank these in order. Only eight percent
found the _ranking too difficult, or refused for personal or
profeSSiOnal reasons. Welber.' calculated average omk ingson a stale
Of 1 (tOp) to 14 (hottom);" the results are given in Table 7.1(The final
column of the Table converts the overall tahkioo bad( into the
relative positions of the accelerators at the fourteen labora(ories.)

Although there was a slight tendency feir A merkans to rank their
own acCekrabirs rather moic highly than did West Europeans, and
vire verSa, the rankings by these two groups arc, overall, very
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The Western:rankings:are also fairly tilliSiAleht WO those
Mack by Eastern-bloc physicists, with two exceptions while the
latter gave virtually the same rankings tO the MiiScow and_Yerevan
accelerators as did Westerners, they ranked Somewhat higher the
work at Dubin' and SerpukliciV. EithccEast Europeans hold inflated
views Oh the past performance of these two machines; or Western
phySieists arc unaware of some, of their_ contritititions. Let zis
ccUrskler the first possibility. In: this survey as iii Others wc have
carried out, there is a small but significant tendency for researchers.
to irver-rate Me significance and contributions _from research
facilities they have used. Thus_;_for example. as Table 7 shows,
physidStS who have_ mantle Fermilab accelerator gmic it a 'self-
ranking of 2.fi significantly better than the 'we:ranking' of 33
given_ by those who have done their experiiiiental work elsewhere:

lowcver, it seems doubtful whether (his canexplain all the variation
between Eastern and Western rankings ofSerpukhov and Dubna: it
Ic id lviit is likely to be due loan:ignorance:effect anioirg Western
ph)Sidsts llow_cycr,_even ifone allowed for this, it wOtild only raise
Serpukhov from a position :to 5-etfchtli 001: With the_Cornell
accelerator to sixth equal with Argonne, Well_ behind the _main
Western protoniaccelcrators; and the Dubna _machine would only
rise from twelfth to eleventh equali_w_ith Daresbury, stilt behind
Arghiihe and Rutherford:(and_ almost: certainly the Berkeley
Beiation,_ if it had been_ included in_thc list). As- Mhscow and
Yerevan, physicists in both East and WeStagreed that their scientific
records O'ver the period l969-7. put them at the bottom of this list of
the world's highest-energy:accelerators."'

110w-to/et, Int peer-ranking data in Table 7_ only give a rather
gottem picture of the output from the acecleratorsat the fOurteen
labirratorics_Sincecermin laboratories, suth AS CERN aiid SLAG-,
op_mite sevcral _accelerniors, it was necessary to obtain more
specific information on scientistS' Perceptions of the _ relative
performance of individual aCCCleraiors: Thc dala also only repre-
sent:the jiidgements of scientists who have attempted,: for each
aetelerator laboratory, :to weigh:up the relativety Sinai! _number
of discoveries or major advances for whieli ii haS been responsible
with the very much greater number of toW-6e7kvel cotit ributionsi.m
Such general rankings arc not WithOut _utility, but_ more specific
datA Aft also required. We therefore focused in detail- n[lon six
Of the Wirrld'S principal proton facilities: the CERN lSR, PS and
Sf'S the Brookhaven AGS; and the Fermilab and Serpukhov
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synchrotrorm_ Ifigh,energy physicists were asked to assess these
on a ten-point scale (10 = most successful). distinguishing between
their records in making 'discoveries' and in producing 'more precise
measurements'. The results arc given in Tabte 8. For 'discoveries%
Brookhaven _was _consigently _placed ahead of the other five,
while the CERN PS was judged_ the most successful in terms of
!more precise measurements'. Again differences appear between
the views of Eastern-bloc researchers and those of Western

TAMER
Assessment s fon a III-potnI sealenof main proton accelerators in terms of (a)

'discoveries' (Ii) providing more precise measurements

II ICPSerpoichov

CER.Nrs.
(MeV)

Z: Brookhaven AGS
.c
14, (33ccv)
a CERN 'SR

(31-1-31GeV)4 .-
Fenortah_i..:
1_11(5(06e74/)

CERN srs
(WM-eV)

Serpa hem

CF.RN PS

Ilin6k haven AGS

CERN !SR

Fermitah

CERNSPS

Acmthtsh IIlh.L:n
t'bcIdstctn

SiU.
%Mc5
men1

Peer.
Acwu
nwn1

eratt
A.erage
Assets-
merits( 1m1ed

-States
WrMern
Europe

Eastern
Europe

2:1(±0i)' 211(±-0-.2) 41( tn.S) XII( -10.SI 2.6(1_0.1) 2.7( in. t)
: (ii=511r 4it..00-1) (n=15) (n=20) (n=149) (n=169)
6.0(±0.3) 7.2(±0.2) 7. 7(±0.4) 71( ± 0.2) o.7(±0.2.) 0.9( O. I)
(o=50) (n=101) (n.1,9 ov.1449 (n,F3)- (u=169)-

9.6( ± 0.I) 9.0(10.1) 11.14±0.5) 9.-5(±0,1) 9.0(1-' ll. I) 9.2(1 0-I)
(n=5(1) ft1=1041- (0=15)- (II' -110 in-'1211- tn.-Iol-

58(±0.3) 5.14( ±0.2) RA( ±4.3) (IN ±(1,3) 5.9(±02) 6.1(141:2)
(r.-- 501- (rt.. I041 trtl5).- (0=1611 (n=133)- Pi', 169)

7:1(±112) 71 (±11:2) 11.3(10..3) 7:4( L11.3) 7.1410. I) 7.2( 01)
:(o=511). (nog um) (ii 15) (no 4(') (nr-.123) (im tr.o)
5.3(1-0.2) 5.8(±0.2) 6.8(±0.4) 5.0(±t1.3) 5.6(-±0.2) 5.-7tio. I)
-(n=50). (rmI04)- (no, IS) (rioNI)- (no Int )- (n= 169)

2.11( VII) 3.7(1172) 4.91±11.6) .1-3(±115) 3:5(±1t2) 3:11(1.(7.2)
CA.; (9)_ .(n= KO) _(o= Ls) = 2n3 (mo 47) (n=1(i7)

R.3(±11.2) 8.6(± I) 11.7(#0.4) 11.!(±11. I) ii.5(±0.1) 8.5(±o.o
(ii=49) (n=103) (n.d 5) (no(*) (notit) (a= I(t7)

7.4(±0.2) 7.0(.0.2) R. I(±0.4) 7.1(±n. 2) 7.2(1-.0.2) 7.41.0 I)
(ri=49) (no 103) (n=15) (n=47) in= INF (n=167)

6;5(.11).3) 7.0(±(1.2) R 3( ±17.3) 7.-31 ±0.3) 6 9(±0,2) 7.0( ±().1)
(0=49) n= 103) (11=15)- fnt..132) Or= I(i7)

kl(±0.2) 5.8(11171 7 NI:0:M .± 0_2) 6:0f ±.R2.1 6.1( trt.1)
(6=49) (it=101) 1n =15) (4=121) 167)
8.0±0.2) R.3(1:01) 8.0(±0.3) 8.2(±0.2) 8.21±11.25 Fr2(±n.1)
(n=49) (mo I03) (n= IS) (o=67) (o-= It:7)

a. 10 = most successful. The assessments are 'lased on the itidgemcnts of high-
energy physicists of the relative-scientific outputs from the accelerators over their
entire period of operation up to the time of-the Interviews ininIe 1981/early- 1982.

b. Thc figures in:brackets indicate the root-mcan-scluarc variau ions belwcen the
assessments made by the different gropps of high-energy physicists. giving sonic
approximate idea or the divergence of Opinion within caeh group.

c. Sample size.
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Europeans and Americans on the scientifk pet foirriaiiee of the
Serpukhov accelerator., lowever, even the ,EaSteta-blise physicists
placed Serpukhov considerably behind all five Western facilities in
Imth rankings.

An OvcrnI1 Assessment

We stressed earlier that. if reliable cciiielieSionsareto be drawn about
the telatiVe scientific performAnce of Eastern and Western
aceelerators theremitst hc some convergence between the diffete ft
partial_indicators used inthe assessment. To what extent.-Ilitii. dn
the peer-evaluation results accord with diOSe ti;iSed on bibliomet tic
data?

thc Serpukhov accclerator we have_ seen that its
anntialiMilpia of experimentalpublications was less thrm that of-all
the major Western proton machines with the exception of the CERN
lSR and; even after allowing for any-bias, those poets have
generally earned less tit at ions. This strongly soggeSIS tIm it the overall
impact of Setpukhov work on the adVaned Of kiiiiWledge has been
less, than' of its main Western _competitors: confirmatory
evidente for Otis conies:from the peer-evaluation assessment using
the criterion_ of _'_more precise measurements'. As:fil 'disetivetieS",:
even assuming a citation bias of up to,30 percent,- the figiites still
reveal that Serpukhov produced slightly feWei highly cited papeTs
than the (SR, and tonsiderably less than _the other_major Western
proton Mathines;" this is again coosistentwith the peer-evaluation
reSirltS." Thc conclusion is that Users_of_the Soviet DtteittAtOt failed
to_ capitalize fully upon its position hetween 1967 and 1972 a:s the
world's highest-energy accelerator in matkederintraSt to users_of
the litookhaven AGS. and to a lessee eXterit the CERN PS_;_who
exploited new machines that. betWeen 1960 and1967: held a simihr
etintpatative advantage as; indeed; did Fermilab from 1972 tO
1976.

Simihr but even heavier, criticism can he levelled agaiiiSt the
Dulma acct.. :eralor. This held a world energy kad fitiM 1957 to the
end of 1959. and it:Might have- been:expected iiiiia _front-line
iiihtihifc through the, 1960s._ l'hepub)ica bon _and citation records of
Machines of _roughly :similar: energy :(137skdey, Argonne arid
Rutherford) show that; even after 1960. :when ,higket=energy
facilities came into operation at CERN

310
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important experimental work coukl still be ea iried outin this energy
region. According to Mir data, however,_Dania users couldnot take
advantage Of -its encrgy;65_ _oven allowing for biasDubna's
publitatiOn and citation record is appreciably wmrsothan Berkeley
and Argonne and also worse than the slightly Sinaller Rinherford
accelerator. Furthermore, this conclusion is eVidently shared by the
large majority of our interviewees, althringh they did place Dutina
slightly ahetid Of the-acceleratiars_at_Moscow and Yerevan = again
consistent with their bibliometric records.

The Kharkov andiNovosibirsk accelerators were hot includethn
the pecr-ranking exercise, _and so we haVe no SyStematic recr7
evaluation data for _them. -NevertheleSS, we_ obtained a range of
qualitative data,- in particular about the _output ofiNovosibirsk;
number of physicists cited_the_ centre's early results Oh electron-
positron collisions as significant during_ the _mid= I950S (Whieh is
einiSisten_t_with the data on highly-eitedip:iperS). There was_also a
Widespread_ view among physicists.- in brith East mid West, that
Novosibirsk bad contributed significantly milk development of
accelerator physics and technolOgy, anctwas rated highly in terniS of
Illiscriterion-even comparedwitli most large Western !Midi-min-les.'
AS for the Kharkov linear accelerator, its experimental WOrk seems
to haVe had virtually no impact outside I he SciViet Union,

In summary; although the variousi partial indicators used in this
study arc without doubt biased against_ the Eastern bloc we can
estimate the approximate magnituck of these biases and adjust the
output indicators accordingly; Tlie adjusted partial indit;iiries based
on &Motions, eitation counts, highly=tited papers and _peer-
evaluation do appear to yield reasonably convergent results; Certain
conclusions can then be drawn about the_relative contributions to
scientific progress made bythe_VariOnS Eastern-bloc ACCOltilitor. In
each eaSti the contributions havo been generally Nitiide sm ill when
COMpared with equivalent Western hcilitieS. While the_ more
successful accelerators have perhaps come elrisc la matching the
scientific performance of the least sikeesSful of_ their _Western
competitors,, Others_ have not nianaged even this. One East
European phykieiSt aptly summarized this conclusion:

Seieinists in hnth the East and thc Wcst ban the sante OpininnS inn.' views
ennarning the high-energy physics labs Avlicrc the most: Important stionifiC
rcsttlts mid innovations have been nade. ThCk arc all in the West. (Intcrvicw,
19R2) 7
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Ixt us now analyze sonic possible reasons for this differenee in
scientific performance between East and WeSt.

Factors Affecting the Scientific Performance
of Eastern-Bloc Accelerators

We adopted two_ approaches to identify -and analyze __the factors
responsible _for the-difference in scientifie performance between
East tiod West. First, high_7enzrgy_ physicists-, after ranking
Se rpiik hov a mit he other main accelerators initerms of 'discriverieS'
and 'more_ precise meaF1 ..:ments% were questioned abritit possible
reasons for differences in-performance. We elaSSified the colitentof
the responses in terms of ten general eategiitiesfthese a re_obviously
to sonic extent rehted). The results AM:summarized in Table 9.
SetOnd, at the end oreachinterview-,we asked physitists to complete
an attitude survey_ containing approximately it hilly-Statements on
many__ of _ the ksues discussed in, the inlet-Vie*. SOMe of_ these
statements were rather controversial, so we have to provide a:fairly
wide set of response categories, tiShiga 7,point scale Thus; for each
Statethem , interviewees haddicoptionof ( I ) 'agreeing st rongly',(2)
Eigreeing (3) 'agreeing: with reservations', (4) 'being heitittal: or

holding mixed views and so on, up to (7) 'disagreqiog StrOngly7.
While thc first approach produces qualitatiVely Better information,
the shtistics yielded by the content analySiS _give only_a_ minimum
limit forthe percentage of interviewees believing each factor to have
been important (see note to Table 9). 'Me second approach isotuch
bet terfromihe latter point of view, and we use it At ValiMiS ridints in
lite text to support our conclusions.,

For example,lbe:first statement in the attitude survey was aimed
at establishing the degree of SatikfaCtiiiii (or dissatisfaction) felt by
ifitehiewees towards the researchfacilities at the laboratories where
lucy had carried out experiments: The statement was Of die
following form:

The srieiri for providing experimental_ fatiliiieS For high:bit-et-0 physicists RI
(TUN/at firm* haven/at rermilab/in Eastern-l*Ic laboratories is ivorkiiigSoiv-c11
Mai it does noi need changing.

The responses_suggest thatcERN users were _mostsatisfied-with
the reScarch facilitiet aVailable to them; 60 percent agreed with the
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TABLE_ 9
Factors_ Eaplaining the Relative Scientific Performance a the Sir pnldmv Accelerator

(percentage of interviewees believing this factor to have been important)

U*Oitif
Serpnithov
Accelerator

(h 20)

Others

(n -4- 93)

MI
Interviewees

(n = I 13)

I PoorAnidequa It de rectors e.g. as a
result ("Flack of fast electronics 65% 68% 67%

2 Poor computer Facilities 55% 28% 33%

3 Accekrator poorly designed-(old-
fashioned) and inadequate performance
(e.g. poor Kean's) 35% 17% 20%

4 Accelerator energy not high enough -
onlya factor of two increase on previous
machines. . soon overtaken 20% 16% 17%

5 insufficient resourcesfe.g._as a result of
indust rial supply problems) and technical
support 60% 45% 48%

6 Poor scientific management at Scrpukhov 30% 30% 30%
7 Poor contacts_between research groups in

Eastern Eu rope, and between East
and West 35% 26% 27%

8 Poor competitive ethos in Eastern Europe
bilk scope for individtud initiative,
motivation prohlems, andsoon 25% 23% 23%

9 Researchershave less experimental
experience than in the West 5% 16% 14%

10 General bureaucratic prohkmsof Eastern
European scientifieqst-eiii=i.i.
inflexible five-year plans 56% 57% 58%

Mite: These figurer represent minimum values only; since they arc based on a
tontent analysis of answers to a general question concerning the factors structuring
Serpuk hov's scientific performance: if the interviewees had instead been -taken
systematically tbromh the above list of factors. we would undouhtedly have obtained
considerably highcr figures for the percentage believing each factor to have heen
importmt.
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statement whik only16_perrent disagreed. Fermi lab users were also
relativ_cly satisfied the corresponding figures were 54 ipercent and
33 percent tespectively. The situation was rather different fOr
Brookhaven, where ,tnaOr reservations and tritieisms about the
management: of the ISABELLE pe-fijo (to bOd:a: large prolon7
prolon eolli(ler) were reflected in the _results, only 19 percent
aititd,, while 70_percent disagreed lIom'ever. it was I he users of the
Eastern-bloc accelerators _who appeared -11105tIdi5StitiAfied tirine
agreed. while 94 percent disagreed with the releVano Statement. So
with what aspects of thefacilities were tho patricularlydissaMied?
We will WOW:1"-oeuS mainly on Serpukhov since this is the mainSovict
faeility used by non-Soviet researchers; as well as the largest
Eastern-bloc accelerator:

Table 9 showsthat one of the main proNems facing Serpiikhriii has
concerned dte :provision: of ladequate deteetOrS. Allhough the
actelerator itself was officially compLeted in_ 1967._ much of the
AtibSidiary tnci rumentat ion and_ aiLthc nutin detector _facilities were
ii-ot ready until several: years, later; by then the larger-Fermilab
accelerator was operatg. The same, situation had afflitted the
CERN_ PS a fewiyears carlier,m put ting,its experintental programme
at an appodahle disadvantage to the i3dikIiavtn AGS during the
otly 1960S At Serpukbov,,_ whereas _ the construction of the
keel-Oat-Or _itself_ _received priority lin the uationaVlan. 50 that
adequate resources _and higMy-skilled technical personnel Were
made availablc . the equally important teStc_ Of preparing
in5Irtuntill4-110n and detectors seems to have had kmer priority.
ReSpOi:ibility frir this cannotsimply be placcdon apparent rigidities
hi the planning syslcm(scefactor 10. below). making ilimore
difficult to_ obtain priority ifor secondary equipmenl; 500it blame
must also be attached to the,scienlific commtmity. As one East
European scientist commented.

yoti whot tei build a ncw machine. you must think in advance about the detectors
and experimental apparatus: Thehig mistake we made was not Id I hiiik in ailVance
abour how to use the machine effectively. The result therefore: wa% that the
machine hrt not been Irked effectively. (InteriieW. 1982)

SiMilar situation had arisen ten yearsearlier it Duhna,_it
iS perhaps snrprising that _this __mistake was not anticipated and
aVilide& Moreover; as several researchers pointed otit, the main
detectors were not only late, but some al IcaSt (for example. the
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Ludmilla and SK AT bubble=thaMbers) suffered various technical
problems, and most had liMiteaperformanee compared to_ thei r far
more sophiSticated Western equivalents: Only, relatively simple
(thOOgh important) first-generation experiments wcrc therefOre
poSSible, leaving the more sophisticatedi experiments to he
performed elsewhere. Even then, Mucli Of the early work of high
impact wm carried out using Western-built detectors; particularly
the French bubble:chaMber, Mirabelle;

why Of OM interviewees felt that the key problem in develdping
Sophi Mien led instrumentation is obtainingactess to high-technology
industry. Since that industry has_MO the requirements of the Soviet
military and space programnieS, it clearly could in principle mect_the
needs of experimental high-energy physicists: Flowever, firms phi
signifitant prestige by working on military and space projects: some
WOrk Only on such projects; while others -_gre willing to undertake
teChnologically advanced contracts in Other sectors because this
allows them to fulfil Auotas set by the national plan .1figh-energy
physics has no sueli adVantages. Except: when resources are
specifically Marshalled to construct _ ai large accelerator, particle
phym-ct dOeS not have sufficient priority: to _warrant the special
attention of _ high,technology industry. High-energy pliyticists
therefore, arc not the most attractive Of etittomers; trying to meet
their very _exacting demandt it imy, and they order only small
numbers of eath item. As one researcher put it:

FitiiK dd. not Wahl tri work (or high-energy physics centres since there is riot
enough profit in it, as well ax toting dcmanding and risky work. The factories scc it
its more profitahk to stkk to mass-production goods. (Interview, 1982)

Itis thusextremely important for researchers to have strong, day,to-
day, personal links with high=tethnolOgyfirms to gain access tostate-
of-the-art equipment and techniques in, totexampleJastelectronics
---_ yet lhit it tOttrething Most Eastern-bloc:scientific centres find it
diffitillt to aChieve.69 In contrast, the _Western market mechanism
has prOducal_ small advanced-technology firms which specifiCally
service the needs of accelerator centres." Irrespective of _Wholier
the market mechariisth iS the Most appropriate_way of:determining
industrial primitiet, it does offer_ an explanation for the differing
fortuneS Of eXperimental high-energy physicsin Cast and WeSt.

The tante industrial supply problems probably account (*Or the
second factor cited as limiting Serpuk hov'sscientific performance-
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itS eomputing facilities Computers arc necessary not only fOt the
control_ and automatic operation of the accelerator (cvttiay frit
monitoring the particle beam), ,but also rbi- the transfer and
processing ,of_ data. Initially, the S6Viet-made computers at
Serritikhrw had rather limited capacity; and were, by all accounts.
unreliable. The_situation_ improved early in the _1970s when, aft&
highievd discussions between the ,UK- and US griVetriniehlk,
authorization was given , for the_ sale 6f bit& ICL hiainframe
computers. However, the computing capacity at Scrpukhov
remained limited as experimental activity increased, while servicing
and tiSing these foreign compute's eifficiently,have led to problems
(for example, authorization is, _needed fot foteign=:_tittfetity
purchases of spare parts or additional eqt-tipment). MCite6ver,
although the :central computing facilitieS at Setlinkhov have been
considetably improved:, most Ea3tern-blot user-groups have rather
root heihit facilities with the result that researchers can take weeks
to complete data-processing that would take hours in most WeStetn
universities; _

A_third factor is the intrinsic quality of the Setpitkliii., aecelerator
itself.," Its des"gn represented an extrapolation from the earlier
CERN I'S and Brookhaven machines,_ and was therefore trot
pattiettlatly innovative in world terms. Thc resultingacccleratot litts
a poor repetition.rate and produces beams of telAtively, kiW
intensity, two factors which have, greatly trinSttained its
experimental output; and,_ because Of the ctinitiriter problems
intetviewees reported:that the beant Wak neither very accurate nor
tvecially Well controlled. There have also been difficulties wit h_the
exteinal betims, especially, thc neutrino_ beam, Originally, it, had
been hoped to avoid at_ least some of the technital piSiblems
anticipated _with accelerator control and defeat* construction by
entottoginglhe participation of WeStetnSeientisis_inexpetimentsat
stepaboit, bringing with them, inter alla some of the modern

'technology notseadily available to high-energy physicists in EaStetn
Europe. IThwever, the accelerator's inherent limit atitink SOOti
dampened the:interest or'Western_scientistS,_deSpite the Significant
Western investment in equipment lin- SetprikhriV, by- CERN and the
nen-eh:Government in particulat. Most of the Western users pf
Scrprikh6V whom we interviewed reported being disillusiotted by the
accckra tor's quality during these crucial early years With it WaS the
world leader.

Also contributing It) thiA fairly rapid losS of interest was the fact
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that the aetelerator's_energy_ represented a rather Modest increase
on that Of previous machines (see factor 4in Table 9). This relatively
harrOW; new energy range proved not lb be very exciting compared
with that opened bp by die Brookhaven AGS __and_ CERN PS
accelerators, which in 1960 had had a four- to five4Old energy
advantage OVer previous machines.i By the (fine thc _major
ScitiiikhOV_ detectors were operational, the Ferinilab accelerator;
withits higher energy and more advanced eiperimental
Was coming into operation, as was the CERNISR: Many Western
high-cnergy _physitists therefore inevitably migrated from
Serpa hov to prepare for experiments elsewhere.

WheitaS fattors I to 4 relate essentially to prObleins with thc
SerpiikhiiV accelerator _and its hardware, factors_ 5 and 6 arc
concerned more with nit _wa in which_ the facility has been
supported and operated. Althoughwe have no reliable figures on the
funding levels of EaStern-bloc _high-energy laboratorieS, th-cie
annual opetating budgets scent to bc muehlower than ftir equivalent
Western faeilities. Of those inteiyiewed, 88 patent agreed witk the
statement ,`Soviet accelerator centres have not been given sufficient
technical resources to enable them to competcsuccessfully with their
Western counterparts', while nonc_disagrecii In the opinion Of
many (see fact& 5 in Table 9). national plans do Wit, ih gencril,
allocate to high:energy physics thc financial and technical resources
it terniireS. Furthermore there is a shortage of human resources:. In
WeStein Eumpe and the USA, a highly develoPed and extensive
community of users, based largely_ in Universities-, carry out
experiments at the Major accelerator centres Apart frOM
Serpukhov -and Diibnai Soviet accelerators tend, for a Mikture of
inslitutional arid geogritphical _reasons,72 (6_ have only a very
restricted user-community, and are not so intensively used as
Western facilities.

A number of other scientists (30 pereent,sec factor 6) criticized
the senior _stientific management at Serpukhov, toinparing it
unfavourably With that of large Western laboratories.. This problem
was iii_turn, seen in a wider socio-political toiitekt." Interviewees
were particularly critical of what they saw as the:Overly hierarchical
structure of Eastern=b16c science, with strategic decisions being
made by a MhAll Mid rather elderly lilc, whose promotion iS not
alwayt for entirely scientific reasons. Running a large research
ifittitine inVolves significant administrative and political
responsibilities, leaving little time for aCtiVe involvement in
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research. _Given that there appears to be little hitetinstitiiit
mobility, and no formal retirement age fordirectors, it is perhapS not
surprisingthat many interviewees claimed that senicir management
dots not always retain a firm grasp or recent research developments
Stich Iciders Cannot be in the strongestyosition to plan an experi-
-Mental programme to exploit a new _research facility, noritodeeide
which of the experiments proposed, should bc given litiotity. Of
the East Europeans interviewed, three (hock as many agreed
as disagreed with the statement: Tlie system by Which the allocation
of Hine aci:elcrators is decided lends to encourage too
iiitieli rriuthie research _r_,,ther than highly :innovative , but risky
experiments': Sonic argued further that the eclitcehlratioh Of
decision-making in the hands of a_small adminiStemiiie elite had a

stullifyhig effect, Oft casualty of Which was thc motivation_ of
re-Aeht-thet-. This was seen as generally weaker than in the West;
where otoit ;ispeets of_scientific rkcision:rn a king arc decentralized.
and greater opportunities consequently_ exist for stientistS tri
participate in determining the direction of a laboratOry'S reSearch
activity.

So far, we have Mainly been concerned with explaining_ the
perfOritialite Of the Serpukhov accelerator only." However,
Serpukli-ov is almost certainly accorded a higher level of priority and
support than lahoratories with accelerators of lower energy, where
the problems discussed above arc probably more, rather than krs-si
severe.

FAttOrS 7 itrii 9 refer to_ general problems face& by the whole
high7energy physics _community in the_ Eastern bloc,

rather than_by the user-groups associated wii hone particular facility.
The first concerns the relatively poor contacts both betweenrekareli
groups in the EaSterii bloc, and between researthers in East and
West. SOint interviewees described the relationship between
Eastern research_ groups as being far too secretive; rather _than
frOilfully _collaborative; with sharing of skills "and equipment. TO
sonic extent; this may reflect difficulties in telephoning, toodog,
photocopying._ and writiug letters to," Or vusutuuig fiireign
tollaborators._For both Dubna and SerpukhriV; it Was arguell that
the reStilting fragmentation of effort has Seriously Vlva kened the
overilh effectiveness of their research programmes,

_I however; the paucity of contacts with the Western high:energy
physics community has_ probably had the_more seriotiS king4erm
repercussions. Not only are the pokSibilitieS of foreign travel
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generally rather limitedi(except for the more senior scicnt ists),hut
researchers are not well integrated into the informal communication
system. This is partly due to restrictions on researchers circulating
unpublished ma terial to scientists outside t hcir inst itutc, particularly
those_ in_the WcsL Late in the 1960s, for example, Scrpukhov
researchers were ,slow to recognize thc importance of Western
developments on the discovery of 'scaling and ( hc formulltion of the
parton model:75j If their significance had been appreciated earlier,
SerpukhOv workers might have embarked upon at least some
experiments in this leading-edge of_ physics, anti !these cotild
conceivably have had a very considerable impact early the 1970s.

The Soviet Union is certainly not unaware of stich constraints on
its researchers, as the following interview quotation makes clear:

ani convinced and have evidence that-the question a openingup Serpuldnw 10
ilic Wcst was hotly debated within the Soviet administration. with strong viewsiin
favour and against being put forward. The argamcm that finally won was that the
di5asItons ciipericnec will, the Dnhna synehrophasmron could not he repeated:
Western experience and technology were needed to ensure an adequate
experimentat:output from what was for years the workl's highcst-enerey
acceleralnr. The tountcr-argument concerned thc 'ideological contamination' of
Smkt physicists. In the cud it was deckled the lesser eVil was to open Scrpukhov
up. (Interview. 1952)

rowsver, even when Western physicistsidid come to work at
Serpukiiov, the informal mixing with other researchers_ was,,
according to those involved, disappointing much less, for
example, than at CERN, where West European experimentalists
have learned a vaSt amount from visiting foreign scientistsSevcral
CERN visitors to Serptikhov cited social isolationas onc of the main
problems_during their stay in the Soviet Union.

The user-community of Eastern-bloc acceleratOrs was also seen as
having a kss developed competitive ethos than in thc West. One
interviewee described the situation in the East as follows:

Meet iS no erimpctition: experiments arc thought out and run by the 'bosses% The
result is that there is no motivation fOr yonng pcoplc to stand on1 and lakc
initiativc. In lam lbcre is a general lack of criticism and debate because of the
hieth-re.hy and the wiSh not to offend the people al the top. It is particularly difficidt
for young peoplc (Imervicw, 1952)

While one must recognize the value-laden connotation of the term
'competition', at well at the negative effectS upon individual
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scientists of the occasionally rather ruthkss behaviour: fotiiid in
certain Western laboratories'' . : (which several East European
interviewees strongly condemned), it drieS atio6e that ; in the West;
young physicists: have greater opportunities:to :devise their own
eXPeriments,_ bid _for lime on_ accelerators; and,:if successful, lead
research cothiborations, With this freedom and the higher-level of
motivation it engenders. Western researchers :arc inrire udy to
have beeninvolved in a greater number and:Variety rif experiments
than their Eastern counterparts. Thc latter therefore lend tahave a

tritVer kVel of experimental expeficnce(factor 9 in Table 9), and I hus
Fail tri gain the _tacit,knowledge !that is so essential, if, after an
unforeseen result or opportuty an experiment'5 dire-di-Oh haS tribe
stuklenly chmiged in mid-stream. According ti) scime eady Workers
l Scrpukhov, Eastern:bloc researchers kit -dnly had a poor idea of
the important things to look for (in particiilar, quarks andthc parton-
structure of hadrons)i_ _but _also a_ _rather limited repertoire :of
experimental techniques adequate for carrying out Mc simpler
and more obvious experiments on the Serpukhov acederator, bni
not suffidem for tadding precise and ambitiritiS et- ation
experiments, most of which, as wc haVe Seen, were kft lo machines
in the West.,

Ilie final faetor we shall consider was one of the two most
frequently cited the :probkm of bureaucracy in ,Eistergi itkit
science For the statement: iTlw major problem facing the tikerS rif
Soviet accderators is the over-bureaucratized SyMeiii tinder Which
these facilities are operated', no leSS than SF; percent ,of our East
Ettrolitah interviewees agreed to agreater or lesser extert; whik
none at all disagreed. One of the more critical stated:

Thciadministratkm aiicl hurcaucracy do not work. rarity die system is (.otropt ,

parity iv it malfunctioning, aiiI partly- nii=rinc: Wants -to !aim roponsibility fin
anything in onicr to avoid :- zing blamed frw mislakcs. (InieNieW, 1982)

'fhis, of course, is_a somewhat extreme vieW, (A Dumber Of Western
.

physicists wcrc also highly ,crilical of -certain aSpeets of their own
adininiStralive systems.) Nevertheless:, :interviewees gave many
eiamples of the effects of bureaucracy:, tasks lhal in the West would
be carried out with link fuss in the Eastrequire much paperwork and
numerous authonznig _signatures; n t re publication of research
papers generally takes:longer becatiSe Of the: heed to obtain_ high-
kvel authorization; actiVilieS involVing Several researdi institutesor
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facilities_ (Stith as a: programme of visits _by a foreign scientist, di-
$d1 tiog tip a large collaboration)will typically require the agretitieitt
Of three separate Ministries; an accelerator's experiMental
piiigramme _cannot _generally, be thanged quickly (cven_if some
unexpected crucial discover) demands that it should be mark) sMce
too many layers of bUreaticracy have first to ibe negotiated.
According to Many interviewees; aRthis stems, in large part, fiOnt
one tririt catise the over-reliance on_ a centralized: five=yeat
planning_ system that has become tigid and infiexibk. These
comments arc not untypical:

The Russians have a five-year man kit everyihing,even high-c nergy physics . . A
fiVe=year hori7on is the time mask for money for experiments, and hingS have to
he planned rigidly-di-Ai far in advance. Flexible re-allocation is not possible as in
Ilic Wesi. (Interview, 19R2)

Experiments planned ytatq ifl Advance arc insomecasësdiitikilly
carried out, even if they haVe long since been_renderediunnecessary
by developmentSelSewherc.Conversely;experiments that could dtit
haUt been friteseen earlier sometimes_cannot bc integrated intpt he
planned experimental programme. For example, in 1971, high,
energy physicists suddenly became eXtited: at the possibility of
integrat ing_eleet romagnet it titidAtik interact ions under oneunified
theory.m_ The candidate Unified theory predicted a new and
previously-untibServed form of interaction,involving weak neutral
currents EXperimentalists_immediately began to search, for tlieSe
plieriomena,_and_they were discovered twoyears later on the CERN
PS. If there had_ been greater flexihility at Serpukhov,_ the-------.--.
commissioning of the netttrinti beam could have_been_speeded up.
An experiment might then have been imounted _with the French
bubble=elitiMber, MirabelleJ hatwouldhave stooda good chance-Of
being litSt CO See the predicted effects. However, such_a rapid Shift
Vnis_neVer feasible; and the discovery, oneof the most important in
thefield during the 1970s, was inStead made at CERN. Marty other
such examples dettiOnStrale that flexible _and decentralized
strategies must be adopted m running brgc experimental facilities in

intenSely contpetitive _branch of science characterized by rapid
ShiftS of interest and sudden, impredicted developitientS,
Researchers who work in m Scientific system basedon hierarchical
control,_ highly-centralited decision making, and relatively
inflexible long=term plans, arc obviously labouring under a
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considerable disadvant age:7To improve the situation, considerable
structural reforms appear to be necessary in the orgartization and
administration of science a task that -a number of Eaktern=bloe
governments now seem to view as a priority.8"

Summary and Conclusion

TO conclude:, wc began by summarizing what is know about the state
of basic science in the Eastern-bloc. We pointed to various
limitations in existing sources of data; and proposed a somewhat
different methodological framework for East-West comparisons.
We then-used this to assess thc relative scientific-performance ofthe
principal Eastern-bloc-high-energy physics-acrelerators. Even after
making appropriate allowances for the likely bias in the various
partial _indicatorsemployesL it was impossible to avoid The
conclusion that the scientific outputs from each Eastern-bloc
accelerator have been small in __comparison with the :nearest
equivalent Western facilities.: Of : the main reasons for_ this
discrepancy, some arc technical in nature : (inferior: research
facilities _.scien i fie instruments and computers), but even theseseem
to be merely symptoms of a wider systemic and organizational
malaise both at the level of the research laboratory gn the limited
resources available and the way ihese arc managed). and of Eastern-
bloc Science in general.
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WaS blither:stimulated by the_publication MI. D. 13crnal's hik. The SOCial Ft. nction
of Science (London: Rmitledge. 1919).

7. Scc for example: Radital Science lintrnal and the British Communist Party
rnagazinc.:Seiruce the British Society for SOcial ReStirniSihility in
Science publieation, Science for People, and its American counterpart, Science far the

_ 8. One of the first cotlabo. alive _agreements was in the _ field a Fiieli=6i6:0
physics. It was drawn up hi the Weil 950S a nd involved the European organinit ion for
Nuclear Research ICERN) at Geneva, and the East Europeahiloint Institute for
Nuelear ReScarch (JINR) Dulma in the Soviet Union. For details.. see W. 0. Lnek.
A History of the Collaboration between the European Organization for Nuckar
Research (CER N) and the knit Institnte for Nitetear Research(TINR) and with Soviet
Research institutes lit the OSR 1955-1970 (Geneva: CERN: 1975). The hiSforY Of
US-GSSR scientific co-operation is examined in_ L L Lubrang. 'National anti
International Polities in- the US-USSR Scientifie Co-operation'. Social Sindies of
Science, moi (1981), 451441.
_-_ 9. For example; T: Gustafson wrote a useful summary_paperonithe problems of
Soviet S&ncc , '-Why Doesn't Soviet Science Do Betterr. in L Liihrano and S.
Solomon (cds). TheSocialiContext of Soviet Science (Boulder-, Col:: WestvieW Pretk.
1979). 31-67, as a result of participating in the US-Soviet Joint Working Group on
Science Policy.

10: One of the heSt StirVeys of Soviet -R&D personnet deployinent 15 E.: E. Notting
and-M.-Feshbach, 'R& D Empkywnt in the USSR% Science. Vol. 207 (1 February
1950). 493=503.

II: A good example is S. Kassel. The Relationship-between Science and the Military
in the USSR (Washington. DC: Rand Corporalion.:R-1457--DORDARPA .-1977).

12. Fiir eitample. sec themany studies referenced in C. P. A iles and F. W. RiiShing
The Sdeae Race (New York: Crane Russak. 1982)._

13 1 ss o eompr:hcnsive and hifInential emigr4 -critiques of EaStil?.iiropean science
are preivided hy Z. A. Medvetlev. Soviet Science (Oxford: Oxford UiiiVeiSity PreSS.
1979): and M Popovsky. Miiiiipulated Science (New York Doulileday. 1979).

14. Reasons for the limited access to the normal mechanisms of informal scient ific
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communication include restrictions oo travd, conference attendance-. and the
exchange of research papers (particulaily early report; on workiiii rogress').:the
diffictilty_of making king- iirtance and international telephone calb.. and so on. See.
for example.-Y. I .cvich. 'Trying to Keep in Touch'. Nature. Vol. 263 (3) Septenilizr
(976). 366=67.

15. Interlaced with emigre accounts are the perhaps- inevitable occasional
exaggerations and distortions. Indeed, these cometimen give rise to aectiCatintiN or
rincinformiztion sec. for-example. the re-view oF Popovsky (op. cit. note -13)+1 C-
I !olden: 'Emigre Paints Grim Picture of &avid Science. Tcience. vol. 205 (7
September 1979). 9111-84. Such accounts mist den, !y he used only with gre. ; eminent:

16. see C. Karen (rhaii man). Review of US-USSR Interaenderay Exchanges and
Relatiims (Wa chington DC: National Academy of Sciences. 1977), and R.I. Darwin
(Chairman). Review of the USIIJ.SSR Agreement on Co-oie titian in the Fields of
:Serener and Terlmoingy (Washingtnn, DC: National Accembly of Sciences, 1977). A
useful summary is given in 1. R. Graham. '1 low Valuable arc Seirniific Exchanges
with the Soviet UnionT. Science. Vol. 202 (27 October 19719. 383-90: See also
1.uhrano. op. eh. note 8.

17. A stndy was also undertaken in which eminent American scientitic familiar
withSoviet work were asked to evaluate the health of their specialtics in the USSR.

18. Scc Kaysci.. op. cit. note 1(, inn.
19. Graham, op: eii . note 16: 383;
20. See-the firct chapter, International Position of US Science and Technology% in

National &knee fltv.rd, Serener tneticatnrs 1972 (Washington. 1)C: I IS GPO. 1973).
These indicators have been extended in scope in subsequent volumes. and Computer
1 lorinins Inc.-.: who compiled the data under contract from dm National Science
Fnundation. lune produced comprehensive digests of the main indicator series on
computer tapes.

21. -F. Narin and M. P. Carpenter. 'The Aderumey of the Scienre Citation Index as
an Indicator of International Scientific Activity% Journal of thc American Societyfor
Informa Science% Vol. 32, No. 6 (November 1951 430-39:

Guetafson. op.- cit. note -9, 31. An interesting recent study of highly-cited
papers is described in the research noir by F. Narm D. Frame and P I. P. Carpenter,
'llighly riled Soviet Papers: An Exploratory Investigation', Social Si..slies opeknee.

13-(1981). 307-19,
23. To the extent that e:ven the 06:fish Library _Lending Division coverage of

physics journals is unlikely to he 100% complete, these figures. too, are likely to be
more biased against the Soviet Union than the US because of the easier access to
journals in the latter-

_ 24. Narin and Carpenter, op cit. note 21. See also.1. D. Frame and!). R. Prokrym,
'Counts of US and Soviet Science and Technology lournals*, Seientevietries. Vol. 3
(1981). 159-75.

25. Narin and Carpenter, op. cit. note 21,438-39:
26. Scc I I. Schmied, 'A Study of Economic Utility from CERN Contracts'. IEEE

Transactions on Engineering MintaRement. Vol. EM-24 (1077), 125-38.
17. This figure on the estimated world expmliture on high-energy physics comes

front Table 4-in 11. R. Martin and 3. Irvine. 'CERN: Pact Pearly mance and Future
Prospects I. CERN's Position in Workl Iligh-Energy Physics'. Researeh Policy.
Vol. 13 (1984), 183-210 .

28. Scc the work cited in note 3 tor details.
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29. See fornsmic R in Mai tin and frvinc (Mincrrii). Op. cit. note 3.
30. For a discussion of thc patterns 51111 z.1 ming the postwar diStrihininik rif basic

research cxpcnditures in I hc Wcst see'. vinc and13. R. Martin ; 'What Direction for
13asicScicntific Rcscarch7% in N Gibbons:P. Gumiifett andll. M. Udgaonkar (cds).
Sefeure and Terlutology Policy it; the 1980s and fleyiliid (London: 1..nrigiiiari. I 910).
67-98.

31. For cxamplc. S WcioNcrg a distinguished thcorctical high-cncrgy physicist.
:.ul iiuiiirc Mond rlin winncr wrote in 1773 'To hie; the reakiii Uor S011(6'1,11 so
much clfort and_ inone-) on ekmcma_ry pat tide rescarch is not that partkks arc so
inicrcsting in thcmsclvcs hut rathcr that aS wc can WU it is in thc arca of
cicmcntary par-ticks and-604s (and pe7hap: also of cosmology) th:it finiUthe
ultimate lawS of nanny. the Ucw simpkgc nun! principks I,ucti dc lcrminc why ali of
naturc is thc way it is': 'Whcrc Wc Arc Now S-wure Vol 180 (20 April 1971), 276._
Scc_also varns_similar claims in 1-. C. L. Yuan (Cd I); fkInutire fMnirir : Mit-tikes-of
ligh 1:51e-rgy P1 icc (Brook has cn Nationat 1.ahorinory NEJL-11RA: 19('5): for

s-xani;r1c;11. 116hc flligh-c ne -hiuhtcdly -today thc fronticr of
phySics. Thc discovcricsiin hi field oishi,iy cont tallow most ki the advancC OM
fundamental understarding of nature (ihid., 9):: and R. G. Sachs; 1 figh-criergy
physics is ilk pricipal opt-Winn:11 arm of particle phySiCS. Whieh, iii nun. is

scicnceof physics' (ibid.. 20).
32: R; vvikan: flic t.cm "Gcncration of Partick Accelcrators': Scieonfie

A yin ;lin!, 242 (Jamiary 1980,39 _

33. 1 only_ citccptionsii arc high.cncrgy ekc ron-positerifi coUidcrs
(PETRA at liamhurg, (ES-R al:Corncll. and PEP at Stanford) %%inch havc hecn
exehidcd bccaiise they came into operation holy i;tty receiffly. arid liCeausc. for
l'ETRA and PF.P.:therc k as yet no:Sovict cquivalcm.

11NR is the Eask in bloc cquivalcnt of CERN. thc Eumpcan Organization for
Nucicar:Rescarch Gencva._

35. The Zero Oradicnt S-)mchrotron (ZGS) at Argonnc was built as_ A threel
co, apoitor to thc Dithina mathinc with fundx_ohiamed dtiringihc cold war' period of
US-Snvict com_petition in thc 1950s: This is discussed ih Coniptrolkr CrCrieral olthc
United StateS, Repou to the C.cmgress; 1117,71sing Costs; Cemlpetitiott Moyflintlet. US
Pollan.; of Leadership ia iligh Energy ('hymes (WaShington, DC: US Gcncral
Accounting (Nike, EMD-8058.1980). 15:

36: Att asscssment or dm seicntific performancc of thcsc ',NOD% demon
accckrators c t hc foonci in Martin and Irvinc rip ch. notc-3.-

37:. Sce ComptrolleriGencral of thc United Statts;_ op. 61. rible 35. Siinic ni hc
WeSicirt high!encrgy physicisis whnMi wc micrviewcd sharcd this conclusion, One
putting it rat hc r more succinctly: 'To a first approximatiiin.Sosictaccckrators do not
cxis.

38. An extensive discussion of tbe technical and conccptual problems Of ti6ig
publication counts to evaluate socutific_performancc Ic givcn ni Martin and !milk
(Research Pohcy). or, di noic 3. Thc conic riocr akti ii:054.tthe priditcms involvcd
in &Mg aMiors analysis and syskinatic pecr.cvaluation data as indicators Of rdatiVC
scicttific contributions;

39. Scc D Sulfivan, 0 II Whitc and r i Radioni. The stiit a a Scicncc:
Inilitafors -in thc Specially oF Wcak Sot- it'd Studies af Siieare, Vol. 7
(19R0) 1R2.

40. Thcsc (igiircsonllic outputs from cach arTckralM cannot he Obtained from thc
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ISIdata.brite. Which lists the instautumal affiliation of the authors of each paper hut
not Me research facility where the work reported-WAS earried otot. Thit ohvimuly
greatly-reduces thc utility of ISI data for science:policy ptirpoSeS.

41. Mete Vririents approximate estimotes were derived partly from all examination
of the papers listed in international clata compilationt. arid Partly from an analysis of
thcexperintental publications cited no Eastern-61m: p:mers_

42. Thit eStiMate was arrived at by examining a samplenf papers to identify those
with vuituilly tiles:me title puhlished itt Rutsian and Englith

41. Because the number of experiments that can be carriedMit Oh i thibitce at any
one thiie it very limited compared with the corresponding number for a fixed-target
accclet ator; colliders tend to produce fewer publications.

44 Martin and Irvine (Research Polity)._ op. cit. note 3.
45: Nr le that even_a paper suhsequently_found to contain 'mistaken results can

sometimes have_ a significant impact on the advance of kitoWledge:if it stimnlates
recitich that might not otherwise luwe been carried out; and its eitátinit eeteied will
normally reflect this.

My. This assumes that papers in journalshol scanned by ISIenritain roughly s 'lar
initithert or refercrtccs to thosein scanned journals.

47: TM% bias refers to the _figures on itotal citations and numbers of higilly.cited
papers. Of comse, there would be no effect Oh the number Of eitritiritit jier paper,
aSSitining that omitted publications wcrc cited with thc same average frequenty at
publications included in our

48. A further reason to assume that national and Soviet Re-00111k MititialS are On
aittatr tiled less is that. according_ to interviews carried out in Eastern Europe.
researchers teem to prefer to place their better papers in the international journals
when :

49. Th it it hated-on the assumption that excludedpithlicat ionsc arn on average half
as inany citations per paper aS thrice inducted in our list. Thit is prititahly erringon the
generous side.:

50: Thete data on the laverage number _of rekrences: per papa for different
journals came from the final volmne of the 1980 edit the Scieruy °twins; Index
(Philadelphia:- Institute for:Scientific Information: 1980).:

51: One tuber potential source of bias concerns the relatively frequent use hy
Eastern-bloc authors of references to preprintS rather-than ptiblithed articles. This
numy Ke partly because oldie often long delays before papers are finally publiShed . and
partly hteaute many Eastern7hloc groups& not have easy access to certain journals
and instead have to rely on informally circulated prepriitit. Citaticins to preprints
liSted in the SCT have allbeen credited to thepapers that snpertede them, the Sart*
procedure being adOpied for rekrences toiartieles 'in press" and 'to he published':By
using such a procedure; il teems doubtful that any appreciable tyStentatk hias against
EfiStern-hloc-papers is introduced.

52: The citation rate_ provides an indicator cd the average mmact per paper from
each accelerator and thus allows for differencesin the Seale of retearehiactivity at
each fheility. Hence a small but irelatively successful accelerator: even if it produeei
too few papera t0 gain a large total nuMber of citations. iii;ty stilibe sccn as making a
significant contrihut nm I o science if il achieves a relatively high eitatiriii rale.

51. II anything the omission of what are_generally less important papers fretrii the
national and Soviet Republic journalS Will in all likelihood serve slightly to increase
the average citation rate.
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54. Consequently. there %teiii hi be little evidence from these figures to support
th t. view expressed in some mterviews that Eastern-bloc researchers tend Fri jiiiblish
longer, more SiitiStaiiiial Papers than- their colleagues in the_West (who might have
been assumed to be more prnhe lb the 'publish:or perish syndrome and hence to
splitting upresults to publish them in several smaller,lessstibstantial papers).

55: Justifitatirin frir Mk can-be found in Martin and Irvine; op eh: note 27:
56. Conversely; papers publiShed in national and regional journals tend to have a

much iiiiroWer audience_ and therefore stand far less chance of having a majniiinpact
and being Itighly_eited. ThiS Is-particularly tnie,Jor example; in the ease or papers
published in the phrics journals of Soviet Republics.

57. ThiSPaPer reported the first indications ofa rising total cross-section in hadion-
hadron interaeliOnX a result later -confirmed_ at the CERN ISR and one utidi
contradicted the predictions of attain faShirinable theoretical models of the time.

58. ThiS diies not: include a number of other interviews_ that woio
prematurdy *hen it Weearne apparent_ that the_ interviewee had insufficient
knowledge to answer the questions SatiSfattririly. Keing -linable for example to
recollect correctly which accelerators wcre responsible for certain expel-intent:it
results:

59. Whcre.ifor example; two accelerators wercrankerlfirst equal, they were each
given the ranking-1.5; where three were phced first equal. they were ranked 2 (that is .
the average of 1. 2. and 3): and Srinn.,

60. The Kharkov and Novosihirsk Machines wcre not included in Itijc ranking
exercise.

61. These lower-level contriliritionS generally arise from experiments reporting
wire precise measurements of known partieles and their properties without
discovering anything new,

62. Sec note 41
63.- 1 hiS is excluding the CERN SPS accelerator, which has only been operating

since the mid-1970S.

64. Further support for this tOntInAincomesirrom the-results of the attitude
survey deieribed in the concluding section: None of the East Europeans interviewed
agreed with the statenient.'Serpuk-hov-has been responsihlefor a significant number
of majpr discoveries compared with Other inajrit high-energy ploysics centres% while
94%

65: This wag WON hlybigoli, because of technical problemssec note 71.
66. A similar conclusion was alSO evident in the more:general survey of opinion on

Soviet -high:energy physics presented in pages 100-02 of the Karen Report op, cit.
note 16. In di%eirAing-NriikiMbirsk, itiis noted that 'although bright new idea% in
particle technology (e.g. collective atteleratirinandeleetron-cooling) have originated
in the Soviet Union the work has been of an undisciplined character,-_and the neW
nitiatives have been Mint effeetivetiffonowed up in the labormories in the West than
in those where they originated' (ibid. 100).

67 In the attillde survey. 76% of the East EuropePris agreedto some citeiii With
the_statement, 'Soviet high-thergy physics:accelerators have been responsible rot few
major experimental discoveries '. while only IR% disagreed.

613._ Ste J. Irvine and 13.- R. Martin. 'CERN: Past Performance and Future
Prospects II. The Stientifie Performance of the CERN Accelerators% limenith
Policy, _Vol. 13 (1984). 24744.

69. According to those interviewed one of the strengths of NoVosibirSk during the
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1960s aml 19705 was that as Director was generally able. by thin a bis political and
industrial contactc. to ensure that industry did supply the equipment neeiltil. Other
Soviet laboratories were not so fortunate.

70. Sec Schmied. op: eh note 26,
71. Accelerators at the other Eamon-Hoe fahoratories have also tmlerienttd

technical prohknis. Interviewees cited the MoNcow-proton synchrotron and the
Dubna synchropbasotron as being particularly affhetedhy majcir technical limitations
oth ti§lOwbcanr-intensityandpoor-qualitycsternalbcams, Evenat NovosihitSk ;the
Soviet centre widely regarded as being the most:technically advanced it was reported
in I 972 hat 'there hail been difficulties in obtaining a good wrathy reliable beam on
tbe VEPP_3_collider.: CEI?N (wrier. Vol. 12 (1972); 333. Three yeam later it was
noted that the pet forMance oF ilUs _machine still 'remains limited by inadequate
positron intensities': ibid.; Vol. 15 (1975). 73. This is pirtlym reflection or Ike fact-dial
the Main interest of the laboratory has been in:accelerators rather than physitS(brith
the first Dirertor, !Milker, and the present Director. Skri, sky. have made world7
famous contributions to accelerator thcory). and partly _a consequenec :of the
lahoi atory devoting a substantial fraction of its activity to the construetion_ of
accelerators for industrial and medical Ilse -- this has provided a means of helping to
finance the scries of VEPP machines.

_

72. Tiitte ic . for instance a_fairly rigid distinction between: OA the EOM hAttit. the
Research Institutes of tlie Academy of Sciences andrif the USSR State C ttcc for
Atomic Energy where research iscarricd out but with limited staff and.riii theolheri
the crcuncs which-com.entratc largely on teacbing.iThis is reflected in the Soviet
participation in CERN experiments almost all those involved arc front the
Research Institutes.

73. Of lbe DS! -Ficktpeairs: interviewed . only 18 percent agreed that 'Policy
decisions relating to Soviet accelerators arc deterntined strictly by scientific consider-

Iiii rather than political ones'. while 59 percent disagreed: __

74: ThiS iS printipally because the researchers interviewed generally had a far kss
intimate knowledge of the other Easternrblac accelerator laboratoriec . with the
exception of Dulma.which has increasingly moved lowardc niucicmr phytit; in receipt
years. and SO is leSSOf interest to the concerns of this paper tli,vris Scrpukbov,

75. Much of the impetus for thiscarne from experimental work-carriednulat SLAC
:nil the parallel itheoreticalicadeavoters of the American West Criact high-energy
phyties.- &immunity. According toicertain-_serdor physicists:interviewed; CERN was
also perhaps a little slow to realize the significance of thescilevelripMetits.-Given that
the Major contacts ketween Serptikhov and the West were focused around-the fOrnial
agreement with CERN, this perhaps constitutes another factor miderlying the delay
before Eastern-bloc phyMeitts began to appreciate the potential hripOitanee of the
pa rton-mode1

_ 76; For an inteteSting critique hyn Western scientist of theway in which high-energy
physics is currently admiMstered and_of the adverse_ effects of the intensively com-
petitive_pressures_on younger researchers in particuhr; see vadniig_tittitle_4 R. J.
Ynes: 'PhySitt rAtKand Finance", New Seicnlisr, Vol_63 (22 Angust 1974) ; 462-63; 'New

Physics Today, Vol._ 29- (September 1976)-,-_ I I; 'The Time
Ilas-Comc to Abandon the Pumps :mil Run for the IJkboats---,RefleetiOntrin 1.-caVing
the PhysieS ProlesSiiin to Sbuly Medicine', flidIrritrof theA me: iron PIty.sirnISoriely.
Vol 23 (1978); 21-22; 'The Science Estahfishmene, in 12-Aiditti. P. Brennan-and S.
CaVrak (crIS.). Si-Imre and liberation (floston. Mass:: South End Press. J 9R0), 217-38.

3 2 8
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77. When Western physicists wcrc invited to submit proposals rot experiitiehtS
with the Mirabelle luilible-thambcr at_Serpukhov. these _had to _negotiate a rather
tortuous path past not one committee Hu a sequence of four befrite final app. oval
triad beillitained: CERN courier. Vol. 12 (1972) :209.

78 l his exnniok tomes from one of our interviews. S. Weinherg and A. Salam in
fact first proposed such a unified theory in 1967. but it was not until 1971. when G.
ninon -showed the theory was renormalizable that a large body of high-energy
physicists began to take seriOns-notice_of it.

79. We do not wish to appear _to be making a oncsided critique of the ccithal
iiiStitutions of F.astern-bloc society. There are of course a range of conmeri,:nling
benefits to centralixed planning: In particular.: the socMlist countries have at least
bccn able to produce isomc semblance of rational mechanisms br deterniiiiing
ptiotit les in science and technology sometliHg which the Western nations ate only
now attempting to :Willett: M the_ level_ol scientific practice._ there is also less
emphasis in thc socialist countries on the ruthless competition that imposes
ititiendhus burdens on_ many young rescarchersias well as distorting personA

social relations (see note 7(i). NOr is there much evidence of the rather wasteful
competition between large laboratories to build equivalent research Meilities fiiSt
as frit ex-Amore during the late 1970s in the race between SLAC and DESY to hitild
PET and PETRA a process which inevitably results in 'losers and 'winners'. This is
Siiiiiethingwhich deserves analysis in a separate article.

80: In 1982. one of us was invited :to lecture_on the techniques of researtli
evaluation in Bulgaria. Discussions wiih senior officials revealed the existence of
Majeir WOrries in several COMECON countries over the dittetion and efficieney or
R&D adivitics.
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Chattirig the dedifie

Britigh gtieriCe
p.,"nt John &vine. Ben Marlin. Tun Peacock and Roy Turner

Recent data on the comparative scientific performance of different
nations suggest that the decline in British basic science apparent
during the 1970s began to tevel off at the start of the 1980s. HOkiever,

rather than heralding the begzmung ofa revival, the evidence suggests
that this is merely a temporary halt to the tong-term slide.

IT1S now limos' conventional wisdom that
Britnhsz;- -cc is in a state of crisis. Recent
leading art'cles in Nature:. for example:
have had a toneuf desperation; with h-e4d-
lines such as -University paymasters dia=
rredited the Britithgovernment's latest
poli document- oft highereducation Ira
disgrace"; "More crisis for UK research",
and *farliament's ditike to acr.-A simi-
lar, if Mort restmined, note of despair bas
been sounded by ithe AdvisorrBoard for
the Research: Councin_ (ABRC) in its
latest report:. Science and PaibliC Ezpendi-
bier 1985, which was submitted in June to
theiSecretary of State for Education and
Science; In _iunaminguous terms, this
statW that. "We believe that Parliament;
the Government- and the country as a
whole are "complacent about the current
financial strain of the dual support sys-
tem" (for financing research in universi-
ties).

330

In Muse anA otWer &Mirka of die shin;
Hon no* conirantin British sciencc,_most
attention has been focused on Wade- j
quacies of the funds tunl mint inputs tol
rematch. Lattely for lick of data, less has
ken aid About -the- effects of- financial
constraintsion _the outputs _from science.
Weattempted to remedy thn lattlear iti
study for the ABRC which mack use of a
range of research output indicators (world
shares of publicationr and citations; tuill
figtna_ on Nob-el Prizes Mid patenti),
leaking thus to provide systematic in-
formation on long-term trends in British
science: _

The eVidetitt suggested that, during the
litter half of the 19705_,-Britain's basic-sci-
ence declined appreciably; both_in regard
to relative output of publications and in
their impact bn die international relearch
community. It was wiped that the tOYCM-
ment may not be providing sufficient sup-
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port for research-forat least not concen-
trating it inthe _right places) to mum the
successfuldevelopment of new core tea=
nologies *nal to the Fong-term survival of
Britith indusny.

The subsequent public Were= in the
results of the study (see New &Ionia,
1429. po.2529, November 1984)
apparently reflects a vowing realization
that; despite all the limitations of scientific
output indientors, it Will bC necessary to
Make much greater use of systematic in-
formation on research nerformance in for-
mulating_ a whereat national felearth
pelity if Britain is to ensure that the scien-
tific needsof technology-based indus-
tries are meL Trying to steer publitly
funded resmirth Ming only die medranism
Of icientificpeer-review(or="Ihe informed
prejudices of wise men"; as it has been
aptly clescribed); while totally ignoring
quantitative input arid output indicators,
is sonieWhat like tryinz to run the eco-
nomy using only the judgements of a com-
mittee of senior industrialist*.

In What folkint, midate the *Lures
on Britain's performance in basic research
to the end of 1982; _and provick_ more &-
Wiled dam on trendi in some Of the main
fiekit Of Science. The work involved was
supported_ by a consortium of British
learned societies who have set up an infor-
mal Waiting party (Ad Hee Working
GrorM Ter Research Funding, AGREF)
under the chairmanship of Professor J:
Lamb (St Midrews University, UK) to
examine government support for science.

Measuring verformante
Perhaps the Matt readily access:hie data
on national relearch °mums are the pub-
lication and citation indicators contained
in the National Science Formation's Sci-
enee tirerMte likrxeson Dan Base. This
s compiled by CHI Reseanii on behalf of
NSF for_useiinithe biennial US Science
Indicaorrreport; and 's based on the Sa-
ence alai* hides MI:Wined by the Usti-
tute for Scientific Information MO. (This
database is tbe source of the material pre-

tented in Tables 14; anda toy Of it it
held at the Uieriee Ptak* ResTeirch Unit.
Univerwy of Sussex) Theorimary data-
set covert some2;000 of the world's lead-
ing:scienlific journals= over the dernde
1973-82, and tbritaint figures on numbers
effieblications and citations for more than
190:countries and geographical regions,
broken_ down into eight Math icientiffc
ef-ids (frit Miariiple. Ohylics) and; in the
case of the publication data; into approx-
imately. 11X1 subfields (far example, op-
tics).

The Me Of inch bibliMUCtile- data to
indicate research output in_ basic science
entails a number of imwmptiotts. Otte it
that most net' kientifie kticie/Fedge is
eventtially encapsulated in the form of re-
search articles in learned journals: IN* n
the vase; it follows-AMt aggtegatt figures
on the numher Of Width iMblications in
We:rifled &Ids compared with those from
other comnries should give some inchca-
don of Britain's relative acientiuqiut
and, more itilOcittatitly, of trends -over
time. A seconclassumotion isthat citation
cornits(thaticthe number of times papen
are:subsequently related a: by Other ici-
er:tins) can he tried to pup the impact of
research findings on the scientific com-
munity.

I

At tiwouttet,_ life 1St three important
caveats. Fast. the ISI dattareappreciably
biased in favour of English-language jour-
nals; :which means that the stiennfie ton=
tributions Of Won Gerinany, France,
Japan and, in particular; the Soviet Union
are_underettemated Seciand, the CHI/
NSF trend data are basedon an essentially
constant tet of journals esublished in
1973: papers published in efitirelY new
journals are not covered_ with the result
that newly emergimuor fast growing arens
of science may be under-represented. Thit
disadvantage it, hew-e'er, offiet by the
fact that more reliable analyses of trends
over time cart be undertaken: (Since 1981,
CHI Research has in Wet:compiled in
alternative data series bated on the 3,000
journals scanned by ISI in that year. but
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Table 1 UK world stare of mthlatations by Bekl of rellirdt. 1973=112

Percentage of total
Av.

ann. %
Av._

ann. % Total%
Field change _change chmitt._

1973 1975 1978 1980 1982 1973-80 1980-82 1973-82
Biology 9.5 10.7 10.8 10.2 9.9 +LI% -1.5% +4%
&method
=resell& 9.4 9.6 8.8 0.0% -10%
Cemisry 7.8 8.3 7.0 6.8 6.9 -1.8% +0.7% -12%
Ms- Cal illetAiitine

t.th kild space
10.4 10.4 9.5 9.3 9.4 -1.5% +0.5% -9%

sciences 8.1 9.5 8.9 9..5 8.9 +2.5% -3.2% +10%
Engineering and
= Melina* 10.7 11.0 9.4 9.5 8.6 -1.6% -4.7% -20%
Mathematics 7.4 8.2 7.0 7.0 7.0 -0.8% 0.0% "=.5%

7.7 7.4 6.3 5.9 6.1 -33% +13% -21%
AN Bak

=nabbed 11.2 LS L6 $3 6.3 -1.4% -8.1% -19%

their analysis suggests that this larger
database may be more, rather than less,
biased in_ favour of Englbh-langinge
countries.) Third, sham CHI Reward
atigns ititides to fields and subfields
according tothe journals in which they are
published; some problans can arise in re-
lation lo smaller specialities, in particular
thole of an interdisciOnary nature where
researchers publish in a great variety of
journals:

Britain's performance
Table 1 containadanon changes over the
decade up m 1982 in Britain's wodd share
of publkations broken clown by field -of
research. While there has been a decline
of 10 percent in overallumrld share (down
from 9-2 per tent to 8-3 per cent), the
picture is uneven. Physics and engineering
have suffered significant decreases of 21
per cent and 20 per cent respectively, but
biology has marginally increased its world

Shire by4per cent over the 10 years:More
encouraging; at leivst at first sight, is that
the downuard trend evident since 1975
seems alinost to have levelled off in the
twoyeanaince 1980; with physics, cite- !

mistry and clUfinil ow-dime gparently
regiatering Candi increases. We shall _re-
turn to the question of whether this halt in
the downward trend is likely to continue
oris merely a mmporary phenomenon.

On the impact of British work on the
international -research commanity._
rather less optimistic picture ementes
from thecitation figures in Table 2. It can
be seen that the decline which began in the
19715 has continued into the1980s- the
world share of citations for all fief& com-
bined hes decreased by 15 per cent since I
1973. with biomedical research; engineer-
ing and physics all recording falb of over
20 per cent. (Figures briael on the 1981
journal-set are relatively consistent with
these values.) Furthermore, although
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Table 2 UK world Oiitire of citations by field of research, 1973-82

_Ai.-__ Ai.
Percentage of total ann. % ann. % Total %Field change change change

1973 1975 1978 1980 1982 1973-40 1980-82 1973-82
Biology, 11.9 12.5 12.8 12.0 11.4 +0:1% -2.5% -4%BiomeMMI
__researcli 11.7 10.4 9.0 8.5 84 -0:6% -3.9% -28%am-Mini* 11.2 10.2 11.5 10.3 _9:8 -1:1% -2.4% -12%aituda Meth-cilia
arth mid space

12.8 12.8 11.5 11.3 11.5 -1:7% +0.9% -11%

mimes 9.4 9.9 8.9 9.3 8:9 -0.2% 4.2% -5%Engineering and
technology 11.5 111 10.9 9.9 9.0 -10% -4.5% -21%Mathematics 8.7 9.4 7.3 7.8 7.4 -1.5% -2.6% -15%Physics- 7.6 7.8 6:1 6.7 5.9 -1.7% -6.04. -22%

Ali Rift
_ combined 11.2 10.9 10.2 9.7-- 95 -1.9% -1.2% -15%

Table 3 PerceoUge eliaittei in world publication share of major
ihMistrial countries by field. 1973-82

ofField Cmiada France FRG Japan UK USA USSR worldBiology +6% -30% -10% +24% +4% -5% -7% +8%Biomedical
research -10% -27% +7% +64% -10% +5% =7% -,5%Chemistry -17% -17% +11% +23% -12% -6% -11% +12%medicine +4% -6% -13% +62% -9% -2% -17% +5%Eanh and -mace
sciences +5% -4% +46% +4% +10% -8% -9% +12%&entering and

_technology -15% +31% 0% +45% -20% .11 -31% +22%fitathentatid -24% 0% +15% +52% =5% -19% +74% +31%PhysiM -19% +7% +28% +38% -21% -9% -16% +20%
Althelds

-11% -9% +2% +40% -10% -3% -15% +9%

Table 4 Percentage changes in world citation shareof major
industrW countries by sea. 1973-82

Rest ofField Canaft France FRG Japan UK USA USSR worldBiology +13% -2% +13% +32% -4% -5% -45% +6%Biomedical
research -,9% +10% +48% +83% -28% -4% =6% +3%Chemistry -14% +3% +4% +59% -12% -9% -13% +11%Clinical medicine +2% +17% +3% +84% -11% -4% -27% +6%Earth and spat

sciences -6% +9% +66% +35% -5% -3% -34% +12%Enffineeting and
technology -23% +8% -11% +91% -21% +4% -51% -430%Mathematies -10% +19% +3% +53% -15% -13% +5% +42%PhysiM -13% +13% +35% +69% -22% -15% -23% +37%

All fields
_Arsed -7% +0% +14% +65% -15%_5% -27% +11%
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there had_ been-aslight decrease in the rate
of decline from L9 percent per aanum in
the 1971% to L2 per cent in the early 1-98N.
there ia little sign in theeitation times of
the levellin off seen in the world share of
publications.

When the figures for Britain are set
*Mit those for the-other main indastrial-
ized-nations. theimplicitions of :he long,
term decline in Britain's hasic science he-
mime all too- awarent-Table 3 _Oyes a
brePI:ctown by field of percemage:thanges
in national shares:of world publications
&Mr the pericid 1473=81 Japan his in-
creased its-overall-thareitry no less-than-tO
percent and the:rest of the world by 9 per
cent: the Mitt losers hsve_been Britain
(-10 per Cent). callada: (78 per cent).
France:(-9percent):and Me Soviet Un-
ion (715 per cent); -Although in. the last
two tasmi- there are likely to he appreaz
able biases in the statistic* since French
and Soviet scientists may welt be prefer-
ring to publish more in domestic journals
not sMiiined by ISI.

Stich aneffect would alsogive rise to an
element of bias (probably rather smaller)
in the figmmonchanges in nationV Warta
of world citations given in Table 4. l'ItTm
suggem that Japanese :tacticians in- all
eitt# fields have markedly increased their
impact on riminternational scientific cam-
munitv; with an overall dmrion Mare that
has risen by 65 per CCU duiiigithe lli_years
tri 1982. Similarly. West-Germany and the
rest of the world:increased their overall
shares by more than_10 per cent. with
Ranee WO TM:biding a significant_ in
crease (8 per cent). Britain and the Soviet
Union have again been the nuths !wets;
with declines of 15 pet clit Mid 27 tiereent
reatiedively. One interesting feature of
the lable is that Japan's largest gains in
world amtion-thare have tended be in
fieldi Where Britain has -declined most,
biornedicat -research, physics and en-
gineering in particular

lOne_finding Ire& thir prerititit itialyiii
Of -earlier NSFICI.11 data -was-shat the
weakest pans of-British basic science are
heavily concentrated: in areas with
thank technological iiiiifortance for the
future. This findingiis reinforcedilav the
updated- SrlaiStieS reportedi in Table
Thisitableintsithosseittific-spicialities
in Whith Britain had i World publication
share of more than Ilper =tor lessihan
7 per cent in 1982: One min see that:the
arm :of strength are mail*
and-bibToiLiCatipecialitiesi although brim!
nicandinorgaethemishy, and electrical ;
engineering and electronics are also odte
strong._ hl lOrltrast, the weaker areas are
pnerally in more **lied scientific and
engineering spec:alities suth as metallur,
gy, optitTc p-olyncettiticattli.zbemical en-
100***4311_*241_11PPIW PhIsics-: What is
particular :alarming is :the continuing
rapid dedine insevaal of theft Meat; in
jot:two:years ate 1980,-Britain's world
publicãtiöä share in-opticsdropped from!

per-cent to 4.6 pericent; in polymer I
research from 6-3:W 53 pet tent and in i
dmiticril engineering iroin 6.7 to 5.9 per
cent.-
Tildore systematic: evidence on rthent
trends is ciiiMined in Table 6, which
thOwt the relearth areas where-Britain
has either increased or-decreased itsworld
publication share brover:15: pei tent in
the five years up to 1982. With the excqrr
tirifi Of computer technolw, the -overall
picture- is-apinione of major declines in
areas of science likely to prove strategical-
ly important m the future for example:,
WO-heti Silence. ariPlied-ahelnistlY and
physics, and electrical engineering thd
electrmum.

I

We have mimed-Mu-where that coni-
panies-in -both traditional and new itidtist=
rial sectors are becoming increasingly de-
pendent oh the results of research :for
Maintaining innovative activity:and inter-
national competitiveness (see Foresight in
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Table S Strengths aid weaknesses in British science: share of world publications. 1982

Weaker areas: < 7 per cent

% Shen

Stronger arms: > 11 Per end
of world skare

% Shire

of world shim

Clinical inedicine-phannacy 1.2 Anaesthesiology 18.4
Gerieral chemistry. 3.7 Pathology 15.6
General physics 4.3 Tropical medicine 15.1
Metallurgy 4.6 Ecolop 14:6
Nuclear and particle physics 4.6 Veterinary medicine i i 13:3
PP1i,4 4.6 General and internal medical Ii
Polymer research 5.5 research 13:0
Oeennograpnyand hinnology 5.6 Inorganic andnuclear thernistry 13.0
Generalinathematics 5.7 Probability and SMtiStid 13.0
Ophthalmology 5.7 Gcstroenierolop 12.9
Itadiolw and muter: medicine 5.7 Dermatology mid venereal disease 12.7
Chemical engineering 5.9 Eleatic:41 engineering sufd
Nuclear technology 610 electronics 12.7
SfSkPaate=physics 6.0 Hygiene and public Ifealth 12.5
Applied physics_ 6:1 Dentistry 12 2
Agriculturaliand food science 6.4 Mkrobitilogy 12.0
Cardiovascular teselTra 6:7 Getilogy 11.9
General biomedicil remwdi 6:8 Haeniatolcie 11.8
irnalynial chemelary 6.9 Ehnen* 11.3
Surgery 6.9 Organic themesTy_ 11.3

Table 6 Major recent trends in British share of world scientific publicadonS. 1777-82

berme Ikper cent la world skare,
1977-82

% berme

Decline of as 15 per cent in world elm*
% Demme

Metallurgy 34
Entomoloiy 70 Clinicalinecfidne-phIrthady 32
Computer technology 61 Materiah science 31
Dentistty 17 CliemieW engineering 26
Gastroenterology 17 rropiw incitiiie = 26
Geology 16 Nucair anA particle physics 26
Immunology 16 Cell bitilOgY. tylkikitY
Haematology 15 = kid Iiiitiik* 24

Polytifei reicirich 24
Veterinary medicine 23
General physics 22
Elearical engineering

and-electronics 2i,
Applied chemistry 19
Evilogy 19
Applied physics 17
PathoIngy 17
Botany 16
Dermatology and venereal disease 16
Nutrition and dietetics 16
Endocrinology 15
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Irmners, -Pinter. Lon-
don. 1934). The fitureson recent-trends in
Britisftscience.,especially those for more
applied -_si:ientifie awd engineering. re-
scant. thus givema ior cause for concern,
particularly when actin the-context of the
dramatic fall :that has abet* occurred
overthe kst deende or so m the country's
relative tisChnoloekal standing. One -in-
dication- 1-the inner is the-British share of
foreign patents registered in tba Unitftl
States. OTAF data shOns that. in We past
20 years. thithas declined-from- aroum1-20
per ce::: to 8 per cent; whilciapan's share

over the sama valid; riwn from
under 10 per cent to over 35 percent, ind
West Gàmans has -remained broadly
constant at about zsperunu as basthat
of Frawe at 8 per cent. Ckarly, if Britain
is to compete MOrnelfeetiftly in the inter-
national technology -market, -one impor-
tant precondition will:be an increase in the
urength of its uo&riying ran:fedi infra-
structrue.

Optimism _

It is therefore worth Woking more closely
at what Ins happened since 1980 to deter-
iWne whether there is thy_evidence that
the -long-term-di:Cline in Brnith- sae=
shows any -of- -being reversed. As
noted earlier; the figures relating to the
&MA world share of publications do in-
itially seem toprOVidnsome wounds for
optimism.- From the fumres- in -Tabk-
one lean see that; while the_overallAiare
fell from-a path of 9.5 per cent in_ 197510
8.3per cent in 19804 fall of 14.5_per cent
in five: years:or nearly 3 per cent per
annum), the: British share hatremained
approximately constant since 1980. Mica
this- herald a renaissance in British sci-
ence?

There are szveral possible explanaeions
for this levelling-off in the relative output
of-British publications since- 1980.- One-is
that British scientists; perhaps imbued

with a new sense-of economic-realism en
genderfx1 by the policies of the Comma-
the:government:Rita its eleon ni 1979,
=liked the need tainereasedieir produc-
tiviw and Pn1 publish more research
articles in international journals-.

In ormview,liowever, a more plausibk
explanation relates to-the ftilida received
by science. -Most- British -academic re-
search is supported by grants from the five
researth_ Otlails_ with indirm suppcm
provided- by-the University -Grants Com-
mittee.- -Fugures- on -research: council ex-
penditures in constant prices (calculated
using the ofcial EEC ftsthith and de-
vek.MMent price- &tutor) for 1970 on-
wards have been :plotted graphically in
Fie. 1; the expenditure for eich yew NM%
ezpremedasaratjoofthatjn 1977. M can
lie- seen, research council expenditure
grewin real termtbetween 1970 mid_1972.
beforeideditring gradually to a minimum
in _1977. In die three years up to- 1980,
ermenditure_grewsknvly-but steadily; but
since Mashes fallen sharply in frIM terms

Figure plots the changes in Bri-
mirfs world Shift ofpublicationtandcita-
lions. In-the-case: of:publications; there
was:a peak in 1975:(:Mee years after the
peak in Winding), but then a rapid fall
retching a minimumin -1980-(again three
Tears -after -the trough in funding);_:I981
registered: a :modest -_intrerst,--Whik in
1982 th_Britith World Shari began to-fall '

again. -Theft is thus a-certain similarity
between the Arendt over time th fundiirg
and_ national shTire of publitations. It
would appear that the 6 per cent increase
in funding between 1470 and 1972 was
rnfiected in the_3 per cent increase in Bri-
tain's share of publiaitiontbaftften 1973
and:1975.: while the 7 per cent decline in
funds in dk five years _up to 1977 was
associated with tlfe Sharp drop of 14 per
=t -in- publication share between 1975
and 1980 (see Table 7). In other words,
there seems to be a time lag a approx.
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Table 7 Association between research
council expenditure and UK world share

of publications

lesearcb_councA
expenture

tlkabare of
pubrantrions

1970-72 +6% 1973-75 +3%
1972-77 -7% 1975-80 -14%
1977-80 +3% 1910-82 0%
1980-83 .6% 1983-86 7

' 1983 figure not yet available

imately time yeas between Telonges: in
expenditure atid-piiblicatitati Shire. (Thit

he reason why the figures on publica-
tionshave beenitonnalized to 1980-som-
pand:with 1977 for Miing-.)
theta-is-some-suggestion cif a tune lie Iii-
tween publication -and- -citation : world
shares;_with_the rapidiali in the former
tietween 1975 arid-1979 apparently liehig
mirrored in a similarlisharpdecline in the
latterbetween 1976 and 1980 .

If there is indeeA an atsbeiation be-
tween researeh expenditure and the Brit-
ish-share of worldpublications,- this would
suggest thatthe levelling offin publication
output was largely the resAilt of the 3 Or
edit increase in realer-eh expenditure be-
tween 1977 and 1980. Further;:if sucitan
association were to continue to hold in the
ffitfire, one would expect thednip iti hind=
Mg_ since 1980 to be followed some three
years later:by a sharp -decline in: the UK
share of publicatiows, it will be interesting
to see whether this is- actuallyi the -Laic
when the CH1/NSF data for 1983-84-be.
come :available in :19116; Furthermore;
aceoraig to thelABRes latett report,
itiehrch council kinds have- contimied to
fall in teal -terms since 1983- (by pethaps 1
per cent per annum) anition the :basis of
government estimates, will probably edit--
finite to do sa over the -rest of the decade.
If the past is any guide, -it seems that the
UK world share of publications may de
dine at a somewhat faSter rate over the
foreseeable future.

Much more seearch is -obviously
needftl to establith ac= -of-a
direet relationship between funding_ and
publication output and also to:explort_ the
reasonabeltindthe fall in the Britith share
of Cited-Oki. (One itaidiri. for example,
may be the widely reported:shortage of
front4ine research equipment ni universi-
ties and research COUtitil libbratOries.)
NeVettheleit, it it dear that one can take
little comfort from what has happened
since 1980 --_-_the evidence_ suggens that
the levelling-off in the dedin-e of-the UK
*Odd thiee of publications between-1980
and 1982 will prove only a very temporary
phenomenon._ _

Over the Iasi yar, there has been a
etititiderible rowth in concern in Britain
with the statecfseience. At the invitation
of ABRC; the Royal Society is undertak-
hwastudy Of the liealth-Of British science
Which thay provide-some-evidence on the
extent :to- which the:pessimist-re tondu-
sions following from biblitimetric data-of
thb type_presented above -are consistent
with the views of the-scientiliccommunity.
The Secretary of:State for Edotation and
Science n; actording to his speech during
the14 June House of Conulions debate on
sciencepolicylawaiting thecompletion of
that study before makiwg his jUdgetnent
about whether the -nuality- of science in j

Britain hai- declined. -Others.: however; '
are- already-extremelyconeernet For ex-
ampic John illarvey4ones, thairmawof
ICI, had this to say -aliout a thorough
review I:1; the company-of where its next I
science!based :innovations _would come i
from: thMk there it Whit etidence that j
the United Kingdom is slidingin the-world
pecking order; -The- evidence :is still I

tenuous, hut it has led us to start inereas- '
mg our links witli Overseas -universities
that We-see-as centres of excellence. . . If
oursuspicions are correct that the United
Kingeom is no longer upiat the front as it

tnen that presents, in the long haul.
itty_ dangerous problems for us."
(Quoted in The Guardian, 19th February
1985, p14.) As one of the Membert of

337
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1.2
ooReselireti Council xpenditure (normalized to 19771
.----reUK Work! IOUS ot publications (normalized 0) 1990)a

1 _, ._
, ._ ...--eUK World shore of citations (normalized to 1962)2 i: v_ .. .-.--9 I
\-

1 i 1. .t-
,

.6 2 *,-A
!!. a

2 2-. \ ,a _

-.
° th

?972 1974 1976 1679 1990 1902 19649
',.....4;

1-1& L Assomanon between research council
espeiWittire hall UR world share of publica-
tionOtiont. &race: Tables 1 and 2 on pp.6
mtd 19 M Miter, E. B. (ed.) Research_and
EreVilopirient in the VIC (Technical
CWige Centre, London, 1984)._-which are M
turn based on figurespublithed bviteencrM
SthtiStichI Ofrice of the United Kingdom.

Parliament wins spoke earlier in thepar:
thumentary debate warned, "this may be
the last chance . . . to stop the catastrophe
that we face as a scientific Lnd educational
nation"; _

Vft _acknowledp stmport from
AGREF, the working group convened by
a-number of the learned societies, aid
from the UverhUline -Trirst and the Eco-
nomic and &kin! Research Council; as
well as assistance provided by Dr F. Narin
of_CHI Research; 0

John &vine. Ben Manin and Tim Placocklare
researchers at the Science Policylleseirch
University of Sussex. Fabtren Brigkonl BN1
9RF Roy Turner works in_theTramponstficlies
Group at the Polytechnk of Central London.
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The assessment of Government support for
industrial rewarch: lessons from a study of Norway

MidIëi Schwerz,-John-IMnIt Ben Manin,_1(eith NUM, end Roy Rothwell
gciennz-Policy Research Unit; aantell Buildtng. thikeedifrof Sussex-,
Falmer, 8 ighton; Sos-ek RN? 9RF, U.K.

Abstract: This:paper atTnantaririet the results of
a recent inudy -mined ant tar 1110Scleinea
Pocy _Fterch _Unit for tha
Royal Commission on Anduattml__Researelt
(the 'Industriforskningsttbralgart We assess
in broad terms the eflactiveriess_ot existing
tiorWisOan mechanisms for wobbling:MAW=
bid iiiMirch in Institutes and firmiAteussing
In- pe-rtietoltir- on tho medtaniml enALineering
arid eiletreirlics sectors. A rangeof evalustWin
techniques- are utiked In axaminhm la) re-
strarchlnegtuto perfonnancek (b) tharesaarch
InatitiatefieduarykitilaUsee, and (e) the weriet
al mods of operetion Of the hiridingsyetem. It
itsuggasted that tho MetheddiagY adopted in
the ;Luck marl* of _mem Obeid virtue Trt
evaluating national systems for Wnding Ii i& 0.

Ittilt0OUC110,4

Oinferiiiiieriti- Are incressiney_acknowledj;itUt
beak the iMportance ol industrial innovation In
edition to_ economic- growth and eomMl-
tiveness, andlhe necessity for government meas-
ures- to stecoMage__Mid support innovative
wtivity_ft3E.CD; 1978l COSMO, -about such
griestionaltalimeadyimpellel several Western
nations grg exampWithe NetherWde. Swarm
and the United Stab:silo eta:nine the apprepri=
steam and effectivenesust existing matures
and mechanisms for the state support _of K & D
(cf. Rothweg and ZegyekL19111)._Againsti
beirkground of structural cheer iv-national
eciireiiiitei and radical advances in technoy,
Caesar:ins are being raised as to whether current
shirdirel 01-government support for industrinl
It & 13 are Mill Operating effectively lids has in
turn generitureiteai tor appropriate methods
of assessing It & D support systems, in order to
determine whether sitnifit iiiiprovements are
required.

Thisaper makes sonw of the methefds, re-
sults and jpolleyimplIcations oh tondy_on if*
Norwegian invent otstatesupport for:industrial
R 12,_a study_ which inyolvest a systematic
assessment of certain majot dements In that
country's & Dlystem. The research was car,
ried out over a ,*month period ih 1981 by a

R & D Useownwil II.0

team from the Science Policy Research Unit
(SPR

Though the resulting report ISPRM 1981) is
primarily concerned with-- one particular
country, R May nevertheless be seen asigustratr
ing_ minyOf -the general problems, aciocieted
with griSdirrilent -support for industriel inno-
varlet% ind Wish thi=iniessment of R & 13 sup-
port imeekaniantr. IVO research focussed in
garticular: upon pririciti kir -the creation and
maintmance of an dIktbit lei:Milk and techni-
cal infrustnicture; end rot «entnnt-on anftrafili-
ate distriWion of- R_ & projett- feeds -to
research institutes and industry: Girth the re-
quirement for new pdisranalysis tooX
preach reported in this study: nay be of Wider
significance insofar as it can besppliedin future
evaluations -of R & D whines And_ related
government-industq links in other_coontria.
Certainly, -Wiry few detailed anpiriod Assess-
merili 01 this sort have been carried out pre-
'Monty..
IIFOI tor *ice, it is not possible to re-
produce hercialt the dita-reported in the Study.
InstestLerasholl sionnuniStIthe nature of these
dats,_ explainhtg_ the motto& Wirt to priailtme
and anatrse themonddisemaintiti detail thole
liodings that are of general relenvntTe te current
problems in R & I) management mil research

. L ilACKUROVNII AND roan OF TOE
_SPRU STUDV

The SPRU study-Yen Commierioned in Novem-
ber_1980:brthe IndOstriferOningsu,..alget.-the
Royal Commission set ion :the- Norwegian
Pepartment ollodustry to identify the strengths
and weaknewm_oldwpresent Nor'-titian Indus-
tnal R system; and:formulate proposals for
improving it. The Commission repotted in 13t-ember 1981 (NOU,1984

Ms important fears of the- tommisTrimil
work was the Royal Norweigan -Council kw
Seltrilific and Industrial Research INTNF).-_ Of
the Serious mechanisms atailable for theJune
support of- industrial R & D Norway hat -Ns,
torkally theien to concentrate on the suppon
of teclotiCal rematch Institutes, combined with a

3 9
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governmenaunded systemiforimlustriallt&O
Protects auried out tollectivdrby industry and
the institutes. The rationale behind this was the
need in pent-war Wooly -to modernise the -
dustrial lwse. much of which- bcked -expertise
and capacity in R &-D. Over-the 35 years of its
esistence.--NINF haspown-appeciahly in size
and cormiksity. ealaNiehing its-own research in-

(thnit_sue currently -IS, altlicaigh some
are morcerineeriia with puhresector than in-
dustraIR &In Anderading a. Urge netwenki cif
committere (ii111/1C _27 at present) Irt_determine
andisdminisleuthe_distribution _of R. &D re,
sources. le?0,_Ihe °saran NW-budget MEI
approximately 400 million kroner IUSS:i111
minion], yetweasenting_ about 20% of total
govcrookril hooding for R & (approximately
2 billion k omit

In- common with mon inchwrial countries.
Norway-his- also initiated a range-of other me-
diiinisme- (or- OW support ei industrial R &

in particular die industrial Rind and the De-
vekpment_ Fund: Mace not iiiily-is-thn overall
levd of governmental support fiif R & Da part-
kularly_ important innte,liest so _is the Maw,
haweettithae various mechanisms Ayr the sup-
purl 4_4: &IX In particular; what proportion Of
R -& resources *mad he allocated_to infra:
atructnral support? To whaicstent is Norwayn
NTbll'-based R & systeinith ils ernithmis
on central- institutes for collective technical re-
search, able-- to med- the _twassing neuts
today's industry? This questkm is especiallrim-
portant- given that Norwegian industry spends
retativelly Mite his a proportion of GDP)-on in-
dustrial_ -R ./4 IT: in 1977. the Niwwegian
Nommenterpusesector spent thn equisnAent
only 0:4!Mior CilM' on iniWstrial R _&_13Jan
thaoltalt that in Imam (IJS%) and Wen -Ger-
many ILI2%11,_and significantly_ less ihnti. Odtee
small imlustrial nations like Switzerland (171%)
and Sweden4 I .1fPg.

A further reason- for messing_ the rokainj
performance of -NMI: stemmed front Leonean
expressed hy certain critics-of the system about
the degree of complexitynnti inflesibilitywhkh,

argooL- has- evolved over the years. nod
about- thc implicar this for the- system's
continued cffcelivtness.--NINF- ii Nish a foun-
dation peavkling fimds (or reward, fin institutes
and Ihnisl nnd a_nelwork of institmes per-
forming research. At a time nhen_ the nntional
mearchlhodeci isigrowing more slowly Ilan in
former par& is this system-Atilt side lin respond
flexibly to the future nails of industry?

WOrriM have been pommel both
within- and outside the- NTNF system con-
cerning the extent to which-funds sue being used
effectively. critics pointing, for rsample, to
nping' problems in research institutes and In a
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lack of iucuinntabihiy _ oycr the results ofire
:march. To --what -Went it _YAM?
Arc firms and institutes- mak ing the best _pos-
sible -use of imeasingly scarce R & D re-
sources?

In order to analyse tend evaluate Narweaian
mechanisms-for the support of imlustrial R & D,
the-Royal Commission therefine needed -a wide
range oi data on the performance of research
institutes-and -the effectiveness ol the syatem- by
whidi_NTNEnnardieptifeet pants to institutes
and firms. They ffeeirred- to commission die-Sei-
mice Poky_RestarcItUmelo carry out thniiii*
of providing these data and giong an nultMerie
assessment of certain key elements of the R & D
support eystent-

The SPRU [march foamed in particular
upon three areas:

(i) the performance ol a number individ-
nal research institutes and Ihe relation-
ihip of their activities to industrial
needs;

hit II* system- kw alWaiting R & 13 pants
lo instittiles and_ firms:

(iii) the_ overall Priorinance_oC the _NMI:
system in supporting R & D and indies-
trial innovation.

iTheasemmentantted onlourinstitulesnnd
onAheir-R- & adiritia within- two iodustrial
sectors mechanical engineering and electronics.
Mae institutes- were the Central-Institute for
Industrial- Research TS1),-- the Foundation of
Scientific and Indiestrial Research at the Norwe-
gian Technical University (SINTEF), Rogaland
Reseatch- Institute IR11-- and die Norwegian
(Mince --Reseurelt Establishrifeet -(NDR E)
find dint or dick proiMedifTerent liteniele rot
Ceillettiverewir4i-With different organtsatiatil
arid funding, pattern& operational .belields and
problem_ S1_11111_ large_NTNFoperated hod-
tutewhiW_SINTEF",.. though dependent ion
MTN,: granK_is sudonomons-and doselrinte-
grata! with the Technical University-at Trond-
heim; RE is- a regional- institute (linked- to
Ropland Regional College) set up specifically
to serve the needs of local iildnetry In addition.
the- Royal Commission asked that NDRE
which is .'nuiecined with rroviding technology
primarily -Wu- a- single- user. Ow- Ministry ad
Dek nee lad uded rot_ comparison-4"db dtie
Wax collective research inslitifies_ en-that their
rela deem rapthsand _weak nesse; could he more
elesirly_indentilied. (The_Royal _Comtism:in &al
not_ Wiwever; . request-- that . ant the
government-supported toinch institutes'. (which
operate as collective-mord of genhations_inn
number of specialised industrial sectors) be in-
cluded in the evaluation.)

I n erovievwow mt. IWO
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Iinve 1 tk NTNIFhased research tram.

2. we Mimi. a oF ouLiskinE
acsmacre frontons

Oise lignifiaint dMractcristie 01 NorwegMa re-
staitIL polity liss=bacri its emphasis on suppl
side _aspects_ R it-13-in particular (i) the
scientific and techniftlinfrastructum based on
collective IresearelilietitritK -and lii) financial
tupport for_ R_& _D__projedi in irobtula sad
firms id C7F.CD.; l978). This, togedstr With-the
fact that die Row of-NTNF funds to firms terns
placnto a considerable *gren throne' collo&
oratire R & I/projects anricAt out -by research
institutes on behalf of firn_meartuthaellecilv
operation-of the overall R & 0 surportsystem
rfependsperhaps more than in 1114My_other
countrieson there being close links between
institutes-and Wrms. The SPRLI study -therefore
focust in particular on these links (Figure I).

ItnSearth institutes have three main sources of
funds:

(i) entrid or 'tore' from NTtir;
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pants _from 14TNF for individual pro-
jecti,-_Iotten for longer-Icon arid more
-tras'iiescarch:_

(iii) paymodlor It It_ D work ciimmissioned
by outside bodiekturticularly govern-
ment departments and firms.

The central role milt-dive:research insti-
tutm is clearly illustrated by Ts* Lin_1979,
research Mangler reccivcd155.2- million kroner
inaencral funding, the great bulk of the 127-1
Markin kroner awarded by NTNF for -research
Ifni-gets undertaken outside-industry, and 268
milton kroner- for-- projects sponsored prin-
cipally by government Jepartments -and firms.
In addition, a signific4int purfion d the 46.7 mil-
lion:krona Awarded by NTNIF_ Me Wm of
prOcct grants to industry was sliW by-firms to
pay_for worksarricstosit at henftutes. Often for
example. a _Rom maybe given a grant to help
transfer to that firm the/mulls of a losg-term
research project carried out by an institute: hi

TM* I Eapendituns on NTNF. uslted mien* 1979

I. NTNF espendsuee --- -- ---
Gemmel fonds le insHheee
RiFroch rannorciscistarded vain 1114441M

--tethiterolecItAceeeled engin_
etelholes. universities. colleges. ere.)

06lev experulltuse
20011NINF-erapandlasar

Nikon Ivan&

195 (38%)
40.7 (12%)

1271 (31%)

403 8 (100%)

2.
- - --

0198inF9914-14-741747-1414huhrs porn trelastrwarre dersartmenti.
industry. Irdernehrnal callaharariorm etc.) 268 0_ ...-----_ .

SOWCIE SPPU-MMO) Table*
NOW k elskrOA tholttelf_heecreereens deveget an Immuring progunion

of Ile len& lo Public seclot Nuevo. ion ow environment. natural resource% mtkartie
gemegogreerd. and so on2. th runuchme_devoied lo lachataal If 6-P has conk/gum*
Men horn about 00% In 1981 so 1111% kr HMI. Of ego 55%. fun over one NMI wu
anocatad ler

at 0 Ah1.1.11.11M U.4. 19112
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sudi11P411"--teneallyimala its formal
condition of the mot that the-firm contributes
an eirivskso amount Maw work.

lies comparatikly_heary_concentration of re-
sources in researchinstitutekgives rise to one of
the_principal sources of strain within the R & D
support- system- -newly. -the' feeling among
firm-that they mein- firroo-anall a I-

-NTNVeitatidittite 12%
in 1979i-compared to NOtatly
alarge kasha bautid_38%) oflancindloed
diredly to imituta MOM atetorovally pia el
the_INTNV system mid Von have hitaW6ed .
dabs on the Web-administered lirbfffinibut
in -addition the -other tymAiVfumbr--m*1
grants- is distributed to linns in ditect compe-
tition with the instituteksince both submit pro-
ject _proposals- to the some committees. Given
the expettise accumulated within institutes and
thde cMe links-with NrraF and its-committees.
many firms (and especially wallet ones) feel
that they are-at an unfair disadvantage inthis
competition. and-that-this beetle-L.6:d in--the re-
suliant distriblation 61--resnotece. Fin-easel*.
only- -39% ol -prektifitiab anal:eta lit 1979:by
Iht Medi:mica! EngrneerbqiCtinimitta *auto
itidastry while.for the_Eketronict _Committee
the figure wasionly-_24%-: Moreover; the 'Mud
sums involved: (71 and_ 4.7 _m_iLlion- War
trVectivdd were in absointeernis edema/
small 'simpered with the resources spent on

3 2

fli&D _bylines in_ time Iwo- seelorssralla
indeed- Men the -R &- D- lalats- of -mawy
medium-sired firms. Also-nolable is the fact dud
brge -bins him SOO employees, received over
60% of &eland awarded to indmarl.

Given the concentration of R & D funds on
noliedive aka& institutes.- it is worth -noting
some-td -Ilk major -alleincieridki-dir Colfeetia
mearekas-aitiodnmism Tor iMPfernating liflO
vailnwnolia.--parlititbriy-the prOblctnj whia
have teen aserkbterl with_ ib operation_ ht otha
countries. Rothwell (19*WItas ittimnuniett
ditical_inues Itere:Ahey are_ lided in Tabk
Evaluation_ of the extentlosAkitsuch_problems
dated withbithe_Nonagianallestiseaseerdt
sydavativkled a-focus for much of our data
collection and analysis.

3. 1)ATA C111.116311114 AMP ANALTS11

In ilea of the central position of eolkdive re-
test& institutes in Me Norwegian R & b
Mydent. air prime kik -was- to ma. ef-
kelbenest anh apprilabieness- to- bidustrial
n ee& of the setacce_offered by instillies. Thia
required detailed intonation on_ the inpub
Mina% miffing eic.V mums (long-term re-
scardircommissioned _R&D work; support la
intittdryAn implementinginew brehnologrete4
O 161 Overall mock of opdation of the histhules,
as well a data on the specific R & requite-

A P Meogymwra Ui. 1.82
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ratwtsi of lode* y._ 11Wre_ data were merited
hugely_thowsgh structuted ititafikiri With lititi=
tote rowarthers_and industrialb% Stith tacti=
timwri1 information proided by b-cstilote
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manaviement,_ NTNF administrators. and
governmatkollieials.

The main types o( data used In ma assess,
taint are surunarised in Table 3. these having
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Table Z. nbleAilivaLdetah Interviews_air,
ried_couLand__It Iklipmimls_esamined domin

hoursiwk ahouthshalf of Which .wehiret wiLthilninstiniknelte

Maenad" and half with Wiltior industrial num-
agem A further It interviews were undertaken
during the initial exploratory phase of the study .
enabling us to kkntify the key kw* On which
to focus, and providing a basis for drawing up
the structured interview schedules wed in later
field:work.

_ M _the inatitubm_wecomused_ on ID tong-lerm
ihernore

Use typeteseardi otects._imsded
by_bITNFwantsith _miblic agencies and in-
dustm,_gencrally involving themaels: at a later
stap_m- the work rums:1m4 to the 'demi-
opmenrphime and the results wes* ready to be
implemented- in the form of new products or
jwocesses. We also examined 711ndustrial R IY
projects---that i projects far fess re-
search content, and-hailed tke outset by-a
jaablic agency or a WM hicinietiiiiM with the aid
of an NITIF granit.i

In addhkm, both nWituie management and -
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;_resettrelicwand industnal_managers were 1av1 compkmented by the data_ on NTNF fending;
ted_ to 0%4gal:11MM:ills-xi the sown rot alio- in particular analyses of thegrants allocated byeating NTNF project_ ;grantx and llre die- Committees for Mechanical Engineering
appropriateness_ of the_corrent state awitiket and Electronics. Table 5 summarises the naturesystem for R & I) in Norway. These results were Of Ike* data.

111411- -FacIoo dl.enng ito. mom ol-Indum14111 0 0.4.414 coded tit * bad-
WSW IhdrinkliMadISCOPPIN111111101111S

Wimp 6
noLot

0,011414
Coliforsold

41641oclonly
1162 o/
palms

% couoplo1sd
sodolactordy

bOl411Prolect__
--Prodoel devolois000l 22 60% 24 71%

dsvolopolon1 it 9% 10 50%

IS 53% _11 44%
15 20% 20 76%

;3 s to JO%c200 41111194o
>=0 aii4011111
it altlidaWIly. el Non

17 36% 9 63%

In rex 5 53%=nou 14 36% 16 69%Low 17% :r A30%
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1141011111,__MI5 Aiwki 5%! 51o_10%;-1W1/441* ovs, 10%. Po nochsoical
onoinourloo how -.ohm 11 lb 0 loom* oonmay much Sower. tho ocooliov4l111
Ileum awe 01. 2%; 2165% Ind tow 5%.

Esplamwory sate

Ai can be seen, Institute A-exhibits ardatively
antidiction- rate for process-development

pr*eti iepirticulari and foriurojectrinitisted
by arms and projects Forinns with a low R & D
interedly. Ofl Ilie-otlier Nita-this-institute has
been moresuccessfil with product

'with_ projecU dolt: then ff;ns,1°,171%.
kiatertand_with Wad V:* high Iti&-Dintaiisity
linns_Theapparent reason kt Mkt is that Inst
tute A hes concentratedits _electronics tenor&
efforts on the doelopment_. of certain- eiiierd-
eketrookA_prodnetkosalg_thelands end com-
petence built mt daring a_major programme
funded over (he last 13 years- by:NTNF. Jn
hinted by the institute, Ibis proArn_mme_has
tended to involve only small number or &TM
particrilaily those employing former researchers
from the institute. locked, mon of the efforts
have Veen eciecentrated -on assisting _just one

dre *Statute livid could be devel-
oped into ainlikt Norwegian -rnkro--eketronics
enterprise. Because dth :edifeentratlein of
ellintindostrial prisjecta in olliternied-ol eke-
nonickipankularly kr low I & liiteerit*
lirme. appal to have_ received preirinetibtaitely
less attention; and have therefore tended In he

& 11A 1013

kra alisfsittiiir is far as the firms are con-
ned._

At Institffie 13, process -ekvelopment _projects
have also been completed reel niiiilactorily_but,
unkre_Institute rittijais initiated-by firms
have been_significsotly Imore anecieWill than
those initiated_ bribe inititure. Orerill; Keening
Institute ft has not rameentrated its testardi ef-
forts so much on oneiwogrammc it seeMS to
have been able to allocate itt_resourea mint
flexibly than Institute A. in_oulisular_ to meet
OW elsilkoge of projects-initiated_byindustry
11W fact that electronics prtAects which the_in.
Nitta* itielf-lies initiated seem to havepmveA
reboinly lets Asecierful provides some evidence
to supporithe assertion by certain firms that its
research staff. tinksedoielY iimervised, tend to
ado/Cron:academie ipprOadcUch an ap-
proadtmay _result_ in reseerth pubrocatrons-con-
tributinglo thealivanceolscientifie knoidedge
but it is less condluve_telhe _creation Of tech-
noloiy suitable for commmcial hnplementiliOfl
in new products or _proceesetk_lAilhod01 we
have tended to focus on identifOng_the problem
areas, it should nevertheless be noted_ that, in
the View of most lirms, Institute B has proved
relatively successful in terms of providing R & I)
support for industry.)
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Using these different ea% of data, wc were able
to cmlfluct _various iperformanee iltdiCAIWA fir
bollxihe uolketivciresearch institutes and the
overall R & IJ support system. Then. bravo,
frosting the respective views of researchers and
industrialist& it was _possible to identify where
improvements were felt to- he needed, both at
the level of R & D management and govern-
mental policies.

Insrinne Assrismem

The analysis of institute _performance drew
heavily on a critical review of their lon&aderm
research activity. Particularly_ imnorlant here
was an evaluation of the impact of these:pro-
Inatome& especially in temo of the transfer or
knowledge and techniques to industry. In addi-
tion, exaMining the shorter-term R & projects
carried out_o_ institutes atalned- us to Identify
the types_ tir-Villte making use-cif institutes, the
nature_of the_ R & D support they reeditd. arid
the Andustred beriefits_as p*WeiVed faith by in-
dimly and institute& (We were abo_able to es-
tablish_w_hkh _types of firms made little or no
use of thcladlitiesAnd services offered hylroti-
lutes) Certain condusinnyeouhlthen he drawn
about hichprojects are most likely to be com-
pleted satisfactorik by institutra, and hence
about the improvements most needed. Table 6
presents a selection of some of these data. %bow-
ing how doe weeds rate for induorial R &
projids-varies with-the type of project, the Ini-
tiator cif the research, and the characteristics -of
the _firm invoIXed. In addition. from the indica-
trial interviews. we obtairial an iridkation Cif the
demtnts perceived by firms as moil probkinatie
in relation to the performance Of InStibilet,
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37%
20%
70%
20%
13%
13%
7%

7%

-3%
13%

Tabk 7 gives an example ol the results obtaiiied
hoe.

In order to -go on In-draw-more general con-
dusions at tkleid Of R management_and
policy...Wig important in extend_ the analysisln
include the_determinants of success and failure
in joint industry-institute frojects; in particular
hot itutional _ and . organirAtionat factors. _These
arctliscussed below in the contest of the critical
itsucs anociated with collective research klen1-
ilia: earlier (see Table 2).

(i) Funding arid programme . wreak*. Two
main_problems xist Jure._ lir* the dual
role of_N1741_a&bollta_funding_agency
and operformer of R & D has given rise
to certain areas of potential -conflict
between institutes and firms, eve:dolly
where they are competing directly for
the same funds. In the case of dee-
tronie&-for example. the long-term con-
centration of resources on the
micro-electronics programme carrled
out by institute- A in -conjunction -with
one partitular firm (ilee Hit explanatory
note to Table 6). has inevitably limitW
the !support .available for . the devel-
opment of this dud.," _area of new tech.,
nology_in ocher instituten_(and _firms).
According to those interviewed, Ibis
happened because the institute was lint
in the field, and there were then press-
ures to amtinue funding its research
staff. This problem of &lanai/ in fund-
ing programmes- is compounded by the
lack Of same tor -outside determination
cif the way in which institutes use their
core fOnclii,_ More generally, many lion&
betanse their _project proposals must
-compete with thine from institutes, feel
that they are at 'a mak* ditadvantage:

Illowfwerin ISA ITU
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institutes arernerally _more stillnl in
writing strong_ propoub and are In a
better position to_k_ocm what stria_ of
propnsals are most lilely_to he _funded
Consequently. an apeation from__a
firm may be turned down._not because
the proposed work is unprombing_but
Wein* dm proposal isimmly written or
argtied. &nail firms. and-firms with crt*

limited iiWinitife reward, capability.
are it_a pintkubr disadvantage tn this
roped._ _Convenely. larger firms
(mirficularly thOU _integrated, formally
or_inftwmally, into the NTIsIF committee
structurel_and thine tibk_ to= tiOnOse
more Interedimelieseardt neerk
much more strongly:placed, Saondty;
portly because of the messurts: within
Nnrway town& the duntieratbation
and decentralization of decision,rnaking
a- large number of NTNF mumble=
now exist to determine the diitributkin
Of-resources, each with a widely-based
MeMlietibin.- As a result, there has been

tendency for- NTNF to give a small
'link Of Ilk cake to everyone, rather
thait_make the lkird strategic choices (at
the_rational level) as to _which areas-rif

OLAIO and Jobb* imitit0Wialitifikt tie
funded. For mostareas of_R & D Mere
is certain 'critical masa' oe'noitickaeT;_if
the resources available are kss than thig,
little progress is made, and theuturnon
research investment is likely_to _he bali-
te& Our analysis of both fundimg pat,
terns and interview data indicated that
Sikh-a-fragmentation of research efforts
had.imke& taken place in certain key

_ _ areas of NorwepanR
(ii) PeTsantwt. SuccersTul- researeh depends

ultimately on IMAMS- And creativity of
the:researchers. Collctnive researelt initl-
tuIes if they are to rentam productive on

lonpreitn_ basis; need to Iiiiren con-
tinuousinnow of new people and-idftit,
and a comtant_development and 0016-
lion in the skills a their incumbent staff.
SINTEF achieves this _through its inte
ration with the TechnicalMnivenitgal
Trondheim (its sten find the involument
with graduate students _particularly
inefid -hi their research), and_NORE
thrtitigh- military service (young scientists
Mid engineers-Often prefer to spend their
liationg_serviU carrying nut research
rather_ than iiiidergitinii military training,
and NI)RE is able to temidt the best cA
these). SI; howevet; hat 00 siteh inuitedi-
ate-soutee of people and ideal, and Odi
may well be the main factor underlying

II D Alasownerei 12.4. 15112
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what was found to be a ratherlen suc-
cessful R & 0 record than S_INTErs. In
addition, NORE _pursues a deliberate
policy of sending manv a its staff over-
seas Tor- further training in universities
and high-technology firnn. Fof a small
c-Mintry rdk Nrianty. whitt conducts
len than !Wit/ all the workrs K &
substantial effititt muitlitbvklusly he de-
voted to momloring t lOgical devel-
opments _ oversew,: and dillinhig the
results_ to:potential MTh _in Norway.
NORF. has found ihnt by .fet =the most
effective way of doinir Ibis is_nat Worth
monitoring the icchoical __ literature
(though this is important),_but hy send-
ing stair overseas for limited periods.
NDRE's experieneu_suggest that the
colketive researcb araem would beurn
greatly From wider use of this approach.

(iii) Tertires offered. The institutes appear to
have_bikto rather-leis-successful in meet-
ing the= net& tiflittitilin proms devel-
opments than they_ haie With-product
developments. _In *Mita* While they
are ohenableto help in Ilk eafily stAges
of the lonnvation_procus
background researsh),Alte support they
prnvide at the later stagm,,,far example,
in the translation of technical advances
intn viahle productiontut_42
rather more limited. Other limitations
inclutk-the generally short-tam nature
of die assistance they prnvide, the ab-
sence of special help rot small firms, and
a oegled Of die inin=leihnical needs of
firms. _such_as astinance With market-
forecasting (see also Rothwell and AT-
yeK1982),

=

(iv) Users. The enntact between firia.T.Ipar-
ricularly_smallerones, andreardt kith-
lutes is limited by_a_ number_ of Nadu.
On the part_ of firnrklbere_is a:general
lack of awareness about dm_ nature of
the services available, an uocertaintg as
to how-to make contact with institutes
and- with whom, and problenis with the
comPlex process involved in applying for
NINO; ptoject Funds or technical assist-
ance. As kr the iflstitulcs, Many of their
staff tend to_ he somewhat:Ai-inked in
theirlinowledge of_ the lean-kat and
commervial meth Thiii :rains
partly irPin &general lack or industrial
experience :amongst_ industrial re-
searchers lwith certain -_-_ notable
exceptions),_and partlylrom their relit-
duly infrequent comae, with firms. A
significant conclusion from our assess-
ment was that such problems in dealing

347
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-;
woh_smalland medium sired thmstwilb
less than 211flemployoestweretunch kss
apparent_ in the_ case of_ RI-the smaller
regionally,based research institute.

Ivt Ontputi,yen when nstitutes apparentiv
do carry out R & pokey' satisfac-
torily. the results are sometimes not
commercially implemented by industrv.

often. especially in Ow case of smaller
lions, lack of subsequent commetcial
swarm is primarily due to the absence of
in.howe staff: with the necessary
expertise -In take over the technology;
aml _band-arm il Into a new or improved
pi-40nd _or_ process. In Other instances.
responsibility lies to_ a greater _ extent
with institute:members who, lacking
industrial _=experience_i_are imatole _to
produce lesearch- results imitable- for
comtnercial implementation;_ for exam-
ple. they creak a product that is techni-
cally over-sopldsticated. The experiences
at NDItli in particular sogges1 that suc-
cessful transfer of teehmology is most
liktly -to be-achieved when firms are in-
volved horn the outset Le front the in-
itial research stage and-when institutes
continue to provnle assistance through
the later stages Of the Ikvekopment pro-
cess The_ bed way of ensuring this is
through the temporary: transfer of staff
between limo and hotitotes._Thus what
might _heidase6bed as: 'Om first law of
technology truosfee_is: 'the hem meek.
anism- for transferring technokogy is
through the movement of people'.

4.2 .4iiexonent oldie NT I V F-hased
R & PiiiiiriStmniii

The interviews with industrial managers and in-
stitide researchers provided the main data rited
in_mming_ :he operation and limitations of the
exisfing_R &Ttsimportmechanisms. particular,
ly those milted a d NTNF. They also

51111110 I. SI RWAR7... El AI.

fornied- the losis of Our identification of the
main improvements required. In particular, we
were_ able toproduce data_ on the extent to
which the collecieve research system-was per-
ceived by _hums to be operating atiettiallinjOlifd
to relate the vatying degrees of eirelattiOn :16
industrial sector firm sire and:firm R &if) in-
tensilt Table ft prosichs an esample.of how
these data were analysed, and the owls of isottx
that were obtained: It shows that, in the mech-
anical engineering sector. small -lit no and firms
with a low R & I) intensity arc far from satisfied
with the NINE system. and indeed that many
of them had little or no-knowledge of the system
and -the supprt it-provides. ISitnilar data were
produced fist_ the chi:local-sector. and on firms,
paceptions of the industrial support provided
bythe tolleettt e research ins1ttutest
-These perceptions of ifiddstrialisla erridd that

he related-to structural problems in_the NTNE
system apprent !tom- data on patterns of it.t
source distribution. They could also_ be related
to the views of the institute researche,'t on- the
R & sneport system. Aptin, we can brie*
illustrate thc approach ashipted with an exam-
ple!- the perceived 14-us or the colketive research
system against smaller firms Indiestrialists and
institute researchets both believed the NTNE
system to be realty- helpmg only ilk large firms.
(57% _of instituters:searchers advanied this view
compared_with :22"4- Who cfisagreed.) Conver-
sely, few (5% of researchers) saw the rescirefi
institutesto successful in _meeting the needs ird
smaller firms. The importance of firm tire in
determining_ the level of industrial assistance
even hythe R & II support _svstemis reflected
in the apparent bias towards larger firms in
NINE resource allocation: firms with onr 200
employees- received 11314 of NfNF research
grants -awarded over the last 4 years in the
mechanical engineering sector, and 67% of the
grants in the-electrumws-and electrical engineer-
ing settor. [his isdepute the fact-that small
firms accountfor asignificant part or both these
industrial seelill&-. The tootlikion is that small

Talk, 8 (haven nieVA of mechanical entanrefino Ikms on the NTNF system--edects of tern sire and R & 0 intensity
.....;

Site
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Tel* I tememence between the olosclieganow.enindwannet inthrttial
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nonagon;
-
Views ol

1.dustiittl managers
.

66%

-̀
Watbeluebiallik_D_projects
concreted latislacoully by:
(i) (MOW*
(2) Institut* 9 elemonies aetheJv

- Vince of
Mahone mutoretows

. . . . .

59%

29%(3)_ Inettbsep Wmerhaelcal engineennn maybe

Wahine@ dia A & 0we swing
esent_0(
(I) aei

2-2% 12%(2) sidefector00,but could be loupousd 39% 49%(3) umetlebreseely 35% 43%
at Interviewees bellering _that the NTNF
lenpeorteysiene Is wedding:
(I) well 1% 3'.(2) letitiUsaitirdy. but could

be kernmed_ 23.. 35%
74% _02%

Source: Ineibiri iddrii4t7t1littectrolls 14 In 5P91-1(1551).

firms apmently cannot compete für support on
equal terms with their larger coMptlitom.
--I Finally. it es worth stressing that perhaps (he
main strength of the results-on the performanceof colketive research institutes and_ the avail)
11-&-D system was lbe ftree of convergence
Obeid between different ekments of our_matlyti-
mil data. The notion that different"partiat
dicatots or *romance should yield brosAy
similit relnlils_ was a key &mem of our assess,
ment meth-Wilkie. In this respect Table_ 9
demonstrates how researdiera and industrialists
held ver/ similar views on_ the silent io which
industriaL&IltD projects heft been-completed
satisfactor*_ the_various_ intlitedet.--These
two _groups also shared similar _perceplkeis Of
overall performance of the NTNF support
system. This was somewhat less hrue of the

on the degree to which collodiveresearch
hittitutes-are succeeding in meeting the_RAiiI3ndi of Raw institute rezarchers wen int*,
ably tather more positive in their_ views on_ this
than the &ins. althOugh even here the differ-
ences were not great.

4-.3 Fatrihk Improomems to the
Norwegian R & Sitprort

Asn_result _or nor analytit. we were able to
identify ieveral_major mays where Iifljprovc-
menti tereiperharecrequired in the NoriVegiiii

& -D support _sys_lemThenutjor conclusions
emerging from our assessment areas fonnefe:

fil Organisational chows_ should be made
in the system try_ whichNTNroperates
both as funding agency andperformet
of research, in order In reduce the level

X Meseartmew ILL 1982

of direct insiitute-induttry inrierietition
kw resources and mute gteiter lksi-
hility in restructuring_the activitiM of ire=
stilones when neecuary,

(a) Greater, concentration-al emearch efforts
is needed lit avoid fraimentationand to
pcciuiit lbe litrrnttlalittn ui lontpr-Jerm
Stiategic research programmes linked to
nationitit -&D needs.

(iii) The I.-transfer function of re-
mota inditeitei dionld -be strenrhened
(I-articular!, dittiergh-eneouraging yea-
ter :interchange R & 13-personnel.
therehy_meateng doter relationt with
othet releareh-centres rind hitter links
between-firm_ and institeites thitingtkint
the various-maga:of R & tetojet-i.

(iv) More sulecial help lot pnalkr_ firnu
should he movided in the way of Wendt
and services available- from the col-
Fictive research institutes and NTNE _

(V) Gustier -attention needs to be_paid- to
like!) ituktOrial hrnetit as a selcction_cri.,
teriiiie für R -& -I) project grants.-ralleer
than tO intrinsie technological interest.
Sittijlarly. tbere_should he greater em-
phasis upon R & I34nolity control and
projco cridnidititi _la -ensure that re-
Sentrees,AnIC alluented. arc utilieed as
acetic* 04_ poxsibk_.

(vi) Increasedfittentionshould be given to
(he I ision of noo-terinural manicure
(e.g with _markm,foremsting. mange-
ment of the innovation plosze.
Acting_ etc.) to runes attempting ito
Centred & I) activity into successful
ifiniiiitiencihis is especially important
In tht case of smiler firms.
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(vii) Goatet iiikesToon is minims,- in oo WM'
ntiir pitikt Inwards_ iiidtmlrial It &
stimuli I his _would involve streugib.
tiling: the _links between the N'INI
system_ and other mechanisms for en.
clowning indworialinnovutiom and cm.
swing Mal _they_ are integrated with
oterall nathinal indinarial needs
th gh more explicit innovation and
industrial rookies.

It should be strew& however.ithat. while our
rsseards roomed upon the scope for enhancing
the effectiveness- of the Norwegian system for
lk !support 61 ;MIAOW & D the present
system boll -110 meanS njiii r nire. hi Partkuhr,
compaied with mang Other bonnie-ors. iCls-
tuvcly sottescm iii hanging tOgether ifldiistiy
and reswrch institutes; _providing nitrelianittiat
both _for miffing the: l'eckvance Of strategie
king-term research undertaken hriouitioes and
for transteo rim to Wormy the hasic_knowletige
and techniques dm:lived as a resod' nu fhb;
work Hence there already exists a solid base on
which to build i more effective infrastructure for
rhc support of Norwegian industry in the future.

5. liii wiuta smaitrwsruti riv rim MIDI'S.

Given the growing: importance of_effectiveha-
Portal- research- development Land innovatiun
polkies. there is an uqmo need to deviselm.
proved methods few assessing_the_perfmmance
of research g ps (ind institutes) and_the ef-
fectiveness of governmental R & _sapport
mechanisms For this reason. the study reported
here.-andtlic methiihdogy on which it es based.
may lie Of more general interest to R & D man-
agers and prilky-makers.

0fir assessment concentrated- both orc- the
inputs and_ outputs of the :Norwegian (NTNE..
based) R_ & system, and on th e ivetational
strocturot andip-clikes _which _ together _deter-
mine the srstruis riveridl effectiveness. Ai the
centre of the iiwthndologyiuicd in Vie:study ix
the notion or ennveminimerformance indkatorx
based on different methods of assessment: itis
the convergence reflected in the views of differ-
ent interest g 000 ps associated with Norwegian

& D. and the consistency with the
other statistical rlata. which soggmt that some
degvet of reliahility can We Placed on our find-
ing(

1 hialifiethodologg, it shook! be noted, draws
onIn long.term programme CA work -on the
evaluation of research performance undertaken
at SPRI lity two of the authors (John Irvine and
lien iMartint:_f_Itc__nim___Ims heat to ikvelop
policy analysis mols useful in evaluating _past
research performance. and has combined tradi.
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AWIltal moot -output aopi coaches wilh a range of
social science InAninows (especially_ structured
Interviews and attomIc surveys.) Though first
developed for th assessment of certain bask
science specialities - -exampTc, radio
astronomy see_ Iljjljfl aii.l Iternic. 19N21. this
Norwegian study mw.getbi that dit approach
can besuecessfully etIcitided In eiilnite Melia a
aprilied ressamh_ and cnginceiing ieldingI M-
inh!, or potentiid relevance hi national polity,
makers and those concerned_ with R &_ D
management. While the approaeh iSitalher
labour-intensive. the cosi is oill small_com_pmed
with national R & Innigos. (The all indusive
awl of the Norwegian stody_vms _approximate)y
£22.10), i.e. -fess than 0.051; of the _current
NTNF unnual budget.) To this extencwe
believe that-the work reported here does consti-
tute a significaniNst step -towards the devel-
opment of rescareh ass-caitrient techniques. and
hence _towardS the eierittiit establishment a
more elks-live national R & t) policies.

101110 N(1%
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APPENDIX 2

CRITIQUES OF IRVINE AND MARTIN'S METHODOLOGY
AND A REPLY BY MARTIN AND IRVINE

PlArtAll VC* Ill 11.11Im

European high-energy physics

Poor marks for enterprise
he the thirty years since the establishment
of CERN; the European:Organisation:for electron :synchrotron -NINA. But their
Nudear -_Rsegrch new Geneva; the lab, revimof CERN is more important as it
oratory has prOduceA only two "cruall mTty afWct re4tpohcy in two ways: firs% a I
discovaies" compared with a dozen or Britisl scientific committee (see boX) is
more at United States laboratories. whose studying whetha Britain should remain a
total cost is similar, and may even be less. --ha of- CERN. given the present

This is the bottom -line of -a lengthy 127-million _price taig and there are indi-
balancesheet.with manyother conclusions cations that- Martin aud Irvine's much-
and obserntions. drawn upin:nearly two improved approach to :scientific assess-
years! worby soctg_scients Ben Martin want ituthe CERN report is finding favour
and John Irvine. of _the Wence_Policy amongBritMt policy-makers,and couldbe
Raearch Unit at the University of Sussex, applied to otlfer fields. (A study hat already
and published today (6 &eptember). The been made of protein crystallography. for
two-part mart is catain-to be influential example, and delivered to Sir David
in this particular reappraisal of its Phillips. chairman of the Advisory Board
membershipof CERN- for the Research Councils,which allocates
__ Theft-at CERNicliscovery categorized as basic research funds among the different
"ertia" wasin 1973 ("neutt-A eurrc=", retearch councils in Britain.)
a ncw form of weak interaction)._By then. But does the Irvine and Martin method
US laboratories had d Oired a second work? The two researchers' earlier reviews
neutrino the ornma-minus (thcbçginnig drew criticism that in assessing scientific
of the quark modelk charge-parity-vio. productivity (or the lack of it) in terms of
latinginteractionr, deep inelastic scattering indicators of oublication volume, citation
(which indicated thatthe proton really had frequency and _peer ranking of Jabora .
componena. now known to bequarks) and toria, they ended up with too bleak a
mere. CERN. on the whok. hat ban picture of what Vegan to seem "targets"
thorough but dull, say Martin and Irvine rather than mere subjects for research.
CERN lacked "bum". Bin the second of There were mitigatine circumstances, and
CERN's crucial discoveries is very recent forms ofproductivity unmeasured by the
(the intermedilre veaor b o s o n s W anti Z indicators.
found last year). is attributable to a new I But Martin andlrvines present effort
adventurousness at CERN:and; according two papers published in Research Paticy
to _the review. "to_ a eatein extent the can hardly be criticized on those grounds.
balanceo( power in experimental high. The CERN survey is sophisticated, and the
energy physics bitween North Ainerica and two investigators clearly recognize a
Western Europe seems to have reached a development in their technique. For
tuming point". example, they previously described their

Ma rt in and I rv in e- ue fame d for methodas one of "con verginte' indicators;
not orious) for their previous critical thusbegging the question of whether or not
assmmentsiof the Jodrell Bank radiotele- the indicators do indeed converge on a
scope, British astronomy (notably the single black-or-white assessment of a lab-
Isaac Newton telescope) and the Daresbury oratory. In the case of CERN, the indi-
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=tors clearldo not converge and; write
the researchers4:"the results based on each
indicator natcl to be autfullyinteriTremf".
Interpra they do, basing_ their atalysis an
112 inwrviewswith particle playsitists from
the Soviet Unita to the United States.

High-energy physicists. even those at
CERN. who have seen draft versions ofthe
papers -desaibe the analysis As :lair;
balanced and (mostly) accurate. CERN Is
admitted to have just rifteA the_boa_on
many oeeWoas. _The run quirks WW
dwras and bOttom.. which highlighted-a
revolution in physics in the 1970s described
by Mania and Irvine as "the American
Revolution", could have been found at
CERN. the study daims. Kissing the elk,
covery of these particles was described by
one ohysicist interdcwal by Istrar nfid
Irsuirciu"a tremendOus faiiure".

CERN -even pradiited -serious arelli.
Ong Particle. the A2, was claimed
falsely.- as it turned out-- to be split. or
two(old, crearing a puMessIncli Atisiii tied
theoreticians ffir nearly live yeas% dui nig
the late 1960a. Rut ilajCTi'UVSWI?ip madr
in the United States (the "high-v anomaly
of Ferrnilab which caused equal cumtc:n.
ation in the I 970s). Here the balance %heel
is even.

. In ten= of positiveresula; CER N's first
big madiine. ihe 28 GeV proton syn.
throtron(PS). though on tine MOre Ilie
equivalent alternating gradient syn-
chrotron (AGE) at Brookhaven. was no-

where new u productive at the becizeing.
Physic:1u auributs this. Wove all, to lack
of expenence in the daign of high-energy
physics experiments in -Europe. Then the
intersecting storage drip (ISR), designed
to collide PS protons with each other head
on, was a brilliant teeludeal sweets bust
faBedtaproduce revolutionary physics. (It
helpatio understanding the quark struc-
tare of nudear particles, but could have
seen and not missed charm and bottom.)
Manin and Irvine suggest the machine was
underexploited by CERN management
The 400 GeV-surox proton synchrotrein
(9PS) that followed canetoo tate more
than fun ymt after Familab in the
United SUM had creamed the enerp
region and had to rely on tidying-up
(whielt. nevertheless, it did welt, with
resources that were considerably greater
than Fernulab's).

The lesson . if there is a single one. is:that
Eutooes laboratory _was run too much by
committecovhereaskrherican litlioratories
owed more to individual flair. (Maurice
Goldhatier at Brookhaven, R R. Wilson-at
Fennilab and Pief Panofs4 at Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center are singled out.)
But Martin cod Irvinesay_that things are
changing at CERN under director-general
Herote Schooner and that a more
inthvidualittic stYle has emerged.

Nevertheless, CERN has committed
itself now to just one future machine and it%
IS-mile tunnel. the electron acceleratot

LEP now under construction. Mut tire and
more controversial :report by Irt
Mann" wilt discuss the prospects
andat lease One official invoked in itie
British decision to support it has said he
wishes he had had the report before hint
when he said yes. Robert tvelgi
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2008.JfAR1S_EOB_ENIERERISE2

V.F. Weisskopf

The report of the social scientists Ben Martin and John Irvine

on the achievements of CERN, The European High Energy Laboratory_in Geneva,

was commented upon ir 'Nature on 6 September 1984 under the title 'Poor

Marks for Enterprise'. An observer well acquainted with the American and

European aCtiVitieS in PartiCIe _Physics finds this report unfairly biased

against the.achievements of CERN:

European High Energy accelerator research on a large scale

started only in 1960 with a completely novel social experiment, when the

international laboratory in Geneva was ready for exploitation. 't no

tradition in 'big science' existed at that time in Europe and no

experience of international scientific.management existed anywhere. _

Nevertheless, within less than 24 years CERN had developed into the leading

laboratory of the world in its field.

Why then do Martin and Irvine consider CERN's performance

disappointing? They concentratre their attention on sensational peak

discoveries. In this respect CERN contributed only during the last

decades. But science does not consist of discoveries that make headlines

in newspapers. The bulk of science consists of a broad front of

painstaking investioations, leading to ever deeper insights. They are the

soil fiom_which iwn, of those striking discoveries can deveI0P. In this

respect CERN haS made many fundamental contributions to which Martin and

Irvine give only passing attention.

It is true that some of the 'peak' discoveries, in particular the

I so-called c- and b-quarkcould hive been found at the interseVcting storage

1 rings IISRI at CERN. _Other 's, onal' discoveries, the violation of

parity, the 0-minus, and the t.. types of neutrinos; which CERN waS_bIamed

for missing, were made in_the US before or at a time when research had

bkrely started at CERN. It iS certainly misleading to use only the number

Of these well-adVertised successes as a measure for the quality of an

institution. But even xf one insists on counting the lucky events of that

type, CERN did not fare so badly during the second half of its research

354
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period. It discovered 8.,Aew form of radioactivity, the so-caned nehir..1

currents; the well-advertised quanta of the weak interaction, and probaLly

even a sixth kind of quark.

Martin and Irvine ascribe the latest achievements to a recent

change of spirit due to the present director. True enough. Merwig SchopPer

vigorously supported the last phases of the conversion of the SPS to_a

Proton-antiproton collider and the subsequent successful eeeeee Ch. H.

deserves every credit for it. how Martin and Irvine do hOt seem aware

of the fact that the conversion of an acceIeratOr and the preparation of

such giant experiments take much longer than the three and a half years of

SChoPper's_direCtorship. The daring spirit and the technical inventiveness

that haVe lead to these achievements date from much earlier times. They

are a proof of the opportunities given to individual scientists. which

Martin and Irvine considered as too restricteid at CERN. They also show a

steady growth of this institution towards its present world supremacy; that

started long ago.
%la

The comparison with the FermiIab in the USA is most unfairly

presented. True enough. a number Of great disco eee i e s were made at that

laboratory; such at the existence of a fifth kind of quark. Out it was the

CERN acceieratbrithat was able to produce sharp and intense muon- and

neUtrin0-beams with which the so-called structure functions of protons and

nedtrons were determined with an astounding accuracy. Moreover, the

important 'EMC-effect was discovered, which has lead to a new VieW Of the

role of quarks in the atomic nucleus. One of the main purposes Of those

accelerators was the production of usable siCon'daryimuon and neutrino

beams. In this CERN %gal much MoreisuccessfuI than the Fermilab inspite of

the latter's four-yeir Iliad. Why did Martin and Irvine not appreciate

these successes and Why was this considered by them to be dull physics?

CERN's contributions to the physics Of nuclear structure irei

almost completely neglected in Martin and Irvine's report. CERN haS the

most advanced isotope separation device (Isolde) attaChed tO ita

synchro-cyclotron where many new unstable nuclei were discovered and

studied. Recently a low-energy Source for antiprotons was constructed

(LEAR) which provides un:que .:ppOrtunities fur the study of antiproton

interactions.
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The teed's: of CERN is based to a large xtent upon a fact that

Wei Serprising for people who have ob 0 the development of physics in

the last half century. America was assumed to be superior in engi n tering

. and instrumentation as demonstrated by the develophent in the 1930'$ of

cyclotrons. synchrotrons, linear accelerators; bebbIO thafters. etc. But

the quality of the engineer-physiciSta it CERN tethed out to be at least as
high. They succeeded in constreCtiong accelerators of unusual reliability

and flexibiliy under the readerthip of the late Sir John Adams. Some

people ascribed thit te in over-con aaaaa tie. design, but it helped greatly

in the expIeitatibn Of the machines. For example. it allowed the

leMinetity Of the intersecting storage rings to reach more than ten tiMet

the design value and it facilitated the construction Of_the Oreeibusly

Mentioned intense muon- and neutrino beems. Finally; it Midi Possible the

fast con eeee i e n of the 400 Bee accelerator into a proton-antiproton collider.
The success of this conversion depended upon one of the most imaginative

devices invented and c a rriod bet it CERN by Simon van der Moor. It is_the

so-called StochastiC Ceeling Of tde antiproton bsam, a method that is going

to be used in fetere colliders everywhere in the world.

Furthermore. the CERN engineer7physicists led by glen JrinfiSbn

- COnStructed the intersecting storage rings at a time_When the AMerican

Iiborat rr i ee did not dare to take on this difficult teak; Indeed, the

first two colliders for protons were designed and constructed at CERN: The

ISR and the proton-antiproton collider in the SPS tunnel. With these

accomplishments _CERN hat Pioneered a new style of experimentation which now
is taken cver by other Centres of particle r eeeee ch. All over the world_

the newly planned High Energy devices are going to be such colliderS. CERN
continues the tradition by constructing the large electron-positron

collider 'LEP'.

The Hartin-Irvine_report does_not make much of these

achievements:- it all but iviores also the numerous new instrumentation_

ideas that were spawned at CERN; such as the multiwire proportional chamber

and the vacuum ultraviolet iMaging device. Both innovations are not onlyA
significant sdvanceç detucting particles, they have important

Opplicationi in Medicine and in other sciences.

High Energy Physics is an international endeavour, more so than -
most other scientific activities. There is a constant exchange cif

3 6
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physicists and engineers between CERN; the United Statet ihd othir

t 7,tries I' dees not make muCh sense to consider the progress in that

field at .icompetitinr. between two continents. It is a collective

achievement df aII -a!-,fti.Apating nations. The CERN effort has contributed

essential ingrodio,ii[s. Oarticles physics 'mild not be what it is without

CERN'S impetus, withow_ its technical innovations and without its studieS

and disco 000 i e s. ,:pteo if some of them did not reach the newspaper

headlines.

last vld by no meanS least; CERN represents the United States of

Europe in fundamental physics; It became an active symbol of the spirit of

European unity_._ That it no mean achievement. It s eeeee as the Univursity

of Europe for High Energy Physics and brings together the many individual

UniverSitiOS in Europe in scientific collaborations of unprecedented

Magnitude Chd complruity, frequently involving also U_. 'ties and

Institutes of the n,S.. of Eastern Europe and Asia. In_Spite Of the

obvious difficulties which such international collabOratienS entSil, CERN

has developed into the foremost High energy LabOratory of the world. This

is strikingly confirmed by a recent American Panel report on New Facilities

for the U.S. High Energy PhySics program. in which it was stated:

The European facilities frequently provide a better level of

support and/or a larger number of opportunities than the AmeriCan

equivalents.'

How can such an institution be given 'Poor Marks for EnterOrise?

-
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A Critique of Irvine and Martin's Methodology
for Evaluating Big Science

John Krige and Dominique Pestre

Question: Why do you spend money on high energy physics when you have so
many other things to do?

Answer: ( I) According to Marx and Engels every discovery will have a practical
application some time;
(2) This kind of science presents the greatest possible challenge to cnginccrs.
physicists and industry, which is important to us;
(3) Any civilization of any repute must be interested in the structureof matter. the
origin of life, and the origin of the universe.

-
(Response of a Chinese colleague to a question asked by V. Weisskopf. I)

The work or John Irvine and Ben Martin (IM) deserves serious
attention. The range of their studies is w ; they_address themselves
to issues of importance; particulaely to science policy makers; their
output is considerable; and they itrive made a marked impact not
only in the scientific community ,_but also well beyond; Yet impact is
not the same thing as quality,,as IM wwld readily agree. And though
there is much to recommend i% IM woll; its vtiltle is, we believe,
vitiated by a number of metrvAolo114,ciii iii quacies. It is on these
thatwewish to focus_ in what folk:en--; The pars r is divided into three
main sections; In _the first we sr ntarize briefly the main stages
followed by IM in presenting their rmilts. We then goon; in the core
of the paper, to criticize several s.-ects of their methodology. In
conclusion we try to assess the value which their woR& has, despite
the limitations we have ideltfied.

Rather than trying to cover the wliole corpus of IM's won't; we
basenur discussion primarily on their recent studies on high-energy
physics; and CERN in particular.2 There are two reasons for this.

Social Studies of Science (SAGE, London, BeVerly Hills and New Delhi), Vol. 15
(1985), 525-39
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Fustly _ our main interest is in their methodology; which _is
adequately represented in these paperi. Secondly, as we are
currently engaged in writing the history of CERN; we are able to
draw on what we have learned toexpose some of the_limitations of
IM's approach. While we recognize that; in making this choice, we
mayl* suspected of wanting to defend CERN,iwe wish to stress that
that is not our concern; If we are 'defending' anything, it is
intellectual rigour;

IM's Argument: The General Structure

The plan generally followed by IM when presenting their rettiltt can
be summarized as going through four successive staget. To avoid
misrepresenting their views we rely heavily on quotations from their
work.

FirSt Stage: A Critique of the Peer-Review System

IM stress the need 'for improved and more open rric )ds _cif
evaluating research performance in _basic science' (LDS, 2).
Typically, they give three main reasons for this.

(a) There has recently been a levelling off and eVen a decrease in
the science budgets in industrialized COuntries. Thus 'existing
financial etiMmitments must generally be reduced in order to free the
fundS to Stipport promising new research areas and young &dentists
I. . .1 not a task for which peer-review has proved particularly
efieztive% (EBS; 3)

(b) With the_concentration of resources in a feW Central facilities
having annual budgets 'now running into tens or eVen hundreds of
millions Of dollars there:is a need 'not just for accountability to
Stientifielieers, but for widerpublieaccountability'; 'One solution to
thiS problem lies in the _greater use of output indicators in helping
regulate the scientific system'. (EBS; 3)

(r) There has been an 'entrenchment_ of partimilar interests in
decision-making bodies' reflecting 'previous patterns of resource
distribution'. Instead of allocating resotirces on scientific merit, in
the 'free market' of scientific ideas, a Situation of 'oligarchy' and
'tigiditie has developed, which place an 'increasing strain on the
peer-review system'. (EBS, 3-4)

35 9
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Second Stage: How to Evaluate Basic Research?

IM's method relies on four main considerations. First, 'it is based on
an input-output approach [. . 1. For basic science, some
simplification is possible since one can concentrate on the primary
output of contributions to scientific knowledge'. Second, the
'approach is institutionally focused'. Third, the 'approach is
comparative,with the added condition that one can only legitimately
compare "like" with "like"'. Finally, it 'involves the combined use of
several indicators' (EBS, 5-6) like publication counts, total
citations, numher of highly-cited papers, peer rankings_, peer
comments . . . If the indicators converge (that is, when they 'all point
in the same direction!) IM "regard the results of the evaluation as
being relatively reliable, and certainly as being more reliable than
those based on a single indicator like peer-review'. (EBS, 9)

Third and Fourth Stages:
l'rom Past Performance to Future Prospects

fliàrnàihöd is then applied to the 'past performances' of the facilities
under study (stage 3); From this IM try to assess future prospects
(stage 4). To this end they identify in the course of interviews with
top scientists Ihe_factors that had structured success and failure in
the past', and analyze 'further the various factors to ascertain which
were likely -to .ttontinue to exert an influence on research
performance in the future . and . . I any new factors that are
likely_to emf. (f 7'5; 23) On this basis, they derive a set of
comparative aiteria a5f.ess the pc spects for the various facilities.
And they draw their

Can One Reasonably Expect to EvalnateCorrecdy
Reseorch Centres in gligScience! to improve Science
Policy Decisions Using Only Their 'Scientific
Contributien to the Progress of Knowledge'?

(a) ro ay-id fruit: ss discussion, we want to stress that we do not
doubt that IM say that teAputs other than contributions to scientific
knowledge are important.' And we see much to recommend their
decision to concentrate on this one aspect, particularly in their recent

360
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work. What we object to is their insistence Oti calling these other
outputs !secondary reasons which _(in the CaSe of high_energy
physics; fbr example) 'cannot explain why. averthe _last decade,
nations have spent around $1000m a year on the subject'. (EW, 299)
And to the fact that, whatever they may_say. lid use only the_one
criterion, as measured by number of papers, citations . draw
their conclusions.

(b): In our view it is quite wrong _to assume a priori that
tonsiderations_otherthan that of scientifie Merit art Of secondary
importance indeciding whether to fund Big &donee. The quotation
we_have put at the head of this paper makóS the point. Results
obtained in our own studies confirm i t.5

T-i) illustrate ;Jet us start with &simple historical question: Why was
CERN established at the beginning of the l 950s? What were the
reations which convinced governments to give &ct much Money to a
Scientific institution? We will, not enter ink) &Wilt; brit a crucial
reason_ was the brain drain. Of course the phYSieists wanted to do
scientific research and to competein the production of knowledge
with,their American counterparts. But abugelacility working on the
frontiers of research in physics was necessary in Europe to retain the
brightesti people in a situation_ of open (scientific and economic)
tornpetition with the LISIC_ In other words CERN had and
perhaps still has ,an important socio-economic firiittiOn to fulfil.

Thus, without pretending to be exhaustive,SOrtatIu6tions cannot
be systematically relegated to secondary impoitake, questions
about:

manpower training (To what ex-tint dabigsdence facilities train
people for industry? Dothey tram them in such a way that they
have ratherunique skillsn What wouldbe the consequences Of
closing such_facihtics down; or closing it down, when only One
exists in a particular sdentific field in a twisty? . . .;
technological fall-our and other ecOnOMiCal benefits in industry
(reduction of production cotsi dekeldPirierit of new products,
iMproVettient of market image.

Wirecteffects ati military technologies;8
- socialrole in testing new kinds of equipment, pushing them to

their limits;
national prestige.9

In sum, and even if it is difficult to assess this, 'Big Science' (or at
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least particle physics and space technologies) have a kind of role
analogous to thatnfinilitary researchin the economical field.

(c) We are not claiming that 'non-scientific' considerations; rather
than the production of scientific knowledge; are 'primary' or 'more
important' in assessing Big Science; Our point is, rather, that it is
wrong to weight them aprioristically and, correlatively, that the
weight in fact given to these different outputs dercnds crucially on
the socio-historical context in which the decisiori ;!7 i,)be mode. At one
extreme, if one has several institutes in the same country doing
ratighly_the same work_ in a particular field, their contributions to
scientific knowledge; as measured_by_IK would_conceivably carry
the greatest weight in the minds of policy makers assessing_their
value. On the other hand, the 'bigger' the sciences and the fewer the
number of facilities devoted to it, the less important this factor is
likely to be. At the limit, if you have a facility like CERN, the onjy_
oneof its kind in Western Europe, it is inconceivable that one could
close it down just because itssdentific performance is not the very
best; Of course; it is reasonable today to demanclof CERN that it
does science which compares favourably with t hat done in analogous
tentacs elsewhere in the world though this would have been a
ludicrous demand in 1960, for example. But this being achieved, the
real problems hegin: weighing a variety of outputs which cannot all
be 'measured' in the same way; weighing them against the inputs;
and finally weighing them against other outputs which may derive
from similarinvestmentsinother fields of basic or applied research.
In additior4 these weightings must berione OäryIöng Wrm basis
because; while it is easy to stopa big centre; ids a complex process_to
restart it. As IM have shown; for CERN, it is only after 15 to Ilyears
of existence that the laboratory began to compete with its American
counterparts. And this would be true for most facilities in 'Big
Science'.

The Transition fr :?..a `Past Performance' to Assessing
Future Prospects

(a) The first thing to notice Is that the part of IM's work dealing
withfutare prospects relies mainly, if not entirely, on peer-review,
since the potential scientific outputs and the factors which
Ltructured;_and are likely_ to structurethe functioning of research
facilities in the future are derived from interviews; This implies:
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that IM rely ettentially on the average feelings of the scientific
community, leading us to doubt whether they can produce
assessrnentssubstainially different from thost obtained through a
more classicalpanelsystem;
that the results obtained using 'quantitative' indicatorshave little
value for policy makers. In fact, what do these indicators
measure? 'The Scientifit Performance of _the CERN
Accelerators', as stated, for example, in the title ofone of 1M's
artickt? We do not think the answer is so simple. These
quantitative indicators give at one and the same time aoidea of the
skills of the experimental, teams, of the impact of the science
policy of the institution, of the way people work-(tult ura [Styles or
preferences), of the fact that, in the case of CERlt delays_have
occurred in building the machines because of theattitudeof some
Member Statet in the past, of good and bad luck; and so on. In
other wards, these indicators give agiobalmeasure oftheefferisof
these 'explanator y lactorson pastscientificoutput. TO disentangle
them, to_weigh their importance one against the other, IM need to
referto peer interviews. Unfortunately, for policy decisions, it is
this explanatory level which is crucia I , and not primarily the glöbal
measure.

(b) Futtlieriticire; when 'projetting'_forward the factors which
Straettired and are likely_ toxtructure the future functioning of the
facilities they study; 1M tend to rigidify them. Let us take an
example. An interesting factor mentioned by IM arid one taken
for granted by them and by the physicists themselves without careful
assessment using historiCal data is tleapposition between 'amore
bold, speculative ethas of physicists iri the UnitedStates; where the
tetearch tytterii was regarded as nalnally allowing more sec for
ifidiVidnal initiative' and 'a mor; solid; safe and conseriative
approach to theirexperiments' by European high energy physiciSts.
(m_272) This opposition; when identified through interviews on
the past performance of CERN,appears as one of the reasons most
frequently given to account for the small number of key_discoveries
made in the Elitopean laboratory. As key discoveries_are de facto
cantidered in IM's papers as essential to assessithe contribution to
knowledge, the American±values'_ are _connoted pnsitively (and
CERN is thought ta have to 'change' in this respece;. Hence the
rigidity. In fact; what appears as an unnecessarily conservative and
expensive way of doing physics may, in another scientific crmtext
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which is not easy to foresee._turn_suddenly into a positive and
perhaps decisive advantage,even in terms of producing key scientific
results. This seems for example to be the -case in the rtitife tecent
successes of CERN (transformation of theSPS intoa pc, collider anti
subsequent discoveries of the 4,and Ws). As Clemens A. Flenseh; of
the University of California, Santa Cruz, put it:

CERN's facilities have been designed and built-by:well-paid engineers [. .1-The
ensuing high:quality of machine building has paid off hanchomely only by the high
standards of magnet- and- vacuum chamber construction can thc success of
converting the SI'S accelerator into a colliding pp machine lie explained."

The point to stress here ishow cautious we must be when using
such explanatory 'factors'. First they must be studied critically in the
light of historical data. If not, one is reduced to repeatingeneral and
banal statements. At this level of generality (see CH, 271,Table 9),
nothing is really false, nor really true. But when trying to use_them in
the future, additional caution is required fundamentally because a
radical- unknown exists.

(c) Thit leads us to _the_notion of risk linked with the use of
advanced and highly sophisticated technology. When studying 44,e
past, one tends to underestimate the problem. If something has
succeeded, with the wisdom of hindsight the risk is thought to have
been 'reasonable'; if mmething has failed, the risk is often
considered as having Seen 'too big'. When considefingthe future, it
must first be recognized that an unknown is_present and that, even
without being deliberately biased, the experts oftendisagree on the
importance of the risk and onihe scienfific consequences which will
derive from it. Insuch situations there cannot but be a non-rational
componentin decision-making, a leap of faith. And the kind of
objective data' which IM provide do little, if anything, to place such
decisions on a more rational basis. What are we to make of
statements as general as

At Brookhaven [the:problems . . . with Isabelle] were far more severe and were
largely responsible for the delays to the facility's' constructionprogramme I. . .1.
The tehnical difficulties faced by the CERN accelerator buildersi . . . op c011iderl
have also been extrerne (though the situation1 rapidly improved I. 1 over the
following IMO years I. , In the case of the electron-positron colliders . the
technical problems associated with the SLC are felt by most physicists to be
particularly severe (. . (CM; 32-33)

Perhaps this information is interesting for the layman. But for
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. .
.scientists and for policy makers it is far_too imprecise. Dependingon

the imporiance of the decision to be taken, they need better
documented and contradictory opinions. The 'ecumenicalsynthcsis'
derived from the views most commonly held among peers, and
presented under the guise af objectivity, will be of minor interest
unless One is simply searching for reasons to 'Ohl:ay' a decision
already taken.

What about IM's Remarks about the Rigidity of
Peer-Review?

To begin with, wine precision is calkd for-Whe.n speaking about
peer review are We speakingabout_peers asked to propose priorities
between facilities in the same field Ithat is, comparable in terms of
'like with 'fikelor between facilities which 'produce' knowledge in
different fields(say, high-energy physics and biochemistry)? In what
follows we shall distinguish between these two kinds of choice-

_(a) Concerning a choice_between 'like' and like', the _method
developed by IM applies. What is more, as they say, the results
obtained by asking peers to rank_facilitieshave been, up to now, in
rather gockl agreement with the results obtained using 'quantitative'
indicators. In other words, they demonstrate that peers, when asked
to compare 'like' with 'like' in a systematic manner, are rather
reliable.

Is tins lest fact surprising? Contrary to IM, we would not lay such
stress on the 'subjectivity'll of peer-ranking comparedwittithe more
objective results obtained through quantitative indicators. In fact,
the data (pariicularlycitations) usedby IMare themselves the result
of scientitte opinions about the works of their colleagues. They
embody competent scientists' knowledge though a 'knowledge'
not obtainedin asystematic mannerof which institutioaproduced
keydiscove ries and which gave systematic and reliable results. These
scientists are likely to have a gotod general idea of what the results of

bibliometric measures are likely to be. In other words, the
rather gocid agreement found by IM isnot to be wondered at, and
does not require special explanation. It isonly ifadisagreement wcre
to appear that a special explanation would be called for.

(b) Turningnowio the second casethe choicebetween different
fieldsreal problems arise. As Weinberg hasput it, 'to the expert in
oceanography or in high-energy physics, nothing see quite as
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important as oceanography-or high-energypiTki: qiit here, the
method proposed by IM is of no direct use. If tli0 -illingness to sof\
this kind of problem through a 'rio :mai" process of comp7: i
(rather than through simple hard baavaining) has ::ny
propose no solinion. Or, at best_theyhint that rfir sal mica ist
the bildgetS Of institutes performing badly onscientific grounds.

(C) It ShOuld be added that, _whenpeers are asked to make
jiidgements of scientific merit across sections of the same discipline
(physics as a whole for _example); they _are not always that
*inireliable. A recent study of the tanking% made by a jney Of
physicists active in different fields of physics WhO Were aSked to
assess proposals ifor basic iresearch concluded (on the basis_ of
bibliometric data) that 'the juries are competent: they know who is
good and who is l*ttor' ond their `judgement has predictive valuo". "

_(d) Whatever itsinr:;:ions, it does not follow that what IM do is
of no interest. As they say, their approach 'provides means hi help
keep the peer-review process "honest'," HOWeVer, it Would be
wiser not to let people think that their methOd can da more than this;
it would be wiser to avoid the easy rhetoric wo find in the_First Stage
of their presentation (see above). Doubtlesssigidities exist in the
peer reVieW system, and some powerful oligopolies have developed.
HOWeVer, 1M themselves `show'__that these are not biasing peers
calIco on toassessthescientific merit of facilities in their own field. If
such rigidities are important; it is precisely because they impede
allocation of resources to new fields. :While thiS OrOVidet
rationale for producing a more `objective' and `open" inethdd of
assessment, in fact the limitations of the methddology they develop
preclude them from making a constructive contribution to the issue;

Further Less Important Criticisms

Let us agree that IM's main purpose is to provide 'a means _to keep
the peer-review system "honest"' (at least as far as_these peers are
asked only to give advice on the scientific performance of existing
inttitutiont Working in the same field). That granted, our general
feeling is that, these boundaries having been established, their
method is worthwhik. However, some minor comments remain to
be made.
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(a) The need for rigour in comparing 'like' with 'like'

A cardinal tenet Of IM's methOds, and one with which we would
agree, is that it can be used ..inly_to compare like with 'like'.
However, IM often playfastandloose with this notion. For example,
in their comparative study on accelerators in East and West, they
begin by distinguishingfive kinds of centres equipped with fiVe kindt
of machines. _When comparing_ publication, output, thdy reinain
basically within these groups (EW, 3134=06); their peer-review data,
however, cut right atross the distinction, rankingslifferent kinds of
facility on the Same 'linear kale, and so treeing them as alike. Our
pint here is not to decide when they are right; We would just like
More consistency andclarity.

Anyway4the decision about what is comparable is not just a matter
ofmere convenience. Mulvey wrote recently that if SPEAR (the
electron-positron collider at SLAC) 'was responsible for the major
part of the difference in score on which IIMI_hang their case', it is
becatwe this kind of machine was "the best type of machine for the
phySics Of the l971N'.13 We doll*/ know if he is right, but if he is, his
statement reveals that the definition of what is comparabte midi be
clearly disrussedinshe light ofeachhistorico-scientifiecontext. What
is more,_ this context will not, be easily foreseen beforehand. Ai
Mulvey put it; 'in reward] of this nature, until the experiments are
done, no one knows which is the best choice'.

On other accasions also, IM's criterion forlike with 'like' is used
t6O 16citely. For example, in the same _paper_ (the: East-West
comparison),_ IM explain clearly _that the mechanisms of_publishing
in the Eastern and_WeSterrtblocs arevery different, and that the datl
they _produce art not readily comparable. T1174 granted, their
quantitative results derive what conviction they have only because
the:differences between East and_ West are very big.,They certainly
add no rigour to what we already knows)]. to the impressionsgained
by Stientifie peers.16 More fundamentally, would it not have:been
more realistic simply to say that, given _the _great untertaintieS
surrounding quantitative measurements of publication outputs in
the Eastern bloc, such comparisons have little to contribute to our
understanding of the East-West difference?
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(b) The notion of Partial Converging indicators

Of course 1M's response to the above would be that publication
output is only one of several admittedly limiterfindkators._Thaugh
each is imperfect or partial in:uself; theconvergence' of the separate
indicators_givesevaluative results which are relatively reliable. Our
main concern _here is with the significance of the claim that the
quantitative indicators'converge'among themselves, and with peer-
review. In our view it is misleading to describe the relationships
which are involvedin this way. Let us explain.

To begin with, what dothe 'quantitativeindicators publication
counts; number ofritationsperpaper, highly-sited papers; and so on

measure? _To_ n first approximation; each of these indicators
measures a different facet of _the_ scientific performance of an
organiration (as compared with others), each contributes to the
building of a gtobal-and synthetical picture of the organization in
question. Thus CERN; for example; emerges as being at once
productive (publication count), very reliable inits results;_but weak
in producing key discoveries (citation count)._ This_ picture is
obtained by adding together the results of more or less parallel
'indicators'. That granted, the question of whether or not these
indicators 'converge' is ill-conceived, and beside the point.

What of the relationship between the results of quantitative
indicators and of peer review? Here the notion of convergence can
gain some purchase. But it is primarily a 'convergence' between two
overall pictures; one built by 'assembling the quantitative data; the
otherobtainedby interviews with peers; Here one can speak of these
images as converging (or diverging). Yet even then the terminology
is misleading, for it suggests that the two pictures of the organization
are derived from independent sources. As we pointed out above,
SFI are not, and it is not surprising that, until now, the pictures

-jotained in both ways are roughly identical.

Some Remarks on 1M's Rhetoric

Our remarks in this section are iorired by the recognition that IM's
papers are generallyand were for us very convincingwhen read
for the first time While all of us use certain 'ploys' when writing to
make our case, we believe that ilvf use a number of 'rhetorical rules'
in a rather systematic way. We identify three in what follows.
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(a) envisage all possible, objections Jiandihen
sumphfy lathis way; the reader's critical faculties are disarmed.

The examples of this 'rule a, e numerous; It operates, for
example, when IM preSent the various kinds of outputs one Oh
consider; or when they Stress that citalioncounts measure the impact
of aipaper, but hot its quality or itsimportance; or when they thoW
the liMitatiOAS iiiiposed by their data (East-West comparison); and
so Oh.:Ingeneral these discussionsare well done andare accniate and
stimulating. However, the problem remains that, having discussed
all thelimits;IM do not always take them into account during the
demonstration and in their colichitions and summaries,

(b) Second 'Rule': select One from A_ Set of factors relevant to
assessment, and then declare lithe most important one.

To illutitate What we mean by this formula; we will take an
example. In La Recherchein 1M consider the notions of qualiije ofa
paper (walklonc work; absence of, mistakes' . . .), iniPoriance
(potenfial influence' if 'communication was perfecr = and, we
would add, if the seitfitittt khe* clearly which_ article would be
considered in the fut.itt) ahd impact (effective influence). But
instead of saying that quality andimportance cannothe measured=
granted that they have a ineaning=IM try to show that impatt iS the
only important thing to know; They write:

[Mt iinpact ofa publication describes its effective_influenceiwithin field at a
given moment, afiddian the advancement of scientific knowledge;_lt follows that
the impact of an article; rather than its quality or its importance, determines the
extehi dits contribution toscientific progressfrom which arises its intereit fora
policy choice

In other Words; instead of simply saying that citationeounts will giVe
us a rough idea of the quality/importance/impact of an article, and
that we will use them because -citation counts are easy to handle
anyway, IM try to show that (fortunately) what we can :late is
precisely the MOM interesting factor;

This example it draWafrom the microlevel of IM's work. Inc SaMe
tendehcy to eleVate thespecific feature they wish to discuss from one,
or a, factor inassessment to the ,_or the Most important factOr, also
occuri On the macrolevel, as we showed above.

(e) Third 'Rule': do not hetitate to appeatio common sense and
general knowledge to strengthen your demonstration.

This rule operates, for example; when one reads what we have
called the First Stage of 1M'sdemonstrations (see above). EVeryone
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who practises history or sociology suspects ihat people and groups
tend to defend their own interen, what there are dangers when the

etople are bath judge and judged in a decisionprocess, that
lobb.14rg an important activity of scientists, and so on. All_ this is
genc y true. It does not follow asIM show that peers cannot
be 'honest' when asked to rankfacilitiesin their own field. However,
common sense baulks at this conclusion, and the refinements in our
understanding of thelimits of peer review demanded by IM's results
are not made. Received wisdom remains intact, uncritical and
uncritieized.

What have IM contributed?

While what we havesaid above is consistently critical of IM't *di*,
we wish to stress that there is much of value in what they have done.
We would like to identify: the following important and helpful
contributions they have made.

(A) They haVe collected; organized and_published a colossal
aniount of information about the scientific performance of big and
expensive scientific institute& In so doing they_have provided an
invaluable data base; containing both quantitative measures arid
scientific opinions, which no policy maker or serious student Of Stich
institutes can afford to overlook.:

(0) They haVe shown that when peers are assessing their own
fieldt they can be reliable judge_s_of scientifteperformance. And they
haVe as -0 shown the value _of relatively cheap and semi-mechanical
alternative techniques which can be used by social scientists and
others 'external': to Big Science to measure various aspeett Of an
institute's scientific performance.

(e) Where thOices have to be made in a field whereseveralsimilar
rettarch units within a country (or_a group of related countries) are
eiiiiiPeting_for resource& they pravide policy makers with sound
information_forassistinga rational decision._

(d) Finally; there are the `spirk-offs'. Speaking for ourselVes, what
they have done in the cm of CERN is a source of inspiration for the
historical work we are engaged in at the moment. Quite apart from
anything clse it will help us ask pertinent questions of our archival
documentation.
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NOTES

I. This remark was made by V. Weisskopfat a seminar biganited in conjunction
withrhe Study Team for CERN Hittrity ii ScOtitirP,er 1984. Thc original is on a tape in
the CERN Archives. Geneva.

2. The core papers We are iiiing with the abbreviations we shall use to refer to
them in the text are: (CIL Ben R: Maninandlohnfawne. 'CERN: Past Performance
and Future Prospects CERN's Position in World High-Energy Physics'.
Research Policy; Vol:_13 (1984). 18.210; (C11), John Irviim and Ben R. Martin.
'CERN: Past Performance and Future Prospects II. The Scientific Performance of
the CERN Acceleratati'. ibid.. 247-84i (CI11). Ben R. Martin and Um Irvine.
'CERN:: Past Performance and Ranee Proipeets III CERN -pd the Future of
World High-Energy Physics'. ibid. (forthcoming); (EW).--JOhr. I: Me: and Ben R.
Martin, 'Basic Research- ih the East and West: A Comparison of the &ientific
Performance of High-Energy Physics Atteletiithit'.SiOcl Stuaies ofScience,-, Vol. 15
(1985) 293=394; (EBS). John Irvine and Ben R. Martin. 'Evaluating Big Scierice:
CERN's Past Performance and Future Prospects'. Scientometrics (forthcoming):

3. Our concerns are thus different front thole of V. F. Weisskopf and J. H.
Mulvey, whose responici tis a moori on the work ofIrvine and Martin appeared under
the heading 'In Defence of CERN' in Natare, Vol. 311 (18 October 1984), 599-600:

4. They have explicitly considered them in fam, in their. Jobn Irvine and Ben R.
Martin. *The aonomic Effeeti of Big Science: The Case of Radio Astronomy',
Proceedinss of the International Colloquium oh Econoriiic Effects of Space and other
Advanced Technologies. Strasbourg. 28-30 April 1980 (Ref. ESA SP-151.
September 1980), 103-16.

5._ Our work is available in a number of i htetnal tepditi piriduced at CERN in the
so-called 'CHS series. See, in particular, D. Pestre; Pré histotre du CERN: le Temps
d'un Optimisme Raisonnable; décembte 1950id-Cat 1951' (Geneva: CERN; 1984);
13-14.

6 Irvine and Martin. op. tit. mite 4.
7. The thcsis of H. Schmied; &sal det Effit4 Economiques des

Conventions Conckies Entre 1é CERN et l'industrte (Strasbourg: Universite Louis
Pasteur, 1977); is a good esti"' of a study of Such questions. While his method has its
limitations. he is rather co. ing when showing that in Wine :rms. the ratio of the
economic utilities prciduced in industries by the contracts wi th CERN to the amountof
the contracts themselves is far from being negligible (31.6 in the case of precision
engineering; 17.3 in die case of computing)or when he aigu6 that roughly 80% of the
total utility repOtted by firms detiVCS from sales to client:, foreign to high energy
physics and nuclear physics. &et alai UtitieValli. A. Gsponer. L._Hanouz and P.
Lehmann. La Quadrature du CERN (Lausanne: Editiont &eh biii, 1984), 123-39,

8: Consider,for example. rresident Reagan's recent 'Star Wars' speethes. See
also Grinevald et al.; op: cit. low 7; Chlotti I. rot trinie suggestive remarks about
military linkages.

9. 1M themselves point Mit that, in the Eastern bloc.'matters of national prestige'
have played a major role in the funding of high-energy physiesi EW. SOO.

10. Clemens A. Hesisch.1/S_Partidisation at CERN: A Model for International
Cooperation on Science and Technology'. CERN EP Note. 20.1anualy 1984.11-12.

I I . See particularly John Irvine and Ben R. Martin, lua don de la Recherche
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Fondismentale est-elle PossibleT La Rechrrche; Vol. 12. No: 128 (December 1981).
1406-16:

12. A. Weinberg, 'Criteria for Si::entifie Choice* Mihetva. Vol. I (1962).159=-71.
13. W. Westera an C. lc Pa. 'Evaluation of a Science Policy Instrument'. in W.

Callehaut. S. E: Conens. 13-P. Lecuycr,A. Rip and J. San Bandegern (cds). George
Sarionrintennial (Ghect . 'Belgium: Communication and Cognition. 1984). 488-90.

14: Ben R. Martin and John Irvine. 'Research Evaluation: Why? HowT. in
Callehaut ct al. op. cit. note 13.241-43.

15. Mulvey, op. cit. note 3.
16. See also the section of it..e slme_paritt entitled 'ACCelerat4.4 Outputs

&dentific Publication? (EW, 3414- :here IM ioentify four possible sources of bias
in their data colleCtion techniques 6sed to cornparenublicai ioncoum:.. On the second
of these. 1he difference in publication practices. 1M re panicularly cöiwindñg (EW.
307). Unfortunately the authors do not estimate the possi as in this case: and ifl
their ccinclusion t hey quietly shelve it . giv ing aii oVeimi eitir. ,fhias which does not
talte it into account(EW: 308).

17. IrVine and Martin, op. cit. note 11,1409-10.

John Krige and Dominique Pestre are both members ofan
international team currently writing the history of CERN. The

, latter is the author Of Physique_etPhysiciens en h ance;
1918=1940 (Paris: Editions des Archives Conternow-aines,

1384). Authors' address: Study Team for CERN History, c/o
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.

Responses and Replies (continued)

Critkal Remarks on Irvine and Martin's
Methodology for Evaluating Scientific
Petiormance

H. F. Moed and A. F. J. van Roan

Ourartiele cd into three main sections. In the first section we
focus_on 1r r Martin's (1114Ns) method_ of 'converging partial
indicators' .4 ev. iating scientific petformances. Wd fiitt

Secial Studies of Science (SAGE Beverly Hills and A, Delhi), Vol. 15
(1985), 539-47
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summarize_ the essential eleinents of this_ method: Next, we State
briefly what we believe to be ihe Outeomesof IM s effort.. fost their
method. Next, We Critidie IM's_ claim as to _the ..alidity Of their
method, and we dikiiSs brieflyour opinion onthe applicatiOn Of the
various indicatorS. In the second section we discuss IM'S Chiaice_of
the object of their method: 'Big Science' rest- facilitieS. En a
further section_wesomment on a few tettinical ;iiems related to
citation analysis. Finally, we mention a number oi v;iluable elements
in IM's work, and:we summatite Our main CliticiSMS;

_ With__ this article we teSOOfid in the first place to IM's recent
pubfications in L'ocia! Studies of Science.' but in some sections we
comment ofi WOrk as a whole.

Critique of the Method of ConvergingPartial Indkators

Short Outline of IM'S Method

IM's methOd of Convergial partial _indicators fsIr coriiparing
scientific aintributions is described extensively in _their paper on
radio-astronerny institutes2 and UM briefly in their article on the
Isaac_New_ton Telescope. Essentially, SeVeral 'measures of science'
are applied; based on publicatiOn coOnts, citation counts; and peer
judgments; these- meaturet are assumedtobe indicators of wientific
progress. Thty are at beSt 'pai-tial indicators', influenced by a
network of interrelated factors; in_which the size of contribtition to
scientific prOgress is_only one. By combining the various indieators,
and applying these to research groups, comparinglike withlike' as
far as_ possible, the influence of other, disturbing factors can;
according to IM, be miniMiZed, Then, only in those eases where
convergent_results are Obtained, it Can beassumed that the influence
of these other -_f*,etcir§ haS been kept small: Thus the convergent
indicators provicie a reasonable estimate of the relative contribution
to scientific progress.

Tests of 'Approp, lateness'

IM claim that they tested the 'appropriateness' of their method in a
number of eMpitical Studies, and that these tests haVe been
successful. (See, for example, ,NT, 54) What do IM mean by wis
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term appropriateness% M other words, by what criteria werd these
empirical tests performed? They state that the appropriateness
criterion of their method is the extent to which 'convergent results'
can be obtained;

Performing such tests, one should demand that the method is
described clearly and applied_ rigorouNiy, and particularly that the
phenomenon to be obterved (that is, 'convergence') is defined
adequately. However, this concept of convergence is poorly
developed. It is not operationalized at all. In fact, in their recent
'East and West' paper,. _IM do_ not any _more use thc term
'convergence' as such; but they add predicates like 'some' or 'a
certain' to it (EW, 299,322). Even worse, in their paper on the Isaac
Newton Telescoix, the various indicators donor converge; but this
does not stop IM concluding that 'the methad appears to be capable
of comparing the rdative contributions of optical telescopes, and of
producing significant_ results' (INT. 74). In our view, in order _to
perform these _empirical testsadequately, one_Aould use clear and
illustrative techniques to indicate convergence: In the social
sciences, especially in psychology, these 'metric' techniquesare well
known (multidimensional scaling, el usteringtechniques, and so on).

A second example illustrating the lack of rigour in description and
application of the methad relates to the concept of 'matched groups'.
One of the criteria for matched groups appears to be that the groups
concerned pubdsli in the same journals. East and West high-energy
physics groups do publish in different journalsand should therefore
not be considered as matched groups; Consequently, according to
IM's methodological rules, the Eastern and Western groups cannot
be compared. Nevertheless, IM do compare these groups. Another
related point' is the incomplete coverage of journals. In the East-
West comparison, coverage of journals, especial ly for the East bloc,
is incomplete. In their Table I (EW 300), IM state that
incompleteness of joumal-soverage is not a serious problem in Big
Science. But high-energy physics is Big Science! Why then do 1M
make such efforts to estimate the possible bias due to incomplete
coverage?

However, we would like to make a point with respectto their work
as a whole that seems even more important_. One should distinguish
between the validity andthe applicability of to r method. 'Validity'
refers_to the viten' ,so_whkh the concept of a Atribution to sckntific
progress; operationalized by a set of curverging indicators;
coincides with the concept of scientific progress which the method

314*-
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claims tO Measure. 'Applicability'of the method, ciri the other harid,
refers tO the conditions under which the methOd can be applied in
order to provide validresults. One of the conditionS for applicability
of IM'S method in our view the strongest one is the occurrence
of conVergence with respect to the various indicators usect. The tests
performed by IM partly do and in principle-can examine the
applicability of the metheid, but they do not and cannot provide any
results relevant to the question ofits validity. In particular, their tettt
can never provide results that invalidate their method- , or even
..westion its validity. If divergence should be observed in SOMe CaSes,
this resUlt does not have any implications for the ValiditY of the
methcid. According to IM's methodology, one Should then simply
conclude that apparently their Method does not work in such cases.
So _the question of the validity of thek method has, in fact,
disappeared in IM'S Studies. We will now discuss this problem in
more detail.

The Piiiblem of Validity

TheAuestion of whether IM's method if applicab!e actually
measures what they claim to measure, is nevertheless extremely
important. In our view, an inconsistency appears in their defence of
the claim that conVergent indicators do provide reakmable eStirnates
of contribution to scientific progress. From the Statement that all
indicatort are influenced by a network of interrelated factors of
Which the size of contribution to scientific progress is_only one, we
can conclude that if disturbing factors are minimivd, convergent
results should be obtained in combining the Arious 'partial'
indicators. However, IM reach precisely the opposite conclution:
they conclude that if convergent results are obtained, the disturbing
factort are (prC):Ahly) minimized. They do not provide any evidence
in favour of their conclusion. On the contrary, they seem t6 ptovide
evidence against it!
_ In their papers, a number of processes or ir are
described that might lead to convergence of the vati,; ,Atort,
without any guarantee that disturbing factors affectinp these
indicators are minimized. First, the applied indicators appear to
influence each other. Second, it is a plausible assumption That
existing disturbing factors will affect several indicators in the same
direction. We illustrate this by giving two examples. In the Isaac
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Newton Telescope paper, we see that this telescope has produced
very few scien t ific papers compared to the US telescopes considered.
Differences of the same order of magnitude are observed for
citations (impact). IM write:

What factors give riseto these apparently very large differences in impact Iv: 'ten
the British and American telescopes? Undoubtedly the main factor the
substantially lower publication rate of the former. (INT, 67)

In the Radio Astronomy paper; IM state_that the citationsate of a
scientific paper is determined partly by its impact; and partly by
social or political measures that, amongst others; 'can be expected to
vary in a systematic way between individuals, or groups of scientists
occupying different cognitive and !axial locations' (RA, 71). From
the discussion on peer evaluatien it appears that 'social and political
pressures within_the_scientific _community% and 'diversity in the
cognitive locations of peere_ (RA; 73) affect_the validity of peer-
evaluation measures as indicators of scientific progress as well;

In our view, using their own conceptual framework; one should
conclude that convergence of IM's partial indicators is at best itself a
partial indicator of minimization of disturbing factors. As a
consequence, convergent results provide at best a partial indication
of scientific progress.

Our View

We think that quantitative measures both hibliometric indicators
of output and impact; and ratings of peer judgment as well can
provide valuable empirical data for generating and testing questions
and hypotheses on various aspects of research performance; rather
than an instrument claiming to measure 'the contribution to
scientific progress'. We would like to illustrate this view. At least in
their two recent_Social Studies ofScience papers, IM actually seem to
use their quantitative data in tests of hypotheses zilt hough they do
not state this er"licitly; and although they still stre, s the importance
of their -4 converging indicators. For instance, in their 'East

Vcj pap..; ,they essentially test a numberof propositions made
. _gré scientists and (bridies of) Western scientists on Russian

scientific performance and science policy, presenting consistent
empirical evidence that F' MS to confirm most of these propositions.
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In_ their Isaac Newton Teltseope paper, mniewhat contradictory
claims of groups of English scientists on research performance and
research managetnent with respect _to the telescope are examined in
the light of a large amount of empirical data. IM's results here are
indeed significant, particularly_because one of the ClairriS does not
st:em to be supported very well by the indicators (divergenceq.

ThiS last example, especially, illustrates the particular, use of
quantitative measures whirh, in Otir bpipion; is most valuable in
research policy: namely, the application of quantitative indicators as
a test of how 'local peers judge the relative research performance of
'neighbouring' researth groups intheir field for instance, in their
own_instittition or in their own_country and of the criteria they itse
in allocating funds. The outcome of such a test is a conclusion about
the extent to which clanns of 'local peers' are confirmed orrejected
by empirical evidence according to the view of those performing
such a test-. Observed discrepancies should lead to questions
addressed to the local peert, and to more detailed, qualitative
analysis.

Critique of the Choice of the Object ofEvaluation

IM deal with a rather high (and, At the same time, rather curiou.
aggreg,ation lev°1: not a research centre or a (very)_ large institulf: .
but a facility, an accelerator, Within a research centre.This choice of
aggregation level hag important policy-relevant consequences. As
soon as, at ;eatt in the West, a specific facility like an accelerator

loses itg pcAition at 'the front', scientists will move to other
faCilitioS. It is not _then any longer interesting to folloW the

ctiformance-of the obsolescent accelerator. It would, however, be
reliVant to policy to follow specific (groupsof) scient--t at
least again in the West ==- the participating univers'
groups form the baSiS of Scientific progress and ar
the most intereSting (and therefore most policy-;( eVer to
evaluate.

We can :Aid a second point to this 'aggregation level' or 'object
choice problem: Surely no important country (11S,_ USSR) or
international group of countrieS (Europe: CERN) will close down,
or even put on ice, large prestigious (,,jects like high-energy physics
centres, radio=aStronomy centres; and so on, on the basis of
evziluation studies. These centres are simply too rare, too
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prestigious; At most; national authorities will introduce Chinget in
such a centre- - for example; a veryobviousintervention like diAing
down a particuT fso f the mutt% ka specific accelerator)._Only
when a relati,-ct., outttlr of cApensive, similar centres are
pretent _in or ir --t the various high-energy physics
tentret in ttz.e. N7,.R ma,; itional policy lead to a
gradual doting t' icerttrs_ But in all these cases
participat it* gio-tios iArcadv tpve movcd to other
facilities. They wilt t in the W..st whine scientists
really can 'change - predict' such a natkinal policy
measure:

Some Important 'Technical' Problems

Le us_ finish with a few '.:z.t.hnical, but _important points,
concentrating mainly on 1M's recent 'East and West poet FirSt, it
is not true that mastering the technicalproblems in citation analytit it
impossible with computer scanning; _as stated by IM. In their
opinion, manual scanning is the best way; We do not agree. It all
depends Oh the search-algorithm used in computer-as&stedanalysis
techniqttet. We refer to our work.3 In manual scanning important
difficulties are involVed, not the least being a very obvious factor like
the scanner getting tired (or even crazy). We contend that
sophisticated search-software is much more recommendable.

Second; IM diF.cuss and estimate three main sotiretS Of likely bias
against Eastern bloc accelerators in their citation data. We finctit
here on the first and the third; Thc first source ofbiasis that papeit
Sea, ed by IN,' lose' citations from journals not covered by IS1. The
third it that papers published in the main Soviet journals tend to
contain lett references, on average, than those in equivalent
Western journals. IM do_ trot explain why these sourcet would cause
a bias particularly against Eastern bloc acceleratorS._ In principle
both Eastern and Western papers_ scanned by 1M stiffer feciM the
citatititiS that are lost' (first source) and from the shorter lists of
refereficet in Rutsian journals (third source): Why then should
Eastern papers suffer more than Western papers (up to 20-40
percent)? IM seeM hi ass iene that (Eastern) papers published in
Eastern journals refer altiiiist exclusively to other Eattertipapert
(and not to Western papers). However, they do not provide any
empirical evidence in support of this assumption. In our ()Pinion, an
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analysis of the sOurces of bias should deal with this assumption
and, more _generally, with the question of which specific citation
patterns exitt between the two blocs.

Finally, IM state that:

The citation rate provides an indicator of the average impact per papctfroiri each
wxclerator and thws allows for differences in the scale of research ae% ivity at each

(EW, 338. fn 52; emphasis added)

This is probably not true, In a recent study on characteristics of
citation behaViour, we found evidence that suggests that the
'citations per publication is affected positively by the number Of
publications, and therefore does not allow properly for differences in
the scale of research activities.'

Concluding Remarks

We would like to emphasize our appreciation Of IM'S enthirSiaStic
activities. The amount and the range of their Wcirk iS iMpiessive.
Without doubt; IM have played, and still play, an importantrole in
the development and application of quantitative-empirical analyses
of_ research performance. Their work contains many valuable
elements-. They have stated firmly that ()fez should not rely on
bibliometric data in analysis of research performance: other types of
indicators_ should be applied as well (for instance, ixter-revieW
indicators). They have dearly introduced the distinction betWeen
'quality and impacr_ of resea:ch performance arid, tribre
especially, 'impact' as a theoretical concept, reflected more or less
adequately in citation counts. In addition, they have defined clear!y
the concept of (partia) indicators. And we would finally mention,as
a valuzble element in IM's worki_their effcrt at least in thei: latest
papers _-- to analyze the causes _of the obser4ed differeneet in
research output,impet ..ind peer-recognition. We ri rmly agree that,
from the point_of view 01 sesearcl pAicy, one skiuld obtain insight
into the causes of the observed level of research petforManee in
order to rnake proper, effective policy decisions.

Nevertheless, our critique is evident. IM 'promise7i.-Al much. We
believe that IM's method of ',:orivering- partial indicators' can
provide at best a partial indication of fxintribution to scieutific
progreSs, and nothing more tLan :hat I addition, performance

56-399 0-86- '3 379'.
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analyses of large facilities such as accelerators have a limited
relevance for research policy. In our view; quantitative measures_of
science are particularly useful in tests of how local' peers judge the
performance of 'neighbouring'; or even theirown,rese.srch groups
and of the criteria they apply in allocating research funds; Observed
discrepancies should lead to questions addressed to these local
peers, and to more detailed, ctimlitativc analysis.

_ 1; J. Irvine and B. R. Martin. 'Basic- Research -in the East atel -1- A
Comparison of the- Scientific Performance of High-Energy Physk
Social Utdies (1S-ciente. Vol. IS (EV85), 293-341- (referred :to helowas EN); Irvine
and Martin; 7Assesing Basic Rest.arch: the Case of die haac Newton Telescope
Vol.- 0 (1983)-.4946(INT)

2. B. R. Marlin-sr-7! 'Assessing Basic Research: Some Partial Indicators
of 5,zientific Progress ,civanomr. Reseaech Polk t, VOL 12 (1%2), 61-=%1
(RA).

3. H. F. Moed. W. . ...-ter; J. G. Frankfort arid A. F. van Raan. 'The Use
of Bibliometric -Data -- -.41: Jasurement. of_ Research Performant.V. Research
Poticy. Vol. 14 (1985)410r.:.coming: Moed. Burger.-Frankfort andvan Roan; Onthe
Measurement of Research Performance the Useof Bibliometnc Makatori (Leiden:
Research Policy Unit of the University of Leidem 1983)I-199.

4: H. F. Moed. W. J. M. Burger. J. G. Frankfort and A. F. J.- vc-4 Raan.
laracteristics of Self-Citation Behaviour: References to the Oeuvre of a Research

Group'. in W. Callehaut -et al.- (eds). George Solon Centennial (Ghent:
Communication and Cognition; 1984); 472-73.

Author's t. ddress: Research Policy and Science Studies Unit,
Stationsweg 46, University of Leiden, 2300 RA Leiden, The

Netherlands.
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Respnnses and Replies (continuO)

The Case of the DisapAaring Caveat:
A Critique of Irvine and Martin's Methodology

Robert Bud

The work of Irvine_ and Martin (IM): has provided a Wealth ol
statistical data to be taken into account by imithe policymakers and
historians. Those :analysts will Interpret ihe data in terms of the
significanet of What has been counted. _This need for careful
interpretation was sensitively recogniwd hy IM :in the
methodological introdulion to their paper on prOgreSS ih radid
astronomy (which I will refer to as RA),I EVen then They Were tO
underestimate a fundamental:problem, and itS difficulties havcbeen
magnified as the sensitivity shown in the methodological
introduction hag been abandoned. The authofs have failed to avoid
thettiteStion: What is research inscience for?That is a black hole into
Which the.: analysis is irretrievably, sucked. First they _impute
unrealistic goalsioscience,_and then they use "irlicators which do tibt
indicate levels of achievement of those hypothetical goals.

This_ Response focuses on their recent:paper on 'Basle 'lege arth in
the East and West (EWY.2 The object of that work is tOeValtiate the
scientific outputs of high=energy acceleratoit in the Eastern_blor
compared to those ip the United States and Western Europe,Rut
one is tO `eValLiate' science, or indeed anything else, performance
must be Matclicd _to goals: When _these are embedded in three such
differenrcultural systems the issue is particularly salient. :

_The objectives of science are explored-hy IM theritseNeS m th :r
recent book, Fbresight in Science_ (FS).3 Here it iS eitplained that the
conventional differentiation of 'basic research', 'applied research'
aPd 'experimental development' May be useful for statistical
pUrpoSeS, hilt not for science policy (F.512). Within 'basic research'
one Can distinguish in terms of the patron's objectives between 'pure
or curiosity oriented research' and `strateg,:- " se a rc h ' (FIS, 4). The

Social Studies of Science (SAGE, London, Beverly Hills and New Delhi), Vol 15
(1985), 548-53
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former,is promoted for no 'long term economicor social benefits
other than the Advancement of knowledge', whereas the: latter is
eipected to 'produce abroad hase_of _knowledge likely to form the
background to the solutionof recognised current or future practical
probleme (FS; 4 The authors explain in more detail the chat-atter
ofstrategic research. This is defined, they emphasite, by the
interests not _of the wientists but of the sponsort, normally large
science-bawd firms, or governments (FS, 5). The objectivesare: a)
to contribute background knowledge required in the development of
new technologies, and b) to developlinks with relevant academic
rettarch communities which would enable the firmorgovernment to
exploit knowiedgecreated through the efforts of others (fS,5). Btit h
emphasize the importance of developing-understanding within the
sponsored laboratory. Curiosity-oriented research is lett Carefully
examined. It is in their analysis an-empirically residuaidass;_basic
wience fot which no long term application hisbeen_considered (FS;
4). NO hittbrical jUstificationispresented for the identification with
it of a glibly _described traditional ii ion of academic research
carried out _with the aimof producing r:tw knowledge primarily for
its own sake' (FS; 3). The history of the patronage of acadethic
science would in fact suggest that w17,:tever its `real' utility; it has
always been expected to have a v-dr:ety of ecciebriiic, cultural,
educational and even political outctPI: s.

These Categtitiet at least offer_ p:..r,.,-rieters within which research
can beeValuiated. They provideaim. nsior separating between the
cihjediVes of the_ scientists and a :se of itheir patrons. They are
regrettably ignored in _the 'East and West' case study. Although,
given_ IM's differentiation, research into high-energy phytict
appears to be classifiable as s.itegic researchr thtir eValnatiOn
assumes the quite different orientation towards knoWledgefor its
own sake. It it adinitted that the iTstarch_also leads to substantial
ethitatiotial benefits (in _the form _of highly trained scientific
Personnel); tovarioustypes of technologicali"spin-offn, andeven to
broader political benefits such as hicreased Ational ot-ettigt and
improved international cooperation,' (Ev, 299)-_ thett benefits
are written off as 'secondary' and trivial in an undocumentedclaim:
'Yet these secondary reasons cannot explain why; over the last
detade,hatidas have spent around $1aXlm a year_oni the subject'
(EW, 299). NeVertheless we learn later (EW; 301) of the belief that
such research would contribute to national nuclear energy research
during the '50s and early 1960s. For the containment in time no

382
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. -knee beyond the rhetoric: of scientists is produced. The Very
' iaragraph emphasizesi the __national prestige COnSiderations

lying behind the :E,:ast European effort_in general, aud the building of
!triStephukov redctor inparlicular. The emphasis is Well jiiStified by
the survey of Fast European physicists relegated to footnote_73
(EIV; 340) Although we art left in the dark about Western
decisions; from Greenberg and others we know that thesehave also
been politically complex. Gibbons study ofthe 300 GeV accelerator
showed the kind of considerations underlying policy advice to a
Western gOvernment during __the late I960s: 'Extrinsic' goals are
0i-own there tc have been important ;4

All thidurking empirical evidence that acceleratorS have many
locaLlunctions is ignored. 1M establish their own _criteria for
evaluation; xruite separate from those of Participatingpatrons. We
are told that the labaratorie5 4;°A be evaluated according to their
contribution to 'krowledge' (Cfo;. P.99); This perspective leads tei
reCtittent nrohift nowleigc: for them; unlike the friiits of
Stratet:, researt: _t situated n ary particular eammunity. On
the other band_ indicators of knowledge prodUction are
community based: That is clear from theinitial tkplariationsaf the
chosen indicators. But the author's self=conSciousness _about the
constraints of their measuring system fadesthrough the paper:

Two mades Of evaluation are designated: contributions to
cientific 'praductien' and to progress. Neither can be r,.easiii-e,4

ifittead their:magnitude is tabe judged through the use af 7iartial
indiCators. These areiwe_arespecialiy reminded, 'Mental COMO-nets
hat to be canfused with reality' (RA , 66, fn I t). Three at* Chtizei, in
die radia,asuonomy paper, and are used again in the study cf hih-
energy physics: numbers of papers, citationsi andpeer asses:A:ern:
The following cautioUS explanations_ are articulated in the initial
analysis. Since it will be argued that thecaution is later ignored, it is
worthwhile noting the authoes own_qualifications.

Peer assessment is used as an indicator ofcontribUtian to piqiess
directly It isfecognized that a complicated series cif intellectual and
SOcial _processes is inv..31ved in peer review. What determines
scientists' opinions_ of their colleagues is recognized ia be most
unclear. Similarly, the ustaf citations is exPlained in a sophisticated
manner. The authors differentiate between the 'quality or
'importance' of papers, whiCh are properties of the papett
themSelVesi but are inaccessible, aneimpace, which deScribes the
'actual influence on surrounding research actiVities At a Oien time'

383
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(RA isonly with the last that the authors ate concerned. They
claim nonecessary relationship with either qualik, Or iMpcirtance.
Anelegant implication of this approach is that it tasef into account
all those social factors 5eyond some notional imprtance' of the
paper. These may include, we are informed; the_bcation _of the
author, and the prestige,Janguage and availability,of the publishing
journal. It is not an absolute factor,__varying according to the
'COgirlitiVe and socialfocation of the_assessoi (RA , 70-71). Finally,
the authors claim that number of papers can be used to indicate
contribution ta 'scientific progress': This is done with caution since
we are told that `we have to consider why sciefitiStf pnblish papers .
and to realist-that they do so not only to Firesent valuable results, but
also ;-or socol, political and career

Theft indiemors, it is claimed; cairl)eused_togerier to compare
the COntribiitions to scientifiepogress' of laboratories. Given their
culturally sophisti:ated concept of !progress', it is important that the
laboratories cor ipared operate within the same cultiire. At IM Say:

What isideally itipiired is that there sWuld be two ormomgroups; working in the
same specialty over a similar time period; publishing in the Sarrie journai
StiNiotted -With a rotighly similar level of resources; and situated in a similar
institutional context: (RA; 75)

The Moral underlying this methode!ogical account is that statistical
results have lobe interpreted before convergence or otherwise tan
be concludoiNot only do racvdata needtobe analy:.ed beftire being
turned intozonclusions about the magnitude of the iiidicatbit: those
indicators themselves need to It interpretzd. Each indicate; a
different phenomeoon. Only *nen the interpretations coincidocan
one properly conclude that they have `Cdriverged', and on what they
have conveged.

In 1M's 'East and Wesr study _of_ high-energy physics, the care
taken with the collectionof data is quite remarkable. Perhaps only
those with experience of such work can appreciate the atsidnity
represented _in a few short tables. The following cdrielifsioni ara
reached: a) fewer papers were published based on work in Soviet
reactors; b) these papers were less _cited in eleven major
international journals taken lagether;_ e) anonymous physicists
thought poorly of Russianwork .Theseare;_individuCy_. interesting
raiiilts. However before we can say that they converge, we muSt
ascertain what they individually mean.

Regrettably; the interpretation of the quantitative data is
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perfunctory. Conclusions are drawn only about overall magnitudes.
The understanding of what may be happening is derived from the
interviews, with all their problems. Descriptions of East European
weaknesses are tombined with explanations of them. All depend on
the complex, and tininterpreted, interests of the commentators. We
can only note, Without understanding the implkationsi that the
number of Eastern European scientists interviewed was aa orderof
magnitude smaller than that ache Westerners; and that we are iót
told of the method by which the interviewees were chosen. This is
particularly problematic, given the small number of East
Europeans.

The analyses of publication counts andcitations could have been
tidily suggestive, given the author's sophisticated understanding_of
pnblieitiein and Citation as social processe& However; the only
suggested interpretation_of Soviet publication counts_ is that one
might expect _that with less pressure to publish trivia the average
impact would be higher. Citation data, despite its complex
significance, is subjected to similarly islight analysis., As IM had
emphasized, it indicates Impact', which is determined by the
relationship between producer and reception _communitiesi
mediated by language and a whole host of social and cultural
phenomena. OnlY a peep at the implications is_ provided= by_the
interesting study_ of citations tit East European work published in
'.;_stern journals; which indicates a dramatic differecze in average
impact between papers from the Soviet_ reactors published in the
West, and those published in local journals. This is explained merely
in terms of objective 'quality'. Meanwhile the segregation of Eastern
and Westeth teientific communities: is not examined arid itS
implications lie tineXplored. The authors are also silent on the
intellectual and sodal objectives of publication and sitationin East
and Westinstead there is a silent shift from the category of `impact'
to that of quality; There is reference to the poor 'record' of
Serpukhov. The result is that although the authors claim to have
found the convergence of three separate indicators, what they have
is (MC detailed indicatot (the interviews) _whose results give some
Meaning to the statistical analyses ot citations and production. We
are not proVided With independent access to the meaning of those
tables.

The interpretive problem with all_the indicators is the same: What
are their implications for our understanding of the relationship
between the scientific communities? Unfortunately, since the

3 85
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authors have defined their interest as `_knowledge'; or 'progress'
worldwideohe accumulation of local expertise and the mechanism
of its interchange are &lined as irrelevant. The imputed objectives
of scientific activity rule_ out realistic interpretations of the chosen
indicators. The two problems highlighted in this Response the
imputed Objectives and the uninterpreted indicatorsare therefore
interrelated.

The hiStoriCal atcount is consequently bedevilled by two empirical
problifni: itis notdear whatphenomena are indiCated here; and We
do not know what phenomena wei_ as evaluatori, Should be
interested in. In view of IM's meaning of 'outputs'; Anil-conclusion
that 'the scientific outputs from each Eastern-bloc accelerator have
been small in comparison with the nearest equivalent Western
facilities' (EW, 334), may be trivial.

NOTES

1. Ben R.:Martin and John lrvine.:Assessing Basic Research: Some Partial
Indic-at-6TX 61 Scientific Progress in Radio Astronomy', Research Polity; VOL 12
(1983), 61-90.

2. John Irvine and Ben R. Martin. 'Basic Research in the Eatt and Weir A
Comparis-on of the Scientific Performance of High-Energy Physics Accelerators',
Social Sr.nlies of Science,Vol. 15 (1985). 293-341.

3.-John Irvine and tren R. Martin. Foresight on Science: Pkking the Winners
(London: Frances lymer; 1984);_esp. 2-7.

4. Michael Gibit.ais, 'The CERN 3IXI Gev Accelerator A Cast Study in the
AoOliation of the Wienberg Criteria', Minerva; Vol. 8 (1970); 180-91; on American
considerations. see Daniel S. _Greenberg. The Politics of American Science
(Harmonds;vorth. Middx: Penguin, 1969). 261-302.

Author's address: The Science Museum, South Kensington,
London SW7 2DD1 UK.
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Responses and Replies (continued)

The Possibilities of Science Policy

H. M. Collins

Irvine and Martin (IM) have been responsible for some scrious
questioning of British science policy. Todate, the outcome of their
work seems likely to be beneficial for those who seek some basic
nourishment from the research budget,_rather than the five-course
dinners cif Big Science. Nevertheless, their research is not_without
flaws, noris it obviouslyt he best way for science policy to make use of
reeentsvork in science studies. I will criticize it on two grounds. FirSt,
it misses the cognitive 'wood' for the institutional `trees'i because of
the way in which it disaggregates science. Science policy oughtnot to
be about maintaining efficient institutions, but about mauttatmng
the sort of cognitive: community that will produce the desired
Stientifie prodtiets.i The secon&interrelated, criticism is that their
riitaSures of scientific output are_ inappropriate; since they re:fleet
Only the internalreward system of science; optimum performance
according to such measures is not necessarily optimum for science
polky. My criticisms of their work on_ the particular topic of high=
energy physics institutions2 are implicit in these more general
remarks.

IM have studied stience by breaking it up into units of comparison
defined by what I will call `non-cognitive_boundaries'.3 Usually the
bou nda ries chosenhave been thoseof institutions the laboratory,
the university_department; the discipline, the nation. The analysis
has_thea turned on the comparison of output/input ratios of these
units: The greater the output/input ratio the better thatisonort
cost-effective = the Unit. This is certainly an improvement_on
measures of output alone, and much better than the widespread
practice Of assessing ability by input alone (how much research
Monty is attracted). However, to develop a policy with cognitive
goals in view, it is essential to start by disaggregating science

SOcial Stud4i of Science (SAGE, London, Beverly Hills and New Delhi), '&1.15
(1985), 554-58
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according to cognitive rather than institutional boundaries that is,
to think of sdence as being made up of sets of research areAs Which
involve scientists who interact, or mutually re ter, across inSti tidii al
boundaries; because_ of_ their common cognitive interests. The
boundaries of such areas do not necessarily map on to the boundaries
of institutions._

Turning to I M's measures of output publication counts; citation
statistics and peer-evaluation these ah reflect the reward system of
tektite nit iS probably why these 'converging partial indicators',
coriVerge So readily Biit the _reward system of, science has an
"atomistie ethos. _Prizes, citations; peer appreciation, and: the
accoladeofhaving madea major_contributioa; do not go to di Wok
who take part in a scientific endeavour;but to thosewho somplete
the work first. As Medawar says; 'Much of a scientist's pride and
sense _of accomplishment turns . . . upon being the first to do
stnnething',5 and the reward system reflects this. The atomistic
resVaid system does map on to institutions. That a why IM's
measures of_output appear to makesense. Institutional tin itS tan be
readily compared in terms of theaggregate rewards their rriembeit
receive; The result says little about the overall desirability or
usefulness of the research, but much about priority of knowledge
claims.

A Fable

We can explore the differe nce between foreseeable policies based on
the reward _system and institutional units; and those baSed on
cognitive criteria with athought experiment _or; more properly; a
fairy tale. The tale rests on some substantial; but not _totally
unrealistic, assumptions ahout how wienee works; one of these is
that the new diStoveries of "Big Physics are overdetermined, and
another is that moil top level scientists are fairly competent. Evdnit
in _the fable areiof sourse;_some_what _more neatly orgaiiiied than
theyare in real life;but theprinciple stillstandsj believe. _

Imagine two laboratories 'Paragon! cost $10M_(Megabucks)
per year to run, while "Querulous' costs S9M per year in a typical
year Paragon produces ten major findings while Querulous produces
tithie, merely rediscovering the andings of Paragon about six months
later. Paragon T. Wishes many important papers, its scientists win
honours of various sorts, and it is highly esteemed in the scientific
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community. Querulous is generally agreed to be second rate;
quantitattve analyses of its output confirm this impression. It is, in
IM's_ terms, a very ineffectiVe laboratory when compared to
Paragon. 'Taking the two laboratories as separate and individual
entities we might conclude that to close-down Querulouswouldsave
S9M per year for little loss in terms of discoveries in physics. But, if
one thMks in termS of what will be discovered under various policies,
instead of who has been mostrewarded, and if one sets aside
conSiderations of equity, it turns out that it could bemore sensible to
close Paragon!
__This is how such an apparently counter-commontensical
conclusion can be reached. If we closed Paragon we could save not
$914 but WM per year. However, perhaps all the same discoveries
would still be made, but it would simply all happensix months later.
The same publication outlets_would still need to be filled and, since
the reward syst an would not _change , the same prizes would be given
away,_but &would nowbe the scientist from Querulous who had the
priority: they_would be the recipients of their colleague esteem,
and would score highly on IM's criteria. What one might call The
'Game Show Principle' all the prizes must be siven away,
whatever the quality of the players would ensure that there would
be just as many prize winners as be fore_NActually,the metaphor is
rather harsh,-for Querulous's scientistsare not dumb, just slightly
sloWer than Paragon's. It_ is_the_ reward system itself that makes
tardiness look like incompetence.) Under these circumstance, We
would have the same science, a bit later, for an extra Saving of SlIVI
per year compared with the 'close Querulous' scheme. Under these
assumptions it is the absolute cost of running the laboratories that
matters for science policy, not their retative cost-effectiveness_

The story may not be realistic, but it makes the pointof principle
that treating tcience as an aggregate ofindividual laboratories, or an
aggregate of individual scientists, _does not reflect science as a
knowledge-producing system. The problem is aggravated if
scientific outputis measured by indicators which reflect the reWard
system of science, with its atomistic and competitive ethos. Iii térins
of purely cognitive goals producing scientific findings the
institutionallatomistic approach can _generate irrelevant
impressions. Of course, the fable caneive _rise to no real policies.
Equity is important and, anyway,_there is no political power that
could close Paragon and leave Querulous alive. What is more, if
Paragon were closed, Querulous would be costing at least $10M per

3 8 9
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year to run before twelve months had elapsed. The point remains,
however, that different ways of approaching the measurement of
scientific quality can lead to widely different conclusions.

Conclusion

To end on a positive note4_the _last ten to fifteen years has seen
substantial piogress in studies that breakup science by referenceto
cognitive, rather than institutional; criteria; The sociology and
history of scientific knowledge have developed methodologies for
analyzing passages of iscientific activity, irrespective of their
institutional locations. It is time that these studies started to be
!cashed itf fortheir policy implications. For example, we could begin
to investigatethebalaace of the different sphasesof science' (normal
and extraordinary) and the conditions_ of their surviV11;7__tlie
conditions for the maintenance and transmission a bodies of
scientificskill; the way that the allocation of research funds affects
the practice and findings of scientific research; and thv way in which
the scientific community constrains, or encourages. Mt production
of novelty. While quantification of theseexercises will be difficult,
weshould not allow our attention to be distracted from the serious
problems_of number fetishism - aslohn Irvine must know.' Were
these important goals to be pursued with IM's energy, we might
develop a science policy that would do more than offer short-term
solutions to perceived cost-ineffectiveness.

NOTES

This is a mcidified version of pan a a paper &St prehented at the Science Studies
Committee meeting_at Imperial College; London. on 25 June 1953. Another part of
that paper has been published in EASSTNewsliner. No. 2 (Novemher 1983), VOI. 4,

8. 1 am:grateful to Jay Gershuny and John Cullis for very helpful commenh on an
earlier draft of this Response.

L As IM point out, there maybe 'non-cognitive' Wins for science policy, too; For
example, economic and technological spin-offs from scientific activity might be seen
as more important than the science itself; scientific training is vital, and prestige and
political comiderations are not to be ignored. However, a policy which waadirected
toward maximizing some orall of these goah would not use IM's met/midi, eitlier.

2. J. Irvine and B. Martin, 'Basic Rewarch in the East and Wese A Comparison
of High-Energy Physics Accelerators'. SocialStudies of Science. Vol. 15 (1985), 293
341.
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3. See, forexample, J. Irvine and B . Martin. 'Assessing Basic Research: The Case
of the Isaac Newton Telescope% Social Studies of Science Vol. 13:0 983). 49-86;
Martin and li vine. *An Evaluation of the Research Performance of Electron High:
Energy Physits Accek-rators', Minerva. Vol. 14 (1980_408-32; Martin and Irvine;
*Assessing Basic Research: Some Partial Indicators of Scientific Progress in Radio
Astronomy', Research Polity. Vol. 12 (1983). 61-790,

4. A general criticism of *methedelogical triangulation is that it is not clear what
one does when the measures do not converge.] agree with Krige and Pestre t at non-
convergence is the more interesting and demandingcase, As will be seenbelow; I do
not agree that IM's measures converge on scientific quality in any straightforward

ay airice priority cktermines rewards to too great an extent; See I, Krige and D.
Pestre; 'A Critique of Irvine and Martin's Methodology for Evaluating Big Science'.
Social Studietof Science, Vol. 15 ( MI5). 525-39;

5. P. Medawar, Me Art ulthe Soluble(London: Penguin. 1969): 96.
6. Some economists would say that scientific rewards are a *positional gOod'.
7. &ee H. M. Collins, Changing_Order: Replication and induction ih Scientific

&orrice (London and Beverly-Hills. Calif.: Site. 1985).
8. See J. Iryine. I. Miles and J; Evans, Demystifying Social Statistics(Londcin:

Pluto Press, 1979).

Author's address: Science Studies Centre, School of
Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Bath, Claverton

Down, Bath BA2 7AY, UK.

Respoilses and Replies (continued)

Evaluating the Evaluators:
A Reply to Our Critics

Ben R. Martin and John Irvine'

We Should bTgin by welcoming the opportunity _to have our work
&kit:ally reviewed in :his journal. Given the wide range of
differtnces we have _mith _our critics; it is perhaps first worth
identifying the issues on which we are in agreement. Four stand oUt
in particular:

Social Studies of Science (SAGE; London, Beverly Hills and New Delhi), Vol. 15
(1985), 5513-75
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(1) research addressing science policy issues is urgently needed;
__(2)advances in the area of science studies over the last two
decades mean thatit is now possible_to tackle substantive science
policy issues id a more systematicmannez;

(3) bibliometric studies have begun to focus on issues of
importance' and 'have made a marked impact' ;2 even succeeding in
certain cases in providing 'a wealth of statistical data to be taken into
account by future policy makers';3

(4) our approach is certainly capable of beingimproved upon.
In view of the unanimity m these points, we are disappointed at how
little our criticshave to derby way of concrete suggestionsas to how
one might improve the techniques we have been attempting to
develop to provide systematic and reliable information for science
policymaking.iLet us consider in turn the points made in the four
critiques and the improvements (if any) in evaluation methods and
approaches that they suggest.

Policy Research or Fairy Tales?

Harry Collins bgins by congratulating us for provoking 'some
serious questioning of British stience policy'. 'Nevertheless', he
continues, 'their research is not without flaws, nor is it obviously the
best way for science policy to make use of recent work in science
studies'.° What are these 'flaws'?

The first is that we have taken as our unit of analysis research
institutions_rather than _units reflecting cognitive bOundaries.5
Accord i ng to Collins:policy research should'startby disaggregating
science according to cognitive rather than institutionatboundaries%!'
This is a fundamental difference, and one on which we disagree
strongly with Collins. In basic science, at least, policymakers often
take decisions on whether to fund research groups, departments,
laboratories, and centres, as opposed to entities defined purely by
cognitiveboundaries. While the lattermay be the most suitable unit
of analysis for the study of certain questions in the sociology of
science; for science policy research the formeris importantand
clearly cannot be ignored: Examination of the expenditure of most
national research-funding agencies shows that research groups;
laboratories, and so on that is, institutionally defined entities
account for a large proportion of their total budgets (some grants
are, of course, made to individuals most importantly to open up

3 f,2*-
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new areas but these_account for only a fraction of the funds).
There are, of course, other cases, generally involving_more applied
retearth, Where such organizations may have to decide whether or
nOt ttippOrta field (and inour more recent work we have tried to
addiets this typeolquestion7)A-lowever ; even then, once an ugency
has decided tosupporta field for strategic or other reasons, it still has
to_rhoose which research groups or institutions to §appott, tO
information relating to their past and likely futUre perfOrmance it
iust as vital. In short, Collins is wrong toassume that What it nicitt
interesting from the point of view of a particularsociplogy of science
standpoint coincides exactly %yeti the main interests of _policy-

lakers. To paraphrase Collins, "Science poht y should be about
Maintainingefficient institutions as well as maintaining the sort of
cognitive community that will produce the &tired trientific
products'. (As :an aside, we would also point oUt that much
interesting sociology of science would be lost if COMM' demarcation
were to be universally adopted.)

The tea:aid criticism is that the indicators we have employed
refkrt the atomistic reward system_of science,_ with all the prizes
going to those who are first. In fact, only one of our indicators

'y-citedpapersyrelates directly to 'discoveries or 'coming first'
--_the others relate much more to taking _'part in a scientific

endcavour'.'4 For example, our study of world high=energy phytict
showedthat between 1961 and 1982 there were veey feW ocrationt On
which CERN was 'first' (nearly all the ducial diteoVeries and
advances over this: perk:id were made in the United States).

WeVer, the other indicatorssuggest that CERN accelerators were
perhaps the most successful in terms of experiments yielding more
precise _measurements and better statistics, a finding in line with the
results obtained frorn 180 interviews."

Colli ns then attempts to demonstrate by meant tif 'a faity tale"the
difkrence between foreseeable policies based oh the reWard tyttem
and inttitatiOnal units, and those based oh re-g_nitiVe criteria'.!! The
tale, we are informed, 'rests on some substantial, but mot totally
Onrealistie, assumptionsabout howscience works'._One assumption
(apparently unrecognized hy Collins) is that the international
dimension of science can be completely ignored. (This assumption

. .may actually hold in Collins's own research area, bitt that it
something of an exception.)_ Besides Paragon and Quertildirs in
country (or continent) A, there would be other Paragans and
Ouerulouses around the world. Hence, if a Britisii Research
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Council, for example, were to decide to close the_ world leader in a
particular field, the probable result would not be that the same
discoveries would be made six months later by a less costly UK
group; but by _Texas Megabuck Lab or Nippon Lab. Furthermore,
Colfins'sfairytale,even if it had been based on real isticassumpt ions,
entirely misses the point In most cases, those oulsidel the field
concerned will not know that Paragon has been making ten major
advances kyear while Querulous has been making none. Scientists
within the field will undoubtedly have subjective impressions of the
difference between the two, but, for reasons related partly to the
existence of vested interest groups, they:may not reveal the true
extent of the differencetoothers. Nor are they likely to have as wide-
ranging an understanding of the factors structuring research
performance as that; for example; yielded in our study of high7
energy physics accelerators. We have seen our task as one of
providing systematic information on research performance and the
factors structuring it, in a form accessible not just to researchers in
the_field_concerned but also to policymakers, scientists in other
fields, politicians and the public;_thereby making_possible greater
transparency in the scientific decision making process,

Having argued thatour work is not Ihe best way for science policy
to make_ use of recent work in science studies"' (and employed _his
fairy tale to prove that 'different ways _of approaching the
measurcment of scientific quality can lead to widely different
conclusions'"), what does Collins suggest might constitute 'the best
way' forward? As his first example, he proposes that 'we could begin
to investigate the balance of the different -phases of science"
(normal andextraordinary) and the conditions of their survive."
But does this (or indeed any of the_otherexamples Collins cites)
actually correspond to the primary concerns of policymakers? Over
the last seven years, we have devoted considerable effort to trying to
establish just what arc their-main interests and problems. Almost all
the many policymakers in the UK and overseas who have discussed
this with us have stressed the need for better information on the
performance _of_ research groups, departments, facilities and
laboratories, and on where their country stands in international
terms in particular fields.° As far as we can recollect, not one has
mentioned any of the examples listed by Collins.16
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The Case or the Misread Papers

h is difficult to know how to take the criticisms by Robert Bud when
there appears to have been such a fundamental misreading of our
work as to lead him to categorize high-energy physics as 'strategic
research'. In our book, Foresight Seience, we explain why the
conventional classification of R&D (enshrined in the _OECD
'Frascati Manual') into 'basic research% 'applied research and
'experimental development' _is increasingly inadequate. In
particular, within basic _research one can now identify two very
different types of research activity; namely `curiosity-oriented
research! and !strategic research' the latter being work where no
specific end-product or process can yet be identified (so it is not
'-applied research) but where the research is expected to prodUce a
broad base of knowledge likely to form the background to the
solution of practical problems. The book _then concentrates on
methods for looking atthe longer-ierm future for strategic research.
It does_not, as Bud claims; dismiss curiosi ty-oriented research as an
empiricallytesidual class, but rather argues that its greater intrinsic
unpredictability makes attempts at longer-term forecasts less
reliable and therefore not so worthwhile. AS with any
categorization, 'curiosity-oriented research' and 'strategic research'
are to isome extent: ideal types, but it is not difficult to _think of
examples of research activities which are predominantlyDrie or the
other. Most basic research biotechnology;for example, isprimarily
`strategic% while at the other_ endof the spectrum we would place
ahnost all astronomy and high-energy physics; We canoaly assume
that Bud's view_othigh-energy physics as strategic research is linked
to his belief (stated in two places) that experimental high-energy
physics is carried out on 'reactors"7 and therefore is presumably in
some way part of nuclear energy research. In fact, the two fields
parted company in the 19505, and the links between them (both
cognitive and social) are now almost non-existent (or at leastno
greater than with otherfieldsotphysical science); Thisis the reason
why in our study weconcentrated on evaluating the performance of
accelerators in scientific terms. We would, however, welcome
positive suggestions on how to extend the evaluation to cover
'extrinsic' goals.18

Putting aside the doubts engendered by such a mistake, Whatcan
we make of Bud's criticisms? We are told that we have devoted
insufficient attention to examining the goats of scientific research

3S5
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(although Bud does not actually tell us what he thinks these are); and
that we have used indicators 'which do not indicate levels of
achievement of those hypothetical [sic] goals'.' Right from the start
of our research programme, we have explicitly recognized that one
cannot _use the same indicators to evaluate different types of
research; _If Budwere ta read, for example, (he report on a study of
mechanical; electrical and electronics engineering that we carried
out for a 1981 Norwegian Royal Commission, he would see ihat a
very different approach andset of indicators was adopted to evaluate
these more applied areas, whose objectives clearly di ffer from those,
say, in high-energy physics. (We laid great stress, for example, on
'customer review that is, obtaining the views of industrial fi rms on
the_research activities beingassessed and produced a large volume
of quantitative data relatingto this42°

A second criticism relates_ to our comparison af the _research
performance of accelerator., in the Eastern bloc; the UnitedStates
and Western Europe, with Bud pointing out that the accelerators
'are embedded in three such different cultural systems'. 21 Whereas
one response to these cultural differences may be to throw up one-'s
arms in horror and imply that no valid comparisons canapparently
ever bedrawn, ours is to attempt to identify variations in sdentific
output and impact and_then examine theextent to which these can be
rell(ed to th t.. cultural differences; (Eastern and Western high-
enizrgy physicists are not in fact the two completely distinct andnonf
interacting communities that Bud implies. They attend many of _the
same conferences, use each other's accelerators to a limited extent;
and publish in essentially the same body of international journals,
with East Europeans having made increasing use of West European
journals over the last twenty years.)

Next, _Bud chides us that 'the interpretation of the_quantitative
data is perfunctory conclusions are drawn only about overall
magnitudes' ;22 As with any piece of research(butparticularlyone in
a new area). the analysis could have been taken further; We have not
attempted to solve all the problems in making East-West
comparisons of scientific ixrformance at once and have also been
careful to avoid drawing over-ambitious conclusions (that is to say,
the caveat has not 'disappeared' as and claims) which cannot be
adequatelysupportedby data with all the limitations we describe. If
Bud has specific suggestions to make in relation to interpreting the
empirical data further; we would appreciate the opportunity to
consider them.
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Overalli.Bud jike Collins, seems to exhibitu myopic tendency to
see everything -from the perspectiveoiscience studies _rather than
science policy. Hivproblernwithalltheindicators is the same: What
arc their_ iniplications_for_ our _understanding of the relationship
between the_scientificzommunities?'23 We would merely note that
thisisnotaproblem_ that science policymakers have identified to us
as one of their principal concerns.

The CERN Critique

The statedaim oithe critique by John Krigc and Dominique Pestre is
simple and admirable it is to defend 'intellectual rigour'.24 lt is
therefore alarming to find them beginning the_presentation of their
case by quoting what someone stated at a seminar had been said to
him on some other unspecified occasion by 'a Chinese_colleague'
who was in turn 'quoting' two otherpeople. (Did Marxand Engels
actually both say anything as_simplistic as that we would be
interested in seeing_the relevant references!) Yet, __later in their
Response; this unsubstantiated anecdote has been elevated to the
status of evidence which 'makes the point'. Is this more 'rigorous'
than our structured interviews with over 180 high-energy physicists,
each of whom then completed a detailed attitude survey?

After presenting a clear summary of our work on big science,
Krige and Pestre commence their critique byarguingthatsuch non,
scientific benefits as 'manpowee trainingjechnological spin-off and
national_prestige me not 'secondary reasons' for supporting high-
energy physics; This would seem to suggest that they see such
benefits as 'primary' that is, of equal (or greater?) importance
than the scientific question of how much the research will increase
our knowledr of the material world. (Krige and Pestre do actually
contradict this two pages later: 'We are not_claiming that 'tion-
scientific" considerations rather than the production of scientific
knowledge, are "primary" or "more important" in assessing Big
Science:25 But if they are neither 'primary' nor 'secondary', what
exactly are they? A little more rigour is required here.) This raises
the interesting (and unanswered) question, 'How _poor would the
scientific performance of CERN have to become before scientific
criteria finally over-rode non-scientific ones?' Or are we to agree
With Moed and van Raan that centres like CERN 'are simply too
rare, too prestigious' ever to close down?2"

3 91
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In concluding our analysis of CERN's past performance, we
discuSSed the political, educational and technological benefits it has
yielded.27 We Ate, however, less, convinced than our CERN
colic agueS by the findingS Of Schmied on technological spin-off from
CERN. 214 While it May tie comforting to CERN _to have- a study
claiming to find that the induStrial contracts placed by CERN have
resulted inincreased 'econoink utility' several times great& than the
original value of those contracts,_this should not blind US to lit
methodological inadequacy. First of all, the concept of 'economic
utility' employed in the study would be unrecognizable to most
econoinistt. Secondly, the methodological approach of asking firms
to identify SobSeqUent COntractS that have drawn upon, work
originally canvkl outfor_CERN and then counting their total value
as an economic benefit from CERN is extremely dubionS.
there is the question of how much_reliability_one can place on the
answers of firms dependent to a greater oriesser extent onCERN for
future biitinest When questioned in a study financed by CERIL
Lastly, the OppOrtunity costs are completely ignored 'is the level
of technological Spitik:iff higher than it would have been if the
resources spent on CERN had inStead been used to support some
other_type of research, such AS exploration of the ocean bed,_for
examplel'29 Given_these YariOUS dOubts, we would place tattier lett
confidence in the resultsof this_study than do Krige and PeStie.

White we recognize the importance_of ihe_various educational,
technological, and political benefits _accnciated with CERN, and
would have devoted more effort to evaluating CERN in terms of
them if dint And tesoutees had permitted (we certainly do not
dismiss theni aS 'trivial AS Biid claims"), we would still argue that
CERN in particular, and Big Sciences like astronomy tad high=
energy physics in general, are_supported more for the eonttibUtions
they are expectedto make to scientific knowledge.3' In our papeit on
CERN,32 we quote various explicit statements from _CERN to this
effeet.33 Ritthermore, few of ithe scientists _involved attempt to
defend the funding fin- theiiwork by reference to 'extrinsic' benefits:
our attitude sin-Vey reVealed that twice as many felt that expenditure
on the field_could be justified only in scientific terms as believed it
could in terms of The SPin-off it generates. Knge and Pestre's
observation that Big Scienees like high-energy physics 'haVe a kind
of tole analogous to that of military researchin the econoMical field
iS perhaps more revealing than they intend, given_ the extensive
literature demonstrating how military R&D, while it does yield
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occasional important spin-offS, at the same time Locks up scarce
R&D resources that might more profitably be employed in other
forms of research .34

The next pointmadebyKrigeand Pestre is that we 'rely essentially
on the average feelings of _the scientific community, leading us to
doubtwhethertheycan produce assessments substantially different
from those obtainedittrough a more classical panel system'.35 Here,
it is important to distinguish, between conventional peer-review
(involving a small number of referees or 'experts' on a panel) and our
extensive peer-evaluations drawing in very large numbers of
researchers across different countries and based on structured
confidential interviews and_attitude surveys: Because the latter
approach_ yields relatively consistent results, it does not logically
follow that conventional peer-review is 'rather reliable'.36 Indeed,
we have encountered several instances where the existence of an
'oligopolistic' situation in a research field has led_to the two
approaches yielding very different results. One of the most
prominent (and_ costly) involved the ISABELLE project in _the
United States," svhere conventional peer-review continued to
suggest thatthis was the top priority for US high-eneny physics long
after most researchers had privately recognized that th;s -was no
longer true (and admitted as much to us in interviews). By the time
the project was finally aborted, some $200m bad been spent.

Another important problem with conventional peer-review is thc
inherent lack of accountability to those oulside the specialty
conc:-..iied. While it may be easy for a panel _of iiigh,energy
physicists, for exampko conclude that existing accelerators are
successfutand that a_proposed new facility is an absolute priority,
such_statements can equally easily be dismissed by outsiders on the
'Rice-Davies' grounds that 'They would say that, wouldn't theyT
Hence the need to complement traditional peer-review with
bibtiometric data on research performance, or external assessments
of the likely future performance of new facilities. If presentediin a
form accessible to thoseoutsidethefield; such information can play a
major role_ in providing evidence to other scientists competing for
scarce funds (as well as to policymakers and the general public) that
decisions are well founded. In this way, one can begin to achieve
more open and transparent decision-making in basic science.

Krige and Pestre, in fact, provide a good example where such
accountability may have been somewhat lacking. At the time it was
built, the CERN SPS accelerator was criticized by some, particularly
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in the United States, for tking over-engineered and 'gold-plated' (it
cost almott Mice ag much as the similar-energy Fermilab
accelerator). Yet, at Krige and Pestre point out, it was this which
permitted the SPS to be converted into a proton-antiproton collider
more quickly_and at lower cost than the Fermilab machine, and
hence to discover the Intermediate Vector flosons. HoWeVer, thit
raises several awkward _questionK how many other instances of
'gold-plating have there beenwhich have notpaid offin this wzy? At
What cost? And were CERN member states aware, when they
agreed to the SPS project, that they were funding a comparatively
expensive machine Which might or might not turn out to have
advantages over a cut=price version? As defenders of intellectual
rigour, our critics must recognize that one example where gold-
plating' did pay off by no means proves that this poliey alwayt
constitutes the best use of limited resource&

At for the 'rhetorical rules' identified by Krige and Pestre , we take
these as not wholly uncomplimentary. We would, for example,
prefer to be accused of appealing to common sense than the
alternative, whatever that might be. However, on a Oint of
information in relation to- the first rule, we do not 'envisage all
ilvossible objections firse,341 in the sense of dreaming them up
ourselves beforehand. At the end of the CERNstudy, we spent a
year circulating drafts of the papers for commentio around MO high-

energy phyticists, other scientists and officials in fundingagencies,
then reviting and recirculating them. We also debated the results
with the scientific community in various seminars. This was the way
in cvhich_possible objectiont were identified, and then taken into
account before_submittingthe papers for publication. It it our view
that work on science policy _must be capable of being defended in

front of a scientific audience. Given the emphasis that we have
placed on Such validation of our results by the scientific community,
we would dispute the claim by Moed and van Raan that there is no
test of the 'validity' of our method.39

The Leiden Alternative?

This brings ut to the criticisms of Henk Moed and Anthony van
Raarr. The first relates to the various indicators that we have
employed and the extent to which they converge. The indicators,
although related to some extent, do nevertheless reflect slightly

4 :2
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diffetetit faceteS of research performance;_Publication totals give an
ihdidatioh of the overall_scientific production of a research group,
While numbers of_ papers per researcher _or per dollar reveal
something about its productivity. The average number Of Cit6tiOrig
per paper is a measure of the impact Oiose publications haVe on the
scientific community, while peer-rankings (where scientists rank the
contributions Of different institutions) provide evidence on_ the
perceived SignifiCance of the results. Lastly;_data On the distribution
Of highly=tited papers reveal_whictigroupshave been responsible for
the few key 'di=overies or advances in a specialty, while aggregate
citation_ statistics reflect _the overall impact of a large number Of
incremental additichis_to knowledge. (Contrary to what some criticS
suggest; we do not claim that any of the indicatort theaStire the
-quality of research.49) As we have spelt out in detae all these
ihtlicatOrg_ are 'partial' in nature. However; in_the real world of
kien-cooky, one has to accept thatthere are no perfect measures of
Seientific performance and use iwhatever indicators are available,
recognizing their limitations and working with them as beSt aS
possible;

The starting point iwhen we began work on iesearch eValuation
was the ihypothesis that, if the various indicators were applied to
matched wealth groups, we would expectthern _to yield broadly
tomtigtht reSUlts. This they diclin_thecase of electron high-energy
phySicS, radio astronomyandoptical astronomy; In the latter, for
example; we obtained the results summarized in Table 1. We are
surprised by Moed and van Raan's claiMq that the ihditat-Org dO hot
converge in this instance As_we stated when reporting the very first
research evaluation results, the fact that the inditatoit converge in a
given case does not 'prove' that the results are 109 percent_certain,,
the ihdiCattirg May all be 'wrone together,44_ However; if a research
facility like the Lick 3-metre telescope produces a comparatively
large publication output at fairly low eost; if those papers are
relatively highly cited; if it yields many of the highly-citedpapeit in
the field; and if large numbers of astronomers rate it highly in the
course of structured interviews, we would place moie Credibility on
the resulting COnclugiOn that this was a succesSful facility than if the
Saint finding Was arrived at by a panel of three or four 'experts'
Without aeceSt to the sort of systematic information that we have
collected. Similarly;_ if a telescope like_the INT produces relatively
few papers at high cost which receive comparatively few citations in
total (even though each paper on average has a reasonable citation=
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TABI.E 1
Output Indicators far Op1ical Telescopes A Summary°

Lick
3-metre

KPNO
2.1-metre

CT10
1.5-metre

INT_
2.5-metre

Average no. of
Papers P-a1-; 42 43 35 7

1969-78

Cosi_per paper
in 1978

£13k f7k f6k £63k

Citations to work
of pag 4 stats
in 1978

920 710 580 140

Avxitations
per paper
in 1978

4.2 3.3 3.3 3.6

No. o( papers cited
12or more iimcs
in a year. 1969-78

41 31 21 4

perTaper figure), and if ityields ratherfew highly-cited paPeit and iS
ranked towards the bottom of a list of 12 tdescopes_ by 50
astronomers, we would be reasonably confident that its scientific
performance _had not been particularly good in world terms: Even
so, iwe have always stressed that such findings need to be interpreted
with care,and that,irather than being used to replace_the peer-review
proCeSS, they should be fed into it to enhance its effettiVtilest and
helpkeep decision-making 'honest'.

As for the concept of 'convergence% like any notion When fiiit
formulated it may initially have been somewhat:poorly developed%
However, as more empirical studies have been completed; so the
conditions under which the indicators might beexpected to converge
haVe become clearer. First, the less satisfactorily research groups are
'matched', the less convergence is to be expected. The tonvergence
for the four_ radio astronomy centres was reasonably good
certainly much better than when we_compared CERN (Which then
had three major machines) with _ other high,energy physics
laboratories (mostly operating just one accelerator each). Secondly,
in a period of revolutionary change within a field; the facility

4 02
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producing the most:highly-cited papers_and 'discoveries'_(as SLAC
did in eXpttiMental high-energy physics_during: the mid-:1970s) is
likely to be judged the most successful even:if it is not the world
leader in terms of numbers of publications and citations. Thirdly,
ConVergence may be expected if the indicators are applied :to
research groups_working in_ an internationally homogeneous field,
butnotif thefield consists instead ofeveral distinct, noo=intetactifig
communities (which:do not attend the same conferencet, piiblith in
the same journals, citeeacti other'Swork, andso on).45For Situations
between these extremes, where there is some interaction but not
complete international homogeneity Jas we encountered when
compatitig high-energyphysicsinithe East and West46), one may, for
example,_ first _have to adjust the indicators for differenCet in
publication and_ referencing practices. This iS, hOWeVer, an area
where more work is needed.
, Another disagreement we have with oite Dutch critics concerns

the retpective merits of computerized and manual-scanning
approaches to research evaluation, _We have no _objection to
Computing per se,_ and indeed useoutside data-bases where thereate
significant advantages for example; the NSF Science Literature
Indicators Data,Base; which we have used to drawtoticluSidtiSabbiit
the _overall scientific performance of countries acrOss reSearch
fields.'" However, there are certain tasks :in research evaluation
where a manual scanning approach is the Only optiön:

(1) In Some cases,_computk:ized scanning is itoo expensive because of the high
access costs to data-bases (research evaluations shotild not cost more than a
fraction of the research being evaluated)."
(2) There tan 13-e difficulties with using existing computerized data-bases in
defining the boundaries of fields:49 In the case of the CERN itiidy,far example, it
was necessary to construct our own data-base on experimental _high-energy
physics: Here, there_was no option to a manual-scanning approach becauseof the
need to read large numbers of physics papers in order to ettablithWhith related to
eigieriMe tit al high-energy physics and which did not.
(3) Without reading the papers, it is generally impossible to establish which
research facility has been used to produce the experimental resulti (tbit
netessary for carryingout analyses or institut ional and/or national performance):
(4) Similarly; reading is essential to distinguish between- experinierital and
theoretical papers in a given field something which is vital from a policy point of
view for areas where the costs of experimental and theoretical work are very
different.

It is therefore misleading to pretend that the choice between manual
and computerized scanning 'all depends on the search-algorithm'."
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For the tasks mentioned above; the best search-software isstill tabe
found in the human brain. Furthermore; the worry about 'the
scannergetting tired (oreven crozy)'5' needs to be counterbalanced
by the benefits associated with actually reading the papers and
becoming immersed in their content.

Since Moed and van Raan hold up their own work as an exemplar
of bibliometric assessment, it should be pointed out that their
approach is in our view somewhat flawed in that performance
indicators are applied to different departments within a single
university thatis, they are usedio draw_comparisons between
fields characterized by very different publication and citation
practices.5? There is no attempt to compare 'like with 'like'. While it
may 1::e relatively simple for those with sufficient funds to obtain
bibliometric data for such groups (by ordering computer print-outs
front commercial data-banks), we harbour grave misgivings abbut
applying indicators insuch a fashion;_and would be Mterested to
know what the researchers thus assessed think of the validity of the
results.

Moed and van Raan's final criticism is that performance analyses
of large facilities such as accelerators have a limited relevance for
research policy'." In their view-, 'as soon as, at least in the West, a
specific facility like an accelerator loses its position at "the
front", scientists will move to other facilities. . . . It would . . . be
[more] relevant to policy to follow specific (groups of) scientists . . .

These _gmups .._._are;_ in our opinion, the most interesting (and
therefore most policy-relevant) "level" to_evalmate.'54_This criticism
is misplaced for two reasons. First; it assumes a perfect labour
market within science completely at odds with the actual situation
(even in the West)." Secondly, central facilities account for a I a:ge
proportion of the expenditure by national research-funding
agencies,_56 and for Big Sciences like high-energy physics the main
policy decisions _focus on whether to fund a centre or a new
accelerator or detector, not on which university user groups to
support.

Concluding Note

Let tts conclude as we began by returning to an area where we al e in
agreement with our critics. Collins ends his paper by observing that,
given the substantial progress in science studies over the last ten to
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fifteen yeari, it isilme for the results tobe 'cashed in' for their policy
implications; We agree entirely, although it is important that
policymakers are not 'short thatiged in the process; We would,
however; offer two further htites of caution,_ First, as with any
'applied research, pticit 'Market researcli is absolutely essential =-
in this cace, to ettablith What are theneeds of science politytriakert.
It cannot be aStumed that whatismost interestingfrom a socidlcigical
point of view iS netiasarity most relevant from a policy perSpeetive.
Secondly, sociactists and others in the wience studies community
Will have to do rather more than weave fairy talei if _they_are to
convinc:, pialicymakers and scientiStt that their research has some
validityand the results it yields' kittieutility. In particular; their work
must be capable of being defended in front of a scientific audience,
where it will be judged in terms of criteria somewhat different froth
those normally eMployedittsciencestudies.

Finally, on a Morepersonal note, we warmly welcome the facithat
Harry Collins, indiscussing what constitutet 'the bestway for science
policy to_make use of recent work in Seience studies'57_seerns at long
last to_be renouncing, implititly at least, ultra-relativism. We
applaud this courageous _step 'forWard', since science policy could
potentially derive great benefit from the _qualitative wciology Of
science if the two sides were to work more closely together than
hitherto.
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